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ABSTRACT

In this cm of globalization, there hllS been much western investment in-the eastern

world, increasing the number of large projects financed by internal and foreign
investments. It was thought a challenging proposition to investigate whether systemic
approaches could bo used in eastern developing countries that are in transition
between Toffier's first (agricnltuml focused) and second (industrial centered) waves
of economic development.
For this purpose the Micro Satellite Development Project in Jodonesia was used to
investigate the feasibility of inclusive, western systemic approochcs to large project
management in a situation where ooly hicrnrchical, autocratic methods arc the norm.
The project chosen has impact ou numerous ln·~~ncshm slakcho_ldcrs in various
aspects of their lives, such ns science and technology, I e natural environment, food
supply, economic productivity, institutional IUld r,,..,iO cultural practices, regulation
practices and local government acli\•ities. However,,•: cultural difference to westerners
is not just managemeot practice but the philosophical background of the social milieu.
Pancasila, the state philosophy of Indonesia, hns an apparent support from the
Indonesians. This is an important aspect of project devclopmeot in Indonesia and

11.'1

such might have become one of major constraints of the use of systemic approaches in
lndooesia. This research investigated the potential of systemic methods operating
within the philosophical constraint of Pancasila and their viability and acceptability.
Normally, 'sofl' systems approaches arc inclusive of all worldvicws expressed.
Therefore, it seemed problematic that this inclusive philosijphy would work with the
constraint of.1111other philosophical framework.
Among syst~mic approaches the , Multi Methodolog_ical App.-Oach (MMA)

Wll.'I

c~nsidered appropriate to handle the ,problematic si~ation of this large project.
However, in the Indonesian context it was found that some refurbishments were
esseotial such as the need to insert a special eogagement process, model validation
'
and the basis for selecting respondents. Also }n the engagement process, the
interview.er, needed to identify with local (socio cultural) knowledge to better
undcrsi~

.Jic interviewee's argument: It was found that respondents should be

ii

introduced to how the research works, so they could better participate in the project
and accordingly it can be seen as anticipation to the possibility of knowledge
imposition. In the research, model validation included two steps. The first step was
model evaluation or testing that was done by the investigator by using systems theory
and the respondent's acceptable rules (in this case Pancasila). This was designed to
get models with high confidence. The second step was interviewee's knowledge
based judgment.

The basis for selecting respondents was the Stakeholder Dynamic Theory and
O'Riordan classification of people's four groups philosophical stance. The results
showed a generally positive acceptance of the systemic methods used and a
compatibility with Pancasila, at least at the level of praxis. The models produced were
largely accepted by the respondents as the representations of their views. There were
also indications showing that systemic approaches can be used to transform Pancasila
values and goals into realistic and acceptable actions. Therefore it appeared to be
fruitful to use systemic approaches to develop models that can be used as the basis for
an integral and comprehensive amendment of the Indonesian constitution that now is
in public debate.

This is illuminating as intuitively it would appear to be prone to

failure to use inclusive, non-power dependent methodologies in a hierarchically
conscious society, especially when the survey sample included participants as diverse
as an army general and a local fisherman.
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Chapter I

' INTRODUCTION

1,0 General overview
This thesis investigates the use ofa western systemic approach to a complex problem
in an eastern developing country {Indonesia) within a philosophical constraint !mown
as Pancasi!a1. The project compares the assumptions of a systemic approach and
Pancasila,. An assumJition is made that every Indonesian holds Pancnsila as their
ideal. This thesis provides its judgmental compatibility analysis based on the views of
Indonesians who participated in Pi'lll:ticing the systemic approach as participants of
this research.

The vehicle for this research was a large, complex project called

Sipesmik: this is a national Indonesian project for micro·satellite deve]opmeJ.!t system.

Thero are various system related tenninologics such as the 'system approach', the
'systems approach', the 'systemic approach' and 'systems thinking'. This thesis treats
these as synonyms. However, the 'systemic' approach will be used hero to include
approaches that consider the whole entity heing investigated in contrast to the
conventional, analytical, scientific approaches. The following paragraphs e\ahorate
further the notion of systemic approach used in this tliesis.
There are many views describing the nature of systemic thought. For instance, Minati
and Collen {1997) contrast the notion of 'set' and 'system'. A set consists of a
numherofelcments such as a number of discs inn bowl. A structured set consists of
a number of elements that have relationships with each other such those in a cnr.
When the engine of a car is turned on, this car is a system bnt it is a closed system
because a car does not automatically interact with i(s environment, it just releases its
waste. When its fuel runs out then it stalls and return to the status ofa structured set.
It becomes an open syi;tem when there is a driver, who gives input (pu!s in the

gasoline) and controls the function of all components, so that the system is 'alive'.

' Pnnoasil.e ;..xplairu:d fully in Section 1.2

The interaction with its environment is done by virtue of the driver. A similar
situation occurs to humans: a living human being is a system and a human body is a
structured set. This biological system gave Bertalanffy (1951, 1969) the idea of
studying modem systems. Because a living human being is a system operating within

a social system, it can be seen as an element that interacts with its physical and social
environment. This social system is very complex and motivated Klir (1991, p S-9) to
develop a formula so that poop lo can learn about systems. He defines a system as:
S=(T,R)
where:
S=asystcm,
T = a set of certain things ('thinghood'),
R = a set defined on T ('systemhood')
This equation can help people to differentiate between systemic thought and
traditional science. The latter is concerned with 'thinghood' which is the characteristic
of individual elements in a system while systemic thought is concerned with
'systemhood', that is, the relationships and interactions between elements within a
system. Using this fonnula, people can design a system through identifying the
'thinghood' aud the 'systemhood'.

Withiri. the umbrella of systems thinking, Ulrich (1988) identifies throe classes of
systems; hard, sr,ft, and critical systems\ In this thesis, only the latter two arc
regarded as truly systemic. In some developing countries where the military are in,
there is a tendency toward systematic, 'hard' systems thinking becomiog the preferred
approach in solving oationa\ problems. A significant difference between the soft and
critical systems in one side and the hard system in the other side is the interpretive
nature of the fonner that acknowledges the important role of participants' preferences
in the system.

Another factor that influences the comparison between western and eastern ideas is
the developmental stage of the nation involved. Toffier (1985) theorizes that world
2 Tho term 'hnrd' syslcm,, refer to n more ort less convcn1io1111\ po,ilivist appmach to problem solving
whcreus 'soft' nnd 'critical' oystems tend to be more inte,pretivc und inclusive in nature.
Characteristics of each ofthcao cla.s,eo cun be seen in Tobie 2.3.
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economic development can be classified into three waves: agricultural settlement,
industrialization and information technology. The more advance the development is,
the more significant the role of people's preference in the effectiveness and efficiency
of production. Representing the thi1d wave are the developed countries, whilst the
second and first waves can be observed in developing countries. However, Indonesia
can be represented as being at various stages within Toffier's framework.
Furthermore, geographically Indonesia belongs to the set.of eastern world countries,
whilst the systemic approach has its roots in a western cultural foundation. Caceres
(1998) and Hofstede (1994), indicate that cultural phenomena lead to differences
between the logic ofwesternera' and eastemers3 thinking. that accordingly may cause
differences in their preferences.

The above situation challenged this researcher to investigate this related culturnl
phenomenon and the use of a western systemic approach for a national, complex
problem in an eastern, developing country (Indonesia) .The case study used as a
vehicle to test this idea is described below.

1.1. The case study: the Sipesmik project
On the 3"' and 4"' of February 1998, Dcpanri, the Space Council of Indonesia,
organised the 'First Indonesia National Congress on Space'. The congress
recommended to the President of the Republic of Indonesia as the Chairman of
Depanri who promulgated agreed manuscripts that contained space policies and
programs for Indonesia. One oflhose manuscripts is the 'Indonesia Notional Concept
on Space' (INCS). In accepting the recommendation to be Chairman on tho tenth of
December 1998, the President promulgated the mll!luscripts (see Depanri, 1998a).
The INCS states that the development of the '1m//onal s[/ace' of Indonesia Will be

carried out through the development of its seven components: human reso11rces,
manufacturing industry, service industry, science and tec/mology, na/11ra/ resources,
political and legal aspects wid i11Stilulional aspects. Thus, this area can be seen to be
a large topic for research. So when scoping this research, it was suggested by the State

'Disoussion on this distinction tftll be seen in S~ctfon 2.4.
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Minister for Research and Technology of lhe Republic of Indonesia, through lhe
Chaimum of LAPAN, the Indonesia National Irutitate of Aeronautics and Space,
(whose other function is the SecretaryofDepanri) that micro satellite development be
the topic. Therefore, the sample case used in this thesis is Sistcm Indonesia
Pengembangan Satelit Mikro (Sipesmik), which in the Indonesian system in
developing micro satellites.

To give attention to systemic significance, the starting point to assess Sipesmik is to
regard it as n socio-technical management problem. A different worldview, such as
treating it as n pure technical management problem or a pure social management
problem, would certainly result io different solutions. However, treating it as a pure
technical management problem would not consider the social aspectJ of micro
satellite development. In contrast, treating it as a pure social management problem
would not consider its technical aspects. Micro satellites will be developed in support
of creating and maintaining sustainable food supplies in Indonesia (Lapan, 2002). The
development and use of micro satellites includes both technical and social aspects.
This is clearly stated in the expected outcomes of the project, which include both
those aspects (see section 2.2).
In assessing lhe socio-technical management aspe,ct!I of Sipesmik, one can draw
extensively upon established management and organisation theory. In particular,
Flood and Jackson (1991, p.37) describe five tools of insight observation of an
organisation, these being:
•

Machine metaphor or closed system view, which views an organisation as a
machine that operates in a routine and repetitive fashion and performs
predetermined sets of activities, seeking rational and efficient means of
reaching preset goals and objectives.

•

Organic metaphor or open system view, which views an organisation as an
organism that is a complex network of elements. These elements interact
within an environment from which they draw inputs and dispense outputs,
forming highly organised feedback loops. As an organism, an organisation is
homeostatic or solf regulating. The organisation is also capable of surviving
and sdapting to its environment,
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•

Neurocybemetic metaphor or viable systems view, which views an
organisation like a hwmm whose brain is a tried and tested control system,
thus it has an ability to communicate and Jenm.

•

Cultural metaphor, which views an organisation as having a corporate cu!ture
that is a shared or socially constructed reality of values and beliefs, which
detemiines how an organisation reacts as
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conservative restraining or

generates innovation.
•

Political metaphor, which views an organisation as social relationships
between individllllls and groups.

Competition occurs between these

individuals and groups that involve the pursuit of power, based on which
political characteristic ,.;fthe perceived power of an investigated situation can
be classified into unitary, pluralist and coercive situations.

These

classifications are mnde in tenn of the issues of interest, conflict and power.

Any of these metaphors might highlight significant difficulties or issues that an
organisation faces. However the metaphors are not designed to so!ve such difficulties
or issues. Therefore, Flood and Jackson (1991) suggest the use a systems
methodology to tackle these issues thnt is consistent with the metaphor employed. The
system of 'systems methodologies' asswnes that each problem has intrinsic
properties, whether it is a comp!eK or simple situation. Bnsed on this assumption, the
eKisting methodologies are classified in tenns of political characteristics of the
participants involved in the problematic situation. In contrast, Hutchinson (1997)
states that a problem does not have any intrinsic property, it is the investigntor who
judges how the problem is to be iackled; hence the metaphor chosen.

The system of 'systems methodologies' does not however sl.iggest a methodology
appropriate for handling a problem such as Sipesmik that has a large nwnbcr of
interacting and often conflicting elements. Fortunately, Hutchinson (1997) had
developed a Qualitative Systems Methodological Approach to Environmental
Problems
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that was judged llS having similar characteristics to this situation. This

approach basically can be identified as Local Systemic Action research (LSA) (Flood,
2001), which is the use of Total System Intervention (TSI) (Flood and Jackson, 1991),

• Thh further n:fem,d ,u the Mlllti Methodological Approach (MMA).
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in the context of action researclL Additionally TSI has a western culluml foundation
l!Ild does not COllliider eastern world culture (Ibid), whilst Indonesia, is commonly
classified as an eastern world country (Soejadi and Wibisono, 1986). Moreover based
on Ulrich's (1988) classification of systems thinking, TS! can be classified into
critical systems thinking (Flood and Jackson, 1991) that holds interpretive
characteristic in nature. Therefore Sipesmik can be selected as the appropriate sample
case for this research.

To provide the context for the thesis, the following sections introduce Pancasila, the
notion of systems approach, and the rc.;eareh questions including the scope of the
study, !he significance of research questions, and !he structure of the thesis.
1.2 Pancasila

The word Paneasila was derived from two Sanskrit words, 'panes' which means five,
and 'sila' which means principle. Pancasila reflects five insepamble and interrelated
principles (Depen, 1996).

I) Belie/in the One and Only God. This 'sila' reaffirms the existence of God,
the belief in the life after death wid the belief that pursuit of these sacred
values will lead the people to a better life in !he hereafter. Therefore it
becomes the source oflhe four other principles.

2) Just and Civllfsed Humanity. This 'sila' requires lhnt human beings should be
treated with due regard to their decorum as God's creatures. It also stresses
that Indonesians do not tolerate physical and or mystical domination ofhum1111
beings by their own people or by any realm.

3) The Unity of lndan/!$/a. This 'sila' symbolises the concept of nationalism, 0£
love for one's realm and nation state. This principle foresees the need to
always promote national unity and integrity. It requests Indonesians to avoid
superior feelings baml on ethnic reasons, ancestry or skin colour. By
respecting one another, the social difference~ in daily life (between ethnic
groups, beliefs, customs, professions etc.) should become the colour of the
national unity 1111d integrity.
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4) Democracy Guided by the Inner Wisdom in the Unonlmlty Arising out of
Deliberations amongst Representatives. This 'sila' describes the special type

of Indonesian democracy where decisions are made through delibcrnlions
amongst the pcoplc:'s representatives. This principle requests of each people's
representative to always keep in mind that democratic right must always be
put into effect with the deeper consideration of accountability to God
Almighty.

This consideration is in accordance to one's own assurance and

spiritual -belief with respect for the values of man's decorum and truthfulness,
and with a view to preserve and strengthen national unity nnd pursuit through·
social justice.
5) Social Justice/or tlte Whole of the People oflndrmesla. This 'siln' calls for a

dynamic and progressive way of distributing happiness to the whole
population.
Pancasila has been philosophically and politically agteed upon by Indonesians since
the !Su, of August, 1945, and reaffirmed on the 5th of July, 1959, through a
presidential decree. Pancasila is a '.social contract' or 'social agreement' among the
founders of the Unified State of the Republic of Indonesia officially known as Negara
Kesatuan Rcpublik Indonesia (NKRI) (Onghokham, 2001). Pancasila holds high
values and goals for Indonesians, but there have been many subjective interpretations
nnd even manipulation ofPancasiln that has destroyed the image ofPancasila.
Sukarno, tlle first president of Indonesia, reduced the five principles or Pancasila, to
three principles or Trisila: (I) The belief in the One and only God, (2)
Internationalism and (3) Democracy. He further reduced Trisila to one principle or
Ekasi!a which is Gotongroyong or collectivism where the first 'siln' ofPancrurl!a was
omitted. However, it has been agreed as the source of the four other principles of
Pancasiln. By reducing the five principles to one principle, Sukarno introduced a new
ideology known as Nasionalisme-Agama-Komunisme (NASAKOM) which stands for
Nationalism-Religion-Communism (Lane, 1991). This was a fundamental failure by
Sukarno with regard to Pancasila, as it led to a totalitarian approach. Furthermore
Sukarno stated that ho was the 'pe11yambung lidah rakyat' or public speaker'
{Kuntowijoyo, 200la), suggesting from tho fourth principle ofPancasi!a that power is
' Tiilil means that whatever Subuno sa!d it, public was taken as the voice of the

'people'
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held by the pub lie. Since Sukarno considered himself 'the public speaker' then 'what
he says is true' and therefore evei:yone shall obey 'what he says', This is a violation of
democratic principles.
To impress the public and to gather support, Suhllrto (the second president of
Indonesia) contrasted NASAKOM ideology with the Pancasila ideology. Since
Pancasila has broad support in the society (Lane, 1991), Suharto obtained great
success in marketing this. However, like his predecessor, Suharto used Pancasila to
control the public which eontra~cts with the second 'si\a': 'Just and civilised
humanity' that stresses that Indonesians should not accept the physical and or
mystical domination ofhuman beings by their own people or by llllY realm. In support
oflhis, the following is a quotation from Lane (19~1, p.8):
"During 1980s tl,e government6 began a campaign whereby more and mare
people were campt11/ed to go ta a Pancasi/a co11rse. This was obligatory far all
civil servmlfs, including teachers, academics and military personnel. ........
Fa/lure in /he examination ot tlie e11d of a Pancasila COUl'1ie could result in
dismissal from one's job ...... .... On top of llils tlie gavernment also pushed
through tlie DPR 1, a law requiring all social and palitfca/ orlfanlsations ta
adapt Pancasi/a as their official ideology. Thfa· became kllow11 as the Azas
Tunggal (Sale Philosopl,y) law, also referred to as the' Law of Social
Organisation ....... "
These courses were designed as a tool of the repression of democrac~ (Suseno, 1999)
to control people. Manipulating Pllllcasila into a state ideology resuli;:d in the image
ofPancasila becoming blurred. All political ideologies have methodolo',gical failure,
since the prnctitioners of these ideologies insert the tenns 'true and .false' into
practical politics, where the praxis term of 'good' lllld 'bad' are more iippropriate.
Since this practice is attractive to group(s) of people who grasp poHti~l power and
have the ambition to control the public, such groups tend to incorporate the notions of
truth and falsity into practical politics (Suseno, 2000). When truth lllld falsity are used
in the praxis then the political elites of the government becomes totalitarillll,

• The WQ!d 'government' cnn be re!ld us 'Suharto', sim:e he WM the im,;idont ot thnt lime,
DPR ~ Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat (the People,' Rcpre,enta1ive Council)

1
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However, there are still a large number of high profile thinkers who are optimistic
about the survival of Pancasila as a sci of stat1,1 based principles, since it holds the high
values and goals of the Indonesian peopfo, Pant..sila has a long history in Indonesia
(Moedjanto, 2000). It embodies the wor!dview and philosophy of Indonesians but
there is a need to accommodate Indonesians' world view at the praxis level.
Openness is likely to be the public choice to revitalise the political life iu Indonesia
(Lane, 1991). However, such a democratic culture needs to be built up from almost
zero (Suseno, 1999). Even though optimism has been shown by Mubynrto who
introduced

llU

~

economic application ofPancasila known as Teori Ekonomi Pancasila

(Pustep, 2003; Jegalus, 2002) that !scharacterised as follows:
(!) TI,e economic, social and moral condition nf the peop!ll stimulates the

national economy.
(2) There is a strong will of the community to create and miiintain sOcial justice
and not to allow economic imbalance and social injustice.
.

'

(3) Wita economic nationalism in the globalisation era, there is urgency for
creating a national economy that is strong, competitive and will stand alone.
(4) A democratic economy is a communal and familial economy, where
'Koperasi' or cooperative coipornte,. in conjunction with other cooperative
efforts, arc the spirit of the personal and public economy.
(5) The balance, hannony, efficiency and jus1ice characterises the relationship
between national !}la.'llling, economic decentralisation and autonomy (wide,
free, and responsible). All this is directed towards achieving social justice for
the whole population of Indonesia.
The above reflection provides five strategic points wiih regard to Paucasila:
(1) Pa.1casilu holds the expressed values and goals of Indonesian life, it embodies
the notions of'true and false' but not praxis tenns of'good and bad' therefore
Pancasibt is at the level of philosophy.
(2) History shows !hat treating Pancasila as the state ideology has failed in the
past, when the elites within the government have become totalitarian which
contradicts the democratic nature of the fifth principle ofPancasila.
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(3) Thc praxis level fa com:emed with 'good and bad'. There is a need to openly
develop this level by introducing the high values for daily life and the
achievement goa!s held by Pancasila.
(4) Pancasila should be used as the common denominator, so that a!! methods or
methodologies align in correspondence, consistence , and cohere~ce (see
ch_npter 3) with it.
(5) Among Indoncsiarui, there is optimism that Pancasila wil! survive.
The points above bring into question whether a western systemic approach that hE1S
been developed for a western cultural conte,ct is compatible with Pancasila. At a
philosophical level, western culture can be represented by Christianily, Judaism,
Islam and secular rationalism, all of which place importance on the existence of Truth
which is accessible to true belicvers (Hofstede, 1994), while eastern culture can be
represented by Hinduism, Buddhism and Taoism each of which are more concerned
with e,cploring ways in which a person can improve him/herse\fthrough alternative
ways of living involving ritual and meditation (Caceres, 1998).
In fact, Pancasi\a is more representative of western than of eastern culture, because of
importance it places Oil the e,cistence of Truth, as seen in the first principle 'Thc belief
in tho One and Only God' which becomes the source oftbe other four principles. This
is supported by the fact that more than 88% of Indonesians are Moslems, about 10%
are Christians and about 2 % are Hindus or Buddhists (Deplu, 2003, JICA, 1999) thus
more than 98% of lndonesilllls belong to western religions. Therefore a western
systemic approach may be compatible with Pancasila.
However, a part of Pancasila is also representative to eastern culture. For example
Pancasila acknowledges persons who improve themselves by exploring alternative
ways of living through ritual and meditation. Tiris commitment is embodied in the
second principle: 'Just and Civilised Humanity'. This principle even supports
exploring ways or' living tbnt do not include a belief in Gtid (Kuntowijoyo, 200la).
This is possible because Pancasila itself is both philosophical and a political
consensus (Soejadi and Wibisono, 1986). Therefore a western cultural application of
Pancasila, which eacompasses a systemic approach, may assist Indonesia in relieving
some political bnrdeas.

lO

1.3

Research questions and scope ofthe study

The above renections provide the basis for the tDpic of this thesis as: The
Compatibility of a Western Systemic Approach ror handling Complex, Pluralist
and Coercive Problems In Developing Countries ~ A ease study of Micro Satellite
Development la Indonesia.

This thesis has three main aims:
•

To investigate whether a western systemic approach will successfully produce

•

To investigate whether the generated solutions nre acceptable to Indonesian

solutions to such complex problems as Sipesmik in an Indonesian context,

stakeholders.
•

To investigate whether a systemic approach can be used to transfonn the high
values and goals held within Pancasiln into realistic and acceptable actions.

Much of systems thinking assumes the involvement of stakeholders in the problem
investigation, thus it was asked whether stakeholders of Sipesmik will participate in
generating solutions? Assuming they will participate in the solutions generation
process. Possible solutions generated by the usc of a systemic approach ,~re
conceptual models. Will they be accepted in the Indonesian context? Also, can the
approach help transform the ideals ofPancasila into realistic and acceptable actions?
The above reflection led the author to fonnulnte the research questions, as fol!ows:
•

Can a western systemic approach be success£ully used to define solutions
or complex plurallst and coercive problems In a developing eastern world
country such as Indonesia?

•

Wlll the solutions generated In this context be acceptable to Indoneshln
stakeholdcn?

•

Can these systemic methods be used to transform the high values 11nd
goals held within the state philosophy of Indonesia 'Pancnsll11' into
realistic and acceptable actions?

ll

There lll'C three limits to the scope of this resean:h.
•

The f1tst is that only micro satellite development in Indonesia is considered,
although several factors in this domain can be applied to other domains in
Indonesia and to space science and technology in general and to other
countries.

•

The second is that the solutions are restricted to the qualitative and conceptual
models of Sipesmik problems. Although these models will form the basis for
further quantitative models that can be developed with other specific
lmow\edge.

•

The third is that Pancasila is a philosophical and political consensus of the
fo1mders ofNKRI (the Unified State of the Republic of Indonesia). Whether
all IndonesiWJs keep Pancasi!n in their mind as their ideals is arguable.

1A

Signlficonce o£the research questions

Most plannern are guided by instructions or goals set by the decision makers (top
down planning). This happens in Indonesia partieulnrly because Pancasiln i~ treated as
the slate ideology. A political ideology like Pancnsila is believed to be true by peers
or those in control, and then othern are asked to believe that it is true (Suseno, 2000).
For example, Pancnsi\a is believed to be true by the founders ofNKRI, and others are
asked to follow the same ideology. When everyone follows the ideology then
everything is derived from it. This mechanistic logic shows why top down plnnning
dominates in Indonesia national development.

No legal document fonnnlly promulgated treating Pancnsi!n as the state ideology of
Indonesia. However there are documents such as Wawasan Nusantara (Djuanda,

1957; Soewarso, 1984) that uses Pancasila as ifit is the state ideology of Indonesia.
Wawasai, Nusan/ara is a document describing Indonesians vision for their country.
Wawasan Nusantara is mentioned in a number or legal documents such as the
Indonesia law 24, year 1992, regarding space management (Penataan Ruang).

Wawasan Nusanlara is also mentioned in six consecutives Garis Garis Besai: Haluan
Negara (GBHN) or the Broad Guidelines of State Policy (1973-1978; 1978-1983;

1983-1988; 1988-1993; 1998-2003). Although it appears that 'Pancasila is tho state
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ideology of Indonesia', there are thinkers who question its validity. Even the present
GBHN (\999·2004) does not mention Wawasan Nusantara that treats Pancasila as the
state ideology ofrndoncsia.
This resenrch can be seen as a response to those who are concerned with the danger of
ideological manipulation for the sake of peraonal or group interests such as Wibisono
(1986) and Suseno (2000). It will also a reiiponse to those who are concerned with the
revitalisation of Pancasila values in daily life and in achieving the goa\s'held by it,
such as Kuntowijoyo (200\a, b), Moedjanto (2000), Nugroho and Mahzar (Kompas,
2003).
As a developing country Indonesia has rec~ived development Bid from donors that,
among others, have formed the Consultative Group on Indonesia (CGJ) whose
members are mostly developed countries. This aid consists of loans, grants and
technical assistances, and is approved yearly by the CGI members. The sum ranges
from 3 - 4 billion (US $) a year that equals to 1-2 % of the nnnual Gross Domestic
Product of the country. However, it is important due to its role in overcoming the
yearly fiscal deficit (Kompas, 2003). These donors arc primarily concerned with the
effective use of the aid in alleviating poverty in Indonesia (Kassum, 2001). Gennany
belongs to this group and interests in to helping to support the development of micro
satellite for sustainable food supply in Indonesia (Lapan, 2002),
A closing remark given by Kasswn (2001) who chaired the eleventh CGI meeting
implied that both the donor community and the government of Indonesia were
concerned with:
a) Effective use oflhe aids in alleviating the poverty;
b) Empowering and investing in the poor;
c) Justice as the key factor of retaining social cohesion and stability;
d) Effective coordination within a good governance;

'

e) Real integrated action within the complexity of the situation,'Where each
of the sectors should interact with one another.
As shown by Hutchinson (1997), the systemic approach can result in conceptual
models that guide in the facilitation of integrated action within a complex situation,
13

leading to public empowerment, effective coordination and use ofresoun:cs to create
and sustain high economic productivity. As this research uses a similar meta·
methodology to develop models for developing micro satellite project and sustainable
food supply, it can also be seen as an attempt to respond to the concern of both
developed and developing countries alike.

1.5

Structure or the the!lis

Since this research takes micro sntcllite development as the case study, its background
as a space project development will provide solid foundation for further deliberation.
This project can be seen as a derivative action of the INCS. Therefore deliberation on
INCS will provide complete background in regards to why micro satellite
development is needed. Although it can be seen as a derivative action of INCS, in
practice this project gets its initial financial support from the office MNRT. In this
context it is included in projects that are categorised in the bottom up approach
scheme, since it is not included in the National Strategic Competitive Research
(RUSNAS) initiated by the office ofMNRT, which represents the top down approach.

As a derivative action of INCS, the micro satellite project is a project that was
generated through mechanical logic of Pancasila - UUD'45 • Wawasan Nusantara -

Ketahanan Nasional- INCS • Space Policies - Space Projects (sec further deliberation
in chapter 2). However Wawasan Nusanlara and Ketahanan Nasional is no longer
included in the present GBHN (1999 - 2004). This may see micro satellite
development not belonging to the RUSNAS category. All of the above will be
clarified in Chapter 2 that discusses space project management in Indonesia. In this
chapter the theoretical compatibility of the systemic approach with Pancasila will be
assessed, within which a suggestion thnt critical systems lhinking approach may be
most compatible with the principles ofPancasila, is elaborated.

Further chapters will present how to research a project using critical systems thinking
and whnt are the differences between researching a project this way compared to other
approaches. This deliberation leads to an introduction of a Multi Methodologies
Approach (MMA) (Hutchinson, 1997) and its required adaptation to investigate the
research questions, and based on which the methodology of this research was
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developed. This methodology indicates that there are five stages of investigation:
select approach to research questions, generate solutions, judge the solutions, revisit
the research questions nnd identify future actions.
The structure of the thesis is us follows:
Chapter 2 presents three sub topies, the INCS and spncc policies, the management of
micro satellite project, and the theoretical compatibility assessment of the systemic
approach and action research with Pancasila.
Chapter 3 outlines the nature of large project planning and the use of systiims
approaches in Indonesia.
Chapter 4 introduces the research methodology used.

)\
Chapter 5 includes the summary of the data collected, and the root definitiiiii of the
ideal system,
Chapter 6 models the tasks that are needed to satisfy the requirements of the ideal
system.
Chapter 7 describes the Sipesmik models validation results and their evaluation.
Chapter 8 re-visits the research questions, and discusses whether western systemic
approaches cnn be successfully used to define s.:Jlutions within the constraints of the
high values and goals held by Pancasila and realistic and acceptable actions produced.
Chapter 9 evaluat~ the research ei;pecially that regards Pancasila and the
methodology used.
Chapter IO assesses the result of the research, presents some reflections and
conclusions, and discusses possible related future research.
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Cbapter2
SPACE PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN INDONESIA,
PANCASILA AND THE CONTEXT OF THE RESEARCH

2.0 General Overview
Section 2.1 introduces the Indonesia National Concept on Space (JNCS), within
which the notions of 'national development' and 'national space development' for
Indonesians are discussed. Also, this section identifies policies on micro satellite:
development that were derived from the INCS. These policies have become Lapan's
foundation in initiating

11

micro satellite development. Section 2.2 outlines this

project.

Sections 2.1 and 2.2 indicate that the approach used in mimaging large projects in
Indonesia can be categorized as top down which differs to that of Local Systemic
Action researoh (LSA). As represented by a Multimethodrfogy' ~pproach - MMA (the one used in this thesis was developed by Hutchinson (1996))

1
,

the LSA

appreciates stakeholders' views, based on which conceptual models of realistic
actions are developed. Section 2.3 evaluates 11Dd critiques the approach used in large
project management in Indonesia. This section also contrasts bottom up and top down
approaches, and identifies their limitations and promises. This section ends with
indications that the combination of those approaches is considered most appropriate to
actual national development projects (see 2.1).

Within the top down approach Pancasila is treated as the ideal or philosophical basis
(Depanri, 1998a, b, c, d), since it is the state philosophy of the country. This indicates
that Pancasila has a special position within the Indonesians' life since it holds the high
values and goals of the Indonesians. Therefore to be acceptable, an approach
introduced to the Indonesians should be compatible with Pancasila. Since LSA is a
combination of systems thinking and action =earch, therefore sections 2.4 and 2.S
are consecutively set to discuss the compatibility assessment of systems approach and
action research with Pancasila. Section 2.6 presents the sununary of the chapter.
I It will be k!entlflcd further a., the Multi Methodology Approach (MMA)
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2,1 INCS
Tho INCS (Dcpanri, 1998a) states that space and earth composo a unified whole.
Hence, in managing space usage, Indonesians should consider that space is for all
peoples of the world. Also, INCS .specifies that they should consider not only
htdonesian interests but also the world interests including the existing agreements
between states and international practice in space usage.
The INCS acknowledges different a legal stains between air space and outer space,
and regulates rights and obligations differently, Air space above a national territory
includes the national jurisdiction of the covered state, while outer space is a conuuon

The INCS states that its foundations ore Pancasila, UUD' 45 (The Constitution of the
Republic of btdonesiai, Wawasan Nusantara (Nusantara Vicws)l, and Iwtaluman
Nasional (National Resilience Acknowledging these foundations, it confirms that the
nationoi space of Indonesia consisting of air space and outer space should be

(Dcpunri, 1998a, p.9):
a) used eonfonuing to the values and goals held within Pancaaila and the
UUD'45;
b) managed to achieve a unified whole (politics, economy, social and culture,
resilience and security) oflndonesia;
c) directed to fortify national resilience;
d) managed in such a way that other nationalities can use them;
a. for peaceful purposes,
b. for human kind interest,
c. in n manner not contradictory with national interest and
d. in confonnance with international laws and regulations;
e) in conformance with environmental preservation and sustainable life.

' The Constitution or tho Republic Qf Indonesia i, wiuolly refcm:d to as the 1945 Conotitution
(UUD'45). This 1, panly booause the constitution wos drafted and adopted In 1945 when the
Rcpubl!c was eslab!ishcd, 1111d portly to distiDJ.lUi•h it from tw., other coll.'ltitutions which w,n,
introduced In fu:• Indonesia (Depen, 1996)
'Wawruian Nusanlnra Ul • conceptual outlook on Indonesia ond its existence within various other
,tntes (Suryohadiproj<>, 2002). Thi, outlook was lounched by The National R<:,ilicnc:c ill.'ltitute

(LEMHANNAS) an Indonesian institute responsible for nntiona! resilience.
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The operational prirn:iples (Azas) of IN CS are (Depanri, 1998a, p!O):
a) uniformity and unification of design (o£thought, of behaviour and ofuction)

that were generated based on familial spirit that creates responsibility,
motivation and driving force for Indonesians to use space;
b) Prosperity and security (as the basic values for managing and regulating
national life).
c) Consultation and cooperation between countries to maintain the use ofspaee

for human prosperity and for an orderly world, based on freedom, eternal
peace and social justice.
The INCS implements two basic concC!)ts of viewing the space, First, it views the
space as 'an area' that belongs to 'a unified whole' that consists of space, earth
(ground and waters) and living creaiul'e$. Based on this view, 'national area' includes
'ground', 'waters' and 'space' areas. Those areas should be a 'unified area', where
'Indonesia's living creatures' live and grow in concordance with the nature (space and

earth). This view implies that Indonesians are capable orshal! be made capable to use
space for their living (achieve goals and actualise aspirations),
Secondly, it views space as 'a living space'. As a 'Jiving space', the national space of
Indonesia consists of (ibid, p.11):

a. The wadah (container) that consists of ground, waters, and space.
b. The isl (contain) that consists of Indonesians' aspirations ir, space usages to
realise goals held within the introduction of the UUD' 45 i.e. to actunlise tho
slate of Indonesia that is free, unified, jurisdictional, just and prosperous.
c. The tata /afcu (behaviour) that can be seen as processes or results of
interactions between the wadah and the isi, which includes spiritual and
physical behaviours. The spiritual behaviour is represented by the culture of
space usage. The physical behaviour is represented b}' 'space management
and regulation', the bil!lis of which are prosperity, security, consultation 11nd
cooperation.
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The JNCS holds five basic teachings that national space is (ibid, p 14):
a) a ,.1Dlfied area that means that ground, waters and space are viewed as a
unified whole that is a gift of the Almighty God that should be used to sustain
the nation.
b) a unified natfo11 that means that the space usage is viewed as a vehicle for
Indonesians, who based on 'collective spirit', 'identity', and 'awareness',
'willingness' and 'political stance' to which all Indonesians arc entitled in
creating nnd maintaining 'se!fsustainable lll!d competitive' national space.
e) A unified politics that means that space usage is viewed as a nation's prime
effort in arguing political right for Indonesia's jurisdiction on national airspace
and for the realisation of international acknowledgement of Indonesian's
interest in outer space as n whole.
d) A unified economy that means that space usage is viewed as an economical
subsystem that harmoniously integrates with other subsystems of national
development for improving public prosperity.
e) A unified soda culture that means that space usage is viewed as a process of
unification in which various socio-cultural elements integrate harmoniously to
improve public culture and intelligence in an era of advancement.
I) A unlfied defence and security that means that space usage is viewed as an

effort in increasing the defence and security of the country, which is
hnnnoniously embedded within efforts of increasing prosperity within a
framework of itnplementing the Hankamrata4 doctrine.

The JNCS holds both: inward and outward views. TI1c inward view is to guarantee the
nation'S unifom1ity and unification of space usage. The outward view is to guarantee
Indonesia jurisdictional enforcement within its national airspace, and obtain
international acknowledgement of Indonesia's interest in outer space as a whole,
tluough an increasing sensitivity and anticipation capabilities to the trend in
worldwide development.

:f

Hanlmmrala h n 'Total People's Dorensc ond Security' doctrine (Dupon~ 2001) whore publ!c
be<:Gmes ono of the prime oomponcnl!I ofa national defense and security system.
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The JNCS's position within the Indonesian space administration is the master doctrine
that should continually be developed through logica\ 1111sessment and implementation
process to respond advancement and trends of space usages. This position brings the
INCS ofhaving four functioru; i.e. (Dcpanri, 1998a, p.16)
a) INCS provide guidmce and rules that an: the driving, motivating force behind
the usage and the. preservation of space
b) INCS is a method of managing space activities, which is comprehensive and
integral in fonnulating national policies ~d national strategy for the usage and
preservation of space.
c) INCS is a part of a nationnl life system in forwarding public community
views, designed to attract public participation in the usage and preservation of
space for achieving national goals.
d) INCS is a basic frame for Indonesians in defining the direction and targets in
space usage and preservation through stepping stones indicated in Rcpelita
(Five Years Plans).
National development
National development is the development of Indonesians as individuals and the
development of the whole people of Indonesia (Depnnri, 1998c), It is a multi-step
process of a continuous change, designed lo promote advancement towards intended
goals held within the introduction of UUD'45. It advances, improves and uses
national potentials 1111 a whole for achieving national goals that include the two basic
aspects of prosperity and security, for which national space should be hannoniously
advanced, improved and used. The role of national space can be seen in i~ support to
realise unification in the sense of politics, defence and security, economics, and sociocultural issues.
National space development
INCS is implemented through national space development (Depanri, 1998~), and in
the fonn of space usage that includes two factors that have close relationBhips with
one another i.e.
a) space as an area within which natural resources exist
20

b) science and technology as the primary tool for space usage
Based on this understanding the national space components are identified. Those
components are human rel!Ourccs, science and technology, manufacturing industry,
services industry, natural resources, political and legal aspects, and institutional
aspects. Those components are developed in ahannonious and integrated relationship
with other components of national development (Depanri, 1998a, p.21), within
direction as the following:
a) Human resources will be developed to being self sustainable, high quality
wid competitive people with various capabilities including scientific and
technical, political wid legal, and management.
b) Space science aud tcebnology will be developed for creating application
advancement, and for mastering and improving spnce science and technology,
which are needed for increasiog prosperity, cultural adv!lllcemcnt, and
competitiveness, !llld for stimulating a continuous national development.
c) Space manufacturing Industry will be developed for creating a space
engineering industry, for fulfilling domestic demand ~~d for competing
foreign products on international market.
d) Space services industry will be developed to create a space service industry,
for fulfilling domestic demand, and to compete with foreign products on the
iotcmational market.
e) Naturnl resources that are io the ground, waters and space will be developed
and sustain, so thnt they will be available as needed for the use of space.

J) Space political and legal aspects will be developed for jurisdictiooal
enforeemenl

within

the

national

airspace

and

for

international

acknowledgment of national interest in the usage of space as a whole, which is
supported by national and international laws and regulations.
g) Space Institutional aspects will be developed to create high productivity of
space usages, which are supported by organisations, coordination mechanism
within space activities and also within national development as a whole.

Micro ntellite pollcles derived from INCS

Depanri (1998b) has developed a general policy for national space development for
25 years (1999 to 2024). As discussed earlier in this section, that national space of
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Indonesia is being developed through its seven components. The main component that
hllli been explicitly appointed to develop micro satellite is manufacturing industry.
However, it is clearly indicated that the science and technology component and the
services industry component should provide support to manufacturing industry
component with regard to micro satellite development. The science and toohnology
component is selected to provide support to space vehicle (including satellite)
development run by the manufacturing industry component. The services industry
component is appointed to develop satellite orbiting services, and other various
services that relate to micro satellites capabilities such as remote senging,
communication, navigation and geodetics. There is no explicit policy mentioning
micro satellite within the policies dedicated to the four other components of the
national space (human resources, natural resources, regulatory and institutional
components). However as parts of the national space each of those components
should !nice part in the micro satellite development according to its competencies.
2.2

Mkro Satellite Development Project

The project was initiated by Lapan through 'Proyek Rise/ Unggu/an Kernandlrian

Kedirgantaraan' (competitive research project for self-governing of space) in the
fiscal year of 2002. This project produced a 'Proposal on The Development and
Application of National Satellites of Indonesia', describing background nnd
justification of the project, the stmtegy and steps of small/micro satellite development,
the outpu!s and the organisation of the project (Lapan, 2002).

The background states that sateHite system is an appropriate infrastructure for
Indonesia development, cspccin!ly due to its geographic condition that is a tropical
maritime continent. Indonesia has experience in operating satellite systems for more
than 25 years, and was the third country after USA and Canada using satellite
technology for domestic communications. However, Indoncsin's satellite system has
great dependency on foreign products. TI1is challenges Indonesia to incrementally
lessen such a dependency through space technology innovation.

Small/micro

satellites have become the first preference to be de\leloped. The reason is that they are
technologically relative simple, so it should be easier to master compared to large
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satellites. The investment needed is smaller, h<'wever, various capabilities can be
incorporated into a small/micro satellite (ibid).

The justlficatlou confirms that satellite system is a strategic national asset that
stimulates higher economic productivity, and is advancing a number of sectol'li such
as: agriculture, tmasportation, communication, meteorology and natural dis11.Ster
management, education nnd hwnan resources, health nnd space exploration. It is also
expected to stimulate higher business and job opportunities especially in regard to
small. industry having a high technological basis such as software applications and
remote sensing services. It identifies risks that will be faced with the absence of
satellite technology innovation such as: continuous high dependency on space
application to other countries, nnd the loss of opportunities to manufacture products

with high added values tlrat relatCH to satellite technology application.
The strategy chosen to develop small / micro satellite is as follows (ibid, p.10):

u. Accept technology cooperation offer from the Germany for designing, and
manufacturing, integrating and testing the system,
b. Take benefit of the present space cooperation between Indonesia and India
that relates to spac!l vehicle operation.
c. Intensify small satellite development cooperation with Malaysia to benefit on
space technology demonstration and operation,
d. Benefit from finance provided by the Ministry of Research and Technology of
Indonesia, which are allocated for RUSNAS (research projects that nationally
having competitive and strategic advantages), RlJK (research projects that
having competitive advnntogcs in increasing domestic interactions), RUTI
(resoarch projects that having competitive advantages in increasing
international interactions) wid Lapan budget.

The satellite subsystems include (Ibid, pl3}:
•

the ccimmand and data handling,

•

the determination and control satellite behaviour,

•

the telecommunication, the power supply,

•

the payloads,
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•

the mechanical structure, and

~

Earth stations.

The satellite that will be developed has been baptised MMES (Multi Mission Equator
Satellite). Its mission is space remote sensing lo create and maintain sustainable rood
supply, and digital store and forward communication demonstration technology. Its
mission payloads are High Resolution Multi Spectral Earth Imaging that was designed
for crop monitoring, nsing spectral bands: 04 µm- 05 µm; 0.6µm - 0.7µm; O.Sµm 1.0µm, and optical focal length of 560 mm. It also brings a CCD (Charge Coupled
Device) array sensor of [024 x 1024 pixels. The general specifications of the MMES
space craft are listed in table 2.1.
Table 2,1 General speclncalion of MMES space erart
(Source: Lapan, 2002, p.31)
Space craft mass

SO kg (platfonn: 3S kg; payload IS kg)

.
Dimension

liOO x 400 x 400 mm•

Power

300 W GaAs solar cells Ni CD battery

Attitude Determination Md 3 axis stabilised, gravity gradient, magnetorquers,
Control System (ADCS)

magnctometcra, sun sensors

Pointing accuracy

:1:0.1°

Orbit

Equatorial, circular 14 rev/day

Frequency baod

UIL: 144 to 146 kbps

D/I: 435 to 438 kbps
Transmitters

UHF (9.6 - 19.2 kbps)

Receivers

VHF (9.6 kbps)

Main computers

OBC 186 (primary)
OBC 386 (secondary)

The steps for micro satellite development consist of (ibid, p,17):
l, The vlslblllty study that has three main targets to select the system's concl:pt,
to demonstrate the visibility of the project design and analysis, and lo define
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the technical solution and its details in order to achieve realistic performance,
schedules, plan and fimuu:ial arrangement.
2. The detailing of the design so that necessary research development,
manufacturing, integration and test can be comprehensively plarmed.

J, The research and development, manufacture, integration and tCllt will
benefit the German pat1ner.

4. The launching win benefit the piggy backing facility provided by the Indian
pat1ner.

S. The preparation of sotellite mission operation includes, launching, transfer
orbit, mission activation and routine operation.
The expected outcomes of the project are (ibid, p.19):

1. Higher human resources capability in satellite technology,
2. Highercnp'cl!ilitics ofprofessional laboratories,

J. Higher capabilities of industries of high technological basis,
4. Higher capabilities of industries of satellite technology spin off,

5. Larger number of space publications and patents.
6. Higher economic productivity stimulated by space applications,
7. Lesser dependability to space foreign products.

Organisation of the project consists oflhree levels (ibid, p 20):
\. The steering institution is the State Ministry for Research and Technology
(MNRT). It has the role of steering the project including to setting up the
mission and the strategy of the project.

2. The coordinator is LAPAN. Its functions include planning, coordinating, and
evaluating, results' applications and budgeting of the project.

3. The Implementation groups are:

a. Process group
i. LAPAN (The Indonesia National Institute of Aeronautics and
Space)

ii. LIP! (The Indonesia Institute of Sciences)
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iii. BPPT (The Agency for Assessment and Application of
Teclmology)
iv. ITB (Bandung Institute ofTeehnology)
v. ITS (Surabaya Institute ofTeehnology)

b. Production group

i. PT. LEN Industry (National Electronic Industry Corporation)

ii. PT INTI (Indonesia Telecommunication Industry Corporation)
iii. PT DI (Indonesia Space Corporation )

At the 17th of April 2003, the MNRT established a steering committee for micro
satellite development that consists of 15 members as listed io table 2.4. The position
of the members implies that they represent executor institutions that c~osist of two
groups: process group (sec table 2.4 numbers I· 10) and product group (see table 2.4
nwnbers 11-15).
2.3 Evaluation and critique
a.

Approach

From section 2.2 it can be seen that the approach implemented in creating the micro
satellite project seems to be using the 'top down approach'. Figure 2.1 presents the
derivation flow from Pancasl/a - UUD'45 - Wawasan Nusrmtara - Keta/Jana11

Nasio11a!- INCS- T/Je General Policies of the National Space Development -Micro
Satellite Project.

Although INCS (Depanri, 1968b p.16) states that JNCS

' .......sebaga/ bagian darl sis/em ke!Jid11pa11 naslonal dalam menyaiurkan aspirasi
rakyat ...... 11ntuk menuju pencapa/an t11}11an nasional.. ....... .' (is a part of the
national living system in forwarding public aspirations ........... to achieve national
goals). However, it docs not provide a mechanism to actually fotward public
aspirations.
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As it was described in section 2,._national gonls nre stated in the 'Introduction' of
UUD'4S, and the way to achieve those goals is described within the main body of the
UUD'4S. Here public aspirations are put forward through i!s representative in the
DPR (People's Representative Council). However, INCS does not describe how
public aspirations will be forwarded or processed. Assuming thnt there are aspirations
coming from the public who participate in the micro satellite project, there is no clear
mechanism in the INCS established to recognise such aspirations.

Tiris kind of 'feedback moobanism' or 'rooursion' seems to have also become
aconcem of the President of the Republic of Indonesia, who within her speech in
commemorating the independence-day (Office of MNRT, 2002) stated that in order to
increase the science and technology capability and culture, a number of competitive
research programs, have been established i.e. Riset Unggu/an Terpadu = RUT
(Integrated Competitive Research), Rlset U11ggu!an Terpadu Internasfo,ia/ = RUTI
(International Integrated Competitive Research), Riset Unggulan Kemitraan = RUK
(Cooperative Competitive Research), and Risct Unggulan Kemosynrakatan dan
Kemanusiaan = RUKK (Humanism and Public Competitive Resenrch). These
research programs are included in the financial support scheme (incentive scheme)
provided by the office of the MNRT (State Minister for Research and Toohnology)
and competitive. This scheme can be seen as a bottom-up approach that comp!ements
Riset Unggulan Strategis Nasional = RUSNAS (National Strategic Competitive
Research), which initiative comes from the office of MNRT that represents the top
dawn approach.

However, that kind of partnership approach (bottom up and top down approach) does
not seem to be integrated, and whether that combined approach generates something
solid and well integrated is arguable. When they are not weU integrated and do not
become a unified whole, efficient and effective science and toohnology development
in Indonesia may have perfonnance difficulties.
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Flgnre 2.1 Micro Satellite Project 11s a
derivative action of INCS (Source
Depanrl 1998b)

Not<
Wawasan Nuaantara

I,

1.
Ketahanon Nasional

J.
,f,

5.
The Gene111! Pollctes of
the Natlonal Space Development
Micro Satellite
Development Project

b,

6.
?.

PaneasJ/a 1, the 110,e phllrnophy of
Indonesia
VVD',/5 /.$ the Basic law, year l9,f5
W<r1Va!an Na,anflln, /.$ /he Nraantara vltw.1'
aflndone.ilan,
KttaJianan Nll3iDnal Is a doctrine
concerning /he national re•lllence
INCS I, the lnda11es/a Nat!Gnal C;,ncepl on
,,ore
Tire General Policies of /he Na/Iona/ Space
Development are po//c/e.i derived from tl,e
INCS for the period of 1999 - 2004
Micro Satellite Development Project Is the
investigated project

Projectlmplementatfon Actions

Seen from lhe fact that lhe MNRT's decree regarding the steering committee was
formally settled, the above organisation of 11 project was assumed to be the valid one
for this research. Table 2.2 shows the list of institutions that should participate in the
Steering Committee of the project. This indicates that the project includes various
sectors such as research 1111d dcvelopm(:flt, science and technology (MNRT, LAPAN,
BPPT, LIPI), higher education (!TB), and the space (PT.DI), electronic (PT.LEN
Industry), te\ccommunicntion (PT. CMI), and engineering industries (PT. Bukalrn.
Tcknik Utamn). Also, seen from the mission statement and the expected outputs, they
imply that this project is a large project with multi ,tnkeholders involved with such
things as food management (production, distribution and consumption), education,
resean:h and development, space industries, space spin off induslries including
publications nnd patents, national trade and the economy at lnrge.

However, the management of this project might assume that to generate those outputs,
only those who are involved in production and operation ofa satellite, as executors of
the project, need to he included. Therefore, they might also assume th.at once a
satellite is in operation, it will automatically stimulate the identified sectors to
positively react (as they are supposed to be by lhe management of the project) so that
the 'expected outputs of lhe project' will be generated by them. These assumptions
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may accordingly cause difficulties in controlling the processes in generation of the
expected outputs, since they ooour mainly out side of the conventional boundary, such
118

the management of food (that includes production, distribution and consumption of

foods) that is fully out side of the conventional organiS11tional boundary space.

Table 2,2 Steering Committee Member of Micro SatelUte Development Project
(Source: MNRT Decree no. 44/M/KPIIV/2003, dated 17 Aprll 2003)
No
I

Position

Posltlon In the committee '

The State Minister for Research and Technology

Committee cover-man/

(MNRT)f Executive Chllillllan of National Space

adviser

Council (Depanri)
2

Head of LAPAN/ Secretary ofDepanri

Progr11m responsible man!
committee member

3

HeadofLIPI

Committee member

4

MNRT Deputy forRIPTEK program

Committee member

s

Executive SecrctaryofLAPAN

, Committee member

6

Deputy Head of LAPAN for Remote Sensing

Committee member

7

Deputy head of LAPAN for Science, Space

Committee member

"

Deputy Head of LAPAN for Space Technology

Committee member

Deputy Head ofBPPT for Engineering nod

Committee member

Assessment and Informntion

9

Planning
10 Rector of !TB

Committee member

11

The Prime Director of PT. LEN Industry

Committee member

12

The Prime Director of PT.DI

Committee member

13

The Prime Director of PT. CMI (Compact

Committee member

Microwave Indonesia Corporation)

14 The Prime Director PT. PSN (Pacific Satellite

Committee member

National)
IS

The Prime Director of PT. Bukaka Teknik Utama

Committee member
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However, sustainable food is stated as the main mission to be supported by the
project, which implies that the type of satellites developed should be those that have
characteristics that appropriately fulfil the need to create and maintain this objective.
Furthermore, 'sustainable food' is 'sustainable development' seen from a special
frame 'food'. This means that basically the project is directed to support sustainable
development nt large, which is something that ' ... improves rhe to/al quality of life,

both now and In the fi1t11re,

i11

a way that maintains the ecological processes on which

life depends' (CoA, 1992, p. 8), and whose objectives arc to enhance individual and
community wellbeing by sustainable economic development, intergenerational equity,
and protecting biological diversity and maintaining ecological systems.

The above interpretation of the mission is inferentially supported by the other
expected outputs of the project that include higher human r!lllourccs capability, higher
capabilities of professional. laboratories and of industries, higher economic
productivity and lesser dependability ou foreign space products.

The mission, the background, the justification and the expected output inferentially
requires this project to be managed in a holistic manner. However, this project as it
appears from the above evaluation is not yet organised as it should be. Therefore, the
use of the systems approach may help show on how to design and mannge it.
However, as shoWII in section 2.1 that as everything is supposedly derived from
Pancasila, the use of the systems approach in Indonesia is problematic. When a
theoretical assessment shows that it appellI!I to he compatible with P:mcasila then
operational investigation is advisnhlc.

c.

The contrast of'top down' nnd 'bottom up' approaches

As illustrated in figure 2.1, a top down approach tends to practice a mechanistic logic
that follows a hierarchical derivation of an ideal, vision or settled objective into
actions or projects. An exnmple of this kind ofappronch is the strategic man.agcment
(see section 3.1). This approach recognizes environment as the resources supplier and
the receiver of outputs and other disposals of the investigated system. Through
environmental scanning, the system investigator gathers inputs for identifying lhe
'opportunities' and the 'threats' of the system. Combining lhesc environmental inpuls
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with the knowledge about the investigated system, which includes its strengths and
weaknesses, the system's investigator develops policies and strategies to improve the
system's situntiou. This type of npproach was implemented in Indonesia when
Depanri established the Pembangzman Jangka Pa1ifang Taliap ll Bidang

Kedirganlaraan, The Second Stage of Long Tenn Development Pinn iu Space, 19992024 (Depanri, 1998b).

It appeared in this npproach, that public have no access in the decision making
process. They seem to be more an object rather lhllll a subject of the development.
However considering the notion of national development (see section 2.1), it is
inferentially included that the public should also become the subject of the
development where they should participate in and have the access to decision making
process. While the bottom up approach as represented by the MMA, appreciates
public views and includes them in the conceptual models of realistic actions.
Moreover, the public hill! the right to validate them, and used them as guidance for
improving the situation. When the improvement process is used as a medium for
knowledge generation, this systemic approach can be combined with a special
framework such as Action Research Framework (ARF) developed by James and
Smith (1999). That also comes from the bottom up approach camp.

The above reflection leads to the conclusion that for the actual national development
concept (see section 2.1) a combination of top down and bottom up approaches is
more appropriate then each one of those approaches separately. This combination puts
the public as both subject and object of the improvement. However as seen in figure
2.1, the top down approach assumes that everything is allegedly derived from
Pancasila. In contrast, with the bottom up approach everything is apparently derived
from public views. This reflection indicates that the use of a combination of systems
approach and action research in Indonesia is problematic. When a theoretical
assessment shows that they appear to be compatible with P1111casila then operational
investigation is advisable. The following sections (2.4 and 2.5) consecutively present
theoretical investigations whether systems approach illld action research are possibly
compatible with Pancasila.
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2,4 Systems approach and Pancll!IUa
Theoretical investigation of systems approach with Pancasila in this research was
executed using the concept of correspondence, consistent and coherence (see
Appendhc 3). Correspondence evaluation focuses 011 the agreement between the basic
idea of Pancasila and systemic thoughL Consistent evaluation foclllies on the
agreement of structure and ports with Pancasila. Cohere11.ce focuses on the agreement
of the functions of the whole structure and each part that compose the structure with
Pancasila.

Correspondeoee
As described earlier in chapter 1, the systems approach and Pancasila have similar
basic philosophical underpinnings in western culture, which places the existence of
truth as important. The similarity of their basic philosophy is already discussed in
se<:tion 1.1, whilst the wholeness character of the systems approach is also discussed
earlier in section 1.2; the following discusses the wholeness character of Pancasila
which can be seen from the essence of each of the five principles it holds.

First prloclple: Belief in the 011e a11d Only Gad. This implies the existence of God
the creator and thy creation, and also implies that there is a relationship between the
creator and the creation, where one holds power over another, which in system
science terms can be seen that the creator is 'the supra system' when thy creation is
identified as 'ihe system'. This is an implementation of system thinking concept of
system and subsystems.
Tbe second principle: Just and civilised humanity. This principle implies that within
'the system' the interaction between humans should be in just and civilised
relationships. They are also supposed to net in a jll!lt and civilised manner with
regards to others being within 'the system' that should be regarded as part of 'the
supra system'. Systemic thought is also inclusive and emancipatory in nature.

The third prioclple: 17,e 1111itfof !11donesia. This principle implies that within the
system, there is a subsystem identified as 'Indonesia' where the Indonesilll1ll are
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supposed to be actors of the subsystem, who should promote the national unity aud
integrity in a just and civilised manner within 'the subsystem' that ahould be regarded
as part of'the system' aud as part of'the supra system'.
The fourth principle: Democracy guided by the Inner wisdom in the una11lmity out of
deliberations amo11gat represe11tatives. This principle implies that as actors of 'the

subsystem', Indonesians practice democracy that is guided by the inner wisdom in the
unanimity out of deliberations amongst representatives. It should be noted that this
kind of democracy should promote national unity aud integrity in a just and civilised

manner within 'the subsystem' that should be regarded as a part or 'the system' and 11!1
n part of'thc supm system',

The firth priudple: Social jwtice for the whole of /he people of lndo11eaia. This
principle implies that as actors of 'the subsystem', Indonesians should practice
dynamic and progressive way of distributing happiness to the whole population of
'the subsystem' that should be regarded as part of 'the system' and as part of 'the
supra system'.
Consistence
As described above, Pancasila views the world as consisting of'the supra system' and
'the system'. Table 2.2 shows that systems approach seemingly regards only 'the
system', However, one ofthe systems thinking levels (critical systems) acknowledges
'ethics' that can adopt nonns derived from relationship between 'the supm system'
and 'the system', therefore it can be seen that at this level, the systems approach
appears to be consistent with Pancasila.
Within the system there arc some parts that can be seen as systematic ll!ld pursue a
mechanistic paradigm with instrumental logic, which implies the need to manage
scarceness with an emphasis on efficiency. 'Hard systems thinking' is concerned
with this type ofpartof'the system' (Ulrich, 1988).
Within the system there arc also some parts that the process is seen to he more
systemic then systematic, and pursue an evolutionary paradigm where strategic
actions are generated by operating management complexity with emphasise on
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effectiveness. Snft system thinking is concerned with this type of parts of 'the
system'. ibid)
Also, within 'the system' there might be some parts where the situations are
conflictive due to the involvement of different values. E,cceHent communication is
needed to bring together the parties involved. Critical ideas of reason may help the
investigator to better communicate with each party involved in the problem, ao that
mll!lagement of conflict can take place to establish agreed ncrm~ that become the
common denominator to be obeyed by all parties involved. Critical system thinking is
conccm.ed with this type ofpar!B of'the system' ibid).
Table 2,3: Characteristics of systems thinking levels
(Source: Ulrich, 1988)
Levels

Character
l

2

Hard

systematic

mechanistic
paradigm

instrumental

cvolutionmy
paradigm

strategic

system

Character

Chlll'l!cter

3

Character

Character

4

s

citlciency
emphasised

mnnngement
of scarceness

lhlnking
Soft

systemic

system

effectiveness

management

emphasised

of

complexity

thinking
Critical

critical to

system

ideas of
'reason'

thinking

nonnative
paradigm

communioative

ethics
emphasised

management
ofCl)nflict

The above deliberation shows that based on mechanistic western logk, it appe11rs
that lhe syBtcms approach Is not consbtent with P11oc11Si111, since only one pllrt of
systems approach (critical system thinking) is in agreement with Pll!lcasila. Butlt can
he consistent based on eastern logic (Taoism). It appears to have indications that it
can be used as a partner of Pancasiln at the pl1lltis level, as part of a continuous flux
(Caceres, 1998). Each level of the systems npproac!, (soft, hard and critical) has its
speciality for hlllldling special part of the investigafon. The incorporation of those
levels will provide the possibility to interplay with one another to produce the whole
improvement. As reference, Taoism, recognizes 'yin' and 'yang' elements in humll!l
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body. According to western logic, if 'yin' is true and opposite to 'yang', then 'yang'
must be false (mechnnlcal causality with echoes of Cartesian Rationalism). Taoism
teaches that: although 'yin' is true, and 'yang' is its appositive, 'yang' may also 'be
true. Since 'yin' and 'yang' interplay and produce a whole.

Coherence
The first principle ofPancasilll: The belief in the One and Only God is concerned with
both 'the supra system' and 'the system'. As discuss earlier that only crilical'systems
thinking appears to be concerned with relationships between 'the supra system' and
'the system'. Therefore only at this level docs the 'Sys1ems Approach' appear to have
the potential to be seen as consistent with the first principle ofPancasila.

The second principle of Pancasila: Just and civilised humanity is conce'med that
humans shonld interact with one another in a just and civilised humnnlty also hnmnns
should act with other beings in a just and civilised humanity. BMed on its underlying
philosophy, it is only critical systems thinking that appears to emphasise the ethical
element concerns with this matter (see table 2.2).

The third principle of Pancasila: The unity of Indonesia is concerned with dynamic
pluralism to achieve common goals: a just and prosperous community. Indonesia
comprises of more than 1000 ethnic groups each having different customs, languages
and or dialects, which potentially lead to conflictive situations. The concern of
Pancasila in this regard is more explicit within a pledge known as B//ineka Tunggaf
lka (unity in diversity). This imp!ies that Pancasila acknowledges the existence of
pluralistic and conflictive situation as a stimulant for advancement.

As shown by Hutchinson (1997), the only level of systems thinking that could be used
to eliminate conflictive situation and to maintain dynamic pluralism was critical
systems thinking represented by the MMA. This appears to show that only the Critical
Systems Thinking has the potential to be compatible with the third principle of
Pancasilo. Moreover, it also has the potential to be technically needed in
implementing this principle at praxis level.

3S

The fourth principle of Pancasila: Democracy guided by the Inner wisdom in the
unanimity 0111 of deliberation amongst representatives. This principle is concerned

with democracy. Critical systems thinking can he seen to be emancipative, reflective
and adaptable, which symbolises democracy. Moreover, critical system thinking can
be seen as an attempt to give participants more control over their situation.
' ....... obviously, emancipation can never be acl1iwed unless lh011e involved
participate in the process' (Levin, 1994, p.28). This implies that 'critical systems

thinking' appears to have the potential to be compatible with this principle.
The fifth principle of Pancasila: 'Social justice for the whole of tile people of

Indonesia'. This principle is concerned with creating Md maintaining the social

justice for the whole people of Indonesia. To create and maintain social justice people
need power and ethical norms as common denominators. The only level of system
thinking that is concerned with the effect of power and ethics ofa situation is critical
system thinking. It attempts to establish what the situation ought to be in terms of
social justice (Ulrich, 1987). Besides that, critical system thinking accommodates and
supports other system ideas (Jackson, 1994) as it allows USCfll to be critical of various
methods used nnd the assumption made, as well as social consequences of the system
investigated. All of these indicate that 'critical systems thinking' appelll'S to have the
potential to be compatible with Pancasifo.
As discussed in section 1.4 that due to the situation of the case study, the MMA
(Hutchinson, 1997) is appropriate to handle problems such as this. However, it is a
combination of systems thinking and action rcsenn:h. Therefore, it was thought
necessary to nlso theoretically investigate its compatibility with Pancasila. The
following sections present this investigation.
2,S

Action research sod Panca~ila

Science is socially constructed, which is subject to re-interpretation, revision and
enrichment. This provides opportunities of combining action and research, that
encompass practical benefit through actions and obtaining science based on rescan:h.
It is postulated that the mElin criterion of action rescan:h is to oblain useful knowledge

that is creditable although the SO!Ul:es include unrecognised worthy SO!Ul:es like the
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rebel, the heretical, the indigenous, and the common folk (Borda 2002 p.29)5; and it
commits to serve praxis usage. This indicates that action research appreciates all
collected views, and it treats them equally for practical and scientific purposes. The
practical benefit is the transformed situation (social practice, social media, social
strnchrre and individual's knowledge) and the social science benefit is the knowledge
that relates to such a transformation (see figure 2.3).

Some writers are convinced that its roots come from the work of Kurt Lewin in the
1940s (Flood, 1999). In fact it became a 'global movement' in 1970's when there was
a need respond to real life problematic situations. Also there was an overwhelming
recurrence of structural crises almost everywhere in the world. This produced a need
for knowledge and techniques effectively committed to social and political action in
order to induce the needed transformations of the existing situations. This kind of
response seems to occur in all over the world such as in India Colombia, Brazil,
Mexico, French, Switzerland, Germany and USA (Borda, 2002).

.,'

Acti'om arrea

Figure 2.2 Action research model
(Adapted from: Checkland and Holwell, 1998 p.22)
s The rebels are those who show resistant against the established authority. The heretical are those who
hold an uncommon opinion. The indigenous are those who are tbe natural inhabitant of the area. The
common folk are those wbo belong to common people of the area.
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Soon from the scientific point of view, Checkland and Holwell (1998) critique action
rcselll'Ch as having a serious deficiency. It has omitted the need fora declared-advance
intellectual framework of ideas, which is nooded to define 1111d express what
constitutes knowledge about the situation. However, Checkland (1995) has
recommended a very general model of organised use of rational thought and an
essential fonn of reasoning for action research, which has been used for management
sciences and in systemic thinking. Figure 2.2 presents that recommended model of
action research, which in systemic thinking is known as 'interpretive-based systemic

theory'.

Interpretive-based systemic theory is concerned with situations defim:d through action
research coocepts. A specific action concept can only be recognised in a thorough
observation ofa certain set of social rules that lend to social practice, where behind it,
there is a constitutive meaning (Checkland, 1995). Different culture may haV~
different constitutive meaning of a certnin actioo. Such as for Indonesian 'nodding
head' means 'OK', 'waving head' means 'Not OK'; for others (such as French) in
reverse 'waving head' mcWlll 'OK' and 'nodding head' mellllB 'Not OK'.
Constitutive meaning puts in meaning to the socio! practice, since there is
fundamental assumption that underlies what is done and what mnkcs it meaningful.
To understand the whole concept of interpretive thinking within an investigated
situation, one requires appreciation of constitutive meaning, social practice and
actions

tnken ibid). Therefore, to achieve 1111 interpretive-based systemic

understanding, it is nece8llary both to study the cultural aspects of any situation as
well as the interpretations and perceptions that individuol people fonn within the
cultural context

Kemmis and Taggart (2003, p.384·390) recommeod that action research should have
key fealore!I or self reDective spiral (here the author would preferable cycle to
spiral) that consist ofat least seven characters:

a. socfaf process. The argument comes some part derives from Habcrrnas
(J!i92)

who recognises that no individuation is possible without

socialisation, aod no socialisation is possible without individuation. The
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other part is from Kemmis and Taggart themselves that the processes of
individuation and socialisation continue to shape individuals and social
relationship in all the setting in which one find oneself.

b. participatory. Action research engages people in examining their knowledge
(understanding, skills and values) and interpretive categories (ways they
interpret themselves and their action in the social and material world).
Therefore people can do action research only on themselves, individually or
collectively. They do not do for others.

c. practical and collaborative. Action research engages people in examining
the social practice that links them with others in social interaction. Therefore
action researcher aims to work together in reconstructing their social
interactions by reconstructing the acts that constitute them.

Understanding
Skills

Values

and relations

Figure 2.3 The cycles of critical and self action and reflection
(Adapted from: Kemmis and Taggart, 2003, p.387)
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d. emancipatory. Action research aims to help people recover and release
themselves, from the constraints of irrational, unproductive, unjust and
unsatisfying social sll11cture that limit their self-development and self
determination. People have to search ways to survive or best work within
such a situation and as much as possible to restiilcture a shared socinl life.
e, critical. Action research aims to help people recover and rele11Se themselves

from the constraints embedded in social media through which they internet:
language, modes of work and social power. Therefore people should
consciously reconsider unproductive,

unjust,

unsatisfying

ways

of

interpreting l!Ild describing their world, ways of working, and ways of
relating to others.

r. recursive (reflective, dlalectleal). Action research aims to help people to
investigate reality in order to change it, iit'~o to change it in order to
investigate it, in such a way so that they fonn,.n spiral like cycles of critical
and self criticnl action and reflection (see figuic 2.3). This spiral like cycles
includes individual knowledge (understanding, ~kill and values), socinl
media (language, work and power), social structure'(culture, economy and
political life), and social practice (communication, production and social
organisation). It looks like a spiral since the more it moves around. it
generates better and better individual practice, social practice, social
structure and social media. However, as an effort may not always have
success. Figure 2.3 presents the spiral like cycles of critical and self action
and reflection. Imagine, seen from behind it looks like a spiral, since it
moves upwards (better and better), but seen from the top it looks like a
circle, the author prefers the latter (represented in figure 2.3).

g. having a/m:s to transform both theory and practice. Through action
research people consciously transform a situation to another situation. In
'learning by doing' people benefit in that they gain individual knowledge,
and incrcosc abilities in social practice, social structure and social media (sec
figure 2.3). Whether it is a success or fail in achieving better situation,
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people always gain something new. They do not regard either theory or
practice as pre-eminent in their relationships of one another. They nim to
develop and articulate one in relation to another.

Table 2,4 Compatlbllity or Action Research with Pancaslla Prlndples

,•

,•

,•

s"

Principle:

Principle:

Principle:

Principle:

Principle:

Beliefin

Humanity

Unity of

Democracy

I"

'

Social
Justice

Indonesia

God

Social process

NIP

NIP

NIP

NIP

Guaranteed

Participatory

NIP

Guaranteed

NIP

Guaranteed

Guaranteed

Practical and

NIP

NIP

NIP

NIP

Guaranteed
Guaranteed

collaborative

'

Emancipatory

NIP

Guaranteed

NIP

Guaranteed

Crllical

Guaranteed

NIP

Guaranteed

Gulll'll!ltccd

Recursive

NIP
NIP

NIP

NIP

NIP
NIP

Guurantced

Theoretical

NIP
NIP

NIP

'

Guuranteed

and praclicnl,
~

No fncnmmensurote Paint• /his mean., 1hnt /here Is no prlndp/e 1hnt contradict """
another.
1" Prfndple: Beliefjn the one and only God
t" Prine/pie: Jw;t and civilized humanity
1" Prine/pit: 71,e uni/,)' of /ndnnesln
.f' Prine/pie, Democracy guided by /he h,aer wlsd<>111 In unanimity nrl.slng out ofdellherntlnns
amongst rep,.,,.en1at1v,,.
~ Prine/pie: Soc/a/jw;//cefar the whole nfthe people oflndnnesla.
The term 'Guaranteed' Is w;ed la emphasize thal that action research principle, I• Included
wllhln the lden1/fied Pancasila principle.

Nole: NIP

The above review on action research shows no incommensurate-points with the
principles ofPancasila. Table 2.4 shows not only that there is no commensurate point,
but also provides indications that action research principles are guaranteed by
Pancasila principles to be practiced !n Indonesia.
Practicing action research in Indonesia gives possible wnys of articulating a popular
habit of Indonesian thnt is commonly called as 'gotong royong' (collective works),
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with a scientific development mission. Gotong royong is a working action that
dependa on the capability each member ofa village, group or family to participate in
an action whether it is an agricultural job (from land preparation up to harvesting), a
party, building or renovating a house, village cleaning, and so on. Although within

got011g royong transfer of knowledge occurs from the seniors to juniors, but
increasing knowledge does not yet become its special concern, However, the
existence ofgolong royong can be seen as an indication of possible acceptance of the
use of action research in Indonesia.
2.6 Summary
The fonnal guidance of space development management in Indonesia is the JNCS. It
was promulgated by the President of the Republic of Indonesia, as the ChairmllR of
Depanri on the \0 1h of December 1998. It consists of bnsic idC11, character, basic
concept, basic teaching, and direction of view, position and function of the INCS.
Guided by the INCS, Dcpanri has established the General Policies ofNational Space
Development in Indonesia for the period of 1999 - 2004, which include targets and
programs of national space development on human resources, science and technology,
manufacturing industry, services industry, natural resources, political and legal
aspects, and institutional aspects. Capability in mnnufacturing, launching and
operating micro sate!lites to support national development is one among a munber of
targets that will be developed by Indonesia.
The Micro Satellite Development Project was initiated by LAPAN, and was adopted
by the MNRT 118 one nmong other projects that arc categorised as bottom up approach
projects, which complete the top down approach projects initiated by the Office of
MNRT within the RUSNAS scheme. The organisation of the project consists of two
levels, the steering committee and the technical committee. Both of them are
composed of representatives from various institutions and corporations, appointed by
the MNRT as Executive Chairman of the Depanri.

The project description implies that the Micro Satellite Development Project should
be mwmgcd in a systemic way but evaluation shows that it wns not yet organised as
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implied. Therefore, the use of systemic approach may help show how to manage it in
a holistic manner. However, the project's philosophical basis is Pancasila; therefore,
there seemed to be a need to theoretically investigate whether systems approach can
be used in the Pancasila context. The above theoretical investigation provided a
positive signal for further practical investigation.

The similar chnracter of action research with 'gotong royong' leads to name it as the

'golong royong research'. The introduction of this term was intentionally directed to
avoid psychological effect coming from the word 'action' (aksi), a tenn that has a
traumatic connotation that relates to the communist purge of 1965. Therefore using
the tcnn 'gotong royong research' with the Indonesian public will give greater
advantage than 'action research'. It was expected that using this term and uncovering
indications of possible compatibility of action research with Pancasila, would lead to
a greater acceptance of participants regarding the use of action research in Indonesia.

The indications of compatibility of systems approach and action researeh with
Pancasilacou\d also be similar with those of the Multi-methodology approach used by
Hutchinson (1997), since the latter approach is a combined method of systems
approach and action research.

.-,~.
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Ch11pler3
SYSTEMS THINKING USAGE IN LARGE PROJECTS

3.0 General overview
A large project refers to a one with a large number lllld various types of stakeholders
such as Waduk Jatiluhur Project in West Jawa (Kimprnswil, 2003), This project has
the aim to establish llll artiiicilll lake that was designed to be bcneficilll for various
usages such as agriculture (irrigation), flood control, electricity (water power based
electric generation), tourism, sport, and fishing grounds. Those impacts spread over a
large geographic area (three provinces: West Jawa, Banten and Jakarta) lllld a large
population with various interests. Due to the large impact to people and their physical,
social and cultural environment, such a project has by definition, a large number of
stakeholders. The types of interested groups and individuals can be classified based
on: power, urgency and legitimacy (Mitchell et al, 1997).This will become one of the
reasons for the refurbishment of the Hutchinson's (1997) MMA1 that will be
discussed in section 3.3.

Sipesmik was designed to hove a large impact on various sectors and cover the whole
area of Indonesia (Lapan, 2002) whose population is more than 225 millions.
Therefore, it Cllll be categorized as a large project. Section 2.1 described the approach
used in generating lllld mllllaging the Sipesmik project as top down approach by
strategic mllllagement. To clarify this, section 3.1 is set to discuss strategic
management used by Depllllri. As described in section 2.1, due to the limitation of the
approach used, and its practices, this research fou11d the use of strategic management
and its practice by Depanri was inappropriate in the context of the actual national
development, since it appears that the role of clients is more and more decisive with
regards to the effectiveness and efficiency of an organization. The resean:h used
systems approach as represented by an MMA that Cllll be categorized as bottom up
approach, whether it can help complete the approach for becoming in compliance
with the criteria as inferentially requested by the actual national development concept,
Le. the public becomes both subject lllld object of the development

I The Hutchin.son's (1997) MMA will be !dc:n~fied ns the 'MMA' in thi, document
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The MMA implements Tota! System Intervention (TSI) that was introduced by Flood
and Jackson (1991). It incmpomtes the SSM, CSH, VSD and SD (see section 1.2).
SSM was introduced by Chcckland (1972, 1981). It encoumges its users to cumpare
the 'real world' and the 'ideal world'. Their deviations should become the basis in
defining the necessary actions to create an achievable ideal world. This world is
illustra!cd in the conceptual models produced. Ulrich (1987, 1993) developed CSH to
encourage its users to be critical in investigating a problem situation and consider the
power aspects of it For this, a list of questions is provided, so that a project
investigator can map the investigated situation in a critical manner. The resulted map
should be used as the basis for establishing policies and strategies of actions to
improve the situation. The models that include policies and strategies of actions
resulted by the use of SSM and CSH can be compared to a directive plan (Robin,
2000) for a project, which covers the whole process of managing a project but in
general representations.

VSD was developed by Beer (1984, 1993) to produce a generic model of the
functions needed to produce a 'viable' system. Infonnation flows within an
organization are modelled in order to understand how organisation can learn, adapt
and remain viable. SD (previously called Industrial Dynamics) was developed by
Forrester (1958) who used 'Feedbnck Control Theory' in simulation models of
organizations, Further discussion on VSD can be seen in the Appendix 3, and section
3.3 outlines reasons why these methodologies were not used in this research

The focus of this chapter is to outline a combination of the SSM and CSH with special
concern on their usages in large projects. A reflection on this is provided in section
3.4. However to provide the basis, section 3.2 was set to introduce the MMA, and its
refurbishment is explained in the section 3.3. This refurbishment suggests some steps
to be inserted in the MMA investigation steps that one of them is discussed by section
3.S. Section 3.6 ends this chapter by a summary. The next section is sel lo clarify the
strategic managemeii{U~.ed by Depanri in managing programs and projects in space.

"

J,1 Strategic management
Based on traditional concepts, managers see a plan as an extension of an
organization's past (Robin, 2000, p.277). However, environmental shocks (Toffier,
1980) such as technological advancements and changes, globalization, energy crises,
and deregulations demoralize that concept and force managers to make Ute necessary
changes, For this, managers need 11 systematic means of analysing its envirornnent for
assessing its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, from which its future
will be built. Figure J.1 illustrates a strategic management process wiUt iteration; a
modified version of Robins et al (2000). Its starting point is evoluating the present
status of Ute organization, especially its current mission, objectives and strategies.
TI1en analysing Ute environment, from which the opportunities and threats are
identified. Through analysing the organization's resouroes, from which its strengths
and weaknesses are identified, Based on its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats, the new strategies are estsblished. After having been implemented, the results
of strategies are evaluated to be input for

11

new rwursion that starts with in

identifying the current mission, objectives and strategies and so on as illustrated in
figureJ.l.

--·
mldentifylhe
crg,r,lzallcn's

svm
Analysis

ob)etl(vesard

(Th/Jfeedback L, not pre3<,nt 111 conventional me/hods)

Figure 3,1 Iteration In Strategic Management Process
(Souroe: Robins et al, 2000, p.277)
Note:
SWOT= Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities and.Threats
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Depanri established its 25 year plan (1999 to 2024) on space development, by
practicing strategic m1111agement. This can be inferred from tho stepping stones of the
assessment (Depanri, 1998b) that are as follows:
I. Notion and direction of national space development that was derived from the.

INCS,
2. Prediction on the national space development results up to the end of 1998,
3. Challenges, constraints and opportunities within 25 years a head,
4. Targets and policies for uatiooal space development for 25 years a head.
As compared to strategic management steps illustrated in figure 3.1, the above
stepping stones indicate that although both of them use different te1ms, they still use a
similar framework. This can be clarified as fol!ows:
•

Step I can be considered as comparable to step l in figure 3.1. Tho 'Notion
and direction of national sp,1ce development' (that was derived from the
INCS) can be seen as the organization current missioo, objectives and
strofogies.

•

Step 2 can be comprehended as alike to step 4 in figure 3.1. The prediction
on the national space development results up to the end of 1998 can be
judged as similar to organizntion resources.

•

Step 3 can be judged as similar to step 3 and S in figure 3.1. Challenges,
constraints and opportunities within 25 years a head, can be valued as
similar to strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.

•

Step 4 can be seen as comparable to step 6 in figure 3.1. Targets and policies
can be seen as akin to strategies.

The above reflection indicates that Depanri bas implemented strategic management in
projects within the national space development context. From figure 3.1, it can be
seen that top down approach characterised this approach, within which no indication
of public involvement in the decision mElking process. However, the actual national
development concept (aee section 2.1) inferentially provides the liberty for public to
select what they think appropriate for them to do, within the national development
framework
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The concern of the national development concept appears to be relevant to the fact
that actua!ly Indonesians can be classified into three groups based on Toiler's (1980)
evaluation of the world development The first group consists of those who arc still in
the first wave. They are now involved in advancing agricultural activities, where some
of them are still practicing shifting cultivation (Sunderlin, 1998). The government
encourages them to settle in fixed agricultural spots (FPA, 2001). The second group
composed by those who are in the second wave. They are busy with industrialization
or business of rnlllis production, such as cars, motor Clllll, bicycles, garments, foods
etc. The third group is made up of those who are already in the third wave. They are
akin with information based business such ns stock exchange and other virtual based
businesses.
In fact Sipesmik is concerned with all of these groups. Systems approach may help
them interplay one another so that one can do what one prefers but one's result
accomplishes the need of others. The following sections will investigate whether
methodologies incorporated within the MMA comply with that expectation.
J,2 The Multi Melbod11loglcal Approach (MMA)

The MMA can be summarized

llS

the following. The starting step is that the

investigated situation is going to be considered as complex, pluralist and coercive. To
cope with this situation, CSH and the SSM are combined and used to oxp!ore the
problem. CSH is thought appropriate to aid in enlightening the coercive aspects (see
tnble3.1).
The list of intetvicw questions speeifkd by the CSH were designed to collect
qualitative data on 'what is' and 'what ougbt to be' the system from those who are
involved in and affected by the project. SSM provides tools provides to process data
m:quired by the use of CSH, and to develop conceptual models from root definitions.
To implement conceptual models in the real world, hard systems concepts can be
used. VSD can be used to develop organization models for the project. Also, SD can
be used to display the causality relationships of the identified tasks that should be
executed to achieve the objectives orthe conceptual models.
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Table 3.1 Types of comple:dty ofa problem situation and
the suggested methodologies (Source: Flood and Jackson, 1991, p 42)
SYSTEM

COM
·PLEXITY
Simple

Comple11

Unitary

PERCEIVED POWER
Pluralist

Slmple-unllary:

Slmple-plnrallst

l.Operarion Rcseatcll (OR)
2. Syslc!ll'I A1111ly,is (SA)

1.Soc:lal System De,lgo
(SSD)

3. sy,lcmS Dynamics (SD)

2, Strategic Assump~on

4. System Engineering (Sil)

Surfocing
(SASl)

Complu-unltary
l. Viable System Diagnostic
(VSO)

'""

Coercive
Slmple-t11erdve
1. c,rneat Systems
Heuristic (CSll)

Testing

Comple11-plurall!it

,,,

l. lnleractivc Plooning

Comple11-coerclve
?

2. General System Theory 2. SoflS)'Otems
(GST)
Metlmdo!ogy (SSM)
3. Sooio Techni<:o1 Syslcm
Thinking {SSl)
4. Continoencv'Thc:orv

The starting point in selecting uie methodologies (CSH, SSM, VSD nnd SD) come
from the investigator who assumes the problem type most appropriate. To help in
providing an answer, Hutchinson (1997) uses three types of tools. The first is the
System of Sysle?JS Mi:thodologies (Jack,mn and Keys, 1984; Flood and Jackson,
1991) to match a methodology with a problem type (see table 3.1). The second is the
work of Oliga (1988) who describes the philosophical foundation of each
methodology. The third is the work of Lane (1994), who uses Burell and Morgan's
grid to magnify thepll!lldigms underlying each methodology (see table 3.2)
Table 3,2 shows that no suggested methodology for problem sit~ation having the
charnctcristics of complex and coercive. The CSH considers subjectivity and social
conflict as the basis for problem solving ~s,:ssment therefore it is classified in table
3.2 as a radical humanist.

Toi: SSM is in the interpretive mode, whilst the VSD and

the SD are in the li.mctionnlist mode. This because the CSH considers that social
conflict and subjectivity as the basis for problem assessment, and the SSM views !hilt
keeping the sta!us-quo and subjectivity are d11minant, whilst the VSD and the SD ore
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in the objcctivist strain. This table leads ·to nrrange the investigation stages of the
MMA as presented in figure 3.2.

Table 3.2 Paradigms used in each of methodologies selected for MMA
(Surrunarized from: Oliga. 1988; Lane 1994)
Functionalist

Rodical structurallsm

(Objective Regulation)

(Objective Radical)

View is driven by the need to keep the View is driven by the need to change the
status-quo, so that the society run as it situation of the society from the domination
is.

of powerful cl;;ments in the society to a
new situation.

Assumpllon: social reality
objective existence

""

Methodologies: VSD, SD

M

As911n1ptlon: social reality has an objective
existence
Methodologies: none ls used

Interpretive

Radical bnmanlsm

(Snbje~tivc Regulation)

(Subjective Radical)

View is driven by the need to keep the View is driven by the need to·change the
status-quo, so that the society run as it situation of the society from the domination
is.

of powerful elements in the society to a
new situation.

Assumption:

individual

individual
social
consciousness ;, determined by the consciousness is detennined by the views

"

social Assumpllon:

views of individuals.

of individuals

Methodologies: SSM

Methodologies: CSH

"

The brief description above indicates that among the methodologies incorporated in
the MMA, there nre two methodologies that have the possibility to be in accord wilh
the criterion that public is bolh subject and object of the dcvelopmcut. Those are the
SSM and the CSH, since both of them as~ume thnt individual or social consciousness
is determined by the views ofindividunls (see tah\e 3.2). This assumption appreciates
individual views based on which improvement of the situation is designed. Keeping
the status quo is the stimulant within the SSM context. Within the CSH context, the
freeing from powerful domination is what encourages situational improvement.

so

THE MMA INVESTIGATION STAGES

t. Decide lo :rea! Iha lnvoatlgaled situation as
complu pluralist and ~oarclve ·

I

I Roaearch assumption e~poaed

!

2, Create list or quosllons using a combined CSH
and ESM·a~d ~-oloot lnt~rvlewaes

~----

ram no n e comp ax·p ura
and coercive sl\uatlon

I

3. Collect qualltatlvo data using list of questions
from Interviewees
-

•

!

Measy problem
4. Data processing to create a Rich Picture, Root
Definition and Conceptual Models
Leas messy problem created

J

--·--.-~------5. Create organlza11onal models using VSM and
enhance tho concoptua! model• using SD to
Identify lmplomontetlon measures

I

Wall defined problem sltuat~

'
I

I•
I

Figure 3.2 Investigation stages oftht_MMA
(After Hutcl:inson, 1997, p.77) ,
TI1e problem arose of which one of them will be suitable in the Indonesian context.
The presence of the refonnation movement th~t ·'.aused the demise of Suharto in 1997,
Habibic in 1998 and Abdul Rachman Wohiil iii 1999 from presidential office may
indicate that the CS,H., might be appropriate in representing ,,the stimulant for change.
Since it appears that the stimH.lwtt was freeing the pcopie from domination of a
powerfU\ clement hi the society. However, it is arguable that the preference of most
Indonesians is drastic rather then incremental changes. Therefore SSM might
r_eprescnt n bcltcr vehicle for improvement. The fact that Megawati has stayed in
P,1esidcntial office from 1999 may indicate incremental changes have substituted the
.iagcmcss to 1,1pid changes as occurred in the period of 1997 to 1999.
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Therefore, it was judged that the most appropriate approach was to base the initial
mode!ling on SSM and CSH. But considering the possible characteristics of the
investigated situation, as comple)[, pluralist and coercive, the use of MMA is
promising to make those involved in the situation interplay with one another to
produce the whole process as requested by the national development concept. Thus a
refurbishment of the MMA is thought necessary. The following section discusses this
refurbishment.
3.3

Rerurhbhment orthe MMA

I)

Change the reason to select interviewees

To select interviewees based on their philosophical stance is very difficult if at all
possible (Hutchinson, 1997). An investigator only recognizes WI interviewee's
philosophical stance after the interview is done. However, a classification of
philosophical ansumptions or positions is helpful to evaluate whether the selected
interviewees does or docs nnt rcproscot the whole spectrum of philosophieal stances
available.
As a consequence of action research, the boundary _of research using the MMA may
have dynamical character, since it involves stakeholders' participation. As the process
evolves starting from:
•

critical questioning to diagnosis the problem issue or intention for change,

•

proposing and implementing actk1,1, and

•

evaluating the results ofthnt nction,

the stakeholder status of a pcraoo, may change, due to which the boundary of the
investigated situation may enlarge or reduce. The core of this evolvement process is
renection that may lead to one or more cycles of action (Walker and Haslet, 2002)
and each cycle may use difference criteria in support of the decision made, which may
cause the inclusion of new stakeholders and or exclusion the existing stakeholders.
According to Mitchell et al (1997) the changes in stakeholder status of a person in a
project dcpcods on one or two of three rolotionships attributes: power, \cgitimacy and
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urgcncy2 thnt one holds. Based on which they classify stakeholder into seven types
and a non-stakeholder (ace figure 3.3). A dangerous stakeholder is a person who has
the power and the urgency (see number 5 in figure 3.3). A donnant stakeholder is a
person who has the power but does not have the legitimacy and the urgency (see
number I in figure 3.3). A definitive stakeholder is a person who has the power the
legitimacy and the urgency (see number 7 in figure 3.3). A non stakeholder is a
person who does not have any of those elements (sec figure 8 in figure 3.3). However
the s!atus ofa person may one day be as n non-stakeholder but tomorrow a dangerous
stakeholder or the other. Therefore to grasp the holistic chill'llcteristics in composiug
interviewees (respondents), they should include both stakeholders and non
stakeholders. However to identify them in the real world is uot easy. Also some.of
those terms can give a negative image to those who arc classified into them,
especially those of dormant and dangerous. It needs to recognize their representations
in the real world and get more positive terms.

POW ER

LEGITIMACY
1.0orman!

ltakoholdor

•· OomlnOnt
11oko
holdor,

2. O l1crollon0<y

r__;.;:;cc.c~.CCC.:\-_ Ila k o h o Id o ,
,1.

Dollnlllvo

otakoholdor

I. O ongorou,
!okoholdo r
3, Dom

anding

otak. . oldot

URGENCY

Figure 3,J Stakeboldeni' types
(Source: Mitchell, ct al, 1997, p. 874)
1 Power rela1e, to doei,ion making such ns approve or reject a proposal. Legllh111cy ,elates to provide
legitimation, reoommenda1ion or witness lhal can be used u tho bmls for a doci,ion. SU<h as o
roccmmendation from tho police (Police Cleorancc) thitt someone doe, not involved with ony crime,
Urgency relates to the need ofproducis that can be good, oraerviceo, 011<:h •• the national gro8Jllphy
agency of n country, il has the wgency on the awilabillty af,emote sensing dato. It doc, not malte, on
bow those data con be acquired. The most important is the ovailability oflhc dnto thitt comply with the
defined criteria.
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Decision makers can represent those who possess power, since only those who hold
power can impose a decision mnde into implementation. Aeademklans can represent
those who possess legitimacy of having the necessary knowledge. Professionals can
represent those who possess urgency, since the investigated situation is concerned

'

with their jobs (professions). The approval of the project means their jobs are secured.
Those who professionally involved in an investigated situation can be classified into
two classes, those who are directly'invo!ved (executor) and those who are indirer,tly
involved (Involved witnesses). Who professionally have direct involvement with the
project are the executors, such as r...searchers on micro satellite. Those who
professionally hnvc indirect involvement with the project can witness the project, such
as those who are responsible with administration aspect of Sipesmik project.
Therefore they con be identified as involved witnesses. Those who, at the time of
selection, are not identified as stakeholders (in decision making positions, having
academic interest in the investigated situation, executors and involved witnesses) can
represent the non stakeholders. They can be identified as the not involved wlloe!lses,
since they witness the project but they are not involved. Those who belong to this
category will participate, if they sec possibilities of getting benefits or hanncd by it.

The above reflection leads to the assumption that the interviewees (samples) should
consist of those who at the time of selection arc:
a) decision makers in the investigated situation
b) having academic interest in the investigated situation
c) executors of the investigated situation
d) involved witnesses of the investigated situation, and
e) not involved witnesses of the investigated situation
However, all of those who are selected to be respondents should represent all types of
stakeholder and non stakeholders.

2)

A new step of.'engagement process to systems thinking' should be inserted

According to Ledington and Lcdington (2001) an engagement process to systems
thinking is thought necess~ before an interpretive systemic research can be
executed. Action research needs participation 0£ both persons involved and not
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involved in the situation, so that the more holistic view of Ute situation can be
gathered. The MMA comes from a western developed country. To introduce it into an
eastern developing country needs special techniques that accommodate various levels
of knowledge, educational and professional background and other local conditions.

In certain cases, Ute use of traditional parable, familiar tenns or phrases may have
greatest possible acceptance, such as 'action resenn::h' be introduced as 'rise/ golong

royo11g' (gotong royong research, see section 2.4). To illustrate the difference
between the holistic views nod partial views a traditional parable of the elephant
and the blind men con be used. One blind man con only provide a partial view of
the elephant, based on bis result of caressing it. The more blind men involved In
caressing it, the more hollstic views of the elephant can be gatberetl.

Another illustration can also be used to show the difference between partial views and
holistic views such as the linear model of innovation p~cess and the interactive
model of innovation process, where the latter is the more holistic. Figure 3.4 shows
two types oflinear models. Figura 3.4a shows that innovation process starts from a
finding in basic science that stimu!ntes research and development to result basic
engineering, based on which a product can be produced or constructed and marketed.
a.Science push model

Basic sclonco

esearch and
Oovolopmont

Producllonl
cooelructlon

Marl<a11ng

esoarch and
Oevelopmenl

Pmductlon/
construction

Sales

b. Demond pull model

Oomand

Figu!'I! 3.4 Linear model ofinnovntion process
(Source: Manley, 2001, p.7)
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Figure 3.4b presents the similar flow with a slight difference, it starts from the
presence of demand that stimulates research and development to result basic
engineering based on which a product can he produced or constructed and sold.
However, in the real world, the innovation process is not that simple, to result a basic
engineering may need intensive communications between those who are in the basic
science camp and those who are in the research and development camp. Similar
situations may occur between camps. The model showing that sort of interactive
refotionships between camps is the interactive model of innovation process, presented
by fignre 3,5.

Figure 3.5 is a combination between figure 3.4a and 3.4b that shows the whole {figure
3.5) more than the parts (figure 3.4a and 34b). Figure 3.4 shows how the finding in
ba~ic science can stimulate further process to result a new product that can be
marketed. To market it means to create market for this product, since the demand is
not yet available. Figure 3.4b stresses the presence of demand ofa certain products.
This demand stimulates research and development to result a basic engineering of a
demanded product. Based on this basic engineering, that product is produced or
constructed, and sold to the demander. Figure 3.5 shows that the innovation process
can start from everywhere in the indicated camps, the basic science, the presence of
demand, the resenrch and development, the production/ construction, or the
marketing/sales, The proce3s is cyclical that can be seen IL'! a never ending process.
This process occura in an environment that affects the whole process.

Views of an interviewee may be partial view, however if a number of partial views
collected and combined, they will result the whole appearance of the observed
situation. Better understanding of a situation will be resulted from participation of all
interviewees.
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Reooarch and
Development

Production/
Conslrucllon

Marketing/Sales

Figure 3.5 Interactive Mode] of Innovadun Procl'llS
(Source: Manley, 2001, p.7)

The above illustrations arc supposed to be able to elevate the inlcrviewees'
understanding on how important !heir participations are, which stimulate their
enthusiasm to participate in the research.

3)

'Model validation' and 'model improvement' steps sl:muld be scheduled afler
the modelling process is completed.

As an action research the MMA cannot just end with modelling. The interviewees
should be introduced to the models. They have to get the opportunity of evaluating
them, to verify and validate them also suggest further improvement. In this way, what
Tepe and Haslett (2002) identified as 'reflection' that is the core of U1e recursive
characterktic of an action research can take place. Also as Kemmis and Taggart
(2003) suggested, action research has to be reflective and dialectitru so that the effect
of its operation creates an increase of individual knowledge, social practice, social
. structure and social media can work in cyclical manner (see figure 2.3).

The ARF (Jwnes and Smith, 2002) is in line with the suggestions ofTepe and Haslett,
(2002); 91ld Kemmis and Taggard, (2003). It is concerned with framework and
methodology enhanccmcut.s and reflection in action that need pllrlicipants'
involvement.

Figure J.6 outlines the ARF that emphasizes how knowledge
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generation could occur within action resean::h. An action research project is defined
in terms of its relationship to
• the relevant field of application,
• the project related roles played by various actors, and_
• one or more project stages.
Ench project stage is defined in term of a framework -for nction and an espoused
methodology. James and Smith (2002) claim that in some

CIL'les

reflection upon

observation and inteiprctation of phenomena in a certain llpplication, or on the results
of intervention, could lead to enhancement to the framework for action or the
methodology.

MolhodolollV
enhanoamon!

Oo"bl obou! ldoa, o,
molhodo

lnvo,llgollon of
con,.opl

lnvullg1llon or
ldoH and moU,od•

Framowoll<
•nhancomon!

Ronoc!lon
In acllan

· Molhodology
In oc!lon

lnto..ionllon

ArH of applcotlon
(Slpo,mlk 1••k•l

E;xplonalo,y tramowoll<
ofconcop11
(fl<>ffl IDU/'CO dl1olplln~·>

Figure 3.6 Action Research Frameworks
(Adapted from James and Smith, 2002, p. 272)
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The above reflection leads to the conclusion that action research participants should
be given the opportunity to participate in model validntion and improvement Within
which process of better understanding, reflections and improvements could occur that
could benefit both the participants and the research.

3.4 Soft System Methodology (SSM)
As described earlier in section 2.0, SSM was created by Cheekland (1972, 1981) and
his colleagues from Lancaster University in the United Kingdom,

who were

fascinated by the fact that hard system methodologies have so mnn.y limitations when
dealing with 'messy' or 'ill-structured' social problems. In tho social sciences, a
repeated c,cpcrimcnt is difficult to achieve if not impossible, since all elements are
dynamic, 11).cy vary with time. Check!and and Scholes (1990a) describe this situation
as 'heavily meaning bearing'\ since social science depends on experiences of the

person involved. For this type of problematic situation, Cheek land (1981) developed
a methodology that has the capability to map that situation and develop solutions.

. rmprove tho &11"81b~
Ink> U,e leasbi:I anf,
desl'ed ctinngeo

E,iprem lho l)fOblom

""""

---

5. Compnre ol 4 end 2

,

Real \\Q1d

-

Systems thlnkl

s----,\

Figure 3.7: The SSM 5tages

(Source: Flood and Jackson, 1991, p.173)
' ti meaos that SDCial ocicnce is do,c!y rclotcd lo cl((!Crie~cs und or knowledge or the penoos
involved. U can not be verified through rccwre~e orthe pmcc!S orfinding lt ouL
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This methodology dev.:ilops into two styles that can bc viewed as frameworks for
structuring an enquiry into a situation. The first mode is commonly identified as the
mechanistic inteiprotation of SSM. It consists of seven activities that can be grouped
in four stages. Two stages are in the 'real world' portion, and the others nro in the
'ideal world' or 'system world' portion. Illustration concerning these stages could be
seen in figure 3.7. The second version includes two parallel streams of enquiry into
the cultural and the logic-based elements of a problematic situation (Checkland and
Scholes, 1990).

3.4.1 Flnt venlon orSSM

Singes of the first mode can be described as foUows (see figure 3.7):
Slagel is the Rieb Plcl11re stage that belongs to the real world portion. This stage
consists of two activities, the first identify the existence of the uru;tructured problem,
and the SCl.:ood describes the perceived real world by compiling views of the
pnrticipants. In this slllge, the problem situation is summarized in a 'rich picture'
which describes participants' issues and views regarding internal and external factors.
The internal factors include system's structure and process and edges. The external
factors include forces that influence the system.
Siege 2 is the Root Definition singe that is in the ideal world portion. In this stage a
root definition is created based on the participants' ideal system. It should define
precisely the following it=s:
a.

The clients who conswnc the systcmi;' products

b. Thc actors who execute the transformation pm:cess.
c. Thc transformations are the process that changes input into out put.
d. The weltanscbnuung (world view) is the basis for making Ilic system valuable
in the eyes of pnrticipants.
c. The owners are those who have the power to close down the system.

f.

The environment is everything external to the system and that is COD!iidered
of having strategic influencc to the system
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The above items are often called by the mnemonic CATWOE to help memorize the
factors should be considered include in a root definition of a system. However, to be
consistent with the dynamic stakeholder theory for the selection of respondents, the
term 'actors' ofasystem equals to 'stakeholders'. They include owners, executors and
clients. While in the SSM, actors are those who do the activities, owners are those
who can stop the activities and clients or customers are the victi1ll.ll or b'111oficiaries of
the purposeful activities (Flood and Jackson, 1991, p.175).
Stage 3 is Conceptual Modelling. This s!age develops conceptual models based on
root definition. These models are designed to demonstrate thi: necessary actions t!I
function as the ideal system described in the root definition. This stage is still in the
'ideal world' portion therefore everything justified must be ideal, based on the
interviewees perceived ideal systems. The models developed must only include tasks
directly or inferentially requested by the root definition (s), and for that reasori each
task should be expressed using verbs used or defined within the root definition.
Stage 4 backs to 'real world'; this can be seen as the solution fonuulation stage. This
stage consists of three activities, consecutively activity 5, 6 and 7: to compare ideal
system (result of activity 4) with the real world (result of activity 2), to identify
feasible & desirable changes and at last, action to improve situation. This stage hllS
the role to examine the feasibility of the identified changes and their desirability based
on political, cultural and social considerations. When everything is reasonably
checked then solution is fonnulnted.
3.4.2 The second version of SSM
It can be fonnulated as two parallel streams of enquiry into the cultural and the logic-

bw;cd element of a problematic situation (Checkland and Scholes, 1990, p.281). The
differences between them are as follows:
• The first stream, mentally starting from the SSM and using it to stntcture
whatl!idone.
• The second stream, mentally starting from what l!i to be done and mapping or
making sense ofit through SSM.
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The cultural analysis is an enquicy into the social and political realities of the
organizational setting. It takes place in order to modify the proposal of ideal types,
which considern of what is actually done. It consists of three separate studies (Barden
and Darke, 2002, p.90):
• Analysis 1: is an analysis of the intetYention that affects the fact of enquiring
into the problematic situation has on that situation.
•

Analysis l: is an analysis of the social system in tenn of interacting roles,
norms and values.

• Analysis 3: is an analysis of the political System within the situation
The logic based stream of enquiry identifies tasks and issues which are relevant in the
situation and which lead to proposals of ideal types of systems which might be
relevant in an improvement.
Based on those two streams of enquiries a rich picture and a mot definition are
developed where the CATWOE anct the five Es (efficiency, efficacy, effectiveness,
ethicality and elegance) are used as guidance. Within this process comparative,
feasible and desirable changes analysis are used as tools for tasks seleetion. Based on
the root definition, the conceptual models are developed to

]~ad

the way for actions.

Implementation of these models will give further input for new iteration. This
complete the cyclic activity based action research of the SSM.
Regarding the viability criteria ofa system model Checkllllld and Scholes (19900) use
three factors i.e. efficacy, efficiency and effectiveness. They describe each of them as
follows:

a. Efficacy shows the function of the means, whether they work well ornot.
b. Efficiency represents the amount of output divided by the,.amount of
resources used in a period of time.
e, Effecilveneu is the system perfonnance in achieving its aim in the long term.
Check land et a! (1990) add_.the llbove criteria wilh:
d. Eiblcality that concerns with the tmnsfonnation morally correct or not.
e.

Elegaocy that concerns with the system aesthetically satisfying or not.

3.5 The CrUical System Heuristic (CSU)

The CSH was developed by Ulrich (1987, 1993) and emphasises the importance of
identifying the nonnative contcm of a system, so that the system investigator may
investigate nny overwhelming and unfair circumstances of the situation observed. To
help identify the scope of the system observed, which is influential to the analysis,
Ulrich (1987) developed a checklist ofhoundllf)' questions which provides guidance
for observation of nn investigated situation. This boundllf)' checklist contains four
categories that include the basis of system design for: values, power, knowledge and
legltlmlzatloo.

From these categories Ulrich (1987) developed 24 questions to uncover the critical
clements ofthe existing and desired systems. So that based on the gap between the
existing and the desired, system investigator could identify tnskll necessary to chnn!i~
or modify the system observed. For this purpose these questioD!I should show up the
sources of control, motivation, 1Upertise and legitimatization of the 1Uisting nnd the
desired systems. These questions also have the role as a tool to examine issues which

are at the root of the problem and give perspectives from various actors in the system,
Therefore each question is designed to investigate what the existing situation is and
also what it ought to he.

Ulrich's 24 questio!lll can be combined into 12 questions (Hutchinson, 1997, p.27)

as

follows:

I) Who is I ought to be the client of the system design?
2) What is I ought to be purpose of the system design?
3) What is /ought to be the system's in-built measure of success?
4) Who is /ought to be the decision maker?

5) What components of the system and what conditions of successful planning
are I ought to be controlled by the decision maker?
6) What

is I ought to be considered part of the system's environment (Iha\ is not

under the control of the decision maker?
7) What is I ought to be the plilTIIler of the system?

8) Who is I ought to be the expert in the design of the system?
9) Who is I should be the guarantor of the system?
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IO) Who belongs to the witness of the system, that iB who is f ought to be
representing those do not involved in the system design but affected by it?
ll)Arc those affected by the system allowed to emancipate themselves from the
expert.El (that is, can be they take their fate into their own hands)?
12) What world view underlies the system? Is this world view sh!lfed by those
involved and those affected?

Flood and Jackson (1991) criticize the CSH as utopian, since it requires

th~'. system

designer should also take into consideration the views of those who are affected but
not involved with the system. This research accepts the view that the boundary of a
system is dynmnic, one day one might be involved but the ne,i.t day may be not
involved anymore with the system, also in reverse. Therefore to complete the
wholeness characteristic of the research it should consider the views of those who !lfe
not actually involved but affected.

In addition to the above consideration, the view of those who are affected by the
system is fundamentally important to be taken into consideration. This is an
actualization ofl'ancasila principles especially those of 'social justice' _and 'just and
civilized humanit/·-;i,rinciples (sc~-- ~lion 1.3), in the practical world. These
~rincip\es imply that jlll,tice should be seen from both individual and social
pcrspectivCS. One's action will not impact only'\o (lnesclf but also to others.
Therefore, to practke so~ial responsibility one should consider one's action's impact
on others before taking action.

3.6 ReDectfon on the use ora combination ofSSM and CSR for a large project
As described in section 2.1 that the mu!timethodological approach (MMA) benefits
from using CSH for data collection and SSM for data proccssir.g and interpretation,
From CSH, the MMA adopts the list ofquestinns for data colle~tion. These questions
imply that they are asking for two types of views from the respondents:
•

The answer to our 'what is' question will be used to describe the respondents'
perceived present situation. This is relevant with the first inquiry stream of
second version of SSM, b11Sed on which can be structure what is done. (see
section 3.2)
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•' The answer to our 'what ouglii to be' question will be used lo describe the
0

:respondenls' peroeiv
. ed. ideal situation. ,.This is relevant to the/ ~econd inquiry
stream of SSM,-b11Sed on whic!i"can be done the analysis oiwhat should be
., ",.j

"

'

',

don6 and mapping orm_aking sciise oflhat ideal, for impro,vement of the oo,tual
situation.
In addition tO the mechanistic interpretation of the

SsM in the first mode,.r.VhiCh is

eonsiden.":a ina~propriatc
for SOcial science .(Chcck[~d and. Scht1lcs; 1990)~-;~e
above
.
.
reflection 'indicates that tbe second mode of SSM is more relevanl tO be -~O~bined
with the ~SH. ~is is in line wi't!:i th?, ".icw ofCheckland and Hayn~ ~1~94) ~at ssM
was designed
pl"()(:CSS, . for"thin_kiJ~
nbout.
. to be a fnur.ew(!rk,
., not jus\ as prescriptive
.,
-,_
,-.,
and making sense of lhe world, as well

a:;

improvillg sitpatio~s pers::civcd_as being

problematic.
·'

.

•:

~

,, ' '
'
" ' il,.
can fulfil ,h~-~~i ofi-~fonnali~~ ~or culturafand polii'i~al analysis iri thi·ssM. Since
Further support can be raised from the analysis whether the use of the CSH qu.:Stion$
',

'

<.

h, J_.

.

,--.

• . .

.

c', ,·

•

in this Combination the main _role of SSM i!i ldatil ~proceiising and· interpretation,

.

4
therefore the ll1ost crocial elcmeliis.from
the SSM J~pability
Ma;urity..,.Framework
,,
..
,
,.

(Bamdcn, Smith_,and Wilsoni 1995, p,] f-14) that should be ~tted .arc ihe t"echnique
-1,.

•

clements. These elements.are:

•

Recognize the real world. The 'wtiat'is' questiolls can bC used to "collect data
'
forfe£0grli~i_ng_~tWhat aciimlly happen. This is thi: real _world. ,

•

D!:itl~3t11sh the system thinking worl~. The •what ought !oc'.bc;· q~estiolls

'

'

w!H help to cOliccl data about the ideal world

. y,;· .

~·

ibinking worJd.

•

that eqti~!:(tii :th;· s}'Stem

,_J;

-

.

·,-_.

.

"

.,·

•

Characterize the problem situation. Table 3.4 shows tharthe use of CSH
-·
.,_.
.
',,_._.. _ . "' ,,
qucstioris can help idcntitY .lhc,churacteristii:s of tti'c problem situation, that
include 'what is' the actual situati,on, 'what o~g1;;·to,~( ,the Cl[pccied situ~tiO:i;

,,

.--.

"

·\·~·-,

.

·.,

"'

"

and how to change that situation through tmnsfonnntii>' rotions;
A

I 1/

':

f ,,

.:,- '(

-1.\-'

•nay, .. :···.·,.,;::_
.:r>·,_ .)i.,:_,··::--_.
-11 ,
o · A'.nalysls '1: is th"c intcrve!ltion:'Tahlii 3.4"shoWs"tha•,,infomlationN(lth
.

.. .

,• . ;

'•

·-'(1

.·

:·

.

. .. ,

regllfd .tO: tnmsfomintions .(improVemcnts lllld l":lmaiicipiitiOniifcan be
·•

,;. ·-. -~ .

" :.

.

. ::· ', \

.;, . Ii

L

. " •:

:.

·"

•.

• 'n,e CapabiW.y Mat.lrity frimework o(SSM consim ofphi;O,ophy, oonsli!Ulivc rule,, procm und

1cchnlq~.•1.' -_. ·

·

·

\·.
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acquired using the CSH questions. Since the pmpose of intervention is
t~ transform the actual to ideal situation, therefore informotion to

support this analysis can be acquired using the questions.
Table J.3 Fitting Analysis nfCSH llst orquesllons with the information
. requested for the SSM's Cultural and Politka! analyds

Information requested
from the question.

Cultural analysis Political analy!ls
(Fint stream)

(Second stream)

Techniques/
transformatiou

Clients

Clients

Comparison

2. Purposes

Worldvicws

Worldviews

Improvement

3. Success criteria of the
system

Worldviews

Worldvicws

Improvement

1. Clients

4. Decision makers
S. a. S. components

Ow,rn

Comparison

· · World views

Worldviews

Comnarison

World views

Wor\dvicws

Improvement

Owners

S. b. Succ1:siicriteria

ofnplan
S.c.Contr.conditions

Worldview~

World views

Comoarison

6. S. cnvirollJl1ents

· ellvironmcnt

Environment

Cnmnarison

Actors

· Actors

Comparison

Actors
Ow,rn

:'Actors

Comparison

, Chmrn

Comoarison

7. Svstem's planners

-

8. System's experts·
9. System's guarnntor
IO.

:<!

involved

N"

'

witnesses b:11 affected
and their rcpi~ienl.ations

Clients

' Eniancipatory
IL
practice

Worldvicws

Clients

,i

Emancipation

,»10T!dvicws

.,- Einilncipation

Worldviews

Eman'dpotion

12, Underlying worldview and the shares of
the inv.ilved and the

World views

,,

"

affected parties.

-

...

o _ADRly1l1 2: is concerned with 'interacting roles, norm.-and values.

.

.

Those who hn_ve T9\cs

lll'C

~

owners, actors and clients. TI1crofore when

the norm and values (that can be included in worldvicws), underlying
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the in!craction between them gathered using the CSH questions, then
these criteria are fitted. Table 3.4 shows that World.views )!Oderlying
the inte~tion within.the system is collected using the questions.
o All.11Y51, 3:".is Conceriled with.what is possible to be achieved. 'The
CSH qucsiionS lll'C deSigried 'to co!licit .'what iii' and 'what ought to be'··

AniOll~
those ;ought
to.be'
~'it'llations can·be analysed
.tlie situ~tion.
'
.
,,
.
.,
·which pf them are achievable.

-,,

•

Rich j,lclilre (Characteri'~(fcally_.Rich Picture Diiigrnms); Root Dellofoon and

the C~TWOE. Table 3.3- showS th~t'the us'e Jf-CSii questions mny complete
U1e CATWOE for boih. Rich Piciure and ·Root ~finition. However with
regard_ to the gnlphic Presentations of Rich' Picture and Root Definiti_on of a
large project, they face a dilcmmatic situation between completeness 'and
•'

' "'~,

'

-

.

\•

-

..

clarity. To have the complete detail, wlll loose the·c]arity of the general
struc\urc. In conimst,

~ have the clwity, it will

The practice of presenting

loo~~ some essential detail.

riCh picture and root definition in an essay.and'·,.

.tables such as done in the MMA appew;s to be thoughtful to overcome such~
dilemma.
• The five ~-s (cfficiCncy, efficacy, effectiveness-, ethicality and elegance). It is
arguable that th/~sc. '!r,CSH questions can secure ·.the fu.Jfilment of lhe
neccssnry infonnatii~ regarding th=. elements of viability of a model.
Th~efore it i; advisable to complete th·~ CSH questions with other questions
that are designed io gather infonnation regarding to these Viobilityele,ments of
a model (the five Es).
•

Conceptual madi:lllog, de11irable a.id fel!llble chanie, and 'actloos. It is
-

.

•\

!deal that all .Participants join in the development of the conceptual models,
analysis and,sclection of !asks, and action conditions. However the CSH

.~

··..

.

.

question SeCms to be noi designed to cover Such ;idealism. However the
intervi~ cari be'iransferred into i . 'talka;ive knowled~e gathcrin¢.(S1Jndbcrg,
.

'

"

-

'!. -_

'

,, •

.,,,.1. . -

1999) Where. inlctviewcc can freely- express his or. her views.-· And ·the
·.
,. . ' ",,_ ..
-, ,, . "
'iil1tcrviewer. moy · use .the list ofiquestiOnS as' pointers,' so that th'c whole
;

11;;,

' -

IJ

"

infonnation targeted can be collc,ctcd: In this way1\other necessary details thnt
,;
'-'-"·'''
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should be collected could be included in the list including, conceptual
modelling, desirable and feasible change an<l preferable actions conditions.
•

Comparison, Table 3,3 shows that the use of CSH questions can accomplish
the need to Tl1oke Comparison between 'what is'. and 'what ought to be' the

"

·,,

situation.
3.7 Mode.I Validation
-

.

,.

.

,.

.

-.-

:

Forrester and Senge_ (1980)
~y that bcfo~ a model caii
be
"imalysis or,.
.
'
. us~
- ..for ~Olicy
. .. - .
any other use, the modeller must hiive,suflicien't confidence ri:garding its ·soundness
..
" ..
..
--·-,
;.
,·
-. ,;
and usefulness. The common process by which such a confidence is acquired is called
vnlidntion.(Manni and Cavans, 2000). In the.case of system dynamic' mcid~i-; Coyle
{1996, p 362) outlines three types oftest These
'J

•

nr/\. .
;

-

•

c

-·

-

_._

•

• Verification le!it that verifies.whether the structuri:,and parameters-of real
system, have been corrected transformed in the niod'e.l.'
.
., Validation test that validates whether thc"m~del
beiiavi~ur
. gen'emtes
. . th~·~ame
.
,, .
'
that would be expected from the real systCJlli · :~',
•

LegllllDllle ie!lt that determines whethi:r.th_e· model c6mply with the laws of
system structure or any generally accepted mies.

The abOve rell~tion leads to a conclusion tl:Jat the csscAtinl o~j~ctive o/ models
validation is to theoretically and judgmentally .verify the models. TheoretiCal
verification is done by the researcher. It consists of iwo typ'-''thcoretical verification:

•

LegitimatiCln evaluation that examines the model's ~mpli'ance ieith the laws
'-.,_·._
~-'.
.
...
.
of system structure or any generally .ieceptcd rules, and.
__ ;_,.• -Tasks d~sirab!\ll{_and feasililii\y of the mod~Js." -· r --~," .

-,

.. "

' ·.

'

-.

.·. \.,'I.-:

c

::

.-.::·-;-;,

\\

The laws of system
stru~t~
are generally accepted rules Such as those
derived f11\m
._..,.,
.
II
Churcl.man's (I 97:1) anttomY'Of system' teleology that co11Sists of nine conditions (Sec
.
'
(:
section 4.6). The, tasks dr..i.lrablllty cvaluilllon was·:designed to evalu.atC the
'

..

"',

desirability _":If the ,jjimtified t&Sk.11:,based on researcher's judgments and assumptions.
,,

"

:,

"

ii

The tasks feasiblllty evaluation evaluates the feasibility of the identified tasks based

.~
on reacareher'sjudgmerits and assumptions.

.
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After the researcher has built the sufficient confidence that the models

lll'C

theoretically valid, the interviewees nre invited to judgmentally verify whether their
ideal systems have been correctly transcribed into the models and a!so that lhey have
viability tcnns ofils effectiveness, efficiency, efficacy, ethicality and elegancy. Also,
they can be invited to judgmentally validate the models from some special or local
intentions such as:
•

The system performance of the models in term ofils cquity5.

•

The ability of transforming the high level goals into comprehensive and

•

The ability of transforming the high values and goals held within Pancasila

acceptable actions.
into n:alistic and nceeptable actions, in tenn of its:
a. Correspondence that is the agreement ofthc basic idea
b. Consistence that is the role agreement of each part of the model with the
basic idea
c. Coherence that is the role agreement of the whole structure and parts of the
models with the basic idea.

3.8 Summary
Strategic management used by Depanri for establishing the long term plans for
national space development in Indonesia appeared to be inappropriate in the context
actual national development. The concept inferentially requests that public should
become both the object and the subjed of the development. In actuality, the strategic
management used, and its practices do not indicate any public inclusion in the
decision making process. The situation in Indonesia is relatively unique in that
different parts of the society represent all three ofTofficr's (1980) categorical waves
(see section 3.1).
The systems approach represented by the MMA after refuibishment appears
theoretically to be relevant for Sipesmik project, since:
•

Sipesmik was designed to cover all the three Tofficr's categorical waves
(ngricultural, industrial and ,irtua\ transformations)

• Equity wu derived ftom Pancasil,. This is Inferentially derived flam Ille fust principle, lmplyi!18 tluit
tho W<lrld is God's creation. All creations are ,:qullably trca1od by God, and !he wmld is elfccrive and
effiol,n1. Thi• reOocrion helps conclude !hat to b,: olfcctive and efficient a n-.,d,l should implement
,:quiiy principle.
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•

A combination of s)IElems approach and action research theoretically can help
integrate the whole categories, where each one can do one's preference but
one's result accomplishes other requirements.

The refurbishment of MMA focuses on the use of a combination of SSM and CSH
since among methodologies used in the MMA, only them that are in compliance with
tho criteria that public should become both subject and object of the development.
Due to the mechanistic inteiprctation of the first version ofSSM, which is considered
inappropriate for social science, and the SSMs fitted framework with the CSH, the
second version ofSSM is found suitable to be combined with the CSH. However, in
order to complete the necessary infonnation for the implementation of SSM, some
questions need to be included io CS H's list of questions. Also the practice of building
the Rich Picture and Root Definitions in the form of text, tables and graphic
presentation, is considered more suitable for large project investigation/ intervention
rather than just graphics displays.
In order to vitalize the self improvement mechanism, a mode! validation step is
thought necessary to be inserted into the MMA's intervention steps. Also, an
engagement step needs to be interleaved at the interview step. This insertion was
decided upon due lo the acknowledgement to all rcsponden\ll especially those who are
not yet familiar with systems approach and action research. In ,•ddition to the above
refurbishment, a dynamic theory of stakeholder is considered appropriate as the
foundation of selecting interviewees for a large project intervention.
Also. with regards to acquiring answers to the research questioll5 (sec section 1.3)
there is no need to implement all of the steps of the MMA. It was though sufficient to
conclude with models' validation. This was thought lo be the conclusion of this
research, as any further progress actua[]y involves the implementation of the models
created, which is beyond the brief of the researcher concerned. The followlog
analysis nod models lo Chapters 5 and 6 follow the slmilor pattern and formal as
that Hed In Hutchln100 (1997). 6

6

Many of tho modeh derived

in

lhe two separate largo

projoc!s iCetllOd to have common.idity. This

<><XlllWd despite the d(ffcrcnccs in objoctivcs (water ffllUUl!l"mcnt vcrnis nte!lilC dcvelopmcnl).
Althougl~ both involved a Iorgo number of stakeholder., and the general eovimnmen~ it i• a topic for
funher mca"'h bu! using Riordan's philo,ophioal d,,.ifi~!ion seems to produce model• of• ,imilar
slnu:turc.
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Chapter4

THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
4,0 General overyiew

As described in Chapter 3 the Sipesmik can be Categorized as a lilige project, and the
best approach to handle it is the MMA,.Within this approach, the methodology used
should be a combination of two; CSH is used for data collection rui.d SSM, for data
processing and interpretatiOll. Also, this re.search accepts the dynamic ~eory of

"

stakeholders.

Section 4.1 introdu~cs tbe investigation's steps that were developed considering the
fCfurbishment of the MMA. Section 4.2 discusses the i~terview questiOns 11nd their
rationnlcs, The interview process will be illustrated in section 4.3 and that becomes
the forerunner of the discussion on the building of the Rich Pictme in section 4.4 -and
the Root Definition and ~Mks Modefa in sectio_n

4:s._,,

Section 4_.6 presents the

model's verification and validation. The model validation qu~liom and their
rationale are covered 'fn section 4.7, Section 4.8 introdu·c~~ the data.collectioo and
processing-Of the models' validation/1SCC'tion -~.9 -illustrates-. ihe li~itati_ons· of- this
reseaTCh ,ends-this chapter.

4,1

The lovestlg"atlon Stage

To ensure that the research questions (see scction 1.3) ure,appropriately nddiCSsed, the
investigation necessarily needs participation of stakeholders of the sample projcct.
The.toolkit chosen to ~efine solutions ofn compliiX, pluralist r.nd Coercive situations
is a combination of systems tl_i.inking end action research as is represente:? by the _
MMA (see section 3.2). As an actio'! research the use of thiS 'apprOnch neCessarily
needs stakeholders' participation, and also whether the generated solutions are
acceptable to them.
l1_

Pancasila is a state philosophy within w~ich- an·,ideal situation is expreSSed.-·Sorite
lndoncsillllll (Moedjniit~, 2003) cl~m th~i th'J~ id~is'm has II long hi~tory and it.
embodies the wO~idvicw and jlhilosophy of·I~d~~~ians.-A~~mi~;'tfui;-[l is !rue, to
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transfonn it into realistic and ~cceptable actions need parlicipntion of Indonesians,
who keep in mind their ideal situation. This provides, further support to practice an
action research.

In view of the first research questio!l; based. on MMA, the role of stakeh~ldera in
generating solutions is to provide infmmation about 'what is' and 'what ought to be',
which data consecutively bC1;omo inputs for defining Conceptual Models (Rich
Picture, Root Definition, and Tasks Models). ·These are the generated solutions.
Considering the second research question, stakclmlders have their role to judge as to
whether the generated solutions are acceptable to them. Bearing in mind the third
research question, the role of stakeholders is also to judge whether a systemic
approach can help them to trnnsfonn an ideal situation that Ut~y keep in mind into
realistic and acceptable actions.

The above reflection leads to confinn the desirability of using tbe refurbished MMA.
Since this investigation is concerned only with the interpretive part of the approach,
only the soft parts runong the four combined methodologies in this approach were
chosen that is, CSH and SSM. CSH was chosen due its powerful questions that
provide the possibility to ascertain what people think about the present situation
('what is') and what they think about the ideal situation ('what ought to be'). The
data of 'what is' can be input for the Rich Picture for the present situation, and the
data of'what ought to be' that represents the ideal situation can be input for tho Root
Definition, as requested by the SSM, and based on which the task models can be
developr.d.

,,
Up to this stage lhe selected, stakchlildem have gained experience lhrough
participating in the solutions' generation, which also means involvement in answering
of the first research question. To obtain answers of the second and third research
questions the researcher needed to proceed to a further step thnt can be identified us
the judgmental step, which Is ab~ent from the MMA. Thio judgmental step can be
divided into two levels. The firat level is for a~quiring the answer of Ute second
research question and the second level is for obtaining the answer of the third research
question.
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Figure 4.1 presents the investigation steps of the research, whieh consist of five basie
steps, I) Select approach to research questions, 2) generate 1olutlon1, 3) Judge
solution1, 4) rev bit research questions, and S) Identify future actions.

1. Select approach to
research questions

2. Generate solutions

Relates to the first
research question

3. Judge the solutions

Relates to the
second and the third
research questions

4. Revisit the research
questions

5. Identify future actions

Figure 4.1 Investigation steps
These steps were thought sufficient for answering _•he resenreh questions. (As some
interviewees wished for more concrete answers to the problem when confronted with
the concep\lllll models, the possibie implementation strategies and organisational.
structures were also modelled-using VSM. (Plense see the appendices for the result).
The next section will describ.~ on how 110]utions were generated.

4.2 The Interview Quc!tloo1

As discussed in section 4.1 that this research used the CSH for data collection. This
method uses twenty four questions to collect data. The twelve criticnlly heu:riStic
boundary questions are in the 'is' mode, and the others are in Ute 'ought io he' mode'
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(Flood and Jackson, 1991, p. 206). This rcsean:h assumed that the simpler the better
and it should result in collecting richer information. Therefore those twenty four
questions were rearranged into lhrce groups and they were designed to acquire seven
basics information as follows:

I) The respondent's philosophical stance. This information was needed to
investigate whether all philosophical stances available were represented to

grasp the holistic character of the collected views. However, it was considered
extremely difficult as the basis of selecting interviewtc, since an investigator
only recognizes inteiview's philosophical stance after the interview is done,
however it was hcl]}ful fur data evaluation especially the consistency of
answering questions.
2) The respondent's perceived boundaries of the Sipesmlk. The perceived
boundary is 'the gap' between parts that include and exclude of the Sipesmik.
With regard to SSM these questions could help obtains the necessary
information to produce 'rich picture' of the problem situation nnd 'root
definition' of the desired system.
3) Participant,' pereeptlon on the 11ccurrence of conflicts or power strives.
As the consequence of the use of the MMA, (basically LSA), the
emancipatory focus of critical realism would suggest that the presence of a
coercive situation would need to be addressed fiist (Dobson, 2001). For a
critical realist, the presence of ii coercive situation may indicate the prcsencc
of ii dominating inequitable stru~ture that needs to be addressed.
4) Perceptions to build rich pictures of the Investigated situation. This
represents of what the respondents think of the 'what is' in the situation. It
might be possible that they do not know the 'what is' of the situation, since the
selected samples include those who were not involved in the situation.
5) Perceptlon1 to buUd root definitions [or the required system. These
represent whnt the respondents thought of 'what ought to be' in the situation.
Although, they did not know about the 'what is' but eveiyone has one own
ideal situation. Even for those who are involved in the situation can therefore
generate ideWi.
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6) Pereeptions orthe required organizational structure. These were needed to
develop organizational models, as a supplement the task based conceptual
models.
7) Pereeptioos of the objectives of the desired system a11d tasks required to
achieve them. These were needed to develop the transformation aspects of the
root definition.
The above seven basic infonnation types were designed to be embedded in three
groups of questions. The first is concerned with the philosophical sta.'lce of
interviewee, the second with the management and policy making system and the thin!
abo1.1t the measUn"ls of pcrfonnancc of the desired Sipesmik. Although several
questions were specific, the interviewees were also asked to freely express their
views, since the nature of the questions was designed be both' open and closed. The
purpose of was not overtly stated unless requested by the interviewee. The following

arc the list of questions and their rationales.
Question 1
What is )'OUT underlying philosophical stance for investigating the Sipesmik, for
example?
'-

Cost benefit analysis is capable to show the economic value of an action
program, therefore each action program of Sipesmik shall accomplish nn
economically aeceptablc cost benefit ratio.

b.

Although the Sipesmik is a research and development activity Iha! should
be managed as a non profit entity, but it should also be seen as a way of
developing national prosperity and security.

c.

Cooperative way of managing the Sipesmik could guarantee the practice of
open management and the use of micro satellite system that is limited for
peaceful putposes.

d.

Why develop oUT own satellite, global space market pn..~ide choices so
lhat we can choose based on our own criteria that include especially
preserving our nature through minimum release of manmadc debris in
space,
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R11tion11le of question I

These questions were designed to obtain infonnation about the philosophical stance of
the respondents. It would become nn opening dillCoWlie between interviewer nnd
intervicwci.i, so that the peit:cived boundaries nnd factors influencing of Sipesmik
could be obtained.

Options a) to d) represent a continuum from catastrophe-technocentric, corporative
technoecntric, cooperative--naturocer, ric nnd arthemis-naturocentric (sec below).
These questions arc designed to show the characters of Sipcsmik probli:m situation
which arc complex, pluralist nnd cocit:ivc. The complex pluralist is shown by the
presence of all philosophical-stance of interviewees, and the coeit:ive eharncter is
shown by the pit:scnt of arth~'Dis-naturocentric and the catastrophe-technoccntric.

The basic thoughts on the above philosophical assumptions arc from O'Riordnn's
(1981) work. This author took two extreme philosophical stances that centres on
technological and that natural orientation. Several scientists have proposed a similar
method <if contrast. Ame Nacss's (1973) makes a distinction between shallow ecology
lllld deep ecology. WiUiam Catton and Riley Dunlap (1978) uncovered !he distinction
between the dominant 'humwi cxemptionalism paradigm' of rnl'instream sociology
and the 'new ecological paradigm' of the 'post exuberant age'. Alan Dret18SOll (1980)
distinguished the 'technocmtic' and 'person-planetary' paradigm. Timothy O'Riordan
(1981) uses 'technocentri&m' and 'ecocentrism' for environmental problems.
Environmental historian, Donald Worster (1983) identifies the 'imperialist' and ilie
'arcndian', in tradition of ecological thought. Murrny Bookchin (1984) contrasts
'environmentalism' and 'social ecology'. Although there are differences, fr.C}' all
contrast a humnn-centered orientation with an ecology-centered orientation
(Eckcr.;ley, 1992).

Basically, this re_search took the position that the tcch:nological centered
(tcchnocentric) and the natural centered (naturocentric) orientation were the extremes
of a continuum. In the tcclmoccntric camp two bmnches of thought arc identified:
they are the catll:ltrophe tcclmocentric and the corporative tcclmocentric, whilst i.n the
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naturocentric camp there arc the cooperative naturocentric and the arthemisnaturoccntric. Tcchnocentrists believe in the preservation of the status quo in the
existing structure of political power, but wish for more receptivity and responsibility
in political, regulatory, planning and educational institutiorl!l. At the opposite end of
the spcclnun, naturocentrists wish for the rcdistribu1fon of power towanfa

11

decentralized, federated economy with more emph,.Jizes on informal economic and··
social tn,rumctions ond the pursuit of participatory justice.

Question 2
a. Who is/ought to be:
i)

The beueficlarle! of the Slpcsmlk process?

ii)

The decision maken in the Slpe!lmlk process?

iii)

°the plaooen in the Slpesmlk process?

iv)

Tile eipe11!1 used in the Slpesmlk process?

v)

The repre!lentatlves of those affected by Slpesmik?

b. What conditloos arc/ore not controlled by the decision maker?
c. What arc/ousht to be the eon~lrainlll on the decision maker?
d. Who has the power to ensure success ofSlpe!mlk?
e. Aro those affected by Sipesmik allowed to take their rate Into their own
bands despite the experts? Should they be allowed to?

Rationa1e of question 2

These questions were designed as a consequence of the imp]cmentntion of MMA in
the assessment of Sipcsmik. They provide opportunities for interviewees to express
their pen:eptions on the situation (both present and desired). They provided
information needed to create root definitions-!.& requested in the SSM as well as
exposing power dilferentials. This stnkeh.older analysis has primary importance in
slinwing the interaction or tmnsfonnation process (Dobson, 2001) that is pcroeive<!-.to
ha,:;pen in the Sipcsmik.

Question la

,,

From the CSR point of view, thin question allows the interviewee to expr,:ss
their views regarding the w:tusl and the desired main actor ofSipesmik, and to
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show any differences between the actuul and the desired systems. With regards
to SSM, this question helps investigators to find the required human elements
of the CATWOE: clients (beneficiaries), actors {plllllllers, experts,
representatives), and owners (decision makers) to produce a root definition of
the desired systems.
Questlon2b
This question helps investigator to collect rclpondents' perception regarding

'

the scope of power of the owners of the system. It can als·) help expose the
physical/ social/ economic phenomena that are present 'in Sipesmik, wtd that
affect the system, but cannot be cOntrolled by the decision makers.
Question 2e
This question helps the investigator to dsta on the desired scope of the power
of the system's owners with regarding to the actual situation.
Que!ltion2 d
This question provides the investigator to acquire the iespandent's pen:eption
on wh~\vh!'lt should attempt to control the Sipesmik process to ensure it can
function well.
Que!ltlon 2e
This question helps to identify whether the implementers of Sipesmik (for
example Lapan, BPPT, I Ae etc), arc considered appropriate to have real
decision making powers or whether they should rely on someone else. This is

to identify the respondents' perc~tion on the re,al 'decision-making should lie
in the Sipesmik process.
Question 3

Based on your (life) e1tperience, would you mind telling me what crl!erla do you
use to measure. effldeocy, elfe~llvene511, efficacy \f'.ase of use,. and
Implementation), e:.~-1~; elblcallty aLll. elegance of a Sipesmlk plnn?
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Rationale of question 3
Multi-functions characterize this question. The first function is to collect infonnation
on the desired system especially with regards to measurement of success (Chcckland
and Scholes, 1990). The second is to recognize the structure and the process clements
that should be included in the conceptual models. The third is to ullow respondents
give more specific ird!cations regarding the scope ofSipesmik and its priorities. The
fourth is to discover the respondents' perceived reul objective of Sipcsmik. The
rationale oftliis question is that to establish the measures of efficiency, effectiveness,
efficacy, equity, cthicality and elegance ofSipesmik, the interviewee must first define
the outputs, hence the 'purpose' ofSipcsmik from their perspectives.
These measures were designed to get qualitative measurements of the viability of the
generated models. Three of them suggested by Check[nnd and Scholes (1990a) i.e.
efficacy, efficiency and r;ffectiveness, two other criteria also suggested by Chcckland
ct all (l990b) i.e. cthicality and e\egancy, and the other one is equity that was derived
from Pancasila (see section 3.6).
4.3 The Interview Process

As discussed in section 3.3 the interviewees should consist of those who at the time of
selection are:
a) decision makers in the investigated situation
b) having academic interest in the investigated situation
c) executors of the investigated situation
d) involved witnesses of the investigated situation, and
c) not involved witnesses of the investigated situation
AJ~o those who are selected to be respondents should represent all types of
stakeholder and the non stakeholders. List of those who were selected to be the
interviewees of this research are presented in table 4.1 and their stnkeholder's types
arc illustrated in table 4.2.
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Tnble 4.1 List nfthe Selected Interviewees

(1) Managerial nnd policy making interest

S 1-5

Members/Officers ofDEPANRI (Aeronautics and Space Council of
Republic oflndonesia)

S 6-7

Members ofDPR (Peoples Representatives Council): Commission:
Science & Technology

S8

McmberofNational Resean::h Council (aerospace division)

S9

Officer of National Planning Agency: Science & Teohn<Jlogy Bureau

SIO

OfficerofMinistry for Research and Technology

(2) Academic Interest: (20%)
Sil

Philosophers

S 12

System scientist

S 13

Space policy scientist

S 14

Economist'I

S 15

Social & political scientist

S 16

Combustion engineer

S 17

Space lawyer

S 18

Environment scientist

S 19

Remote sensing scientists

S20

Chemists

.

·.

(3) Executon (20 %)
S21

National Program Managers

S 22

Project Manager

S 23

System Engineer

S 24

Satellite Structure

S 25

Thellllal

S26

Mission Control Ground Segment

S27

Attitude Determination Control System

S28

Payload Mission I

S29

Communication system ,

.

.
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Payload Mission 2

SlO
(4)

Involved wltnems (20 %}

.

S 31

Officer of Planning Coordination Bureau

S32

Government investment analy:;t

S 33

Officer of Frequency Regulation Directorate

S ,4

Officer of Department of Foreign Affairs

S3S

Space vehicle researcher

S 36

Member of ASS! (Indonesia Association ofSnto\litc System)

S 37

Officer of a satellite operator corporation (technique)

S 38

User of remote sensing technology

S 39

Officer of a sea surveillance and communication office

S 40

Officer of a satellite operator Corporation (planning)

.

.

.

.

(5) Not Involved witnesses (20 %)

S 41

OfliCerofthe National Council for Defenceund Security

S42

Member of AITEl (Indonesia Association on Tc!ecommunication and
Electronic Industry)

S 43

Officer of spacc flight lest and operation

S 44

Officer of a spaceport developer corporation

S45

Officer of a local government

S46

Officer ofa local government

S 47

Public with socio economic development interesV former

S 48

Public with socio economic development interesVfishenimn

S49

Member ofKADIN (Chamber ofCemmerce and Industry)

s ,0

Officer with environment preservation /gender empowennent interest

.
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Table 4,2 Stakeholder Types in the Selected Interviewees 1
{Based on assumptions made by the author)
Nme: RS • Remote Sen,lng

Respondent
Number

Attributes
Legitimacy
Nope

Urgency
Monitoring

Type or
Stakeholder

01

Power
DePanri

0,

Depanri

Space science and
technology

Innovation

Dangerous
Definitive

03

Depanri
Depanri
Depanri

Foreign affairs
Tclceommunicntion
None

None
Inm>Vatinn
Monitoring

Dominant
Definitive
Dnngcrous

None
None
None
None

Dominant
Dominant
Dormnnt
Dominant

None
None
None

Dominant
Discrotionary
Discretionary

None
None
None

Discretionary
Discretionary
Discretionary

None

Discretionary

None
RSdatn
RS data

Discret[onary

Innovation
Innovation

Dependent
Definitive

Innovation

Definitive

Innovation
Innovation
Innovation

Dependent
Dependent
Dependent''

04

OS

06
07

08
09
10

11
12
l3

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
-

23
24
25

Legislation
DPR
DPR
Legislation
DRN
None
BAPPENAS Planning administration
BPPT
Research facility
None
Philosophy
System science
None
None
Space policy
None
Economics
None
Social politics
None
Combustion
engineering
Law
None
None
Climate change
Nono
Remote sensing
None
Telecommunication
fhysies
Pro~=
manager
Electron[cs
Project
manager
System engineer
None
None
System structure
None
System thermal

Dependent
Dependent

1This tnblc wru, c,111bl!shed bo,cd on sllll~boldcrs' type.., i!lus1rated in figure 3.4
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26
27

None
None

28

None

Dependent

Attitude determination

Innovation
Innovatio,1

Communic.ition

Innovation

Dependent

Mission control

Dependent

payload

29

None

30

None

Innovation

Dependent

Innovation

Dependent

Planning

None

Dominant

Govcrrunent

None

Dominant

Communication system
Remote sensing
payload

31
32

Coordinator
Analyst

investment
33

Regulator

Radio frequency

None

Dominant

34

None
None

Foreign relation

None

Discretionary

Space vehicle

Research

Dependent

"

partner

None

lndL1Strialist

Services

Dependent

37

None

Satellite operation

Research

Dependent

38

None

Remote sensing

RS Data

Dependent

39

None

Sea surveillance

Low

Dependent

36

partner

enforcement
40

None

Satellite operation

Noni::

Discretionary

41

Power

National systems

None

None

Dominant
D1scrdiionary
Discretionnry

42

None

Chemistry

43

None

Space flight testing

Marker

44

None
District
authority
Sub District
authority
None

None

Market·

Public participation

None

Demanding
Dominant

Public participation

None

Dominant

None

Innovation
Innovation

Demanding

45

46

47
48

49
50

None
Noile
Regulator

None
None
Envirorunent

None
None

Demanding
None
Dominant
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Proposals for interview ·~ere sent to the selected interviewees at least two weeks
before the requested date. Aware that the selected interviewees were busy persons, the
interview schedules were kept flexible. Communicatioo through emnil aud telephone
were provided whenever the interviewee needed to reschedule or cancel the agreed
time. Considering of the possibilities of cancellation of the targeted subject, a list was
prcpared ofa!ternates for each category of interviewee. TI1is was managed in order to
keep the number of interviewees to 50. The !n\erviews were conducted in Br.>hasa

Indonesia, (Indonesian language) including the proposal for interview, but the English
version of the proposal and the interview stunmaries are provided in Appendix I.
Almost all of the selected interviewees found one meeting sufficient usually about
two hours in length, but some needed two, Rince they wanted to discuss things that
had taken their interest and were not covered in the targeted time frwne. Almost all
interviewees asked why they were chosen, and some asked whnt 'systems thinkiog'
was about. These were unavoidable questions that emphasised the importance of
preparing well for the engagement process.

4A

Building up a Rieb Pktnre

This research uses essay 11Dd tables to display the Rich Picture of the investigated
situation. The tables arc identified as the Rich Picture Tables (RPT). 16 tables are
used to display the Rich Picture of Sipesmik. Examples of RPT can be seen in
Chapter 5 that displays the Rich Picture of Sipesmik such as Table 5.l eotitled
'Themes, issues and worldviews on Sustainability' and Table S.2 entitled 'Tllllks
should be included in creating the necessary conducive state for spnce science and
trn:hnology development in Indonesia'. The list of RPT CIID be seen in the second
column of Table 4.3. This tnble illustrates how the data gathered using the Interview
Questions can be used to construct !he Rieb Picture and Root Definitioo of the
investigated situation.

From the fust Interview Question can be aequired infonnation displaye.: in the Rich
Picture Table (RPT) numbers I to 8 that display all elements ofCATWOB that can be
swnmarised as the 'preliminary' Root Definition (see section 5.7). The answers of
the second Interview Question displayed in the RPT numbers 9 to 16 hold infonnntion
of th~ element of CATWOE. Data collected by the used of the third Interview
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Question displayed in (ho RPT munber 16 that contains information on tho perceived
contffll mechanism and measurement of s'uccess needed for Sipesmik compiete the
Rich Picture of Sip~mik. A part tO data. c~llected by-the ~Se of th~ Int~rview
._. Qui:siiolls,

th;: Rich Pict~re · ~so' :'ben~fit an .reSpolld~nis' comments during the

interviCw ll!ld engag~·ment process.:
,Table4.3
How the information gathered u!log the Interview Questions could help,
construct a Rich Picture and a Root Definition
The Interview Questions

Rieb Picture Tables (RP'f)

The Root Definition

1. What is your underlying I. Sustainability ofa systelll

All clements of

philosophical stance for 2. System's tasks
investigating

CATWOE thatthe

the 3. Social and educational process summary can be

Sipesmik, for example?

4. Rogu]atoi:y

identified as the

5. International cooperation

preliminary Root

6. Present failures

Definition (see

7. Specific management details

section 5.7)

8. Miscellaneous issues
2. Who is/ought to be
a, i) Tho beneficiaries of

9. Interviewees' perceived

Clients

clients of Sipcsmik

tho Sipesmik pl'O(less
ii) The decision makers

in tho Sipesmik

Sipesmik
.

process?
iii) The planners in the

Sipesmik process?.

IO. Interviewees' perceived

Actors (Executors)

executor (actors) of

Sipesmik
.. .:,'
10.
rn·terviewees'
perc_eived
iv) The experts used in
the Sipesmik

cxecutor(nctors) of

process?

Sipesmik

v) The representatives

Own,ra

12. The desired owners of

12. The desired owners of

Actors (Executors)

Ownera

.
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of those affeeted by

Sipcsmik

Sipesmik?
b, What condition are I are

16. The perceived control

not controlled by the

mechanism and

decision maker?

measurement of success

Environment
(System's boundary)

needed for Sipesmik
c. What arc/ought to be 13. The.perceived fix constraints Environment
the constraints on the
decision maker?

ofdipesmik

(System' boundary)

14. The perceived constraints on
the owners ofSipesmik

d. Who has the power to 12. The desired owners of
ensure

success

of

O=rn

Sipesmik

Sipesmik?
e. Are those affected by 15. The perceived problems of
Slpesmlk allowed

to

take their rate Into

World views (Ethics)

power and conflict within
Sipesmik

their own hands despite
the experts? Should they
be allowed to?
J, Based on your (life) 16. The perceived control

experience, would

"'"

meehanism and

mind telling m, wbat

measurement ohuccess

criteria do you use to

needed for Sipesmik

measure

Worldviews

efficiency,

effectiveness,
(ease

Trnnsfonnations

efficacy

Md
""
implementation), equity,
of

ethicallty and elegance
of a Sipesmik plan?
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4.5 Build log up Root Defioltion:s and Task Models
To build n model oh system, one should know what kind ofsystem one would like to
define. This reflection is a reminder of what Churchman (1971) wrote in The Design
o/ lnqrilrlng Systems. In brief, this can be summarized that n system should have 9
necessary conditions:
I)

A system is teleologicnl. This character was derived from Aristotelian
imagery stnting that every element of nature at any moment of time is
conceived as having n number of choices at its disposal, and it selects its
choices so as to pursue the goals appropriate to it.

2)

A system has teleological components that work together in an interactive
way to achieve their own goals and the goals oflhe whole system

3)

A system has clients whose interests arc served

4)

A system has measure of performance

5)

A system has a boundary that limit the system to its environment

6)

A system has decision makers that have the necessary power to change in
the measure ofperfonnnncc

7)

A system has designers whose design may influence the decision makers
leading to change in the measure ofpcrfonuance of the system, and who
aim to maximize the system's value to the clients

8)

A system has n built in guarantee that the purpose of the s}stem defined by
the measure of performance of the system can he achieved and socured,

9)

A system has a stability mechanism that controls the whole system
especially in:

a. decision making process
b. perfonnance standnrds measurement and their improvements
c. communication channels both internal and exiemal
d. information flows especially in support to the input output
management
e. allocation of responsibility so that everyone knows what kind of
participation should be pcrfonued
According to Churchman (1981) ifa model is compliant with the anatomy of system
teleology then this model is a model of a system with high viability (effective and
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efficient). The author ueeepts this fonnula as these criteria are in line with those of
Walker (1994) who describes that model with high viability should comply with both
general and specific criteria. The gcncrnl criteria arc resilient and resistant Resilient
means having the capacity to restore the system when stress destabilizes it. Resistant
means having the ability to maintain the system's functions whilst under stress. The
special criteria relates to specific method or specific condition. With regards to
conceptual models within SSM, Wood-HIIIJ!er ct al, (1985) identify some criteria that
slmuld be accomplished:
•

mission that gives the general statement of objective and how will it be
achieved,

•

measure of perfonnance,

•

decision milking process,

•

subsystems,

•

a certain degree of connectivity or interaction between the components,

• boundaries that limit the system /subsystems, and
• The guarantee of continuity and long tenn stability.
Bnsed on the complete picture of the problem situation, as discussed in section 4.4,
the author identified the character (~r definition) of the idea! system covering the
problem situation as n whole. Using specific tabulations as dcscrihed in section 4.4,
the resulted rich picture was also designed to map the characteristic of the ideal
system, based on which a verbal st.ntement ofa root definition was fonnulated. This
verbal statement became U1e basis for constructing a rcot definition model that
displays the CATWOE in a figure. This graphic display provides general view oftbc
ideal system, which focus on displaying the teleological components and their
relations~ips. Due to less flexibility of graphic presentation than verbal statement, a
number of other graphic presentatiorui arc needed to display the whole characters that
are indicated by the rich picture. Those graphic presentations can be classified into
two models. The first type is a model that displays a general feature of the system that
presents the strongest ch11n1cter of relationship feature of all clements of the system.
This was especially designed to comply with the 9u, condition of the anatomy of
system teleology. The second types are tasks models, which are also identified as
conceptual models that include overall task model and subsystem models. These were
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designed to comply with the 2nd condition of the anatomy of system teleology. One
subsystem model presents one desired task. The slrongest character presented by the
'overall task model' is the relationship between the desired tasks. Each of the
subsystems was designed as a teleological component therefore each of them should
also comply with the anatomy of system teleology.

These conceptual models provide the desired primary tasks of Sipesmik, from which
the required system actions can be identified. They also provide too!s to verify the
present process within the Sipesmik, which parts are missing and or which parts
should be omitted. Based on the identified actions plans and other necess.ary
infonnation collected both from interview and secondary resources, basically the
VSD could be used to develop an organizational model, from which organizational
framework at various levels ,:.:•ithin Sipcsmik can be built. Also, the tasks in
conceptual models can be used as the basis for what is required, ihus SD models can
be build to show how these tasks could be e)[ecutcd. Both the conccptuEli models and
the VSM are systematic reOcctions of the desired result of this assessment brought
into being from the interviewees' points ofviews. The VSM for Sipesmik is presented
in the appendix 4, since in this research it is complementary in character to fulfil the
need of interviewees, who are concerned with implementation steps to further use the
conceptual models for operational actions.

4.6

Model verification and validation

The models that were verified and validated consisted ofRoot Definition and Task
Models (Conceptual Models). However a Viable System Medel (VSM) and a System
Dynamics Model (SOM) were also prepared as supportive models. According to
Forrester and Senge (1980), before a model can be used to develop policy or any other
usages, there is a need to have sufficient confidence with regard to its 'soundness' and
'usefulness', which can be fulfilled through mode! validation. Coyle (1983) identifies
three types oftest that should be used lo validate a system dynamics model. These are
verification, validation and legitimation tests. Verification tests are concerned with
the verification of strJcture and parameters of the reEli system whether they are
correctly transfmmed into the model. Valldntion tests are concerned with the
similarity behaviour between the model and the real system. Legitimation tests are
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concerned with the accomplishment of the model with reganls to the laws of system
structure 01· any other adopted system rules.
Aa discussed in section 4.2 that verification and validation of models need
interviewees' participation, which means that before they participate in verifying and
validating the models, the researcher should verify and validate them first. Therefore
two steps of verifying and validating the models should be carried out, the first was
completed by the researcher and the second was done by the interviewees.
The researcher
As discussed in section 3.5, the essential objective of a model validation is to
theoretically and judgmentally verify the model. Theoretical verification is done by
the resenroher. It consists of four types of theoretical verification:
• Teleological evaluation
• Tasks feasibility evaluation
• Tasks desirability evaluation
• Compatibilityeva!uatiou
The teleological evaluation is concerned with the compliwice of a model to the
anatomy of system teleology. A model that complies with al\ conditioll.'l of system
teleology is a viable (effective and efficient) model for that system teleology. This
evaluution can be done using a table of three columns. They should consecutively
mention: the condition of system teleology, the model's level of compliance to the
condition (can be high, mediwn or low), and the supporting arguments. Example of
this evaluation can be seen in table 7,1 that present the teleological characteristics of
Sipcsmik.
Tasks feasibility evaluation is to determine feasibility level of the tasks of a model.
This research used three lev:ils of judgment for feasibility evaluation ofa task.
1. A task is detenni11ed as high feasibility when the resources and environment

are favourable
hardware, and

fo execute the task. The resource factors include software,

·ii·

!'. an-ware.

Th!l environment factors include physical, legal,

political, socio cultural, economical and technological.
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2. A task is detennined as medium feasibility when the resources and
environment is less favourable to execute the task
::i. A task is detennined as low feasibility when the resources and environment

arc unfavourable to execute tho task.
Resources are delennined as 'favourable' when possible for them to be acquired and
used. They arc judged as 'less favourable' when it is possible that they be acquired
and used but there

lire

other criterin that should be fulfilled, which means certain

interests must be sacrificed. The ~~urces are judged as 'unfavourable' when it is
possible that they

lire

acquired and used but there is a need to sacrifice a certain

~tmtegic interest. The e1wironment i~judgcd as 'favourable' when it allows the task to
occur as expected. The desirability evaluation ofa task is an evaluation of the actors'
desire to execute the task. The most desirable task fulfils the interests of the actor.
The compatibility ovaluation of a model is an evaluation on its compatibility to
Pancasila. To facilitate in understanding this, figure 4.2 illustrates three parties who
were assumed of having special relationships in this research: the 'Iden! praxis',
'Pancasila' and 'Sipesmik models'. The Ideal praxis represents the Indonesians' ideal
at praxis level for micro satellite development. Sipesmik models were the
transfonnation result of that Ideal praxis into graphic medels.
With regards to Pancasila, the Ide-al praxis was assumed as the praxis representation
of Pancasila for micro satellite development.

With regard to the Ideal praxis,

Sipesmik models are its transformation into graphic models. Only the respondents
know the Ideal praxis since it is th.cir ideal. Sipesmik models equal to the Ideal praxis
when they are approved by the respondenllt th.at nil of their views are included in the
models.
The compatibility assessment of Sipesmik models to Pancasila is done based on the
belief that all views of the respondents are included in the models. This belief is based
on the facts that all respondents' views are included in the data processing that
methodologically they are incorporated in the models. Since all respondcnllt' views
are included in the models therefore they ru:e equal to the Ideal praxis thus they are
representations of Pancasila at praxis level for micro satellite development. To verify
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or measure their appropriateness m representing Pancasila, this research has
developed tools derived from trnth theories: correspondence, consistent and coherence
(see Appendix 3).

'Ideal Praxis'

'\

(praxis)

\

Consistence?

I
I

\

'

I

;

Sipesmik
models

\

Coherence ?
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. ---y
....- - ~.... -

\
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.._ ' Elephant' are includec;l, ln
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.....
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Figure 4.2 Relationships between the 'Elephant', Pancasila and Sipesmik Models

fo .J his case Pancasila turns out to be the reality and the Sipesmik models to be
representations. Since reality is infinite and the representation is finite therefore a
number of representations may represent the reality. Thus there can be a great number
:)

./

ofrepresentations that can represent Pancasila, where each representation should have
at least one 'elements' of Pancasila that becomes its corresponding part.

This

reflection teaches that a model is in correspondence with Pancasila if it has at least
one conesponding part within Pancasila such as one principle or element of Pancasila.
One principle or element of Pancasila can be in correspondence with a model if its
basic idea is in agreement with the basic idea of the model.

A model is consistent with Pancasila if it has a logical relationship with Pancasila. A
logical relationship can be based on mechanical or mutual causality. Pancasila accepts
both of them, since within Pancasila both of them are acceptable.
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Examples are:
Mechanical causality:
The Independence War against the Dutch was a true decision, lherefore helping the
Dutch to survive in that war (the appo~itivc of the war against Dutch) is a false
decbion. This mechanical logic was implemented to judge Indonesians who
supported Dutch as guilt):'.
Mutual causnlity:
War against the Dutch for independence is a true decision and helping the Dutch to
survive in that war is also a true decision.

A model is in coherence with P1111casi\a when it correctly responds to all requirement
ofPancasila. It means thaf to be coherence a model should comply with all principles
within Pancasila. Example: Fanning Model
Table 4.4 ahows an example ofa Fanning Model that is supposed to be in coherence
with l'ancasila principles. This exE1tJ1ple illustrates hDW coherence situatiDn of a mode!
with Pnncasila may be achieved. Pancasila principles mentioned in Ibis table are the
short form, The complete form can be seen in section I.I. The first principle
inferentially requires that in the fanning business, land fann should be treated as
God's creation. This can be transformed in fanning practice as to preserve the hmd
fertility. Uncontrol!cd use of farm may degrade land fertility. This practice should be
avoided. -Using table 4.4 one can analogi~a\ly describe the coherence situation of the
fanning model with other Pancasila principles.
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Table4.4
Example ora Farming Model that is~ ipposed to be cohtrence with Pancaslla

Farming practice

Inrerence

Pancaslla
Principles

-

The beliefin God

Treating land farm

RS

God's Preserve land fertility

creation
Humanity

Treating farm workers in an Respect standard load of work
for fann worker

appropriate manner
Unity of Indonesia

Farming

products

should Respect

national

fulfil \h!l

need of domestic regional
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The inteniewccs

As discussed in section 3.5 that the essential objective of models validation is
theoretically verify and judgmentally validate the models. The interviewees were
asked judgmentally validate the models. This includes:
•

The acceptance and participation of the respondents

•

The inclusion of their views in the models

•

The transformation the high level goals into realistic and acceptable actions

•

Theviabilityofthe models

•

The compatibility of the models
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To validate the interviewees' acceptance and participation in the Sipesmik, they were
asked to choose:
•
•

Their roles in the Sipesmik as owner, executors and or clients, and
Their Sipesmik tll.Sks preference

To validate the inclusion of the interviewees' views in the models, they were asked to
judge whether all of their views were included. As described earlier, their judgments
were used to determine as to whether the Sipesmik Models were equal to the
representations of Pancasila at praxis level for micro satellite development. The
respondents were asked to judge on how well the high level goals were transformed
into realistic and acceptable action. Respondents' judgments on their Sipesmik

acceptance and participation also provide indication whether Sipcsmik truiks nrc
realistic and acceptable to them.
To judge the viability of the models, the respondents wcreasked to judge:

•
•

The effectiveness,
The efficiency

•

Theeffieaey,
The ethicality,

•
•
•

The equity and

The elegancy
ofSipesmik models, based on their live experiences. To judge the compatibility of the
models with Pancasila, the respondents were asked to judge them in term of their
correspondence, consistence and coherence. The following elaborates the Sipesmik
models validation questions and th-cir rationale.
4.7 Slpesmik models validation questions and their rationale

This section presents tho Sipesmik models' validation questions lllld their retional.
There are 7 questions, the first lllld second questions introduce the models as a whole.
The third and the fourth questions were designed as tools of verification and
validation tests consecutively. The fifth and the sixth questions were designed as tests
of legitimation. Tho last question was designed to provide interviewees the
opportunity to express their views regarding experiences they gained by participating
in the use of systemic approach in Indonesia, and other comments especially with
regards to Sipesmik models.
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Sipesmik Models Volldotlon Questions

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
(I) In Model 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik?

0

executor,

or clienL

0

0

You may choose more than one.

(2) In Model 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

a. Science & teclmology innovation development •• . .. •• . •. • •

0

b. Cro"'o/ mafotoi, s,staioablo food,........................... 0
c. Manago natural environment .•••...••••...••.••...•••••••...•. 0
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity . •.. .. .. •• •. •. • D
c. Change socio cultural practice ................................. 0

f. Regulate the Sipesmik .......................................... 0

g. Change institutional practice ................................... 0
h. Increase I maintain local govenunent participation . • .•

0

You may choose more than one.

(3) Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given
during tho intetview?
High

O

Mediwn

Low

0

O

(4) Would you mind qualitatively measure the capability of Sipesmik.conceptual

models) in transfonning 'the high level goals

of the

Sipe.imik: Space for

security and prosperity, with focus on sustal111lhle food and community
Involvement' into comprehensive actions:
High

o

Mediwn

Low

0

o

(5) How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the high values
and goals he!d by Pancaslla into comprehensive actions, in terms of their?
a. Correspondence
High

O

Medium

0

Law

0
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b. Consistence
High

D

Medium

D

Low

D

O

Medium

D

Low

D

c. Coherence
High

Note: Correspoodcnce relates to the agreement or similarity of basic idea.
Consistence relates to 'harmony', 'logic relations' or 'agrelllllcnt' of
each of the clements oflhe models.
Coherence relates to the wholeness consistency of the models.
(6) How do you regard the Sipcsmik conceptual models in tenns of their:

D

a. Effectiveness

High

D

Medium

D

Low

Medium

Low D
Low D

Medium

D
D
D
D

Medium

D

Low D

b. Efficiency

High

c. Efficacy

High

d. Equity

High

e. Ethicnlity

High

D
D
D
D

f. Elegancy

High

D

Medium
Medium

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Effei:tivcncss relates lo objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethicn!ity relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aes.thetics or public effect of the models.
(7) Cou!d you please give any further genera) comments on the on the
Sipesmik Conceptual Models?
c.

Rationale of the models veriDcatlon and validation questions

The models validation was designed to get supportive data for answering of the
research questions that are described in section 1.3. Those research questions are:
I) Can a western sy:,temic approach be successfully used to defme solutions of
complex pluralist and coercive problems in a developing eastern world
country such as Indonesia?
2) Will the solutions generated in this context be acceptable to Indonesian
stakeholders?
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3) Can these systemic methods be used to transform the high values and goals
held within the state philosophy of Indonesia 'Pancasila' into realistic and
acceptable actions?

The generated solutions are Sipe.smik conceptual models, which represent a partial
answer of the first re.search question. The complete answer should include the
indicators showing that the Sipesrnik conceptual models are theoretically and
judgmentally viable. The accomplislunent of Sipesmik models with sound system
theory provides theoretical indicutors of their viability. The judgment whether they
are 'viable', should be given by the respondents since they are the 'experts' who
'caress the elephant'.

The answer of the second research ques'tion needs two types of supportive indicators.
The first is related to what high ranking management is concerned with, which
represents the top down approach indicators. The second is related to the inclusion of
all views of the representative of the stakeholders, which represents the bottom r.p
approach indicators.

The answer to the third research questioo needs two types of supportive indicators.
The first is a rational indicator and the second is a judgmental indicator. The
supportive indicators that relate to the validation question is the judgmental indicator,
which needs participation of the respondents to judge on how well the conceptual
models transfonn the high values and goals held by Pancasila into comprehensive
(realistic and acceptable) actions.
The deliberation above provides rational foundation of all vnlidation questions,
regarding the rational ofcnch validation questions related to the research questions are
presented as the following:

a.

Question 1

This question was designed to investigate whether all types of stalceho[dera of
Sipcsmik are well represented by ehe 'interviewees' (respondents). The collected data
becomes supportive dnta of all answers of the researcl1 questions, Based on the root
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definition (see section S.9), !here were po&Sibilitiea for

11

person to choo6e more than

one role in the Sipesmik. Therefore in the rescs~h question there is a note allowing
this.

h.

Quesllon2

This question

WllS

designed to investigate whether the tasks are realistic and

acceptable to the respondcn!s. The collected data becomes supportive data for aU
answer of the research questions especially the third research question. The
assumption was that by selecting to participate in n task, a respondent accepts that the
selected tllSk

is

realistic and acceptable for

her

or

him.

Therefore there

were

possibilities for each respondent to choose more thllll one task.

c.

Question 3.

This question wns designed to investigate whether all views of the respondents nre
included in the models. The collected data became supportive data for nil answers for
the research questions especially the second and third questions .. The assumption was
that respondent was the 'only person' who knew the 'elephant' (Sipesmik), since only
she or he had the opportunity to 'caress' it. Thus respondent iS 'the expert' whatever
respondent said about the 'elephmt' was !rue (see section 3.3). Therefore sll views of
the responden!s should be included in the models.

d.

Question 4.

This question Wl\S designed to investigate the judgmental indicators on how well the
high level goals ofSipesmik be transfonm:d into realistic and acceptable actions. The
collected result becomes supportive data for all answer of the research questions
especially tho second research question.

The high level gosls of Sipcsmik nre llie views stnted by respondents having the
interest in managerial and policy making in llie Sipcsmik. They belong to owners
group in llie Sipcsmik conceptual models. Seen from Irias po/ilica they belong to
legislative group and executive group. They hold decisive power in the governmental
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system of Indonesia, therefore the better the conceptual models tmnsfonning their
views is the higher possibilities of the models be approved and adopted for
implementation by the government.
e.

Question S

Tub Guestion was designed to investigate the judgmental indicators on how well the

systemic approach, through Sipesmik conceptual models, can transfonn the high
values and goals held by Pancasila into realistic and acceptable actions. The collected
results become supportive data for all answers of the research questions especially the
third research question.
Pancasila is the state we//anchauung of Indonesia (Soekamo, 1945). It is the 'social
contract' of the establishment of Indonesian state, and it can be compared to the
'Magna Carta' of England and the 'Bill of Rights' of the United States of America
(Onghokham, 2001). Pancasila is the state philowphy of Indonesia so that wc can see
that it is at the level of philosophy, while the models are al the level of praxis. They
can also be treated them as follows: Pancasila represents the 'ideal wor!d at
philosophical level' and the models represent the 'ideal world at praxis !eve!'. Based
lin method of validation model oflnunan idealism (see appendix 3), there is a need to
evaluate whether the !alter is correspondent, consistent and coherent with the
previous.
f.

Question 6

This question was designed to investigate the judgmental indicators on how viable the
Sipesmik conceptual models are. As discussed in Section 4.4, the viability of a model
should be measured based on its effectiveness, efficiency, efficacy, ethicality, equity
and elegancy. All of these criteria have been questioned to the respondents on how to
measure them based on their life experiences. This became an opportunity to use them
in practice. The collected result becomes supportive data for all answers of the

research questions (especially the first and the second research questions).
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g,

Rationale of Question 7

This question was planned to collect opinions or comments with regard to the use of
systemic approach especiol\y in handling the Sipesmik problems. The co!lected data
were designed to becoming the basic (supportive) data for all answers of the research
questions. The assumption was that experiences gathered by respondents by
participating in this research would be beneficial for this 11Dd future research projects.
4,8 Models' valldatlon, data collection, and processing
Validation interviews with the 50 respondents who hod previously participated in the
research were organized. The respondents were allowed one week after confirmation
of receipt to investigate !he models. Additionally, t11e respondents were told that they
could reschedule, if !hey found it necessnry. This was designed to provide an
agreeable and friendly envircnment for !hem. Each of the validation interviews started
with an introduction by the investigator of the consent form (see Appendix 1), if the
respondent agreed wilh then the interview validation continued, if the respondent did
not agree, then the interview was cancelled. Fortunately, that al! respondents
consented.
As described earlier that during the engagement process all respondents were
introduced to system concepts using the Interactive Models of Innovation Process
(Manley, 2001), nnd at lhe validation process each respondent was asked to sign a
consent form whether they accepted !he ethical norm used in this research. This
included the use of Pancasila as the common denominator to evaluate the suggested
solutions of Sipesmik problems. These respondents' participation indicates their
readiness ho included in the research.
The bar graphs presenting the data collected by tho use of question I were designed to
show the number of 'owners', 'executors' and 'clients' of Sipesmik that had
participated in the research. Based on the list of interviewees the range should be ?!O
and :S:50. A result >50 meant something ueeded to be clnrified. These numbers
indicate the respondents' preferences and willingness to participate in the Sipcsmik as
a client, executor or owner. According to Komni (1998) preferences are closely
IOI

depended upon the system, since they are included in the product of the system. The
change of system will cause changes in preferences. A larger number of preferences
indicates a number of respondents who find out the system (project) is beneficial to
them. A large number of owner preferences indicates that there is a large number of
respondents who find it necessary to self sceuro their interests with regard to the
system. A large number of executor preferences indicates the number of respondents
who find the system tasks that arc appropriate to them.

The bar gmph presenting the data collected by the use of question 2 were designed to
show the number of participants of each identified tll.'lks. The assumption used was
that ifa respondent chooses to participate in executing a tusk, II Indicates that the
tuk was found realistic and acceptable. Acceptability is also shown by respondents
who indicate whether they are owners, eJ1:ecutors or clients in the project.

The diagram presenting the data collected by the use of question 3 was designed to
show the gmde of inclusion of the respondent's views of the models. TI10 models
were designed to include nil views of the respondents. The larger the numbers or
respondents who vote 'high' shows a higher confidence held In the modcl11, since
they represent better the views (worldvlcws) of the respondents. In evaluating this
data, an assumption was mode: if a respondent voted 'medium' lll!d did not say which
viewpoint (s) should 'be included, this implied that this respondent voted 'high'.
Beside, this resenrch accepts the dynamic stakeholders theory that describes
stakeholders' status ehllllges with time, which may cause the changing of viewpoints,
therefore the bigger the number of respondents who vote '!ow' or 'medium' may also
be caustd by this kind of change. Therefore it was thought to be necessary to take a
note on the occurrence of such changes.

The diagram presenting the data collected by the use of question 4 was designed to
show the respondents' judgments on how well the Sipcsmik conceptual models
transform the high level goals or the Slpesmlk into realistic and acceptable
actions. The assumption was that die bigger number of respondents votes that were
'high' should that a higher confidence was held in the models to be approved lll!d
adopted for implementation by the government of Indonesia. This was also designed
to get an indication of whether the top down approach Wllll better presented by the
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models. The most important was that these data were designed to help answer the
third research question, whether the generated solutions have included realistic and
acceptable actions.
The diagram presenting the data collected by the use of question 5 was designed to
show the respondents' judgments on how well the models trnnsfonn the high values
and goals held by Pancasila into comprehensive actions (realistic and acceptable
actions), in terms of their correspondence, consistency and coherency (see secti.on
3.6). The assumption used was the bigger number of respondents voting 'high' on
each of these denominations, the higher compatibility of system approach with
Pancasi!a. Chapter 2 identified the theoretical phenomena that are needed to know the
potential compatibility of the system approach with Pancasila. It was assumed that
combination of the theoretical and the judgmental indicators could provide clear
indications on how well the compatibility of the system approach is with Panc11Sila.
The diagram presenting the data collocted by the use of questk.u 6 was designed to
show the respondents' judgments on how viable the models are. The bigger number of
respondents votes 'high' on each of the denominations, the higher confidence held by
the models to be approved and adopted for implementation both by donor (develop)
countries and recipient (developing) countries (see section 3.6). Since, their interests
are better accommodated by the models.
The data collected by the use of question 7 were considered to be input for
investigation of the me of systemic approach in fudonesia as a whole especially with
regard to its usage in handling Sipesmii; problems.
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4,9 Limitations or the Reiiean.:h Methodology

Due to the inclusion of both technical and social aspects, this research treated
Sipesmik as a socio-technical m11S1sgement problem. A different worldview would
result in different solution such as lreating it as a purely technical or social
management problem. The dilemma is that treating it IIS a pure technical management
problem, foils to take imo account the social dimension; similarly treating Sipesmik
purely a social management problem fails to consider its technical perspective.
The Sipesmik is a social system that is infinite so all details' ofit can not be included
in the models created, since they (the models) are finite; therefore resistance elements
within the system could persist at any moment due to the failure of the system to meet
the aims o£these elements.

Use the CSH and SSM lo result In
Sipesmlk: Conceptual Models

I
I Theoretical val!daUon
I

(by the researcher)

Model Validation
r

I

I
I
12. Tasks feasibility evaluation
I
13, Tasks des!rability evaluation
I
14, Compatibility evaluallon orthe I
I models with Pancasila, including I
: their:
I
a. correspondence
I
: b. consistence
I
L c.coherence - - - - - - r

It TeleologlcalevaluaUon

I

---------I Judgmental
val!dallon:
I
I {by the respondents)
l
11, Acceptance and participation I
12, Views Inclusion
I
13. Acceptable and realistic actions I
14. Viability of the models
I
15. Compatibility of the models willt l
I Pancaslla, Including their
I
J a. correspondence
I
I b. consistence
I
I
I c. coherence

~------------l

I Validation Synthes~ and ldenfificaHon of Future Actions I

Figure 4.3 Summary or the Re,eareb Methodology
The brief summary of the research methodology that is presented in ligtlr\'i 4.3, clearly
shows that this research combines the SSM and CSH, therefore it can be seen as a
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combination ofinle1J1retive and radical humanism that sees either individual or social
reality as the self-conscious creation of human actors (sec table 3,2). This can be
criticised as being too Optimistic. Moreover, subjectivity domination in this
combination may cause dishonesty that persists when

llil

objective reality involves

hidden interest that tends to manipulate or omit opinions that are not in line with the
objective reality, This causes certain opinions invalid.

The collection of data by interview, from people who have no immediate or close
involvement (sec table 3.3 'not involved witnesses' were included) with the system
either economically or organizationally, might distort their answers.
As consequence of the use ofMMA, the list of questions used in this research was

based on that ofCSH and the data processing and intelJlro!ation were inspired mostly
by the SSM. This might cause some methodological disagreements. The metaphors
used to picture up the investigated situation, arc socio-cultural for SSM l!Ild sociopolitical for CSH (Flood, 1995). The culture metaphor ch11t11cterised by full of
argumentations from the problematic situation' participants, which aim is to enhance
their undmtanding and participations. The political metaphor is concerned with
setting the sights on issues of interests, conflict and power. This is to uncover whose
concerns are being carried out and to prevent supremacy of a particular group or
individual. Since the aim of investigating of the power dimension was to provide a
means of enriching the rich picture and to provide the system definition with the
necessary foundation however, it can not be categorised llS providing radical solutions
that arc essential in c,itical system lhinking.
Mingers and Brocklesby (1995) indicate that there ere a nwnber of thinkers who are
not persuaded of that kind of complementnrism. The urgument is that each
mctl1odo!ogy has its own paradigms. Thus, a complimcntnry use of methodologies
may make them invalid. In this research, it was assumed that different paradigms can
be used to increase our understanding of tl10 problem apace. This assumption was
taken as the consequence of the use ofLSA that is undelJlinned by among other the
philosophy of critical system lhinking of Churchman (Flood, 1999) thnt"nccepts the
view thnl different theoretical spot WJd methodologies can be used in complimentary
to deal with complexities of management and to achieve maximum development of
the ability of nil persons,-howcvcr it should be aware of social l!Ild institutional
pressures.
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Interviewees can be seen as the reprcsC11tativc ofSipesmik stakeholders. However, in
reality stakeholders change over time and their stakes change depending on the
strategic issue under consideration. According to Mitchell et al (1997), it may consist
of one or more of three relationship-attributes: power, legitimacy 1111d urgency (see
chapter 3). This makes the choice of the interviewee has a profound affect on the data
gathered, and its interpretation. The data gathered during interview were designed as a
mapping result at the time of interview. Also, the data gathered during model
validation were snapshots of the situation at the time of model validation. This
research usOO the same interviewees (re-;pondents), but their stakeholders' status
sometimes changed, also their views regarding Sipesrnik might have changed

nccordiag[y. The occurrence of these changes may represent the dynamic
characteristic of the investigated situation.
This qualitative exercise only models the perceptions of those chosen (interviewees).
When the basis of choosing the sample is dissimilar such as gCtJder, ethnic group, age,
political belief, or geographical factors, might result different interviewees that could
cause the generation ofother mode!s. The person selected for thes!l interviewees were
expected to have the capability to communicate with interviewer. So they can express
their views or expectations. This was designed to get fresh inputs that may not retain
the structure, process and boundaries of the existing system. Therefore, this research
may have radical characteristic as required critical system thinking. To avoid the
possible knowledge imposition an engagement process to systemic thinking was
carried out in the introduction phase of each interview. To better understand
arguments expressed by respondents, the investigator completes him self with the
nece:isnry socio cultural information concerning the investigated situation.
This research equally treats each of the collooted viewpoints, which result that the
analysis of the data conld be judged as being not democratic. The marginal views
were regarded

ru;

valid as the mainstream. Without any concession, all viewpoints are

integrated into the models, otherwise the mainstream would always dictate solutions,
and the existing configuration would be maintained. This position was erected as the
consequence of the use of the Indonesian traditional parable 'elephant' and 'the blind
men' (see section 3.3). Every vieWpoint given by the 'blind men' represents
something about the 'elephant'. To get the whole figure of the 'elephant' every
vicWpoint given by the 'blind men' should be incorporated in tile models of the
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'elephant'. Thus, this kind of equa[ treabnent to oil viewpoints wns designed to obtain
a systemic solution where all viewpoints are incorpol'l'ted into the models.
This research practices the 'one-10-one interview' in data coUection..This is to
guarantee of privacy and avoiding power plays that might occur in group interviews.
It is certain that the lack of group ,dynamic eliminates the possibility to generate ideas
that would be born by interaction. However, it did not allow the occurrence of
learning process between paf\icipants. Additionally, ns i~dicated by Kurtowisastro
and Kijimn (1974) that 'one to one interview' in a highly hierarohical organization
provides opportunity to prevent coercion and the result conld be input to the managers
who could hold the leaming task.
At this step of action research, the latter fact was not considered of significant
importance, as itB primnry purpose was to provide models for further elaboration and
developmrnt that the learning task will obviously occur within the recursion of the
rcse.irch. Also, the nature and logistics of this ru;enrch precluded this aspct:t.
Thcrefo!U, the integration of learning procc.o;scs into the organizational and conceptual
models was definite1y con'sidered (see 'recursion' in chapter 6).
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Chapters

DEFINING THE SIPESMIK

5.0 General overview

This chapter presents the results and analysis of the data collected using the research
methodology introduced in Chapter 4. This analysis was directed toward assessing the
Sipcsmik's CATWOE, its constraints, problems of power and conflict, l!Ild the desired
control mechanisms. The analysis is based on respondents' views, pcreeptions and
concerns cxpressed during interview and it was designed to display the result in tho
form of text and tables that are comparable with a rich picture as methodologically
requested by the use ofSSM.

Th.is chapter consists of nine sections that fol!ow this_ general overview section.
Section 5,1 presents a summary of the respondents' view, perception and concerns, al[
of which should be considered when constructing tho Sipesrnik model. The data used
for this section were derived from responses to interview Question 1 and related
comments.

Sections 5.2 to S.1 present the summary of respondents' answers lo QLiestion 2 oftbe
interview questions and related comments. These sections consecutively present the
respondents perceived clients, uclors (executors), transfonnations, owners (decision
mllkers), environments (constraints) and problems regarding power and conflict in the
Sipesmik project.

Section 5.8 presents the respondents' perceived control mechanisms required. This is
derived from the sununary of the respondents' answers to Question 3 and related
comments.

According to their context the data collected during the engagement

process (see sections 3.3) are set out in sections 5.1 to 5.8.
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Section 5.9 presents the root definition of Sipesmik fonnulated using the CATWOE
analysis of the summaries presented in sections 5.1 up to 5.8. This root definition
encapsulates the various views and comments of the respondents, so that all the
respondents' perceptions towards Sipesmil, are gathered, and completely transformed
into a rich picture.

5.1 Themes, issues and worldvlews

This section deliberates on the respondents' answers to the first interview question
and its related comments. These answers give an indication of the philosophical
foundatioilll of the respondents. The four types of statement attached to the question
represent a continuum from catastrophe-technocentric, corporative-technocentric, and
cooperative-naturocentric; to arthemis-naturocentric (see section 4.2). The interview
results indicate that all philosophical stances are represented in this research. This
indicates the holistic characteristic of the collected data.

Based on tho answora and comments related to the first interview question, this
section elaborates six main categories that are presented by six sub sections. They are:
sustainability (section 5.1.1), social and educational process (section 5.1.2), regulation
and intemational cooperation issues, (section 5.1.3), the existing failures of space
science and technology development in Indonesia (section 5.1.4); specific
management details (5.1.5) and miscellaneous issues (section 5.1.6). Section 5.1.7 is a
summnryofsection 5.1 encapsulated in a CATWOE structure.

5.1.1 Sustnluablllty

Table 5.1 shows the summary of respondents' views, perceptions and concerns about
sustainability and the Sipesmik. These views, perceptions and concerns can be
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grouped into seven criteria that need to be satisfied to gulll1llltee the high
sustainability ofSipesmik models.
The criteria are:
a) Investment for Sipesmik should mainly generated from the government

b) Sipesmik should fulfil the need of general population especially fishennen
and fanners
c) Sipesmik shaU have the necessary national commihnenl
d) Sipesmik should practice open management
e) Sipesmik shall only develop space science and technology for peaceful
purposes
f) Sipesmik should concern with environmental health

g) Sipesmik should be eeonomicallybeneficial

During the engagement process a1most all respondents agreed that the sustainability
of space science and technology development in fudonesia will depend on the
effective creation of the necessary conducive states1 for space science and technology
to grow. The respondents' views on tasks that should be carried out for creating such
conducive-states vary, but included the improvement of:
• local government pnrticipntion,
• economic productivity,
•

institutional practice,

•

socio-cultural pradice,

•

regulation practice and

•

natural cuvirorunent (see table 5.2).

1 'Conducive states• me conditions that stimulate nn activity or something to better de\'olop or grow
co,nparillg to common si(lllltion. Exomp!c of some imlkalOis of a 'conducive states' for 11111rketing a
product: finorn:iol aid, ofter ,o!o, scrvico, home delivery, resale guarantee, and public pol!cios that
stimulate tho use of the product by the public.
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TableS,I Themes, tssues and world views on Sustalnahlllty
No ThemCll, lssnCll and worldvlew1

Respondents' code number (see
Appendix i)

I

Sipesmik should be economically

203,402,407

beneficial
2

Sipesmik should fulfil the need of 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,
general population especially

110, 201, 202, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210,

farmers ond fishc11neo

301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310, 401, 403,
404, 405, 406, 408, 409, 410, 501, 503,
505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510

3

4

Sipcsmik should practice open

106, 107, 108, 201, 202, 205, 207, 210, 307,

monagement

309, 402, 406, 407, 502, 508, 509,

Sipcsmik shall only develop space 106, 107, 108, 201, 502, 507, 508, 509, 510.
science and technology for
peaceful purposes

s

Sipesmik should be concerned

,

204, 304, 309, 504,

with environmental health

6

The Sipcsmik investment must be

IOI, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,

mainly generated from the

110, 20!, 202, 205, 206, 207, 208,_209, 210,

government.

301, 302, 303, 305, 306, 307, 308, 310, 401,
403, 404, 405, 406, 408, 409, 410, 501,
503,505,506,507,508,509,510

7

The Sipesmik shall have the

102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 110, 202,

necessary national commitment

204, 205, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 303, 306,
307, 310, 401, 402, 404, 406, 407; 408, 502,

sos, 506, 508, 509, 510
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Table 5,2 Tusks should be Included In creating the necessary conducive
state for space science and teehnology development in Indonesia

No

Themes, Issues and

Respondents' code number (seeAppeodil 1)

worldvlews
I

Increll!lc wid maintain local

102, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 201, 207,

government participation

301, 303, 402, 406, 407, 408, 409, 504, sos,
508, 509, 510

2

Increase and maintain

102, 103, 104, 107, l09, 110, 201, 203, 204,

economic productivity

207, 208, 210, 301, 303, 402, 406, 407, 410,
504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509

3

102, 103, 104, IOS, 106, 108, 109, 110, 202,

Chnnge institutional practice

204, 205, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 303, 306,
307, 310, 401, 402, 404, 406, 407, 408, 502,
505, 506, 508, 509, 510

4

Change socio cullural

102, 104, 105, 106, 109, 201, 202, 203, 204,

practice

205, 208, 301, 303, 310, 402, 405, 406, 407,
408, 410, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509

5

6

Increase and maintain the

101, 103, 104, 105, 107, 108, 109, 207,301,

dynamics ofrcgulaling Ute

303, 402, 403, 406, 407, 408, 409, 504, 505,

system

509, 510

Increase nnd maintain the

102, 104, 106, 107, 109, 207, 208, 209, 301,

dynamic of managing the

303, 402, 406, 407, 502, 505, 506, 509, 510

natural environment

5.1.2 Social and cdncatlon11l process

Social process is a continuous change in a certain way of a social structure or system
(DhllflJladhikari, 2003). Socio.I structure is a human habit scheme that is relatively
stable (ibid), such ll!l traditional fishcnnen who do what their ancestors did, including
their fishing time schedule, fishing ground, even Uteir fishing instruments. The social
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system is the whole reality of human social life that includes the biological, physical
and cultural systems and other aspects such as economical and educational aspects.
Those social structures and systems could be changed by interaction with others such
as through education and training. An interaction happens when an action is
responded by a reaction in such a way that an action causes a reaction and similarly a
reaction triggers new actions.

Table 5.3 provides a summary of the respondents' views, perceptions and concerns

ab1rnt Sipesmik as a soda! and edueational proce.5~. Some respondents are oflhe view
that space science and technology development is a social process which needs a long
period of time to achieve the iotended goals. As such, they believe that space science
and technology development should be planned as a long time frame project, which
should be managed in an appropriate manner such as within cycles where
improvement from one to another is carefully planned.

To facilitate the intended social process the Sipesmik actors should become objects of

its educational program. Some respondents suggested thaf:edncation programs for
formers and fishermen should be integrated and developed by cooperative learns that
consist of peers contnining at a minimum: space remote sensing, fisheries, agriculture,
trade and industry, social, education and culture. Those programs should not be
limited to knowledge diffusion, but should also function as tools of social change
including justice empowerment. Also, some respondents suggested that the Sipesmik
education programs for researchera should be transformable into fonnal education
credit, so that from that research can be presented for the award of masters and /or
doctoral degrees. In line with the latter suggestion, univcrsiiies should participate in
the Sipcsmik especially focusiog on education, research and development.
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Table 5.3 Themes, issues and worldv:lews on sodol and educational process

N, Themes, Issues and worldvlews

Respondents' code number
(see Appendix 1)

I

2

Sipesmik is a social process that needs a long

201, 202, 205, 406, SOI, 505,

period of time to achieve its goals.

509

As a social process Sipesmik should be

201, 202, 205, 406, SOI, 505,

managed in an appropriate manner

509

.

comprising cycles where the improvement
mechanism from one to another cycle is well
established
3

Sipesmik is an educational process where the

201, 202, 205, 206, 210, 406,

actors are objects of its educational programs

501, 505, 509,

to facilitate the intended social process.
4

Due to it's limited in house capabilities,

101, 105, 106, 107, 109, 110,

Sipesmik should be open to iutemational

202, 205, 206, 210, 301, 402,

cooperation and/or outsourcing

404, 406, 407, 409, 410, 501,
505, 506, 509

5

The Sipesmik education program for

201, 202, 203, 206, 209, 402,

researchers should be transformable into

406, 509

fonnal education credit, so that from their
activities the researchers can write up theses
for their master or doctor degrees.
6

Universities should participate in the

106, 107, 110, 206, 509

Sipesmik especially focusing on education,
research and development.
7

Education programs for formers and

406, sos, 506, 509

fishermen should be integrated and developed
by cooperative teams consisting of peers in at
least: space remote sensing, fisheries,
agriculture, trade wid industry, social,
education and culture.
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5.1.3 Regulation and international cooperotlon

Table 5.4 summarises the respondents' views regarding regulation of space activities,
including the Sipesmik. Some of these views frame Sipesmik as n multi-sector
enterprise elltcnding from research and development to sustainable food supply.
Consequently, indicators of success embrace science and technology, the socio·
cuitural, economical,

institutional and

environmental

indicators.

For these

rospondcnts, Depanri as the national space council should take the initiative to
regulate the Sipesmik.

One respondent questioned whether law milking and

regulation for a sustainable food supply was operating effectively anywhere in the
world Ourisprudence). However, this question did not deter other respondents, who
felt that the absence ofjurisprudence provides a challeoge to lawyers on how laws can
and should be used to achieve such political and social goals. Some respondents
reminded the researcher that new laws governing the science and technology has been
promulgated recently, therefore Sipcsrnik should be regulated in accordance with
these laws. Also, there are some respondents who could consider that Sipesmik should
be regulated according to intemationnl laws and regulations such os Space Treaty
19672 , Registration Convention 1972l and Liability Convention 19754. With regards
to enforcement, one respondent held the view that it should start with peer pressure
followed by regulation (law enforcement).

Table 5.5 provides a summary of respondents' view regarding internationnl
cooperation. Some respondents suggested taking advwitage of the elliating LAPAN
cooperation with foreign partners such os DLR in Gennnny, ISRO in India, Malaysia
Space Agency nnd Russia. One res.pondcnt suggested that outsourcing could help with
the resource limitations faced by Sipeamik. . But, in cooperation with foreigu partners,
2 The Tuaty an Prinoiple, Governing jhe .\.etjvitle, of Slates in 1he Exploration nnd U,e of puter
Space, including thq Moon •nd Other Celestin! Bodic9 (the "Outer Space T~ty'', adapted by the
General As,emb!y in iis resolution 2222 fXXD}, opened for signature on 27 Jonunry 1967, entered into
force on lO October 1967, 98 ratifieations ond 27 signature, (ns nf I Jrumnry 2003); (UN-OOSA, 2003)
' The Cnnycntian on Registmtion of Obfect, Lnuru:hed inlo Outer Su~ce (the ''Rcgi,trntion
Convention", adopted by !he General A<Sembly in its resolution 3235 (XXJX)), OJ!ffied for signnture
on 14 Jonuo,y 1975, enlc,ed into force on 15 Sep[embcr 1976, 44 ratification,., 4 signature,, and 2
neceptances of rights and obllgotion.s (•• of I January 2003):(UN-OOSA, 2003)
• The Com:luJtion on lnlemoliongj J.jqbility for Damnge Caused !,y Space Qbjeet< {the "Linbillty
Convention", adopted by the General Assembly in its resotn1ion 2777 (XXYID, open<d for •ignoture
on 29 Mon:h 1972, enlered into force 11n 1 September 1972, 82 mtifieolions, 2S slgnat=, and 2
acceptnnee, of rights and obligotions (as of I Jonuo,y 2003); (UN-OOSA, 2003)
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Sipesmik might be hindered by some regulations such as MTCR (Missile Technology
Control Regimes}5. Some rc.;pondents commented that adherence to MTCR provides
a country with the possibility of getting access to high technology markets, but joint
(access) MTCR means such a country would need to be ready to accept international
inspection on national technological facilities including those own by the ann forces.
Table SA Themes issues ond world views on regulation
No Themes, issues ond worldvlews

Respondents'
code number
(see Appendix l}

1

Sipesmik involves cross-sector tasks including research nn,J

207, 510

development, and sustainable food. Indicators for success
include science and technology, socio cultural, economical,
institutional and physical indicators. Consequently,
Depanri, as the national space council, should take the
initiative to rogulote Sipesmik.
2

Sipesmik's high level goals s11ch as enhancing the

106, 107, 207,

sustainability of food supply, provide lawyers with a

404, 501

challenge on how laws can and should be used to achieve
such political and social goals.
3

Is there any jurisprudence on how laws can and should be

4

Recently a law governing science and technology has been

207

used to achieve sustainability in the food supply?
106, 107

promulgated; therefore Sipesmik should be regt1latcd in
accordance with this faw.
5

Mj55ile Technology Con!rol Regime, (MTCR) restricts the exports delivery syslCmS Md rclo1cd
technology r~r 1ho,e ,y,tcm, oopoble oorcying n 500 kilogram poylood ot leruit 300 kilomotera, a, well
as •yatcm, intended delivery or weapon of mass destruction (WMD, nuclear, chemical and biological).
The MTCR considera missile.,, to include ballistic mi"ilc, space launch ,chicles (SLVs), OJ1d sounding
rocket. UMW111ed air vchklc, (UAVs) i1tclude cruise mi5'ilc,, drones, and remotely piloted vehicles
(RPVsj. MTCR is a voluntmy ormngcmcnt, among 27 countries consisting or common e,port policies,
applied to common list of C<lntrul!ed items. It wn, originally coneemed only with nue~ ..,.,. Ollpable
dcLisery sy,1em.,. In January 1993, the Partners extended the guide lines to include dcliv~ry system,
capable of delivering all WMD. (FAS, 2003)
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5

There are international laws and regulations that should be

207, 403, 404,

taken into consideration in mllllaging the Sipcsmik such as:

510

Space Treaty, 1967; Registration convention, 1972, and
Liability Convention 1975.
6

Peer pressure first than regulation

406

7

Assess and settle all regulation problems while Sipcsmik is

510

in the development phase.

Table 5.S Themes, issues and worldvlews on International cooperation
No Themes, issues and worldviews

Respondents'
code number
(see Appendix I)

I

Sipesmik should take advantages of the DLR offer of

2

Sipesmik should take advantages of Lapan cooperation with

302

LAPAN in using its space research facilities
303

ISRO. JSRO's TT&C station are operated by LAPAN
crews in Biak, Irian Jaya, Indonesia.

3

Sipesmik should take advantages ofLAPAN's cooperation

303, 308

with the Malaysian Space Agency in developing micro

satellite
4

Sipesmik should take advantage of a Russillll offer to

504

cooperate in establishing a business to air-launch satellite
services in Indonesia
5

Sipesmik should adhere to MfCR which offers the

6

Joint access to MTCR menus resdincss to accept

. 207, 504

possibility of access to high technology markets.
207, 504,

international inspection of all facilities including those
belong to ann forces
7

Outsourcing is a method that could help solve resource

406, 410, 509

limitations that might be faced by Sipesmik
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5.1.4 The present failures or space science and technology development In

Indonesia
T11ble 5.6 provides summnry of respondents' views regarding the present failures of
space science and technology development in Indonesia. The diversity of such views
is illustrated by those who comment on the lack of national blue print up to those of
who comment on the pessimism of fishermen and fanners with regard to the
government's potential to achieve a sustainable food supply.

Table S.6 Present fllilul'e!I or

spaces I ee 2nd technology development In Indonesia

"'

No Themes, issues and world views

There is no national blue print for space science and
technology development, therefore decision on projects are
fl""'ucntly b11Scd on immediate political convenience
2 Due to iru;titutiona[ jealousy, each department /ministry
guards its own portfolio, so that no real C<Jordination is
actually enforced.
3 Qualified space science and technology human resources
spread out in a numberofinstitutions both government and
privatll but networking is still very limited among them
4 A number of cooperation agreements between institutions
were signed, but discontinuance of program often happens in
nccordance with tourofduty events
5 Farmers and fishcnnen's ptssimism ou government's will to
achieve sustainabilityoftl1e food supply, can be a future
problem for Sipesmik
6 As a non adherent country to several intemational laws and
regulations (such as MTCR) Indonesia has difficulty in
gel ting the necessary parts, instruments and materials for
space science and technology develonments.
7 Indonesian policies in natural resources administration often
cause reluctance in foreign partners in doing cooperative
I

Respondents'
code number
(see Appendix 1)
207

4-06

406,407,210

207

506, 507

301, 302, 303,

408

research.

ll8

Some respondents indicrted the presence of institutionol jealousy as the cause of the
absence of real cooperation among departments and ministries. Also, some of them
were of the view that discontinuation of cooperation between institutions often relates
to 'tour of duty' events in those institutions. Especially when the tour of duty is
concerned with the top manager, it olways happens that all cooperation agreements

are evaluated, some of them might be approved to continue and some might he cut
off. Some respondents stated that qualified space science and technology bur.tan
resources are available in Indonesia. They are spread out in government and private
institutions but networking among them was still very limited.
5.1.5 Specific managcmei:it details

Table 5.7 provides a summary of respondents' views concerning Sipesmik. Their
views vary starting from the need to follow up with action program, tho Indonesia
National Concept on Space (INCS) that since 1998 has been promulgated by the
President as the chairman of DepMri. Another suggestion is that the executon; of
Sipesmik should include not only members of Depanri, but it should also include
others who are responsible for the sea, fisheries, agriculture, environment, trade,
industry, social affairs, education, culture and the local government For this, it seems
that there is no objection from other respondents, but it was suggested that
govenunent institutions should work in an integrated manner.
Some respondents stated that there was a need to get a national commitment:
(government, legislative and public) for Sipesmik so that continuance of the program
is guaranteed. Also, some statements emphasize that the creation of the necesslll'}'
conducive states for space science and technology development is strategically needed
for Sipesmik. Additionally, it was suggested that the Sipesmik plan should include a
long term plan consisting of cycles describing an improvement mechanism from one
cycle to the next.
The creation ofa sustaiaable food supply ia closely related with morphological units
such as catclunenl areas. However, one respondent felt that integration of the
catclunent area management program with Sipesmik was advisable. The same
respondent felt that due to Indonesia's vast area and to its rnarit:me circnmstanccs, the
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Sipcsmik management structure should be a network of two clusters, regionally
separated by the Wallace line6. The suggested network should have seven nodes
spread across the islands of; Sumatra, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Maluku, Irian Jaya,
Nus.a Tenggarn and Jawa - Bali.

The suggestion was also made that due to the

importance of local govenunent in achieving food sustainability, an entity organized
around administrative boundaries, that the Sipesmik system of management should
accommodate both administrntivc and mol}lho!ogical (physical) boundaries.
There were also suggestions that due to the fact that physical conditions vary, the
capability to produce food varies from one region to another. Therefore, an
appropriate system for transportation and communication is needed for the creation
and maintenance ofa sustainable food supply on a national scale. Additionally, it was
suggested that an up to date natural resources data base is fundamentally needed,
while space remote sensing could help provide real time nntuml resources data.
Therefore, Sipesmik should have an appropriate mechanism that enables the
realization ofa real time natural resources data base.

Table 5.7 Themes, Issues aud world views on specific management details

No Themes, issnell and worldvlews

Respondents' code
number (see Appendix 1)

I

We have to follow up with an action program on

207

the Indonesian National Concept on Space
promulgated by the President as Chainnan of
Depanri in 1998.
2

Creation of the necessary conducive states for

102, 103, 104, 105, 106,

space science and technology development is

108, 109, 110, 202, 204,

strategically needed for Sipesmik

205, 207, 208, 2051, 210,
301, 303, 306, 307, 310,
401, 402, 404, 406, 407,

• Wallace Lino;, on imagin,uy line postulated by A.R. Wal!IICC, as dividing line between A.sion and
Au.tndion fauna, which po,,e, between Ball and Lombok i!llaDd, and between Kolimanlnn and
Sulawesi
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408, 502, 505, 506, 508,
509, 510
3

The executors ofSipesmik should include not only

104, 105, 209, 403, 406,

members ofDepanri, but also other agencies and

410, 501, 505, 506, 509

imlividmtls who are responsible for sea, fisheries,
agricultllre, environment, trade, industry, social
affairs, education, culture 11I1d local governments.
4

Thero is s need for a natioltlll commitment to

102, 103, 104, 105, 106,

Sipesmik inclusivl: of government (legislative &

108, 109, llO, 202, 204,

executive) and the public to ensure the future of

Ithe program.

205, 207, 208, 209, 210,
301, 303, 306, 307, 310,
401, 402, 404, 406, 407,
408, 502, sos, 506, 508,
509,510

s

Government institutioltli should not work in

406, 509

isolation
6

Long term planning for Sipesmik should be

406, 509

iterative, based on the principle of a self improving
system from one iteration to the next
7

Creation ofa sustainable food supply is closely

209

related with morphological llnits such as catchment
areas, hence integration of catchment area
management programs with Sipesmik is advisable
(e.g. in the Bcngawan Solo catchment area project)

'

Due to its vast QWU and to its maritime

209

circumstances, the Sipesmik management structure
should consist seven nodes that spread out in the
main and group of islands: Sumatra, Kalimnntan,
Sulawesi, Maluku, Irinn Jaya, Nusa Tcnggara and
Jawa· Bali

lO The miinagement for the structure ofSipesmik

209
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should be a network with two clusters that are
separated by the Wallace line.

11

Sip('.'.omik works with moipho!ogica\ (physical)

209, 505,

bo•mdaries for food sustainability, However, Local
Govemments are organized eround administrntive
boundaries. Sipcsmik should accommodate both
administrative and physical boundaries.
12 Because the capability to produce food varies from

104, 209, 403

one region to another due to physical conditions,
an appropriate system for transportation and
communication is needed for the creation and
maintctlllllce ofn sustaluable national food supply,
13 To create and maintnin a sustainable national food

108,209

supply, an up to date natural resources data base is
needed. Space remote sensing can provide real
time natural resources data, and hence Sipesmik
should support a fCa! time natural resources
database.

S.1.6 Mis~llaneous Issues
Table S.8 provides a summary of the miscellaneous issues expressed by the
respondents. There is a suggestion for open choices of the characteristic of the
satellite system, it should not be specified as micro, small or large satellite. This is in
a line with other suggestion that the system name (Sipesmik) should be changed to
SPSAI (Sistcm Pengembangan Satelit Ala Indonesia "' The Indonesia version of
Sateilite Development System). By this name any satellite can be developed, not
strictly to micro satellites, it can be small or large satellites. Additionally, a broader
goal is a!so suggested; it should not be limited to satellites for sustninable food supply
but for sustainable development in general .. With sustainable food only, another
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respondent questioned if this would be enough to secure commitment a project as
huge as Sipesmik.
The above suggestions seem to bca in accord with a suggestion that Sipesmik shonld
be in correspondence, coherence wid consistent with llie state philosophy Pancasila.
This indicates the view that satellite relates to a large aspects ofludonesians' life. It is
thefefore understandable for a suggestion lliat Depanrl, as the uationa\ space council,
should be more active so that p-cople are made able to grasp all possible space
benefits.
Tabie 5.8 Miscellaneous bsue!I
'

No

I

Miscellaneous lssuel
'
Why does the program have to be a micro satellite program,

Respondents'
code number
(sec Appendix l)
101

whv not just satellite, so that choices remain open?
2

Why docs the program have to be a micro satellite program

510

for a sustainable food supply, why can't it be a micro
satellite program for sustainable development more
generally?
3

Who will pay for the Sipesmik program?

202

4

Sipesmik should bo consistent, coherent and in
co....,...,ondence with Pancasifo.

107,201,205,
207

5

Space activity can help in fulfilling many human needs,

207,

'

llierefore Depanri as the national space council, should be
pro-active in diffusing knowledge ofllie benefits of the
6

space program.
We are proud to h~ve bei:n the third country in the world to

501

have its own satellite for national telecommunications, it
will give us even greater pride to design and operate our
7

sntc!lites
Sipesmik should be changed into SPSAI (Sistem

501

Pengembangan Satelite Ala Indonesia,_ The Indonesiun
version of satellite development system). We will be proud
when one day another conntcy implemenls SPSAI.
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5,1,7 Summary of section S.1
This section discusses a number of factors that should be included into the model of
the desired Sipesmik. They are presented in a Clients, Actors, Transfonnations
Worldviews, Owner and Environment (CATWOE) structure as follows:
Clients:
General population espechdly fishermen and funners, present wul future
generation, the world as a whole, military, and government
Actors (ciecutors}
Govcnunent agencies, farmers, fishennen, government & private industry,

politicinns, community group and individuals
Transformation mode:

Space science and technology development
Long term national sustainable food
Creating and maintaining the necessary conducive states for the development
of space science and technology in Indonesia
Increasing/maintaining local government participation
Increasing/maintaining economic productivity
Changing institutional practice
Changing socio-cultural practice
Increasing/ maintaining the dynamics of regulating the Sipesmik
Increasing /maintaining the dynamics of managing the natural environment
Worldvlews:

Sustainability
Integrated management with network sttucture
Correspondence, consistence, and in accordance with Pancasiln
Owners (decision mnken):

Government
Dcpanri/Lapan
Environment (constraints)

Lnws and regulations both national and international
Physical realities
International community behaviour
Control mechanisms
Measures of effectiveness
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5,2

Clients ofSipe!lmik

Titls section provides lhe summary of lhc respondents' answers to the following
question:
Q2a(i) Who aright lo be Ille beneficiaries ofthe Sip1!3mikprocess'l

In soft systems methodology, beneficiaries are captured as clients. The summary
shows a groat variation among respondeilts (see Table 5.9). Their responses defining
the beneficiaries can be classified wi follows:
I) The gcneral population including fishermen and fnnners
2) Present and future generntions
3) The general science and technology community
4) Space scientists/researchers
5) Government agencies
6) Industry (Agriculture, Telecommunications, Transport and others)
7) Nature (living and non Jiving things)

It appears from the above summary that the respondents deliver a message that space
technology is commonly recognised as high technology that requires high investment.

It should be used to serve those who are economically poor and have little economic
power (fishermen and farmers). This indicates that space tcchnology should be used
for public services, that the government (state) should pay the bill. In contrast, space
technology should also be used to serve industries and government agencies that
commonly recognised as those who hnve the necessary budget for the services they
consumed. This indicates that Sipesmik should include tasks that are both profit
making and non profitable.
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Table 5.9 Respondents' perceived clients orSlpesmik

No Those who should be the

Respondents' code number (see appeudb:)

clients of Slpesmik
I

Government agencies

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, I 10, 202, 203, 206, 209,
210, 301, 302, 402, 407

2

Industry

102, 109, 202, 203, 206, 209, 210, 301, 302, 402,
407,

3 Space
Scientists/researchers
4

106, 107, 202, 203, 209, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305,
306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 402, 407

Science and technology

102, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 201, 202, 203, 205,

community

206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305,
306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 402, 405, 406, 407, 409,
502, 508, 509

5

General population

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,

especially fishennen and

201, 202, 203, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301,

firnneo

302, 303, 305, 308, 310, 401, 403, 404, 405, 406,
408, 409, 410, 501, 503, 505, 506, 507, SOB, ~09,
510

6

Present and future
generations

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,
201, 202, 205, 2(){i, 207, 208, 209, 210, 30!, 302,
303, 305, 308, 310, 401, 403, 404, 405, 406, 408,
409, 410, 501, 503, sos, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510

7

Nature (living and non

204, 304, 309, 504, 306, 307, 502,

living things)
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5.3 Executors (actors)

AI; discussed, the author uses the term 'actor' to describe participants in the Sipesrnik,
co~prising clients, owners and executors. An executor is 1111 actor in CATWOE.

Table 5.11 resents the summary oftheresponden!s' answer to question 2iii):
Q2a(iii) Who ought to be llieplanners in the Sipesmik process?
and from the l!!ISWcrofquestion 2iv :
Q2a(iv) Who ought to be the experts in the Sipesmik process?

P!rumers and expertg are the respondents' perceived executors of the Sipesmik. But
some respondents expressed the view !hat the experts of Sipesmik should consist of
all actors in the Sipesmik (owners, executors and planners and beneficia• ,cs), Iflliis is
so, then the executors of Sipesmik are as follows (see table 5. 10):
I)
Government (Ministers, legislative and armed forces)
2)
Agencies: Government and private
3)
Industries: Government and private
4)
Local government
5)
Space researchers
6)
Dcpnmi/Lapan
7)
Scientist/ acndemicinns
8)
Fishennen and fanners
9)
Public figure

\

In line with respondents' perceived clients, llie respondents' perceived actors for

Sipesmik also varies from those who work for state administration (ministers,
legislative and llrnled forces), public services (agencies both government and
private), industries (both government and privates), local govenunent administration
(local government), science and technology (researcher, scientist, academician),
fanning, fishing and public involvement. All of these deliver a message from the
respondents that the activities of Sipesmik should be wide ranging, and they should
include benefits to all of those identified above. Sipcsmik should not only limit its
activities on !lie development of micro sotellites in functional tenns. It should include
all aspects including those that have the direct impact of micro satellile development
such as space science and technology advancement, but also its spin off such as for
fanning, fishing, state administration practice, local govcnunent practice and law
enforcement practice (by Iha armed forces).
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T11ble 5: 10 The respondents perceived c:tecutor ofSJpesmlk

N, Those who should Respondents' code number (see appendb:)
be the executor
(acton) or
Slpesmlk
I

Government
(executive&

402, 407, 502, 504

legislative
including orm
2

forces)
Depanri/Lllpan

.

.

IOI, 102,,103, 104, 105,106, 107, 109, 110,201,202,203,
204, 30(: 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 402,

3

Agencies
(government &
private)

.
407, 502,
101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,201,202,

203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 302, 303, 304,
305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 401, 403, 404, 405, 406,
408, 409, 410, 501, 503, sos, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510

4

Industries
(government &
private)

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,201,202,
205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306,
308, 310, 401, 403, 404, 405, 406, 408, 409, 410, 501,
503, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510

5

Local government

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,201,202,
205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,
401, 403, 404, 405, 406, 408, 409, 410, 501, 503, sos, 506,
507, 508, 509, 510

6

Public figures

7

Fishermen&

501
106, 107, 301, 303, 402, 406, 501, sos, 506, 507, 509

fanners
8

Researcher

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 201, 202,
205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 303, 305, 310,401, 403,
404, 405, 400, 408, 409, 410,
SOI, 503, SOS, 506, 501, 508, 509, SID

9

SeientisV

203, 204, 302, 304, 306, 307, 308, 309, 402, 407,

academician

502,504
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5,4 The desired transformadona In the Sipesmlk

Table 5.11 provides a sunumuy of the perceived desired tmnsformations (outcomes)
hDlied on respondents' answers to question 3:
Q3. Based on your(Jife) experience, would you mind telling me what criteria do you
use to IDCOliUre efficiency, effectiveness, efficacy (CO!ie of use and implementation),
equity, ethieality and elegance ofa Sipesmik plan?

Some of desired outcomes were also derived from the engagement process. There are
53 itell1ll dCllcribed lo the first column or table 5.11 Items are grouped into two
basic groups: the first group comprises those that relate to space science and
technology development outcomes

llS

listed in table 5.11 from I to 7 and 53, the

second group consists ofitems that relate to sustainable food outcomes (Table 5.ll
numbers 8 to 52) which can be regrouped into four subgroups including social
outcomes (8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 23, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 45, 46, 47, 50, 51 and 52)
physical outcomes (24, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43 and 44), economic outcomes (16,
17, 18, 19, 20 and 27) and instltutlonnl outcomes (t I, 13, 14, 21, 22, 25, 26, 28, 29,
30 and 47).
Our analysis of the expressed desired outcomes of space science and technology
development, suggests that respondents believe that there is a need to change the
system for developing of space science and technology. Moreover, this system
should not operate in isolation within the research and development world, but in an
integrated manner with other clements: basic science, spnco products demand, space
goods production, space system construction, space system commissioning, space
system operation, and space products sales and marketing. Also, they believe that
there ia a need to ensure a minimum level of space debris.

Observing the desired social outcomes, the respondents suggest that there are two
different characteristics of out-comes. The first is described

llS

community

understanding inclusive of (12), attitudes (10), support (23) mode of work and
decision making (48), trust (9 and 15) and participation (8). The second is expressed
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as equity and justke within the whole system including space science and
technology development (32, 33, 34, 35, 36 and SO). To achieve equity and justice in
the community, some respondents expressed the need lo change regulation practice
so that procedural, interactional and distributive justice can take place. Thus, to
differentiate the two groups: we may regard that the first is distinctively cultural in
character and identified with chBDglng soclo cultural practice, and the second
concerns changes to regulation practice.

Observing the desired economic outcomes, some respondents consider that the
economic transformation mode should focus on increasing economic productivity
through sustainable energy/material flows, controlled inputsfoutputs for activities and
their impacts, production efficiency, waste minimization, controlling negative
externalities in the quest for efficiency and overall sustainability with high levels of
economic activity. The rationale for this will be discussed further in section 6.2.

According to them, the desired physical outcomes should include: a fertile natural
envirorunent for food production, (24) ecological sustainability (37) waste reduction
(38) water quality and effective drainage (39), quality ground water {40) ecological
standards (41) preservation of natural habitats (42) preservation of flora and fauna
diversity (43) and vegetation re-growth (44). These outcomes form the set of
envirorunental indicators. Other physical ontcomes thal do not form part of the
envirorunental indicator set are discussed in section 6.2. Thus up to this phase, the
desired physical transformation is one of changing the physical (environment) in
accordance with envirorunentnl indicators.

Observing the desired Institutional outcomes, we can consider two different types of
outcomes. The first is a change in govennu~nt .tnd private agencies practices
involving acceptance of Sipesmik (11, 12, 13, 14,

15 and 28), financial slipport of

Sipcsmik and resource sharing with Sipemnik (21), training and education for !he
Sipesmik framework (29), improved domestic ond international cooperation (22) and
better management links (30). The second is a change in local-government practices
concerning its knowledge and understonding ofSipesmik (11 and 29), its beliefs (12,
13, 14, 15 and 26), and trust (15) eonccming Indonesia's space technology capability,
and its participation in Sipesmik(l I, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30 and 51). Hence,
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to distinguish !he two groups the first is concerned with changing general
lnstitutlona] practice; the group is concerned with participation involving a defined
institutional partieipllllt, nwnely, lo.:al government.

Thus tho required trnnsfommtions can be described as follows:

l)

Developing the space science and technology including: detcnnining basic
science to be implemented io space products, determining space product dcrn1111d
to ho fulfilled, detennioing space products basic engineering, producing or
constructing space products, commissioning space systems, operotiug space
sy.;tems, marketing and &ales space productl.

2)

Improving sustainable food supply including production, distribution and
consumption ofhealthier foods.

3)

Changes to socio cullural practice including chilllges to community
understanding, attitudes, support, mode of work and decision making, tmst and
participation thnt are conducive to the application of space science and
technology to creating a sustainable food supply.

4)

Changes to regulation practice aimed at procedural, interactiona\ :uid
distributive justice for the whole system.

S)

Changes to economic productivity through sustainable energy/material flows,
controlled inputs/outputs for activities and their impacts, production efficiency,
waste minimization, cootrolling negative externalities in the quest for efficiency
lllld overall. sustainability with high levels of economic activity.

6)

Changes to the physkal {environment) that support a fertile natural
envimnment for food production, cx:ologicnl sustainability, waste reduction,
water quality and effective drainage, quality ground water, ecological standards,
preservation of natural habitats, preservation of flora and fauna diversity, and
vegetation re-growth. These outcomes form the set of environmental indicators.

7)

Changing to the Institutional practices of government and private agencies in
their acceptance ofSipesmik, financial support ofSipcsmik and resource sharing

'The wamint for this tnmsfomu,tion can !Jc found in lhe Choptor Tht<e di,cussion orthe engagement

•==
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with Sipesmik, training and education for the Sipesmik framework, improve.J
domestic and international cooperation and better management links.
8)

Changes to local government practice including its knowledge and
understanding of Sipesmik, its beliefs, and trust concerning Indonesia's space
technology capability, and its participation in Sipesmik

Table 5.11 Desired transformations lo the Sipesmik
No The desired transrormatfon in the

I

Respondents' code number

Slpcsmlk

(see appendb:)

Determine the basic sciences to be

301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,

implemented in space products

402,405,406,SOl,509

2

Determine the space product demnnds to be

301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,

fulfilled

402, 405,-406, SOI, 509

J

Determine the space product engineering

301, 302, 303, 3()5, 308, 310,

designs bn.sed on the basic science to be

402, 405, 406, SOI, 509

.

implemented in space products
4

Produce the space goods based en the space

301, 302, 303, 305, 308,_310,

product basic engineering designs.

402, 405, 406, 501, 509

Construct and commission the space systems

301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,

based on the basic engiiteering designs

402, 405, 406, SOI, 509

'

Operate the commissioned spuce systems to

301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,

fulfil space service demands

402, 405, 406, 501, 509

7

Sell the space system outputs: space systems,

301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,

5

space goods and services, also copyrights 11t1d 402, 405, 406, 501, 509
patents
8

Public participation in achieving nnd

105, 205, 501, 505, 506, 507,

maintaining a sustainable food supply with

508,509,510

the help of spuce technology.
9

Community trust in the capability of the

105, 205, 501, 505, 506, 507,

system to create mul mnintain a sustainable

508, 509, 510

food supply with the help of space
teellno\ogy.
10 Ch11t1ge dietary habits , fanning and fishing-

105, 205, SOI, 505, 506
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practice in a sustainable direction
11

Knowledge/ understanding by participants

105, 106, 107, 505, 506

especially local governments, on how to
support space technology development and
how it can be used to create nnd maintain q
sustainable food cupply

12 The beliefby participants, especi·tlly local

IOS, 106, 107, 505, 506

government, that an appropriate sociocultural state is required for sustainable food
13 The belief by participWJts, especially local

105, 106, 107, sos, 506

government, on tho need for appropriate
institutional practices for sustainable food
14 The belief by participants, especially [ocnl

105, 106, 107, 505, 506

government, on the need for !Ill ecological
sustainability for sustainable food
15 Participants', especially local governments',

105, 106, 107, 505, SC6

tmst in the capability of the system to create
and maintain sustainable food with the help
of space technology
16 Sustainable energy and material flows

402, 406, 407, 410, ,509,

especially for fisheries, agricu\lural and space
industry
17 Input/output accounting for activities and

402, 406, 407, 410, 509,

their impacts especially for fisheries,
agriculture and the space industry.
18 Policies that maximize production

402, 406, 407, 410, 509,

efficiencies, especially for fisheries,
agriculture and the space industry.
19 Policies that encourage efficiency and

402, 406, 407, 410, 509,

minimize negative Cl[tcmalities, in fisheries,
agriculture and the space industry.
20 Policies that encourage a sustainable high

402,406, 407, 410, 509,

level of economic activity especially in
fisheries, agriculture and the space industry.
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21

Financial support and resource sharing for

106, 107, 108, !09, 110,404,

the Sipesmik

406

22 Interdepartmental and international
cooperation to create and maintain a

103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108,
109, 403, 404, 406, 501, 509

sustainable food supply with tho help of
space technology,

23

Community support for a system to create

105, 205, 501, 505,

and maintain the sustainable food with the
help of space technology
24

Ecological sustainability for food production

107, 108,

2S

The beliefby participants on the role of a

105, 106, 107, 505, 506

space technology capability in increasing

economic productivity
26 The belief by participants in the capability of

105, 106, 101,505,506

space technology to support sustainable
management ofnatural resources
27

Waste minimization policies

402, 406, 407, 410, 509,

28

Acceptance of the system by government

106, 108, 110, 404, 406

agencies (especially local governments),
private and foreign partners
29

WeU trained and educated system

106, 107, 108, 109, 110,206,

participants (Actors)

209, 210, 301, 302, 303, 304,
305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310,
40:, 402, 403, 404, 406, 407,
408, 409, 410, SOI, 502, 503,

I

504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509,
510

30 Active horfaontal management links

106, 108, 406, 407, sos, 509.

JI

205, 501, 505, 506

Community understllilding and attitudes to
the system

32 Social, equity &justice empowerment

105, 205, 501, sos

33 New laws and regulations including

207, 403, 404, 510

ratification and accessi<'ln for international
laws/regulations
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J4

Participant understanding oflaws and

35

Consultation and aid to solve legnl eases and

207, 403, 404, 510

regulations
207, 403, 404, 510

to prcparc and assess legal documents
36

Legal protection and support for the system

107, 108, 207, 403, 404, 510

37

Moved toward ecological sustainability

208,

38

Reduce waste

107, 108, 208, 510

39

Water quality and effective drainage

107, 108, 208, 510

40

Ground water quality

107, 108, 208,

41

Ecosystem heallh

510

42

Preservation ofnatural habitats

107, 108,208,510

43

Preservation of flora and fauna diversity

!07, 108,208,510

44

Vegetation re-growth

107, 108,208,510

4S

Change the image of space activities from

SOI

'noble' and 'dangerous' lo 'secure and

prosperous'.
46

Change tho image of government institutions

406

from 'work in isolation' to 'an integrated
nc\work'

47

Changed the b1age of the country from 'non

SOI

sustainabl:., food' to 'sustainable food'
48

Opra management

306, 307, 502,

49

Working cooperatively with open decision

306, 307, 502,

making

so

Regulation support for and protection of

207, 510

space activities

SI

Local government pa.-ticipation

106, 108, 110,404,406

52

National commitment to Sipcsmik

102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108,
IDS', 110, 202, 204, 205, 207,
208, 209, 210, JOI, 303, 306,
307, 310, 401, 402, 404, 406,
407, 408, 502, 505, 506, 508,
509, 510

S3

Minimize space debris

204, 304, JO?. 504,

!JS

5.5 Owners of Sipesmlk

Table 5.12 provides a summary of the respondents' answers to question 2.a.ii) and
2.a.v) of the interview questions concerning who ought to be the decision makers and
who should be the representatives for those affected by Sipesmik. From 17 types of
answers, they can be grouped into five generic themes:
a) Central government (legislative and executive including ann forces). This group
includes:
(I) Depanri (National Space Council)

(2) President
(3) Cabinet (President, Ministera and Arm Forces)
(4) Minister for research and technology

(5) Lapan (National Institute of Aeronautics and Space)
(5) Government agencies
(6) Government (Cl'ccutivc & legislative iuciuding arm forces)

b)

Local governments, (executive and legislative including ann forces)

c)

Trade and Industry that represented the investors and shareholders

d)

Private organizations that includes
(I) LS Ms (Social Advocating Institutes)

(2) ProfC.'lsional associntions
(3) Business associations

(4) Long ellpcrienced social organization
c)

Community groups that includes
(I) Public via DPR/MPR

(2) Cultural specialists
(4) Traditional leaders
(5) Other groups
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Table 5,12: The desired owners (decision makers) in the Slpesmik
No Those who should be

Respondents' code number (fiee appendix)

the owners or Slpesmlk
Public via DPR/MPR

l

304

(Legislative)
2

Depanri

3

President

307

JOI, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,
201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210,
301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310,
401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410,
SOI, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, SOS, 509, 510

4

Cabinet (President,

507

Ministeru & Ann Forces)

5

Minister for research and IOI, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,
technology

201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210,
301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310,
401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410,
501, 502, 503, 504, sos, 506, 501, 508, 509, 510

6

Lapm

IOI, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,
201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210,
301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310,
401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410,
SOI, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510

7

Government agencies

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,
201, 202, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 302,
303, 305, 306, 308, 309, 310, 401, 402, 403, 404,
405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 501, 502, 503, 504,

sos, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510
8

Local governments

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,
201, 202, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 302,

lJ7

303, 305, 306, 308, 309, 310, 401, 402, 403, 404,
405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 501, 502, 503, 504,
505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510
9

Community groups

304

10 Investor/ shareholder
11

IOI, 203, 204, 304

Government central &

102, 103, 104, 105, l(){j, 108; 10~,mo,202,204,

local (legislative &

205, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 303, 306, 307, 310,

executive)

401, 402, 404, 406, 407, 408, 502, 505, 506, 508,
509, 510

12 LSMs (social advocating 201, 304
institutions)
13 Professional associations

IOI, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,
201, 202, 205, 206, 207 208, 209, 210, 301, 302, 303,
305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 401, 402, 403, 404,
405, 406, 407, 408, 409, '410, 501, 502, 503, 504,
505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510

14 Long experienced social

406, 205

orgmizations
15 Business associations

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 103, 109, 110,

201, 202, 205, 206, 201, 208, 209, no. 3'Jt, 302,
303, 305, 3(){j, 308, 309, 310, 401, 40;·, 403, 404,
405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 501, 502, 503, 504,
505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510
16 Cultural specialists

205

(Budayawa11)
17 Traditional leaders

5.6

201, 501, :i05, 506, 507, 509

Constnilnts ofSlpesmlk

The constraints on Sipesmik perceived by the respondents are summarized in tables
5.13 and 5.14. Table 5.13 provides the summary of the respondents' answer of
question 2.b. asking the condition that are not controlled by the decision makers,
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while table 5.14 is the !IIIIIIIllary of the answer of question 2.c asking the 'ought to he'
constraints on the decision mukers.
The first belongs to a category that hBS been n11D1ed as fixed constraints ('constraints'
that aro out of control of the decision makers, or they can do almost nothing, just
accept them as the environment for the system) and the second is soft constraints
(constrointa that decision makers of the system still have the opportunity to change or
to diminish their impact of coDBtraining the system). The identified fixed constraints
consist of IS items (see table S.IJ, numbers between brackets that follow·the items
are numbers of the first column of the table) that include: laws 11Dd rogu!atic.ns'(I !111d
2), diplomatic behaviours (3), pressure groups such as those coming from
disadvantages groups and opportunists (16) politico! intere8t (7), politiciil process
(10), mni:ro economy (12), budget limitation (14 and IS), globalization (6 and 9),
socio-culture (5), ethics_ (11), conflict of interest between central and local (13)
science and technology (8), and physical nature (4).

The identified 5oft constraints consist of 10 items (see table S.14). Those are
bureaucracy (17) institutional jealousy (18) public perception that space technology is
non economical (19), the lack of national blue print (20), the lack of national
commitment (21), physical environment (22), the level of knowledge and experiences
on spnce technology and__its application (23), pessimism offanners and fishennen on
government's will to create and maintain sustainable food (24), socio cultural
condition (25), micro economy (26).

Tables S.13 and S.14, show that the perceived constraints ofSipesmik consist of fixed
constraints (table 5.14, number I up to IS) and soft constraints (table S.14, number 16
up to 26), and both of them should be included in the modelling ofSipesm_ik.
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Tahle5.13 Perceived Dud constraints ofSipcsmlk

..

No Environment (con11tralnt) oo the Respondents' code number{see
ownen (decision makers) of-

Appendix l)

Slpesmlk
I

National laws and regulations

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,
110, 203, 207, 210, 403, 404, 406," 407, 409,
410, 501, 509, 510,

2

International laws and regulations

101, 102, 103, 104, IOS, 106, 107, i08, 109,

such as space treaty, registrntion

110, 203, 207, 210, 403, 404, 406, 407, 409,

convention, MTCR,

410, 501, 509, SID,

.
3

.·

Intemationul community

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,

behaviour: diplomatic relationship

110, 203, 2,07, 210,403, 404, 406, 407, 409,
410, SOI, 509, SID,

4

Physical condition I power of

106, 107, 108, 109, 203, 201;210, 403, 404,

nature such as mctcorshowcr,

406, 407, 409, 410, SOI, 505, 509, 510,

cyclone, flood, landslide, volcanic
blast and tectonic earthquake
5

Interest of socio-cultural power

201, 204, 205, 207, 210, 4~. 403, 404, 406,

groups such as green movement,

407, 410, 501, 505, 509, 510

professional associations and
gender movement,
6

Interest of cconomicol power

103, 104, 105, 203, 204, 205, 301; 402, 403,

groups such as free trade, GATI,

404, 406, 407, 410, SOI, 505, 509, 510

WTO,
7

Interest of political power groups;

103, 104, 105, 205, 206, 207, 209, 210, 301,
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non alignment, GB, equatorial

403, 404, 406, 409, 410, SOI, SOS, 509,

countries, political party,
8

9

Science and technology power

109, 110, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 210, 301,

such as copy right, patents and

402, 404, 405, 406, 407, 409, 410, SOI, 504,

secret fonnuln

SOS,509,

Mega trends such as global

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,

market, free trade, GATT

110, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 301, 402, 404,
405, 406, 407, 410, SOI, 504, SOS, 509, 510

10

Political process for national

202

commitment, budget approval,
political inspections.
II

Ethics/should not ruin anybody

201,

12 Economy crisis

202, 205, 402

13 Connie! ofinterest between

104, IOS, 106, 107, 109, JI0,201,205,207,

central and local governments

208, 210, 301, 402, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410,
SOI, SOS, 506, 507, 509, 510

14 Macm-economics factors such as
value of money and investment

103, 105, 109, 202, 203, 204, 205, 301, 402,
406, 410, SOI, 504, 505, 509,

risk

15 Budget !imitation

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,
110, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208,
209, 210, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307,
308, 309, 310, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406,
407, 408, 409, 410, SOI, 502, 503, 504, SOS,
506, 507, 508, 509, 510

16 Interest of disadvantages groups

501

and opportunists
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Table 5.14 Perceived constraluts on the owncn (decision ma ken) orSlpesmlk

No Environment (constraint) on

Respondents' code number (see appendb:)

the ownen (decision makers)
or Sipesnrlk
I

National laws and regulations

.
101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,
110, 203, 207, 210, 403, 404, 406, 407, 409,
410, 501, 509, 510,

2

International !aws·and

101; 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,

regulations such as space

110, 203, 207, 210, 403, 404, 406, 407, 409,

treaty, registration convention, 410, 501, 509, 510,
MTCR,
3

4

International community

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,

behaviour: diplomatic

110, 203, 207, 210, 403, 404, 406, 407, 409,

relationship

410, 501, 509, 510,

·.

Physical condition I power of

106, 107, 108, 109, 203, 207, 210, 403, 404,

nature such as meteor shower,

406, 407, 409, 410, SOI, 505, 509, 510,

cyclone, flood, landslide,
volcanic blast and tectonic
earthquake

s

Interest of socio-cultural

201; 204, 205, 207, 210, 402, 403; 404, 406,

power groups such as green

407, 410, 501, 505, 509, 510

movement, professional
associations and gender
movement,
6

Interest of economical power

103, 104, 105, 203, 204, 205, 301, 402, 403,

groups such U!I free trade,

404, 406, 407, 410, 501, 505, 509, 510

GATI, WTO,
7

;

.

Interest of political power

103, 104, 105, 205, 206, 207, 209, 210, 301,

groups: non alignment, GS,

403, 404, 406, 409, 410, 501, 505, 509,.

equatorial countries, political
party,
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8

Science and technology power 109, 110, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 210, 301,
such as copy right, patents and 402, 404, 40s, 406, 407, 409, 410, sot, so4,

9

secret formula

505, 509,

Mega trends such as global

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,

market, free trade, GATT

110, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 301, 402, 404,

405, 406, 407, 410, SOI, 504, SOS, 509, 510
10 Political process for national

202

commitment, budget approval,

political inspections,
11

B!hfoslshould not ruin

201,

anybody
12

Economy crisis

202, 205, 402

13

Conflict of interest between
central and local governments.

104, 105, 106, 107, 109, I 10, 201, 205, 207,
208, 210, 301, 402, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410,
501, sos, 506, 507, 509, 510

14

Macro-economics factors such

103, 105, 109, 202, 203, 204, 205, 301, 402,

as value of money and

406, 410, 501, 504, 505, 509,

investment risk
lS

Budget limitation

101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,
110, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208,
209, 210, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, JO{i, 307,
308, 309, 310, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406,
407, 408, 409, 410, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505,
506, 507, 508, 509, 510

16

Interest of disadvantages

501

groups and opportunists
17

Burenucrncy of public

304,307

administrators
18

Institutional jealousy

19 Public perception that space

406
406,407

technology is noble (non
economical)
20 The lack of national blue print
21

Tho lack of national

207
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 110, 202,
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commitment

204, 205, 207, 208, 209, 210, 301, 303, 306,
307, 310, 401, 402, 404, 406, 407, 408, 502,

sos, 506, 508, 509, 510
22 Physical environment

208, 209, 210

23 The level of knowledge and

301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309,

eltperiences on space

310,

technology and its application

24 Pessimism of farmers and

507

fishermen on the government
will to create and maintain
sustainable food

2S Socio culturol condition

204

26 Micro economic factors such

103, 105, 109, 202, 203, 204, 205, 301, 402,

as production, distribution and 406, 410, 501, 504, 505, 509,
consumptions.

5, 'I

Power and eon Diet problems

From the point of view of power and conflict in the Sipesmik, the respondents'
answers on the interview questions and their comments during the engagement
process, can be grouped into five categories. Those categories include answers that
refer to philosophical approach to problem handling that inferentially could be seen
from the foUowings (see table 5.15):
a) both technical and social solutions should be created, (2)
b) eltpert and local knowledge should be used as inputs, (9)
c) solutions should consider both existing and forthcoming generations, (2 and 6)
d) both business and scientific interest should be fnlfiUed (4)

e) both direct benefit and environmental preservation should be created (10)
I) Choice between buy finish products, produce their own and out sourcing (11

and 14)

g) the interests of both the individual and the community should be considered,
(7 and 8)

The perceived conflicts listed above (a, b, c, d, e, and I) indicate the need for an
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approach that is in accord with tcehno-centric and eco-centric political stances. Also
the approach should be sensitive to the discord between individual and social needs
(7) and to the conflict between local and central interest (8). Therefore, the designed

system should include specific mechanisms where those aspects are made
uncquivOC11l so that open choice is available. Thus the conflict ahould be clearly
demonstrated, but alternative of solving actions should also be provided for decision
. making.
Table5.1S
Perceived problemis of power and eonOict within SlpesmJk

N, Perceived probleDl.'I of power and conflict

Respondenbi 1 code number

within Slpesmlk

(sec appendix)

1

Short tenn vs. long term policy

207

2

Technical vs. social solutions (physical vs.

304,504

social scientists)

'5

Business interest vs. scientific interest

'

Getting something done vs. consensual

504
304, 504,

techniques
6

Present vs. future interests

504,

7

Government agency vs. community interests

501

8

Individual vs. community interest

501

9

Expert vs. local knowledge

501

10 Direct benefit vs. environmental damages

11

Finish product vs. own product

12 Administrative vs. physical boundaries (unit

morphology)
13

208
504
209, 505,

'

Rational vs. tendentious fund distribution ,

304

between actors
14 Full in house product vs. outsoll('Cing

309

16 Food sustainable vs. sustainable development 510

at !llfge
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17

Satel!ite micro vs. satellite

101, 510

"

Government agency vs. government agency

406

406, 407
19 Noble vs. economical
Some problems regardmg operation.al manr,r,ement !hat should be handled are:

a) Both short tenn and long tenn policy should be established in an integrated
plan(!)
b) Avoiding operational paralysis when using consensual techniques, ( 5)
c) Established power bases in agencies do not make the community based power

of organisations surrender (7)

d) Accommodating the manrmtde boundary establislunent of the problem

(especially between physical and administrative boundaries) (12)
e) Self interest in government agencies superseding 'rational' decision rnnking,
(13 andl8)

I) Acconunodating the large notion of interest (sustainable development and

satellite) within the projected case as sample ( L6 and 17)
g) Develop image that a space activity as an eeonomical project to invite public
participation is considerable (19).

The operational management problem$ listed above indicate that they are allied witlt
most fundamental management pmblcms. They are symbols ofnonnal organisational
lives such ns persooa], divisional and departmental self interest, and control over·
riding of central to local establishments. Even though, the Sipcamik management
sy:;tem should take them into consideration.

5.8

Control mechanisms needed for Slpl-smik

This section assesses Ute control mechanisms needed for Sipesmik basOO on
respondents' answer to question 3 and their comments. The swnmary of those
answers and comments is presented in table 5.16. The elements shown in column 2
were thought ocedOO to be measures providing input for control actions in the syatem,
which wiU rectify Ute observed discrepancies.
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The collected data imply that the control mechanisms should have five basic
components as follows: perccptu:111, soci:11!, physk:111 Wld process. Each of these
components should have their sub components or clements ns foUows (see table S.16):
A.

Perceptual components
a) Images: secure and prosperous images of space activities, non isolation of
government works, openness mWJagement practice, sustainable food (27, 28,
30and31)
b) Objections/ complaints: public, institutional, govenunental both domestic
and foreign parties (13)

c) Acceptance levels: public, institutional 11rtd govenuncntal both domestic &
foreign parties (8 WJd 14)
8.

Social components
11) Economy: economic productivity level and amount of funding (9 and 10)

b) Regulation: procedural justice, internct-ional justice and distributive justice

(18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24)
C.

Physkal components:
a) Space products: space syr,tcms, space goods and space services including

copy rights and patents (1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7 and 9)
b) Food product: fisheries and agricultural products (9, 24 and 26)

c) Environment: norn wid founa diversity, habitat preservation, levels ofpo!lution,
waste production, ~nd volume of ll!lln made space debris, stream/river health,

drainage effectiveness wid ground water quality. (25 and 38)
D,

Proces, components:
a) Spoce technology innovation cycles: basic science/ demand, research and
development, producti,;u/coni;truction, operation, marketing/sales, space
debris minimizatio,1 (\, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 39)
b) Foods cycles: production, distribution and conswnption (26 and 29)
c) Social cycles: knowledge/ wtderatanding, belieli'lrust, support/participation,
national commitment, levels of changing habits (fishing, forming, menu) (11, 12,

IS, 16, 17 and 32)
d) Envir&umental pl'OCC511~ flora & fawta diversity & preservation, waste
processing, drainage engineering, (25)
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e) Management process: National blue print, plan havingeyclcs with improvement
me<:hanism bridging the cycles, control mechanism allowing public participation,
participants' equitnble access for resources, science Dnd teclmology, information,
market anddccision making (33, 34, 35, 36 and 37)
Table 5,16 Perceived control mechani11m and
measurement orsucces11 needed for Slpesmik

No Control mecb11nluns lncluding

Respondent code number
(see appendix)

measurement or success or Slpesmlk

301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,

I.

Space product & service demands to be fulfilled
(copy right)

402, 405, 406, SOI, 509

2

Number ofbnsic sciences that have been

301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,

implemented in space product and the related

402, 405, 406, 501, 509

copy rights.

3

4

Number ofbasic engineering designs nnd the

301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,

related copy rights & patents

402, 405, 406, 501, 509

Number and types of space product {systems &

301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,

goods), produced and construct and the related

402, 405, 406, SOI, 509

copy right and patents

s

Nwnbcr and types of commissioned f tested space 301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,
system or subsystem and the related copy rights

402, 405, 406, 501, 509

& patents

6

7
8

Number and types of systems in operation and

301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,

the related copy rights

402, 405, 406, SOI, 509

Number and types of space product sold, revenue

301, 302, 303, 305, 308, 310,

and tho related copy right

402, 405, 406, 501, 509

Number ofproje'ct funded by local govemments

105, !06, 107,

sos, 506

including their budget
9

Economic productivity levels {food, fishing and

402, 406, 407, 410, 509,

fanning and space indwtry)
10

Amonnl of funding

106, 107, 108, 109, 110,404,

406
11

Levels ofinstituti~nnl participation

106, 108, 110, 404, 406

12

Actors' levelsofknow!edgc

106, 107, 108, 109, ll0,206,
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209, 210, 301, 302, 303, 304,
305, 306, 307, 308, 308, 309,
310, 401, 402, 403, 404, 406,
407, 408, 409, 410, 501, 502,
503, 504, sos, 506, 507, 509,
510
13

Number of objcctions/complnints (domestic &

103, 105, 205, 404, 501, 505

foreign parties)

1,.

Sir,csmik public acceptance levels

105, 205, 501, 505, 506, 507,
508, 509, 510

IS

LC\lcls of community ~u;,;;..">11_.

105, 205, 501, 505,

16

Community participation lcve!1

105, 205, SOI, 505, 506, 507,
508,509,510

Levels of changing habit,; (fishing, farming,

105, 205, 501, 505, 506

17

menu)

18

Level ofproci:Juml/distributive justice

105, 205, 501, 505,

19

Number of legnl document done und assessed

207, 403, 404, 510

"

Number of legal case so!vi:rl (disputes and

207, 403, 404, 510

enforcements)

21

Level of legal undcr.;tanding ofSipesmik

207, 403, 404, 510

participants
I

"
23

Number of intcrnoTionaJ laws & rcgulotia~s

207, 403, 404, 510

ratified and occc.sed
Number of laws n,1d regulations need to be

207, 403, 404, 510

respected in running the Sipcsmik
24

Number of lcws and regulation implcmcntntion

207, 403, 404, 510

1,uidancc established
25

Environmental indicators sucha1 diversity of

107, 108, 208, 510

flora ond fauna, ground wntcrqlllllily, stream/
river health, hnbitat preservation, drainage
effectiveness, vegctlltion ,e..growth, lcvclr. of
pollution, wll!,lC production.
26

Import & t·xport of food producl

402,509

27

'Secure, and prosperous imnge' of space activity

501

'Non isu!ation imag~' of government agencies

4-06

28

workpiucticc

149

29
~

Food production, dislribution and consumption

402,409

+!"vt:1.

30

'Openness image' ofmaru,gemen\ practice

306, 307, 502,

31

'Sustainnb!e food image'

32

Notional commitment

501
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108,

109, 110, 202, 204, 205, 207,
208, 209, 210, JOI, 303, 306,
307, 310, 401, 402, 404, 406,
407, 408, 502, sos, 506, 508,
509, 510

JJ

National blue print

207

34

Plan hnving cycles with improvement mechanism

406,509

bridging the cycles
35

37

Control mechanism allowing public participation

306, 307, 502

Participnn!s' equitable acx:ei;s for resources,

205

science and technology, information, market and
decision making.

38

Volume ofm,m made space debris

207, 510

39

Space debris minimizntion

207

5.9 The root de011llioD

In the previous sections, the CATWOE analysis results on interview data have been

presented. This section presents the root definition that generally put the desired ideal
system in a nutshell of from whic21 the designed system models are established. The

following root definition is the summary ofsectfon 5.1 up to 5,8.
SIPESMIK Is II system that con1lsts or space technology lnnov11tion cycles, foods
and environmental man11gement, and community Involvement process

OWNED BY

The central and lm:al governments (both leglslatlve and executive Including nrm
forte!), trades and Industries, private organizations and communities
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represented by DPR, community groups, cultural specialists and traditional
leaden.
FOR

General population, especially llshermea and farmen, present and future
generations, science and technology community, arm forces, sclentbl!i/
researcher, government ageoder, trader, industries and nature (Jiving and
living);
RUN BY

Government (DepanrULapan

and

other related government agencies),

government and private lodustrler, local goveromenl!i, public figures, fishermen
and farmers, space rerearchers, sdentid/academlciao and arm fon:es;

TO PRODUCE
Improved space products Including ba1lc sciences to be Implemented In space
producl!i; space producfll demand to be fu!Dlled; basic engineering designs of
space producfll based on the determined basic sciences and or space products
demand; space goods/aystems based on the determined ba1ic engineering
designs, space services based on space producfll demand, space market I saler
,erv!ces;
improved of healthier foods supply with the help of space technology, escorting
to Its sustaioablllty;
Improved environment condition escorting to its su~talnablllty, waste reduction,
and greater long ecological health;
Improved economic productivity;
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Improved soclo-cullural practice, Including changes on lb understanding,
attitudes, support, mode of work and decision making, trust nnd participallon;
Improved regulation practice, and
Improved lnslllutlonal pracllce, leading to acceptance _of SIPESMIK by
governments and private agencies (both dome!itlc and foreign), and greater
financial support and resources sharing, creating a more adjustable system,
better horizontal management links, larger cooperation among government
agencies 1md government and private agencies, and satisfactorily educated and
trained all particlpanl!i ofSIPESMIK.
WITHIN THE CONSTRAINTS OF
fixed constraints: laws and regulations, diplomatic behaviour, physical nature,
socio-culture, macro economy, polltlcol, science and technology, globallzatlon,
political process, ethics, conmct of Interest between central and local, and
Interest of disadvantages groups opportunists;
soft constnilnts: bureaucracy, Institutional jealousy, public perception that space
activity ls noble and dangerous, the lock of national blue print, the lack of
national commitment, ph}'!lical environment, level of knowledge nod Ciperiences
on space technology and 115 application, pessimism of farmers and fishermen on
the government will to create and maintain sustalnabie foods, socio cultural
condtuon and micro economy,
THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE SYSTEM SHOULD BE MEASURED
USING THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS
Perceptual components: (a) Images: secure and prosperous Images of space
activities, non Isolation of gcvernment workli, openneS!I management practice,
sustelnoble food (b) objections/ complaints: public, Institutional, goverumental
both domestic & foreign parties (c) acceptance levels: public, institutional and
governmentnl both domestic & rorelgn parties;
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Social components: {a) economy: economic productivity level and amount of
funding (b) regulntion: procedural, lntemctional and distributive justice;
Physical components: (a) space products: space systems, spnce goods and space
services lnclndlog copy rights and patents {b) food product: fisheries and
ngrlcnltural products (c) euvlronmeot: Dora nod fauna dlver:ilty, habitat
preservation, walite production level, poUuUon level and volume or manmnde spate
debrl5, stream/river hl)ll]th, drainage effcctlvene,;5, aud ground water quality;
Process components: (a) space tecboology innovation cycle,;: bask science/
demand, research and

development, productlonlconstrnction, operation,

marketing/sales, space debris minimization (b) foods cycles: production,
distribution and consumption (c) social cycles:

knowledge{

understanding,

belief/trust, support/participation, national commitment, levels of chunglng habits
(fishing, ramdng, mcuu) (d) envlroomeolol process: flora & fauna dlver:ilty &
preservation, waste processing, drainage enginccring, (e) management process:
national blue print, pion having cycles with Improvement mechMill.!m bridging !he
cycles, control mechaol.,m nllowlng publlc participation, partlclpanls' equitable ac"""'
for resourcC!, science and technology, loformatlon, market and decision maklog;

AND ENSURING THAT

solutions should Include both technkal and social aspects, they should consider
bllth existing and the forthcoming generations, they should fulfil both business
and scientific interest, the input should iuclnde the expert and local knowledge,
both direct benefit and environmental preserv&llon should he created, choice
between buy finish product.,, produce their own and out sourcing should be
considered, the Interests of both the individual and the community should also be
considered, besides both short term and long term policy shou,ld be established In
an Integrated plan, when using consensual techniques operational paralysis
should be avoided, established power bases In agencies should not cause the
community bused power or org20isatlons rcllnqulsh, accommodating the
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manmade imaginary border 11.ne around the complex problem (especially
between physical and administrative boundaries), self interest in govefllment
agencies supenedlng 'rational' decision making, accommodating the large
notion of interest (sustainable development and satellite) within the projected
ca!le as sample, develop i1D.11ge that II space activity as on eeonomlcnl project to
Invite public participation 11 consider11ble.

How each element of the system relates one another is diagrammatically presented in
figure 5.1 • the root definition of Sipesmik. Figure 5.2 presents a more exhaustive
analysis of the root definition's elements. It introduces lhe respondents' perceived
main actors (participants) ofSipesmik process (executors, owners and clients), as well
as the essential functions ofSipesmik: establishing perfonnance standards, monitoring
and controlling, and executing the primary processes within the designed system. The
high level goals of Sipcsrnik arc Space for security and prosperity with focus on
achieving sustainable foods with the help of space technology and conununity
particir ation, are presented to attract the participants, that they should be
acknowledged when establishing the perfonnancc standards within Sipesmik. The
diagram shows that most of data needed lo monitor Sipcsmik come from Sipesmik
tasks and all participants either individual institutional or group.

Perfonnance standards indicate the desired target of Sipesmik, they

lire

input for the

monitoring systems and they should be set up by all participants (owners, executors
and clients). The diagram shows that draft policies (including draft perf1,rrnance
standards) of Ute system are prepared by executors, submitted to owners, exercised
and established by the ownen;, and the clients have the right to help change these
perfonnance standards. As compared to the root definition discussed in section 3.3;
this root definition not only describes the respondents' perceived CATWOE of lhe
system, hut also

contains information regarding process, and organizational

structures, thus it is richer nnd a lot more conducive for developing a comprehensive
system.
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THE ROOT DEFINITION OF SIPESMIK
CLIENTS:

EXECUTORS:
Government
(Depanri/Lapan & other related
agencies),
Government & private
industries
Local governments
Public figures
Fishermen & Farmers
Researchers, scientists/
academician and arm forces

General populations,
(especially fishermen &
farmers)
Present & future generations
Science & technology
community, Arm forces
Researcher and scientists
Government agencies
Trades & industries
Nature (living and non living)

SIPESMIK
Tasks

Give
information to
Help
execute
tasks

Provide
report
& draft
policies

Collect feed

information to
Decide

OWNERS:
Central & Local Governments
(executive & legislative including
arm forces) ,
Trades & Industries,
Private organizations, and
Communities represented by
community groups,
culture specialists and traditional
leaders

Give direction

Give direction

.:

~............................................................
,

SPACE FOR SECURITY AND
PROSPERITY

Focus

CREATE & MAINTAIN
SUSTAINABLE FOOD WITH THE
HELP OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY
AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Note:
MPR = The Peoples Consultative Assembly
DPR = The People Representatives Council
DEPANRI = The National Space Council
LAPAN = The National Institute of Aeronautics and Space
SIPESMIK = The Indonesian system in developing micro satellite

Figure 5.1 The Root Defmitioo of Sipesmik
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RELATIONSHIP FEATURE OF ALL ELEMENTS IN
THE ROOT DEFINITION OF SIPESMIK

Sotu

Performance
standards

Cl.lE,0-S

EXECOTO:RS

"""'
""''

Manogo

Process

·-

""""' oll olO<Mnt, In

U,eo,.,..m

Sclenco II, \<lchnoTogy power - ~ - - - - ,
Power concems

Socio cultural ,>c>W&r
Polltlcel and legal J)CW&r

Economics pcwor
Natural pDWtlr

Figure 5.2 Relationships feature of all elements ofSipesmlk

The CATWOE of Sipcsmik shows 1hat there is an overlap between owners, clients
and executors. From this can be inferentially derived a message to Sipcsmik actors,
that they should practice seJ£ control. This message is rclev1111t with the thought thnt
based on a starting point of ontological choice, that Indonesians arc 'mono-pluralistic
human beings', whom have Tab/at Sa/eh (careful, just, simple and firm characters)
(Lasiyo and Juwono, 1985, p.28) as their ethical nonns (Sujadi and Wibisono, 1986
p.24) where self control is its practical action in renl life. This indicates that
Indonesians as mono-pluralists hWllan being is well illustrated in the model.B.
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Self control can be seen as one of the practical actions when implementing Pancasila
in real life. Basically self control is nn actualization of the belieflhat human is God
creation. As a God's creation one should respect other God's creations. Therefore
everything one will do, one should have considered the impact to other God's
creations. The fact Iha! the perceived clients include the present and future
generations, living and nonliving creatures, support the assumption that the
responden\s were practicing the Pancasila ideas in answering the interview questions.
These assumptions could be proved during the models' validation, as to whether the
models are in correspondence, accordance and coherence to Pancasila (see chapter 7).
Support for this is given by:
a)

Participants' belief in equality in access to information, science and
technology, resources, market and decision making is guaranteed by the
models where all participants have the access to system monitoring, either
provide input or get information.

b)

Including living creatures as clients can hc seen as a transformation of
participants' responsibility to God's creations.

c)

The mono-pluralism of the Indonesians with the Tabial Saleh not only as
an imperative guide but also to inspiration, spirituality nnd material
prosperity (Soejadi and Koento Wibisono, 1986). This is guaranteed by the
models' high level goals as 'Space far ucurity ,ind prasperity focusing an
sr/Slainabfe JUOO by the help

of

space !echno/ogy and community

participation.'

The most worrying point is that the owners of the designed system included not only
govemmcnt, but also, traders, industrialists, and ~omrnunity groups. The absent of one
of them will make the system fUl, since Sipesmik has no indication that there is a
communal elhos.

The desired outcomes include science and technology, sustainable foods, ecological
as we)\ as changing in social, regulation and institutional practices. The latter points
will need significnnl modification in public and organizational norms - a change in
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paradigm.

The identified constraints indicated in the root definition consist of two

types the fixed constraints that the management can do almost nothing, aml the second
is those that m11nagement have to create solutions such

llli

the lack of national

commitment, national bleu-print of space activities, and pessimism of fllmlers and
fishermen reganling the will of government to create and maintain sustainable food,

5.10 Conclusion~

The data analysis shows that Sipesmik is cunsidered to be a means of creating and
maintaining the Indonesia national sustainable food with the help uf satellite
technology, which process includes the development of space science and technology
ant: allowing the public/community involvement.

As it was stated in chapter 4 that based on the defined Rich Picture, this research
would only create one root definition. Therefore, all the worldviews glltherod in the
interview has been included in this root definition. The world views that are listed in
table 5.la sec that Sipesmik is o complex processes that include technology
innovation, technical management, social and education, leading to the public
empowerment and having the objective of improving space science and technology
innovation, and foods supply, ecological and economic sustainability. Through the
inclusion of all points of view in one root definition, based on which the conceptual
models nre built, will have a holistic/ systemic in character rather than fragmented
versions of different system perceptions.
This chapter hll.'! specified the requirements of Sipesmik based on interview results.
Although there 111e already some indications regarding tasks, but these will be
assessed in depth in the next cha.pier (chapter 6), lhat will comprise performance
standards, monitoring and controlling notions associated with each task needed to
achieve the requests of the designed system.
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Chapter6
CONCEPTUAL MODELLING

6.0

General overview

Thi& chapter uses the root definition described earlier in section 5.9 lo fonnulate
conceptual models that fulfil the criteria as discussed earlier in chapters 2 and J
c:ipccially sections 2.3 and 3.S. These sections indicate that a system should have 9
conditions th~\ comply with the anatomy of system teleology (see section 4.6).Within
a system there are consistent components (!asks) that are needed to achieve the

purpose of the system:
•

the factors that need to be monitored in carrying out those tasks;

•

the functions needed to evaluate the present situation of the factors for which
performance levels to be set;

•

the setting of the perf.:innance levels, and

•

the control actions needed to achieve targets.

Each of these components is also a 'system' therefore they have to consistently be
described like a 'system', so to differentiate them from the system, they are identified

as subsystems.
All subsystems in the conceptual models are derived from tasks in Ute root definition
un!eas specified. The relationships belwcen those subsystems nre problematic and
complell therefore only those logical relationships considered to he of most
import1111ce are illustrated (see sections 6.2 to 6.11). Section 6.12 presents the lessons
learned.

6.1

Monitoring and control functions for Sipesmlk

There are three basic monitoring and control elements needed to ensure a system
achieve its goals (Robbins ct al, 2000). Those elements are:
•

the perfonn1111ce standard;

•

the monitoringofthc required perfonnance, and

o the control actions to correct any discrep1111cy between the required and the
actual values.
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The object of monitoring con be internal or e){temnl factors of the investigated
situation or organization. The following elaborate the external f11etcrs.
Table 5.14 lists 26 factors that according to the respondents limit the decision makers
ofSipcsmik. These 26 factors Cllll be regrouped into five 1, so that they cwt be used to
identify not only factors that should be monitored but also what kind ofSipesmik is
expected by the respondents:
t) Political aud legal forces:

o Political interest (7). As suggested by a respondent t.iat the political
interest of certain powerful particS (eiUter an organization or a country)
such os NASA, ESA, USA, Japnn should be monitored. The result can
be used for Sipesmik limits its choices, such as Japan, due lo its
geographical position its atmospheric condition is largely influenced
by that of Indonesia region, thus Japan certainly has ofg«lal interest on
observing it, therefore Japan is a potential partner,' for such an·.'
observation.
o Political process (10, 17, 20 and 21). The politic.al process has an
impc.:tant role a mi.tional decision making. In an open management,
public hos the right 1o know the process ofgenemting a decision 1111d in
certain eases they may interfere the process, by submitting algedonic
signal, or po!iticnl pressure. However such action may not have of
great opportunity to occur in an autocratic administration.

o Pressure groups (5 nnd 16). Pressure groups should nlso be monitored
with two purposes in mind, either to be used or to be anticipated. They
can be used to support Sipesmik, but those that are in contradictory
intel'Cl!t with Sipesrnik should be 1111ticipa',..d, for the impact of their
actions to Sipesmik is minimized.

1Numbers !ndka1ed In each grouped &e numbers cf ccnstralnta for decision makm id~nliflcd by the
rc.,pandenla II li,te<I in Tobie 5.14
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o Laws and regulations (l and 2). Sipesmik action should be legal; it
should obey the valid laws and regulations, both that of domestic and
international.
o Diplomatic behaviour (3).

Sipesmik is considered ns having

involvement with international cooperation therefore it should respect
the existing diplomatic' behaviour for the success of achieving its
objective.
2) Economic forcH

o Macro economic factors (14 and 26). Sipesmik should be designed as n
llll'ge project that has impact to various aspects of national life, and in
return it will also be influenced by various factors such as
mncrocwnot1ics, therefore monitoring this will provide great benefit
for Sipesmik.

o Budget limitation (IS). Sipesmik should be considered as needing to
operate within budgetary constraints, therefore its programs shoald be
designed to have high cffedivcness and high efficiency.
o Globalization (6, 9 and 12). Sipesmik should be designed to have high

survivability within globalization era, that is characterized by 'an
eco11omy that the output consist
experiences; the con.mmer's

of lnfommlion, sen>ices. and

own actions affect the efficiency of the

producer; and eronamic producliviry is frequently more an artefact af
accounting and a/ permissible externa/izalions than

of anything

e/se'(Toffier, 1984, p.63).
3) Socio cultural fon:es

o Ethics (11 and 16). Some respond~nt suggest that Sipesmik should be
ethical, therefore oil transformation process within Sipesmik, is
expected to be high cthicality.
o Social factors (18, 24 and 25). Some respondents wnnt Sipcsmik to be
concerned with social factors, such as gender, green movements
therefore changes that arc contemplQted within Sipesmik should
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include social changes, where U1ose changes are designed and executed
by the pruticipants themselves.
o

Cultuml factors (19, 23 and 25). Some respondents prefer that
Si~mik should take into account of cultural. factors, which
inferei,tially request the process of change within Sipcsmik include
cu1tural improvement such as those resulted by education and trnining
programs.

o Conflict of interest between centrnl and local (13). One respondent

provides a warning that Sipesmik should lake care of the present
conflict of interest between central and locnl government. It is not
expected that Sipesmik defeats one party and provides the other wit.'t
benefit, but both of them should gain benefit.
4) Sdentific and technological forces
o New findings (8). One respo1.i.deni: is concerned that Sioesmik should

innovate science and teclmo\ogy, so that new findings will characte-.ise

its success.

o Patents (8). This respondent also warns the Sipesmik designer to
include patent 1,:'l!lagement of all the new findings so that all parties
involved nre respect-et: and covered by legal bindings.

o Copyrights (8). Legal bindings are also sugge~ted to all products that
are relevant to be copyrighted.
5) Natural rorc:es

o Air and space forces (4 and 22). Some respondents are concerned with
natural space (air and outer space) factora that can be regarded as
natural resource, living-media and other areas of interest (s~<i section
2.2), which are not only regarded as input, but also as outp~t of the'
system. As natural :resource space is input for Sipesmik, it is because
the occurrence of some processe11 needs its involvement such as for air
or space craft operations. However in olber cases it becomes output of
the process, such as minimization of space debris in space.
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o

Morphological forces (4 and 22). Some respondents are apprehensive
of morphological forces that do not merely limit the activities of
Sipesmik but also input and objects that should be improved by
Sipesmik. Therefore monitoring of them is essential.

o

Geological forces (4 and 22). Among other forces geological forces are
specific, they are generated by the earth and almost nil percent of them
can be used as input for the project, unless gravitation is included in
this category, since it becomes key input for managing space craft
operation (Clark, 1945).

Economical
forces
Globalization

Political & legal
forces

Political
process
Political
interest

Macro economic
factors

Socio cultural
forces

Budget
limitation
Ethics

Laws &
Regulations

Conflict of

Diplomatic
behavior

New findings

Air & space
forces
Morphological
forces
Geological
forces

Physical
Natural forces

Copy rights

Scientific &
technological forces

Figure 6.1 External forces need to be monitored by Sipesmik
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All of the above factors nre illu~tmted in figurt6.! thnt demonstrates them graphically
as external factors for Sir,csmik. The olher factors that should be monitored nre

internnl factors, which are tabulated in table 5.16, nod which include 39 items that are
needed to be monitored. This implies that, Sipesmik actions should b.e focused on
achieving these items that

cmi

be regrouped into 16 groups (see section 5.8) as
'

.,.

\) Slpesmlk images. Some respondents (27, 28, 30 and 31) recommended that
people's· perception on space ·activities, govett1meJl~l and mal1agement
practices and sustainable food should be watched and amCUorated.
2) The number and nature or objcctfoof'complalntL One respondent (13)

S\\ggested that objection/ complaints coming from public, institutions and
govemments'both ,national and intcmatiooal should be followed up in

fun of

responsibility.
3) Acceptance levels. Two interyii,iwccs (8 and ·.i4) recommended tl.c important
ofmonil:lring public,_institutions and govemmenis' iicceptance (both national
and imCrnational levels) towlll"d Sipcsm.ik should he monitored and increased.
4) Economic product:lvlty1. One respondent (9) suggested keep an eye o'n and
enhance economic productivity !eve].
5) Amount oHunding, One respondent

Wll.'l

eager with (ID) support coming

from public, government and 'private institution both natloilal and international
and also other funding generated .from Sipesmik products sold. All of these
were suggcsted·\11: .:hocked and advanced.
6) The level or 1~~i;1e. Two respcindents (25,,38) were concerned with it

including the huidlill, aquatic, atmospheric -nnd space. diaptls~is, therefore it
should be examined and minimized.

·:, ..

7} 'Procc~'ural Juiitlee4 thnt is the procedures ensuring cvcryi:me get their rights
and curry out their responsibilities is suggested by-some respondents (18, 19,
20, 21, 22,

'i

23 'iirid 24)_bc monitored and improved.

Numben ment!cn~ botwecn brackcu behind ",;;,ch itcffl!I arc nui.'!t,ers of ito~ i~ .tablo S.16 that ~,

n,groupcd into the identified item

..

.,

:·

.'

l /\CC<lnling 10 )'cam, el al (1989, p. 4l) c,i:onomic productivity con'be defined .. 'Th.; ourpNI ofva/11tJ
prodwcl per unit of reJoura lnpi,1, with commDn "'"''"'"" <>[productivity J,,,fll& yield or Income per
hectllll, '" /0/<1/ ofprrJduction offl""'/J and sen,/cu per howehold or ootillo'
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8) Iulerac!loual juslice4, thnt is the fairness of interaction between parties

involved in a case is also required by some respondents (18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
and 24) be watched and enhanced.
9) Dllltrlbutlve Justice4, lhnt is the distribution of wealth and power in the

country that generate rights and respoll!libilities were asked by some
respondents(!~, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24) be monitored, to ensure they_ are
equitably shared.
IO)Space.products, Some respondents (I, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7 and 9) were concerned

with them consistin~ · of spacC systems, space· goods

lllld

space services

including publications, copy rights and patents, therefore they should,. be
scrutinized and improved accordingly.
11) Foods products are requested to be monitored by some intcrview_ees (9,'24,
and 26) _and the availability of healthier food prodiicts should _be improved
both at regional and national levels.
12)Natural ~n~lronme~t. Some respondents (25. and 38) .were concerned with
flora fauna di~ersity, ground water ~~alit;, 'stream/river health, hilbitat
preservation, drainage effectiveness, levels of pollution, and 'space debris
including its volume and distribution. All Of these were suggested be
monitored and ameliorated. ,
13)Space teebnology innov11tim1 cycle'. At the engagement process, some
interviewees (I, 2, 3, 4, :S, 6, 7,a•.,d j9).were at~ted bylhc Interactive Model
of Innovation Process (Manley, 2001), and ~hey s11~'ested inclu"es bnsic
science/demand, research, wid de'(e[opment,' production and coristruction,
spa::e system
operation and 'lllarketing{salcs
of sp~e products
in• ifie i~ProvcJ
.
u
-·- model, which mell1lll ~I all of these _are ·requested to be mo~torcd and
improved.

• Rcganlin~ pmc<:d~l, inlenu:tio1111I und dl11ributivcjusticc can be further d~tail in M;,;,nnun (i99l),
Warrcn(200ll)undJohnstan(2003)
,
I:,_;
.
··
• It ,hauld be noted that during the engagement proccSI coch rc'spollden! ~,as Introduced to the
lntcrac1ivc Model of Innovation Proccu (Manley, 2001). The!c were ,ugg.. ti<lns improve thi!I morlcl
and uv.d it as the nucleus ofSlpe,imik models (,ee further ligun, 6.4)
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14)Food product management cycle. lwo interviewees (26 and 29) were
concerned with it that includes production, distribution and consumption of
food products, therefore they are suggested to he scrutinized and enhanced.
lS)Soclo cultural change. Some respondents (II, 12, 15, 16, 17, and 32) were
concerned with the process of social change. They expected active public
participations

in

Sipesmik,

which

includes

their

level

of

knowlcdgclunders!anding, bclie17trust anil support/participation.
16)Natural environment management cycle. One respondent (25) wns
concerned with this process, and suggested examine the process ofp!nnning,
or_sanizing, actuating and controlJing at national and regional levels; especially
with regard to monitoring. amelioration and preservation of environment.
17)Slpesmlk managemc11t process. Some respondents (33, 34, 35, 36 and 37)
expected that this process both at national level and regional levels arc
monitored and improved of becoming an open management.

The above indicators of sucwss are displayed in figure 6.2 which shows that those
indicators should be produced by Sipesmik. Thcrcfore the designed models should
display how these indicators can be resulted. To facilitate the identification oftnsks to
be perfonncd, the detail of these indicators is clabomted in table 6.1 that complete
figure 6.2 into the internal system monitoring ofSipesmik.

Table 6.1 details the indicators of success of Sipesmik. Image of Sipcsmik was
designed to include the security and prosperity nspe...;;. of space nctivities in general
and especially Sipesmik. lfit is·diingerous, it should be changeti into mere secured. If

it is not economical, i: should be changed into economical. If it benefits only limited
parties then larger parties should bc included as its beneficiaries. Respondents' views
inferentially request that the change ofimagc should be actualised llll change:!! of some
practke:!1 and perceptions. In the rea'.·world, 'Sipesmik images' can be weighed up
by surveys mcasun,1g its .~ccptance li.vels, which investigate the community
pcn:cptions regarding the 1:reclibility, need, and agreement regarding the processes of
Sipcsmik.
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The second indicator is the number and nature of objection and complaint. This
implies the need to establish a mechanism that includes receiving and following them
up. Although the absence of objection and complaint does not firmly indicate that
Sipesmik serves well its clients, but their presence should not also be regarded as the
clients' rejection to the project. Their presence should be regarded as interaction's
indicator toward improvement. Therefore the designed mechanism should include the
system's improvement that may relate to structure, input and or process.

Sipesmik
management cycle

Sipesmik
images

The number and nature
of objections/complaints

Natural environment
management cycle

Acceptance
levels

Socio cultural

Amount of
funding

Food product
management cycle

Space technology
innovation cycle.---..
Natural
environment

Procedural
justice

Food
products

lnteractional
justice
Space
products

Distributive
justice

Figure 6.2: The Internal matters that need to be monitored to established the
progress of Sipesmik.
The nature of the complaints has also major importance, especially with regard to the
overall goals of Sipesmik. It has less importance when it is concerned with
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operational aspects of Sipesmik, although these minor objections can inexplicably
affects various factors such as acceptance levels lllld community support,

e'(en

when

their trivialities are obvious.
The third indicator is acceptance level. 'Acceptance can be individual or group that can
be in the form of institution or organization. To accept an idea people need to master
the necessary knowledge that consist ofurufors!anding, skill and value (Kemmis ~d
Taggart, 2003). The lowest level is the understanding of the idea. Using language,
people can communicate with one another regarding that idea. Through discursive
interaction people cw1 impro\'C their understanding of the idea. When the
understanding iDcludes skill (second level) people can taice benefit from it to produce
some products that can be goods or se1Yices, based on which they arc able to generate
economic benefit from their knowledge. At the third level using social organization,
people may use their understanding and skill to establish values of the idea and to use
them to gain power for realising their pc-!itical objective.

The above reflection illustrates tho! selling the idea of Sipcsmik may com:spond to
these three levels of acceptance. Although not nil people complet~ them all but the
Sipesmikdcsigner should take them in coruiidcrntion.

The fourth indicator is economic productivity. According to Penn:e (1989, p.41) it can
be defined as 'The output of valued product per unit of re:w11n:e i11put, with common

measures ofproductivity befog yield or i11come per hectare, or total ofproduction of
goods and aervices per household or 1101/011'. This implies that the tasks ofSipesmik
should have impact on 'total of production of goods wid service.~ per household or
nntion', or 'output of valued product per unit of resource input, with common
measures of productivity being yield', or 'income per hectare'. Respondents'
suggestion (seo table 5.7 numbers 7, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13) relates the organization of
Sipesmik with natural morphological unit, which. implies that tile assumption should
be used, is that within a natural morphological unit, tile income per hectare of the
ground surface is relatively h.omogcnic. Hence the appropriate notion of economic
productivity should be the latter one: income per h.ect.are of ground surface. Space
remote sensing technology is an appropriate technology to improve [and WIC
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classification Li ct al (2000) and Yan et al (2002), not only because of its digital fonn
that allows to result in real time products with high precision, but also to include other
inputs (ground truth or secondary data), so that economic productivity of a region or
country can be displayed to support decision making process.
The fifth indicator is lllTlount of funding. Among the three levels of acceptance of
Sipcsmik, there are two levels that people rationally will be ready to provide funding
support. Those who are at the second level may share resources or funding in return to
their economic benefit they gain. Analogically for those who are at the third level, in
retnm to power they aequire.
The sixth indicator is the level of waste. Those who are at the 'second level of
acceptance' (see third indicator) produce goods or services, accordingly also generate
waste. This implies that the design of Sipesmik should consider human impact on
environment, since waste harms environment.

Human impact on environment

(Ehrlich and Ehrlich, 1990) relates to population size, the activity (affiuencc mix), and
the technology used in producing goods, services and waste. With regards to
economic productivity of a region (that is the income of that region), the presence of
waste may decrease the income's real value, since some of that income should be used
to handle waste. Therefcre the process of resulting output should be changed into that
that results in minimum waste, which does not hann the region. All of this implies
that minimise waste in a re!iion may increase its economic productivity.
The seventh, eighth and ninth indicators relating lo justice: proccduml justice,
intcrnctional justice and distributive justice. These imply that the designed system
should be concerned with justice .~r regulation aspect of Sipesmik, not·only in the
establishment laws and regulatiOlls but also law enforcement, which are convoluted
with social change 115 a whole. It is therefore these indicators can also bJ 'regarded as
social justice indicator.
The tenth indicator is space products. Within the root definition the Sipesmik process
components consist of space technology innovation, foods and environment
management and community support and participation levels. As discussed earlier in
section 5.3 the space technology innovation cycle includes five clements: basic
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science/ demand, resellfllh and development, productionfconstruction, system
operation, and marketing/ sales. Nonnn!ly progress and results of basic
science/demand element are presented in the fonn of interi:n reports with high
confidentiality, or published in electronic/ technical papers, journals or text books, or
presented in a scientific and technical event such llS seminar, congress and workshop.
Thus, the progress and results of this element can be measured by the number of
Sipesmik interim reports of the related topics and the number of publications that
Sipcsmik hold their copy rights; such as electronic/ technical pnpers,joumals' articles,
textbooks and proceedings' papers of: scminllnl, congresses, workshops and other
scientific and technical events. Output ufthis element becomes input for Sipesmik as
a whole, especially the determined basic science to be implemented in space products
and space products dema.nd to be fulfilled are intentionally prepared for research and
development element.

The eleventh indicator of success relates to food products and should include not only
their production, distribution and consumption, but as indicated in table 5.16 that the
quality especially food healthiness should also be considered in the design. As
suggested by some respondents this indicator is closely related to physical
environment that can be monitored using the space remote sensing technology.
Therefore the use of space technology in support to food management may not be
limited to communication and transportation but also monitoring (remote sensing).

The twelfth indicator is natural environment. As suggested by some respondents as
shown in table 5.16, and the system should result in healthier environment including
ground water quality, ~lream/river health, habitat preservation, drainage effectiveness,
levels of pollution, and space debris including its volume and distribution (both
natural and man made).

The thirteenth to seventeenth indicators are that relate to the process. The thirteenth is
associated with the processing of space pmduc1, therefore it focus is the space
technology innovation cycle. The fourteenth is concerned with the cycle of food
management that according to Orodn (2001) includes production, distribution and
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consumption. The fifloonth relates to social change process of increasing the
acceptance level that is largely depended on the knowledge that includes
understanding, skill and values (Kemmis and Tagnrt, 2003). Tho sixteenth indicator is
about the natural management cycle that includes environmental monitoring,
lllllClioration and preservation,

The seventeenth relates with the Sipesmik

management cycles, both at national and regional level, which includes planning,
organiiing, actuating and controlling ofSipcsmik as n whole.

All of the above indicators are expected to monitored and openly displayed to all
participants, for they can take part in improving them, The use of space technology is
expected to make all of the identified requirements be fulfilled in the real world.
Table 6.1: Summary of all inlemal elements tbal should be moo Ito red and detail
Information or each element.

No

Elemellts lo be

Monitoring detalb

monitored

1

Slpesmik images

Data to be ,;ollectcd by survey measuring people
perception of the changes of the secure
prosperous image of space activities, ili,

'"'
""

isolation image of government institution practice,

the opennes., image of Sipesmik management
practice and the image of sustainable food.

2

The number and nature

Th, number Md ilie

of objedloos{ complaints

complaints received by ilie government

"'=

of objections.'

~,

Sipesmik ndministrntion coming lrom public,
institutions and governments both national and
international.

3

Acceptance levell

Data collected by survey measuring the acceptance
levels of public, institutions and governments both
national and international toward SJ.pesmik

'

Economic

productivity Data collected by survey measuring the levels of
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net income both regional and national. This needs

levels

lo ensure the overall wealth of the country/region
is not degraded by Sipesrnik Policies.

'

The Sipesrnik amount of funding support coming

Amon Pt of funding

from public, government and private institution
both national and international and also funding
generated from Sipcsmik products sold.

6

Data collected by survey measuring the landfill,

Level of w11ste

aqu~tic, atm<>sphcric and space disposals including
their volume, toxicity level and spatial distribution.
7

Thu distribution of wealth Md power in llio

Distributive Justice

country that generate rights and responsibilities
should be monitored, to ensure they are equitably
shared.
8

The procedures ensuring everyone get their rights

Procedural Justice

and carry out their responsibilities. This allocation
of power that can be quantified once agreed criteria
:are established, although these might also be

influenced by power clements in llie decision
making process
9

Fairness of inkraction between parties involved in

lnteractlon11l justice

a legal easu. Public and low enforcement officials'
knowledge levels on lows and regulation especially
related to space activities and SHblainoble foods
'should

,,

improved to ensure llio equity of

treatment ohll legal cases.
10

Data base on space products can show the status

Space product!!

Md history of the Sipesmik space products

'

consisting space systems, space goods and space
services including publications, copy rights and
patents held by Sipesmik.
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II

A national network on food product data bases

Food products

supported wilh

• combined

method of space

remote sensing nnd ground truth data collecting

methods, cwi show the levels of foods production,
distribution and consumption both al national and

regional levels.

12

Natural environment

A national network on natural resources data bases
sup;mrted by space remote sensing and ground

uuth data collecting method cun show up physical
environment data including flora fauna diversity,
ground water quality, stream/river health, habitat

preservation, drainage effoctiveness, levels of
pollution, and space debris including its volume

and distribution {both natural nnd man made).
13

technology Data collected through sutYey on the Interaction

Space

innovation cycle

proCCSSe!I

science/demand,
production

stages of !ho cycle: basic

llDlODg

Md

research

Md

construction,

development,
space

system

operation and ITillrketinglsales.
14

products Data collected through survey on the interaction

Food

management cycle

processes

among

parties

responsible

foe

production, distribution and consumption of food
products.
15

Sodal change

Data collected through survey on the process or
11odal change towanl active public participation in
Sipesmik,

which

includes

:knowledge/understanding,

their

level

beliefi'trust

of
md

supporVparticipation.
16

Natural

environment Data collected through survey on the proce::.s or

management cyelii

managing the natural envlronmel!t (monitoring,
amelioration md preservation) it's planning,
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organ.iring,

actuating

md

controlling

b,fu

processes at national and regional levels.
Slpe!imlk

17

management Data collected through survey on the management

cycle

proce!ls of Slpesmlk, both at national level Md
regional levels, especially regarding the present of
nationallregionnl

blue-print,

nationaVregional

commitment, plan having cycles with improvement
mechanism bridging the cycles, control mechanism
allowing

public

participation,

participMt's

equitable ac,.ess fo, resources, science Md
technology, information, market md decision
making.
The primary task!! or Slpe.smlk

6.2

In the development of the Root Definition that the primary putpose of the whole
systc111 is:
•
•

LO develop space science and technology,
to move Indonesia imo a state of sustainable food, economic and ecological
stability, whilst at the same time,

•

to increasing community involvement in decision making and in the .Jperation
of the system.

While the indicators of success of achieving the above purpose form 17 categories.
Some tasks that should be included io the Sipesmik were also suggested by some
respondents, and already discussed in section 5.4. These tasks improve:
a) Space science and technology innovation
b) Natural environment
c) Sustainable food supply
d) Economic productivity
e) Socio cultural practice
f) Regulation practice

g) Institutional practice

h) Local govenunent participation
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The relationship between tasks ruid indicator ofsuceess are indicated in table 6.2. The
indicator of success can be regrouped into five categories: perception, economy,
justice, physic and process. In gen,:rnl Sipesmik t11Sks are designed to have impact on
all these indicators, but there are only three tasks that are designed to resull in
physical output These tasks are: space science and technology, sustainable food
supply and natural cnviroomenL
Table 6,l Relationship between Slpe.imlk primary tasks
anrt Its Indicator or success
Sipesmlk Task!

Groupings with Indicaton of success (see table 6.1)
Peruptlon

To Improve:

&onomy

Jo,tlcc

Phy1lr.l

Prn~eu

"' "' "' • "' • "' "' • '" " " " " " " "

Space science Md
technology

' ' ' ' '

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

innovation
Sustainable food
Economic
produ~tivity

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

'

' ' ' ' '
' ' ' ' '

NatW'ill
environment

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

' ' ' ' ' '

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

' ' ' ' '

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

' ' ' ' '
' ' ' ' '

Socio cultural
practice
Regulation practice
Institutional
practice
~~l.Go~ernmcnts
llrt1c1pat10n

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

,,

' ' ' ' '

Key:
'Y' indicates that the task should have an impacton_the indicator of success
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These common imlicatora of success demonstrate that they should have relationship
one another, therefore based on Klir's fonnula (see section 1.2) Sipesmik is already
identified. It has a set of certain things (T = tasks) and a set of defined on T
(re[ationsh\9 between tasks). The following discusses the relationships between these
tasks.

Beller space technology innovation stimulates better practices of foods management,
of environmentni management and of imtitutional (including local government)
management, of regulation and of socio culture, since it results in better
communication, data bases, and environmental monitoring that result in higher quality
of environmental data, their pnx:ision, complete coverage and real time.

Better space technology innovatiol'. also stimulates greater economic wealth that
allows greater fund for environmental improvement. This can be explained through
the help of better institutional practke, sincc it is believed that without better
instilutionnl practice this logic will never operate in thc real world. Better institutional
practice characterized by better openness and better horizontal coo. Jina'.ion between
institutions. As discussed earlier that lessening environmental stress is a leverage of
economic productivity. Tools for lessening the (l!IVironmcntal stress are provided by
space technology innovation therefore fund allocated for space technology innovation
can be seen as part of fund allocated for environmental improvement. 'Iltls will occur
when there is better openness and better horizontal coordination between instilutionl,
which are supported by helter communication, data base and monitoring as provided
by bttler space technology inm1vation.
The primary purposes of these conceptual models are to consolidate I.he tasks outlined
in the root definition or implied by this, and to show depende=icies between !hose
tasks. The factora needed to be mo11itored to maintain the system are also outlined, b11'
the details of the con!rol systems arc not {these would need further systemic
invei,tigations if they were to be required in detail, and would nonna\ly hr <lone when
desig1fr1g'8ystcms nt the opcrati~nel'lcve!).
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6.3

Improve space science nod technology Innovation

As discussed earlier in section 3.2 and 5.1.1 that during the introduction ofSipcsmik
interviews, the Interactive Model of Innovation Process (Manley, 2001)

was used as

an engagement tool into systems thinking. Fortunately, this model can be regarded

as

an embryonic Sipesmik model, since some respondents suggested Umt this model
become a subsystem of Sipesmik with the insertion of two clement~: 'space systems
operation' and 'conducive-states creation'. So that the model become as shown in
figure 6.4. Seen from this interactive model, subsystems 2 up to 8 in figure 6.3

are

subsystems for creating the necessary conducive-states for space science and
technology to grow in Indonesia.

Conducive states
Research and

development

Basic science/
demand

Marketing/

sales

Figure 6,4

Space systems
operallon

Interactive model ohpace technology innovation process
An embryo for SlpCllmik Conceptual Models
(Adapted from Manley, 2001)

This is consistent with what was described in section 6.1 that 'only major
relationships' are represented in the models. Therefore, the dependencies between
subsystems represented in figure 6.5, are less complex than those represented in figure

6.14.

In figure 6.15, the basic engineering designs resulted from subsystem 1.2 are

those that implement basic ~cicnco or fultil the demand detem1incd by subsystem 1.1.
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6

llio reiillion:ibip of lhc,c ta,kii wilh rcspcndcnts' dc1lred traruformation (DT) in table S.11 is "'
follows: ,ubsystem(SS) l.l with OT I & 2; SS 1.2 wilhOT3; SS 1.3 wilhOT4 &S; SS 1.4 with OT
6and; SS l.5 wilhDT6 ;SS 1.5 wilh OT 7.
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The model (figure 6.5) illustrates that subsystem 1.2 is presented as the successor of
subsystem I.I. This scheme is also applied when showing the relationships between
subsystems 1.3 and 1.2, subsystems 1.4 and 1.3 and subsystem 1.5 and s\lbsystems

1.4, 1.3, 1.2 and I.I. Subsystem 1.3 produces and conStructs only spac~ pl'oduets
based on the basic engineering detcnnined by subsystem l.2. Subsystem t.~ operates
space systems only those have been commissioned by subsystem 1.3. Subsystem 1.5
is the outlet of the space science and technology development activity, therefore what
it markets/sales are products of the other subsystems.

Improve sustaim1ble food supply

6.4

Whilst Section 6.1 describes that sustainable foods should ioclude sustainability in
physical,

technological,

economy,

institutional,

socio

cultural,

legal

and

environmental, this section will focus only on creating and maintaini~g physical
sustainable character, since the other characters will be created and maintained
through other subsystems (subsystem I: teclmology, subsystem 3: emiironmental)
subsystem 4: economy, subsystem 5: socio cultural, subsystem 6: legal, subsystems 7
and 8: institutional).

As discussed in Section 6.1 a country can increase its resiliency aod sustainability by
minimising the stress of its natural cnvironmeot. Although the type of and how it was
produced were changed, the value of the output of u country Cllll remain the same. A
combined method of space remote sensing and ground truth (field checked) can help
define the appropriate e;.p!oitation of natural resources (with high productivity and
minimum stress). This method can help establish lwid and sea classification, based on
0

whi ch llll appropriate use/exploitation of each clRSs could be defined. Furthermore,
using this c!assification national and regional data bases of natural resources could
also be established, from which history, present and potential use of those natural
resources could be derived. As describe<l earlier (chapter 5) Indonesian food products
are mainly agricultural products consiQting of fishing (ground 11Ud sea fishing),
fanning and cattle breeding, which all of these closely related with the nature (see
section 6.1). ThuF the above data bas~s arc not only beneficial for food production
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but also food distribution nnd food consumption management.
Space science and technology (especially geographic information system supported
by remote sensing and telecommunication) may possibly improve sustainable food
supply (Oroda, 2001) including all phases oflhe economic cycle of food: production,
distribution and consumption. Therefore !he transformations needed to improve
sustaioable food supply can be defined as follows1:
1) Move towards sustainable food supply by taking advantages of space science
and technology advancement for managing natural environment and economic
cycles of food (10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 22, 23, 24 and 47)
2) Increase and maintain! high capability level to produce healthy food products
with mioimum stress on natural environment (10, 24, 39 and 47).
3) Increase and maintain high availability level ofnatiooal healthy food products
at national and local stocks (10, 24, 39 and 47)
4) Increase and maintain high quality defioition ofheallhy foods demand both at
national and \ocnl levcls (10, 24, 41 and 47)
5) Achieve and maintain JOO% fulfilment level of foods demand with national
healthy foods products (10, 19 and 20)
The interdependencies between those five tasks are shown in the model as seen in
figure 6,6. In the model, task 2.3 is prei;ented as the successor of tasks 2.1 and 2.2
since the availability of national healthy foods is dependent on the national capability
to produce healthy foods (2.2) and on the success oftaldng advantage of space science
and technology advancement for managing the nature and the economic food cycles.
(2.1). Task 2.5 is also the successor of task 2.3 and 2.4 because the success of
achieving and maintainiog 100 % fulfilment of food demand is dependent on the
availability of national healthy food and the definition of food demand.

' These wka arc relevant with respondents' desired transformations ns li,1ed I table S.l l that lhc
numbers are put b,twecn bracket or each of1h• wk. These de,dred tramforrnadons also become input
for indka1or ofSU(:(CSS that sbould be monilo~ by Sipe1mlk (sec figure 6.6)
• At the models validation ,tn.ge lhc tenn increase and main1oin WH suggo.ted by some respondents to
be changed with 'impmvc', their reascn were economy of language used, therefore in this theds they
ore ti:eatcd as synonym.
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6.5 Improve n11tur11l environment
As deSCiibed in section 6.5 a country Cllll increase its resiliency and sust11inability by
minimising the stress of its natural environment. Moreover it also shows the
importance of managing ground (earth surface) natural environment. Sipesmik
activities include air and space areas, thus 11ir and space portions should olso be
included in managing nature. The same basic scheme for managing ground natuml
environment can be implemented for air and space. Establish classes and define the
appropriate usage of each class to gain high productivity of each class with minimum
natural stress, then include those data into the natural resources data bases, from
which can be generated history, present and potential usage of each class. This
information will be very important for aircrnO and space crnO operation management.
Since 11ir and space elements arc more dynamics than ground surface element, the
monitoring of those areas needs more intensive and extensive than that of the ground
surface.
The above description highlights the possibility of integrating natural environment
management, space science and technology development and creating and
maintaining sustainable food industry. Therefore some fundamental transformations
regarding natural environment could be defined as follows9 :
I) Improve natural environment's support on space science and technology
development and sustainable food (9, 15, 21, 23, 24)
2) Improve sustainable nature by .taking advantages of space science and
technology advancement (26, 37)
3) Improve ecological health through monitor, ameliorate and presefVe the nature
(41,42,43,44)
4) Improve water health at all phases of water life cycle (water bodies, clouds,
rains, runoff and subsurface water) (39, 40)
5) Reduce waste through reuse and recycling material and waste minimization
during process production, distribution and consumption, (27, 38)

• The numbers put in brae~ a,c numbers of the respondents' desired tran,for11111tfon DS listed in table
5.l l. Th..e provide input for indicator ofouccoss oflhi.s taak lhllt ,hou!d be moni1orcd (sec figure 6,7)
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6) Improw space environment especially for space craft operation (37, 53)
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Improve economic productivity

6.6

As discussed in section 5.4 regarding the respondent's desired transfomrntion with
regard to the economic productivity, this task should include 1°:
•

Sustainable energy/material flows especially for fisheries, agricultural and
space industry ( 16).

•

Controlled inputs/outputs for activities and their impacts especially for
fisheries, agricultural and space industry (l7).

•

Policies which maximised production efficiencies especially for fisheries,
agricultural and space industries (18).

•

Policies which encourage efficiency and minimised harms, especially in
fisheries, agricultural and space industries (19),

•

Policies encourage sustainable high level economic activity especinlly in
fisheries, agricnltural and space industries (20).

The above desired transformation process implies that the whole transformation
process is directed toward ensuring high lev~l sustainable economic activity with
maximum production efficiency, hut the waste and ecological banns should be
minimum. In support to the realisation of such sustainable economic activity, a
oontro! mechanism to ensure sustainable energy and material flow and an input/output
for activities and their impacts should be established. Therefore the desired economic
productivity improvement can be organised as follows:
•

Set up sustainable energy and material flow (task 4.1)

•

Defined input/ output of activities and their impact (task 4.2)

•

Establish policies for
o

Maximising production efficiency (task 4.3)

o

Waste minimisation (task 4.4)

o Minimising ecological banns (task 4.5)
•

Eru!ure high level sustainable economic activity {task4.6)

" The number, put between brackets an, numbeis of the re,pondents' desired tmn9formation process
listed in table 5,1 l. Th.,• al,o become input for indicotor of ,uccess that shou!d ho monitored (see
figun:6.8)
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6. 7

Improve socio cultural pradlce

The primary purpose of lhis subsystem is to increase community involvement wilh,
and trust in Sipesmik, and !he process leading to change toward sustainable hnbits
(menu, fishing and fanning). As suggested by some rospcmdents 11 that the tasks of
this subsystem should include improvement ofthc following:
• community attitude and understanding (11, 12, 31),
• community support for Sipesmik(23),
• community trust with Sipesmik (9, 12,13, 14,15),
• community participation in Sipesmik (23, 8) and,
• sustainnbh: habits especially menu, fishing and farming(! 0).
All of these tasks arc inter-related and iterative. Improve community understanding
and attitudes to Sipesmik {subsystem 5.1) are precursors to increasing support for
Sipesmik (subsystem 5.2), community tmat (subsystem 5.3), and community
participation (subsystem 5.4). Increasing tmst and participation wi!l precede the
improvement of community's sustainable habits especially regarding mcna, fishing
and farming (subsystem 5.5) which will lead to increasing social equity, justice, and
empowerment (Subsystem 6), which in i!sclf will lead to an improvement in
community understanding (the iterative component). Increasing support and tmst will
also precede increasing public participation (subsystem 5.4).

The respondents' suggestions above synchronizes with what Hutchinson (1997)
described on the need to change social practice. It is therefore important to note his
warning that it is prone to positive feedback loops as each tusk is very much reliant on
the success of its precursors, which themselves are reliant on the success of their
successors. For example, an increase in support for Sipesmik will have a positive
effect on the increase in community participation which will have a positive effect on
community support in an iterative way. However, tho opposite effect can occur if
there is little success in increasing support, which will lead to a negative effect on
increasing public participation, and so on.

" The numbcl8 pUI bctw«n bnu:kcts indicate the number of the respondents' desired lnlnsformntlon u

lli1ed in tnble S.11.
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Figure 6,9 Subsystem S

6.8 Improve regulatl(m practice
As described earlier in section 6.1 this subsystem was a part of 'a social practice'

subsystem that includes 'socio cultural proclice', 'economic productivity' and
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'regulation practice' (see section 6.2). The improvement of regulation practice, based
on some respondent suggestion, should be directed toward improving social, equity
and justice within Sipesmik as well as in the community in general. The tasks
suggested by some of the rcspondents 12 are as follows:
a) hnprove legal documents manugement, (36 and 50)
b) Provide consultation and aid to solve legal cases (disputes/enforcements) (35,
36 and 50)
c) Initiate the creation or rencwul of laws and regulations relevant to Sipesrnik
(33, 36 and 50)

d) Ratification/accession of internutional laws/regulations relevant to Sipesmik
e) Improve implementntion of!aws and regulations (32, 36 and 50)
I) Improve legal knowledge and understanding ofSipesmik participants (29, 34,

36 and 50)

The perfonnance of the above tasks should be measured with regard to some
indicator of success including those suggested by some respondent.•P as follows;
•

Levels of procedural, intcractional and distributive justice (18,)

• Numberoflegal document's done Md assessed (19)
• Number oflcga\ case solved (disputes and enforcements) (20)
• Level oflegal understanding ofSipesmik (21)
• Number of international laws and regulation ratified wid accessed (22)
• Number of laws and regulations need to be respected in running
Sipesmik (23)
• Number of laws and regulation implementation guidance estnblished
(24)

The above indicators of success indicate that this subsystem shonld improve the !eve!
of procedural, interactional and distributive justice. However within the desired
12 The nurnl>i:rs put between bmckots indkn1c the number of the re;pondonl!I' desired trnrufonnation as
lls1ed in table S.11.
"The numbers put bc1w.en bmckci. indicnte the number or the ICSJlOUdiml!I' desired trnn,ifOITllatlon ru,
]isled in 1oble 5.16.
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transformation this was not explicitly suggested, therefore to ensure that all of those
tasks arc directed toward their realisation, within the model this !ask is included. All
of these tasks ero presented in the model as seen in figure 6.0, where some of those
tasks arc combined.
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Subsystem 6.1 'improve legal documents management, consultation and aid to solve
legal eases' is the combination of tasks a) and b). Subsystem 6.2 'Initiate renewal and
creation of laws and regulations including ratification and accession of international
laws r;;;d regulations' represent tasks 4) and e).
All of these tasks are interdependent. Only the major dependencies are shown in the
model. Task 6.1 can be seen as a mapping of the present legal situation, then manage
documents and solve existing case for ensuring the distributive, procedural and
interactional justice. Experiencing this can generate the need of renewing or creating
fitw· laws and regulations (task 6.2). Due to the present new laws and regulations,
there is a need to establish their implementation guidance (task 6.3) and to inform all
participants about those new laws and regulations (ask 6.4). Therefore, task 6.1 is
presented as a prccurnoroftask 6.2 that is a precurnoroftask 6.3 that is also precursor
of tr,.sk 6.4. The increase of legal knowledge and nndmstanding of participants cnn
also generate the need uf n:newing and or ¥TWling new laws and regulations.
Therefore new cycles may rise. This is presented in the model where task 6.2 as a
successor of task 6.4.

The success of ensuring the distributive, procedural and interactionaljustice (task 6.5)
depends on the success of tasks 6.1 up to 6.4, therefore task 6.5 is presented as the a
successor of tasks 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.

6,9

Improve lnditutional practice

The main purpdse of this subsystem is to improve institutional pmctices, primarily
within national (government and private) agencies, and seconaary with regard to
foreign partrn:rs. This subsystem wns also designed to facilitate Sipesmik processes.
As suggcaterl by respondents 14 there are five primary tasks that should improve:
acceptance level of agencies (government and private), and foreign partners
on Sipesmik (11 and 28),
horizontal manngcmml links between agencies involving national and

"The numbm put between bmokol!I indicate 11,o nnmber oflhe respondents' desired tnm,formatlcn os

!isled in tab!o 5.11
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foreign partners (22,30, 46, 48 and 49),
financial support and resource sharing for Sipesmik from agencies, national
and foreign partners and other sources (21 and 49),
and ensure inter-agencies cooperation (national and international) (22, 48
and 49), and
and to !min and educate Sipesmik actors to acquire the skills needed to run
Sipesmik (11, 29).
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Consistent with the assumption of this research that the distribution of power in
Indonesia is neo-elitist, it was considered that government and private agencies
needed to accept the concept first (task 7.1) to facilitate the national commitment.
Those officials and higher management levels of agencies belongs to neo-elitist
groups. Without this acceptance the support given to Sipcsmik would be spasmodic
and reliant on the goodwill of operational staff. Their supports will beeome the grassroot support to the Sipesmik so that grasping wider support wiU be easier comparing
to that without their supports.

The author agrees with Hutchinson (1997) that the need to promote WJd increase
horizontal

management

links

(task 7.2)

is

WI

attempt

to

combat

the

15

compartmentalisation of problems within government agencies. Beside, as
suggested by some respondents 16 that Sipesmik should be organised in a network
whose integrated nature requires a less hierarchical structure to deal with compleK and
pluralist Sipesmik problems (see section 4.4). This network should include both
government and private institutions and community (see table 5.16 especially number
11, 8, 14, 15, 16). These suggestions arc in a line with Carley and Christie (1992) who
promote the idea of 'action centred networks' which link government and community
groups. However, modelling Sipesmik in that way, it may be paradoxical in as much
as it has to gain acceptance (Hutchinson, 1997), since it has to face politicians and
bureaucrats those who arc expected to have the need to promote horizontal
management structures before Sipesmik can work.

The above reflections suggest that the appropriate leadership model for Sipesmik is
that driven more by vision and value rather than positions and functions. This is
consistent with the assumptions about the idea of local cmpowennent, where vertical
manngement structures are likely !o cause problems; as Carley and Christie (1992)
point out, that it is common politicians and burcaucmts who nlrendy have power have
a vested interest in keeping the hierarchy and !he status quo.

Some respondents suggest that the supply of funds to Sipesmik (task S.3) also needs
" Sec lllb!o 5.6 especiolly the nnxfoty of the respondent on the presence of instirutiona\ jealousy (2)
nmong institutions.
" See 1able 5.7 o,p..cla!ly tho ,ugge,tion of some n:spondonls (7, 9 ond IO) Sipesmik ,hould be
organi,od inn i:clwork slructure.
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to be increased and maintuined. To train, educate Sipesmik actol'li (task 5.5) and
execute all Sipesmik tasks in such things as designing, constrocting, launching and
operating space crafts, remote sensing application including sampling, interpreting
remote sensing images, requires a large investment. Funding support is ulso required
for such activities as research, projects (for example: surveys, tree planting, and
rehabilillltion), planning, travels, promotiom, and communications, and office
services. Whilst all this li.mding derived from task 5.3 need uot generate only from
govcrrunent sources. That is initiully that this source hos the ability to fund nt the level
needed. However, other sources of funding (from international funding, foreign
partners, user of remote sensing data such as mining, logging, and other companies,
plus local authorities and organisations such as the fisheries and farmel'li' corporation)
could also be tapped.

6.10

Improve local governments' pnrtlclpallon

As described earlier in section 6.2 this subsystem wos part of the imtitutional practice

subsystem, therefore in the model (see figure 6.3) this subsystem is presented os
having interdependencies with subsystem 7: institutional practice. Due to its crocia!
role for the success of Sipesmik, the local government is defined as a subsystem.

Locnl government is the closest parts of government before the community, which
consist of legislntol'li and executol'li of their territories, so that their partfoipation is
crucial for grasping national wide participation of Sipesmik. Moreover with
decentralization their power is increasing.
Since local governments are the legislatol'li and e)[ccutol'li for their territories, which
power should be nccountable before public, their participations should be decided
based on their knowledge, undel'litanding, belief and trost, that Sipesmik hos the
capability to realize the high !eve! goals 'space for security and prosperity focusing on

s11stah1ab/efood with /he help of space teclmo/ogy and conmumily parlicipalio11'.
Therefore their participations should be designed to have positive impact on
sustainable food supply (subsystem 2), natural envirorunent (subsystem 3) economic
productivity (subsystem 4), and (subsystem 6). In the model, (see figure 6.5) these
interdependencies ore shown that this subsystem as being the precursor for
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subsystems 2, 3, 4, and 6.

Determine the
desired level of
partlcTpation

Appreciate the present status of local
Governments participation !n Slpesmlk

Monitor:
• Number of prnjecl supported by
Locel Governments.
- n,e Impact of Slpesmlk on PAD
(Growth Local Product)
- Local SuslalMble C'avelopment
indicators

Subsystem 8.
Improve Local Gcvemments

participation
8.7 Improve Local
Govemment• lnJSt on
Slpeomlk
8.2 Improve
lhEI belier on ,pace
(oct,oology copal>lily (o

support ,u,l,inabla nolum
.J Improve knowlodg
maOBgemenl
undrnt,m!lng on how h•lp
aupport ,pare lochm,lom'
dewloprnent
andu,o

8.4 lmprcvo Iha belle!
on lheneodofan
opproprlato ,ocio--culluml
lalo furs""\aln,ble I

Mlmprovo
1h• bellofon 1ho need fur

an apin,p,lale alate of
nalural en>franmonl for
w,1,11i,b1a food

Subsyatem 6.

Improve regulation
pmctlce

Subsystom 4.

lmj)"OV(!eoonomlc
prod!ldMtv

Subsyslam 2

Improve auslalnable
food• supply

Subsyatem 3.
1mpmve natural
enolmnment

Figure 6,12 Subsystem 8
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Based on the suggestion ofsomc respondents 17 this subsystem has to improve:
I) knowledge /understanding how help support space technology development
anduse(ll)
2) the belief that space technology can be used to help support sustainable nature
management (26)
3) the belief that spnce technology can be used to help support improve economic
productivity ofa region (2S)
4) the belief on the need for an appropriate state of natural envirorunent for
sustainable food supply (14)
S) the belief on the need of an appropriate institutional practice for sustainable
food supply improvement (13)
6) the belief on the need for an appropriate socio-cultural practice for sustainable
food supply improvement (12)
7) Local Govcmmcnt trust on the capability of the designed system to improve
sustalnab!e food supply with Ilic use of space technology and community
involvement (8, 9, SI, 28)
The above tasks are included in the model illustrated in figure 6.12. One :lllSumption

was that the Local Governments' trust can only be improved by increasing their
understanding on the capability of space technology relating to the improvement of:
•

economic productivity

•

natural environment

It is therefore the tasks that improve these items (lllsks 8.1 and 8.2) become precursors
of Ute task that improve Local Governments' trust (task 8.7). Besidc this, to
understand how they support the system, Local Governments also need to understand
on how help support space technology development and use. This assumption
determines the task that improves Utis knowledge (task 8.3) is also a precursor for
Local Government trust improvement (task 8. 7). As discussed earlier that Local
Governments are expected to participate io improving socio cultural practice, natural
cnvironment and food sustainable supply. This provides reasoning why tasks that
improve them ure precursors for task 8.3.

17 The numbers put belW«in bmckets indicate 1h• number of the respondents' desired transformation••
Ji,ited In !nbleS.l l
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6.11 Learning benefits from this chapter
A major learning point thnt emerges from this chapter is that conceptual model is not
the end of the process, as tho system is dynamic, Furthennore, tho author can omit
opinions, concepts, and tasks from initfol models but recognize that they may be
included in later versions. For instance, the respondents tended to ignore detail of
sustainable food that sounds new for them (see section 6.1.8 and 6.8) but it needs to
explore further by the author (see section 6.3). This shows that conceptual models
development is an evolutionary process.
Additionally, whilst respondcntt> comprised a purposive sample that were chosen
based on the author's own holistic concept ofwhnt was" relevant to Sipcsmik, others
might choose them based on geographic distribution or professionalism; in that case
the models would contain different elements. An ability to reflect on these factors and
the ability to recognise and change them characterize this method as influential.

Sipesmik conceptual models do not provide the complete solution, but they
appropriately represent the respondents' framework for managing space scienco and
technology development in Indonesia. Also, those models can be used as the basis for
Sipesmik either at national or natural unit levels; as they are generic in nature.
However, it should be noted that that natural unit is different one another, and there
are great differences between the problems of urban and rural areas.
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Cbapter7
SIPESMIKMODELS VALIDATION

7.0

General overview

As discussed in chapter 4, the validation of the models produced by this research
includes two steps. The first was carried out by the researcher based on theoretical
judgments. The second was based on interviewees' knowledge of Sipesmik. The
researcher carried out legitimation tests that consisted of viability, teleological l!Ild
compatibility evaluations, which ore presented in section 7.1, and evaluation on the
desirability nnd feasibility oflhe identified tasks, which is outlined in section 7.2.

Section 7.3 displays and evaluates the qunntitativc results of the interviewees'
validation of the models derived from questions numbers 1 to 6 of the models
validation questions (see section 4.2). Section 7.4 evaluates comments and
suggestions collected using question nwnbcr 7. Section 7.5 ends this chapter with a
summrny.

7,1

Legitimation test

As discussed in section 4.6 legitimation tests arc concerned with the accomplishment
of a model with regards to the laws of system structure or llilY other adopted system
rules. The adopted system's rules in this research are
•

The anatomy of system teleology thnt include nine conditions of system

•

The viability of the systems model that includes six viability characteristics of

teleology (see section 4.5).

a model: !lffectiveness, efficiency, efficacy, equity, ethicality and elegance
(sec sections 3.2, 3.6 and 4.6).
•

Th!l compatibility of systems model with Pancasila that includes three
attributes: correspondence, consistent and coherence.

The following presents the teleological evaluation.
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7.1.1 Teleological evaluation

Table 7.1 presents the teleological characteristics of the Sipesmik models. The first
column of this table contains nine conditioltl! included in the anatomy of the system
teleology (see section 4.6). The second co!wnn shows the level of compliance of the
Sipesmik models with the teleological conditions identified in the first column. This
level was judged by the author based on the supporting nrguments presented in the
third column.

Table 7,1 Teleological characteristics or Sipesmik

Conditions

Snpporting arguments

Judgment

(see section 4.6)
Sipesmik' decision mak= should consider ilie
Teleology

High

inteinal and el[ternal environment that change with
time.

Teleologlcal

High

8 subsystems

components
Cllenl!l
Measure of

High
High

Sipesmik has clients whose interests are served,
Sipcsmik has a measure of performance thnt ;,
continuously improved

performance
Boundary

Sipesmik hos teleological components that consist of

High

Sipesmik has a boundary that limits the system to its
environment.
Sipcsmik h~ decision makers ilia< have

Dedsion makers

High

'"'

necessary power lo change in the measure of
performance.

Designers

High

Sipesmik has designers that consist of actors who
provide reports and suggestions to decision maker.

Build In

High

wisdom and hope

guarantee
StoblUty
mechanism

Sipesmik has a built in gunmntcc that relies upon

High

Sipesmik has a general stability mechanism that
controls the whole system
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The root definition of Sipesmik (see figure S.l) shows that a decision making
mechanism should consider both the internal and external environments whose
characteristics are dynamic. Therefore, at any moment of time, Sipesmik is conceived
as having a number of choices at its disposal, and selects its choices to pursue the
goals appropriate to it. 'This characteristic complies with the first condition of the
system teleology.

The overall !asks model (sec figure 6.3) shows that Sipcsmik has eight tasks or
subsystems that interactively work together to achieve their own goals and the goals
of Sipesmik. This characteristic complies with the second condition of system
teleology. The root definition (see figure S.l) shows that Sipesmik has clients whose
interests are served. Those clients are general population, especially fishermen nnd
farmers, present and future generation, science and teclmology community, armed
forces, researchers and scientists, government agencies, trades and industries, and
nature including both living and non living creatures. This characteristic fulfils the
criterion of third condition of system teleology.

The root definition and all task models (figure S.1 and S,2, and figures 6.3, 6.5 up to
6.12) display the existence of measure of performance within Sipcsmik models. These
facts satisfy the fourth condition of system teleology. These models also show the
boundary of the Sipcamik, which is represented by those who are included in the
Sipesmik (owners, executors and clients), tasks that will be executed (8 tasks) and
constraints (fix and soft constraints, see table S.13 and S.14) that limit the Sipcsmik
tasks. The existence of Sipcsmik's boundary meets the fillh condition of system
teleology.

The root definition shows the presence of decision makers within Sipesmik, they are
also the owners. They have the necessary power to change the measure of
performance. They consist of Central and Local Governments (executive and
legislative including the anned forces) trades and industries, private organizations,
and communities represented by communities groups, cultural specialists and
traditional leaders. Their existence conforms to the sixth condition of the system
teleology.
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Sipesmik has actors whose nim is to increase tho valuo of Sipesmik from its clients'
viewpoints. In achieving their aims, those actors provide reports llI!d suggestions to
owners that may include changes of measure of perform1111cc. This amm.gcment
matches up with the seventh condition of system teleology regarding the existence of
system designers.

Sipcsmik has a built in guarantee that the purpose of the syiitcm defined by its
measure of perfonnance, can be achieved and secured. This can be seen from the
higher level concern of creating and maintaining sustainable food with the help of
space technology and community involvement (see figure S.l: mot definition), which
directs the owners to taking decisions for the system.

However, this guarantee

certainly counts on wisdom and hope, which are dependent on one's importance and
potency. Wisdom is thought combined with a concern for ethics (Churchman, 1982)
and hope is the spiritual belief in an ethical future (Churchman, 1997). This
characteristi,~ meets with the eighth condition of tho system teleology.

The conceptual models (derived from root definition), show that Sipcsmik has a
general stability mechanism that controls the whole system especial!y in the decision
making process, performance standards and their measurement !llld improvement
mechanisms, communication channels, infonnation flows, and responsibilities'
allocation. Apart from the conceptual models, this stability mechanism is better
shown in the organization of Sipesmik, which is presented in Appendix 4 (A
suggested Viable System Model for Sipesmik).
7.1.2 Viability evaluation

Table 7.2 shows the viability of Sipesmik models, based on the author's judgments.

As described in section 4.1, a system will have high etTectivenei;s and high efficiency
if it complies with the conditions of the anatomy of system teleology. As shown by
table 7.1 that Sipesmik models hnve high compliance with the conditions of the
anatomy of system teleology therefore it can be judged as high effectiveness and high
efficiency.
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The efficacy ofa model depends on its tasks' feasibility and desirability to the actors.
The most important is its tnsks' feasibility. However, a fo!lliible task that is easy to do
will become difficult if the actorn do not have the desire to do it. A feasible task that is
difficult to do will become easier if tho actors have the strong wiH to do it.

As

shown by tnble 7.3, Sipesmik's tasks are considered feasible and the acmrs have
strong desires to do them therefore, they can be judged as high efficacy.

1110 tenn equity was derived from the first principle of Pancasila that implies 'before
God, everyone is equal'. God treats everyone equally therefore procedural justice,
distributive justice and interactional justice should occur for everyone before God.
This ideal situation becomes the concern of Sipesmik models, which is shown in the
regulatory subsystem. This subsystem monitors procedural, distributive and
interactional justice within the community, and it will improve the situation to the
ideal. The author therefore judges the models as having a high !eve] of equity.

Table 7,2 Viability ofSipesmik Models

Viability

Judgment

Supporting argumenl!I

character
Effectiveness

High

They compose a toloologicn[ system

Efficiency

High

They compose a teleological system

Efficacy

High

Their tasks arc feasible and desirable

Equity

High

They are concerned with procedural justice, distributive
justice, and intcractional justice that represent equity
principle.

Ethicality

High

They arc concerned with regulation, where ethic Iii nonns

Elegance

High

They are an expression of the inner feelings of a

belong to its elements.

purposive state of mind of the designer.
As described by Cheokland et al (1990), the ethicnlity of a model, is the moral
correctnells of the designed tmnsfonnation of a model. 'Correct' is comparative,
which means that for cthicality investigation or measurement, one needs a relative
'moral standard' such as military ethics is for military and medical ethics is for
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medical professionals. This means that different person may use a different moral
standard for ethica!ity investigation. In this investigation the author used the ethical or
moral st11Rdard of Pancasi\a as the accepted nonn. Thus, investigating the ethicality of
Sipcsmik models can be seen as exrunining its compatibility to Pancasila. Sipesmik
models arc compatible to Pancasila (sec section 7.1.3) therefore they can be judged as
having high ethicality in the context ofPancasila as the state philosophy.

According to Checkland ct al (1990) a model is elegant when it was designed based
on aesthetica! bases. Although as a branch of philosophy Aesthetics tries to make
clear the laws and principles ofbenuty, but aesthetics includes personal taste or values
(Budd, 2001). When designing the Sipesmik models, the author did not have any
intention to represent an object in the model, as an element of beauty, but expressed
his inner feelings ofa purposive state of mind, to achieve high quality of beauty. The
models resulted appear to be structural!y complex. Their elements relate to one
another in a haononious fashion composing a unified whole, Each clement appears to
be an integral part of the design fittingly related to the other elements. According to
Budd (2001) this kind of appearance can be judged as a beautiful representation.
Therefore the Sipesmik models could be judged as having high level of elegance.

7.1.3 CompaUbillty evaluation
The tenn correspondence was derived from the correspondence theory oftrulh, which
is concerned with the relationship between reality and representation. A
representation is a true representation if it hns correspondence with reality. However
reality is infinite and its representation is finite, therefore a representation is always
less perfect than the reality. Thus a correspondence relationship is a partial truth. A
model as a representation ofrenlity should hold a specific characteristic of Ute reality
as its major representation. Thus reality can be represented in a number of models
where each of them amplifies at least one chnrncteristic of that reality. The strongest
characteristic represented by a model becomes the basic idea of th.lit model. Since
reality can be represented by a number of models then to get a holistic view of those
models, the 'basic idea' of each model should consistently compose the 'bnsic idea' of
all !he models. To be in correspondence with that reality, a model should hold a 'basic
idea' that is in agreement with the 'basic idea' of the reality.
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The tenn coherence was derived from the coherence theory of truth. Truth of any
(true) propositions consists in its coherence with some specified set of propositions
(Young, 2001). Coherence is an adjective ofa verb cohere, that means stick together,
or correctly respond to what is requested by the other parts to which II part will be
added to. The requested characteristic may be the fonn, the size, the weight or the
others, or may be a combination of them. Hence, coherence truth is used as functional
truth, since II part will cohere with other specified paths if they function well together.
Like a spare part ofa machine, it will function well ifit is in coherence with the other
specified parts within the machine. In line with the idea thnt reality is infinite and a
representation is finite, a model can be coherence with reality if it correctly responds
to the request of some specified parts of Ute reality.
The above reflection outlines that to investigate the compatibility of Sipesmik with
Pancasi!a, where Pancasila is treated as the reality and Sipesmik models as a group of
representations, there is a need to identify:
•

The basic ideaofPancasila;

•

The basic ideaofthc whole Sipcsmik models;

•

The basic idea of each of those models;

•

The consistency of all Sipcsmik models in supporting tho idea of Sipesmik

•

The consistencyofSipesmik models as a whole wiUtPancasila;

•

The coherency of each Sipesmik model within Sipesmik; and

•

The coherencyofSipcsmikmode!s as a whole with Pancasiln

models as a whole;

As discussed earlier in the teleological evaluation ofSipesmik models Uta!, they have
a built in guarantee. This guarantee relies on wisdom and hope Uta! are dependent on
one's importance and potency. Wisdom is thought to be combined with a concern for
ethics and hope is the spiritual belief in an eUtical future, where the adopted basic
ethical nonn is Paneasil11. Based on this consideration Sipesmik models were judged
as having high correspondente wiUt Pancasi!a.
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Table 7,3 Compatibility ofSlpesmik models with Pnneasllo
Compatibility

Judgment

Supporting 11.-guments

elements
Correspondence High

The basic ideo of Sipcsmik models fo wisdom and
hope on which, its built in guarantee relied. Wisdom is
thought combined with a concern for ethics and hope
is the spiritual belief in an ethical future. The basic
ethical nonn that will be used as foundation is equity,
that is derived from the first principle of Pancasiln
(see viability .:ivaluation)

Consistence

High

TI1e overall taskll model shows that all tasks are
designed to consistently support the idea of creating
and maintaining sustainable food with the help of
space technology and community involvement. The
success of achieving this is guaranteed by wisdom and
hope.

Coherence

High

The role of each task and the whole structure of
Sipcsmik

were

designed

to stick

actualizing the idea or creating

~,

tog1;1her

io

maintaining

sustainable food with the help of space technology and
community involvement. In genera! this can be seen in
the overal! tasks model. Io a more detail can be seen in
the causality relationship model of Sipesmik Tasks,
presented in appendix 4. Table 7.4 provi~e highlight
;if this coherency characteristic of the models with
Pancasiln principles.

It is important that the Sipesmik models are consistent with the basic idea of
Sipesmik. This can be seen in figure 5.1 that presents the root definition ofSipesmik.
All tasks within Sipesmik are directed to create and maintnin sustainable food suppl)'
with the help of space technology and community involvement. Also figure 6.3
presents the over nil tasks of Sipesmik. In this figure every subsystem wiUrin
Sipesmik works together with other subsystems in realizing the basic idea of
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Sipesmik. The consistency ofSipesmik models as a whole with Pancasila can be seen
as the consistency of the idea of Sipesmik with Pancasila. Tiris becomes a
representation mainly the fifth principle 'Social justice for the whole people of
Indonesia' since Sipesmik is directed to continuously fulfil the need of healthy food
for the whole people of Indonesia. This evaluation shows that Sipeamik models have
high consistency with Pnncasila.
Table 7.4 Coherence chnrncterlstic ofSipesmik models
with regards to Pnnenslla principles
Pnncaslln principles

The compliance elements ofSlpesmlk models' to
Pnncnslla principles

The belief in tho one and
only God
Just and civilized
humanity

The models actualize an nppreciation ofspaee as God's
creation in the form of using it for the creation and
maimenance of sustainable food supply in Indonesia.
The models implement equity principles into practice
where regulation and enforcement arc ammged to ensure
the procedural, distributive and interactiona] justice.
The models convert this principle into a framework that
includes all pElrlies involved with food production,

The unity oflndonesia

distribution and consumption to cooperate in the creation

Democracy guided by

The models transform this principle into a mechanism of

the inner wisdom in

work that respect everyone's views and implement the

and maintenance of sustainable food supply in Indonesia.

unanimity arising out of

accord agreed by the community involved in the project

deliberations amongst

(owner, executor and clients)

representatives
The models translate this principle into actions for the
Social justice for the

completion of the need on healthier food of everyone in

whole of the people of

Indonesia by taldng benefit the efforts taken for micro

Indonesia

satellite development. ThClle actions include improvement
in regulatory, socio cultural Wid institutional practice.
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The coherence characteristic of each model with other Sipesmik models is shown by
the root definition and the task models. The root definition shows relationships
between system's actors, tasks and olher elements. The overall tasks model shows the
coherency of each subsystem within the Sip=ik. Each task model shows the
coherency of each task within subsystem. In fulfilling the need of healthy food
Sipcsrnik must comply with the requested characteristic by each principle of
Pancasila. Table 7.4 shows the coherence characteristic ofSipesmik models with each
ofPancasila principles. Based on the above evaluation Sipesmik models were judged
as having high coherency with Pancasila.

7.2 Desirability and feasibility of Sipe:mtlk tasks
Table 7.5 summarises the tasks and their associated desirability and feasibility. Hero,
the desirability and the feasibility of a subsystem are ranked into three levels: high,
medium and low (see section 4.6). From this table we can see that the most workable
task is subsystem I: develop space science and technology, which already occurs and
spreads out over a number of agencies (government and privat.:) and in the fonn of
research and development cooperation with foreign partners. These activities
demonstrate the important role of space science and technology for sustainable
development (Depanri, 1998b, c). The most crucial problem for this subsystem is how
to move this organisationaV institulionnl situation into an integrated national situation,
so that the power of space science and technology could function as the 'accelerator'
for Sipesmik. For this a national commitment was indicated by the respondents as
the necessary trigger force to integrate the resources. However, some of these
activities arc technological experiments to develop and prove the capability of space
science and technology in help managing natural environment and economic cycle of
foods but they are not yet in integrated maru1er. An optimistic situation was presented
during the National Space Congress in 1998, where almost nil participants with
enthusiasm agreed five manll.l!cripts that lead to the creation of an integrated space
activities in Indonesia. (Dcpanri, 199811)

The other workable tasks are subsystems 2 and 3 regarding natural environment
management and create and maintain sustainable foods by taking advantages of space
science and technology advancement and community participation. As described
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earlier experimental evidence showing the capability of space science 1111d technology
to help move towards sustuinab!e development is there. The qnestion is how to move
from experimental into operational mode. The answer provided by the respondents
(see table 5.11) is that a national commitment is needed, since this needs a large
investment and an integrated effort. The key suggested by the respondents (see table
5.11) to come to a national commitment is to change image of space activity from
'high lnvelllment and high risk' into 'seen re and prospcrons' and grasp public and
agencies

support

lltld

participation

through

increase

and

maintain

their

knowlcdge/underntanding, belief and trust that space science and technology has the
capability to help create sustainable foods and increase and maintain high economic
productivity with minimum stress of natural envirorunent. For this, pilot projects are
thought necessary by the initiator ofSipesmik (LAPAN).

Table 7.5 Desirability and fensibility ofSlpesmlk tasks

No

I

Tasks
Develop

...

High.

space science The activity
technology

Feasibility

DcslrabiUty

Comment

High.

To move from

This task occurs in a

individuaVsectoral

exists in several

number of agencies

to national integral

organizations

(government and

sound feasible.
This is

but public is

private) including the

roluctont since

existence of cooperation inferentially

this is a high

with foreign parties, but

shown by the

investment with

in unintegrated mnnner.

success of the
National Congress

high risk.

in Space 1998.

2

High,

Thul needs to

This is shown

A national network is

improve data hnscs

sustainable

by the

available to handle

with es!Bblishing

foodsnpply

deployment nf

natural disaster by

natural cells

intensification

taldng advantages or

(classes).

Md

space technology

Optimize the

extensificarion

advancement. This

natuml cells to

programs for

includes monitoring rice create and

agriculture to

fie!d and its product,

Creation and High.
maintenance

maintain
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sustain foods

3

Manage
High.
natul'lll
A minister is
environment appointed to be
responsible for
this task

4

Increqse and
maintain
economic
prodoctlvlty

5

Change socio High
cultural
Fundamentally
practice
desirable since
this is the
pioneer for
Sipcllmik public
/agencies
acceptance

6

Regulate
Slpe$mlk

High
A minister is
appointed to be
responsible for
this task

which is the main foods
product in Indonesia.
See SIMBA web-side.
High.
BAPPEDALhas
deployed II network to
support to natuml
environment
management and to
cover the whole area of
Indonesia.
Medium
Everyone has their own
superior approach to
achieve high economic
productivity, therefore
acceptance to
implement an integrated
approach is still

sustainable food
supply.
Optimization of
the natural-cells
should be meant
for increasing
productivity with
natural
environment
minimum stress
To convince tho
high level
IDEIDagemcnts
responsible for
economy needs
pilot projects to
demonstrate the
approach.

arguable

High.
It is nationally
Cl(pected that
equity and
justice for all
people should
occur in the

Medium
To change public image
that 'space activity is
high tech that is high
investment and high
risk' to be an image that
'space activity is secrire
and prosperous' is not
an easv task.
Medium.
Five space lnws and
regulations are newly
ratified and accessed.
Also a new science and
technology law was
promulgated reccntlv.

Pilot project is
necessary to
demonstrate the
performance of the
models.

Due to the
possible reluctant
action from law
enforcement
officials, since this
concern to change
their behaviour,
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country

All of this can be used

this subsystem

11S

incentives in
regulating Sipesmik.

shall be successor
of the change

Anyhow, due to the
suggested approach

socio cultural

difficulties will arise
when measuring equity

practice
subsystem.

and justice especin!ly
when power involved.
7

Change
institutional

Medium
The parties,

practice

who need to

Medium
An established
institutional practice is

developed since the
change this,
mostly outsiders birth of that institution
and was incrementally
the insiders
might be

The changes
should start from
internal institution,
through increase
ofknowledge and
understanding to
create belief and

reluctant to

constructed by their
pioneers and lenders

change.

through a long period of concept.

trust on Sipesmik

interaction. To change
this is not an easy task.

8

Increase and
maintain
local

High
High
By showing evidence
Due to
decentralization, that space technology is
capable to help create
local

governments
p11rticipation governments are and maintain
seru:ching
sustainable foods and
increase/ maintain high
method to

They will
enthusiastically
participate when
they belief and
trust that Sipesmik
concept capable

explore 11nd
Cl'ploit their

economic productivity

lead of creating
and maintaining

tluough appropriate

sustainablo foods

territories to
increase and

management of natural

and high economic

environment and

productivity of the

maintain high

community
involvement.

region.

level of security
and prosperity
of the region.
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Anyhow, the feasibility of 'managing the environment' is n task which has, as yet
undetermined results. Whilst attempts are being made to halt such phenomena as
increased salinity, species destruction, and soil degradation, the processes are still
continuing (such as those demonstrated by BAPEDAL and its network, (JICA,
1999)). Besides, the natural environment and its 'environment' (the human systems)
have compleK interactions, and it is difficult to see anything significantly changing in
the former, unless human system does as well. Initiatives to increase water and
ecological health, and reducing waste are feasible. However, the move toward
sustainability involves fundamental changes in economic, social, political, and
psychological systems.
The changing of attitudes of executora and clients within Sipesmik is something of a
paradox. This can be seen in the need to change institutional practices.

The

Indonesian administration system, which divides responsibilities into ministries and
departments with associated Presidential decrees, do not encourage interdepartmental
cooperation but institutional jealousy. (This was a suspicion of some respondents, see
table 5.11). It appeared that incentives to cooperate should come lrom the top of the
hierarchy, in this case, the President. Experience in Indonesian administration has
shown evidence of neo-elitism; for example. u soon as the President handed over
direct responsibility to a single ministry or department, cooperation and commitment
from otlier ministers began to increase. Therefore, Sipesmik needs a powerful
'champion' as powerful as the President. Of course, inter-departmental cooperation
can come from the bottom-up with 'field' personnel cooperating on projects at an
unofficial level. However, the author's experiences tench that in a hierarchical
structure this does not lead to a consistent level of resource availability, or
commitment.
7,3 Interviewees valldntlon judgments

' do you position yourself in the Sipesmik?' 18
The first validation question is 'whc.ro
respondents identified themselves as owners, 41 respondents as executors and 23
respondents as clients.

These figures indicate that the respondents generally

understand the models. This also indicates the enthusiasm of the respondents to
actively participate in the Sipesmik by 6elccting the role as the executor. Based on the
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Root Definition, it was predicted that the number of clients would achieve 50,
however only 23 were interviewed, since all of them belong to the present generation.
The interviewees expressed approvals for the fallowing tasks (see figure 7 .1):
a) Task 1: Science and technology innovation development: 39 respondents
b) Task 2: Create and maintain sustainable food 21 respondents
c) Task 3: Managing the natural environment: 13 respondents
d) Task 4: Increase/maintain economic productivity: 21 respondents
e) Task 5: Change socio-cultural practice: 19 respondents
f) Task 6: Regulate the Sipesmik: 15 respondents
g) Task 7: Change institutional practice: 27 respondents
h) Task 8: Increase/ maintain local government participation: 15 respondents

Total 50 respondents
40
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Task

Task
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Figure 7.1 Sipesmik' tasks voters

Relevant to the assumption taken (see section 4.3), this number (39) indicates that 78
% of the respondents found that the .first task is realistic and acceptable to them. This

indication conforms to suggestion received to use the Manley model (see :figure 3.6)
as the core or basic model for Sipesmik. Moreover some of them suggested that this
model be completed with two other components or tasks: operate the space system
and create conducive states for the five components of the model well function. See
:figure 3.6 and compare it with .figure 6.4. The original model consists of four tasks or
components (see figure 3.6), and the new form should include six components (see
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figure 6.4). TI1ese are the basic science or space product demand, the space research
and development, the space system production or construction, the space system
operation and the marketing or sales of space products. It appllllIS reasonable that the
other tasks are less favourable to them then the first task. Based on this view, the
second to eighth tasks are to create what they called the conducive-states or situation
for the space science and technology to grow, However, the number of respondents
who stated accept and participate in each of these tasks also indicate that they are
enough realistic and acceptable. Among the conducive-states creation tasks, the most
favourable to the respondents (27/50) was the seventh task: change institutional
practice. This is a good sign for the feasibility of the task, sinco those who accepted
nnd would like to participnto in this task came from institutions within the boundary
of Sipesmik (see section 7.2).

Total 50 Respondents (Rs)

·~
9Rs

concerned

with

Sipesmlk's
11 Rs
Medium voters

organ!zallon

39Rs

1R

High voters

1R

Figure 7.2 Respondents• Judgment on bow well Sipesmik conceptual models
Include their views

The respondC11ts' judgments on how we!! the Sipesmik conceptual models include
their views are: 78 % High, and iz % Medium (see figure 7.3). The reason that many
thought the models were only 'Medium' generally relates to 1hc organization of
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Sipesmik. During the interview some of them provided input for the organization of
Sipesmik (see table 5.7), but tho conceptual models did not include organiintional
nspects. When they were shown the suggested VSM, (see Appendix 4) almost all of
those who had the interest ofSipesmik's organizBtion accepted it with enthusinsm. If
the suggested VSM was included in the models' validation, the percentage of 'High'
voter may be n lot more than 78 %.

With regards to the third question asking for respondents' judgments on how well the
conceptual models transform the high level goals ofSipesmik: 'space for security and
prosperity, with focus on sustainable food and community involvement',

into

comprehensive and realistic actions, among 50 respondents, 42 High voters, 1
Medium voters and I Low voter (see figure 7,3). Again some of those who voted
'Medium' and 'Low' argued that, it were not realistic to create and maintain
sustainable food supply with the help of space technology and community
involvement using the conventionni organization.

The creation and maintenance of sustainable food supply, needs the parties involved
in the production, distribution and consumption of food, to work together, in an
integrated manner. Some respondents (see table 5. 5) found that the present
organization appeared to be inappropriate to fulfil that mission. In the contrary, they
found that the suggested VSM was better than that of traditional. Therefore they
recommended include Ute 'VSM ofSipesmik' (see Appendix 4) iuto the suggestion of
the Sipesmik investigation report.

Regarding the question uumbcr 5 that asking for respondents' judgment on how well
Sipesmik conceptual models transform Ute Pancasila values and goals into
comprehensive actions, the answers varied in term of their consistence, coherence and
correspondence (see figure 7.4). However, the overa!l result iodlcates that the
approach used was judged as having high capability to trru1sform Pancasila values ll!ld
goals into comprehensive and acceptable actions. This result is alcin to the rescareher
evaluation ns presented in tabfo 7.3.
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Total 50 voters

•14%

02%

•84%

I• High voter • Medium voter D Low voter I
Figure 7.3 Respondents' judgment on how well Sipesmik conceptual models
transform high level goals into realistic and acceptable actions.

Both research results as presented in .figure 7.3 and 7.4 indicate that Sipesmik
conceptual models transform the high level goals and the Pancasila values well, and
also change goals into comprehensive, realistic and acceptable actions to the
interviewees. This can be seen as a good representation of top down approach.
Addit ionally, Sipesmi.k conceptual models were also judged highly as including the
respondents' views (see figure 7.2). This indicates that it can also be seen as a good
representation of bottom up approach. All of these indicate that the approach used in
this research can represent well both top down and bottom up approaches. This is
reasonable as the interviewees consisted of the 'top' and the 'bottom' elements. The
'top ' element were represented by decision makers and the 'bottom' element were
represented by researchers, farmers etc.

As discussed in section 1.4 history demonstrates some failures which arose when
treating Pancasila as the state ideology, caused the top down approaches dominate the
decision making process in Indonesia. Figure 7.5a exemplifies a mechanical logic that
leads to top down approaches that dominates decision making framework in
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Indonesia. Figure 7 .Sb presents the used of MMA that demonstrates bottom up
approach. The validation results shown in figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 indicate that the
approach used in this research can be seen as a combination of bottom

up

and top

down approaches. Figure 7.6 introduces a combination that integrates figures 7.5a and
7.5b where Pancasila is not anymore a state ideology but a state philosophy. This
substitution was decided based on two basic considerations:
•

All political ideology has methodological failure (see section 1.4).

•

Pancasila is formally a state philosophy (see section 1.4).

Total 50 voters
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Figure 7.4 Respondents' judgment on how well Sipesmik conceptual models
transform Pancasila values and goals, into comprehensive actions.

Figure 7.6 illustrates that all derivation products 1 resulting from Pancasila should be
verified by public, before they are implemented to serve the public. Also all ideas that
come from public should also be validated as to whether they are in correspondence,
consistent and coherence to Pancasila principles. Also this combination holds a buildin mechanism that provides guarantee for the effectiveness efficiency, and efficacy,
equity, ethicality and elegancy (see section 4.6).

1

Derivation products of Pancasila include laws, regulations, policies and programs
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Figure 7,6 The use ofMMA in the context of PanclL'llla as the stute philosophy,
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The respondents' judgments on how they regard Sipesmik conceptual models in term
of their effectiveness, efficiency, efficacy, equity, ethicality and elegancy are
presented in figure 7.4. Among 50 respondents, 48 provided judgments. Due to the
perception that his views were not included in the models one respondent did not want
to give any judgment. At the interview, he argued that the viability of a model is
sufficiently represented by its effectiveness and efficiency. The other respondent who
did not want to judge, argued that Sipesmik conceptual models are pre-requisite to
achieve the objective: space for security and prosperity of the general population,

therefore it is not necessary to judge as to whether they are effective, efficient,
equitable, easy to use, ethical and elegant.
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Figure 7.7 Viability of Sipesmik conceptual models judged by 48 among 50
respondents

The 48 respondents' judgements of the Sipesmik models indicate that the models are
found effective in achieving the long term aims of Sipesmik. This means that the
framework deployed by Sipesrnik models can be used to lead the actors (owners,
executors and clients) make sustainable food supply in Indonesia to happen, and
achieve the tasks objectives that are translated as the performance measurement of
each task model as well.
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The following evaluation traces the reasons !hat might support respondents'
judgements on the efficiency of the models.
•

First assumption (FA). Assuming the amount of output acted by the general
objective2 equals O, and the amount of resources used in the period of time
represented by the total investment ofSipesmik equals I, then the efficiency of
Sipesmik equnls Oil. The objccti\'e is food sustainability supported by space
technology usage and community involvement.

•

Second assumption (SA), This asswnption considers not only the objective
but also the spin off that can be derived from the achievement of that
-ibjcctive. A part to the above objective, the space teclmology can also be used
for maritime surveillance in support of law enforcement at sea (illegal trading,
smuggling, piracy etc). There arc a lot nwnber of spin off that can be derived
from the project related social gathering, such as sport, music and other
cultural activities. If all oflhe spin off is considered include in the outcome of
the project, and identified as 'S' then the efficiency equals (0 + S)/I.

TI1e above reflection indicates that the more holistic a project is managed, the higher
efficiency can be resulted. The results of the model validation seem to support this
indication. Some examples are as follows:
•

Respondent number 504 judged the efficiency level of Sipesmik conceptual
models as low, since his main concern is limited to technical practical aspect
of micro ~ate Hite development.

•

Respondent number 101 judged the efficiency level of Sipesmik as mediwn,
since his main concem was on the strategic rather then holistic aspect of
Sipcsmik. Strategic is yet more holistic thnn technical practical aspect, since a
part to technical aspect, strategic coruddcra political, social, legal, economy
and other aspects that have strategic influence to the project (Robbins ct al,
2000).

•

Responi!enl number 5"09 judged Sipesmik models as having high efficiency.
His concern related to the wholeness characteristic ofSipesmik investigation.
This was expressed by his comment that the comprehensiveness and linkage
among aspects are really demonstrated perfectly by the models.

' By the go,m11! objectivo is meant for major outpu!!l therefore it doe, cot considor tho ,pin off of lhc
prajocL
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The efficacy of a model can be defined as the 'case' use of the model, which cwt be
evaluated based on its feasibility and desirability. It appeared during the validation
stage that the respondents also considered these two factors when judging the efficacy
of the model. Most of them started from observing the desirability of the task then its
feasibilit:;. When a respondent docs not have nny desire to do the tasks then a 'low'
grade if given. When the tasks are desirable nnd feasible a respondent will gives them
a 'high' grade. A respondent wi[l give

11

'medium' grad-, when he or she is not sure

upon the desirability or feasibility of the tasks.
The above situation ia in accordance with the interpretive character of the method
used (SSM nlld CSH), where 'desirability' is likely more dominant then 'feasibility'
of the tasks whcll evaluating the efficacy of models.
_Figure 7.4 illustrates the variation in the number of respondents who judge 'high',
'medium' and 'low' on the ethicality of Sipesmik models. Table S.tl suggests the
basis used to judge the ethicality of the models varied. Some used professional
mindsets such as military and scientific and some gencml ethics. All of this completes
the holistic views of the respondents.
As discussed ill section 7.1 the elegance of n model relates to whether the model is
aesthetically satisfying or not. Aesthetics includes personal laste or vnlucs (Budd,
2001), the judgment of the 'beauty' of a model should also be dependent on them.
The varying responses about the grade given by the respondents on the elcgwtce of
the models also indicates the variation of taste and values held by the respondent~.
This complete the holistic views collected during the research.
7.4

Respondents' comments, suggestions, and rejections

Respondents' comments, suggestions and rejections can be classified into five groups.
•

Those that relate Sipesmik conceptual models and

•

Those that are concerned with Sipesmik in genernl.

•

Those that are concerned with truth.

•

Admiration and support.

•

Those who reject the proposals.
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One respondent (IOI) sees that the conceptual models show only the functional and
structural policies ofSipesmik. They need to he worked out in a more detail including
its orgl!llization, time scheduling and resources needed. Another respondent (106)
suggested further exploration of the roles of owners and lo provide more detail. This
respondent also provided a warning that there should be an awareness of critical and
cmcial points, especially in formulating the performance standards, and also
suggested further exploration of other critical and crucial processes.

To comprehend the above two respondents' comments, two nssumptions were made.
The first, these commenls and suggestions might indicate that the models did not
include satisfactory details that made them comprehensive. The second, these could
also be seen as an indication that they were impressed by the models and asking for
further detail for their implementation. To see which one is relevant for them, the
interviewees' judgments on the validation of the models were explored. It appeared
that the second nssumption was more relevant then the first. This can be seen that they
can be categorized as high voters on the viability characteristics of111e models.

Another respondent (201) was concerned with the overlapping of owners, executors
and clients. This respondent considered that equitable access for all (to information, to
science and technology, to market, to resources and to decision makin~s.) is well
translated in the model. This also indicntes how 'self"control' of the main characters
the labial saleh, virtuous behaviour, of Pancasila pmctitioner may be we!! translated
in n modelling of 'science and technology development'. This respondent
congratulated the modeller, and stated that this research can be seen as an exercise of
Pllllcnsitn as being a 'ge11e1iv11s subjeklivus' (as n subject of investigation).

One respondent (209) was concerned with a mechanism that caused system's
participants to continuously improve themselves by practicing the role they should
perform in the system. This respondent was also concerned with security and
resilience aspects of Sipesmik, so that further investigation on this wns thought as
necessary. An introduction to the 'suggested VSM for Sipesmik' helped this
respondent to understand the self improvement mechmism shown by this model.
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Another respondent (306) was concerned with operational aspect of a space Jystem
that can commonly be divided into two sub-systems: the mission subsystem nnd the
house keeping subsystem. The first has the role to elt:ecute the satellite mission such
as remote sensing and telecommunication, and the second is to maintain its life as nu
earth satellite. This becomes further input for Subsystem I: manage space science and
technology development, especially task 1.2 Determine the basic engineering design
of a space product.

Some respondents (such as 404 and 107) were concerned with fnrther steps after
conceptual modelling. They fonnd that the models were attractive and promised a
better future especially in term of food supply, environment preservation, and space
science and technology development. This concern implies the importance of
identifying future actions following this research.
One respondent (510) thought the high level goals shonld be changed to 'sustainable
development'. This respondent also suggested that Sipesmik should also consider
gender aspects in its programs especially genderequa!ity, equit} and justice.
Some comments that relates to truth are:

(1)

171e Im//,

Is

1101

easy ta do a11d eve11 resource consuming, but surely It will

achieve the expected result with less (might be

110)

canjlictlve actions ......

(I JO).
(2)

17ie tnith is 1101 easy a11d evimtually resource consumillg. This is one of the risks
that should be faced when search/11g the lmlh. 1 remember the first l11/e111lew,
when yor, a5ked me about 'what ougl,t lo be', I understa11d that you need lo
know the 'tnuh ', (205).

(3) As you wished, you get what you want: 'the tn1tl,' w/Jich is derived from 'what
aught lo be'. 17ie truth is hard to get, but ii dol!S not always serve you in
practice, even ill certai1J cases, you mlg/Jt get difficr1ltl11S to use it....... ! am sure
this is not an easy task. {402).
(4)

Wlmt you can get by asking 'what ougl,t to be' is a truth but 110/ tl,c truth. The
truth Is only Thy truth. What you get 11ow Is a relative-truth therefore bewam of
the coming disagreement of people. It was 1101 a tmth since eve,yane said so,
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but it is a truth since everyo11e says so, therefore do 1101 stop from truth
searcM11g ifyou would like to be up to date (410).
It/$ /rue. When yon develop satellite for sustainable food, you have not to limit

(5)

your self 011 building and operatillg satellites, you !lave lo illc/ude in your
program, how s11slainab/e food could be achieved by the help of satellite
tech110/ogy (509).
These comments are assessed rigorously in Appendix 4. Five truth theories were used:
correspondence theory of truth, disqnotatlonnl\y theory of truth, pragmatist theory of
truth, coherence theory of truth and semantic theory of truth. In summary:
•
•

This assessment concludes that reality is infinite and representation is finite.
A model is a representation, thus it is less perfect than its reality. Therefore in
designing a model a designer should select one or more characteristic to be
held by the model, and tliis characteristic (s) should be derived from the reality

it represents.
•

The strongest characteristic held by a model becomes its basic idea.

•

To be in correspondence with its reality, the basic idea ofa model should be in
agreement with the basic ideaofits reality.

•

To be in consistence with its reality a model should have logic relationship
with its reality. This logic relationship can be shown by a model of causality
relationship.

•

To be in coherence with its reality a model should correctly respond the
requests of specified parts of its reality.

Some admiration, support and other comments for the Sipesmik models and project,
were given by some respondents, such as 3:

(1)

We hope that General Sipesmik Concept will be applicable In Indonesia and by
this concept could give wide contributio11 ii, outer space exp/oratio11 a11d also
support national serurity effort (105)

(2)

I'm admire tl,e Sipesmik Conceplllal Models that tl,e researcher has designed. it
is a new Innovation (107)

' Some or these comments will be ""'c.scd in the next ehapters,
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(3)

Sipesmik will encourage the opening new business activities for /he application
of remote sensing technology (108)

(4)

!find this research interesting and surely Iha/ ii w//1 become Important input for
national planning (109)

(5)

This research is quite good as an exercise to function Pancasi/a as a 'genetivussubjeclivr1s' (J 10)

(6)

This model can be used In any field (202)

(7) As' I explal11ed earlier (in the interview), 'equity', 'ethlcality' and 'elegancy'

are included In the 'cjfec//ve11ess ', therefore no 11Ced to further exp/oration. To
manage effeclively a national development 1 suggest yo11 to cons11/t the attached
model (203) (see figure 7.8)
(8)

Please continuously improve (Make co111i11uous improvements) (206)

(9) Personally, as a lawyer, I am very much impre!ised by the Sipesmik conceptual

models whic/1 has bee11 explained a11d de:veloped comprehensively. Hopefully,
this can be presented academically. I am convinced these conceptual models
can be used as the principle of decision making (207)
(JO) Sipesmik conceptual madels must be valuable for imp/ementatlo11 in the real
world, not just a concept (304)
(11) Sipesmik is quite good because the stakeholders has already bee11 taken Into
co11sideration (403)
(12) T/Jis method resemble to Delphi method that Is 1101 sclenlific, sfoce in certain
cases sol,il/011s taken were 110! rational bm compromised (406)
(13) It should be given the concept for transforming this management model to the
real model in order to assist the e11gineers i11 absorbing/interpreti11g this idea
(409)
(14)

if 1 were still

/11 power I would promote the impleme1rtatio11 of Slpesmik

conceptual models that I found In line with the existing 11atio11a{ concepts:
'Wawasan Nusontara' {Nusantara Weltanchauung), 'Ketahana11 Nasirmal'
(Natio11a/ Resilience) and 'Kewaspadaan Nasi011a/' (National Alert) (501).
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(15) Sipe.smik Is very theoretical for me as a practicol perso11, and ii is tao dlj]lcu/t
far implcmentatlon.
(16) The comprehe11siw111e.ss a11d /111kage among aspects are really demo11straled
perfectly (509) by the models.
(17) Sipesmik conceptual models should 1101 be limited lo sustainable faad, but
sustainable development as a whale, and a 11ew concept far this needs to be
applied (please refer to Jahan11esburg WSSD September 2002). Also gender
concept should be taken into account in the models (please refer to
Johannesburg and Beij/11g Co11fere1Jce on Woman '78: gender equality, equity
and justice (510).

It should be noted that there were some changes of respondents' status, during the
period of interview and validation dates. One previously had power and legitimacy in
tlie running ofSipesmik, at the .validation stage, he stated that he was now retired and
had no more power to promote Sipesmik. Seen from dynamic theoryofstakeholder he
represents a dominant stakeholder who moved to a non stakeholder. At the interview
stage he was a deputy minister responsible fornationa! system. He had the legitimacy
to recommend a proposed concept on a national system to the Minister of Defence
and Security.
One respondent who previously had involvement in the environmental aspect of
Sipesmik had at the validation stage a powerful position that gave more urgency hut
in a different aspect of Sipesmik: gender empowerment. Both oftliese had changed
their opinions by the validation stage. These facts indicate that the stakeholder status
ofSipesmik has dynamic characteristics in relation to their views.

It should also be noted that some requested respondents (ten people) rejected the

proposal to be respondents of this research. No reasons were obtained, since they
were all busy persons. The author assumed this because they were occupied by other
businesses. But it is not impossible that they rejected the proposal because they did
not have any interest in practicing the system npproach.
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Figure 7,8 Attachment to the comment of respondent 203
(Source Re1pondent number 203}
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7,5

Summary orthe chapter

Based on the rcsean:hcr's evaluation, the Sipcsmik conceptual models comply with
llie nine conditions of the anatomy of system teleology, An evaluation of llieir
effectiveness, efficiency, efficacy, equity, ethicnlity and elegancy, indicates that
Sipesmik conceptual models ean be seen as viable models. Iu tenu of llieir
correspondence, consistence and coherence chlll'llcteristics they are compatible willi
Pnncasiln. Also in tenu of their desirability and feasibility, these models represent n
desirable and feasible system in Indonesia.
The above evaluation results provided the da\11 to develop seven validation qucstiolll!.
Questions I to 6, were designed to collect quantitative data rcga.rding the acceptance
and participation to Sipesmik, viubility, and compatibility of the models to Pancasila
principles and the Inst question to get comments and or suggestions regarding the
models and the research as a whole.

The quantitative data indicates that the respondents well understood the models, and
knew what kind of participation they could contribute to Sipesmik. Some of them
11Sked for further details that were considered as part ofimplementntion, such as the
organization of Sipesmik, its schedule of actions, and resource allocation, However,
as a suggested VSM was designed based on previous input, this was shown to
respondents. Those who were interested in the organization of Sipesmik were
enthusiastic and provide some suggestions for improvement, which are presented in
Appendix 3.
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Chapters

REVISITING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

8.0

General overview and dl!icu.!.Sion

This chapter discusses responses to the research questions. Before considering the
responses some assumptions or basic understanding that relate to each research
question will be introduced so that the answers can be easily understood.
The research questions will be conseeutively discussed in the sections 8.1, 8.2 Wld
8.3. Each of these sections has subsections presenting how responses to the research
questions should be considered. At the end section 8.4 provides a conclusion of this
chapter.
8,1 The first research question

Can a western systemic approaclt be successfully used to define solutia11s a/ comp/ex
plurolist and coercive problems in a developing eastern warld cou11try suc/J as
!11danesia?
Results from validation of the models indicate that the llllSWer is affirmative (see
Chapter 7). Some reasons that might support this affirmation relate to method of
defining solutions and interviewees' participation. Those reasons include:
•

the subjective charncteristic of the research (sec section 3.2),

•

person to person interview is an cxce\lcnt tool to tap the complete view of
respondent regarding WI investigated situation,

•

an engagement process to systems thinking (see Chapter 4) is a helpful
'warming up' for a person to person interview on system investigation,

•

moral values represented by the Anatomy of System Teleology (see Chapter
4) is relevant with the philosophical stance of Indonesian in general.

•

open mindedness and patient are two significant cha.rnctcristics the
participative rcspondcnlll of this research.
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However some problems which relate to non affirmative comments on inclusiveness,
organisational limitations, method of investigating viability of models, and value of
conceptual models, did exist.

The following sections provide deliberation of each of the above itetlll! covering
method of defining solutions and respondents' participation. The non affirmative
comments wi!l be evaluated within the context of second research question.

8.1,1 Subjective characterlslk of the research

As discussed in section 3.2 the assumption of both SSM and CSH that are combined
in this research, is that individual or social consciousness is determined by the views
of individuals. This assumption requires the views of the respondent should be
respected and ucknowledged in the research .. This provides flexibility for the
interviewer to manoeuvre the interview into a free discussion, and use the list of
question as guidance to collect as much as possible of the respondent's views
regarding the investigated situation.

The interview results indicate that all views of the respondents were driven by the
need to change the situation. This indicates that this type of question is acceptable to
them, including those who are responsible for managing the investigated situation.
8,1,2 Per!lOD to person Interview

The personal interview may not only lessen the power interferenc!l lhat may happen in
group interview, but also aUows the researcher innovate special manoeuvres for each
interviewee. There were a number of !lXwnples of this, but the one presented here
relates to question 3 of the interview question (see section 4.3). This research
expcri(lllced some misunderstanding of quest[on J: 'Based

011

your (life) experience,

would you mind telling me what criteria do you use to meosrire efficiency,
ef!ectiW!ness, efficacy (ease of use and implementation), equity, ethicality and
elegance of a Sipeu11ik plan?'. Some respondents came to give formula or definition
of ench requested viable characteristics ofa plan. Wh(lll the end part of the question
was modified into: 'What criteria or conditions should be fulfilled by on effective I

efficient/ efficacy/ equitable/ ethical or elegance plan?' This manoeuvre resulted data.
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11S presented in a numberoftables such llS table 5.6 regarding present failure, table 5.7
regarding management detail, table 6.1 regarding elements should be monitored eto.
The key words that made them difference are 'mensure' and 'fulfil'. The word

'measure' indicates that what will be measured already exists. It is impossible to
measure something that does not exist The question relates to n plnn that does not yet
exist. However, the word 'fulfil' can be used for both, that is when the plan is ready
and when it is in the designing stage.
Due to such flexibility in interview manoeuvring, this type of interview

Cll1l

be

comparable to 'Talkative knowledge gathering' (Sundberg, 1999), which interview
method seeks to create an open dialogue between interviewer and interviewee. This
type of interview can avoid the practice of hiding answers within the questions, ns
happens in the multiple choices questionnaire, which practice may be regarded as
contradictory with the holistic spiritofthis research.
8.1.3 Engagement process

Almost all respondents asked the reasons for doing interview, and why they were
selecte<l. Although a general background of the research was already mentioned in the
letter of request for inteiview (see Appendix 1), they were interested to know more.
Some of them were familiar with the tenn 'systems approach' even use it for their
interests. During the engagement process most of them asked" for details of the
research and what kind of participation they had to provide. This kind of openness
position is relevant with the position taken by the researcher as practicing an action
research where a!l participants should know what is happening with the research, so
that they can best perform their roles.
Some respondents stated they understood systems approach, but they never used it for
handling a problematic situation. For them an engagement process was used as n
refresher in their understanding of systems approach.
The other group of respondents were those who did not know about systems
approach. They can be regrouped into two categories. The first group coJtllisted of
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!hose who understand the use of a model. The second includes !hose who did not
understand modelling. For !hose who understand how to use a model, lhe Manley
(2001) mode! was used to introduce systemic approach lhnt considers interaction
rather than linier relationships between parties involved in a situation. For !hose who
did not understand how a model functions, lhc systems approach was introduced
using a parable 'an elephant and the blind men' (see section 3.3).
The above reflection shows how important the role of an engagement process as
suggested by Ledington and Ledington (2001) in investigating and intervening of a
social system, especially when the research include hoth !hose ore and are not
involved in the situation (stakeholders and non stakdmlders). It is important when the
knowledge and understanding of the interviewees have a great variation such as that
described nbove.
It should be noted that practicing an engagement process, seen from Coetsee (2000), it

can be classified as practicing an hmovating system, since it conaiders the essential
principles concerning effecting change (ontology), the nature of knowledge
(epistemology), and the use of knowledge (ethics). With an engagement process the
participants ofa research have been made involved in effecting change ofa situation.
They become directly or indirectly involved in the development and use of
knowledge. Therefore an engagement process is relevwit for the preparation of an
action research that needs comprehensive involvement oflhe participants since action
research is participatory and itself a social and educational process (Denzin and
Lincoln, 2003) that need comprehensive participation of those involved in.
8.1.4 The Anatomy of System Teleology
In the discussion about the philosophy ofPnncasila (see section 9.1), it can be seen
that fudonesians are concerned with the creation and maintenance of the hrumony
between supernatural, social (human) and nnturnl elements in the world. It appears
thnt this philosophical stance is compatible with that of Churchman us represented in
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the anatomy of system teleology, especially in that ii guarantees the effectiveness and
efficiency of system teleology wisdom 1 and hope2•
The at,ove Indonesian philosophical stance is well dcmonatrated by the Sakerti
respondents (see section 9.4) when answering the question about their strategy in
facing the 1997 crisis and its impact to family life. Their answers rel1ect their concern
ll'l div!11ity or supernatural aspects, besides that of human and natural.

8.1.S Partlclpnlive respondenl!I

This research uses the key criterion for defining success is respondents' participation;
without their participation there would by definition be no solutions. There were two
reasons for them to participate io this research:
•

they wanted to change the situation and

•

they can nse this research as a vehicle to express their views on what and how
to change the situation.

Up to the engagement process stage a change occurred within the respondents, from
those who were unfamiliar with Sipesmik and some new corners for systems thinking
and action resclll'Ch into willing participanlll in defining solutions and in implementing
them (system thinking and action research) to solve the problem or improve the
situation. Up to the validation stage they have identified their roles (owners, executors
and dl~i;ts) and !asks, commented and express their will to implement the models for
improving the situation.

Seen from figure 2.3 that was adapted from Kemmis and

Taggart (2003), the above process of change is at the cycle of individual knowledge
(understanding), social practice (communication), social structure (relation), and
social media (language). 3

' Wisdom ls !hough! 1hat i• combined with a concern for ethic, (Churchman, 1982)
'Hope is Ou: spiritual b<Iierin an ethieol future (Churchman, 1997).
1 At the implementat!ao stage 1he social media will be lhe WQrk, based on whkh ano will achieve skill
mastery (individual knowledge). Improvement in ,!<ill will mu!t in improving pmduction ca)l.llc!ty
(soclol practiee) ond economic benefit (social struclurc) th.oil will affect improvcmont on the W<lrk
(social media). lo e<rtain cases the above process of change, con affect Oii political lifo {soci.ol
,truclure) of a ~ n that will result in grasping polrncal power (social media) that improve,
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Really, this process can only happen with the participative character of the
=pondenl!I, Also they have the right to be characterised as patient, since !hey took
parts of the process and waited for follow up actions or fnture activities. Although
there were no strong statements supporting this, but it can inferentially bti derived
from some comments /wishes expressed al the validation stage such as:
~

If I were still al power I would promote the implementation of Sipesmlk
conceptual models that I found in line with the exisling national c011cepls:
'Wawasa11 Nusantara' {NU!;antnra Doctrine), 'Ketahana11 Nrulonal' (National
Resilience Concept) and 'Kewaspadaan Nasional' (Nal/011a/ Alert Concept)
(501).

•

We hope that General Sipesmik Concept will be applicable in Indonesia and
by this concept could give wide contribt//lon in or1ter space e:,.p/oralion and
also support 11ati011al security effort ( I 05).

• Slpesmik will encourage the opening new business activities for the
opplicalion of remote sensing tec!mo/ogy {108).
•

It should be given the concept for transforming this management model to the
real model in order to assist the engineers in absorbing/Interpreting this idea
(409).

The situation i!acribed above leads the researehcr to conclude th.at research of this
nature r,::~ulls in solutions leading to solved problems or improved situations. This
kind of rcselll'Ch can be seen as practicing syi,tems approaches where a variety of
information based on a system's perspective is used to design system's models of a
purpos~fu\ activity system (Love, 2003). Moreover, this research thcriretical\y tested
that the models created are theoretical viable (see Chr.ptcr7).

The above results and evaluations indicate that !he answer of the first roseareh
question appears to be affirmative,

pononal blowledge on voluc, (individ..l know!odg:) that affect one's pmc1kc in social
organization (social practice).
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8,2 Tho second research question
Will the sol11tions generated in this co111ext be acceptable tal11do11esia11 stakeholders?
It should be understood that there are no exact answers to this research question.
Since this research is interpretive, where the results are generated based on sample's
views, there is no absolute measw:ement that can verify it.

The answer to this rese=h question relates to the relationship between reality and
representation, where reality is infinite and representation is finite. The notion of
'Indonesian stakeholders' is limited to the Sipesmik's stakeholdcrn. They are the
reality in this context thus they are treated as infinite. In support of this, figure 3.4
helps describe the problematic characteristics of Sipesmik's stakeholders. The
interviewees were selected as representative ofSipesmik's stakeholders, and they are
finite (50 persons). The above situation leads to the conclusion that the results of this
research are just indications of the possibilities for Sipesmik's stakeholders rather
than absolutes.

As discussed earlier, the basic indication of acceptance was whether the respondent
understood how the system works which was then followed by their statement of
acceptance. If they stated acceptance of the models and they had no understanding,
their statements were worth less. As discussed in section 8.1 that this research
participative respondent is compulsory, to be participative a respondent need
understanding of whnt going on. The resu!!ll show that all interviewees settled their
choices whether they were owner.;, executor.; and

or clients (see Section 7.1), and

what tasks they would focus on within Sipesrnik (see Figure 7.1). This indicates that
they understood how the system works and how tlicy could and or would participate,
Some indications of this can also be seen in section 8.1.5.

To identify the indicators of acceptance of the generated solutions, this research asked
all respondents to verify whether all of their views are included in the models (see
Chapter 4). If the answer was affinnative, it meant that the respondent accepted that
the models represented his or her views. However, the verification and comments
given by the respondent was depended not only on the models but also on the
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respondent's situation. Changes in roles often meant changed perspectives on the
problem situation (see sllCtion 7.5).
The research results indicate that the research question was answered in !he
affirmative. The following subsections provide indicators that support that answer.
8.1.1 Affirmative comments
The affirmative answer oflhis research question might be caused by various reasons.
Assessing this, some positive scenarios can be developed, such as:
• Many interviewees asked for the interview records when validating the
models. They then rigorously compared the two. This indicates a disciplined
approach to the process.
• Some respondents did not need the interview records but judged the models by
their comprehension of them. This was drawn from comments such as:
o

The camprehe11slveness and linkage among aspecrs are really
dema11strated perfectly by 1/1e models (509)

o I'm very admire the Slpesmlk Ca11ceptual Models that the researcher

has bee11 designed. It is a 11ew lmwvat/011 (107)

o !find this research interesli11g and surely that ii will became important
inplll far natio11al planning (109)
o

This model can be 11sed in any field (202)

• Some respondents fully understood that a comprehensive process to change
situation needed an initial step. They appeared ignorant of the inclusiveness of
their views, but found that the models would be a positive step in improving
the situation therefore they judged them positively and commented the
models. The following comments support the above judgment.

o Please ea11tinuo11sly improve (Moke ca11thmaus improvements) (206).
o Sipesmik will e11co11rage the openi11g 11ew business activities far the

application of remote se11sing tech110/ogy (108).

• Some respondents put a spllCiul attention on how this research approach coped
in transforming Pancasila values and goals into comprehensive actions,
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therefore judged and commented the models from this perspective. They were
all positive. Respondent's comment below inspired this scenario.

o This research is quite good as an exercise to f11nct/an Pancasi/a as a

'genetivus-s11bjecliV11s' (110).

o By overlapping members of 'owners, executers a11d clients, these
models s/iaw how equal access far all ta Information, ta scie11ce and
tech11a/agy, to marlret, to resources and to decision making is well
translated in the model. Tliis also shows haw '!.·elf-control' the main
character of the 'labial sale!,' of Pancasilaist is well translated In a
modelling ofscie11ce and tech11alagy development. This can be seen as
an exercise of Pa11casi/a as a 'genelivus subjec//vus' (201).
o ... You 11sed it (Pancasi/a) as a 'genelivus subjecllvus' lo help develop

Sipesmik Models. I am sure t/Jis is nal ai, easy task. Coi,gratulation
)'011 did It {401).
•

In some cases, the models might not fully includt• respondents' views,
however they still approved, as th~y thought that this research differ from that
of conventional as it considers representations of stakehCJlders' views. They
thought that it would adv11Uce space and technology and other related fields,
thus it will become interesting input for national plmtJ1ing; therefore
nffinnatively judged and commented tl10 models. This scenario Will.' developed
based respondent comments such as:

o

Sipesmlk Is quite goad becaw;e the stakeholders ' views have already
been taken into consideration (403).

o I find t/Jis research 111/eresting a,id sure that ii will become important

input for national planning (109).

8.2.? Comments on Inclusiveness
78 % of respondents voted 'High' for the third validation question, which meant that
the conceptual models fully include their views. There were eleven respondents (22 %
of the total) who jodged that Sipcsmik conceptual models did not fully take in their
views and they voted 'Medium' for this question. Nine of them argued that during
interview they identified ideal conditions of Sipcsmik which embraced its
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organisational characteristic, but the conceptual models did not include any
organisational models.

When a VSM for Sipesmik was introduced to them, they were enthusiastic about it
and suggested it be included in the solutions for the problematic situation. This
indicates that if the solutions include the organisational model of Sipcsrnik, they
would have voted 'High' for the third validation question. If this assumed then the
pen:entageof'High' voter becomes 96% (78 % plus 18%) of the total voter.

The other two respondents who voted 'Medium' for the third validation question are
respondent numbers 203 and 504. The first argued that conceptual models were not
tbe solutions he expected. He identified himself as practical person, and judged thnt
conceptual models have no practical value, therefore he voted 'Medium' for the third
validation question. The second argued that his suggestion to limit the viability
criteria of a model strictly into effectiveness and efficiency was not included in the
solution, therefore he also preferred to vote 'Medium' for the third validation
question.
Whilst there were some limitations in acceptance, the negative comments were not
based on the process but personal concepts of non inclusiveness of idiosyncratic ideas
(see further elaboration in section 8.2.4)

8.2.3 Organisational Hmlllltion

The concern of respondents on organisational improvement of Sipesmik, appears to
be in line with the views of respondents as a whole, as outlined in the root definition
(sec Chapter 5). Based on which the author designed a VSM for Sipesmik as
presented in Appendb: 3. The enthusiasm of respondents when the VSM was
introduced to them, indicate that the mode! may solve the problematic situation
including its organisational limitations that include:
•

No real coordination between departments/ministries is actually enforced, it
was due to institutional jealousy where each departmentfministry guards their
own portfolios (see table 5.6 numbcr2).
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•

The above situation results in Jack of integration efforts, where the occurrence
of efficiency is hard to achieve.

•

Networking among qualified human resources is still very limited (see table
5.6 number 3) which means that social process as a driver of knowledge
development within multi organisations is less empowered.

Their eagerness may indicate that the VSM is iu compliance with the criteria of an
ideal Sipesmik organisation expressed by them during the interview, which should:
•

be a network (106, 107, 205)

•

include existing facilities that have the capability to support Sipesmik (IOI,

•

have self improvement mechanism (! 02, 106,107, 206, 509) and

•

consider morphological situation (408) of the earth surface.

105, 106, 107, 206, 409, 510)

The VSM for Sipesmik is a network that consists of three leve!s: national, cluster and
unit levels. The cluster and unit levels were identified based on natural morphological
situation of Indonesia. The VSM has a self improvement mechanism shown by the
recursion mechanism that includes all levels. And within each unit, cluster and
national structure there are actors (owners, executors and clients) who have the access
to improving perfonnance measurement. In this way the criteria of success of the
system is improving based on actors' agreement.

The above reflection indicates that there was a need of an organisational model to
satisfy the requirements of the respondents. It appears that these requirements are
relevant with bioregional economies concept that belongs to a framework of a
conscivation economy that considers: social, natural and economic capitals. A bio
region is defined by its biological, social and geographic coherence, rather then
political consideration. Biorcgional economies belong to that of economic capital,
which the centres of policies arc fair trade, tmc cost pricing nnd product labelling
(Korten, 1999). Although Hutchinson (1997) argued that biorcgional economies
concept would be irrelevant with the globalization, but Ecotrust Canada is one success
example of economic conseivation practice (see www.ecotrust.org).
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8.2.4 The vlahiUty of the models

Most of the respondents judged that the models are viable in the context of Pancasi!a
as the state philosophy of the country. This stimulates optimism for the models will be
acceptable to the stakeholders. However it should be noted that there were two
respondents who made a case on the viability of the models.

One respondent (504) rejected the viability of the models as he thought the models
should he only judged by their effectiveness and efficiency, where effectiveness
re!ntes to objective achievement and efficiency relates to the u.se of resources in
achieving the objective. Superficially it looks consistent with the concerns of
Churchman (1971) on system teleology, hut when it is scrutinised, they are different,
since this respondent also rejected tho concept of cthicality, efficacy, equity and
clcgancy of system models. While Churchman (ibid)) identifies nine conditions ofan
anatomy of system teleology for its effectiveness and efficiency (see section 4.2).
However, regarding tho process of transfonning resources to achieve the objective,
Churchman (1982, 1997) expresses hfo view that it should be based on wisdom and
hope, where wis(!om is thought that is combined with a conccm for elhics and hope is
the spiritual belief in an ethical future. Therefore in this way he inferentially states
that a viable social system model should not be only effective and efficient but also
ethical. This differ social system from machine (mechanical sy:item). The parts of a
machine arc non living things, but the parts of a social system are living things. Only
the living things arc concerned with ethics, This reflection teaches that Sipesmik
should be regarded as a soci11l system that should be concerned with ethics. In
contrast, the respondent tended to view the investigated situation as a mechanical
sy:item where etliical consideration is neglected.

The second respondent (504) who judged the Sipesmik models were not viable, used
an argument that ns practical person, he regarded the models were theoretical and
impractical. Therefore all viability elements of the models were judged as having a
low grade. To appreciate his judgment, the author consulted Check land and Scholes
(1990a) who state that a viable system model should be effective, efficient and easy to
use (efficacy). Easiness use of a model is not only dependent on its easiness of being
understood to the actors (especially executors), but alsti its foasihi!ity and its
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desirability (see section 7.3). Its feasibility relates to the fonsibility of the task to
achieve the objective. Its desirability relates to the actorn desire to run or operate the
model. Although a model is easy to be understood by its actorn, if the ll!sk!I are not
feasible then the model is not vinblc, Although a model is easily understood, its tasks
arc feasible but the actors have no desire to run the model, it is also not a viable
model. As an example, a model of pig business is theoretically and operationally well
proved in several regions to increase economic productivity of the region. If this
model is introduced to a Moslem community, and it might be easily underntood by the
proposed actors, but they will have no desire to implement it in their live since pig
(pork and i!s derivative products) is 'haram' (forbidden by the religion) for Moslem, it
means that that model is not a viable model for Moslems.

It appeared that this respondent had a great desire on the Sipesmik situation, since he
was the person who was responsible for running the air launch4 business in Indonesin.
The Indonesian success on micro satellites production will give him a fertile market
for his business. It came into view that he would prefer a model that can be used to
help solve practical problems so that micro satelUtes can be produced, placed ou orbit
and operated for defined objectives. It can also be comprehended that he preferred to
view Sipesmik situation as a pure technical management problem. In contrast, this
research, it regards Sipesmik as a socio technical management problem. Discussion
on these two different views can be seen in section 1.5.

8.2.S Value of eooceptual models

The author believes that the value of n research work will increase with its implication

to other people's works and its practical usages. These models provide the usern a
framework for improving food sustainability by taltlng benefit of space technology
development and community involvement. This becomes the main usage of the

• The oir lnunch system is o system for pulling on orbit sah:llites, by ming nn air craft (T.124 made in
Russia) that funo1ions •• a rock<! corrier kl an nir launching hn,,c. T. 124 carrics 1he rocket 1hat hold
sotellih:, in ,idc iis nose cone, Ilic, up to around 30 bn over tho sea ,urfnec, and drops 1he rocket
that • parachute holds it in vertical position from which a1ti1udc lhc rocket's ignih:m i, iwitched on.
This rocket lrarulports 1he sotellilc, into their orbital po•ltions (Air Lllunch Corp, 2001),
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models. However some implications may arise from the application of the models.
These implications can be classified into four elements1 :
•

Individual knowledge;
The actors oftlie project, such as the researchers, fanners and fishermen, will
certainly gain individual knowledge from the jobs they executed and from the
provided training and educational programs.

•

Social practice;
Method of fishing may change from traditional that determine position
location based on stars, to that of satellite guided position and location
determination thnt is real time, automatic and more detail. This is more
relevant to be used to search schools of fish in lhc ocean, which position IIDd
location are dynamics. This practice will impact in a more productive fishing.

•

Social structure;
Due to its productivity, the above fishing practice theoretically will elevate the
economical live of the fishermen. Also their knowledge on natural
conservation will make them sensible to the fishing standard of practice,
which makes them respectable fishennen.

•

Social media;
Their knowledge, living practice and social position, can lead them to a better
practice in using the social media including language, work and power to
achieve their objectives.

To end this section, it can be concluded that the answer of the second research
question is positive. Most of the respondents accept that the models include their
views, which means that the models represent well their views. The e1dstence of
problems was caused by the different of views concerning the investigated situation.

' TI,ese implication c..., were developed based on the work ofKemmi, oru! Taggart (2003) oo
participatory action rcseorch.
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8.3 The third re!Jearch question

Con these SJJ,!lemic me/hods be used to lrolls/orm the high values al!d goals held
wilhill /he slate philosophy of I11donesia 'Pancasi/a' illlo realistic a11d acceptable
actions?
To find the answer of this research question, three questions need to be reflected
upon:
•

What are the high values and goals held within Pancasiln?

•

What kind of actions mentioned in the models, represent the high values and
goals ofPancasila?

•

How can the actions be examined to show they nre realistic and acceptable to
Indonesian stakeholders?

In this research, context realistic and acceptable action is means action that works in
real life and is acceptable to Indonesian stakeholders. An action that works in the real

life is a task that is feasible, and an action that is acceptable equals to task that is
desirable to the actors. Therefore realistic and acceptable actions to Indonesian
stakeholders in this research context equal to lallks that nrc feasible and desirable to
the respondents who represent actors of Sipesmik. An evaluation on this matter is
done in section 7.2 that results in identifying some indicators that Sipesmik tasks arc
realistic and acceptable to Indonesian stakeholders. Therefore the fo!lowing subsections will focus on answering the two other questions.

8.3.1

The high values and goals held within Pancaslla.

The values held within the first principle, includes among other two basic religious
values: the belief in the one and only God and the pious of God's iDlltmctior.. and
prohibitions. These values become the spirit oflhe four other principles and also the
goals that should be realised in the real live of the people of Indonesia. This means
that it should always efforts to deepen the understanding about God and God's
instmctions and prohibitions. These efforts can be in the form of researllh and
development and or live experiences so that the people's belief and the pious of God
are

continuously improved.

This

interpretation

rationalises the

view

that
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philosophically Pancasila is a combination of western mu!. eastern culture (see section
1.2).
The second principle embraces among oUter Utree human values:
•

human esteem,

•

equality status for all people, and

•

people's creativity, taste, will and belief,

These values are spiritually derived from Ute first principle and they provide spiritual
basis for Ute three other principles. The presence of these values become indicators
thnt Indonesian different to animal. Therefore they also become the goals Uta! should
be realised in the real world.
The third principle takes in n number ofva!ues lhat include:
•

Unification of Indonesian territory,

•

Unification of various ellmics who lives in Indonesian territoi:y, which is
popularly represented inn motto Bhineka Tu11gga/ Jka, unity in diversity.

The fourth principle contains a number of values such as:
•

Stutes sovereignty is held by the peop!e.

•

The people's leadership is wisdom that is based on heallhy rationality.

•

All Indonesian as

11

resident and

11

member of a community has equal status,

rights and responsibilities.
•

The deliberations and votes for peoples' decisions are taken by the people's
representatives.

The spiritual basis of these values is derived from the first, second and third
principles. These values become the spiritual basis for the fifth principles. History
shows that that there were some failures in the past (see section 1.5) such as the
totalitarian characteristic of the elites. This research has designed a framework that
limits the possibilities for theoccummcc of totalitarian in the Indonesian's future.
The fil\h principle includes social justice values that also become U1e goals of
Indoncsi1111s. Some of them are:
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•

The occurrence of justice within !he social live of lndoncsil!Illl including !hat
of procedural, distributive and in!crnctional_justice6.

•

lndoncsil!Illl community that is secured and prosperous.

8.3.2 Pancaslla representatlonS in the Sipcsmik models

Al; described in !he section 7.3 in the context o£Sipesmik models, Pnncasila is seen as

the 'reality' therefore it is infinite, whilst the models are finite. Therefore it is
impossible for II modcl(s) to represent the whole values held by the reality. Table 8.1
provides some Pancasila values !hat are and are not represented by Sipcsmik models.
All religious values are not represented in the models, since Sipesmik models can be
classified as worldly models. Some representations can be inferentially recognised as
representations of religious values, but they represent better htunnn values such as
avoiding unlawful acts.

Some Pancasila v~lues are better represented by several models than single model,
such as people's taste, will and belief. People's taste relates to aesthetics. Since the
models represent iMcr feeling of purposive state 0£ mind. To be recognised as
beautiful they should fulfil certain criteria that according to Budd (2001) are as
follows:
•

It should be structurally complex.

•

The elements relate to one another in a hnrmonious fashion composing a
unified whole.

•

Each element appears to be an integral part of the design fittingly related to the
other clements.

However, some models arc able to represent n number of Panc11Sila values such as
Root Definition that can include human esteem, equality for all people, people's
creativity and people's representation.

• Di,tnbutive justi"" rcfom to the pen:civod fnimcss of outcome• orr<wnrds rclnted to pcrfollllilll<:o
inputs. Procedural justice r,fen lo the perceived fuime,, of orgllltlzntion·wide pmocdures Wied in
dccioian-nmlcing. [nteraotiunalju,tioc rcfm ta pen:cptia!lll ofr«.Mng adequate lofonnntion from
1111U111gen ond foir IJeatm<nt in the wny in which procedures iU'C cnnicd out [Moorman, 1991).
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Belief values can be religious or secular. The belief in God is a religious value, and
people's belief can be secular. Examples of belief value that is worldly such as:
•

The heliefon the gunmn\ee of effectiveness and efficiency of'! mo:k:l,

•

The beliefon the power of money, and

•

The heliefon ethical future.
Table S,1 Panciulla values aail goals and
their representations within Slpe!unlk models

Panculla

Representation

values 1111d

lu the Slpesmik

goals

model.s

The belief
God

The pious
God's

'"
'"

None

None of the models represent religious values
with religious but lay nr.lions

None

None of the models represent religious values
with religious but secular actions such M ilie
i;rncticeofhurnan esteem recognitions.

instructions

The pious
God's

Arguments

'"

Nono

None of the models represent religious values
with religious but worldly actions, such M
avoiding unlawful or unethical nets.

prohibitions
Human esteem

Root definition

This model appreciates the role of human
managing the nature.

'"

Equality for all Root definition

This model provides equal access for all people

people,

on information, resoun:es, marketing, science
and technology and decision making

People's

Root definition

This model provides all actors to be creative for

creativity,

recuperating the situation through improving the
measurement standards.

People's taste

Sipesmik
models
whole

Acconling to Budd's (2001) criteria the models
M

'

can be judged as beautiful representations (see
section 7.1.2)
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People's will

Sipcsmik
models

Tho models include almost

'

~

,u

views Md

comments of the respondents

whole
People's belief

Sipesmik
models

The guarantee of success for the models is
~

'

whole
Unification of VSM
Indonesian

,,

Unity
diversity

the belief on ethics.

fo, This model shows how to organize the Sipesmik

Sipesmik

territory

wisdom and hopc7 that both are concerned with

that cover the whole territory of Indonesia (see
Appendix 3)

VSM

foe Tilis model provides each region to develop

Sipesmik

acoording its natural and social environment (see

None

The root definition model encapsulates all view

Appendix 3)

,,

States
sovereignty
held

by

of the people on how to manage the Sipesmik but

ili,

not the state.

Md Root definition

The guarruitce of succes5 of these models is
wisdom and hope 8.

people
Wisdom
healthy
rationality
Eq,o!

status, None

rights

These models recognise roles and responsibilities
that might be different from one to another.

Md

responsibilities
People's

Root definition

representation.
Social justice

This mode! recognises representation of people
and the nature.

Ta:;k models

Ta:;k models includes actions to improve social
justice

Secured

Md Task models

Task models contain actions to improve the

prosperous

security and prosperity of all people including

community

communities

' Wisdom i• thought combined wilh n concern for e1hlc• (Churohman, 1982) and hope is the ,piritual
belierin nn eth!cal futute (Chun:hmon, 1997).
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8,4 Coodu1loo
The results of this research indicate that the answern of the research questions are al!
confirmatory, Therefore it appears that:
J,

A western systemic approac/r can be successfally used lo define salut/011s
of complex pl11rolisl a11d coercive prob/ems In a dei•eloping eastern world
country such as Indonesia.

2.

The solutions eenerated in this context are believed lo be acceptable lo
Indonesian stakeholders.

3.

These systemic methods can be 11wd to 1ra11S/om1 the high va/11es and
goals held wllllin tho; state philosophy of Indonesia 'Pancas//a' Into
realistic and acceptable ac/iollS.

Hence, to avoid historical fnilures (sec section !.2) to happen in the future, the
combination of the 'top down' and the 'bottom up' approaches us shown in figure 7.7

iii advisable.
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Chapter9
REFLECTIONS AND RESEARCH EVALUATION
9.0 General overview
This chapter evaluates three major topics of investigation of this research: systemic
approach, Pancasila and Indonesians the third world country. Sections 9.1 to 9.3
consecutively elaborate:
o The systematic philosophy ofPaneasila
o The practice of Pancasila in Indonesia
o Future prospect of Pancasila.

Section 9.4 discusses the use of systemic approach in the context ofPancasila
o The hard systems approach
o TheMMA

This chapter ends with a summary presented in section 9.5.
9.1

The systematic philosophy of P.1mcaslla

According to Tamburaka (1995, p.56) the systematic philosophy of Pancasila
includes:

•
•
•

Cosmology

•

Ontology

•

Epistemology

•

Axiology

•

Methodology

Metaphysic
Anthropology

The tenn cosmology comes from the Greek cosmos (space) and logia (study). It
stodics aboot space. The cosmo[ogyof Pancasila is a deliberation about Pancasila and
the space (cosmos). Section 2.1 introduces the INCS that has discussed lndonesian's
vision about the space based on Pancasila therefore this chapter will not discuss about
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tho cosmology of Pancasila but the other six topics of systematic philosophy of
Pancasi!a. This chapter was designed to provide other indications and or evidences
that support tho research result as discussed in the previous chapters.

9.1.1

The metaphysic o£Pancaslla

The \eon Metaphysic comes from Greek, it menns everything after physical matters. It
was introduced by Andronikos from Rhodes and was made popular by Ariston from
Kees, about 226 Before Christ (BC) (Bakry, 1975). It belongs to systematic
philosophy (Tamburaka, 1995) that attempts to understand the working of the
univerne, particularly why do wc exist (Welborn, 2003)?

The first principle of Panc.nsila, indicates that it is concerned with supernatural aspects
of existence. The four other principles indicate its concern to social and natural
aspects of existence. Pancasila that consists of five principles was designed 1o define
single philosophical concern the harmony between the three aspects of existence:
supernatural (God), social (hwnan), and natural (nature), within which human
becomes the centre of investigation (Drijarkara, 1966, Priyanto, 1980) from which,
larger s\ructnre is extrapolated (all existence including cosmos).

Tho human as the model (the centre of investigation) is used because it holds all
clement of existence (Tamburaka, 1995). The superiority of human is that it is the
only re11Soning, analytical, self reflecting species (except to a lesser degree, the apes)
known to eKist (at present) dominating and threatening 11!1 other species in the world
(Welborn, 2003). These superiority clements of human can be seen llS the supernatural
clement of human. while the body is his natural clement Its social clement exists
when those two other clements arc present. A cadavcrfcol(lse is a human that losses
his supernatural and social elements.

It is ideal in the context of Pancasila, that doe to its superiority humans have placed
them selves as the managers to harmonise the supernatural, social nnd natural aspects
of the world. The lirnt principle emphasises that human should acknowledge God as
the supernatural existence. This principle indicates acceptnncc for transcendental truth
for knowledge that is derived from the human's relationship with God. The second
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principle states that human should be just and civilized. This principle indicates
acceptance for empirical truth for knowledge that is derived from human experiences
based on his relation with the supcmaturnl and natural clements.

These two principles become the foundation on how the h11III1onisation of the three
elements of existence should be based. Using transcendental and empirical knowledge
a unified Indonesia (in term of territory, nation and language) should be realised and

nm in a communal way to make real social justice for the whole poop le oflndonesia.
This metaphysical evaluation provides support why the use orsyslemk approach
in the context of Pancaslla is acceptable, since philosophically Pancnsila can be
classified into those that accept subjective investigation, that becomes the position of
human centred methods that take an interpretivist, ideographic stance: 'rhe world Is

seen as determinable only from the viewpoinrs of huma11 porticlpanls '(Lchancy,
2000, p.5). Methodologies that belong to this class among others arc

•

Soft System Methodology (SSM)

•

Critical System Heuristic (CSH)

•

Strategic Assumption Surfacing and Testing (SAST)

•

Interactive Planning (IP)

•

Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA)

9,1,2

Anthropology Pancnsila

The word anthropology was derived rrom the Greek 'anthropos' (human) and 'logia'
(study), therefore it can be defined as the study of humans. According to the
American Anthropological Association it is defined as !lie 'study of human kind'
(Givens, 2004). The anthropology of Pancasila describes what kind of human an
Indonesian should be. This type of human should be relevant with what was expected
by the founders of Indonesia, who have established the country on the top of a
foundation namely Pnncasila.
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The above reflection teaches that there are two possible vision of seeing an
Indonesian. The first is a general term that anthropologically an Indonesian as a
human should be an autonomic substance (Tamburaka, 1995, p.58) that is:
•

definite,

•

unified, in tenn of not contradictory to him self, and

•

self evidence that his existence does not depended on or belongs to other
existence.

Therefore an Indonesian should be a subject, a substance that is self acknowledged
(Hamersma, 1990). This philosophical stance is relevant with the inteipretivist and
ideographic stance taken by the human centred methods. Thus this is a more
theoretical support to the fact that the use ofsystemie approaches is acceptable in the
context of Pancasi\a.

The second is in a specific tenn that can be called an Anthropologically Pancasilaist,
which means that as a substance that is self acknowledged as an Indonesian but is
faced with some constminls as follows:
•

believes in the one and only God,

•

be a just and civilised human,

e

unify Indonesia in term of one territory, one nation, and one language,

•

be communal, and

•

improve social justice for the whole people of Indonesia.

Due to these constraints, an Indonesian should become an object of his or her own
action. Since it is factual that not all Indonesians arc ideal (anthropologically
Pancasilaist), each of them has a mission given by the founders of Indonesia to make
him or hcrnelf and relatives be Anthropologically Pancasilaist. However it should be
noted that in doing so, an Indonesian should practice the true transcendental and
empirical knowledge, where the human Is the subject as well as the object of
lntervcntlan. This kind of intervention is relevant with action res,iorch that the aim
is improving individual and social knowledge and practices through cooperative
actions (Kemmis and Taggart, 2003). This is one more theoretical support lo the
affirmative results of this research.
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9.1.3 The ontology of Pancasila

According to Witmer (2004) ontology is the study of what there is or the a!!empt to
say what entities exist. To show the different of ontology to metaphysics, it can be
defined as the difference between the attempt to say, of those entities, and what they
are. In effect, one's ontology is one's list of entities, while one's metaphysics is an
explanatory theory about the nature of those entities. Therefore Pancnsila's ontology
equals to the list of entities that nre C)[ist within Pancasiln. To identify entities within
Pancnsiln Notonagoro (1967, p.17) provides guidance that there are three categories
of existence:
I) Anything that exists in reality and its existence is not depended to other
existence.
2) Anything that imaginary exists, but in reality it does not exist.
3) Anything that imaginary e)[ists, in reality it docs not e)[ist hut that is possible
to be e)[istcd.
Based on the above definition Tamburaka (1995, p.63) identified the entities exist
within Paneasila, they are: Thhan, God, manwia, human, salu, one, ralzyat, people
and adil, justice. To evaluate the truthfulness that Pancasila has such entities, the
author consulted to Quinc's theory of onto!ogicnl commitment: 'On what there is'
(Quine, 1948) that the criteria arc as follows: A sentence S is commh,~ to the
existence ofan entity just in case either

(i)

there is a name for that entity in the sentence or

(ii)

the sentence contains, or implies, an e)[istential generalization
where that entity is needed to be the value of the bound variable.

In other words, one is committed to an entity if one refers to it directly or implies that
there is some individual which is that entity. Based on this theory, the ontology of
Pancasi!a should be: divinity, humanity, unity, communality and justness, which
consecutively represents the value of the bound variablo within each principle of
Pancasila. Therefore with regards to the use of systemic approaches that is value
dependent, its success is partly due to the achievement of transfonning these values
into realistic action. This achievement can be seen in section 7.1.3 that evaluates
correspondence, consistence and coherence characteristics of the models compared to
Pancasila, where these values become the criteria to he respected within each of the
evaluations.
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The following deliberation leads to better understand of each of these values, which
becomes the basis for the evaluation done in section 7.1.3. The word 'divinity' is the
appropriate representation for the value of the bound variable within the first principle
of Pancasila. Although the word 'God' is in the sentence but it docs not represent the
value of the whole variable within the principle. According to Sudnrodji and Arief
(1993, p.883) the appropriate translation of 'Ketuhanan' is 'belief in God', 'divinity'
or 'deity'. Thus 'Kctuhanan yang mnlrn csa' can b~ translated into 'The divinity to the
only one'. Who is the only one? The answer is God. Therefore that principle can be
translated into 'TI1c divinity to God'. This principle does not commit to the 'God' of
Moslem, Christian; Hindus, Buddhist, or other religions. But this principle commit
about the divinity that can be to the God of Moslem, Christian or the others. It can
also be said that there is a generalisation of the existence of rc!atioruhip between
human and God.

A part to the presence of the word in the sentence, 'humanity' is thought as the
appropriate word to represent the value of the bound variable within the second
principle: Kemanusiaan yang adi/ and beradab, 'Just and civilized humanity'. Also
the same reason for the word 'unity' that represent the valu~ of the bound variable of·
the third p.inciple: Persatuan lndanesla, 'The unity of Indonesia'.

The fourth principle: Kerakyatan yang diplmpin a/eh hikmah kebijaksa11aan dalam

permusyawaratan perwakf/an, is commooly tmoslated as 'Democracy guided by the
inner wisdom in the unanimity arising out of deliberations amongst representatives'.
However the appropriate key word for this principle is 'Kerakyatan'. It represents the
value of 'common people or community'. Therefore it can be translated as
'democracy', 'democratic' (Sudarodji and Arief(l993, p.813) or 'communal'. As for
Mubyarto (2003a, b, c, d and e) who develop the Pancasi\a economic !licory', prefers
to use cvmmunal for 'kcrakyatan'. This thesis uses communality to represent the
generalization of hnman value of Pancasila. Notonagoro (1967) has judged the
communality type held by Pancasi\a as having the similar characteristic with that of
hylomorphism1 that believes in the power of 'anima mundi' who always provides

' Hylomarphism come• rrom lhe Greek Hyle {material) and morph (fmrn). The hylmr,,rphisl believe•
1hot everylhing lhllt bas 'material' and 'form' io under the ,Upervision of 'anlma mundi'. When lhe,e
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central position among two extremes for keeping the hannony of the world. This
judgment was based on traditional leader's behaviour that alway6 takes compromise
way to solve the problem that persists among antagonistic parties.
This judgment has resulted in an interpretation that distorts the value of this principle.
This can be seen in the deliberation of this principle at the material for lhe Pancasila
courses that based on this judgment oil deliberation among representatives should be
directed to aehicvo compromise solution, (musyawarah untuk mufaknl, deliberation
for compromise) (Lasiyo and Juwono, 1985, p.34, T11mburaka, 1995, p52). This leuds
to the occurrence of oppression by those who are al the power. It is therefore the
Pancasila courses are judged by some thinkers (Soeseno, 2000) as repressive.
This cultural phenomenon should be considered when having the intention to practice
western systemic approaches in Indonesia. Accepting the above Notonagoro's (1967)
judgment msy lead to choose the Soft System Methodology that the assumption is

that the participants involved in the situation are pluralist in character. In fact some
participants may need to b!l released from oppression feelings, which situation directs
tiJ!l selection of Critical System Heuristic.
'Judneii,' is t!Je entity that represents the fifth principle of Pancasilo: Kcadilan social

bagi scluroh rakyat Indonesia, 'Socioljustice for the whole people oflndonesiu'. The
author docs not agree with Tamburako (1995) who considers 'justice' as the entity
t!Jat represents Ilic value of the fourth principle of Pancasila. There are differeut
perfonnance measurements for 'justice' and this principle does not commit to any
preference of justice's value1• This principle commits for justness, t!Je generalization
aspect ofjustice.
All of these entities (divinity, humanity, unity, communality and justness) are
generalization of the related value. They were designed on purpose so that Pancasila
is expected to always valid for any situation. These generalizations also hold a
ore IWo exlrcmc, or antagonlltlc •iuiation, the ooima mundi ohwya provides central position lhat keeps
everything in lutnnony.
' We con ••• lhat diITen:nt stale has diITen:nt low, thi., it><lica1c dilfcn:nt juaticc saluc. Such ...
cohabitation (unmarried couplo) and gay couple, an, logol !n a certain coUDtrles, but not in Indonealn.
Value is dynamic it cause, the need in certain period nftime n:fonn law, and rcgulotiMl!l.
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message that these values should be further detailed in the UUD 45 and its derivative
products.

This ontological tvaluation provides further understanding on values that should be
respected when measuring the compatibility of Sipesmik models with Pancasila.
Beside, since the human centred methods (SSM and CSH) implemented in this
research have the characteristic that is 'reflective of values respected by the
participants of the investigated situation' (Flood and Jackson, 1991), it can be
concluded that the affirmative results of this research indicate thnt those values are
representative values respected by the respondents.

9.1.4 The epistemology orPaocadla
Epistemology is a branch of philosophy that studies about knowledge. It attempts to
answer the basic questiolt!:I of what distinguishes troe (adequate) knowledge to false
(inadequate) knowledge (Heylighen, 1993). The epistemology Pancasila discusses
about what Pancasila has given to distinguish which knowledge is true or adequate
and what knowledge is false or in adequate to be used in realising the social justice for
the whole people of Indonesia.

As discussed in section 9.1.1 that there are t,vo principles •hat provide the basis for
distinguishing what kind of knowledge ,1111 be acceptub\e for Pancasila. The first
principles indicate an acceptance for transcendental tmth for knowledge thnt is
derived from the relation between human and God. This can be an equivalent of
Kant's transcendcn!al idealism of truth (Ross, 2003). However it docs not mean that
Pam:asila automatically denies the truthfulness of Kant's transcendental realism, or
subjective realism of Berkely, c: objective idealism of Hegel that could be an
appositive of the Kant's transcendental idealism, since it might complete the troth that
is derived from Kant's transcendental idealism and or empirical realism.

The second principle of Pnncasila indicates an acceptance for empirical troth for
knowledge that is derived from human experiences that are just and civilized, which
can be comparable to Kant's empirical realism of truth. However this is not meant
that Pancasila automatically denies the trothfulncss of Kant's empirical idealism. It
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will be acceptable to Pancasila with condition that it completes the truth derived from
Kant's empirical realism and or transcendental idealism.

The ontological aspect of Pancasila indicates its acceptance on both subjective and
objective investigations of a situation. As presented in chapter 7, this research
provides evidence that the use of subjective metbodologies as represented by the CSH
and SSM are acceptable in the context of Pancasila. Also discussion in section 7.4
indicates that the use of VSD (see Appendix 4) is also acceptable in the context of
Pancasila. While VSD is known 118 having objective characteristic (sec table 3.3).

9.1.5 The axiology orPancasila
The word axiology comes from the Greek axia (value/ worth) and logia (study). It
attempts to uncover the value of something and in certain cases it involves aesthetics
and ethics. The axiology of Pancasila discusses what kind of guidance given by
Pancasila to value something and or one's work, such as for this researoh the MMA,
SSM, CSH and Sipcsmik models.

According to Notonagoro (1967, p.25) there are three categorical values that
Pnncasila is concerned:
•

Material values include everything that is useful for human as a substance.

•

Vital values include everything that is useful for human activities.

•

Spiritual values include everything that is useful for human spirit. These can
be categorised into three elements:
o Truthfulness values that can be derived from human ratio, will and
creation.
o Aesthetical values that can be derived from human taste and aesthetics
o Religious values that can be derived from God's law and will.

Axiology Pnncosi\a evaluates something based on its material, vital and spiritual
values. Since value is comparotives in nature therefore when practicing the axiology
of Pancasila, it uses the values nnd goals of Pancasila as the perfonnance
measurement standard.

As discussed in section 9.1.3 these values are divinity,

"'

humanity, unity, communality and justness. The goals are tlu: divinity to God, lhejust
and civilized humanity, the unity of Indonesia (territorial and population aspects), the
commuria!ity of the process of realising the social justice for the whole people of
Indonesia.

The axiological aspect of Pancosila signals that measuring lhe value of something
including a plWI or programme should consider material, vital and spiritual values.
The latter should include trulhfu\ncss, neslhlllica\ and religious values. These are
indications of reasons wby Sipesmik stakeholders represented by the respondents
mostly accept that the viability of a model includes effectiveness, efficiency and
efficacy that represent material and vital values, and equity, ethicality and elegance
that represent spiritual values.

9.1.6 The metbodolugy of Pauuslla

The word methodology comes from the Greek methodos (ways or means)
(Tnmburaka, 1995) and logia (study). Therefore methodology can be defined as a
study of ways !llld means to achieve objectives. As discuss in section 9.1.1, the
philosophical objective of Pancasila is to realise Ute harmony between the
supernatural, social and natural clements. Therefore the methodology of Pancasila
discusses ways and means that aro n~ed to realise the harmony between the
supernatural, social and natural elements.

Based on <'ntology Pancasila there ore five entities that should be considered in
realising the harmony of supernatural, social and natural elements. Those five entities
arc 'divinity', 'humanity', 'unity', 'communality', and 'justness'. As discuss in the
section 9.1.2 that 'human' is the subject of Pancasi!a who should manage 'Indonesia'
in a 'communality' way to realise social justice for the whole people of Indonesia. In
executing his function 'human' should implement the acceptable transcendental and
empirical knowledge in such a way Uta! in realising the soci"l justice for Ute whole
people of Indonesia, lhe harmony between supernatural, social and natural elements
should be secured.

2S7

This methodology is translated in:o a governmental framework in the UUD 1945,
which is illustrated in figure 9. I.

Ona,lntlvo

Pancaslla

••

•••
UUD45

o.,gg,,u,,"'

"'
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"' • "'
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Flgure9.1 Governmental Framewurt urthe Republic or Indonesia
Based on the UUD 45 after the fonrth amendmeut in 2002

Up to now the amendment process of the constitution is progressing, However the

occlllTenco of some crucial poin!s is due to the lack of comprehensive scenario or
framework in amending it. Some of these crucial points are !IS follows:
I) Validity ofMPR to amend the constitution is arguable (lskandar, 2002) since

the article (1.2) stating that the state's sovereignty is at the people and handed
by the MPR, hllS been deleted.
2) No regulation that governs the validity of the amendment, cspccial[ywhen it is

valid and how the transition is managed (ibid).
3) No comprehensive scenario demonstrating that the lll!lcndment hns considcri:-d
the dynamic environment (ibid). The li1Ck of comprehensive scenario also
become the concern of Mubyarto (7.00Jc), who suspects that it causes some
technical and conceptual faul!o such as:
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a. Three different tenns are interchangeably used in the manuscript:

Kesejalueraan Sosial, Soc;aJ Welfare, Kemakmuron Rakyat, Public
Prosperity, Kesejahteraan Rakyat, Public Welfare.
b. The deletion of the explanMion of article 33 caused the notion of
democratic economy becomes blurred.
c. Under judgment of the power of the public economy ia due to the
belief of capitalism - neo liberal economy.

The above evaluation indicates the need of a comprehensive model that includes as
much viewa as possible, which cM be used as framing out the thought to amend the
constitution. In the figure 9.1, such a model is needed in the nrnendment deliberation,
which can be developed by the MPR or suggested by the President.

9.2 The practice or Pancaslla lu Indonesia

As described in section 9.1.6 that UUD 1945 describes the framework for running tho
government of the Republic of Indonesia based on Pancasila methodology. Thia
framework provides the basis that every law, regulation and policy established for
running the country, should comply with Pancasila as the ideal basis. Before a law or
regulation is formally established, n Jaw or regulation should be approved by the

Mahkamah KonstltusP, constitution council, for it compliance to Pancasila. When it is
at the implementntion slllgc, the performance of a Jaw or regulation is regularly
evaluated toward the realisation of tho values and goals held by Pancasiln. Thls
indicates that to be accepted and implemented in Indonesia, suggestions that affect
large population and territory such as Sipesmik, they should be proved compatible
with Pfncasila. Especially if they regard to an establishment or refonnation of laws
and regulations, they should have the approval from the constitution council.

Within the presidential em of Suharto, the second president, Pancasila courses were
organized for the whole people or Indonesia. These courses are also accompanied by n
number of superficial practices of Pa.'lcasila such as displaying Pancasila in each
household and strategic place. However due to its repressive characteristic (Soescno,
'UUD 1945'• articles that govern thcroleofCon.,till1donCouncU !!!'! 7Aond 7B (UUD 1945 oflerthc
second amondment).
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2000) these courses were suspended with the tennination of Suharto from presidential
office (Anwar, 1999). Despite of some foilllfeS with regard to the misuse of Pancasila
in the plllil, positive thinkers have taken the initintive to sustain Puncasila values and
goals. A number of Pancasila study centres

lll'C

established such as the Pam::asiln

Study Centre and the Economy Pancasila Study Centro have been established in
Gadj11h Mada Univeisity, Jogynlmrta (see ekonomipancasila website). Similar
resean:h ceotres have also been es!ablishcd in a number of univeisities such as in
Agricultural Institute of Bogor, and in Tllillan Siswa University, Jogyakarta. Up to
now, Pancasila courses are obligatory for students. Pancasila hymns and marches
have been created for stimulating sentimental feeling to Panc11Sila. Also, some
religious rites are dedicated for the succes~ ofPancasila.
All of these indicate that Pancasila ha.<1 a deep grassroots within the people of
Indonesia. Due to this, it was manipulated by some parties that resulted in totalitarian
of the elites, ard oppressions over the people. The affinnative ri:..;11lt of the
compatibility evaluation of systems thinking methodologies used in Indonesia, in the
contei:< of Pa..,casila, has a strategic value for steps that muy lead avoid the misuse or
Pancasi!a in the future (sec section 9.1.6). Moreover history shows that the main
benefit of practicing PMcllliila for !he state administration is the existence ofan ideal
from which policies and strategies can 1.,~ developed. This is because it holds values to
be respected and goals to be achieved. History shows that duri1,g the nbsence or an
agreed ideal a chaos appeared and resulted in power seizes (Hariyono, 2003).
Examples of this situation occurred between 1957 up to 1959 when a governmental
crisis caused the establishment ofa Presidential decree of the 51hof July, 1959 stating
the revalidation ofUUD 1945 including Pancasila.
9.3 Future prospect of Pancasila
Based on historical evaluation Imm 1945 to 2003, Pancasila methodology 'is not yet
well implement~d realise its values and goals however improvcmllllts in all aspect of
Pancasila are on the way (Ibid, p .4), those arc:
• Spiritual aspects are mainly based on the fiist principle that the special
concern is on divinity values.
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•

Cultur.d ~ t s arc mainly based on the second principle that the special
c<mccm is on humanity values.

•

Political aspects arc mainly based on the third principle that the special

•

Social llSJ)CCts are mainly based on the fourth principle lhat the special conc<:m

ooncem is on unity values.

is on communality values.
•

l!conomicnl .aspe<:ts arc mainly based on the fifth principle that special
concern is on justness values.

Previous policies that are suspected by Hariyono (Ibid) as incompatible with
i'ancasila and create the rupture of public economy is the ·ecceptnnce of foreign
inv~~lmcnts (The Lnw Number I, Year 1967) thnt nre liberol capitnlislic and is
combined with the practice of trickle down effects investment whose larger benefits
come to the investors (cong)pmerates) ... (lbid). Some phenomena that indicate the
rupturing processes ofnation:il economy were reported in the MPR year!y meeting in

1993, however no special altention was taken by the pa..ues responsible for
(Mubyarto, 200Jc). The suspected cause of this ignorance is the World Bank's yenrly
report 1993, illustrating the Erm Asian Miracle, which demonstrated the success of
eight counties in the East Allin (including Indonesia) that were described as having
"Sustainable rapid growth with /Jighly equal income distribution". However the fact

was that in Indonesia tben: was a great deviation of income between the 'rich'
{conglomcmtcs)_nnd the poor (public). This ignorance resulted in unprepared situation
for facing the 1!197 crisis.

Five years after the.crisis boom, "there arc policy milkers who consider the crisis is
only CCl!_n:.>mical crisis, cstablfahes policies tlvlt arc also limited to macro economical
aspects: However, the facts shown that there is a multi dimensional crisis (Mubyarto,
200Jd), which needs to be handled in a systemic way (multi dimensional P~pects). As
discu~se<l. earlier that Pancasila suggests consider a situation from

ve aspect~

(~piritual, ~ultural, political, sociai nod economical aspects) to realise a hannon}'
bctwce,1 supernatural, social and natural ~lemcnts.
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'

That the above Pancasila suggestion is rele-,·ant to the fact reported by Sakerti4, on the
way Indonesian copes with critical situations such as the 1997 crisis and its impact to
family life. Tiic practices may be different one another but their philosophical basis is
the same: 'harmony between supernatural, social nnd natural clements'. These reports
illustra\c that Indonesians IUls special 'r.opillg srralegy' in production, distribution and
consumption, and '.survival strategy'. There are various forms of strategy or altitude
but among othd:
(\)

They view 1997 crisis as God's penance orwnming to the country, d11e to faults
in the pasl5,

(2)

Increase working hours, on the average of25 hours more per week;

(3)

Work without payments; 1997- 2000:
•

Women interviewed increase from 19.2%- 25,5%;

•

Men interviewed increase from 6.1%- 7.9%;

(4)

Rearrange consumption behavio:1rand reschedule activities accordin!!ly;

(SJ

Ask richer relatives for help taking care of one or two member of the family;

(6)

Borrowiug money from relatives without any guarantee and fee to cover up
emergencies;

(7)

Mobilisation ofas~ets to Smooth out family's needs. Some of them take bendit
of the pawnshop services.

The impacts oftbcsc strategies arc great. Snkc~i"J reported that Indonesian e.:onomic
development, cspccinJ.ly public economy, is increasing with 3-4% per nnnum, since
2000 to 2002. A part t.: this report, the fact that Indonesian public economy is
emerging is acknciwlcdged by U1e World Bank, (1999, p.16) in its report !IS follows:

The eco1Jomic crisis has resul1ed In both .~egative a11d po5itive consequences/or
1heJava11ese. It has res11lted In a rapid rise in prices of basic items which place
them beym11l the capacity of many poor people and has red,iced employment
opportrmifies. in the formal sec/or. Oil the other hand, It has resulted 111 the

I

·' Sok•nl Is on obbicvUltlon of Survci A,pek Kchidupan Rumah Tongga JndonOSia fThe lndoncsin
Family Life Survey) in 13 provinr:e, !n Indonesia, 10.000 flff)lly wilh 43.000 membt:,. were
inlmdewed. They arc four Sllkt:r1is UGM - RAND cooperation ,urveys: Sokcrtl l (1993), Sokerti 2
(1997). Sumi 2+ (1998) that wa• dcs!gr,od to !nv.. tigotc the impact of 1997 crisis, and Sakcni 3
\2001).
Summariml from Mubyarto (2.002)
• This altitude rollecis an acknowledgement of God's power ov- ., ffilln Ufe, bu,:d on "'hich poop le
,acrificc lhomsclv .. for their ba:lovcd country lhrough work hard••~ ~ray.
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emergence of many new small enterprises which had prevlausly been destroyed
by the economic monopolies ond Import of mrus-producl!d commodities under
1/Je New Order.
The above evaluation indicates that values held within Pancasila (divinity, humanity,
unity, communality and justness) reveal from the real life of Indonesians. Its general
terminology provides flexibilities of the tenn for accommodating the dynamic
characteristic of the value th<l might change with time. This is relevant with the
subjective view of Pancasila. Based on which ·the detail of Pancasila methodology
may change based on subjective investigation on spiritual, culture!, political, social
and economic aspects, in onkr to realise lhc hammnic relationships between these
aspects.

The above reflection indicates relevancies with the result of this survey, espcci~!ly
that suggests the formation ofnatum\ morphological unit (see appendix 3), based on
which the creation and maintenance of food sustainablll supply should be managed. It
appears lhat this research also concerns with the potencies of communality
characteristic of the Indonesian for the creation and maintenr.nce of economic
productivity of natural morphological unit, which will become the initial power for
the creation and maintenance of economic productivity of the country. Although this
may become n signal ofa conlrndictory situation to the approach used in this research,
that believes on the whole is more then ::;1e collection of its part, however integrntion
of natural unit morphologies !hat nre economically rlcveloping will result in better
situation then a collection of the similar clements. 1bis kind of holistic J.l'ay become
the ch~roctcristic for Sipcsmik a large project that does not only a lmgc population
(more then 225 millions) but a!so large territory (more then 17.000 islands) involve.

9.4

The use ofsy,tcms approach la the coote1t of Paac115ila

Both sy:itcms approach and Panc11Sila provides investigator ofa situatiou a framework
of thought. For systems approach intervention on the. investigated situation is !o
improve !he situation into dctcnnined objectives (hnnl. systems appiDsch) or based on
the views of the parties involved (soft systems approach). While Pancasila has a
dctennincd aim is for the creation and maintenance of the harmonic relationships
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between supernatural, human and natural clements of the investigated world. This
means that Pancasiln methodology is comparable to hard systems approach, such as
the system analysis and MBO, however the subjective characteristic of Pancasila that
accepts transcendental and empirical knowledge to further detail the Pancasila
methodology, indicntc it is comparable with soft systems approach such as the SSM
and CSH. This situation indicates that there are possibilities to use both hard and soft
systems appronchcs in the context of Pancasila. The hard systems approach has been
used to develop the Indonesia National Concept in Space (lNCS) and its
implementations. The soft systems approach has also been used to develop Sipesmik
conceptual models. The following nro evaluations on both the two applications of
system approaches.
9.4.1 Evaluation on the use of hard systeDl!I approach in Indonesia
The hard systems approach has been used in Indonesia for establishing the INCS (sec
section 2.1) and its implementations including:
•

The General Policies of Space Development, for 1999·2024.

•

The International Cooperation Policies in Space

•

The Basic Position of the Republic Indonesia Regarding the Geostationary
Satellite Orbit.

•

An Identification of Space Development Policies for 1999-2004

The use of this approach participated by 305 particip,T\ts representing the involved
pnrtics 011 !!)lace activities in lndone.ia, during the sessions of a '"No days Indonesia
National Congress in Space, Jakarta 3-4 November 1998. A part to the participants of
the congress there were two committees, the steering committee (27 members) and
the operational committee (53 members) that worked in a marathon way for three
months, using lhc hard system approach preparing the manuscripts of the above
congress. Figure 3.1 illustrates the basic sche,,.c of!he hard systems approach us,d to
dcvdc~ the INCS and its derivative products. The contents of the manuscrip\ll nre
high lighted in figure 9.2 and 9.3. The first figure Mows the relationships between the
Pancasila, INCS, National Devr.lopmcnt and National Space Development, where
Pancasila becomes the sources of the INCS that illustrates the position of Space
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National Development wilhin !he National Development as 11 who!e. The latter figure
illustrates that Pancasila, UUD'45, Wawasan Nusanlara and Ketahanan Nasional
become !he foundation of !he policies established for international cooperation in
space and for goosta!ionary satellite orbit. These schemes exemplify the deterministic
charactcroflhe approach used.
National Space \lrithln N11io1!1I Ot'lelopment
lla/ll'IIEIS to lheseque!lions:

llll.111sllatiJna1De~t?
Wlallslhe!de ofSf)Q(l!lorNational

,._.,

lie essence, basi::plinciples
anddlaraderlslic,;oflNCS.
lhebasi::COl'IO!fl(ollNCS:
IIICS~irnem:..JSofm

-..

~,

NaUIWI Space Devtlopmmt

oaOons and
~

lt-tothese"600l1s:

INCSsbasic~
INCS'sdiredion ofN
PositionandroledlNCSlli1hin
ootiooaladninls~ti::fl

...

l'Rad.l:tlst.1,~oflrllcnesiahlttnistdhl~
(I) lblbeid~hO'llllfld,:rljGod
(2) .... ;pj ti,,lsed lundj
{J)Th11nl1<i11>1usa
(4)~{1i;\1,1tiytlm(l'oillbll~tl~

---

\\llalareilsele,~I.?
\'malarelhefactolsttJalir.looefeSil?
Vdlalall! lll!~sttlltlhool:I be adlleved
lrtilsromi:aien~?

U\Jl'Utl-a:nsbUi:flesWisl>!d~lilll""1il41i
Wmsan!t#lnUrl: l~Wl::d;c,,a{l)fll'Jr111'811~
KellhwlillnlooatAdo:!rlni~tlniii:<Jal""""'dlnd:roesia
lr«:S:lrwleliel<W'lii~C<1Spl,,,

(llSocialµtblirlh!-~oflnm:sla

Figure 11.2 Links of Pancaslla, INCS and the National Space Development
(Source: Depanrl, 11111811)

The following are some critiques regarding the use of hard systems approach in
Indonesia bnscd experiences gatltered by the autltor, as Ute secretary of the executive
committee, of the Indonesia National Congress in Space 1998 (Depanri, 1911811). Seen
from the framework, the whole process of convening Ute congress can be judged as an
imp\cmentation of hard system approach (sec section 3.3) however the practice shows
some characters of sof\ system approach. This combine situation can be seen from
two stages llll follows:
a. During the assessment, the committee invited tltirtcen speakers to present
views from various aspect of space i.e.
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(I)

National space development in the context of WaWtl.l'air Nusani'ara and

Ketahanan Nasional.
(2)
(3)

Political and juridical aspects ofmwitimo continent of Indonesia
National development strategy for long tenn development in Indonesia
(1999- 2024).

(4)

Space application for global communication

(5)

Dominant factors within the international in twefl\y first century

(6)

The use of geostationary satellite orbit (GS0)7 based on the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) Convention, for future national
telecommunication of Indonesia.

(7)

Historical, legal and poli~cal aspects of GSO as a limited natural
resoun:e.

(8)
{9)

Centre ofcxcc!Jcnce for a space technology high education.
The role of strategic industry in support to space developm'llt within the
second five years development plan of Indonesia.

(10) National and regional (Asia and the Pacific) nir transportation
development, for the Second Five Years Development plan of Indonesia.
(II) The role of Caktawarta satellite for the succ.ess of technofogy and
infonnation development.
(12) Cooperation of the government and private, in remote sensing service
industry.
(13) Being ready to enter the era of high resolution remote sensing satellite.

These presentations were designed to collect input to complete the necessary
information for SWOT analysis {sec figure 3.2). Discussions to detail the
material presented and express views were arranged. These were free
discussions that resemble to that of soft systems discussions when identifying
the rich picture ofon investigated situation.

b. After the collection of input and SWOT analysis were completed, although
most of the decisioos were taken based on rational assessment, but some
' GSO i• a ge,,1ync!tronau. orbi1 overlying the <qomlor of the Earth ot WI olti1udo oforound 36.000 km
abcsc lhc sea 1urfaee (Dopllllri, 1968b), where gco,i.tionary 11tcllltc1 appcnr to hang mctionlcs, over a
fix<d point ot the equator plain (Davidoff, 2000).
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points were compromised. An example of the compromised parts i6 the
inclusion of natural resource as one of the components of the national space
development (see section 2.1). Even though theoretically a component of
system teleology should be a co-producer of the system's performance
(Churchman, 1971, p.43), the natural resource was accepted as one of the
component of the national space development.

P11,.e,aai111

UUD'45

wawaaan Nu ...nt11r11

Th11 lndonaslan basic
principles In hendllng Iha l ,_ __J INCS
GSO related problems
L--~

Ketehanan Naslon11I

Indonesian Policies for
Sp11ca (ntemetlon11I
cooperaUon

Genorel pollclas of the
lndoneslen National
pace Davalopmflnt fo
the year 1999-2024

Policies' ldan11fie,atlon of the
Indonesian Nallon11I Space
Davelopmant for the year
1999-2004

Noto:
VVD'4S is tho constitution of the Republic or Indonesia ostabli,hed in the yeur 1945
Wow11an Nu.,.ntor1 is a worldview oflndonoslnn,, regarding a counny named lndon .. UI
Kotahanan Na1Jon1l is s doctrine ,egarding tho (ndonosion national resilience.
INCS is the Indonesia Notional ConC!!J.l on Sp,ice

Figure 9.3 lndoneslan Space Polkles Derivation Lines from Paneaslla
(Source: Dcpanri, 1998b)

The above evaluation indicates that the hard systems approach is accepted in
Indonesia to be used in handling large projects that have impacts on a large population
nnd territory such

wi

national space development projects. However it appears that
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due to the large vnriely of views involved some compromise solutions soften the
characteristic of the approach used.

9A.2 Evaluation ou the use orthe MMA

Theory
'I11corotically the MMA is a combination of systems thinking an~ action research. As
an action research the MMA should complete the seven character of action research:
social process, participatory, practical and collaborative, emancipatory, critical,
recursive (reflective and dialectical) and having the aim of resulting both theoretical
and practical knowledge (Kemmis mid Taggart, 2003). To practice it in a larg!l
project, it was forced to select represeotntions. This makes the social process,
participatory and co\labora!ive characters becoming less than perfect.

Also 1he

recursive character may not involve the whole population as ideally requested by an
action research.

From the systems thinking context the TS! is chosen. According to Flood and Jackson
(1991) TS! can be blamed as being a human centre investigation and pursue mainly
the human

Willi

being interests. This is due to the assumption that human is superior

over other orders of life and over all inanimate things. However, theoretically
environment should become one of the stakeholders in the analysis. This makes TSI is
judged as inappropriate for envirorunental issues. This theoretical matter is found in
this research where nature is treated as one of a nur,1ber of clients of Sipesmik.
However, the presence of some respondents who are experts and lovers of
environment aspects, some major strategics in environmental management arc
identified by this research. The warning given by Flood and Jackson (199!)
concerning to theoretical negligence on gender aspect of TS I wns also notified by one
respondent of this research (S 10).

Methodology
Flood and Jackson (1991) indicate that methodologically TS! may be accused as
having a whiff of contingency that insisted the creation of an assorted or eclectic
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methodology that leads to the collection of incoherent, unorganized and even
confusing of subjective data. Although there were certain points of views that can not
be convoluted and included in the models such as that the viability of 11 model is
already well represented by effectiveness ·nd efficiency, and there is no need to
regard the spirituality of the models. However most of the respondents agree that the
viability ofa model should be investigated from material, vital and spiritual volucs (as
also inferentially requested by Pancasila) lhnt are represented by effectiveness,
efficiency, efficacy, equity, cthicality and e!cgancy. A part to some e:ii:trcme views IIS
such, generally the above accusation is irrelevant with the situation of this research.
Ideology
It is ideal for critical systems thinking, a position that is chosen by the MMA
(Hutchinson, 1997), that the system idea should be built based on:
•

Human well being and emancipation

•

Political consciousness, and

• Self reflective approach.
Th=fore an openly declared emancipatory interest should become the starting point
for the creation and maintcnllllcc of equal power and chances to satisfy personal needs
within the system boundary. In this way the pcop!e will be liberated from dominance
of other people '1!ld or forces that they do not currently control.
However the author believes that there is always something more powerful than
people's power and other physical power, which interfere people's life und is
unavoidable to them. This power causes that liberation will not the final way of
solving a problematic situation. In that situation communality live of people such as
that Pancasila suggest~ for the Indonesian, may help to consolidate peoples power to
stmgglc within dynamic situation of tl1e world. Operating a system's rule that the
whole is more tha'.1 the collection of the parts, the communality is the actualisation of
the holistic power of the people that is believed to be more than the collection of the
individual power of !he people.
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Utility

Although some system thinkers may accused TS[ as more philosophical than practical
(Flood and Jackson, 1991), however its combination with action research in the
framework of MMA, has made this combination philosophically comprehensive and
practically trustworthy.

However, problem may arise when the project is a contractual job. The investigators
do not belong to the stakeholders, however they sJmu!d be involved in the investigated
situation, some thinkers may suggest that the investigators should position themselves

as facilitators or mediators that are value free. Bui the author thinks that it is
impossible for them to be free from values of their own, when they arc involved in the
investigation and developing solutions. It happened in this research that the researcher
involved in the situation, and has to judge for the modification ofa question (question
3) during the interview (sec section 8.1.2). The answers rei;ultcd from the original

question were infertile that contrasts to that resulted from the altered one. Judging
llIISWCrs as fertile (fruitful) or infertile is not value free. It involved the investigator's
expectation and or imagination that are full of values.

9.5 Sumuary

Some reflections regarding systematic philosophy of Pancasila provides theoretical
evidence towards the affirmative results as presented in the previous chapters. Such
as metaphysical evaluation of Pancasila provide theoretical evidence why human
~cntred methods (such a,,; SSM, CSH, IP, SAST and SODA) are acceptable in the
context of Pancasila. The anthropo!og[cal evaluation confirms that Panca,,;ila is
concerned with human as a subject as well as an object of intervention. This
chnractcristic iG relevant with action research, and provides the reason why the MMA
,which is a combination of system thinking and action research, is likely to he
ncceptablc in the context of Pancasiln. The ontological evaluation provides further
evidences that the affirmative results of this research is a signals that divinity,
humanity, unity, communality and justness, arc values that are respected by the
respondents. The axiology evaluation provides evidence for the viability of the
models can be accepted in the context ofPancasila.
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The evaluation on the practice of Pancasila shows that Pancasila is deep rooted in
Indonesians' lives. Regarding the use of Pancasi!a some parties are suspicious that
Pancasila values and goals are in some cases manipulated. Also, they were not
appropriately transformed into the Constitution, therefore the affirmative result of this
research promises possible success for the use of systemic approaches to develop
models as the basis for an integm\ and comprehensive amendment of the Constitution.

The evaluation presented above is concemed with the research result suggested to
implement natural mo!phologicul unit as the basis to improve sustainable food supply
in Indonesia. This can be seen as signals of a contradictory situation to Ute approach
used in this reSe3ICh Utat believes on the whole is mere then the collection of its part.
It was expected that Ute ir.tegration of natural mo!phological units that are
economically developing will result in better situation then a collection of the similm'
elements.
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Chapter 10
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
10.0 General Overview
This chapter was designed to present some assessments, reflectioM and conclusions
on the results of the rescnrch. Section 10.1 tLmonstrales some assessments that
practice self dialectical processes to examine the survivability of problematic
solutions resulling by this research.

Section 10.2 illustrates some reflections

regarding what this researeh givc,i to systems approach and to Sipesmik and what are
the impacts to their futures.
Based on the research results, self dialectical processes, and reflectiol1Jl some
conelu.lions were drawn and are presented in section 10.3. All of these provide
foundations for the iden of future research topics that Pl-e indicated in section 10.4.
This chapter ends with section 1O.S that presents some concluding remarks.

JO.I

Assessment

This section explains some (self) dialectical processes (Churchman, 1979) and
examines the results of the researoh by identifying some possible counter views to the
result and establishing some rational argumentations to sec the survivability of the
idea of research result. Based on this framework, there are at least seven arguments
against this result.
10.t.t

The models are soda! ayiitem models

Blllied on the autopoictie theory (Maturana and Varela, 1992), a human being is a self
producing (autopoietic) system that acts to maintain its internal organiuition when it
interacts with its (both social and physical) environment. The structure of11 S}'!!tcm is
continuously changing, all'iough within its organization accepted condition. Including
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to the structure ofa human autopoictic system (Maturana, 1981) is the emotion based
011

which conversation (interaction with the human foctors of the environment) with

other human remains engaged or ended. In this context, a shared common emotioo
amoog people or mutual respect for 'other' us

110

equally valid human being ls

defined as 'love' by Maturana (198811, b). Unfortunately, love is not generaUy held
out to all people at all times (Cordoba el al, 2000), it is therefore interaction may
remain eiigaged or ended, depend on the validity of the shared common emotion or
mutual respect.
Si11esmik: ~onceptual models arc models ofa social system. Based on the above theory
ofMaturana (1988a, b) a social sys1em works if there is love among the members of
the system. It is love that makes the iateractious within a system to happen. However
the presence of love among all Sipesmik:'s members is arguable. This absence mean~
that Sipcsmik is not a social system hence the models will never work as it was
designed.
However, this research indicatel th~t a!\ respondents inferentially accept the values
and goals held within Pancasila as theirs (see section 7.3), which shC1ws there arc
common values and goa!s among them. These reasonably lrecome initial assets for
love, since !eve involves emotion and reason, in interactions the braiding of them
(Cordoba ct al, 2000) helps specify 'who is the other' as an equally valid human
being. In this context, the common values and goals can be used as the foundation for
reasoning, but still questionable about em~tlon. As the models are a result of a
combination of systems thinking and action research they Ghould become a part ofan
improvement process, iccluding that of the realisation of 'love' among the member of
Sipesmik.
The nutopoesis theory (Maturana, 1988a) describes that environment may generate
perturbations t.'lat may or may not be inward as meaningful information by a human
being. It will liccome meaningful if the personal internal structure allows it to be
received as such, and based on which the person react the pertutbation. However, as a
social being, human does not only act tut also strive to coordinate his or her actiollll
wilh others where language helps in this interaction process, Although language is
still at rational domains, but it interplays with emotion that makes individuals may
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switch from one 'rationality' to another (Cordoba et al, 2000). It is therefore nppeals
(language usages, including models) to peoples' emotion can have powerful effects in
changing their way of thinking (Bilson, 1997).

The Sipcsmik conceptual models ore not only concerned with the people's way of
lhinking but social change as a whole, therefore they are also concerned with peoples'
~'tllotion. To better understand this concern, tbe ai.1thor borrows from !he work of
Bolton (2003) regi:rding emotion management, who introdt:ces a typology of
w,:,rkplace emotion that was developed based on a multidimensional approarh. He
distinguishes four types of emotion management as follows:

•

Pecuniary emotion management is concerned with the use of commercial usc
of emotion in an organization;

•

Presentational emotion management recognizes that social actors bring the
necessary skills into the organization through a lifetime's training in the
presentation of self;

•

Prescriptive emotion management stipnlates all detail of an ~mployee should
emotionally behave, but not necessarily for commercial gain, a.id

•

Philanthropic emotion management put on view that an organizational ar.tor in
the workplace, as a social being should give more then l..'rat of organizational
prescription.

The distinction between these types is illustrated by Bolton (2003, p.19) in a table as
presented in Table IO.I. Seen from this typology, Sipesmik conceptual models in
general can be categorised as implementing the philanthropic emotion management
which focus on spiritual and social (professional) satisfaction, however they arc also
concerned in material satisfaction. This con be seen from indicators of suc~ess lhat
should be monitored within Sipesmik process of development. The summary of these
indicators can be seen in table I0.2. This table shows !hat all Sipesmik t11Sks
(subsystems I to 8) arc dcsigucd to result in spiritual, material, social satisfaction thot
triggers peoples' emotion to interact with others.
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Table 10,1 A Typulogy of Emotion Management
(Source: Bolton, 2003, p.19)
Pecuniary

Presentational

Prescriptive

Philanthropic

Fccllng rules

Commercial

Professional

Social

Social

i\!isoclated

Materialist

Altruism

Ontological

Gift

Status

security

Organizational
motivatloas

Materialist
Pcrfurmance

Cynical

Cynical/sincere Sincere/cynical

Compliance

Identity

Self imposed

ConscnV

CommitmcnV

commitment

consent

ProfessionaV

Self

Sincere
Commitment

Self

self
Consequences .

Alienation

Professional

Contradiction

identity

Connie!

Contradiction

Stability

Stability
Satisfaction

Resistance
Tablll 10,2 Sum~'ary of Indicators of Success ofSlpcsmlk Tasks
Slpesmik Tasks

Indicators of success

Comment

Subsystem I:

Number ofpatcnt Md copy right

Manage space

Number of interim report

professional

sciencc and

Nwnber and types ofspacc product produced

satisfaction

technology

and sold

'

Material Md

development
Subsystem 2:

·Food demand fulfilment level

Increase and

High definition level of healthy foods demand

Material md
pl'Ofessiona!

Maintain

Availability of healthy food products

satisfaction

Sustainable Foods

National n.'!d local capability level of producing

Supply

healthy foods
Accuracy level of natural resources data bases
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Material Md

Sub11Ystem3

Ground and sea fertility

Manage Natural

Waste production

professional

Floro and fauna diversity

satisfaction

Environment

Groundwater quality
Strenm and rivcrhenlth

'

Preserved habitat
Vegetation regrowth
Orbitnl material, spacecraft, natural and
manmadc space debris
Material Md

Economic productivity level

Subsystem4
Increase and

professional

Maintain

satisfaction

Economic
Productivity
Subsystems

Number of suggestion and complaints

Change Socio

Sipesmik acceptance !eve!

Cultural Prnctice

Level of community support

"

Material Md
professional
satisfaction

Community participation level
Level of changing habit (failning fishing,
menu)
Level of procedural, distributive and
interoctionaljustice
Subsystem6

Number of legal document done and assessed

Material Md

Regulate the

Number oflega\ case solved (disputes and

professional

Sipesmik

enforcements)

satisfaction

,,
'

Level oflegal understanding ofSipcsmik

'

participants
Number of international laws and regulations
ratified and accessed
Number oflaws and regulations to be respected
in running the Sipesmik
Number of laws and regulations
implementations guidance estnb\ishcd

'
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Level of procedural, distributive and
intcractionaljustice.
Material Md

Subsyiitem 7

Level of funding and resource sharing

Chllllge

Participation level

profcaaional

Sipesmik knowledge levels of participants

satisfllCtion

Subsystem 8

Number of Project supported by Local

Material, and

Local Government

Govemments

professional

Participation

The impact of Sipesmik on PAD (Growth Local satisfaction

{r,qtitutional
Practice

Product)
Local Sustainable Development Indicators

10.t.2

Sipcsmlk conceptual models are an intuitive product

As Checkland (1981) corroborates that the stage between root-definition to conceptual
models is the most difficult part and is an 'artistic' piece within SSM. In /ine with this
idea, Patching (1990) confinns that this stage is practically undertaken intuitively.
Due to its intuitive characteristic, it is arguable that based on a root-delinition, two
system designers who works independently one to another, may result in two similar
high accurate conceptual models. Due to this, Sipesmik conceptual models may also
be judged as w1 intuitive product, whose accuracy is questionable.
To evaluate this, the author borrows the work of Cross and Turk (1996) who have
created a method for estab,Uiihing high accuracy conceptual models for SSM by using
a taxonomy for cognitive work analysis created by Rasmussen et al (1990). The basic
framework of this method is that system development should include devclopmen.t of
the process and the structure of the system's organization, which each of them
should be based on consideration of the a'bilities and personal desires of people within
the organisation. The process development should f0cus on:
• Means-ends process that considers values, goals and constraints,
• Tasks situation, a set of problem that should be solved,
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•

Cognitive tasks, information processing jobs,

•

Strategics, a consistent reasoning approach

The s!ructure development should includes
•

Role allocation that defines organization of work tasks

•

Social structure that defines management organization with reference to social
values

•

Works preferences that identifies individual levels of expertise and desire

Also Cross and Turk (1996) adopt Rasmussen and Pejterscn's (1993, p. 6) criterion of
a work system that should consist of.
......... e{enrcn/s in cause effect chairu accarding ta their individual output and
i11put characteristics sa as to haw the in/ended overall effect::·"'"

Assuming that the abo\·e.. mc1hod p"roved results in high accuracy conceptual models,
if the models are in accord with 1his method they also have high accuracy level.
Based on this assumption an inq1•iry can be started from Rasmussen and Pejtersen's
criterion above. The Root Defi~ition (figure 5.1) and the Overall Tasks Model (figure
6.3) demonstrate that all components within the Sipesmik are integrated to perform an
overall effect: 'the creation 'iind maintenance of sustainable food supply with the use
of space technology and community involvement'. The Root Definition displays the
structure and general process of achieving the objective. The general structure is
shown by owners, executors and clients, including allocation of roles for each of
them. The general process is shown by establishihg tasks, monitoring and control of
the tasks using an agreed perfonnance standard. Further detail regarding the tasks is
displayed by the Overall Tasks Model, where means-ends are detailed through tasks
situation and cognitive tasks. Both of them are interconnected, and become a network
run by the executors 10 implement the strategy that is creating and maintaining
sustainable food supply by the use of space technology and community involvement.
A part to the conceptual models, figure 9 of appendix 5 displays th_ii causality
relatiomltip between system components that fulfil the criteria for an orgauizatioll as a
work system.
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10,1,3

Knowledge imposition and validity problell1!1

According to Mejia {2001) TSI and CSH theoretically have problems of knowledge
imposition and validity of nrgument. He blames that the use ofCSH often results in
social system designs that are unjustified, since it combines views of experts and
laypersons, which theoretically will result in a discursive imbalance that according to
Kantian philosophy involves synthetic a priori judgments. Even though they are
indispensable for reasoning, they can not be justified, as opposed to synthetic a
p()ll/eriori judgments that are cmpirica!ly justifiable. He also judges that the TS! is

responsible for similar failures within designed social systems, due to different
rationales as sources of critical questioning and reflection. However, after having
investigated some possible solutions, Mejia (2001) concluded that there is no
convincing problems' solving key yet found incorporating the CSH and TS! failure
cases. Evco though some strategies are suggested to prevent the occurrence of the
knowledge imposition such as illustrated in the citation as foUows (!bid, p.24):
....... in general, the more ope,1, and therefore fess imposing the requirements set
by r:rilieal approacl,·- in term of_c/aims to be held, questions to be asked,
comparisons to be made, etc-- for judging Bomeone critical, the lesser tl,e
ex/en/ to which that approach wlll imp011e a reading of reality; but also at /he
same time the larger t!,e extent to which other particular reading of reality e.g. espoused by oppressors- may be imposed or their imposition will be
perpetuated. Wlien pul against /1,e requirements set by tl,e problem ofpedagogy,
then anything dealing wit!, validity will potentially be a source of imposition;
but It Is only by dealing wilh validity that the impos/1/on of a/her forms of
/mow/edge can be prevented.

Aware of possible knowledge imposition fnced by the respondents in comprehending
the twelve categories cir CSH, this research is completed by a strategy that is
implemented according to respondents' understanding oflhose categories (see se<:tion
4.3). This strategy is encapsulated in the fonn of 'engagement process' that indicates
a contradictory position to Ulrich's (1983, p.306) statements as follows:

/:

••• 110 experlise or theoretical kl/ow/edge is required lo compreliend iind lo
demonstrate Iha/ this Is so. The necessity of boundary J11dgments can be
Intuitively grasped by every layman ...
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However this research was also designed to repudiate Mejia (2001, p 26) statement
cited as follows:
•••• even if tile prevention

of fmowfedge

Imposition Is successful, a goad

practical so{utimi may 110/ actually be achieved, and the affected may no/
even be cans11/ted ...
The researcher docs not claim that the Sipesmik conceptual models are good practical
solution but the respondents did (see chapter 7).
10.1.4

The models are pot perfect

The models are systemic thinking models, which resulted from the understanding or
the designer about respondents' views on the investigated situation. They were
designed as perfect as possible, however it is the nature of a model that
epistemologically it will never be as perfect as the reality it represents. Since a model
is finite, whilst reality is infinite. Due to this chnmctcristic, therefore the models arc
completed with a mechanism that makes tho designed s)llitcm is able ofselfimprovcd.
The root definition indicates that tho client has the right to improve tho
measurement's standard, and the executor has the right to submit proposal for
improvement of such standard. However, tho qualification of such improvement may
still be in the framework for retaining and maintaining the models (Bustard ct al,
1999). 11,is situation can be seen as retaining the status quo by practicing subjective
regulation (SSM). However, within the framework ofMMA, this research should also
be critical, where,subjectivc idealistic changes should have the opportunity to be in
action. At the establishment stage, the emancipatory and critical aspects are
summarised within the use ofCSH's list of questions. At the implementation stage, it
can be seen

from

the· establishment of a link for algedonic signals, from lower

structures to decision makers .,(sec Appendix 3).

A part to this improvement

mechanism, the models th.em selves is adaptive to emancipatory and critical aspect,
since there is an overlap mernbCl'Ship between ownllfl:I, executors and clients, One may
use his or her right as a client, an executor or owner to practice emancipatory or
critical actiou.
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10.2.5

Incondstent with the establlshed practice

The established practice is a top down approach. This is shown by the structure of law
and regulation manuscripts that a decision is made after h~ving considered the
Pancasila and UUD'45. The people's representation is ammg~d through a national
election (sec figure S.1). The e:ii:isting mechanism indicates that the people's
representatives are representation of political parties. Their candidacies and selections
are based on their participations to political party. This makes them as representatives
of political parties. Therefore in the context of the representation, whether they deliver
people's views and want is arguable.
The inc\usiun of systemic approach within the national representation framework
insists provide representatives with people's views and wants. In Ibis situation, a
representative has no liberty to act that is conflict with lhe,wills and wants of the
people she or he represents. This situation may be unfavourable to political elites.
10.l.6

The population Is not geographically well represented by tbe ~amples

All samples lives in Java, therefore they are not perfect gcographica representations of
the population of Sipesmik stakeholders and non stakeholders. That number may
achieve 225 millions of people whose domiciles may spread over the whole country.
Also, the samples do not appropriately represent those who sro in_the first, second and
third waves of development that scatter within the Indonesian territory1.

.

l

These conditions become acceptable risks for the researoher by selecl\ng the dynamic
theory of stakeholders as tho basis for choosing samples. However the main purpose
of selecting samples is to collect holistic views that are achieved when each of the
possible philosophical stances is represented. This research shows that all possible
philosophical stances are represented by the samples. Therefore this situation fu\lils
the criteria used for a systemic approach.
I Thasc who arc cl..,ified os in the 'first wave' CIUI be rtprcsented by the acltled shifting cu!~w!on
who spreod over 20 among 26 proviru:cs (FPA, 2001) e11pedally in Sumatra, KolimanW.n and Irion Jayo
that tho shifting cultivation area in 199'0 reached ahMst 27 million Ha (Sundctlin, 1998). Th= who
me in the 'second and third wave$' are soalt=d over Jawa ,md Bali ond iI, ,amc ci~cs in other ii!anda.
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10,2

Refiedion

This reflection uncovcrn three experiences gathered by !his research, which are

considered by the author u specific. ·The first is experiences relating to overcoming
knowledge imposition and invalid argument. The second is concerned with
contradiction of interest between systems thinking and action research. The third
overcomes the worry of being failed.

10.2.l Experience with knowledge imposition and lnv111ld argument

This research provides indications that systemic approaches

Clill

be used not only in

western developed countries where they were developed, but they can also be used in
eastern developing countries. In their state oforiginc, their usage may be hindered by
the involvement of loymen that cause interactions' tension due to knowledge
imposition and validity of argument (Mejia, 2001). A similar situation is occur in
eastern world, but is convoluted with some cu!tuml factors such

Wi

language, tradition

and history.

For illustration, an example can he the concept ofa viable system. A respondent said
that the key criterion for a system to be viable is 'Manu11ggafing kawu/o lawan
gustil,e'. Mammgga/i!Jg which means unification, kaw11/o means servant, common
people, /awa11 is with, and gustine means lord, master or who holds the power over
common people or servant. Therefore the above expression can be translated us
'unification between common people 1111d his master or the elites'. But actua!ly this is
not the case this respondent would like to say that a system is viable when 'everyo11e
behaves like God, such as practices equity since God treats equally everyone'.
Regarding this, a ration11llst may say: 'Haw an earth dfd he gets that'. While the
respondent by stating the above be merely would like to stress that a viable system is
an ideal situation that will never be in real live, however 'we have lo go there,
a/tho11gh what is achievable fs 1101 petfect '.

Concerning Ma,mngga/ing kawulo fawa,1 gustine, it can be read in Negoro (2003,
p.17) who writes !hem us Marmnggaling Kawula Gusti 1111d translates them as 'the
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spiritual unity of the man and God, the crea/,ire and the creator', also in Handoyo
(1991) who deliberates 'Javanese Mystical Union & A Chrisliun Response' that
demonstrates that Kawulo-Gusli paradigm has a large soeio cultural implication in
Javanese life within family, community and social relation. In social relation, the
latter writer came to a point that this pamdigm leads the Javanese prnctices

'musyawurah' (consultation deliberation) and 'mufakat' (consensus) in decision
making process. He reasons that a le3der in Javanese community is accepted as the
representation of God, therefore a leader has the responsibility to maintain the
hannonious relationship within the community. When a consensus fails, a leader who
does not have the authority to decide based on the majority, because it violates the
'mufakat', should announce a recess for the disagreement parties can arrange a
compromise before the leader publicly announce the agreement. Details about

.,,

Manunggaling Kaw11fo Gusti can also be read in Soeseno (1984) and Zoetmulder
(1990).

The above reflection implies that practicing systemic approaches should consider
socio cultural and local conditions. When there is an indication of the presence of
knowledge imposition and or problem of validity of argument, it is the role of
foeilitator or mediator to make the interaction nm with full of comprehension. !fit is
necessary invite resource person to clarify the conflictive situation.

TI1e above reflection also indicates that basically mutual respect among people within

the investigated situation is not necessarily doubted. But trigger action such as an
engagement process is indispensable. It should be noted that at the opening of the
interview, this respondent said that he did not know the answer lo \he interview
questions, and 1!3ked to select other respondent to substitute him. However, an
engagement process lead the interview becoming a free discussion and based on
which his anSWCI!I cnn be formulated. This situation indicates that an appropriate
engagement process may be used to diminish tension that may occur during interview.
Beside an engagement process may also be used to identify the presence of
knowledge imposition between interview and interviewee. If an interviewer finds a
strange argument that might be invalid, the reflection above suggests to consult valid
references or resource person to better undeistand the argument.
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10.2.2 Cootradletion of interest between systems thinking and action re&ean:h

This research indicates tho! the validity of the solutions developed by the use of n
systemic approach should be tested b11Sed on theoretical and knowledge judgments.
The theoretical judgment should be done by the researcher (investigator) and the other
should be e)(ccuted by the participants of the system.

As a consequence of practicing action rescaroh, the respondents of this research have
the right to know everything about the research, including that of theoretical
evaluation of the models. At the models validation interview, niter having henrt a
presentation on theoretical vinbility of the models, Ute respondents give their
judgment on the models. This situation may be judged as imposing the investigator's
view to the respondents, which is irrelevant with holistic characteristic of the method
used. However, it is compulsory for action research that takes important on
knowledge generation and distribution to nil members.

10.2.3

Worry of failure

According to Watson and Smith (1996) sometimes systems studies fail because for
example Utere is:
•

n mismatch in the expectations of clients and problem solvers;

•

nn overemphasis on product (report) and less attention on the study process;

~,

•

ignorance about the development of a leaming organization.

Indications ofa mismatch in expectations of the beneficiaries of this research and the
researcher can be seen from respondents' comment as follows:
•

The Sipesmik conceptual models do not yet give the more structured picture of
Sipesmik, its time scheduling, resources needed and other details (101)

•

Sipcsmik conceptual models must be valuable for implementation in the real

•

This is very theoretical for me as practical person and too difficult for

world not just a concept (304)

implementation (504)
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•

Sipesmik conceptual models should not be limited to sustainable food supply,
but sustainable development at large ..... and should also consider gender
aspect (510)

In action research, participants are the problem solvers, therefore the above comments
should b!l seen as inputs for further improvements. In general, the response for the
above comments will automatically be generated at the implementation stage.
Regarding the need to implement different scoping, not 'sustainable food supply' but
'sustainable development at large' and to consider gender aspe<:ts, these can be input
for further process of tho establis!unent ofSipesmik.
Since it is Doctoral research, it can be seen as having an overemphasis on the product
(thesis), and hsving less concern on the process of developing interactions between
participants. The latter is reasonably beyond the scope of this research, since it will
becom!l the concern of tho beneficiaries of this research, who implement the concept
and consider inputs collected hy this research. Also, this research is concerned with
developing a framework that Sipesmik should be a learning organization, based on
which self improvement will happen during the life of the organization. It is therefore
within the organization of Sipesmik there is a recursive mechanism that allows the
organization to improve itself(seoAppendix 3).
10.3

Conclusion

Although it was thought that cultural background might prohibit this investigation it,
appears in genera! that at the philosophical level !he Indonesian cultural background is
similar to those oflhe West. This might be a poBsible reason oftl10 acceptance of both
mechanical and mutual causality (see section 2. 4) so that systemic approaches can be
seen as a partnerof Pancasila at tho praxis level, as part ofa continuous flux (Caceres,
1998) in Indonesians' live.

There were indications that the refurbished Multi Methodological Approach (MMA)
was reasonably appropriate to handle the problematic situation ofa large project such
as tl1e Sipesmik. The process of engaging the socio cultural lifo of the investigated
situation provided the investigator a better understanding some of the inteiviewee's
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'unique' arguments (see section 9.4) and the use of some local proverbs in the
engagernetit process of the respondents helped them better participate in the research.
This process successfully eliminated the possible occurrence of tension caused by
knowledge imposition and invalid arguments.
The selection of respondents can also be considered appropriate as it resulted in a
systemic representation. Apart from the completeness of all types of stakeholder and
non stakeholder (see table 4.2), they also included the four possible philosophical
stance of a person (see Appendix I). Moreover each of the three waves ofToffier's
economic developments had some manifestations. Those who were involved in space
industry services (remote sensing and telecommunication) can be seen as the third
wave representation, those who were involved in industry of mass production, might
represent those who were at the second wave, and the fishers and fanners can be
expected to represent those who were at the first wave stage (see table 4.1).

As compared to the work of Hutchinson (1997), there are differences in the desired

viability measurement, the previous used five categories effectiveness, efficiency,
efficacy, ethicality and e\egancy. This research used all of these five categories plus
one category equity that was derived from Pancasila's values. It still needs further
investigation whether this difference caused the inclusion of 'interactional justice'
into the indicator of success in the Sipesmik. It should be noted that this indicator was
absent in Hutchinson (1997). However, the approach taken is similar to that of
Hutchinson (ibid), which is at the 'hard·end' of SSM. This can be seen from the
estab!ishnumt of models as the suggested solutions of the investigated problems (see
Chapter 5 and 6).
The models evaluation or testing using system's theory and Pancasila helped achieve
the investigator's high confidence on the models, and completed the necessary
information commonly required by the respondents before the knowledge judgment
was taken.
The results indicated that the models produced were largely. accepted by the
respoudents as the proper rerresen\ation or their views. There were also indications
showing that systemic approaches can be used to transform Pancasila values and goals
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into realistic and acceptable actions. Therefore it appeared to be fruitful to use
systemic approaches to develop models that can be used as the basis for

mt

integral

and comprehensive amendment of the Indonesian constitution that now is on public
debate. This is illuminating, as intuitively it would appear to be prone to fuilnre to use
inclusive, non-power dependent methodologies in a hierarchically conscious society,
especially when the survey sample included participants as diverse as an anny general
and a local fishennan.

Future research

10,4

This research demonstrates that systemic approaches can be used to define solutions
ofa problematic situation in a project that involves large number of stakeholders 11t1d
large territory in htdonesia. Evidence shows that the solutions that nre compatible to
Pancasila and are acceptable to the stakeholders. This research also indicates that
systemic approaches can be used to synthesise the high levels goals imd trnIIBlnte
Pancasila's values and goals ilto realistic and acceptable actions. However a
theoretical negligence of the methodology used, concerning the gender aspect, was
warned by a respondent (510). This warning is in line with Flood and Jackson's,

(1991, p.242) notification on the TSI that it docs not yet considered feminist aspects.
TI1crcfore this may become a cha!lenge for future research to improve the MMA, a
combination of TS! and action research, with a concern on feminist aspect of a
problematic situation,

This research has affirmed that a systemic approach can be used to transfonn
Pancasila values and goals into realistic and acceptable actions. While UUD'45
should be a transfonnation of Pancasila principles into a constitution that is a basic
legal framework in running n country, based on which laws, regulations and policies
can be established. Then the questions are:
•

Can systemic approaches be used to develop Pancasila's transformation
models that can be used as the basis for an integral and comprehensive
amendment of the Indonesian constitution (UUD' 4S)?

•

Will the models resulted in this context ho acceptable for the public?
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When the 'models' resulted in this context is acceptable for the pub!ic, thus it can be
used as the basis for an integral and comprehensive amendme11t of the UUD 45.

10.S Concluding remarks

This research accepts the fact that systems thinking has relied on the concept of
emergence to prop up its concept of wholes (Hutchiru;on and Warren, 2003). Titls can
be seen in this resenreh by accepting a traditional parable 'the elephant and the blind
men' (sec section 3.3). The wholeness characteristic of the investigated situation is
still 'reductionist' as it is only the sum of 'the blind men' carcsg reports. Although
'the blind men' were selected from those who come from various stakeholders' types
and non stakeholders, ns this research accepts the dynamic theory of stakeholders
(Mitchell, 1997). However the reductionist characteristic is still present. The change
of status of stakeholder mies that cause the change of person's view, conlimt5 this
reductionist characteristic among 50 respondents (see section 8.3).

Also this research practices a theory lhat can only be justified by

11

belief in

something higher than the physical and observable world (Hutchinson and Warren,
2003). This can be seen from the guarantc!l oftlie effectiveness and efficiency of the
desigued system, which are wisdom and hope. Wisdom is defined as thought
combined with a concern for ethics (Churchman, 1982). Hope is the spiritual belief in
an ethical future (Churchman, 1997), which is certainly higher than the physical wul
observable world. Practicing this theory, the researcher is aware of the danger oflost
credibility of this research when one does not accept the spiritualityofthc argument
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Sample of Letter of Request for Interview
Ref:
Micro Satelllte survey

'"

Date:

Dear Sir/Madprn,

Herewith I would like to inform you that for science and tecltnology development I
have been given lhc honor lo design and mc:ccute a research project eotit!ed:

(Compallbllily of a Wes/em Systemic Approacl,for liand/111g Complex, P/11rulis1 and
Coercive Problems in Developing Co11ntries - A case study of Micro Sate/lite
Developme/1/ In I11donesia).
This n:scarch requires your participation and support that consist of two phases:
Interview and models vaUdatlon. At the interview you will be questioned regarding
your understanding and expectation concerning micro satellite development in
Indonesia. Together with other respondents', your perceptions and views will be
processed as the basis for developing a purposive system models that will be
identified as Sipesmik Conceptual Models. After having completed these models will
be introduced to all respondents, and ask for validation. For this purpose I would like
to get your approval for an interview at your premise on
Day:
Date:
Hour:
Address:

For your infonnuuun a n~L 01 qur.slmns is auucncu to uu~ requ~s1. 1 uu nupt: lfillL 1he
above schedule will be expedient for yon. However, please feel free to reschedule for
your convenience. The following information may of benefit for such re11ITangement:
Office: 021-327982
House: 021-7972858
Mobile phone: 0816-914341
Email: asudibyo@student.ecu.edu.n.J!
look forward to seuing you at your premise. In the mcnntime, if you have wiy
queries regarding this research project, please contact me at the above addresses.
Yours sincerely

Alexander Sudibyo
Rescan:herofLAPAN
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THE LIST OF QUESTIONS FOR SIPESMIK INVESTIGATION
Slpesmlk ls the Indonesia system for developing micro satellite
Sipcsmlk = Sistcm Indonesia Pengembangan Satelit Mlkro

Question 1.
What is your underlying philosophical stance for investigating the Sipesmik, for
example:

a. Cost benefit nna\ysis is capable to show the economic value of an nction
program, therefore each action program of Sipesmik shall accomplish an
economically acceptable cost benefit ratio.
b. Although Sipesmik is a research activity U111t should be managed as a non
profit entity, but it should be also seeu as a way of developing national
prosperity and security.
c. Coo11erative way of managing Sipesmik could guarantee the practice of open
management and the use of micro satellite system, which is limited for
peaceful purposes especially for preserving the nature.
d, Why develop our own satei!ite, global space mnrkct provide choices so that
we can choose based on our own criteria that include especially preserving our
nature through minimum release of manmade debris in space.
Question2

a. Whois/oughttobe:
I)
The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process?
U)
The decision makers in the Sipcsmik process?
Iii)
The planner in the Sipcsmik process?
Iv)
The experts used in the Sipesmik process?
v)
The representative or those affected by Sipesmik?
b. What conditions are/ arc not controlled by the decision maker?
c. Whnt are/ought to be the constraints on the decision maker?
d. Who has the power to ensure success ofSipesmik?
e. Are those affected by Slp~smik allowed to take their fate into their own
hnnds despite the experts? Should they be allowed to?
Questlao 3
Based on your{lifo) experience, would you mind telling me what criteria/ formula do
you use to measure
efficiency, effectiveness, efficacy (ease of use and
implementation), equity, elhicallty and eJegancy ofa Sipcsmik plan?
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INTERVIEW DATA (ID)

~

Answer of question t: ''Although Sipesmlk is a research and development activity
that should be ma11aged as a 11011 profit entity, but it should be also seen as a way of
developing nati01ia/ prosperity mid security".

Answer or question 2:
a.i

The beneficiaries are: satellite scientists,
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: governMe11t age11cles, general population
especially farmen and fishermen, prese11t and jitlure generation. Genera!

population especially fishenmm and farmers, Present & future generation,
a.II

The decision makers are: government (executive and legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are: President, Mi11isler for research and

technology, Lapa;,, gavernmiml agencies, focal governme11ts, Investors/

shareholders, professional assaciatlans and business associations.
n.iii

The planners are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and Dept. ofFlnaiu:e)
The 'oughl lo be' planners are: Depa,iri/Lapa11, agencies (government &

private), Industries (government & private), local governme11t, re:;earchers,
Depanri/Lapan, Agencies (govenunent & private), Industries (government &
private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv

The experts used are: space science a11d technology experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipcsmik process are: space science and

technology experts a11d be11eficiarles
11.vi

The representatives of the effected parties are: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives of the effected parties are:

Co11sumer

Institute of!11donesia, Local Governments, qualified advocacy organization
b,

Conditions that are controlled by decision makers are: policies
Conditions that are not controlled by decision makers: public participations

c.

The comtraints on the decision makern arc: laws a11d regr,!atiamr
The 'ought to be' constraints on the decision makers are: 11alional a11d

i11ternalional laws mid regulations, itJternallonal camnnmlty behavior, mega
trends (global market.free trade, GA1T), budget limltat/011,
d,

The power to ensure success of Sipesmik is held hy: lhe Government

(executive and legislative)
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e.

Yes those who are affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their

own hands despite the expert. Yes they should be allowed to.
Question 3

Efficiency:

Has the character of an effective plan with an appropriate
moJJ/toring aiid control .zystem with conlim1ously Improved
performance stmidards

Effectiveness:

Has (an) achievable objective(s) with measurable Indicators of
success, mid rational steps afaction to realize the objective(s)

Efficacy:

Open lo resource sharillg and out sourcing

Equity:

Provides all parties equal access to:

Elhicality:

Coll/arms lo general pr/llciple ofet/ilcs

E!egancy:

Aesthetical, attractive and clra//eng/ng to increase/maintain security

information, science and

tech110/ogy, resources, market and decision maki11g

and pr011perlty of the general population
Comments ond suggestions

1. Why micro satellite, why 1101just satellite, so therew//1 be open choices?
2. II shou/dfu/fi/l lhe need ofgeneral populatirm especially farmers and fishermen
3. Its itwes/ment slwri/d be generated mainly from the government
4. It should optimally illc/ude the existing facilities
5. Due to Its limited of In house capabilities Sipeismik slmuld be open to international
cooperation and or outsorircing operation,
6. Please consider Pa11casi/a as a 'genelivus-s11byektivus' in the investigation

of

S/pesmik.
7. Slpesmikshorild be consistent, coherelll and in coffespo11dence with Pa11casi/a.
8. Please consider to include 111 its tasks: '/11crease a11d mai11toin the dynamics of
regulating the system '
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10102
Answer of question I: "Although Sipesmik is a reseorclJ a11d developme11t activity
tliat sliou/d b~ ma,1aged as a mm profit e11/lty, but II should be also seen as a way of
developing 11at/011al prosperity 011d security".
Answer of question 2:
a.i

The beneficiaries are: sa/e/11/escientfsts,
The 'ought to bc' bencficiaries are: govemme11t agencies, general pop11lation

especially farmers 011d fishermen, present and f11t11re generation. llldustry
Science and technology community, General population especially fishermen
and formers, Present & future generation,
a.ii

The decision makers are: government (executive a11d legfslotive)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are: Presidem, Minister for research a11d

/ech11alogy, Lapan, government age11cies, local governments, government
central and local (legislative & execntive) professional associations and
b11si1iess associations.
a.iii

The planners are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas a,id Dept. of Finance)
The 'ought to be' planners arc: Depa11ri/Lapan, agencies (government &

private), Industries (governme11t &private), local government, researchers,
Depanri/Lapan, Agencies (govenunent & private), Industries (govenuncnt &
private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv

The m,:perts used are: space science a11d tech11alogy experts
Thc 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process arc: space science and

teclmology experts a11d beneficiaries
n.vi

The representatives of the effected parties arc: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives of the effected parties are: Consumer

lnslilute oflmlonesia, Local Gaver11ments, qnalified advocacy organization
b.

Conditions that are controlled by decision makers are: policies
Conditions that arc not eontrol!ed by decision makers: public parlicipalio11s,

national commilmenl an Sipesmik.
c.

The constraints on the decision makers are: laws and regufal/a11s
The 'ought to be' constraints on the decision makers are; notional and

international lows and regulations, international community behavior, mega
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trends (global market.free trade, GAIT), budget limitation, the lack of
national commitment
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipcsmik is held by: /he Government (executive

oml legislative)
e.

Yes those who are affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their
own hands despite the expert. Yes they should be allowed to.

Que!itlon 3

Efficiency:

Has /1,e cl,aracter of on effective plan with on appropriate
ma111/oring and control system wit!, continuously Improved
pe,farmance standards

Effectiveness:

Hos (a11) ac/Jievable objective(s) will, meas11roble Indicators of

Efficacy:

Simple, 1111/rary (no conflictive pail/ts), open to reso11rcesharing.

Equity:

Provides oil parties equal access ta:

success, ai1d ralla11af steps ofaction to realize t/Je objective(s)
information, science and

technology, resources, murket and decision making. Acknowledges
the e.xislence of ex:/erna/ power: science and tech110/ogy, economy,
socio/ and culture, legal, political and the nature

Ethicality:

Confonru lo general principle of ethics

Elegancy:

Aesthetfca/, attractive and challenging to increase/maintain security
and prosperity of the general pop11/otion

Comments and ~uggestions

9. Why micro satellite, why not just sale/file, so there will be open choices?
JO. Sipesmik should f11/jll t/Je need of general population especially farmers and
fishermen.
11. Slpesmik investment should be generated mainly from the government.
12. The Sipesmlk s/Jalf have the necessary national commitment
13. Sipesmlk slw11/d have in its organizolian a self improvement mechanism
14. Creation of t/Je 11ecessary cond11cive stoles for space science and tecl,nology
development is strategically needed for Slp~mlk
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i 5. Due to irs limited of iii house capabilities Sipesm/k should be open to imemalionaf
cooperation and or outsourcing operatio11
16. Please consider the following tasks of Sipesmik
a. increase and maintain local govemment participation
b. Increase and maintain economic productivity
c. Change institutional practice
d. Change socio' c11/tural pracJ/ce
e. Increrue and maintain the dynamic of managing the natural
en11iro11ment

J increase and ma/main the dy11amlcs ofregulating the system '
17. Please consider of using Pancasi/a as a subject rather than an object, in this
research. For its compatibility evaluation could be i11 term of its correspo11de11ce,
co11sistency and coherency.
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Answer question 1:'Although Sipesmik is a research and development octivity that

should be managed as a non profit entity, but it shau/d be also seen us a way of
df!J!eloping national prosperity and security'
Answer question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries are: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: Iha Republic of Indonesia as a whole, the

nafllre, present and future generation Government agencies, General population
especially fishermen wid flll'Jllers, Present & future generation,
a.ii The decision makers are: government (executive and legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and legislative),
local governments, ind11slry,fishermen and/armers.
a.iii The planners are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and Dept. of Finance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: e.xecritive 1md the representatives of beneficiaries
(local governments, ind11slry,fishermen and/armer), Depanri/Lapan, Agencies
(government & private), Industries (government & private), Local government,
Researcher,
a.iv The experts used are: space science and technology experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmikprocess are: spacascience and
teclmology experts and beneficiaries
a. v The representatives lll'C: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS! and Local Governments.
b.
The conditions controlled by the decision makers: allocated resorirces
The conditions controlled by beneficiaries: approved resource shari11g
The not controlled conditions: power concerned (science a11d technology,
economy, socio cultural, legal· pofftlcal, na1ure)
c.
The constraints on the decision maker: national capaciff an space science and
technology
The 'ought lo be constrain!s' on the decision maker: s,isralnablefood
d. The power to ensure success of Sipesmik is held by: The Government
e. Yes those who are affected by Sipesmik are ullowed to take their fate into their
own hands despite the expert. Yes they should be allowed to
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Q11estlon 3
I. Efficiency

An effective plan with an appropriate manitaring and cantrof system
that /he performance sta11dard is co11t/mmusfy improved.
2. Effectiveness Ad1ievabfc objectives with measurable indicator of successru,
ra//onol steps of action to realize the objectives, and clearly stated
lhefix constraiul(s).
Open to resource sharing and out sor1rciflg
3. Efficncy
Equal access to: i11formalian, science and technology, resourcru,
4. Equity
S. Ethicality

6. E\cgancy

market and decisio11 making.
Confonning lo general pril1clple ofethics with focus lo stakeholders.
Aesthetic. a/tractive, challenging to increase/maintain security and
prosperity ofge11eral population.

Comments and suggestions

/) Siprum/k should fa/ft/ the need of general population rupecially farmers and
jishennen
Its investment mus/ be mainly generated from lhegovernmem.
It shall have the necessary national cammilme11t
It should increase and ma/nta/!1 economic productivity
Change lnstitulional practices should be co11sidered
Its /asks should include 'I11crease and maintain the dynamics of regulating the
system·
7) The creation of the necessary conducive states for space science and technology
development Is strategically needed for Sipesmik
8) Ensure interdepartmental and intemalional cooperation to create and malma/11
tlw sustainable food wl/h the help space technology.
9) Learned from Technology Innovation Development Model (Manley, 2001) please
be advised that S/pesmik should have two basic tasks:
a. develop space science a'd technology innovation and
b. create canducive slates for space science and teclmology innovation
developmem.
Tl,e falter shauld include /11crease and maintain: local government porticlpalio11,
economic produclivity, dynamics of regulating the Slpesmik. a11d of managing the
physical environment, and change of institutional practice and of socio cultural

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

practice.
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ln104

Question 1: 'Altho11gh Sipesmik is a researcl1 and development activity that should be
managed as a non profit entity, but it should be also seen as a way of developing
national prosperity and security'
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries are: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic of Indonesia as a whole, the

11ature, present and future ge11eralion Government agencies, General population
especially fishermen and fanncrs, Present & future generation,
a.ii

The decision makera are: government (executfre ond legislative)
Tho 'ought to be' decision makers are goveniment (executive and legisla//ve),

focal governments, indus/ry,flshermen a11dfanners.
a.iii Tho planners are: executive (Lapan, Bappll!las and Dept. ofFinance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: aeculive 011d the representatives of beneficiaries

(local governments, Industry, fishermen and farmer), Depanri/Lapm, Agencies
(government & private), Industries (government & private), Local government,
Researcher,
a.iv Tho e:itperts used are: space scie11ce a11d technology experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science mid

lech110Iogy experts and beneficiaries
a.v The representatives of those affected are: /ocalgavernments
The 'ought to be' representatives of those affected are:

ASS/ and Local

Governments.
b.

The conditions that arc controlled by the decision makers are (Executive):

allocated resources (Beneficiaries): approved resource sharing
Tho conditiom that are not controlled by the decision makers are: power

concerned (scie11ce and technology, ·economy. socio c11/turaf, legal- po/ilfcal,
nat11re)
c.

The constraints on the decision maker nre national capacity 011 space science

and technology. Tho 'ought to be' constraints of the decision makers are:
sustainable food
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmikhe]d by The Government
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e.

Yes, those are affected by Sipesnik allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite lhe expert Yes, Ibey should be allowed to

Question3

I. Efficiency

Appropriate monitoring and control system with continuo11sly
improved standard perfonnance

2. Effectiveness Ael,ievabfe object/llCS with mW1urabfe indicator ofsuccesses, and

rational steps of action to realize the objectives
3. Efficacy

Ope11 lo resource sharing and out sourcing

4. Equity

Equal access to: infonnation, science Olld tech110/ogy, resources,
market and decision maki,,g

5. Ethicnlity

Conforming to general principle of ethics with focus to stakeholders

6. E!egancy

Aesthetic, allrai:tive, cllall,mgl1ig lo increase/maintain security and
prosperity ofgemral population.

Comments and suggestions

/) Learned from the e11gagemellt process lo system science, please be advised
1/101

Sipesmlk should have two basic tasks: (/) develop space science and

technology innovation and (2) create conducive states far space science and
technology innovation deve/opme11t.
2) The first should include (a) basic science or demand (b) research and
developme11t (c) production or cons/ruction (d) operation and (e) Marketing
or Safes.
3) The sec011d should include increase and maintain: lt:>Cal govemment
participation, economic productivity, dynamics

of regufotlng

the Sipe:.mlk.

and of managing the physical enviro11me11t, and change of i11stilr11/onal
practice and ofsocio cultural practice.
4) Sipesmlk should fulfil the 11eed of general population especially farmel'II a11d
fishermen
5) Its investmem 11111.'11 be mai11/y generated from thegavenime11/.
6) fl shall have the necessary national commitme11t.
7) 111e executors

of Sipesmik should l11clude

not 011/y members of Depanri b!II

also the others wllo are responsible for sea, fisheries, agrlC11{/,ire,
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environmem, trade, industry, social affairs, education, culture and local
governments.
8) Due to p!,ysical condition, that the capability to produr.e food varies from one
region

to anotlter,

an appropriate system for transpartation and

conmmnication is 11eeded for /he creation and maintaining a national
sustainable food condil/011.
9) Please ensure interdeparlmental and international cooperation to create and
maintain the sustainable food with the help space !ech,wlogy.
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Imrns
Question l:'Althougl, Slpesmik is a research and development activity that should be
managed as a non prafit entity, but It should be also seen as a way of deve!opl11g
national prasperity and security'
Question 2
n.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process arc: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic of Indonesia as a wl,ole, the

11ature, present and fi1ture g,meratio11 o'ovemment agencies, General popu\otion
especially fishennen and fanncrs, Present & future generation,

a.ii The decision makers oflhe Sipcsmik process are:govemmelll (executive and
legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers of the Sipesmik process arc government

(e:teculiveand legislative), local governments, i11dristry,fishermen and/armers.
a.iii The planners in the SipeBmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and Dept.

ofFinance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: executive and tl,e represe111atives of beneficiaries

(focal governments, indW!try, fishemum and farmer), Dcpnnri/Lapan, Agencies
(government & private), Industries (government & private), Local government,
Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science mid /eclmafogy

experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space icience and

technology experts and beneficiaries

n.v The representative of those affected by Sipesmikare: local governments.
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS/ and Local Governments.
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are allocated

resources (Executive) approved reso11rce shoring (Beneficiaries)
The conditions that arc not controlled by decision makers are: power concerned

(science a11d technology, economy, saciacultural, legal- political, nature)
c.

The constraints on the decision makers are 11alional capacity an space science

a11d technology. The ought to be constraints: sustainab!efaad
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by The Government

e.

Yes, those are affected by Sipesmik allowed to take their fate into their own
hnnds. Yes, they should be allowed to
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Question 3
l. Efficicncy

An effective plan with an appropriate monitoring and co11trol zys/em
that peifannrmce standard Is ca11tinuous/y improved

2. Effectiveness Achievable objectives with meOllurable indicator ofsuccesses, and

rational steps of action to realize the objectives
Simple, unitary (no conflictive points), all resources 11eeded are

3. Efficacy

avallable internally, when they are not all, ii opens to cooperation,
resource sharing mid or outsourcing
Equal acce.!s to: infonnotion, scie11ceand technology, resources,

4. Equity

market and decisio1r making

5. Ethica!ity

Confonni11g to general principle of ethics with focus ta stakeholders

6, Elegancy

Aesthetic, attractive, cl1aflenging lo increOlle!mainlain security and
prosperity ofgeneral population

Comments and suggestions
J) PleOlle consider that Sipesmik should have two basic tasks:

a. develop space science and technology innovation, this shorild include
i. bOllic science or demand
ii. research and development

iii. production or co11stnictlon
iv. operation, and
v. Marke//11gorSales
b. create condr1cive slates far space scie11ce a11d technology innovat/011
development. 11iis should include:

I. 'Increase mid maintain': local gow.rnment parllcfpal/011,
ii.

economic prod11ctivity,

Iii. dy11amics of regulating the Sipesmlk, and

iv. dynamics of managing the physical enviro11me11/, also
v. change of institutional practice and ofsocio cultural practice.
2) In support to the Idea of second task, pleOlle consider the following: 'We are
now ill the era of decemralization, the power of local goven,menrs, especially
the district governme11ts, is legally increasi11g. They willingly participate,
when they trust on the economic productivity of Sipesm/k. To increose and
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maintain this trust, it is necessary to change the i11stilutionaf practice, where
horizontal fink among fnstil!llions become actively interrelated. In support lo
all of this, socio - c11fturaf practice must be change into sustailiable habits
and the necessary regulatio11 must be developed, inc/11,l/11g the law
enforcement and environment management.'
3) Due to it's limited ill ho11se copobl/lties Sipesmik should be open lo
inlernat/tmol cooperation and 01· 011/sourcing operation, ii should also
optimize the use the existhrgfacilities.
4) Sipesmik should fulfil the need of general population especially farmers and
f,shermim. Its investment must be mainly generated from the government
therefore it shall have the necessary notional commitment. There should be
c/ia11ges both In lnstilutionol practice and socio cultural praclice for the
success of S/pe.m1ik. For this reg11latio11 sho11fd be developed. All of these
should be co11sidered as for the creat/011 of the necessary co11ducive slates for
space sc/1mce and teclmology development which Is strategically 11eededfor
S/pesmik.
5) Due to it's limited of In /Jo11Se capabilities S/pesmik should be ope11 to
international cooperation and or outsourcing opera/1011.
6} 11w executorofSipesmik s/Jould include 1101 only members ofDep011rl but also
lhe others who are respo11sible for sea, fts/Jeries, agriC11flure. environment,
trade, indrisiry, social affairs, edricatio11, culture and loco/ govemments.
?) There is ,s need for a notional commitment: governme11I (legislative &

executive} 011d public for Sipesmlk so that continuance of the program be
guaranteed
8) Public participatio11 011 achieving and maintaining sustoinoblefoadwith the
help ofspace technology should be considered.
9} Commu,rity trust 011 the capability of the system to create and mal11taln the
sustainable food wi/11 the help of space tech11ology should be developed.
10) Cha11ge mem1.fam1ing and fishing practice tow,srds sustaillable !,obits
11) There is ,s need an q11alified know/edgd u11dersr011di11g of participants
especially loco/ govemme/lls, 011 how help support space technology
development, and its use to create and maint,si11 sustainable food. Also It
should be developed, the belief and trust of participant especially local
go11ernment,

011

/he need ofan appropriate:
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a. socio-cu/t11ra/ slate for sw;tainab/e food
b. inslitutional practice for sw;tainable food
c. state of natural environment for s11!/talnable food
d.

on the capability of the system lo creale and maintain sustainable food
with the help of space technology

e. on space lechno/ogy capability lo supporl incre1JSe economic
productivity

f.

on space technology capability to support sw;tainable na/1/re
manogemenl

12)E11sure interdep11rlme11tal and international cooperation to create mid
ma//llai11 the susrainable food with the help space tech110/ogy.
13)11 should be Included ill the tasks ofSipesmik: 'gathercommunitysuppartfor
the system to create a11d maintain the s11!/tainab/e food with the help ofspace
technology'. Also the important ofsocial, equity &jw;tfce empowerment
should be considered.

Good Luck
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ll)lfl~

Question I
'Although Sipesmik is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a mm profit entity, but ii should be also seen as a way af developing national
prwperity and security'

Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: 1/1e nature, prese11/ and future generatfa11,
especially ftsherme11, famiers, f,sheries industry, agric11/ture industry, and
Rep11blic ofI11danesia as a whale. Scientists/researchers Science and technology

community, General population especially fishermen and farmers, Present &
future generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are government (exee11tive and
legislative)

The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and legislative),
local gavernmenls, /ndustry,f,shermen a,1dfarmers.

a.iii The planners in !he Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappe11as and
Dept.

of Finance)

The 'ought to be' planners are: exee11/ive (respanslble far space science a11d
teclmalogy, 11a1ional- planning, finance,
enviranment, social, trade,
representatives
farmer),

of be11eficiarias

Depanri/Lapan,

sea and fishing, agricu/t11re,

ilulustry and focal gavernmenls) and the
(inclr1di11g: trade, industry, fishernien and

Agencies (government & private), Industries

(government & private), Local government, Fishennen & farmers, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in !he Sipesmik proce.<is arc: space science and teclmo/agy
experts

The 'ought to be' experts used in thc Sipesmik process are: space science and
/ac/malogy experts 11nd beneficiaries

a.v The representatives of those affected by Sipcsmik are: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS/ a11d Local Government!.
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b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are alfocatei

resources (executives) approved resource sharing (beneficiaries)
The conditions that ere not controlled by the decision makers are power

concerned (science and technology, eco,wmy, socio cultural, legal- political,
nature)
c.

The com,traints on the decision makel'li are natio11a/ capacity on space science

a11d teclmo/ogy .The 'ought to be' constraints: s!L'llainablefood
d.

The power to ensure success of Sipesmik held by the Government

c.

Yes those nre affected by Sipesmik allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to

Questlon3
I. Efficiency

Appropriate mo11itoringand crmtrol system with co11/inuously
improved standards performance

2. Effectiveness Achievable objectives with measurable indicator of successes, a11d

rational steps of action lo rea/iie the objectives

3. Efficacy

Simple, u11itary (no conflictive points), ope11 to cooperation, reso11rce
sharing mrd outsourcing

4. Equity

Eq11al access to: information, science and technology, reso:,irces,
market and decisio11 making

5. Ethicality

Cmrforming to general principle ofethics wilhfoc!L'I to stakeholders

6. Elcgancy

Aesthetic, attractive, challenging lo lncreasehnainta/n security and
prosperity ofgeneral population

Comments and suggestions
J) Please co11sider of assessing Pancasila as the genetivus- s11bjectlv1,s In

developing the Sipesmik models (See "Pancasila Sebagai Metode", Slamet
Sutrisno, [edj, 1986, Liberty), especfal/y: Pancasila as the 'postulat' in
developing science and tech11olagy.
2) D11e to ii 's iimire1I iii l10W1e capabilities Sipesmik should be ope11 lo
international cooperali011 and or outsourcing operation
3) Universities should participate in the S/pesmik especially foc!L'ling on
education, research and develapmellt
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4) Sipesmik should fulfil the need of ge1reral popu/atio1J especla/ly Janners and
fishennen. It shor1ld practice open manageme11t and shall only develop space
science and technology for peaceful purposes. Its investment shrm/d be mainly
generated from the government, Therefore ii should have the necessary
national commitment to develop it
5) Some /asks should be included in the Sipesmiksuch as:
a. Increase and maintain local government participation
b. Change inst//11/ional practice
c. Change socio c11ltura/ practice and

d. Increase and maintain the dynamic af managing the natural
enviranm1mt
6) Sipesmik holds /Jfgh level goals: micro satellite for sustai11ablefaad, this give
lawyers a challenge an haw laws can and should be used ta aclu'eve such
political and social goals.
7) Recently the law governing science and technology has been promulgated;
therefore Sipesmik shar1ld be regulated in accordance with this law.
8) Creation of the necessary conducive stales Jar space science and technology
devefopme11t is s/rateg/ca/ly neededJar Sipesmik
9) Q11alifled knowledge! 11nders1011ding of participa11/s rupee/ally local
govemme11ts, an how help support space teclmology development and its Ilse
to create and ma/ntai11 s11stai1iable food
JO) 111e belief of parlicipa11ts, rupecialfy local gavemme11t, an the need of on

appropriate sac/a-cultural stateJar susta/11able food
JJ) The belief of participa11ts, especially local gavenm1ent, an the need of an

appropriate Institutional practice Jar smtainable food
J:Z) The belief of participallls, especially local governmen4 an the need for an

appropriate stale ofnatural e1wiranment for smtainab/e food
13) Portlclpllll/s', especially local gavemme11ts', trust on the capability of t/ie
system ta create and mai11tain siistainable food with the help of space
tech110/agy
/4)Flnancia/ support & resa11rceshari11g to the system In creating the sustainable
food with the help of space tech11olagy
15)Sipesmik arganizatio11 should be a network, include existing facilities that
have the capahl11ty to support Sipesmik and have self improvement mechanism
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16)Sipesmik should ensure interdepartmental a11d intenl<lti011a/ cooperation to
create and ma/11/ain the sustainable food with the help space technology.
17) Some l11dicators /hat should be mo11itored within Sipesmik are:
a. Th'e' belief of participants on space technology capability ta support
Increase eco11amfc productivity
b. The belief of portlcipanls on space technology capability to support
sustainable 1mture management
c. Acceptance of the system by government agencies (especially local
governments) privates and foreign partners
d. Well trained a11d educated system participants (actors)
e. Active horiza11/a/ ma11agement links

f. Local govermnent participation
Good Luck
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ID107

Question 1
'Although Sipesmlk Is a research ond development activity that sl,ould be managed as
a non profit entity, but ii sl,011/d be also see11 as a way

of developing national

prosperity and security'

Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Repub/fc of Jndrmesia as a wl,o/e, tl,e

nature, presmlt mid fature generation Scientists/researchers Science and
technology community, General population espccinlly fishennen and farmers,
Present & future generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: government (executive and

legislative}
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and legislative),

local governments, lndustry,f,sl,ermen and farmers.
a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are executive (Lapan, Bappenas and Dept.

ofFinrmce)
The 'ought to be' p!W111ers are: executive and tl,e represenlaliVe3 of beneficiaries
(local governments, indmrry, [1S/,ermen and farmer), Depanri/Lapan, Agencies
(government & private), Industries (government & private), Loe.al government,
Fishennen & farmers, Researcher,
a.iv The eicperts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and tecl,no/ogy

experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science a11d

technology experts and beneficiaries
a.v The representatives of those affected by Sipcsmik are: local governme11ts
The 'ought to be' representatives are: Indonesia Consumer Institute, and Local

Governmenls.
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision maker are allocated resources

(executives) approved resource sl,aring (be11ejiclaries)
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Not controlled conditions: power concerned (science a,1d /eclmology, eco,wmy,

socio cultural, legal- palitical, nature)
c.

The constraints on the decision maker are national capacily on space scie1we

d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by The Government

e.

Yes those are affected by Sipesmik allowed lo lllke their fate into their own

and technology. The ought to be constraints: sustainable food

hands despite the expert. Yes, they arc allowed to

Questlon3

I, Efficiency

Appropriale monitoring and canlral sys/em with continuously

2, Effectiveness

Clearly stated: the fix canstraint(s), achievable objectives with

improved s/a11dords peifarmonce
measurable i11dicolor of successes, and ratio11al steps of action ta
realize the objectives

3, Efficacy

Simple, unitary (110 conflictive points), open lo caaperatian,
resource sharing and au/sourcing

4. Equity

Equal access to: infonnation, science and /echuology, resources,
market and decis/011 maki11g

S. Elhkality

Ca1ifonni1Jg ta general principle

of ethics with focus ta

s/okehalders
6, Elegancy

Aest/Jet/co/ and cholle11ging

10

increase/mainto/11 security and

prosperity ofgeneral population
Comments and suggestions
J) Please consult Pa/Jcos//a as the Indonesian we/tanchauung in Tombr1raka:

'Pendidlkan Poncas//o', Pustako Joyo, 1995. Poncos//a and values 111 Lasiyo
& Yuwo1Jo: Poncosilo (a pM/osophicol approach), Liberty, 1985.

2) Sipesmik should be open to illternalionol coopem/lo/J and or outsourcing
operation.
3) Universities should participate in the Sipesmik especially focusing an
education, research and development.
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4) Sipesmlk should fulfil the 11eed of general pop11lation rupecfal/y fannefll and
fishermen
5) It should practice open management, its organization should he a 11etwork that
inc/udru exislingfacililies and have a self improvement mechanism.
6) It shall only develop space science and techriolagy for peaceful purposes, arid
its i1We!ltme11t should be mainly generated from the govemmerit. Also please
consider include /he following into Sipesmlk /ask.!;
a. Increase arid mairitairi local government partlcipalion
h. Increw;e and mairitain economic productivity
c. Iricrew;e and maintain tfle dynamics of regulating the system
d. Increase and mairitain the dynamic af managing the natural
environment
7) It Is a challenge for lawyers lo lrmovale a framework regarding how laws and
regulation can and should be used lo create and maintain s11stainab/e food
s11ppiy with the help ofspace technology.
8) Recently the law governing scie11ce and teclmology has been promulgated;
therefore S/pesmik sho11/d be regulated

/11

accordance wllh this law. Also ii

sho11ld be In corrrupondence, consistent, and coherence with Pancasifa.
9) To measure the succrus of Sipesmik ii should be monitored some Indicators
such as:
a. Qualified knowledge/ understandillg of participants especially local
governments, on how help s11pporl space teclmo/ogy development and
its use to create and main/a/11 s11s/a/nable food
b. The belief ofparticipants. especially local government, on the need of
on appropriate soc/a-cultural slate for sustainable food
c. The belief ofparticipants, especially local government, on the 11eed of
an appropriate institulioiral practice for sustai11nb/e food
d. The belief ofpartlcipairls, especially local govemme11t, 011 tile need for
a,r appropriate stale ofnatural environment/or sustainable food

e. Participants', especially local governments', tnist on the capability of
the sys/ell/ to create and maintain siistainob/e food with the l!e/p of
space tech110/ogy

f. Financial support

& resource sl!nriirg to tile system in creating tile

sustainable food with the help ofspace lec!mafogy
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g. Ensured inlerdeparlmental and international Cf)()perolion to create
and maintain the sustainable food wltll tlle llelp space technology.
h. Supportive natural environment with regard to food production
i.

The belief of participants on space techm,logy capability to supporl
increase economic productivity

j.

The belief of pa,t/cipanls on spoce technology capability lo support
sustainable 11ah1re management

k. Well /rained and educated system participants (actors)

{.

Protected and supported legally the system

m. Reduced waste
11.

Q110/ified waler health and effeclivedrai,roge

o. Q11allfted groundwater
p. Preserved not11ral habitat
q. Preserved flora and faimu diversity
r. Vegetatio11 re-growth
Good Luck
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Question 1
'Altl,ough Sipesmlk Is a research and developmenl activity that should be managed as
a non pl'(Jfit entily, but it should be also seen as a way of developing no/Iona/
prosperity and security'

Quesllan Z
o.i

The beneficiaries of tl,e S/pesmik process are: scienlifii: community
111e 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic of Indonesia as a whole, the
na/11re, present and Ju/I.Ire genera/ion, Science and tecl,nolagy community,
Gel!eral populalion especially fishermen and farmers, Prese11t & future
generation,

a.ii 171e decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: government (executive and
legislative)
Tiie 'ougl,t fo be' decision makers are govemme11t (execmive and legisla/lve),
/orol governmenls, i11dustry,fishermen and farmers
a.iii The plan11er in /he S/p1!$mlkprocess are: executive (Lopr,n, Bapp,mas a11d Dept.
of Finance)
171e 'ought to be' p/011ners are: executive and /he representalives of
beneficiaries (local governments, industry, fishermen and former), Agencies
(government & rrivate), Industries (go1•ernment & private), Local governme111,
Researcher,
a.iv 171e e:xp,,,1s used i11 the S/pesmlk procrus are: space science aiid technology
exp-,,1s
Tile 'ought to be' experls rised in /he Sipesmlk process are: ;;pace scie11ce and
tec/mology experts a11d beneficiaries
a.v

Thel'epresenrat/ves oftl,ose affected bySipesmik are: local governments
n,e 'ought to be' representatives are: I11do11esia Consumer I11s/ltute, a,id Local
Governmenls and NGO's.

b.

Tiie cond.'tions that are controlled by 11,e decisio,1 makers are ~ources
allocation (execUl/ve) approved resouiresharing (benejlciarlru)
The conditions /hat are not co11/rolled by the decision makers are: power
concerned (science and technology, economy, socio cul111ral, legal- po/it/cal,
11ature)
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c,

The constraints on the deci.1ion makers are national capacity 011 space scie11ce
and technology. 17ie 'ought lo be' constroims are sustainable /.Jod.

d.
e.

11repower to ensure success o/Sipesmik held by the Government
Yes thwe are affected by Sipesmik a/lawed to take their fate illlo their ow11 hands
despite the expert. Yes, they are allowed to

Questlan3
1. Efficiency

Appropriate monitoring and co11trol system with continuously

2. Effectiveness

improved s/Q/ulards performance.
Achievable objectives with measurable indicator a/successes, and

3. Efficacy

ratitmal sleJJ$ ofaction la realize the objectives.
Simple, unitary (no co~J!.lctive points), open to cooperation,

4. Equity

resource sharing and 011tS_r~iirci11g.
Equaf.o.Ccess to: -;~Jonna/ion, scie11ce and technology, resources,

~11d

,~arket
Oecisio11 makillg. Acknowledge Ille existence of external
power: sCience a11d technology, eco11omy, social and culture, legal
5. Ethicality

and political, tmd the 11ature
confom1ing to general pri11cip/e of ethics with focus to

6. Eleganty

stakeholders.
Aestlwtical, a//roctive, challe11gfog to increase/malt11ai11 sec11rity
and prosperity ofgeneral pop11/atian.

Comments and suggestions
J) It should be noted the important of creating the 11ecessary cond11cive slates/or

space science u11d technology developme11t thro11g/1 i1rcreaselmafntaill the
dynamics of ma11agi11g the 11at11ral enviro11me111 that Includes tasks as follows:
a. move towards sustainable nature
b.
c.
d.
e.

reduce waste
increaselmai11taill water health
i11crease/mainraln ecological health, a,1J
increase/maintain natural enviramiwrt s11pport 011 food productio11

2) Sipesmlk sbo11/d /11/fil the need of general pop11/at/011 especially farmers and
fisherme11. 11 shall 011/y develop space science and technology for peace/111
purpwes. Its Investment should be generated mainly from tile government.
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Therefore ii should have the necessary nalianaf commitment and it should
pracllce open management. Some tasks suggested to be f11cl11ded in the
Sipesmik ore:
a. I11crease and maintai11 focal gavernmenlpartlclpalion
b. Cha11ge fostilutionaf practice
c. Increase a11d maintain the dynamics of regulating the system
d. Creation of the necessary conducive slates for space science and
teclmr;/ofiy development is strategically needed for Sipesmik
3) To create and mai11tain a national sustainable food condition, a11 up to date
no/11ra/ resources data base is fu11damenla/ly needed, while space remote
sensing can help provide real time natural resources data, therefore Sipesmik
shall have an appropriate mechanism that realizes Iha/ logic relation in real
lives. A part to food supply, some indicators that should be monitored within
Sipesmik are:
a. Financial support & resource sharing lo the system in creating the
sustainable food with the help ofspace tec/mofogy
b. E11sured interdepartmental and international cooperation lo creare
and maintain the sustainable food with the help space 1ech11ology.
c. Supportive 11atural envlro11rnent with regard to food production
d. Acceptance of the system by government agencies (especially local
go1-"mme11ts) privates and forelg11 purlllers
e. Well trained and educated system parlicipan/5 (aclors)

J Active horizontal management /Inks
g. Protected and supported legally the system
Ir. Red11cedwaste
I.

Qualified water health and effective drainage

j. Qualified ground water
k. Preserved natural habitat
I. Preserved flora and fauna diversity
m. Vegetation re-growth
Local government participatio11
o. National commitment on Slpesmik

11.

Good Luck
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IDIO!J
Question I

'Althor1gh Sipesmlk is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a non profit entity, but ii should be also seen as a way of developing nalional
prosperity and security',
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries ofllic Sipesmik process are: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: prese/11 and future generation, the 11ot11re,

Repr1blic of Indonesia as a whole, a11d the world Industry Science and
technology community, General population especially fishermen and farmers,
Present & future generation,
a.ii

The decision makers of the Sipesmik process nre: government (executive and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive arid legislative),

local governments, industry, fishenne,1 and fanners. Industries (government &
private),
a.iii TI1c planners in the Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and

Dept. of Finance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: executive and the representatives ofbeneficiaries

(local governme11/s, lndustry,fisherme11 a11dfarmer), Depanri/Lapan, Agencies
(government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in llie Sipesmik process are: space science and t~·dmdogy

experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in llie Sipesmik process are: space science,wd

ledmology experts and be11eficiaries
a.v

The representatives of those affected by Sipesmik are: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: Jndo11esla Cons11mer J11stitute, and Local

Governments, Qualified NGO especially those who have life experiences.
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers resources allocation
(executives) approval of reso11rce shari11g (beneficiaries)
The conditions that not controlled conditions: power concerned (scte11ce and

lech11ology, economy, socio cultural, legal· pc/11/cal, nature)
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c.

The constraints on the decision makers are national capacity air space science
and technology. The ought to be constraints: suslainable f()l)d

d.

The power to ensure success of Sipesmik held by The Government

e.

Yes those are affecte.1 by Sipesmik allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Que.,tion3
t. Efficiency

Appropriate monitoring and control system with continuously
improved standards perfonnance

2. Effectiveness Clearly stated: the fi:r; conslroint(s), achievable objectives with
measurable indicator of successes, and rational sleps of action to
realize the objectives
3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (no conflictive points), ope,, to cooperation.
resource sharing a11d ou/sourcing.

4. Equity

Ac/mow/edge the role of external power that includes the nature,
science a11d tec/rno/ogy, economy, social a11d cu/lure, legal and
political. It provides all parlies equal access lo:

iliformation,

science and teclmo/ogy, resources, market and decision making

5. Ethica!ity

cmiforming to general principle of etl,ics with focus

to

stakeholders.

6. Elegancy

Aestl,etica/, attractive and cl:ailenging to Increase/maintain
security and prosperity ofgeneral pop11/atio1,.

Comments ond suggestions

1) Learned from the engagement pracess to system science using the Manley
model, please be advised that Sipesmlk should have two basic tasks; (1)
develop space science and technology innovation and (2) create conducive
states for space science and tecfmo/ogy innovation development.

2) Due to it's limited in house capabilities Sipesmik should be open lo
internmional cooperation and or outsourcing operation
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3) Si~mik 1,ho11!J fulfil the need of grmero/ popr1lalion especially fanners and
fi:,l,em,en. Its investment m11SI be mai11ly ge,rerated from the government
therefore II shall have the necessary national commitment. A part to /lie
development of space science and technology, /he suggesfed tasks lo create the
necessary condr1cive stales are as follows:
a. Increase and maintain economic productivity off()(Jd
b. Change institulional practice
c. Change socio c11lt11ral practice

d. Increase and maintoln the dynamics of regulati11g the system
e. Increase and mai11taln the dynamic of managing the natural
environment

f. Increase and maintain local government participation
4) Due to it's limited in ho11Se capabilities Sipesmikshou/d be open to
intenwtlo11al cooperotio11111111 or outsourcillg ope;.;it/on
5) Additional indicators to food supplya11d space teclmology indicaton, that

should be mo11ilor wi1M11 Siprumik, are among olhers
a.

Financial support & resource sharing to the system ill creating the
switalnab/e food with /lie help ofspace technology

b. Ensured Interdepartmental and International cooperation to create
and maintain the sustainable food with the help space teclmo/ogy.
c. Well trailled and edr1cated system parlicipm1/s (actors)

d. National commit men/ 011 Sipesmik
Good illck
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Question I

'Altho11gh Sipesmlk is a research and devefopme11t activity that should be managed as
a 11011 profit entity, h11t // should be also seen

{I}!

a way of developing na//D11al

prosperity and security.
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are: scie11tific community
The. 'ought to be' beneficiaries aro: the pre.!ent and fature generation, the

11ature, the Republic af Indonesia

{I}!

a whale. Government agencies, Science

and technology community, General population especially fishelI!len and
farmers, Present & future generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process aro: govemment (executive and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers aro govemment (executive and legislative,

local govemments) industry (fisheries, & agricrdture),fishermen and/armers.
a.iii The planners in the Sipcsmik process are:· executive (Lapan, Bappenas and
Dept. o/Finance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas, Dept. of Finance,

Agricu/tr1re, Sea and Fisheries) and the representatives of beneficiaries: local
gavemments, Dept. Social, Dept. Education and C11/t11re, indrulry (fisheries &
agriculture) fishennen and farmer. Depnnri/Lapan, Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Resean:her,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and technology

experts.
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and

technology experts and beneficiaries.
a.v The reprllllentative of those affected by Sipesmik ore: local governments,
The 'ought to be' representatives are: Indonesia Cons11mer Insli/11/e, and Local

Govemments.
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers: resoun:es al!ocntion
(executives) resoun:es sharing approvals {beneficiaries). The conditions that are
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not controlled by decision makers nre: power concerned (science and
technology, economy, socio cultural, legn!- political, nature).
c.

The constraints on the decision maker

nro:

national capacity on space science

and technology. The 'ought to be' constraints are sustainable food.
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipcsmik held by: the Govenunent

e.

Yes those are affected by Sipesmik allowed lo W:e their fnto into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Question 3

I. Efficiency

Has the character af an effective plan with

a11

appropriate

mrmilarilrg and control system that the performance standard is
c011linuausly improved
2. Effectiveness Clearly slated the fix canstrainl(s), mid the achievable abjective(s)

with measurable indicators of sr1ccess, and rational steps of action
lo realize the objective(s)

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary

(110

cmifliclive paints), open ta coaperali011,

resource sharing and outsourcing

4. Equity

Conforms ta human dignity which cauld be translated into equal
ac~; ;.,, i11farmatia11, science and technology, resources, market
and decision making

5. Ethicality
6. Elcgancy

Conforms la prafessia11a/ ethics
Aeslhellca/ and increoselmai11tain security and prosperity

of

ge11eral pcpu/at/011.
Comments and suggestions

1) Sipesm/k should fulfil the 11eed of general papulalia11 especially farmers and
fishem1en. Its investment must be mainly generated from the gavemme11/
therefore it sho11ld have the 11ecessary national commitment.
2) D11e to it':, lim//ed in house capabilities Sipesmik should be ope11 ta
international cooperation and or outsourcing operntlan

JJ U11iversilies should participate in the Sipesmlk especially focusing

011

ed11catio11, research and development.
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4) Sipesmik should be managed in such a way that Increases and maintains
economic productivity.
5) Change instllut/onal practice
6) Creation of the necessary cand11cive states for space science and technology
develapmelll is slralegica/ly needed for Sipesmik
7) lit addition to indicators of space sc/e11ce and technology development and of
prodriclian, distributia11 and consumption af foods, same i11dicatars that
should also be monitored are ama11g other:
a.

Finaiiclal support & ~arirce sharing la the system In creating the
sris/a/nabfo faad wllh the help ofspace tech11alogy

b. Accepta11ce of the system by government age11c/es (especially local
governments) privates and foreign parlliers

c. Well trained and educated system porticipo11ts (actors)
d. Local govemme11t participation
Good luck
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1m.o1
Que!tlon 1

'Althorigh Sipesmik is a research and dwelopment activity tho/ s/Jou/d be managed as
a non profit entity, but II should be also seen as a way of developing natlo11a/
prosperity and security'.
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of Ute Sipesmikprocess are: 1w infornrution
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries nre: present and future generation, the nature,

the world as a whole. Science and technology community, Geoeml population
especially fishermen and fanners, Present & future generation,

a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: the government
The 'ought to be'decision makers are government, local gavernments,f1Sl1ern1en

and farmers.
a.iii The planner in the Sipesmik process arc:

,w iliformation

The 'ought to be' planners are: govemme/11 together w/lh l=I govemme/lls,

fis/Jenne11 and Janner, Dcpanri/Lapan, Agencies (government & private),
Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: 1,0 infarmalia11
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process nre: space science a11d

teclmalagy @:perts and be11ejiclaries
a.v The representative of those affected hy Sipesmik arc: no information
The 'ought to be' representatives arc:

local governments, organizations af

fishermen and farmers
b.

The conditions that arc controlled by the decision makers arc resources
a!Jocation (executives), resources sharing approval (beneficiaries)
The conditions that arc not controlled are power concerned (legal- palilicaf,

nature)
c.

The constraints on the decision makers are 1w information. The 'ought to be'
constraints are switaillab/e faads.

d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by the Government.

e.

Yes those are affected by Sipesmik allowed to tnke their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes they should be al!owed to.
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Quatloo 3

I. Efficiency

Has an appropriate monitoring and control system with
continuously Improved perfonnance standards

2. Effe(:tiveness Has (on) ach/ew,b/e objective(s) wllh measurable indicators of
success, a11d rational steps of action to realize the objective(s)

3. Efficacy

Simple, u11itary (no conflictive points), ope11 to cooperation,
resource sharing a11d outsourcing.

4. Equity

Conforms to general prl11ciples of right and justice, due process,

5. Elhicafay

Confonns to general principle of elli(cs.

6. Elegancy

Aesthetical, allracllve, and challenging lo i11crease!maintaln

both internally and exler11al/y.

security and prosperity ofthe general population.

Comments and suggestion$
1) Sipesmik should fu/ftl the need of general population especlolly farmers ond
fishermen. 11 shall only develop space science and teclmalogy far peaceful
purposes, t/Jerefore it should practice open management, so Iha/ its peacefi,I
purposes can be secured.
2) Its investment should mainly be generated from the government. He11ce, It
should increase the economic productivity of the country.
3) Sipesmik should have two basic tasks:
a. develop space science and technology innovation, and
b. create conducive stales for space science and technology ilmovatlon
deve/opme1J/
The first should Include aperatio11 that could be split into 'missio11 operation '
and 'house keeping operation'. The second should include increase and
maintain: local government participation, economic productivity, dynamics of
regulating the S/pesmik, and of managing the physical envlro11ment, and
change of institutional practice and of socio c11/tural practice.
4) Sipesmlk is a social process that ach/ev/11g the goals needs a /o11g period of
time. As a social process Sipesm/k should be managed in an appropriate
manner such aJ comprising cycles where lmproveme11/ mechanism/ram one to
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a,wth,>r cycle is well estab/is/Jed. Also ii is an educational process where the
actors are abject of ils educational programs lo facilitate the intended social
pro=s. Its education program for researchers s/Jould be transformable Into
formal education credit, so thatfrc-m their activities the researchers can write
11p thesis for their mas/er or doctor degrees.
5) Sipesmik should be correspondence, consistence, and coherence with
Pancaslla.

Good Luck
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Questioo I

'Although Sipesmik is a research and development activity that shauld be managed as
a non profit entity, but II shauld be also seen as a way af developing national
prasperity and security'.
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are: sclentijic commu11ity
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the prese11t and future ge11eratio11, the

nature, the Republic of Indonesia as a whole. Government agencies, Industry
Scientistalresean:hers, Science and technology community, General J)(lpulation
especially fishcmten and fll!lllcrs, Present & future generation,

a.ii

The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: government (executive and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and legislative,

local governments) industry (jid1erfes, & agricufture},fll!hemien and/armers.
a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and Dept.

o/Finaiice)
The 'ought to be' plElllllers arc: executive (Lapan, Bappenas, Dept. of Finance,

Agric1dlure, Sea and Fisheries) and the n,presentatives of bweficiaries: local
governments, Dept. Social, Dept. Education mid Culture, indristry (fisheries &
agric11/1ure) fishermen and Janner. Dcpanri/Lapan, Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The e){pcrls used in the Sipesmik process are: space science a11d /eclmology

experls
TI,c 'ought to be' c){pcrts used in the Sipesmik process arc: space science and

/ec//nology experts and beneficiaries
o.v

The representative of those affected by Sipesmik are: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: Indonesia Consumer Institute, and Local

CtOVernmcnts.
b. , The conditions that are controlled°by the decision maker are resouwe allocation
(e){ecutive) and resources sharing approval (beneficiaries). The conditions that
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are not controlled conditions: power concerned (science and technology,
economy, socio cultural, legal· political, nature).
c.

The conlltraints on the decision makers nre national capacity on space science

d.

The power to ensure success ofSipcsmik he!d by the Government

e.

Yes those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate ioto their own

and technology. The 'ought to be' constraints: sus!ainub!c foodS

hands despite the expert Yes. They should be a!lowed to.

Question 3
I. Efficiency

Hold the character of an effe,;tive plan and has 011 appropriate
monitoring a,id control sys/em /hat the performance standards are
continuously improwd

2. Effectiveness Acllievable objectives with measurable indicator ofsuccessl!.~. and
rational steps af aclion lo realize the objectives.

3. Efficacy

·Simple, unitary (no conflictive palms), open lo cooperation,
resource sharing and au/sourcing

4. Equity

Equal access lo: i1ifonnation, science and technology, resources,
market and decision making

5. Ethicality

Conforms ta ge11eraf principle of ethics

6. Elegancy

Aesthetical, a/lractive, challenging to i11crease/maintaln security
and prosperity afgeneral population

Comments and snggest1011s
I) Slpesmik should fulfil the need of general pop11/ation especially fanners and
fishermen. Therefore the necessary i1westm1mt should mainly be ge11era/ed
from the goven1men1. For tl,/s ii shall have the ·necessary national
commitment. Hence ii should practice ope11 management. Also due lo it's
limited in house capabilities Sipesmik slrou/d be open to international
cooperation and or outsourcing operation
2) Sipesmik sho11!d have two basic ta5ks: (I) develop spani science and
technology innowtion and (2) create co11ducive states for space science and
technology l1111ow1/on developme11t. 11wjirst should include (a) basic science
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or demand (b) research and development (c) prnduction or constmclion (d)
operation and (e) Marketing or Sales. The second should incl11de: increase
/maintain local government participation, increase/maintain economic
prodr1ctivity, change of institutiona/ praclice, change the socio c11/tural
practice, increase/maintain dynamics of regu/atillg /he Sipesmik and
lnuense/ma/ntain the dy11amics of managiilg the physical e11vironment.
3) Slpesmik is a soc/a/ process that achieving the gaals needs a long period of
time. As a soc:al pracess Sipesmik should be ma,wged in a11 appropriate
manner such as cnmprising cycles where improveme111 mechanism from 011e to
another cycle is well established.
4) Sipesmik Is an educational process where the actors are object of its
ed11cational pF->grmns

i,;

f,1ei/i1a1e the intended social process. Its ed11cation

program for researchers should be tra,l!lfom1abfe into formal educatio11
credit, so that from theiraclivilies the researchers can write up /hesesfor t/Jeir
master or doctor degrees.
5) There is a need for a 11alionaf commitment: govemment (legislative &
exee111/ve) a11d public ,'or Sipesmik w that ronlinua11ce of the program be
guaranteed

Good Lu~k
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Question I
'Cos/ benefit analysis is capable to show the economic value a/ a,1 aclio11 program,

therefore each uctfmi program of Sipesmlk shall accomplish a11 economically
acceptably cost benefit ratio'
Note: the be11efits include both the tanglb/eaud intangible benefits.
Questlon2
a.i The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are: Lapan sale/lite scientists and

partners.
TI1e 'ought to be' beneficiaries of the Sipesmik are: users a/remote sensing data

and

telecomm11n/catio11

.system

Government

agencies,

Industry,

Scicotists/researehers, Science and technology community, General populatior.
3.ii

especi3]ly fishermen and farmers,
The decision mnkcrs of the Sipcsmik process are: Lapan satellite scie111ists and

partners
The ought to be decision mnkers are: Lapan and beneficiaries (users a/remote

sensing data and telecommu11icatio11 system)

a.iii The planners in the Sipcsmik process are: Lapan (sare/llte sc/e1rlists &partners)
The 'ought to be' planners in the Sipcsmik process are: Lapall sate/lite scielllisls
& partners and be11eficiaries, Dcpanri!Lapan, Agencies (government & priv3tc),

Scientist/ academician,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipcsmik process arc: Lapan satellite scientists a11d

parl!Jers
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: Lapan satellile

scientists, parll1ers a11d beneficiaries

a. v The representatives of those affected by Sipcsmik arc: Lapan researcl1 par111ers
(such as: DLR, NASDA, CNES, NASA, /SRO, Great Wall)
The 'ought to be' rcpr.:sen!ativcs of those who are affected by the Sipesmik
process is: rcprese/lfative of adm/n/slralors, regulators, suppliers, co111ractors,
ca,uultants, research partners, advocncyorg. a11d local governme11t.
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers arc resources
allocation (Lapan) res01,rces (liardwure, software, finance a11d huma11

rl1l!ources) sharing approval (be11eficiaries)
The conditions that arc not controlled conditions by the decision makers: global

market, free rrade
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c.

The constraints on the decision makers are technological and finoncia/
fcasibfUty o/Sipesmik
The 'ought to be' constraints on the decision makcm are: social, economy,
pa/It/cal, legal, environment and cultural conditions

d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by the /1westors: Government

e.

Yes those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own

(main)
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be nllowed to

Question 3
l, Efficiency

Ratio between or1tput and iliput

2. Effectiveness Ratio between the acl,ieved and the total objective
3. Efficacy
4. Equity
5, Ethicality
6. Elcgancy

Rat/a between the resources available and the resources 11eeded lo
execme tire plan
Nate: included In effectiveness
Nate: included in effectiveness
Nate: included in effectiveness

Comments 11cd comments

I) Sipcsmik edr1calian program far researchers should be 1ra,1sformable into
formal edr1callan credit, so that from their acrivltics the researchers cmi write
11p 1/resfs for their masrer or doc/or degrees.
2) Although Sipcsmik is heavy scle11ce and technology characteristic, however ii
should also concern with increasi11g and maimainillg economic prodr1ctivity
a11d changing socio cultural practice.
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Question 1

'Why develop our own satellite, global space market provides choices so Iha/ we ca11
choose based 011 orir own criteria Iha/ foc/ude especially presening our nature
through minimum release of manmade debris in space'
Question 2

a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process arc: 110 informal ion,
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries of the Sipcsmik .are:. farmers and campan/es:

hydropower generator and waler supply Nature (li~ngand non living things),
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are; no information
The 'ought to be' decision makers of Sipesmik process are: Lapan satellite

scie11tisl and weather modifica//on scientists and the 'aright to be' brmeficiaries.
aiii The planners in the Sipesmik process are: no informa1/o11
The •ought to be' planners in the Sipesmik process are: sate/lite scie11tisl &

weather modification scie111isls 011d the

'aright to be' beneficiaries,

Dcpanri/Lapan, Agencies (government &private), Scientist/ academicinn,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipcsmik process are: 110 lnformatio11.
The 'ought to be' eicpcrts used in the Sipesmik process arc: satellite & weather

modification scientists and tile' ought lo be' beneficiaries
a.v

The representative of those affected by Sipcsmik are: 110 information
The 'ought to be' representatives ofwho nre affel:lted by the Sipesmik process

are·

Universily of Indonesia, professfrma/ orgmilzalions, investor, suppliers,

co111ractors, consultants, coll!lumers and the 11ot-involved but affected parties.
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers arc resources
allocations (Lapnn), resources sharing approvals (beneficiaries)
Tile conditions that arc not controlled by decision makers: political and cultural

foe/ors
c.

The constraints on the decision makers nro technological and financial

feasibility Slpesmik
The 'ought to be' constraints: ethical and cultural conditions
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by the Investors
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e.

Yes those affected by Sipcsmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Questioo3
1. Efficiency

Ratio between output and input

2. Effocliveness Ratio between t/ie ac/,ieved and the total objective.
3. Efficacy

Ratio between the resources a11ai/able and the resources needed to
execute the plan.

4. Equity

Co1ifom1s lo the general principle ofright and justice, due process.

5. Ethicality

Co1iforms to general principle of ethics with focus to ,vtakeho/ders.

6. E!egnncy

Public opi11/011 of use.fi1/ness of th~ project to raise their quality of
life.

Commenl.'l and suggestions

1) Sipesmik should concern witlr enviromne111a/ health (mi11imum space debris),
ec011omic productivity, inslilulional and socio c11/tura/ practices.
2) It shall hove the neeeJsary 1ialirmal commilmem
3) It should create the necessary condr1cive states for space science and
teclmofogy development.
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Question I
'Cooperative way of monaging Sipesmik rou/d guarantee /he practice of open
ma11ogement and 1he 11.ie of micro sotellile system, which is limited for peoceful
purposes especially for pN!!ierving 1he nature'
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries oflhe Sipesmik process nre: satellite inreresled parties
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries of the Sipesmik are: remote sensing dala users

and store forward data users Science and technology community, General
population especinlly fishennen and farrnen;, Present & future generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process arc Lapa11, renorcl, partners and

investor
The 'ought to be' decision makers in the Sipesmik process are:

Lapan,

researchparlners, investor and 'ought to be' Sipesmik beneficiaries.
a.iii The planners in lhe Sipesmik process are: Lapan, researehpartners and investor.
The 'ought to be' planners in the Sipesmik process arc:

Lapan, research

partners, investor and the 'oughl to be' beneficiaries. Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipcsmik process 11.-c Lapan, research partners and

investor experts.
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process arc: Lapan, research

por/11ers, i111'C.!itor (ll!d the 'oug/Jt to be' beneficiary exper/s.
a.v The representative of those affected by Sipesmik process are: Lapa11, research

partners, inves/or (i11volved), Local government (not inWJ/ved)
The 'ought to be' representatives of who are affected by the Sipesmik process

are: Lapa11, research por/11ers, investor and /he 'ouglit Jo be' beneficiaries

(involved); loco/ government 011d professional ossoclatio11 and industry
association (not involved)
b.

The conditiona that arc controlled by the decision makers arc resources

allocalion
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The conditions that are not controlled by de<:ision makers aro: natural, political,

economical, socio cultural and /ega/factan
c.

The comtraints on the decision makers arc limited resources
The 'ought to be' constraints: legal, social, ecrmomica/ and political com////011S

d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by Investor: The Government of

e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own

the Republic ofindoncsin.
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Question 3

1. Efficiency

Focusilig 011 the use ofresource:i

2. Effectiveness Ratio between the achiuved and the ta/a/ objective.

J. Efficacy

Nan bureaucratic eJJ11/ra11me111

4. Equity

Accountability of work ac/Jlevemenl and rewords

5. Ethicality

Confom1 to professional ethics

6. Elcgancy

Use/11/ness of a project lo people's quality oflife.

Comments and suggestions

/) Slpesmlk Is a social process that achieving the goals needs a long period of
time. As a social process Sipe£111ik should be managed in 011 approprf111e
manner such as comprisi11g cycles where improvement mecha11fsm /ram ane lo
another cycle is well establislied. It is also an ed11catianal process where the
actors are 'Jbject of its educational programs lo fac//11/lte the illtended social
process. Therefore ill addition to space science and 1ec/11Jology indicators, it
should also he monitored social and eca11omlc lndicaton such as:
a. Food production, distrlb111ion and co11Sumplion
b. Public parlicipation on achieving a11d maintaining sustainable food
with the help ofspace technology.
c. Commu11ity lrt1SI on the capabiUty of the system lo crealc and ma/11tain
the suswi11able food with the help of space leclmo/ogy
d. Changed menu, farmllig and fishing practice towards sustainable
/iablts
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e. Commu11ity support for the system lo create and mai11tai11 the
sustainable food with the help ofspace teclmo/ogy

f

Community 1mderstanding and atliludes on the system

g. Social, equity &j11stir:e empowerment
2) Due la the VD.'il impact to national live as described above, Sipesmiksha/1.liave
the necessary national commitment and the major investme111 should be
generated from the govemment.
3) Far it sr1ccess, ii sl,011/d be concerned with:
a. lnternatio11a/ eaoperalion and or outsourcing opera/Ion
b. fuljil /lie need ofgeneral papulatlon especially farmers andjishemren
c. open management practice
d. cl1a11gi11g institutional practice
e. changing socio cu/111ra/ practice

f. crea//ng of 1/Je necessary conducive states for space science and
technology deve/opme/11
g. the correspor1dence, consistence, and coherence of its ta.vks with
Pa11casi/a
Good Luck

Question 1
'Although Sipesmik is a research ond development activity that should be managed os
a non profit e111ity, but It should be also seen os o way of developing national
prosperity ond security'

Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process arc scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: present cmdfut,ire generation, the nature,
the Republic of lndo11esia as a whole, a11d the world. Government agencies,

Industry, Science and technology community, General population especially
fishem,en and farmers, Present & future generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: governme,ll (executive a11d
legislatlw)

The 'ought to be' decision makers arc government (executive and legislative},
local gcvernme11/s, industry,jishemre11 a11dfarmers.

a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and
Dept. ofFinmice)

The 'ought to be' planners arc: executive and the repr11se11/alives of beneficiaries
(local governmenls, industry, f,shemren mid farmt1r} Agenci~ (government &

private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process arc: space science and technology
experts

The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science a11d
tec/ma/agy experts and beneficiaries

a. v The representative of those affected by Sipesmik arc: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: J11dc,1esia Ccnsrm,er Institute, Lccal
Gcvernme11/s ,md NGOs.

b.

The conditions that arc controlled by the decision maker arc resources allocation
(executive) resources sharing approval (Beneficiaries)

The conditions that are not controlled by decision milkers: power concerned

(science and techna/ogy, economy, socio cultural, legal· political, nature)

c.

The constraints on the decision makers are national capacity on space science

and tec/1no/ogy
The 'ought to be' constraints on the decision makers arc: sustainable food
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by The Government

e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to talce their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to

Questlon3

I, Efficiency

Holds an appropriate mo11itoring ond control system with
continuously improved performance standard

2. Effectiveness Holds (an) acMevable objectivc(s) with mewmrab/e indicators of

success, and rational steps ofaclio11 lo realize the objectivc(s)
Simple, unitary (110 c01if1ictivc points), ope11 lo cooperation,

3. Efficacy

resource sharing ai1d outsourcing
Provide al/ parties equal access to:

4. Equity

informatio11, scie11ce and

teclmo/ogy, resources, market and decision making
5, Ethicality

Confomrs to general principle of ethics

6. Elcgancy

Aestheticaf, al/raclive and challenging to i11crease!mointain
security and prosperity ofg~nera/ pap11/atian

Comments and sugge!tloos

l) Learned from the Interaeliw Madel of Innovation Process (Manley, 2001),
pleusc be advised t/ial Sipesmik sho11ld have two basic tasks:
a. develop space science a11d 1ech110/ogy innovatio11, which /11c/ude (a)
basic scie11ce or demand (b) research and developme11t (c) production
or construe/Ion (d) mission and house keeping operation and (e)
Marketing or Sa/es.
b. create conducive states for space science and technology in11ovalion
devclo;m1elJ/, which consider (1) local gowmment participa1io11, (2)
eca11omic prod11clivlty, (3) reg11/ating the Sipesmik, (4) managing the
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physical environment, (J) changing instituti:Jnaf praelice and (6)
changing socio e11fturaf practice.
2} Siprum/k Is an educational prace!/s w/1ere the atlnrs are object of fts
educatlanaf programs le facilitate /he inte11ded social process. Its education
program for researchers should be transformable i11/o Jonna{ education
credit, so Iha/from their activities the researchers can write up theses for their
master or doctor degrees. Therefore its indicator of success should Include
'We/l 1ral1.1ed and ed11cated system participants (actors). In sr,pport lo this,
universities .vhor,ld participate in tire Sipesmik especially /oertslng on
educ1Jtlon, research and deve/opmenl.
3) Due to it's limited in ho11.1e capabilities S/pesmik sha,ild be open lo
internal Iona/ coopera/ia11 tmd or outsourcing operation.
4) Sipesmik should fulfil the need of gerieral population especially farmers and
fishernw1. Its organization should 1:e a network that illc/udes nil supporter
facilities, and It should havea11 improvement mechanism.
5) The 11ecessary investment far Sipesmik should be generated from the
government.

Good Luck
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ID207

Question 1

'Although Sipesmik is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a non profit entity, but it should be also seen as a way of devefopf11g national
prosperity and security'
Question 2
a.i

The brneficiacies of the Sipesmik process are: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic of Indone.iia ns a whole, the

nature, present and fu1t1Te ge11eratfm1, Science lllld technology community,
General population especially fishermen and farmers, Present & future
generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik µrocess are: governme/JI (executive and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (execu//ve and legislative),

local governments, indus/ry,fishermen and farmers.
a.Hi The planners in the Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and

Dept. a/Finance)
The 'ought to oe' planners are: e.xec111iveand the representatives of beneficiaries

(local governmenrs, liufr1stry, }is hermen and farmer), Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and technology

experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process arc: space science and

technology experts a11d be11eficlarle.i
a.v

The representative of those affected by Sipcsmik are: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: I11danesia Co,.•umer !1Js/ltute, and Local

Governme11/s and NGO's.
b.

The conditioll5 that are controlled by the decision makers are rcsoun:es
allocation (executive) and resource ~haring approval (beneficiaries)
The condition that are no! controlled by the decision makers arc power

concerned (science a11d tech11alagy, economy, sac/a cultural, legal- political,
11ature)
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c.

The constraints on the decision mukera are national capacity

011

space science

and technology

The 'ought to be' constraints: sustainable food
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by: the Government

e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fote into their own
hands despite the expert. Ycs, they should be allowed to.

QuestlonJ
1. Efficiency

Has the character of an ejfeclive plan and has an appropriate
monitoring and contrcl system with conti11uously improved
peiformimce standards

2. Effectiveness Has (an) achievable abjective(s) with measurable indicators of

success, and rational steps of action ta realize the objectlve(s),
guided by f,x constraint(s)

3. Efficacy

Simple, unilu,y (no conflictive points), open ta cooperation,
resource sharing and all/sourcing

4. Equity

Conforms ta human dignity by providing equal access la:
information, science and lechnalagy, resources, market and
decision making. Acknowledges the existence of power of the
nature, scie11ce and technology, ecmiomy, social and culture, legal
and po/it/cal

5. Ethicality

Conforms la professional ethics

6. Elegnncy

Aesthelical and capable of increasing the q11ality of life of the
general population

Commenb and suggestions
1) Leanied from Tech11alagy Innovation Development Model (Manley, 2001),
please be advised that there are two main tasks ofSipesmik: (1) develop space
scfe11ce and technology, (2) create the necessary conducive stales for
developing space scie11ce and teclma/ogy. As a lall'.J"1r, l wa11ld rather focus a~
the latter especially regarding t/Je important of ,ei.rulating the Sipesmik Foc11s
of this task should be (a) 'protect and supj,on legally the Slpesmik'. Jn
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support ta point (a) four integrated tasks should be included: (b) pravide
cawmlratian a1Jd aid la solve legal case and to prepare legal documents (c)
increase Sipesmik participants 11nderstanding on laws a11d regulations, (d)
establish guida11ce far impleme11/alion of laws a11d regu/atianfor S/pesmik, (e)
inllia/e creation of new laws and regu/ollons including ratification ar
accessio,r of inlen1at/011al laws/regulations.
2) Sipesmlk shauldfu/jl/11/re need af genera/ papulatiorJ especially farmers and
ftshen11e11
3) Sipesmik should practice open management
4) The Sipesmik investment must be mainly generated from the government.
5) The Sipesmik shall have the necessary national commitment
6) Increase nnd maintain local government participation

7) Increase and maintain cconomicproductivlty
8) Change institutional practice
9) Increase and maintain the dynamics of regulating the system
to) Increase and maintain the dynamic of managing the nnlllml environment

Jl)Sipesmik holds cross-sector tasks from research and development, up to
sustainable food which indicator of success consislll of science and
technology, socio cul::•ral, economical, institutional and physical indicators
therefore Depanri, as the n:tlona! space council, should take the initiative to
regulate Sipesmik.
12) Sipesmik holds high level goals: micro satellite for sustainable food, this give
lnwyern a chal!engc on how laws can and should be used to achieve such
political and social goals.
IJ)Is there any jurisprudence

011

how laws can and should be used to achieve

sustainable food?
14)There arc international laws and regulations that should be taken into
consideration in managing the Sipesmik such as:

Space Treaty, 1967;

Registration convention, 1972, and Liabfi:ty Convention 197H.
15) Adh:re MTCR provides possibility to get access to high technology market.
16)Joint I access to MTCR means ready to accept international inspection of all
facilities including those belong to llml forces
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17) There is no natiooo.1 blue print for space science and technology development,
lherefiir~ .. decision on projects are often based on short tenn political
~,xpedicl'cy_
JS)A number. of coopcratioii agreements betwe'en institutions were signed but
"discontinuance of prog"IUll ~ftcn happens in accordance:with. tour:of dut}'
events
19) We have to foUow up with actions program the lndone~ia National Concept en

Space tbat ~as been promulgated by the President as Chainnan o~Dcparui in
1998.
20) Crcatiou of the necessary conducive states for space science. and 'tecbno!ogy

dCVelopmcnt is strategico.lly needed for Sipcsmik
21)There is a need for a ,notionlll commitment: go1•crnrnent (legislative &
executive) and public for Sip::smik so that continuance. of the p1:°gram be
guaranteed
i2} Sipcsmik should be corresp'ondenee, consistence, and cohcroncc with

Pancasiln.
23)Space activity develops and varies at nlmost n!l effo"~ of fulfilling humnn
needs, therefore Depnnri as the national space council should be more active

so that p-cop!c are al the pcisition to grasp nil poss:ble space benefits.
24)New lows and regulations including ratification or accession cf international
laws,'rcgu!ations
25) Participants understanding on laws and regulations

26)Consultatio_n and aid to solve legal cnscs and to prep_are and assess legal
docum...'llts
2~)Protccted and supported lcigitlly the system
28)R~gulatotysupportcd ancl pl'Otccted the space activities
29)National commitment on Sipesmik
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Question I

'Aflhough Sipesmik is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a

11011

profit entity, but ii should be olsa seen as .a way of dew/aping nu/Iona/

prosperity and security'
Question 2

a.i

Tho beneficiurie5 ofthe.Sipesmik process are: scientific c~;,;munity The '.ought 10· be' beneficiuries are: the Rep11b/ic of Indonesia Os a whole, the

mzrure, presenl and future ge11eratian, Science and technology community,
General pop~lation espec!ally fishennc.-n .and farmers, Present" & future
generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: government (executive and

/eg/s/atil'e)
The 'ought to b~.- decision makers are government (executive and legislative),
/Cleal governments, Industry, fishermen and farmers.
a.iii The planner in the Sipcsmik process are: execrtlive (Lapan, Bappenas and Dept.

of Finance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: exec/I/Ive and the represe11tatives of beneficiaries
(local governm_ems, i11d1,stry, fishermen a11dfarmer), Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & private), Loon! government, Researcher,
a.iv The e,xpcrts us,'<1 in the Sipesmik process are: space science and leffmo/ogy

'experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and

technology e:,:perts and benejiciaries
a. v The repi'escnlativc orthose affected by Sipesmik are: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS/ and Lacal Governmenta-,
b.

The conditions that are controlled by lhc decision makers are. resources
allocations
The cond.itions lhat'IU'C
not contiolled by decision-,..,·
.makers a,n;:,power concerned
.

(ac/e11ce and technr.,/ogy, eC{Jnomy, aociO ertllural, legal- political, 11ature)
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c.

The constrnints on lhc decision mokcis arc national capacity on space science
and technology

The 'ought to be' constraints: suslainablefoods
d.

Toe power to ensure success ofSipesmik hc!d ~y lhe Government

c.

Yes Utose are alTeeted by Sipesmik allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should he allowed to.

QUe!ilfoP 3

Holds· an appropriate monitoring and control system with

I. Efficiency

continuorisly Improved Standards pe,formoncc

2. Effectiveness Hold (on) acllievable objective(s) with measurable indicator of
succe.sse.1, and ralional steps of action lo realize the objectives
Simple, unitary (n,o conflictive points), open. to cooperalio11,

3. Efficacy

resource slroring mid 011tso11rcing
Provide .oil parties eq11al access to: information, scie11ce and

4. Equity

/eclmology, resorirccs, market and decision making
S. Ethicality

Cor,/orms /o general principle ofet/Jii:s with focus to stokeliolders

6. Elcgancy

Ae.thetlca/ and increases/maintains the secririty and prosperity of
general population

Comments and suggestions
I) In addition lo space science and teclrnology aspects, SipesmibhouldJu/ft/ the
11eed of genera[ population espe~ially farmers and fishermen, therefore the
major Investment should be generated from the gi.JVen1me,1;, since It Is a long
term lnveslment where ·direct econOmic benefit ls no/ easy' io mo11ltored.
2) Due lo.the obo!IIJ si111atio11, a national commlrment should be established/or
Sipesmik.
3) fl sho11/d also be noted 1he lmportan,t of.creating /he necessary cond11cive

. Slftes

for

space

science

and : lech110/ogy

divelopment . 'througlr

ilicrease!mo/n/ain the dynamics of managing the natural environment I/Jal
/nc/ud~'.~asksosjo//Ows:
.
.
a, move towards SIIS/oinable 11ature
b. red11ce 1vas/e
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c. increase/maintain water health
d. increase/maintain ecological health, and
e. increase/maintain natural environment support on food production
4) A part to s.pace s.c/e11ce and technology cm_d food s.upply aspects, the
indicators ofsuccess, should include:
a. Pn!s.erved flora fauna divers.Uy
b. Reduced waste
c. Qualljiedwoter health and drainage
d. Preserved namral habitat
e.

Vegetation re-growth

5) A part to natural environment management, other aspects that sh~uld also be
considered by S/prumik among others are:
a. economic productivity
b. changing.ins.timtional practice
c. chaJJging socio Cllltural practice

Good Luck
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Imzo9
Question I

'Although Slpesmik is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a non profit entity,' bu/ ii should be also seen as a way of d~lopi11g nritiona/
prwperlty and securlly'
Question 2

a.i

The bc~cficiaries oflhe Sipesmik process are:scie'.1tific community
The 'ought to be' bcnefir,iaries are: the Republic of Indonesia as a v,ohole, the

nature, present and future generation Government· ·agencies, Indulitry,
Scientists/researchers, Science and tci:hnology community, General population
especially fishermen and farmers, Present & future generation,
a.ii The decision makers of th,: Sipcsmik process are: government (executive a11d

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and legislative):

focal governme1rls, industry,jishennen and farmers.
a.iii The planners in lhe Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and

Dept. a/Finance)
The 'ought to be' planners aro: execulivea11d the representatives ofbe11eficiaries

(local govemmenrs, lndristry, fishennen· and farmer), Agencies (government & private), Industries (government & private), Loc'a\ government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in lhe Sipesmik process are: space science and technology

experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipcsrnik process arc: sptice scie11ce and

lechna/ogy eiperts and beiieficiaries
a.v

The _representative Oflhoso affected by Sipesmik are: local governme11ts
The 'ought to be' representatives aro: ASS! and Locl11 Governments

b.

The conditions that are controlled by the d~cision niakers are rcsoun:es

al/oculion
The condition that

are

not ,;onlrolled by dcciSion makerii: power co11cemcd
0

(sciencea11d ieclm_alai:Y, econonly, saciO cultural, 1itgal~ po/itical, na/11'.e)
c.

,The conatraints '<m lhe d~ision makers are national capacity on

s;,ac_e s,;ience

a11d /ecl,110/ogy
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Ought to be constraints: sustainable foods
d,

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by the Government

c.

Yes, those affected by Sipcsmik are a!lowed to take their fate into their Own
hands despite the cKpert, Yes, lhe.y ~hou!d be aUowed to.

Question 3
I. Efficiency

Hold an appropriate monftorlng. and control system_ wlJ/1
conlinuously improved slandards perfol1/ra,1ce

2. Effectiveness Hold (an) aclrievable objectlve(Sj wllh ·meal!uroll/e· indicators of
successes, ond rational step.s of aclion io realize the objeriive(s)

3. Efficacy

Simple, 1mirary (no conflictive points), open lo ·coafaeratio11,

4. Equity

Provide all parties equal access to:

resource shari11g ond outsourcing
infomiatio11, science and

techno/ogJI, resourco;, market a11d decision making.
S. Ethicality

Conforms to general pri11ciple of elhi'cs wflh focus to stakeho/den

6. E]cgancy

A.°esthi!l/cal, ·a11rac1lve and' challenging lo i11c,ec,se/mOlntai11
security and prosperity ofgeneral pop,ilation

Comments and !Uggestions

/) From Ma11/cy n_wdef II con be derived suggestio11s tis follows: Sipesmik should
have two basic tasks:
a. develop space scirnce ond 1eclmology 1/lnova/fon Iha/ Include:
i. basic science or dema11d
ii. research a11d development
iii. produclian or construction

/v. ap·;,ation and
·. v. 'iilarketing or S/1,/es.
b. create co11ducive stoles for space sc/e11ce and teclmo/ogy in?.~va//on
. deve/oj,illent 1/iat 3.h~rt/d ;;,Ciude
I. local government participation;

II.

economic prod11ctivity,

/II. regulation
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iv. physico.lenvironmenl management
v. changing of Institutional pro.ct Ice, o.nd
vi. changing socio c11/turo./ practice.

2) Due /o' 1he vast aspeclS to

be cavered by Sipcimik.. it needs a large i11ves1me11t

that its iiltangib/e ~11efits might be greater than the tangibles, therefore lo
'.

'

.

secure ihe contlnuon~ of the project; )he major l_nvestment for ii, should be
generated from the government. · For tliis a 11ail~nal. commitment should be
establishc:f.
3) Sipesmik shou/djulji/ the nl!ed of general populati.on espeCla/ly farmers and
· fishermen.
4) _Executor Of Sipesmik should include not only members of Depanrl but also the
othe'rs who a,; ~onsiblefor sea,)she'ries, agriculture, envlronmen( trade,
illdustry, soci~I ajf~irs, educatlm_r, culture a11d loco.I gavernme11ts.
SJ For_ the .succe.is of Sipesmik. well lroi~·ed· and educated system parliC/pants
(actors) ar~ ~sentia/. Its l!dui:ation p;:.,gram jor researcher;- should be
transformable into formal education credit, so that from their_ acliV{t/es '/he
researchers con wr//e··~p thesis for /heir master or doctor d~grees.
6) Creation ofsusta/11ablefood is closely related with morpho/ogiCai unit such as
cardiment area, therefore integro.tim:, q_f caicl1ment a~ea management
program with Sipesmik is advised (Bengawon Solo catchment area project)
7) Due lo the vast ·area and to its maritime circumsta~ces, the Sipesmik
management structure Is S11ggested_as a network that co/IS/st seven ~odes that
spread out i11 the ma/11 011d gro11p of islamls: S11matra, Ka/imantan, Sulawesi,
Malr1ku, Irion Jayo, Nusa Tenggaro and Jawa - Ball
8) The management of struclure of Slpesmik is suggested to be a network with
two clusters that regionally separated by _ihe" Waitdce line, an linaginary line

JWStulated_'by A.R. Wa/ia~e. ~-.dividing line between Ashm and Australian
fauna, whfc/r p~~es .between Bali and L~mbok ls/ands \md 'between
Ktllimantan a11d Sulawesi
9) Due to the important' role of Local Governments, but sustal,wble food is
closely related to ·~JJ;.iical;, condltidn ·the'refore· ~he Sipesmik 'system
111anagement '. sh~j,/d , accomm~ate both _administrative and phy"sica/
b,;undari~.
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IO) D11e to physical condition, that the capability to produce food varies from one
region

to

onother,

on

appropriate system far

transportation

and

camm11nication is 11eedcl1 far the creation and m-.::nta/11ilrg a 11atiana/
sustainable foad condition.
fl) To create and maintain o notional susrr.inoble foad condition, an up to date.

natnrnl resources data base is fandomenta/ly 11eeded, while space remote
se11si11g can help provide real lime natural resources data, therefore Sipesmik
shall have an appropriate mechanism that realizes that logic relation ill real
lives.

Good Luck
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ID'ZlO

Question I

'Although Sipesmik Is a research a,id development activity that should be ma11aged
as a 1ro11 profit e11tlty, but II should be a/so see11 as a way of deve/op/tJg national
prosperity and security'.
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process aro: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic of Indonesia as a whale, the

11ature, presetJ/ and future general/cm Government agencies, Industry, Science
and technology community, General population especially fishermen and
fanners, Present & future generation.
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipcsmik process are: government (executive and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are gavemmellt (executive and legislative),

local governnrents, industry, fishenne11 and farmers.
a.iii The planners in the Sipcsmik proc~~s 3re: erecutive (Lapan, Bappenas and

Dept. ofFl11ance)
The 'oug.it to be' planners are: exeCtJtlve and the representatives of beneficiaries

(focal governments, Industry.fishermen ,md farmer), Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & priva\eJ, Local governmcnl, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and teclmo/ogy

experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipcsmik process are: space science and

technology experts and beneficiaries
a. v The representative of those affected by Sipcsmik arc: local governme11/s
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS! a11d Local Governments.
b.

The conditions that arc eontro!led by the decision makers are resorirces

allocation (executive) and resource shariligapprova/s (beneficiaries)
The conditions that arc not controlled by decision makers are: power concerned

(science am/ technology, eco11omy, socio cufhiraf, legal- political, nature)
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c.

The constraints on the decision makers nre national capacity an spac:e science

and leclmology
The 'ought to be' constraints are: switoinab/efood

d.

The power to ensure success of Sipesmik held by: the Government

e.

Yes those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to

Quallon J
I. Efficiency

Hold tire characler of 011 effective plan and an appropriate
monitoring and control system with conti11uowi/y Improved
standards performance

2. Effectiveness

Hold an achievable objective with meos11rable indicators of
success, and rational steps of action to realize the objective

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (no conflictive paints), open to cooperation,
resource sharing and 0111so11rcing

4. Equity

Provide all parties equal access to: infonnatlon, scle11c:e and
lechuology, resources, market and decisirm maki11g

5. Ethicality

Conforms ta general principle of ethics

6. Elcgancy

Aesthetica/, attractive and c!,alle11gfog /a increase/mointaill the
security 01,d p,.;,sperity ofgeneral pap11/atian

Comments and sug&eslions
J) Please /1,farm me the end result ofthis research.

2) Sipesmik is on educational process wl1ere the actors are object of its
ed11cotionnl programs to facilitate the i11tended social process.
3) D11e lo it's limited in hawie capabilities Sipesmik shouid be open to
int emotional cooperolion a.•·d or 011/sourc:/ng operation.
4) Sipesmik sho11/dfulfil the need of general papulatlm, especially farmers and
f111hermen
5) Sipesmik should practice ope11 management
6) Major investment for S/pesmlk should be ge11eroted from the government.
7) The Sipesmlksha/1 have the necessary 11a//011a/ commitment
8) l11crease and maf1'1ain economic productivity
9) Cha11ge institu1fonn/ practice
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JO)Sipesmik is a11 educatiDnal process where the actors are abject of its
educational programs to facilitate t/Je Intended social process.
JJ)DII<' to it's limited in house capabilities Sif,.!Smlk s/Jou/d be open to
international cooperation and or outsourcf11g operation
12)Qualified space sc/e11ce 011d technology /Juman resources spread 0111 in a
numberoilnsli/Zltians both government a11d private but networkl11g Is st/{/ very
limited among them
I3) Creation of the necessary conducive states for space science and teclmofogy
development is strategically needed for Sipesmik
U) There is a 11eed far a nat/0110/ commitment: government (legislalive &
exec1,tive) a11d public for Sipesmik so that colllinum1ce of the program be
guara11teed
15) Well trained and educated system participants (actors)

Good Luck
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10~111

Question 1

'Although Siprumik is a research a11d development actMty that should be managed as
a mm profit entity, but it should be also seen as a way of developing national
prruperity and security'
Question 2

a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are: scientificcomnumity
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Rdpublic of Indone.sia as a whale, the
11aturt!, present and future generation Government agencies, Industry,
Scientists/researchers, Science wid technology community, Gcm:ral population
especially fishermen wid fanners, Present & future generation,

a.ii The decision makers of the Sipei;mik process are: governme/11 (executive and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and legislative),

local governments, indus1ry,f1Jiherme11 and/armers.
a.iii ifhe planners in the Sipesmik process are: executive (Ulpan, Bappenas and

Dt'Pt· ofFinance)
The 'ought to be' plaruu:n; are: executive and the representatives ofbeneficiaries

(local governments, industry, fishermen and/armer), Dcpnnri/Lapan, Agencies
(government & private), Industries (government & private), Local \lovemmcnt,
Fishennen & fanners, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process arc: space science and technology

experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipcsmik process are: space science and
technology experts and beneficiaries
a.v

The representative of those affected by Sipesmik are: local goverm11ents
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS! and Local Gorernments

b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resoun:es
allocation (executive), resources sharing approval (beneficiaries).
The conditions that are not controlled by the decision makers are power

concerned (science and tec:lmo/ogy, ~c:onomy, socio cuftr1ral, legal- po/iticcl,
nature)
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c.

The constraints on the decision makers are riulional copacily on space science
and technology
The 'ought to he' constraints on the decision makers are: sristainab/efood

d.

The power to ensure success of Sipesmik held by The Government

e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
bands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to?

Question 3
I. Eflidency

Hold on appropriate monitoring and control system with
canlin11ously improved sta1Jdards performance

2. Effeetivcness

Hold (an) achievable objeclive(s) with measurable ind/ca/ors of
sucress. and rational steps of action 10 realize the objective(s)

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (rio coriflictive points). open to coopera/1011,

4, Equity

re.source s!111ri11g and outsourcing
Provide all parlies equal acct!.!S to: informotio11, science and

5. Ethkality

technology, rcso11rces, market and decision making
Conforms lo ge11eral pr/i,cip/e of ethics with focus lo

6. Elegnncy

stakeholders
Aesthetical, a/tractive and c/rallengirig to increase/maintain
security and prosperity ofgeneral population

Comments nod suggestions

I) Some suggestions for Slpesmlk can

~

derived from Manley model. Slpesm/k

should have two basic tasks:
a. develop space science a11d tec/mology lnnomtlon that include

I. develop basic sci,mce or demand
ii. research and development

iii. production orco,is/ruclion

iv. operation that include miss/011 operation a11d house keepi11g
operali011 and
v. Marketing or Sales.
b. create conducive stoles for space science and technology innovation
development, that should in dude:
/, increase/maintain local government par/icipalion,
ii.

increase/maintain eeonomlc productivity,
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iii. change of inslilut/onal practice,

iv. change the socio cultural practice,
v. increase/maintain dynamics of regulating the Sipesmlk and
vi. ln!!rease!maintai11 the dynamics of managing the physical
enviranmellf.
2) Sipesmik should fulfil the need of general pop11/ation especially farmers and
fishermen
3) 11ie Sipesmiki1westme111 mrtst be mainly generated from the government.
4) The Sipesn:ikshall have the 11ecessary national commitment
5) Due to It's limited ill house capabilities Sipesmik should be o;:,en to
international cooMration and or or1tso11rclng operatior.
6} As a non adherent country to several /11/ernational laws a11d regulation such
as MTCR Indo11esla gets difftcu/ties in getting the necessary parts, instrume11ts
and materials for space science 011d technology developments.
7) Creation a/the necessary co11d11cive states for space scle1ice and technology
deve/opme11t Is strategically 11eededfor Sipesmik
8) 111ere is a need for a national commitme111: government (legislative &
exeC11/lve) and pr1b!le for Sipesmik so that cont/,mance of the program be
guara11teed
9) Some indicators that sho11/d be monitored within Slpesmik art! as follows:
a. Determined the basic sciences 10 be /mpleme11ted in space pradr1cts
b. Determined the space prod11ct demands lo be/u(fl/ed
e. Determined the space product engineering designs based 011 the
determined basic science to be impleme11ied in space products
demands to !Je fi1/jilled
d. Produc~·d tlu:" space goods based on the determined space product
basic e11gineering designs.
e. Comtructed & commissioned the space systems based on the
determined basic e11gineering designs

f. Operated /lie rnmmissioned space systems to fulfil the space services
demands
g. Tile system output sold: space systems, space goods and services, also
copy rights and patents
h. Well tro.illed mid educated system participants (actors)
i.

Nat/anal commilme11l an Sipesm/k-

Good Luck
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Tnllll
Question 1

'Afthouih S/jJesmlk is a research a11d developm1mt aclivlty that should be managed as
a noir profit entity, but It should be also seen as a ·way of devefopi11g 11at/anal
prosperity' and security,Questionl

a.i

'
TI1e beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are: sc/entifiecommui1ity

The 'ought to be' beneficiaries _arc: remote sensing data risen 011d stare and
forward communication do/a users especially farmers and jis/iennen
0

Govenuncni a'gencies, Industry, Sc icntists/re~hefll, Science and technology
community, Gen~ral populiitiori especially•fishennen and fllilllers, Present &
future generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: gavernment"(e.xecutive and
leg/s/o//ve)

The 'ought to he' decision makers are gii~crnment (e.xecut/vc and /~gisla/ive),
local gavenm11mts, industry,fisl,ennen andfarmel's.

a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and
Dept. OfF/11011,·e),

The 'ought to be' plwmcrs arc: e.xecrttive a11d the rcpresc11tal/ves ofbeneficiaries
(local gaver11mcnls, ·Industry, fishermen ~11il /armcr;'oepanri/Lapan, Agencies
(government & private), Industries (gov~ent & private), Local government,
Scientist/ academician,.
'
'
a.iv The experts used in the Sipe~mik process arc,: Spacc.sci~~ce a11d,tech1ro/ogy

c.xper,s
The 'ought to b'e• experts used in the 'Sipesmik process

,.,

aie: space science and

tec/1110/ogy experts and beneficiaries

The representative of those ar~ted by 'sipesmik are: local gov~mell/J
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS! a1JdLaca/ Ga~mme11ts.
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b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources
allocation (executive), resources sharing approval (beneficiaries). The
conditions that are not controlled by decision makers are power concerned
(science and leclmo!ogy, economy, socio c11/t11ra/, legal- political, nat11re)

c.

The conslrnints on the decision makers are national. capacity cm space science

and technology
The 'ought to be' constraints ore: sristai!Jab/efaod
d.

The power to ensure s~ccess ofSipesmik held by the Government

e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fote intO their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to

Qoestlon3
I. Efficiency

Hold an appropriate mo11ltoring and control system wit!,

2. Effectiveness

Hold (011) achievable objeclive(s) with measurable i11dicators of

continuously improved performonce standards
success, and rational steps ofactio11 to realize the objective(s)
3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (no conflictive po/11ts), ·apen· lo coopera/1011,
resource sharing and outso11rci11g

4. Equity

Conform to ge.neralprlllciples offairness, right ondjwtice

S. Ethicality

Conform to profess/onol etllics

6. Elegancy

Capable to develop the life quality of the people

Comments nnd suggestions
.IJ S/pesmikshould hove two ba;ic tasks:
a. -develop space science and technology /nnovatio11 that include:
/, develop basic science or demond
ii. research and development

iii. 'production or c,:ms/ruction

iv. ?perolion that Include ,'mission oi,eral/011' and 'house keeping
ape~tioii', and.
v. Marketing or Sa/es.
b. create conducive stales for space sC/ence and technology innovation
deve(opme~I that should include:
i. increase /maintain focul govemment participation,
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Ii.

increase/maintain ecomimic productivity,

iii. change ofinstltulirmal practice,

iv. cho11ge the socio cu/111rol practice,
v. incrense/mail1tain dynamics ofregulating lhe Slpesmik and
vi. incrense/mail1tain the dynamlt:s of managing the physical
envlronme11t
2) Sipesmik siw~ld fulfil the need of ge11erol population especially farmers and
fishermen
3) The major /nlle$/me,rt for Sipesmik should be mainly generated from the
govenimem.
4) Sipesmlk should take advantages of DLR offer to LAPAN in using its space
research facilities
5) As a r.on adherent cormlry ta several international laws and regr1falio11 such
ns MTCR!ndonesia gets difficullies In gelling the necessary parts, l11stnime11ts
and materials for space science and technology developments.
6) Same indictors that shar1/d be monitored within Sipesmlk. should include
a. Determined the basic sciences to be Implemented ii, spaceprod11cls
b. Determined the space product ddmands la be fulfilled
c. Determined the space product e1iglneerb1g designs basiid 011 the
determilled basic scie11ce la be implemented In space products
demands la be fulfilled
d. Produced the space goads based 011 the determined space product
basic engineering designs. ·

e. Canstn1cted. & commissioned the space syStems based an the
determli1ed basic engineering designs

J

Operated the camn1iss/a11ed space systems to fulfil the space services
demands

g•. The system oulp111 sold: space systems, space goods and services. also
copy rights and patenrs
h. Well trained and educated system participants (actors)

Good Luck
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m.:rn~
Question 1

'Altlw11gl, Sipesmik is a research and development activity that should be m1111oged as
a mm profit entity, br1t II should be also seen as a way of developing national
prosperity and security'
Question 2

n.i

The benefleinrics of the Sipesmik process are: satellite iriterestedparlies
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: remote sensing data wers and store a11d

forward sea surface data user observation data 11sers. Scientists/researchers,

Science 11Dd technology community; General population especially fishenncn
and farmers, Present & future gcnerntion,
a.ii The decision maker of the Sipesmik process is: Lapan (government)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are Lapan and the 'ought to be' beneficiaries
a.iii The planner in the Sipesmik process is: Lapan,
The 'ought to be' planners are: Lapa,, and the 'aught to be' beneficiaries,
Depanri/Lapan, Agencies (government & private), Industries (government &
private), Local government, Fishenncn & farmers, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: Lapa11 scientist and research
part1Jers

The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipcsmik process are: space science and
technology experts and beneficiaries

a.v The representatives of those affected by Sipesmik are: local governme11ts
The 'ought to be' representatives arc: ASS/ and Local GOvernme1J/s.
b.

The: conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources
a/location (Lapan), reso11rces sharillg approval

The conditions that are not controlled by decision makers are power of science
mid rechnalogy, economy, socio cultural, legal- political, and the 11a1ure·

c.

The constraints on the dec:ision makers arc national capacity on space scle11ce
and 1echnology

The 'ought to be' constraints are sustainable food
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipcsmik held by: the Government
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c.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are al!owed lo lllkc their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Y cs, they should be allowed to.

Question3
Hold an appropriate monitoring and control system with

I. Efficiency

conlinuomly improved standards performance

2, Effectiveness

Hold (an) acJ,fevab/e objective(s) with measurable Indicators of
success, and rational steps ofaction lo realize the objective(s)
Simple, u~l/ary (no conflictive points), open lo cooperation,

3. Efficacy

resource shari11g and outsourci11g
Provide all parties equal access lo: information, scie11ce and

4. Equity

technology, resor1rces, market and decision making

5. Ethicality

Conforms lo professional ethics

6. Elegancy

Aesthelical and lncrooseslmaintains security and prosperity of
the ge11craf population

Commeots and suggestloos
1) ft Is Mcessary for creating conducive slates for space science 1ech1wlogy
development to increase/maintain the local government participatlo11 In the
Sipesmik through:
a. develop local government /ms/ on Sipesmik
b. develop the belief of local government that space technology is
capable:
i. to increase economic productivity offishi11g and agriculture

ii. to support sustainable 11/Jlure
c. develop the belief on the need of:
i. 011 /he need of an appropriate socio-cultural stale for

sustainable food supply

ii. on the need of an appropriate lnslilutfonal practice fro
sustainable food supply

Iii. on the 11eed ofnatural environmeat for s~lainable food suppJj ·
d. develop !mow/edge/ understanding 011 /row help support space
technology development and 11se
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2) Sipesmlk should.fulfil the need of general populal/011 especially farmers and
jisherme11
3) The major investment for Sipesmlk should be mainly generated from the
government.
4) 11ie Sipesmik shall have the necessa.ry national commitment
5) Slpesmik should take ~dwintages of Lapan cooperation wilA !SRO whose
7T&C station is operaled by LAPA!./ crews in Biak, /rfan Joya, Indonesia.

6) Sipesmik s/wuld take advantage/bf ~hat Lapan cooperation. with-Malaysian
Space Agency In developing miC ro satellite
7) As a non' adheren! country lo i(m,eral in/emalional laws and regulallon such
as MTCR Indonesia gets diffidi,ities in gelling 1/1e necessary par/$, Instruments
and materiOls for space sciiince anri te,: ~no/Ogy developments.
8) Some indicators that should be monitored withi11 Slpesmikarirong others:
a.

determined basic sciences to be Implemented in space products

b. determined space prodr1ct deman~ to be fi•lfilled

c. determined space prod11ct e11gi11eering designs based on the
determined basic science to be impleme111ed In ·space products
deman~ to be fulfilled
d. produced space goods based 011 the detemrlned. space prod11ct basic
engineering desigllS.
e. constructed & commissioned space sys/ems based on the determined
basic e11gineeri11g designs

f

operated the commissioned space sys/ems· lo fulfil the space services
demands

g. · syStem or1lput _sold: space systems, space goods and services, also copy
rights and patents
h. well trained and educated system participants (actor.f)

Good Lutk
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Question I
'Why develop 1ur own satellite, global space mar/rel provides choices so that we ca,1
choO!le based On our own criteria that 'lnelude especially preserving our nature
through minimum release of manmade debris in spaee'

Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are: satellite scientists,
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries of the Sipesmik ore: sateliite aperators, satellite
11sers and national lndll!ltry, Scicntistslreselll'Chers, Science and. technology

community, Nature (living and non living things),
a.ii The decision makers ofthii Sipesmik process are: Lapan satelfltescientisrs
The 'ought to be' decision maker:s of the Sipcsmik process are:· Lapan satellite
sclemisl a,1d the -'ought lo be.~ beneficiaries.

a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process arc: Lapan satelliteseientfsrs
The 'ought to be' planners in the Sipesmik process are: satellite scientists and
the 'ought to be' beneficiaries, DepanrULapnn, Agencies (government &

private), Industries (government & private), Scientist/ academician,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: Lapan satellite scientists
The 'ought to be'. experts used in the-Sipesmik process are: Lapan satellite
scicnlllflS and the 'aright to be' beneficiaries

a.v The representative of those affected by Sipesmik process are: local govemmcnt,
advocacy organization.

.

}
~

The 'ought to be' representatives of who are affected by the Sipesmik process
are: PTDl and other representatives of suppliers, contractors, consultant and
consumers.

b.

The 'conditions that are controlled by -~e ,decision makers are re.sources
allocation (LapllD) resources sharing apJJrova.l (beneficiaries)
The conditiOns that are'not control!ed by 'the decision makers are 'global market

,.

and free trade
The constraints on the decisio'n makers are technological and fi~~11cial
feasfb/1/ty of Sipesmik
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The 'ought to be' constraints: legal, economy, social and cultural conditions
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by tho investor: government

c.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to

QueslionJ

I. Efficiency

Ratio between stn1ctr1re lo total weig/Jts

2. Effectiveness

T/Je mauntab/e oftl1e whole satellite components

3. Efliency

l11/egratio11 easiness of the whole components

4. Equity .

The mo11ntable components as p/a1111ed

S. Ethicality

No need

6. Elegancy

No need

Comments and suggestions

I) Sipesmikshou/d be concerned with environmental health
2) ft should also be concerned with minimum space debris.
3) Sipesmik should resr,lt in well trained a,1d educated system parlicipa11!s
(actors}

/
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Question I
'Although Sipesmlk Is a rruearch and development activity I hat should be managed as
a non profit en//ty, but it should be also seen as a way of developing national
prosperity and security'

Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic of Indonesia as a whole, the
nature, present a,1d future generatio// Scientists/researchers, Science and

technology community, General population especially fishermen and farmers,
Present & future gP.neration,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipcsmik process are government (executive and
legis/alive)

The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (execlltive and legislative),
local governments, ind11stry,fishermen and formers.

a.iii The planner in the Sipcsmik process are: executive (Lopon, Bappenas and Dept.
ofFi11ance)

The 'ought to be' planners are: execmive (Lapan, d. agriculture, d. sea &
f,sheries d. trade & lnd11Stry, d. social, d. education & culture), and the
representatives of beneficiaries (lacal governments, fishermen a11d farmer),

Depanri/Lapnn, Agencies (government & private), Industries (government &
private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and teehnology
experts

The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipcsmik process are: space science a,,d
tech110/agy experts and beneficiaries

a. v The representative of those affected by Sipesmik arc: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives llfC: ASSI and Local Governments.
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decisioo makers resources a/location
(executive) resources shoring (beneficiaries) The coodition that are not
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controlled by the decision makers: power concemed (scie11ce a11d 1ech110/ogy,
eco11omy, socio cu/t11ra/, legal- political, the nature)
c.

TI1e constraints on the decision makers are 11atio11al capacity 011 space science
a11d lechnalagy

The 'ought to be' constraints are: sustai11ablefO(Jd
ii.

The power to ensure success ofSipcsmik is held by: the Government

c.

Yes those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the Cl'pcrt. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Question 3
Holds /he character of an effective plan and has an appropriate

I. Efficiency

m011iloring and control system with con/lnuo11s/y improved
peifarma11ce standard

2. Effectiveness

Holds (an) ac/1iwable objective(s) with measurable indicator of
s11ccesses, ond ratio1,al steps of action lo realize the objectives
Simple, unitary (1,a conflictive paints), open ta cooperalio11,

3. Efficacy

reso11rce sharing and outsourcing
PrO\lides all parties eq11al access to: i11formallo11, science and

4. Equity

technology, resources, market a11d decis/011 maki11g

5. Ethicality

Co1ifonns to professional ethics

6. Elcga.ncy

Aesthelicaf. am/ capable ta increase/mainta/11 sec11rity and
prosperity of the general papulat/011

Comments and suggestions
1) Based an our discussion d11ri11g the i11terview, please be advised the lmporlant
of creating co11d11cive states for space scie11ce and technology development,
throi.gh increase! maintain the economic productivity of sea fishing and
agricultural activities. This task should include:
a. eslab/ls/J sustaillable energy/material flaws
b. determine inputs/011/puts far activities & and their Impacts
c. establish policies which maximize productio11 efficie,rcles
d. establish waste ml11imiza//on policies
e.

promote policies which e,rcourage efficiency & minimize /Janns
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f. e11sure policies encarm1ge sustainable high /wt/ ofeconomic activity
2) Slpesmik should fulfill the need of general population especially fam1er.1 and
fishermen
3) I11e major Investment needed far Sipesmik should be mainly generated from
the government.
4) Same indictars that should be monitored wilhin Sipesmlk are as follows:
a. De/ermined the basic sciences ta be implemented in space products
b. Determined the space prod11c/ demands to be fulfilled
c. Determined the space product engineeri11gdruigns based 011 the
detennined basic science ta be implemented in space products
demands to be fulfilled
d. Produced the space goads based on the determined space product
basic engineering des/gr,s.
e. Cons/meted & commlss/aned the space systems based 011 the
detennined basic engineering designs

f. Operated tire commissioned space systems to fulfill the spaceservicru
demands
g. 11ie system output said: space systenu, space goods and services, also
copy rights and patents
h. Well trained a,1d educated system participants (actars)

Goud Luck
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IIDJ06 I
Question 1

'Cooperative. way

of managing the Sipesmik could guarantee

the practice of opei1

management and the use ofsatellite, which is limited for peaceful pu~es'
Question 2

a.i

Tlle beneficiaries of the Sipesmikprocess are sate/lite scientists,
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries of the Sipesmik are: users or satellite services:

remote sensing, telecommunication, etc. Sci~tists/researchers, Science and
technology community, Nature (living and non living things),
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipcsmik process are Lapan (satefllte scientists)
The ought to be dedsion makers are Lapan and beneficiaries (risers

ofsatellites

services)
a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are satellite scientists
The 'ought to be' planners in the Sipesmik process arc: sateflile scientists a11d

beneficiaries. Dcpanri/Lapan, Agencies (government & private), Industries
(government & private), Scientist/ academician,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are sate/I/le scientists
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process arc: sateflite scie/llists

and beizeficiaries
a.v

The representative of those affected by Sipesmik local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives of who are affected by the Sipesmik process is:

ASST (l11danesia Association

of Satellite

Systems), MAPlN (Remote Sensing

Comm1111ity ofI11da11esia) to represent suppliers, co11tractars, mid coruumers
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers aw resources
allocation including technology and jina,ice.
The conditions that are not controlled by decision makers are global market, free

trade
c.

The constraints on the decision makers are technological and fi11a11cial

feasibility of Sipesmik
The ought to be constraints on decision makers are sac/a/ a11d cultural

conditions
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by the investor
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e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesrnik aro allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be aUowed to

Question3
I. Efficiency

Ratio between output and Input

2. Effectiveness

Ratio between the achieved and the total objective

3. Efficacy

Ratio between the re.murces available and the resources needed
to execute the plan

4. Equity

Conforms la the general pri11ciple of right and justice, due
process, bath /11terna/fy and externally

5. Ethicality

Conforms ta ge11eral principle of ethics with focus to
stakeholders

6. Elegancy

Public opinion of usefithless of the project to raise their quality
of life

Comments and suggestions
1) The major investment for S/pesmik should be mainly generated from the

gover,mient.
2) Change lnslilutiona/pract/ce
3) Creal/on of the necessary conducive slates for space science and technology
deve[opme11t ls strategically 11eededfor Sipesmlk
4) T/Jere is a 11eed for a 11atlonal commitment; gavernme/JI (legislative &
executive) and public far S/pesmfk so that continuance of the program be
guaranteed
5) Well trained a11d educated sys/em participants (actors)
6) Open management
7) Cooperative war~ with open decisio11 making

Good luck
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Question 1
'Cooperative way of managing the Sipesmik could guarantee the practice of open
monageme11t and the use ofsatellite, whicl, is limited/or peacefal purposes'

,

Question 2
a.i

The bem:ficiaries of the Sipesrnikproccss are: satellite scientists,
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries of the Sipesmik are: users of satellite services:

remote sensing, telecommunication, etc. Scientists/researchers, Science l!Ild
technology community, Nature (living and non living things),
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmikprocess arc Lapan (sate/litescienlists)
TI1e 'ought to be' decision makers are Lapan and beneficiaries (users of

satellites services)
a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are satellite scie11tists
The 'ought to be' planners in the Sipesmik process nre: sate//ile scientists and

beneficiaries, Dcpanri/Lnpan, Agencies (government & private), Scientist!
ncndemicillll,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesrnik process are: satellite scftmtists
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: satellite scientists

and beneficiaries
a.v The representative of!lmsc affected by Sipesmik are: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives of who are affected by the Sipesmik pmccss is:

ASS[ ([1Jdo11esia Association

of Satellite Systems), MAPIN (Remc,te Se11sing

CommrmityofIndonesia) lo represe1d suppliers, co11trac/ors, and consumers
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision maker resources allocation
including technology and finllllcc.
The conditioii that are not controlled by the decision makers are: global market,

/tee trade
c.

The constraints on the decision makers are technological and fi11a11cfal

feasibility of Sipesmik
The 'ought to be' constraints are social and cultural co11dilia11s
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik he!d by: the investor
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c.

Yes, those nffected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hw1ds despite the expert. Yes, they should be al!owed to.

QucstionJ
1. Efficiency

Focus on the ajpropriate use of resources

2. Effectiveness

Ratio betwee11 the achieved a11d the total objeclil'e

3. Efficacy

No11 bureaucrallc environment

4. Equity

Accarmtobi!ity afwork achievement and rewards

5. Ethicality

Conforms to professional ethics

6. Elegancy

Usefulness of a project lo people 's quality of life

Comments and snggedions
J) Sipesmlk shoz1ld practice open management

2) The major investment for Sfpesmik should be mainly generated from tire
gm-ernme11t.
3) The Sipesmik shall hove t/ie necessary 1Jalio11af commitment
4) Change insli'iVJonaf practice

JJ Creation a/the necessary conducive stales for space science and technology
developme11t is strategically needed for Sipesmlk
6) Well /rained and educated system parlicipams (actors)
7) Cooperative works with open decision making (Op~,1 management)
Good luck
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Question 1

A/tl,ougl, Sipesmik is a research mid development activity that should be managed as
a non profit entity, but it s/iauld be also see11 as a way of developing notional
prosperity a11d seCllrlty
Qucstion2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process arc: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries arc: prese/JI and fat11re generatfo11, the nalrtre

mid the Republic of Indonesia as a whole. Scientists/researchers, Science and
teclmology community, General popu!ntion especially fishermen nnd farmers,
Present & future generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process arc: governme11t (exeeutive and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are governme1JI (executive and feglsfallve),

local governments, lndr1s/ry, fisherme11 and farmers.
a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and

Dept. ofFi11a11ce
'file 'ought to be' plrumers are: exec11tivc and tile rcprese11/atives of beneficiaries

(local governments, industry, fishermen and farmer), Depnnri/Lapan, Agencies
(government & private), Industries (government & private), Local gove!IUUent,
Scientist/ academician,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are; space science and technology

experts

The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and
technology @perts mid be11efician'es
av

The representative of those affected by Sipesmik are: local govemm1mts
The 'ought to be' representatives arc: ASST, A/TEI. and Local Govemme11ts.

h

The conditions that nrc controlled by the decision maker: reso11rces allocalion
resource sharilig approval
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The condition thnt are not controlled by the decision makers are power

concerned (science and technology, economy, socio wltural, legal- polilical,
nature)

c.

The constraints on the decision maker are national capacity on space science
and tech,10/ogy

The ought to be con.strnints on the decision makers arc sustainable food
d.
c.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by: the Government
Yes those affected by Sipcsmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes they should be a\!owed to.

Questlon3
I. Efficiency

Hold an appropriate mon//oring and canlrol system with
conti11uou.sly Improved standards perfarma,1ce

2. Effectiveness

Hold (an) achievable objective(s) with measurable Indicators of

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (no «mfliclive points), ope11 to cooperalion,

success, a11d rational steps ofaction to realize the objecttve(s)
resource sharing and outsourcing
4. Equity

Conforms to general principle offairness and balance ofpower

5. Ethicality

Conform to professfon1'.I ethics

6. E!cgancy

Usefulness of a project to people S quality of life

Comments and suggestions

1) Based on our discussion duri11g the imervfew, it should be noted the important
of creating the 11ecessary conducive slates for space scienee and technology
development through changing i11.1titut/011al practice tho/ includes tasks os
follows:
2) increase acceptance ofSipesmik by govemme11t age,rcies, privates and foreign
par111ers,
3) increase financial suppart & resaurce sharing
4) train & educate Sipesmikactars (owners, executors and clients)
5) ei1s11re interdepartmental and international cooperation
6) increase horizo11/a/ management links
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7) Sipesmik should fulfill the need of general populatio11 especially farmers and
fis/1em1en
8) Tiie Sipesmik investment must be mainly ge11erated from the government.
9) Sipe£mik should take advantages of what Lapan cooperation with Malaysian
Space Agency in developing micro sateflite
JO) Indicators that should be mo11itored witl,in Sipesmik should include:

a. De/ermined the basic sciences to be implemented In space products
b. Determined the space prod11c1 demands to be fi1/fi/led
c. Determined the space product engineering de£igns based on the
determined basic science to be implemented iii space products
demands to be fulfilled
d. Produced the space goods based on /he determi11ed space prod,ict
basic engi11eerillg designs.
e. Co11stn1cted & commissioned the space systems based on the
determi11ed basic engineering designs

f. Operated the commissioned space systems to fi1/fll/ the space services
demands
g. The system output sold: space systems, space goods and services, also
copy rights and patents
h. Well trailied and ed11cated system participants (actors)

Good Luck
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ID~fl'I

QueslioD 1
Why develop our pwn satellite, global space market provides cl1afces so Iha/ we can
choose based on our own criteria that inc/11de especially preserving a11r nature
thra,iglr minimum release of manmade debris in space
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiruies of the Sipcsmik process arc: satellite scientists,
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries of the Sipesmik are: satellite operators, satellite

users and national indrislry, Scientists/researchers, Science and technology
community, Nature (living and non living things),
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipcsmik process are: Lapan sateflitescfenlisls
The 'ought to be' decision makers of the Sipesmik process arc: Lapan'sateflite

scientist and the 'aught ta be' benefici,iries.

a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process nre: Lapan satellite scientists
The 'ought to be' planners in the Sipesmik process are: satellite scientists and
/Ire

'011glrt

lo be' beneficiaries, Depanri/Lapnn, Agencies (government &

private), Scientist/ academician,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process arc: Lapan satellite scientists
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipcsmik process are: Lapa,J sarel/ite

scientists and the 'otjght to be' beneficiaries
a.v The representative of those affected by Sipesmik are: focal governme111,

advocacy organizatili11.
The 'ought to be' representatives of who are affected by the Sipesmik process
arc: PTDI and other representatives of suppliers, co11tractars, .consultant and

consumers.
b.

The conditiorui that are controlled by the decision maker resources allocation
and resource.YI sharing approval
The conditions that are not controlled by decision makers are: global market ond

free trade
c.

The constmlnts on the decision maker teclmologfca/ andfina11cia/feaslblflty of

Slpesmik
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The 'ought to bo' constraints: legal, economy, socio/ and cultural conditions
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by: the investor, government

e.

Ycs, those affected by Sipcsmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Questlon3
I. Efficiency

'l

Ratio between the achieved and the !o"nges/ time delay when
. transmit/Ing a message

2,. Effectiveness , Number ofmission per tra11sfer iii 01,e fraine

3. Efficacy

User identity is imique

4. Equity

Eacli user Ila~ equal access to tl,e system

S. Ethicality

Confonns lo electronic communica/101, etl,ics

6. Elegancy

The more iiumber of services produced the more elegance a
project is

Comments 111id suggestions
l) Sipcsmik should practice open management
2) Sipesmik should be concerned with environmental health

3) Well train~ and eduC11tCd system participants (actors)
4) Minimum _space debris

Good luck
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m~rn
Que!itlon 1

Although Sipesmik Is a research and development activity /hot should be managed os
a non profit entity, but ii should be also seen as a way of developing national
prosperity and security
Question 2

a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipcamik process are: scientific community
Thci 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic of Indonesia as a whole, the

nature, prese/U and future g1meralia11 Scientists/researchers, Science and
technology community, Genera! population especially fishenncn and fanners,
Present & future generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: governme11t (executive and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers ll!'e government (executive and legislative),

local governments, fodustry, fishermen and fanners.

a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are: execwive (Lapan, Bappenas.and Dept.
of Finance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: executive and the represe1italives of benejlciaries

(local governments, industry, f,s/rerme11 a11d farmer), Depanri/Lapan, Agencies
(government & private), Industries (government & private), Local government,
Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process arc: space science and lec/1110/ogy

experts
The 'ought to be' 'experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science 011d

technology experts and be11eficiaries
a.v The representative of those affected by Sipcsmik are: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS[ and Local Governments.
b.

Thc: conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources

al/ocatio11, resource shari11g approval
The conditions that are not controlled by the decision makere arc:: power

concerned (scie11ce a11d technology, economy, socio cultural, legal- political,
nature)
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e.

The constraints on the decision makers are national capacity on space scie11ce
and teclmafogy

The ought to be constraints on the decision makers are sustainable food
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by the Goverrunent

c.

Yes those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should they be allowed to

Question J
l. Efficiency

Hold an appropriate monitoring and control system with
co11tinuor1sly Improved slondards pe,fonnance

2. Effectiveness

Holds (a11) achievable objectives willr measurable indicators of
success, and rational steps of action ta realize /he objec/ive{s)

J. Efficacy

Simple, 11nltary (no ca,iflicllve points}, open to cocperatio11,

4. Equity

Provide all parties eq11al access to: Information, science and

resource sharilig and outsourcing
teclmalagy; resources, market and decision making
5. Ethicality

Co,ifonn ta general principle ofethics

6. Elegancy

Aestheticaf, a/tractive 011d challenging to increase/maintain
security and prosperity of the general pop11la1ion

Comments and suggelltious

1) Sipesmiksho11ld have two basic tasks:

a. develop space scie1we and technology lnnovatio11 and
I,

basic science or demand

II, research and development

iii, production or co11Structio11

Iv._ operation that consist of missio11 and house keeping operations
"d
v. MorketfogorSa/es.
b, create co11ducive states for space science and tec/mo/ogy i111wvalio11

development that should include
I, the deve/opme,Jt of: focal govemme/11 parlicipation,
ii, economic productivity,
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Iii. dynamics of regulating /he Sipesmik, and

iv. dynamics of managing the physical envlronmeJII, and

v. change ofinstilulional practice and ofsocio cultural practice.
2) Sipesmik should fulfil the need af general population especially farmers and
fishermen
3) The Sipesmlk Investment m11st be mainly genera red from rhe government.
4) There is a need for a national commltmem: government (legislative &
aec11tive) ond public for Sipesmik so that co11//nuance of the program be
guaranteed
5) Same indicators that should be monitored within Sipesmlk ore:
a.

Determl,red the basic sciences to be implemented in space products

b. Determined the space prod11ctdemands to be fulfilled
c. Derermlned the space product engineering designs based on the
determh1ed basic science to be implemented in space products
demands lo befuljif/ed
d. Produced the space goods based on the determined space product
basic e11glneering designs.
e. Consln1cled & commlssl011ed the space systems based an the
de/ermined basic e11gineerlng des/g,1s

f

Operated the commissioned space systems to ji1/jil the space services
demands

g. 171e system output sold: space systems, space goods and services, also
copy rights and patents
h. Well trailled a11d educated system participants (actors)

'
Good Luck
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I m401
Question 1

Although Sipesmik is a research and development acl/vlty that should be managed as
a non profit elltity, but it should be also seen as a woy of df!Ve/oping national
prosperity and security
Question 2
n.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process nre: scientific community
TI1e 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Repub/ik of Inda11esfa as a whale, the

na/11re, present and fu1ure generation, General population especially fishennen
wid farmers, Present & future generation,
a.ii

The decision mnkers of the Sipesmik process ll!'o: government (executive and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and legislative),

local governments, ind~t,y,fislwrmen and farmers.
a.iii The planners in !lie Sipesrnik process are executive (Lapan, Bappimas and Dept.

ofFinance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: executive and the representatives of beneficiaries

(local govemments, ind~t,y, fishermen and/armer) Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and technology

'-"'"''
The 'ought to be' el[perts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and

teclmo/ogy experts and benefici?ries
a.v

The representative of those offccted bySipesrnik are: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASST and Local Governments.

b.

The conditions that

lll'C

controlled by tile decision makers are resources

allocation and resources sluuing approval
The conditiona that are not controlled conditions: power concerned (science a11d

technology, economy, soc/a cu/turo/, legal- po/ii/cal, nature)
c.

The constraints on the decision makers arc 11alfonal capacity on space science

and technology
The ought to be constraints arc s~tainable food supply
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik lleld by the Government
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e.

Yes those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes they should be allowed to.

Question3

I. Efficiency

Hold the character of an effective plan and has an appropriate
monitoring and control system with continuously improved
pe,formance standard

2. Effectiveness

Hold (an) achievable objective(s) with measurable indicators of

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (110 conflictive points), open to cooperation,

success, and rational steps ofaction to realize the objeclive(s)
resource sharing and au/sourcing
4. Equity

Provide all parties equal access lo: informalfon, scie11ce and
/ec/1110/ogy, resources, marlret and decision making

5. Ethicality

Conforms to general principle of ethics with focus to
stalreholders

6. Elegancy

Aestheticol and challenging to increase/mointaill security and
prasperity of the ge11eral populalio11

Comments and augg~ations

1) Sipesmik shouldfulfl/ the need of general population especially formers and

fishermen.
2) The major investmei1t for Sipesmik should be mainly generated from the

government therefore it shall have the necessary 110//onol commitment.
3} There Is a need for changing bis1l1utio11al practice.
4) Crea/1011 af the necessary conducive slates for space science and technology
deve/opme11t is strategically 11eededfor Sipesmik.
5) Well trained a11d educated systemparl/cipanls (actors).
Good luck
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In4112

Question 1

Cost benefit analysis is capable to show the economic value of an action program,
1/rerefore eoch action program of Sipesml/c shall accomplish a11 cco11omically
:,,,

acceptable cost be11efil ratio
Question 2

a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process ere: scie11tificcommunity

The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: //re Republic of Indonesia as a whole, the
11at11re, prese111 a11d fature generation Government agencies, Industry,

Scientists/researchers, Science and technology community,
a.ii The decision makers of thCJ Sipesrnik process are: government (executive and
legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and legislative),
local govemmenrs, industry, fishermen and farmers.

a.iii The planners in the Sipcsmik process arc: executive (Lapan, Bappenas a,1d Dept.
o/Fi11a11ce)

The 'ought to be' planners are: executive a11d the repre.ienlative.s of beneficiaries
(local gO\!emm,wts, industry,fishennen and/armer), Govenunent (executive &

legislative including arm forces), Depanri/Lapan, Fishennen & fanners,
Scientist/ academician,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and leclmology
experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and
teclmo/ogy e:,:perls a11d beneficiaries

a. v The rcpresenlntive of those affected by Sipesmik are: local govemmenls
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS! and Local Governments.""
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources
allocations. The condition that not controlled by the decision makeni are: power
concerned (science and technoloJD>, economy, socio cultural, legal- polilical,

c.

nature)
The constraints on the decision makern ere nalional capacity on space science
and technology

The 'ought to be' cornatraints: sustainable focd
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d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmikheld by: The Government

e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to tuke their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should they be allowed to.

Quelltion 3
1. Efficiency

Hold the character of an effective plan and has mi appropriate
monitoring and control sys/em with continuously Improved
pe,formance standard

2. Effectiveness

Hold (an) aclllevable abjective(s) with measurable indicators of
wccess, and rational steps ofaction to realize the abjective(s)

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (no conflictive points), open 10 cooperation,
resource sharing and outsourcing

4. Equity

Provide all parties equal access to: informalion, science a11d
tech110/ogy, resor1rces, market and decision making
Conforms ta general principle of ctlifcs with foe11s lo

5. Ethicality

stakelwlders
Aesthetical, a/tractive and challengi!Jg to increase/mailllain

6. Eicgancy

securit)' ond prasperit)' of the general population

Comments and suggestions
J) ln creating the necessary conducive states for space science and technology

development through changing institutional practice tho/ includes tasks as
follows:
a. . Increase acceptance of Sipesmlk by goverom1mt agencies, privates and
foreign partners,

b. Increase financial support & resource sharing
c, train & educate Slpesmik actors (owners, executors and clients)
d. ensure interdepartmemal and international cooperation
e, increase horiionlal management li,rks
2) Due lo it's limited in house capabilities Sipesmik should be open ta
I,1terna1ional coaperatio11 a11d or outsourcing operalio11
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3) Sipesmlk education program for researchers should be transformable Into
formal educalion credit, so thalfrom their activities the researchers 0011 wrile
up thesis/or /heir mos/er or doc/or degrees.
4) Sipesmik should practice open manageml!JII
5) The Sipesmik shall have the necessary national commi1me111
6) Tasks that should be considered In designing Sipesmik:
a. Incr!ase and maintain local govemm~nt participation
b. I1icreose nnd maintain economic prodr1ctivl/y
c. Change imlilutional practice
d. Change socio cultiira/ practice
e. Increase and maill/ain the dynamics of regulating the system

f.

Increase and mailllain 1he dynamic of managing the natural
e1w/ronment

7) Due to ii 's limiled in house capabilities Sipesmlk should be open lo
international cooperation and or outsourcing operation
8) 111ere is a need for a nalional commitment: government (legislative &
executive) and p11blic for Slpesmik so that continuance of the program be
g11aranteed
9) Some indicalors 1/101 shor1/d be monitored within Sipesmik are:
a. Determi11ed the basic sciences to be implemented in space products
b. Detennined th°e space prodrict demands to be fulfilled
c. Detennined the space product engineering design.~ based on tile
de/ermined basic science to be implemented /11 space prod11cts
demands to be fulfilled
d. Produced the space goods based on the del~d space producl
basic engineering designs.

,_

e. Construct & commissioned the space systems based on the determined
bas!r: "ilgineerlng designs

f.

Opera/e the commissio11ed space systems to fi1lfil/ the space ser,,ices
demands

g. 11ie system au/put sold: space systems, space goods o,1d ser,,ices, also
copy rights and patents

11. Sustainable energy and material flows especially for f',sherles,
agricultural and space /11d11stry
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i.

The illputs/ou/puts account for activities & their impacts especially for
fisheries, agricultural and space lnd,istry

j. Po/fc/es wl,/ch maximize production efjiciencle.: especially for
fisheries, agricultural 011d space industry
k. Policies wl,icli encouroge efjicle11cy & minimize harms, especially in

fisheries, agricultural mid space industries
I. Ensured policies en~'tl11roge sustainable l,igh level of economic activity

esper.ially ill fisheries, ogric11/tr,ro/ and space industry

m. Wosleminimizationpolicies
n. Well trained a11d educated system participants (actors)
Good Lock
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\ m4n1

Question 1
Although Sipesmik is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a no11 profit entity, but it should be also seen as a way of developing 1101/onal

prosperity and security
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries oflhe Sipesmik proccss are: scientific community

The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republik of Indonesia as a whole, the
nature, present andfoture generation, General population e:;pcciol!y fisherm(lll

and fannern, Present & future generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: government (exec11//ve and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (execrillve a,id legislative),

focal governments, industry,jishennen and farmers.
a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and
Dept. a/Finance)

'

The 'ought to be' planne.s are: executive and the representative.i ofbeneficiaries

(local governments, industry, fishermen and farmer), Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and technology

experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science ond

technology experts and beneficiaries
a.v

The representative of those affected by Sipesmik are: loco/ governme11ts

The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS! and Local Gover11me11ts.
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the .decision makers are resources
allocation
TI1e conditions that are not controlled by the decision makers are: power

co11cerned (science am/ technology, economy, socio cttlturol, legal- poll/lea/,
nature)
c.

The constraints on the decision makers are notio1Jal capacity 0,1 space science

and technology
'The ought to be constraints are s11stalnoble food
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d.

The power to ensure success of Sipesmik held by the Government

e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik nre al!owed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Question3
I. Efficiency

Hold an appropriate mmiitoring and control system with
continuously improved sta11dards perfonnance

2. Effectiveness

Hold (an) achieJ!able objective(s) with measurable Indicators af

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (no conflictive points), open lo cooperatimi,

success, and rational steps ofaction ta realize the abjective(s)
resource sharing 011d outs1mrcl11g

4. Equity

Provide all porlies equal access to: information, science and
teclmo/ogy, resources, market a11d decisio11 makillg

Ethicality

Conforms to general principle of ethics with focus to

6. Elegancy

Aestheticaf, al/ractive and cl,allengit,g ta /11crease!mal11tain

5,

stakeholders
security and prosperity of the general population
Comments and suggestions

J) Based on our discimion dr1rl11g the i11/e1'11/ew, it should be noted the imporlant

of creating the necessary co11ducive slates for space science and tech110/ogy
deve/opme11/ through changi11g institutional practice that includes /asks as
follows;
a. l11crease acceptance of Sipesmik by gavemment agencies, privates and
foreign parlners,
b. increase financial support & rewurce shari11g
c. trai11 & educate Sipesmlk actors (ow11ers, executors and clients)
d. ensure Interdepartmental and imernational cooperation
e. i11crease horizontal management links
2) Sipesmlk should fulfil the need of general population especially farmers a11d
fishermen
3) Tire major investment needed for Sipesmik should be mainly generated from
the governme11t.
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4) lncreasermd maintain the dynamics of regulating the system
5) 11iere are International Jaws and regulations that slwr1/d be token inta
conslderalfrm in manag/11g the S/pesmik such as:

Space Treaty, 1967;

Registratla11 cm1ve11tian, 1972, a11dL/abllity Cmwe11tlan 1975.
6) Executor of Sipesmik should include not only members ofDeprmri but also the
others who are responsible for sea,jisheries, agriculture, environment, trade,
industry, social affairs, education, culture and focal governments.
7) Due lo physical co11ditia11, that the capability lo produce food varies from one
regio11 to another, 011

appropriate system for transportation and

cammu11icallan is needed far the crea//011 and maintaining a 11a//anal
sustainable food co11di//011.
8) Same indicators that shOuid be mo11flored within Sipesmikare:
a. E1JSured i11terdepartme11tal a11d inlernalional coaperat/011 to create
and maintain the sustai11able food with the help space technology.
b. Well /rained and educated system participa11ts (actors)
c. New laws and regulations incfudillg ratification or accession of
inrernational fawslregufatians
d. Participants understanding 011 laws a11d reg11/ations
e. Cons11/tation and aid to salve legal cases and to prepare and assess
legal documents

f. Protected and supported legally the system
Good Luck
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Question 1

Although Sipesmik is a rruearch and development activity that should be managed as
a non profit entity, but it should be o/so see11 as a way of developing national
prosperity and security
Question 2

a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are: scientific community
The 'ought to he' beneficiaries are: the Republic of !11d011rula as a whole, the

d.

nature, prruenl and future generation, General population especially fishermen
and fanners, Present & future generation,
The decision makers of tho Sipesmik process are: government (executive and
legislative)
Tho 'ought to be' decision makers are governme1,t (aecut/ve and legislative),
/ocn/ governments, induslry,fishermen and farmers.
The planner in the Sipesmik process are: executi11e (Lapan, Bappenas and Dept.
ofFinance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: executive and /he representative.'/ ofbeneficiaries
(focal govemme/1/s, Industry, fishermen a11dfam1er), Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and technology
experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesrnik process are: space science and
technology experts and beneficiaries
Tho representatives of those affected bySipcsmik are: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS! and Local Governments.
The conditions :hat are controHed by the decision makers are resources
allocation.
The conditions that are not controlled: power concerned (acience and
tecl1110/ogy, economy, socio cult11ra/, /ego/- political, nature)
The constraints on the decision makers are natio11al capacity on space science
and technology
The 'ought to be' constraints are s11stainablefood
The power to ensure success of Sipesmik held by the Government

e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own

a.ii

a.iii

a.iv

a.v
b.

c.

hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.
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Question 3
I. Efficiency

Have 011 appropriate monitoring and control system with

2. Effectiveness

con/lnuou.s/y improved sta11dard.s pe,forma11ce
Have (an) achievable objeclive{s) with measurable indicators of
success, and rational steps of action to realize the ob}ective(.s)

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (1w co1if/lctive points), apen to cooperation,
resource sharing and outsourcing

4. Equity

Provide all parties equal access to: information, science and
technology, resources, market and decision making

5. Ethicality

Conforms lo general pn'ncip/e of ethics with focus lo

6. Elegancy

stakeholders
Aesthetlcal and challenging to increase/mallllai11 security arid
prosperity of the general population

Comments and suggesdons

1) Bmed on our disc11.sslon during the interview, please be advised the important
of creating the necessary cond11cive states for space science and tech110/ogy
development through changi11g irislitutiorial practice that includes the
followi11g task:;;
(a) i11crease acceptance of Sipesmlk by government agencies, privates and
foreign partners,
(b) Increase financial support & resource sharing

(c) train & educateSipesmik actors (owners, executors OJld clie11/s)
(d) e11wre interdepartme11tal a11d illternational cooperation
(e) increase horizontal ma11ogement link:;
2) Please also co11sider the /mporta11t of regulating the Sipesmik with focus on
Protect and support legally the Sipesmik'. !11 s11pporl to I/Ifs /ask please
i11c/udefour /ntegroled tasks as follows:
(a) provide con~ultal/0,1 a11d aid to solve kgal cm;e and to prepare legal
documents (b) increa.se Sipesmik participants 1111derstanding 011 lows
and regulations
(b) estab/is/1 guidance for implememal/on of laws and regulatio11 for

Sipesmik
(c) /11iliate creation of new laws and regulations i11c/ud/ng ratijicatio11 or
accessio11 of international /awslregulctions
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3) Due to It's limited in house capabiUlies Sipesmik sha11/d be open lo
inlernalional cooperation and or outsourcing operation.
4) Sipesmik shouldf11/fi/1 the need of general pop11latlo11 especially farmers and
fishermen.
5) The major inllf!.'!lment for Sipesmik should be mainly generated from the
gCl\!ernment. Therefore it should have the necessary national commitment.
6) Change institutional practice.
7) Sipesmlk holds l,;gh level goals: micro satellite for srtslah1able food, this give
lawyers a challenge 011 how laws can and should be rtsed to achieve such
political and social goals.
8) There are international laws and reg11/a/io11s that should be taken Into
consideration in managing the Slpesmik such as:

Space Treaty, 1967;

Registration co11ve11tion, 1972, and Liability Conventio111975.
9) Creation of the necessary c011d11c/ve states for space science a11d lech11ology
development is strategically needed for Siprumik.
10) Some Indicators that should be mo11itoredwithi11 S/prumikare
(a) Financial support & resource sharing to the system in creating the
sustainable food with the help ofspace teclmofogy.
(b) Ensured Interdepartmental and lntemallonal cooperation to create
ai1d moi11/ain the s1tsloinable food wilh the help space technology.
(c) Acceplonce of the system by government agencies (rupecla/ly local
governments) privates and foreign partners.
(d) We/I trai11ed a,1d educated system parlicipants (actors).
(e) New laws and regulations i11c/11di11g ratification or accessio11 of
international !1Jwslregulatio11s.
(j) Participants 11ndersta11dillg on laws and regulatio1ts.

(g) Cons11/tatlon a,1d aid /o solve legal cases mu/ to prepare and assess

legal documents.
(II) Protected and supported legally the system.
(i) Local govemment parlicipation.
Good Luck
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I nl4o~
Question 1

Although Sipesmik is a research aiid development activity that should be managed as
a nan profi: elllity, but it should be also seen os a way of dew/oping national
prosperity and security
QuesHon 2

a.i

The beneficiaries of(he Sipesmik process are: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Rep11blic of /11donesia as a whole, tile
11at11re, present and future genera1io11, Science and teclmo\ogy community,

Genera! population especially fishermen nnd fnnners, Present & future
generation,

a.ii The decision makers of the Sipcsmik process are: government (executive and
legislative)

The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and leg/$/atlve},
local governme11ts, /11dustry,fis/1erme11 and farmers.

a.iii The planner in !he Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Dappenas and Dept.
ofFi11ance)

The 'ought to be' planners are: exerutive and the representatives of beneficiaries
(local gavernme11ls, i11dustry, fishemre11 andfanner}, Agencies (government &

private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process aro: space science and technology
experts

The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and
technology experts and beneficiaries

a.v The representatives oflhose affected by Sipesmik are local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS! and Local Governme11ts.
b.

The conditions that ore controlled by the decision makers are r<IBDlll'Ces
allocation. The conditions !hat nre not control!ed conditions: power concen,ed
(science and technology, economy, socio e11f111ral, legal· political, na/11re)

c.

The constraints on the decision makers ore nalio11a/ capacity on space scie11ce
and technology

The 'ought to be' constraints aresustai11ablefood supply
d.

Tho power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by the Government
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e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Question 3
I. Efficiency

Have the d,aracler of an effective plan and has an appropriate
monitoring and control system with conlinuoW!fy improved
perfonnance sta11dard

2. Effectiveness

Have (on) achievable objectlve(s) with meas11rable indicators of
success, and rational steps ofactio11 to realize the objective(s)

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (no conflictive points), open lo cooperation,

4. Equity

Provide all parties equal access to: /nfonnation, science and

5. Ethicality

Confonns to general pri11clple of etMcs with focus to

re.source shoring and outsourcing
technology, resources, market and declsio11 moklng
stakeholders
6. Elegancy

Aesthetical and challenging to increase/maintain security and
prosperity of the general poplllfltlon

Comments and suggestions

1) S/pesmlkshould have two basic /asks:
a. deva/op space scie11ce a11d technology i11novation that incl11de:
i. basic science or demand
ii. researc/1 OJJd development
iii. product/011 or co11stroclion

iv. operation and

v. Marketi11gorSales
b. create co11duclve states for space science a11d technology i1111ovatlo11
deve/opme11t /hat should illclude:
I. develop local governme11/ participation,
ii. develop eco11omlc productivity,

Iii. /11creuse the dy11omics of regulating the Sipesmik a11d of
ma11aglng the physical e11vironment
iv. change ofinslit11//onal practice and ofsocio cu//riral practice
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2) Sipesmlk should fulfil the need of general population especially farmers and
fishermen
3) The major investment for Sipesmik shortld be mainly !J(!llerated from the
government.
4) Change socio cultural practice

J) Some indicators that should be monitored within Sipesmik are:
a.

Determined the basic science.1 to be implemented in space prodrtcts

b. Determined the space product demands lo be fulfilled.
c. Detennhted the space product engineering designs based 011 the
determil1ed bl1.'!ic science to be Implemented in space products
demands to be fulfilled.
d. Prl!duced the space good.I based on the determined space product
basic engineering designs.
e. Constructed & commfssirmed the space systems bl1.'!ed on the
determined basic engi11eering designs.

f.

Operated the commi.ssioned space_systems to fulfil the space services
demand.I, ond

g. The sy.item output sold: space sys/ems, space goods and service.1, also
copy rights and patents.

Good Luck
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I m4n6
Question 1

Although Sipesmik is a re.search and development activity that should be managed as
a non profit entity, bi,/ it should be also seen as a way of developing national
prosperity and security

Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmikprocess are: scienlijiccommunity

11\~ 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic of Indonesia as a whole, the
nature, present and fature generation, Science and technology community,

General population especially fishennen and farmers, Present & future
generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: government (executive mid
legislative)

The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and legislative),
local governments, indrts/ry, fishermen ondfanners.

a.'iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are: exec111ive (Lapan, Bappenas and
Dept. ofFinance)

The 'ought to be' planners are: executive and the representalives of beneficiaries
(focal governments, industry, fishermen and/armer), Agencies (government &

private}, Industries (government & private}, Local government, Fishermen &
fanners, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and technology
experts

The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and
'

technology experts and beneficiaries

a. v The representative of those affected by Sipesmik are local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS! and Local Governments.
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources
allocation
The conditions that are not controUed by the decision makers are : power
concerned (science and tec!molagy, economy, socio c11l1urol, legal- political,
nature)
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c.

The constraints on the decision makers

:ire

national capacity on space science

and technology
The 'ought to be' constraints: susta/11ahlefood

d.

The power to eruiure success of Sipesmik held by: !he Govemment

c.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik nre a!lowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should he allowed to.

Question 3
I. Efficiency

Have an appropriate monitoring and control system with
co11tinuaus/y improved perfo1711ance standards

2. Effectiveness

Have (an) achievable objective(s) with measurable indicators of
success, andratkmalsteps of action ta realize theobjective(s)

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (no canj/lctive points), ope11 lo cooperation,
resource sharing and outsourcing

4. Equity

Provide all parties equal access ta: informatio11, science and
tech1wlogy, resources, market and decision making

5. Ethica!ity
6. Elegancy

Co1iform to general principle af ethics with focus to stakeholders

Aesthetlca/ and challenging to increase/mailltain security and
prosperity ofthe general population

Commeots and suggestions
1) Siprumikshou/d have two basic tasks:

a. develop space science and technology in11ovation that include
i. basic science ar demand
ii. research a11d dwelopmenl
iii. production or construction

Iv. operation and
v. Marketi11gorSales.
b. create conducive stiites for space science and technology
lnnavatioll dwelopment that should i11c/ude six tasks as follows:
i. develop local government participation,
ii. develop economic productivity,

iiL regulate the Slpesmik
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Iv. Improve the physical environment management
v. change

of

inslil111ionol

practice

into

sustainable

development
vi. change socio cultural practice

1) Sipesmik sharildfa/fll the need of general pop11lat/on especially farmers and

fishermen
2) Due to institutional Jealousy, each d,;parhnent /ministry guards their own
portfolios, so that no real coordination is oc/ualfy enforced. Sipesmlk should
practice open mariagement. Govermnent inslil:itton should not work in
iso/atlon.
3) The investment for Sipesmik should mainly generated from the gowmment,
therefore it shall have the necessary national commitment. Its tasks should
include:
a. Increase and maintain local govemment participation
b. Increase and maintain economic productivity
c. Change ins///utio11a/ practice
d. Change socio criltural practice
e. Increase and mai11tain the dynamics of regulating the system

f.

Increase and maintain the dynamic of managirig the nalriral
environment

4) Sipesmik is a social process that achievi11g the goals needs a lo11g period of
time. As a social process a long term plan/or Sipesmik is a ml/St, this p{011
should contain several cycles where improvem,mt mechanism from one to
ariother cycles should be established.
5) Sipesmlk Is an educational process where the actors ore object of its
educatfo11al programs to facl/i/a/e the intended social process. Its ed,icalion
program for researchers shorild be tra11sformable Into formal education
credit, so that from tlreir acliv/ties the researchers can wn'te 11p tires/sfor their
master or doctor degrees.
6) Education program for farmers arid frshermf!/1 should be 011 integrated
program which Is developed by cooperative teams that cons/&/ a/peers In at
least: space remote seming,jisheries, agriculture, trade and industry, sac/a/;
edrscatio11 and culture.
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7) Due to it's limited in /rouse capabilities Sipesmik should be open to
lntemalional cooperation and or outsourcing operation. Outso11rcing is a
method that could help solve resource Umiration that migl,/ be faced by
Sipesmik.
8} Peer pressure first than regulation
9) Qualified space scie11ce and technology human resources spread out It, a
number of i11stl/ulians both governme11t a11d private but networking is st/II very
limited among them
m) Creatian of the necessary co,1ducive states for space science and technology
development is strategically needed for Sipesmlk
11) Executor of Sipesmik should include no/ 011/y members ofDepanrl hut also the
others who are responsible for sea, fisheries, agriculiure, environment, trade,
i11dustry, social affairs, education, c11lture and local governments.
12) There is a need for a notional coinmitment: government (legislative &
executive) and public for Slpesmik so that continuance of the program be
guaranteed
13) Indicator ofsuccess that sho11/d be monitored within Sipesmik, sho11ld i11c/ude:
a. Determined the basic scie11ces to he implemented in space products
b. Determined the space product demands to be fulfilled
c. Determined the space product eng/11eerl11g designs based on the
determined basic science to be Implemented In space products
demands to be fulfilled
d. Produced the space goads based on the determined space product
basic engineering designs.
e. Constructed & commissioned the space systems bas'1d on the
determined basic engineering des/g,,s

f

Operated the commissioned space systems tof11/fill the space services
demands

g. The system output sold: space systems, space goods and services, also
copy rights a11d patents
h. Sustainable e11ergy and material flows especially for fisheries,
agricultural and space i11dustry

I.

The inp11/s/011tp11ts account for activities & their impacts especially for
fisheries, agricultural and space industry
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j.

Policies which maximize produclio11 efficiencies especially for
fisheries, agricultllra/ and space Industry

k. Pol/cfes w/Jich encarirage efficiency & mi11imlze haml!I, especially in
fisheries, agrlculluru/ and space industries
f.

Ensured policies encourage sustoinab/e high level of economic activity
especially in fisheries, agricultural and space industry

m. Financial support & resource shuri11g to the system in creating the
sustainable food with the help ofspace technology
n. Ensured interdepnrlme11tal and lnlernational CtJoperalion to create
and maintai11 the s11Stai11ob/e food with the help space technology.
o. Waste minimizati011policies
p. Acceptance of the system by govemme11I agencies (especially local
govemme11ts) privates and foreign partners
q. Well trained and edr1cated system participants (actors)
r. A~tive horizontal manageme11/ links
s. Changed image of govcrnme1/I institutions from 'work iii i!Jo/ation'
towards 'integrated network'
t. Local government participation
Good Luck
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ln4117

Question 1

Co.it benefit analysis is capable to show the economic value of an action program,
therefore each action program of Sipesmik shall accomplish an economically
acceptable c:ist benefit ratio
Questlon2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process m,: Lapan satellite scientists,
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries of the Sipesmik are: telecommunication services

provider11. Government agencies, J~rlustry, Scientists/researchers, Science and
technology community
a.ii The decision makern of the Sipesmik process are: Lapai, satellite scientists
The ought to be decision makers of Sipesmik process are: Lapa,1 satellite

scie11tists a11d telecommunication services providers.

a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are Lapan satellite scientists
The 'ought to be' planners in the Sipesmik process are: Lapan satelWesc/enlists

and the 'ought 10 be' beneficiaries, Government

(executive & legislative

including nrm forces), Depanri/Lapan, Scientist/ academician,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesrnik process are: Liipa,J sale/Ute scientists
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipe.1mik process arc: Lapan satellite

scienlists and the 'aught lo be' beneficiaries
av The n:pre:ientlllive oflhos'i affected by Sipesmik are no Information.
The 'ought to be' representatives of who are affected by the Sipesmik:

Sa/e/indo and other representatives of suppliers, contractors, consultants a11d
cansumers of Stpesmlk.
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources
allocnlion.
111e conditions that are not controlled by the decision makers are: global market

and free trade
c.

The constraints on the decision makers are tecl:110/ogical and financial

feas/bil//y ofSipesmik
The 'ought to be' constraints: legal, eco11amy, social and e11/tura/ conditions '

'

The power to ensure success of Sipesmik held by the Investor:

gavernme11t
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g. No, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their
own hnnds despite thc expert. No, they should not be aUowed to.
Qacslloo 3
!. Efficiency

Ratio between 'Outp11t and inp11t

2. Effectiveness

Ratio between the oc/Jieved and the total abjeclive

3. Efficacy

Ratio between the resources available and the resources needed
lo execute the plan

4. Equity

,.

Conform to genera/principle of right and justice

Ethicality

6. E!cgnncy

Conform to business and professional et/1ies
Public opinion of the risefu/ness of a project to raise quality of
life

Comments aod suggestions
l) The Sipesmik shall have the necessary national commitment, and its tasks
should include the following:
a. Increase and malntoin local government participaifon
b. Increase 011d mo/11/ain economic produc/lv11y
c. Change institutional practice
d. Change sacia culturof proctlce

e. Increase and maintain the dynamics a/regulating the sys/em

f

Increase and maintain the d)lllomic a/ managing the 1~1/ural
environme11t

2) Due to it~ limited in house capabilities Sfpesmfk should be open to
International cooperation and or outsourcing operation. It should be noted
that qualified space science and technology human resources spread out in a
number ofinstftutfans both government and private but networking is still my
limited among them. There/are there is a need for a national commitment:
government (legislative & executive) and public for Sipesm/k so that
continuance a/the program be guaranteed
3) Slpesmik should practice open management.
4) Creation a/the necessary conducive slates/or space science and technology
development is strategic/or Sipesmik
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5) Sipesmik 's indlcatar of success should i11ciude:
a. Sustainable energy and material flaws especially far fisheries,
agricultural and space induslry
b. 'l11e Inputs/outputs acco//nl for activities & their Impacts especially for
fisheries, agricultural and space industry

c. Policies which maximize production efficiencies especially for
fl!lherles, agricultural and space indr1Stry
d. Policies which encourage efficiency

& minimize ham1s, especially in

fisher/es, agricultural and space industries
e. Ensured policies encouragesuslainab/e high /(!)le/ of economic activity
especially in fisheries, agrlcullllral and space industry

f

Waste milllmization policies

g. We/I trained and educated sys/em participants (actors)

h. Active horizontal management links
i. National commitment on Sipesmik

Gnnd luck
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In4IUI

Question 1

Although Sipesmik is a research ond development activity that should be managed as
a mm profit e11/ity, but it should be also seen as a way of deve/opi11g 11ar/011al
prosperity and security
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic of Indonesia as a whole, the

nat11re, present andf11ture ge11eralio11, General populntion especially fishermen
and farmers, Present & future generation,

a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: govemmelll (executive and
fegls{ative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers arc gavernme11t (exec11tive a11d fegislalive),

focal governme11/s, industry.fishermen andfan11ers.
a.iii The phmners in the Sipesmik process are: executive (J:,apa11, Bappenas a11d Dept.

a/Finance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: executive a11d the represe11tatives of beneficiaries

(local governments, indristry, fishennen and farmer), Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The el[perts used in the Sipesmik process are: space scie11ce and /eclmo/ogy

experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipcsmik process arc: space scfe11ce and

technology experts and beneficiaries
a.v The representative of those affected bySipesmik are: local gaven,ments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS! and Local Governments.
b.

The conditions Uiat are controlled by the decision makers are resources
a!location.

111e co11d///011s that are not controlled by decision makers are: power concerned
(scle11ce a11d technology, economy, socio cultural, legal- political, nature)
c.

The constraints on the decision makern are national capacity on space scle11ce

and technology
The 'ought to be' conslrllints: sustai11ablefood
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d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmikheld by the Government

e.

Ye$ those affected by Sipesmik allowed to take their fote into their own hands
despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Question J
Hold an apprapriate mon//aring and «mlro/ system with

I. Efficiency

contilluausly improved performance standards

2. Effectiveness

Hold (an) achievable objective(s) with measurable indicato.rs of
success, and rational steps of action lo realize the objeclive(s)
Simple, unitary (110 conflictive points), open to cooperation,

3. Efficacy

resource shoring and oul!iourcing
ProYides all parties equal access to: infonnalion, science and

4. Equity

technology, N!!lources, market and decision mak111g

5. Ethicality

Conform to professional etliics

6. E\egancy

Aes//Jetical and challenging to increase/maintain security and
prosperity oft/1e general population

Comments and sugge.'ltlons
1) In creating the 11ecessary conducive states for space science mid technology
development through changing institntional practice, the tasks sha11ld include
J/1e following;

a. increase acceptance of Sipesmik by government agencies, privates and
foreign partners,
b. incre011ejlnancial snpport & 1-esource sharing
c. train & educate Sipi!s1~/k ~c;ors (Owners, executors and clients)
d. ensure interdepartme11tal an.! international cooperation
e. /11cre01ie horizontal management links
2) Sipesmik slra11/d fulfil the need of general population especially farmers and
fahermen and ifs organization should consider the morphological situation of
the region
3) 111e major Investment for Slpesmik should be mafn/y generated from the
government.
4) The Sipesmikshould be concerned in
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a.

incre1JSfng and maintaining local government particlpatirm

b. changing i11stitul/onal practice
c. changing socio c1litural practice, and
d. increasing and maintaining /he dynamics of regulating /he system.
J) It should be noted that Indonesian policies In natural resorirces admlnis/ratio11

oj/e11 cause reluctant feeling offoreign partner in doing research cooperation
wit/Jin Indonesian te'7-ilary,
6) To sacure the contilluance of Sipesmlk program there i.'l a need for a national
commitment: government (legislative &-executive) and public
7) Well trained and educated system participants (actors)are essentials.
Good Luck
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l tlMI\Q
Question 1

Although Sipesmik is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a mm profit e11lity, but it should be also see/I os a way of developing 11atlonal
prosperity and security
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmikproeess are: scie,Jtiftc community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic a/ Indonesia os a whale, /lie

nature, prese11/ and future generation, Science and technology community,
General population especially fishermen and fiumers, Presant & future
generntion,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: government (executive rmd

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and legislative),

local governmen/s, industry,Jishernren and farmers.
a.iii The planners in the .Sipesmik process are: executive (Lcipa11, Bappenos and

Dept. ofFinance)
Tho 'ought to be' pl!IIlilers are: executive and the representatives of beneficiaries

(local gavernments, ind11s/ry,jishemre11 and farmer), Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and tech11ology

experts
The 'ought to be' e:iipcrts used in the Sipcsmik process are: space sc/e11ce and

technology experls and beneficiaries
a.v

The representatives of those affected by Sipesmik are: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS/ and Local Governments.

b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources

a/foca/1011, resources shar/11g approval
The condition that are not controlled by the dei:ision makers are : power

concerned (scle11ce ai,d technology, eco11omy, socio culturol, legal· political,
nature)
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c.

The constraints on the decision makers are notional capacity an space science
and techn-olagy

The 'ought to bo' constraints 011 the decision makers are sustainablefood
d.

The power to ensure suci::ess of Sipesmik held by the Government

o,

Yes, thos-e affected by Sipcsmik are allowed to lake their fnte into their own

hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Question 3
I. Efficiency

Hold the character of an effeclive plan and has an appropriate
monitoring and co111rol system with continuously Improved ifs
performa11ce standards

2. Effectiveness

Hold (an) achievable objectlve(s) with measurable indicators of
success, and rational steps of act/on lo realize the abjectlve(s).

3. Efficacy

Simple, 11m1ary (no conflictive paints), apen ta cooperation,
re.wurce sharing and outsourcing

4. Equity

Provide all parlles equal access to: lnfannatlon, science and

5. Ethicality

Conforms to profess/anal ethics

6. Elcgancy

Aesthelical, attractive and challenging ta /11creaselmaintain

lechnalogy, resources, market and decision making

security and prosperity of the ge1ieral population
Comments and suggestions

I) Far creati11g the necessary conducive statesf,,r space scle11ce and tec/1110/ogy
developme11I through cha11g/1Jg i11stit11tional practice. 11 should canside.r ta
include the fa/low/11g /asks:
a. increase acceptanclJ o[ Sipesmik by government agencies, privates and
foreign partners,
b. /tJcreasejlnonc/a/ support & resource s/ra,illg
c. train & educate Sipesmlkactors (owners, e.xecutors alld clients)
d. ensure Interdepartmental and International cooperation

e. i11crease harizrmta/ management links
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2) Due 10 it's limited in house capabj{ities Sipesmlk should be open ta
international cooperation and ar a,itsaurci,,g aperalian.
3) Sipesmik sha,ildfulfil the need of general pap,i/a//on especially farmers and
fishennen
4) The main investment far Slpesmik should be generated from the government.
5) Far the success ofSipesmlk please consider the following tasks:
a. Jricreasearid maintain.)aca/ government parlicipatlori
· b. Increase arid maintain t/Je dynamics ofregulating the system
6) Well trained and educated system participants (actors) are mandatory for the
sr1ccess afSipesmik.

Good Luck
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Question 1

Although Sipesmik Is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a non prafit entity, but it should be alsa seen as a way of dew/oping national
prosperity and security
Question Z

a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries llfe: the Republic of Indonesia as a whole, the
nature, present and future generation General population especially fishenllcn

and fanncrs, Present & future generation,
a.ii The decision makers Of the Sipcsmik process are government (executive and
legislative)

The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and legislative),
local governments, industry,flshermen and farmers.

a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and
Dept. of Finance)

The 'ought to be' planners are: executive and the representatives of beneficiaries
(local governments, industry.fishermen and Janner), Agencies (government &

private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and technology
experts

The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and
technology experts and beneficiaries

a.v The representatives of those affected by Sipcsrnik arc: local governments
The 'ought to be' reprci:entatives are: ASS! and Local Govemme1ds.
b.

The conditions that nre controlled by the decision makers

IU'C

resources

allocations, resources sharing approval.
The conditions that are not controlled by decision makers nre: power concerned
(science and technology, econvmy, socio C1.1lt11ral, legal- political, nature).

c.

The constraints on the decision makers are natirmal capacity on space science
and technology
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The 'ought to be' constmints on the decision makers are: sustainable food
d.

The power to ensure success of Sipcsmik held by: the Government

e.

Yes, those affected by Sipcsmik are allowed to talce their fate into their own
hll!lds despite the expert. Yes, they should be aUowed to.

Question 3
Holds the character of an effective plan and has an appropriate

I. Efficiency

monitoring and control system with continuously impmved
performance sta11dards.
2. Effectiveness

Holds (an) achievable abjeclive{s) with measurable indicators of

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (no conflictive pplnts), open to cooperation,

success, and ratio11al steps ofactio11 ta realize the objecti'le(s).
resource shari11g and outsourcing.
4. Equity

Provides all parties equal access to: Information, science and

5. Ethicality

Conforms lo professional ethics.

6. Elegancy

Aeslhet/ca/ a11d challenging to increase/maintain security and

technology, resources, market and decision making.

prosperity ofthe general population.
Comments and suggestions
J) Please be advised the important of creating the necessary cond11c/ve stales for

space science and technology development through changing Institutional
practice that Includes the following tasks:
a. Increase acceptance of Sipesmik by govemment agencies, privates and
foreign partners,
b. increase financial support & resource sharing
c. lrain & educate Sipesmik actors (owners, executors and clients)
d. ensure interdepartmental and inlematianaf coaperalio11
e. increase horiiontal management li11ks
2) Due to it's limited in house capobl//tles Sipesmik should be open ta
international cooperat/011 and or 011/sourcing operation
3) Slpesmik should fulfil the need of general pop11/ation espi!clafly farmers and
[lllhermen
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4) TI1e Siprumik inFrulment must be mainly ge11erated from the govemmen/.
5) !11crease and maintoi11 ec011omic productivity
6) Change socio crtllural practice
7) Due to it's limited ii, house capabi/itlru Sipesmik should be open to
intematim1a/ cooperation and or outsourcl11g opera/ion
8) Ori/sourcing is a method that could help solve resource limilatio11 that might
he faced by Siprumik

9) Executor of 3iprumikshould include not only members ofDeprmrl but also the
others who are respo1u;ible for sea, fisheries, agriculture, environment, trade,
i11dustry, soc/al affairs, educat/011, c11lture a11d local governme11/s,
IO) Some /11d/cator that should be monitored by Sipesmlk are
a. Sustai11able energy and material flows especially for f,:;herles,
agrlcuflural and space industry
b. The illputsla111pu/s account for activities & their impacts especially for
fisheries, agricultural and space industry
c. Policies wlilch maximize productio11 efficie11cies especially for
fisheries, agrfcufl11ral ond space industry
d. Policies which e11courage ej]lciency & mi11imiza harnu;, especially lr1
fisheries, agricultural and space industries
e. Ensured policies encourage sru;/afnab/e l,igh level of economic activity
especially ill fisheries, agr/cu!t;,ral and space industry

J Waste minimization policies
g. Well trained and educated system participants (actors)
Good Luck
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Question I
Altho11gh Sipesmik is a research and development activity that sho11ld be managed as
a non profit entity, but ii should be also see11 as a way of deve/opi11g national
prosperity and security
Question 2

a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are: sc/entljiecomm1111ity

TI1e 'ought to be' beneficiaries arc: the Repub/il'! of Indonesia .as a whale, the

nature, prese11t andfulure generatio11 General population especiaUy fishennen
wid fnnners, Present & future generation,

a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: government (executive a,1d

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are gove111nre11t (executive and legislative),

focal governments, indr1Stry, fishennen and farmers.
a.iii The planner in the Sipesmik process are: exec/I/Ive' (Lapan, Boppenos and Dept.

ofFinance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: exee11tive and the representatives of beneficiaries

(local governments, industry,fishennen and/armer), Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Public figures,
Fishemien & fanners, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and tech,ro/ogy

experts
The 'ougllt to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and

teclmo/ogy experts and beneficiaries
a.v

The representatives of those affected by Sipesmik are: local government
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS! and local Govemmenls.

b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources
nllocation, resource sharing approval. The conditions that are not controlled by
the decision makers are: power concemed (science and technology, eco,ramy,

soc/a cultural. legal- political, nature)
c.

The constraints on tha decision makr.rs are national capacity an space science

and technology
TI1e 'ought to be' coruitraints on the decision makers are: sustainable food
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d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by Ute Government

e.

Ycil, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to lake their fate into their own

hands despite the expert. Yes, they shou!d_be allowed to.
Questioo 3
I. Efficiency

Has an appropriate mo11ilorl11g and conlrol system with
conli11uoW1ly improved its perfommnce standards.

2. Effcctivenes~

Has (an) achievable objeclive(s) with measurable indicatars of

J. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (110 co11jlictive po/111s), ope,1 to cooperation,

sr,ccess, and rational steps ofaclion to realize the objeclive(s).
resource sharing and 011/sourc/ng.
4. Equity

Provides all parlies equal access to: informal/on, science and

5. Ethicality

Conforms 1.o general principle of ethics with focus to

technology, resources, market mid decision making.
stakelwlders.
6. Elegancy

Aesthetica/, attractive and clwl/e11ging lo increase/maintain
security and prosperity of the general population ..

Comments ond suggestions

I) lit sho11ld be noted the imparlant of crealing the necessary conducive states
far space science and teclmology development- through chmiging socio
c11ltura/ prac//ce tllr:1 Includes tasks as follows:
a. change rommunily wulerstand/ng and a/f//udes on the Sipesmik
b. inr;-easdmaintain supportforSlpesmlk
r:. increasdmaintain social, equity &jrmir:e empowermellt
d. increase/maintain comm1111ity trust on Sipesmik
e. increase/maillla/11 pr1blic participation on Sipesmik

f. cha11se(me1m,fanning, fisll/1lg) towards sustainable habits
2) Sipesmik is a social process that achieving the goals needs a long period of
time, As a social process Sipesmik should be managed in an appropriate
manner s11o·h as comprising cycles where imfirovement mechonism from _one to
a1ro1her cycle is well established.
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3) Sipesmik is an edr1carionol process where the aclors are object of its
educational programs to focililote the intended social process.
4) Due to it's limited In house capabilities Sipesmlk should be open la
/11temational caaperotirm and ar orllw11rcing operotia11
5) Sipesmik should fulfil the need of general population especially farmers and
f1Shennen
6) The Sipesmik investment must be mainly generated from the government.
7) Sipesmik holds high level goals: micro satellite/or sustainable food, this give
lawyers a challenge 011 haw laws can and should be 11Sed to achieve such
political and social goals.
8) Executor of Sipesmik should i11c/ude not only members ofDepa11ri but also the
others who are respansible for sea, fisheries, agric11lture, environment, trade,
industry, social affairs, education, cu/tr1re and local governments.
9) We are proud to be the third cou~try in the world having our own satellite far
national telecommun/ca/ion, it will be mare pompaus

if the satellites we

operate ore our own products
10) S/pesmlk should be changed into SPSAI (Sistem Pe11gemba11gan Sotelit Ala
I11do11esia"' The Indonesian version of satellite development S)l.!tem). We will
be proud when one day another country impfeme11/s SPSAL
1/)P/eose consider the fallowing /11dlcalol'II that shar,ld be monitored by
Sipesmik:
a.

Delen11/J1ed the basic sciences to be Implemented ill space products

b. De1ermf11ed the space prodr1ct demands to be fulfilled
c. Determined the space prod11c1 e11glneerl11g designs based 011 the
determined basic science to be impleme11ted in space products
demands to be fulfilled
d. Produced the space-goods based on the determined space product
basic e11g/11eeri11g designs.
e. Ca11structed & commissioned the space S)l.!tems based on /lie
de/ennined basic engineering desig,1S

f

Operated the commissioned space systems to fulfil /he space service:;
demands

g. The sys/em output sold: space sys/ems, space goods and services, also
copy rights andpalents
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h. Public participation 011 ac!,/evi11g and maintaining sustainable faad
will, tl,e l,e/p ofspace techno/agy.
i.

Community trnsl 011 lhe capability aft he system to create and maintain
the sustainable food with the help ofspace techno/agy

j. Changed menu, famiing and fishing practice towa,-ds s1istainab/e
l,abils
Jc. Ensured interdepartmental and inlemaliona/ cooperation 10 create

and maintain the sustainable food with the help space techno/agy.
I.

Community suppart for tl,e sys/em to create and maintain the
sustalnnb/e food with the help ofspace techno/agy

111.

We/I trained and educated system participants (actors)

n. Community understanding a/Jd attitudes on the system
o. Social, equity &justice <Jmpowerme111
p. Changed image ofspace activities from 'nab/e' & 'dangerous' toward
'sec11re and prosperous'
q. Changed Image of the cou1//ry from '11011 sustainable food' into
'sustainable food'

Good Luck
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Quedion I
Cooperative way of managing the Sipe.imik could guara111ee Ille practice of open
manageme1ll and the use ofsatellite, which is limited for peaceflli purpose.i?
Question 2

a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmikproccss are: satellite scientists,
TI1e 'ought to be' beneficiaries of the Sipesmik are: users of satellite ser1ices:
remote Se11si11g, telecommunication, etc. Science and technology community,
Nature (living and non living things).

a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are Lapan (satellite scie111ists and

users afsatellites services)
a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are sate/We scientists
The 'ought to be' planners in the Sipesmik process are: satellite scientists and

beneficiaries, Govenunent

(executive & legislative including arm forces),

Depanri/Lapan, Scientist/ academician,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipcsmik process are: satellite scientists
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipcsrnik process are: satellite scie11l/sts

and beneficiaries
a.v The representatives of those affected by Sipesrnik are: local govemments
The 'ought to be' representatives of who are affected by the Sipesmik process is:

ASS! {Indonesia Association of Satellite Systems), MAPIN (Remote Sensing
Cammu11ily ofI11donesla) lo represent s11pp/ien, ca11tractors, and consumers
b.

The conditions that are control!ed by the decision makers

lll'C

resoi.TCoo

allocation, resources sharing approval. The conditions that are not controlled hy
the decision makers are: global market, free trade
c.

The constraints 011 the decision makers are teclmologica/ and fi11a11cial

feasibility ofSipesmik
TI1c 'ought to be' constraints on the decision makers are social and c11//ural

conditions
d.

The power to cn:;ure success ofSipesmik held by the investor

c.

Yes, those affected by Sipesrnik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.
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Question 3

I. Efficiency

Rollo between output and /nprj/

2. Effectiveness

Ratio between the achieved and /he total objective

J. Efficacy

Ratio be/ween the ~ources available and the resource.i needed
to execute the plan.

4. Equity

Conforms to the ge'nera/ principle of right and justice, due
process, both inlemally and exlemalfy

5. Elhicality

Conforms to general principle of ethics with focus to
stakeholders.

6. Elcgancy

Public opinion of usefulness of tl,e project to raise their quality
oflife.

Comments and suggestions
1) Sipesmikshor1ld have two basic /asks:
a. develop space science and tech,wlogy innova/1011 /hat should include
i. basic science or demand
ii. research and development

Iii. production or co11struction

iv. operation and

v. Marketing or Sales.
b. creme conducive states for space science and technology hmova/1011
development that should include
i. 'Increase and maintain': local government pnrticipation,
ii. economic productivity,
iii. dynamics of regu/a1i11g the Slpesmik,

iv. dynamics of managing the physical environment, and
v.

cha11gc of institutional practice and ofsocio cultural practice.

2) Sipesmik should practice ope11 ma11agcment, cooperative works with open
decisia11 making.
3) Sipesmik shall only develop space science and technology for peaceful
purposes
4) The Slpesmlk ,iha/1 have /he necessary national commitment
5) Welf trained and ed11ca/ed system par/le/pants (actors) are essentials
Good Luck
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Question I

Although Sipesmik is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a 1wn profit entity,. but it 11/,011/d be a/so see11 as a way of develop/11g notional
prosperity and security
Question 2

a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process arc: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic of Indonesia as a whole, the

nature, present a11d f11111re genera/1011 General population especially fishermen
and farmers, Present & future generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: govemment (executive tmd

legfslot/ve)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive and legislative),

local governments, i11dustry,fisherme11 and farmers.
a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and Dept.

o[Fillance)
The 'ought to he' planners nre: executive and the representatives of beneficiaries

(local governmenls, indrwry, fishermen and former), Agencies (govenunent &
private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and tech11ology

experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and

teclmology experts and beneficiaries
a.v

The representatives of those affected by Sipcsmik ll!ll; local governments

b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources

The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS! and Local Govemments.

allocations, resources sharing approvals
The conditions that are not controlled by the decision makers are: power

concerned (science and technology, economy, socio cullurol, legal- politico/,
11alure)'
c.

The constraints on the decision makers are national capacity 011 space sci1mce

and technology
The 'ought to be' constraints on the decision makers aresustai11oblefood
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d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik held by the Govenunent

c.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
bonds despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Question 3
I. Efficiency

Has the character of an effective plan and has an appropriare
monitoring and control system with continuously improved
perfon11a11ce srandard.

2. Effectiveness

Has (a11) achievable objective(s) with measurable indicators of
success, a11d rational steps of actio11 to realize 1/1eobjeclive(s).

3. Efficncy

Simple, unitary (no co11jlictive points), open to cooperation,
resource sharing and outsourcing.

4. Equity

Provides all parlies equal access to: infrmnation, science and
tech110/ogy, resources, market and decision making.

5. Ethicality

Conforins to ge11ero/ principle of ethics.

6. E[egancy

Aestlletico/, al/ractive and chal/engf11g lo i11crease/mail1tain
sec11rity and prosperity ofthe ge11era/ population.

Comments und suggestluns
It should be noted the important of creating the nece55ary conducive slates for space
science and technology development through increase/maintain the dy11amics of
managillg the 11atrira/ enviromnenl that includes tasks as follows:
(a) move towards s11stainable 11at11re
(b) red11ce waste

(c) i11creaselrnalntaln water health
(d) i11crease/malntain ecological health, and
(e) increase/maintain nat11ral environment support onfoad production
Sipesmik should fulfil the need of general population especially farmers and
fishermen. The Sipesmik illvestment must be mainly generatedfrom the government.
Well trained and ed11cated system participants (actors) are essentials.

Good Luck
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Question 1

Why develop our ow11 satellite, global space market provldru choices so that we cau
cho011e bond on our own criteria that include especially preserving our nature
through minimum release of mrmmade debris in space
Question 2
a.i

The beneliciarics oflhc Sipesmik process are: satel/itescfen//sts,
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries of the Sipesmik are: sate/I/le operators, satellite

users and notional indristry, Nature (living and non Jiving things),
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: Lapan satellite scientists
The 'ought to be' decision makers of the Sipcsmik process are: Lapan satellite

scienlist and the 'ought to be' beneficiaries.
a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process are Lapan sate/file scientists
The 'ought to be' planners in the Sipesmik process are: satellite scie11/ists and

the 'ought to be' beneficiaries, Government (executive & legislative including
ann forces), Scientist/ academician,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are Lapan satellite scientists
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: Lapa,1 satellite

sc/e11tisls and the 'ought to be' beneficiaries
a.v

The representative of those affected by Sipesmik are: local governments,

advocacy orgon/zatio11.
The 'ought to be' representatives of who are affected by the Sipesmik process

are: PTRKD and other representatives af suppliers, contractors, consultant and
cons11mers.
b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources
allocation and resources sharing approval
The conditions that are not controlled by the decision makers are: global market

and free trade
c.

The constraints on the decision makers are tech110/ogica/ and financial

feasibility ofSipesmik
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The 'ought to be' constraints: legal, economy, social and cultural condi1/011s
d.

The power to ensure success ofSipcsmik held by: the iovestor (govenuncnt)

e.

Ycs, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hllilds despite the expert. Yes, they should be n!lowed to.

Question 3
I. Efficiency

Ratio between output and input

2. Effectiveness

Ratio between the achieved and the Iota{ objective.

3. Efficacy

Ratio betwee,1 /he resources avaf/oble and the resources needed
lo execrlle the pla11.

4. Equity

Co1iforms lo the general principle of right and justice, due
process bolh i!Jternalfy and externally

5. Ethicality

Conforms to general principle

of etliic.<1 with focus to

stakeholde~.
6. Elegancy

Public opinion

of usefulness of the project lo raise their quality

of life.
Comments and suggestions

1) Sipesmik should concern with:
a. Environmental health
b. Mi11im11m space debris

c. Increase and maintain local government participation
d. Increase and maintain economic produclivity
e. Increase and ma/main the dynamics ofregr1lath1g the system
1) Sipesmlkshou/d takeadvontoges of Russian offer to cooperate in estab//shing
a business ofair-launch satellite service in Indonesia
3) Adhere MTCRprovidesprusibility lo get access to high tech110/ogy market.
4) Joint I access to MTCR means ready to accept international inspection of all
facilllies l11cluding thrue belong to ann forces
5) Well trained and educated system participa11ts (actors) are essentials for
Slpesmlk
Good Lutk
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Question I

Allho11gh Sipesmlk is a research and del'elopmenl activity that should be managed as
a nan profit entity, but ii should be also seen as a way of developing national
prosperity and seC11ri/y
Question 2
n.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipcsmik process are: scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic of I11da11esia as a whale, the

na/11re, present and future genera/fon, General population especially fishermen
and farmers, Present & future generation,
a.ii

The decision mnkers of the Sipesmik process arc: gavemment (executive and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision mnkers are governme11t (executive and legislative),

local governments, i11dustry,fisherme11 a11dfarmers.
a.iii The planners in Ute Sipesmik process are: executive (Lapan, Bappenas al/d

Dept. af Fir.ance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: executive and the repre.ier1t11.1ives of benejiciarie.i

(local governments, Industry, fishermen and farmer), Agencies {government &
private), Industries (government & private), Local govenunent, Fishermen &
farmers, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and tech11alogy

experts
The 'ought to be' el'pcrts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science a11d

tec/1110/ogy experts and beneficiaries
a.v The representatives of those affected by Sipesmik are: localgovemments
The 'ough\ to be' representatives are: ASS! and Local Governments.
b.

The conditions Iha\ are controlled by the decision makers are resources
allocation and resources sharing approval.
The conditions that are not controlled by the dedsion mnkers are : power

concerned (science and technology, economy, socio C11lhmal, legal- pa/ltica!,
nature)
e.

The constraints on the decision maker.. are national capacity an space'scie11ce

and technology The 'ought to be' constraints: sustainable food
d.

The power to ensure success of Sipesmik is held by: the Government
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e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the eicpert. Yes, they should they be allowed to.

QuentlonJ
I. Efficiency

Holds an appropriate monitoring and control system with

2. Effectiven=

rontinuowly improved perfonnance standard.
Holds (an) achievable objective(s) with mewurable ind/ca/ors of
success, and rational steps of action lo realize the objective(s).

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (no cotifliclive points), open to cooperation,
resource sharing and outsourcing.

4. Equity

Provide all parties equal access lo: information, science and
technology, resources, market and decision making.

5. Ethicality

Conforms to general principle of ethics.
Aesthetical, a/tractive and challenging to increase/maintain

6. Elegancy

security and prosperity of the ge11eral pop11/atim1.

Comments and suggellfions
1) Tasks should be inclrided In gaining the local govemmenr trust on Slpesmik,
as follows:
a. increase/ mallltain the belief011 space technology capability to support
increase economic productivity
b. lrcreaselmaintain the belief on space technology capability to support
sustainah/e 11atr1re managemeJ1t
c. Increase/maintain the belief on the 11eed of 011 appropriate socio·
cultural state for sustainable food
d. increase maintain the belief011 the need of 011 appropriate instilutio11al
practice for swtainab/e food
e. increaselmai11tain the belief on the need for an appropriate stale of
natural environme111for Sll!ltalnab/e food

J increase/maintain knowledge/1111dersta11diug 011 how help support
space tech110/ogy development and rise
2) Sipesmik is a social process that achievi11g the goals needs a long period of
lime. As a social process Sipesmlk should be managed in an appropriate
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manner such as comprising cycles where Improvement mechanism from one lo
another cycle Is well established
3) S/pesm/k is an edr1catlonal process where the actors are object of Its
educalional programs to facilitate the intended social process. Educalian
program far farmers and {lllhermen should be an integrated pragram on
fisheries, agricr1lt11re, trade and industry, social, educa//011 and culture.
4) Due to it's limited i11 house capabilities Sipesmik should be open to
international cooperation and or oursourci11g operation
5) Sipesmlk should fulfil the 1ieed of general population especially farmers and
fishermen. For this please consider include the following into Slpesmlk's
tasks:
a. Increalle and maintain local goveroment parlicipation
b. JncreQlle and malntal/J eca1Jomic productivity
c. Change institutio1Jal practice
d. Change socio cultural practice
e. Increase and maintain the dynamics ofregulating tl1esystem

f.

Increase and maintain the dynamic of ma11aging the natural
environment

6) Due to the vast aspect should be covered by Sipesmik, the major lnvestme11t
for Sipesm/k should be generated from the govemme11t, hence,
a. lit Is necessary to get a nalio11al commilme11tfor Siprumik.
b. Executor of Sipesmik should include not only members of Depanrl but
also the others who are responsible for sea, {lllheries, agriculture,
environment, trade, industry, social affairs, education, culture 011d
local governments.
c. Due lo it's limited i11 house capabililies Sipesmlk should be open lo
International cooperation and or outsourcir,'g operatlo11
7) Education program for farmers and fishermen should be 011 i11tegrated
program which Is developed by cooperatiw /earns that consist ofpeers i11 at
least; space remote se1,slng,jisheriru, agrlc1.1/ture, trade and industry, !Ocia/,
ed11callon and culmre.

t

8} Creation of the necrusary con'i111ciVe slatru for space science and /ech11ology
deve/opme11t is strctegicalfy needed for Sipesmik
9) Due to the Important role of Local Governments, but sustainable food Is
closely related to physical condition therefore the Siprumlk system
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management should accommodate both admi11lstrotive and phys/col
boundaries.
10) Some /11dicators ofsucceJJ that should be monitored within Slpesmik are:

a. Public par//cipatio11 an achieving and maintalnfog susta/1u,ble food
with the help ofspace technology.
b. Community trosl 0;1 the copobility of tlie system to create and maintain
the sUJtainablefood with tiie help ofspace teclmology
c. Changed menu, farming and fishing practice toward:! sws/ainab/e
habits
d. Qualified knawledge/ understanding of participants especially local
governments, on how help suppon space technology development and
/Is use to create and maintain sUJlainab/e food
e. The belief ofpaniclponts, especially local government, on the need of

f.

an appropriate socio-cultural slate for swstolnable food
71ie belief ofpartic/pauts, especially local government, 011 the need of

on appropriate inslitutio11ol practice for susloinobie food
g. The belief ofparticipants, especially local government, on the need for
an appropriate state ofnatural envlronmentfonUJtalnable food
h. Panic/pants', especially local ,wvernmen/s ', trost on the capability of
the system to creole and maintain sUJtai11able food with the help of
I.

space technology
Commu11ity s11pport for the system to create and ma/11tain the
sustol11ab/e food with the help ofspace technology

j.

The belief of participants on space teclmology capability lo support

increase eco11omlc productivity
k. 11ie belief of participants on space technology capability to support
/.

sustainable nature management
Well trained and ed11cated system participants (actors)

m. Active horizontal management links
r.. Cr,,,:m,mity understanding and a/11/udes on the system

o. Social, equity &j11stlce empowerment
p. National commitment on S/pesmfk-

Good Luck
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E

Question 1

Although Sipesmik is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a non profit enlity, but it should be also see11 as a way of dew/oping national

prosperity and security
Question 2
ai

The bem:ficiaries of the Sipcsmikprocess are: scie11tijiccamm11nity

The 'ought to ho' beneficiaries are: the Republic af lndanesla as a whale, the
nature, present and future generation Gen~'l'lll population especially fis!icrmen

and fanners, Present & future generation,
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are: government (execulive and

/eg/slative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executi.,,e and legislative},

local governments, industry, fishermen and/armer11.
aiii The planners in the Sipesmik process are executive (Lapan, Bappenas and Dept.

a/Finance)

The 'ought to be' planners are: executive and the represm1tatives a/beneficiaries
(local governments, industry, fishermen and farmer), Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government & private), Local government, Fishermen &
farmers, Researcher,
aiv The expel1s used in the Sipcsmik process are space science and technology

experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and

technology experts and beneficiaries
a.v

The representatives of those affected by Sipesmik are: local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives arc: ASST and Local Gavernmllll/s,

b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources
allocation and resources sharing approvals.
The conditions that are not controlled by the decision makers are : power

concerned (science and tech1JOlogy, economy, socio cultural, legal- political,
nature)
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c.

The consL'llints on the decision milkers are national capaci()' 011 space science

and lechnology
The 'ought to be' constraints are sustainable food s11pply

d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik is held by the Government

e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their foto into their own
hands despi1c ine expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Question 3

Holds 011 approprillte monitoring and control system with

,. Efficiency

continuously Improved performance standards.
2. Effectiveness

Holds (011) achievable objectivc(s) with measurable Indicators af
success, and ratio11a/ steps ofaction to realize the objectlve(s).

3. Efficacy

Simple, m,ilary (no conflictive po/Ills), open to cooperation,
resource shoring a11d 011tsa11rcing.
Provides all porlles equal access to: i11formatio11, science and

4. Equity

technology. reso11r,:, ~. market and decision making.
5, F.thicality

Conforms ta general pr/11ciple of ethics.

6. Elegancy

Aesthellcal a11d challenging lo increase/maintai11 security a,1d
prosperity of.,.e ge11eral pap11/atia11.

Comments 1tnd suggestions
I) Please note that 11, gaining /he local government lrosf, /he Sipesmlk /asks

should illc/mle lh~followi11g:
a. aevclop /he belief 011 space tech110/ogy capability to support Increase
economic prodr,c//vity
b. develop the belief a,1 space technology capability ta support
msra/11ab/e na/1/re management
c. develop 1he belief 011 the need of a1 (lppropriale .socio-cultural state
for sw;tainoble food
d. develop the belief on the need of an appropriate /11stllutio11al practice
for s1istai11oble food
e. develop tile belief 011 the 11eed for on appropriate slate

of natural

environment for swtai11ab!e food
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f

d(!l)elop

/awwledge!understanding on how help support space

leclinolagy development and use

2) Sipesmik should fulfil the need ofgeneral popu/atio11 especially formers and
fishermen
3) Due la it's limited In house capabilities Sipesmik s/wu/d be open to
/11terna1iona/ cooperation ,md or outsorirclng operation.
4) Education program for farmers and fll!hermen should be an integrated
program on fisheries, agricul/r,re, trade and Industry, social, education and
culture.
5) me major investmenr for Sipesmik should be mainly generated from the
government.
6) me Sipesmik shall ho\le the necessary national c o m ~
7) Some tasks that should be col!llidered Include by Sipesmlk are:
a. Increase arid maintain economic productivity
b. Change Institutional practice
c. Change socio cultural practice

d. Increase and maintai11 the dy11omic of managing the natural
environment
8) Farmers and fishermen's pessimi.sm an government '.I' will to achieve
s11Slainable food, can be a future problem for Sipesmik
9) Creation of the necessary conducfve stales for space science and technology
development is strateg/cal/y needed for Sipesm'ft
10) Executor of Sipesmik should include not 011/y members of Depanri but also
the others who are responsible for sea, fisheries, agriculture, environme11/,
trade, Industry, social affairs, education, cu/Jure and loco/governments.
I I) me indicators ofsuccess that should be monitored within Sipesm/kare:
a. Public participation on achieving 011d maintairling sustainable food
with the help of space technology.
b. Community ln1Ston the cupabilityof lhe system to create a11d maintain
lire srista//1able food with the help of space technology
c. Changed menu. farnl/ng and fisliing practice towards sustainable
habits
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d. Q11afijied knowledge/ understanding of participants especially focal
governments, on how help support space technology dwelopment ami
Its use 10 create and maintain sustainable food
e. The belief ofparticipants, especially /oc11/ governmelll, on the need of
an appropriate socio-cultural state for smlal11ab/e food

f. The belief of [11/rtlcipants, especially local government, 011 the need of
an appropriate institutional practice for sustai11able food
g. The belief ofparticipa11ts, especially focal government, on the need for
an appropriate state of natural environment for sustal11able faod
h. Participants', especially local government.1 ', trust on the capability of
the system to create a,rd maintain sustoinab/e food with the help of
space tech1m/ogy
i.

The belief of participants on space technology capability to support
Increase economic productivity

). The b~lief of participant.1 on space technology capability to support
swilainable nature management
k. Well trained and educated system participants (actors)

I. Community understanding and attitudes on the sy.item
m. National commitme11t on Sipesmlk

Good Luck
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~
Qoesllon I

Although Sipesmlk Is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a no11 profit enlity, but it should be also seen as a way of developing national

prosperity and security
Qufstlon2

a.i

The beneficiaries oflhe Sipesmik process arc: no information

The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: prl!.lenl and future generation, the nature,

the world as a whole. General population especially fishermen and fanners,

Present & future generation,

a.ii The decision makers of the Sipesmik process are governme11/ officials
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government, focal governments,

fis/,ermen a11J farmers.
a.iii The planners in the Sipcsmik process arc: no information

The 'ought to be' planners ore: government together with local governments,

fishermen

and Janner,

Agencies (government & private), Industries

(government & private), Local government, Fishennen & farmers, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process are: no information
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space scie11ce and

technology e;cperls and beneficiaries
a.v

The representatives of those affected by Sipesmik are local 1ravemme11ts
The 'ought to be' representatives are:

local govemmenrs, organizatio11s of

fislierme11 and/armers
b.

The eonditioll.'! that nre controlled by the decision makers are resources
allocation
The conditinns that are not controlled hy Ire decision makers are: power of Iha

nature
c.

The constraints on the decision makers are no information
The 'ought to be' conslraints: sW1tainablefoad

d.

The power to ensure success of Sipesmik is held by: the Government
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e.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into thcirown
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

'

Que:itlon 3

Has to know exactly the limits of what to do and not to do. Uses

I. Efficiency

resources as needed and this must be strictly controlled,
2. Effectiveness

Has to .b1ow exactly what will be achieved and how to achieve it
ral/01101/y.

3. Efficacy

Simple, 110 conflictive point, open lo cooperalio11, resource
sharing a11d oritwurcing ifit is necessary.

4. Equity

Provides all parties equal access to: informatio11, science and

5. Ethicality

Jdeationol (be wise: hannony ratio and feelings, self control:

teclmofogy, resources, market and decision making.
avoid greediness and hann, limits sensuality, sense not 011/y what
you can see throrigh sharpen /he intuition, fortify the belief and
sensitive to Gods~)
6. Elcgancy

Aesthetical mid gives the biggest part of the benefit to general
population.

Comments and suggestions
J) fl should be 1101ed the important of creati,ig the 11ece~sary conducive states/or

space science und teclmology develapme111 through changi11g socio c11//ura/
practice that i11c/11des tasks as Jo/laws:
a. change comm11nlty understanding and a/1/tudes 011 the Sipesmik
b. i11crease/mai1Jtai11 s11pport for Sipesmik
c. lncrease!ma/11tai11 social, eqr1ity &j11stfce empowerme11t
d. i11creoselmaf11tain community trust 011 Sipesmlk

e. increoselmuinlain publicparlicipalio11 on Sipesmik

f

cha11ge(mem1,Jannlng, fis/Jhrg) towards sustainable habits

2) Sipesmik shwld /11/jil tire need of general population especially farmers and
fishermen. Also It shall only develop space science a11d tech11ology for
peace/11/ pllrp0$es.
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3) 11ie investme11tfor Sipesmik should be mainly generoledfrom the government.
4) Sipesmlk should be concerned with increasing and mointoini11g cc(mom/c
produc/Mty, c!,ongillg socio cullura/ practice and public participalio11 on
achieving and maintai11i11g srtslalnab/e food with the help ofspace technology.
5) Farmers and fishermen's pessimism on government's will to achieve
Sltstoinable food supply con be afature problem for Sipesmik.
6) Community tntsl on the capability of the system lo CFeate and molntain the
sustoinable food supply with the help of space /ec/malogy is compulsory for
/he success ofS/pesmik.
7) Well trai11ed and educated system participants (octors)are essentials for
Sipesmik

Good Lu~k
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Question 1

Although Sipesmik is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a non profit entity, but it should be a/so seen as a way of developing national
prosperily and security
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipcsmik process arc scientific commu11ity
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republic of I11donesia as a whole, the

narure, present and jilture generation, Science and technology community,
General population especially fishermen and farmers, Present & future
generation,
a.ii

The decision makers of the Sipesm.ik proct:ss are govenmwnt (executive and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive a11d legislative),

local governments, lnd1tstry,fisherme11 and farmers.
a.iii The planner io the Sipesmik process are execulive (Lapan, Bappe11as and Dept.

a/Finance)
The 'ought to be' planners are: executive and the representatives of beneficiaries

(local governments, i11dustry, fisherme11 and farmer), Agencies (government &
private), Industries (government&. private), Local government, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik proce5.'I are space science and technology

experts
The 'oughi to be' (ll(peLts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and

tecJmology experts and beneficiaries
av

The representatives of those affected by Sipesmik are focal governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASSJ and local Governments.

b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources

a/location.
The conditions that bare not controlled by the decision makers are : power

ca11cerned (science a11d technology, eco11omy, socio cultural, legal- political,
11ot11re)
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c.

The constrain\5 on the decision makers are na//onof capacity 011 space science

and technology
The 'ought to be' constraints of the decision makers are: sustainabfefaod

d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik is held by the Govcnunent

c.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into their own·
hands despite the expert. Yes, they should be allowed to.

Question 3

Halds the character af an effective plan and has an appropriate

I. Efficiency

mo11ilori11g and contra/ sy.item with ca1Ilirmausly improved
performance standards.
2. Effectiveness

Holds (an) achievable objective(s) with measurable lndlcatars of
success, ,md rational steps af action lo realize the abjeclive(s).

3. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (110 conflictive paints), open lo cooperation,
resource sharing and autsourc/11g.
Provides all parties equal access ta: infarmatirm, science and

4. Equity

technology, resources, market and decision making.

5. Ethicality

Ca1ifom1S to general principle of ethics.

6. Blegoncy

Aesthe/ical and capable ta increase quality af life of the general
pop11/ation.

Comments and suggestions

1) ft should be noted the Important of creathrg the necessary conducive slates far
space science and reclma/agy development through changing ins1//utla11al
practice that includes tasks as fa/laws;

o.

increase acceptance of Sipesmlk by government agencies, privates and
foreign partners,

b. increase financial support & reso11rce sharillg
c. train & educate Slpesmikac/ars (owners. executors a11d clients)
d. ensure interdepartmental and lntemational cooperotia11
e. increase hori20ntt1iiiiiiiftgeme11t links
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2) Sipesmik should fulfil the need of general population especially fanners and
fishermen
J) Sipesmikshou/d pracllce open management

4) Sipesmik shall only develop space science and teclmology for peaceful
purposes
5) 11Je Sipesmik i11Wlltment mrtst be mainly generated from the govemment.
6) T11e Sipesmiksha/1 have the 11ecessary 11alional commitment
7) It shortld be considered inclrtde the following tasks:
a. Increase and maintain local go11emme11t participation
b. Increase and maintain economic productivity
c. Change instilrttional practice
d. Change socio c11/tural practice
8) Creation of the necessary conducive states for space science and teclmo/ogy
development is strategically 11eededfar Sipesmik
9) Same indicators that Should be monitored within Sipesmikare:
a. Public participation an achieving and maintaining ~·ustaillable food
with the help ofspace technology.
b. Comm1111ily trust on the capability of the system to create and maintain
the sustainable food with the help ofspace technology
c. Well trained and educated system participants (actors)
d. National commitment 011 Slpesmik
Good Luck
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Question 1

A/tho11gh S/pesmlk is a research and development activity that should be managed as
a non profit entity, bu/ ii should be also seen as a way of developing national
prosperity and security
Question 2
a.i

The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process are scientific community
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: the Republlk of I11donesla as a whole, the

na/1/re, present and future generation, Science and technology community,
General population especially fishennen and farmers, Present & future
generation,
a.ii

Tho decision makers of the Sipesmik process are government (executive and

legislative)
The 'ought to be' decision makers are government (executive mid legislative),

focal governments, lndustry,fishermen and fanners.
a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik process nre: executive (Lapan, Bappenas and

Dept. ofFinance)
The 'ought to be' planners nre: executive mid the representatives of be11eflciaries

(local governments, industry, fishermen a11dfarmer), Agencies (government &
private), Industries {government & private), Local government, Fishennen &
fanners, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipesmik process nre space scf1mce and technology

experts
The 'ought to be' experts used in the Sipesmik process are: space science and

technology experts and beneficiaries
a.v

The representatives of those affected by Sipesmik are local governments
The 'ought to be' representatives are: ASS/ a11d Local Governments.

b.

The conditions that are controlled by the decision makers are resources
allocation.

The condition that arc not controlled by the decision makers are: power

concerned (science and teqhnolog;,, economy, socio cultural, legal· political,
nature)
c.

The constraints on the decision makers arc national capacity on space science

and technology
The ought to be constraints lll'll switainablefood supply
d.

The power to ensure success of Sipesmik is hdd by the Government

e.

Ycs, those affected by Sipesmik are aUowed to take their fate into their own

hands despite the expert. Yes, they should they be allowed to.

Que5tion3
I. Efficiency

Has an appropriate monitoring and control system with
cmllimious/y improved peifannance standards.

2. Effectiveness

Has (an) achievable objective(s) with measurable indicators

of

success, and rational steps ofaction ta realize the abjec//ve(s).
J. Efficacy

Simple, unitary (no conflictive points), open to cooperatio11,
resource sharing and autsaurcing.
Conforms ta human dignity by providing all parties equal access

4. Equity

to: informatia11, science and technology, resources, market and
decision maki11g.

5. Ethicality

Can/arms la prafessianal ethics.

6. Elegancy

Aeslhetica/ and capable lo Increase quality of life of the general
population.

Comments
1) It should be noted the important af creating the necessary conducive slates for
space science and technology development through changing institutional
practice that includes tasks as fallows:
a. i!Jcrease acceptance of Sipesmik by govemme11t agencies, privates and
foreign partners,
b. Increase financial support & resource sharing
c. train & educate Sipesmikaclors (owners, execlllors ond c/le1,ts)
d. ensure interdepartmental and international cooperation
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e. increase harizo11ta( management lf11ks

2) Sipesmik is a soc/a( process that achieving the goals needs a long period of
time. As a social process Sipesmlk should be managed

i11

an appropriate

manner such as comprlsi11g cycles where improvement mechanism from one to
another cycle is well established. Slpesmik is also on educational process
where the actors ore object of its educatio11al programs to facilitate the
Intended soc/a/ process. Sipesmik educatlo11 program for research-:rs should
be transformable intofarmal educotio11 credit, so that from thei, activities the
researchers ca11 write up thesis for their mwi/er or doctor degrees.
U11ivers///e.~ should participate i11 the Si'prumik especially fac1.1si11g on
educa//011, research and development.
J) Educallan program for fanners and fishermen should be 011 Integrated

program which Is developed by ccoperative teams that consist of peers In at
least: space remare se11sing,fisheries, agriculture, trade and industry, sac/al,
education and c:u/ture.
4) Sipesm/k should Ju/fl/ the need of general population especially farmers and

fishermen.

SJ

Due to it's limited i11 house capabilities Sipesmik sl1ou/d be open to
inter11atlonal cooperal/011 and or au/sourcing opera//011

6) S/pesmik sho11/d practice open management
7) Slpesmik shall only develop space science a11d technology for peaceful

purposea
8) The Slpesmik investment must be main/ygenerated/rom the government.
9) It should be considered lndude in the Sipesmik tasks:
a.

Increase and maintain focal government partlclpalio11

b. Increase a11d maillroin economic productivity
c. Change institut/0110/ practice
d. Change socio c:uftural practice
e. I11crease and mainta/11 the dr,iamiCl! ofregulating the system

f

I11crease and maintai11 the dynamic of managing the natural
e1wironment
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IO) Executor of Siprumik should include not only members ofDepanri but o/so the
others who ore responsible for sea, fisheries, agriculture, environment, trade,
industry, social affairs, education, culture and local governments.
I J) There is a 11eed for a national commitment: govemme11t (legislati:'11 &
executive) and p11blic for Slpesmlk so that c,:mtinurmce of the program !Je
guara11teed
I 2) Government instil/Ilion should not work in isolation
I 3) Long term plan for Sipesmik is a must, this plan should contain several cyc/ru
where improvement mechanism from one to another cycles should be
established. Some indicators that should be monitored wilhi11 Sipesmik are as
follows:
a. Determined the basic sciences to be implemented iii space products
b. Determined the space product demands to be fulj/lled

c. Determfoed the space product engineering designs based on the
determined basic science to be impleme11/ed in space products
demands to befulj/1/ed
d. Produced the space goods based on the determined space product
basic engineering designs.
e. Co1istroc1ed & commissioned the space systems based on the
determined basic e11gineering des/g,,s

f. Operated the commissioned space systems lo fi11j/ll the space services
demands
g. The system output sold; space systems, space goods ond sen>ices, also
copy rights and pate111s
h. Public participa/1011 011 achieving and mal11tainillg sustainable food
with the help ofspace technology.
i.

Commullily trost 0111/re capability of the system to create a11d mointa/11
the sustainable food with the he(IJ of space technology

). Sustainable energy a11d material flows especially for fisheries,
ogricu/111rol and space lndwtry
k.

The inpt11$/or1tputs 1Jcco11nt for activities & their impar.Js especially for
fisheries, agricultural ond space industry

1. Policies which maximize production efficiancies especially for
fisheries, agricultural and space industry
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m. Po!lcies which encourage efficieiiq & minimize harms, especially ill
fisheries, agric11ltural and space /nd/1$/ries
n. Ensured palicies encourage sustainable high level af economic activity
especially in fisheries, agriC11llura/ and space industry
o. Ensured interdepartmental and International caaperalion la create
a11d mainrain the sustainable food with the help space technology.
p. Waste mhrlmfzal/011 policies

q. Well trained and educated systempart/clpa11ls (actors)
r. Active ha,,.iwntal management links
s. National commitment an Sipesmik

Good Luck
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ln!iilD

Queiilion I
Allhoi,gh Sipesmik is a.res'earch and development aclivily ihat should be m~naged as
a 11an proft/ e;;li/y, but it slr,~u/d be a/~o ~een as a way of developing 1!atlonal
,P"?Sperity and s~'c;ril)', :.

Queii'tl:-n 2
a.i

The benelii:i~es of the Sipesmik process arcscle11tif1c commtm/1y
The 'ought to be' beneficiaries are: /he Republic of Indonesia as a whole, /he

no/Ure, present and future genera/1011, General population especially fishermen
and farmers. Present & future generation.
a.ii The decision makers of the Sipcsmik prote.~s arc governme11t (executive and

legls/atil'fl)
The 'ought .!o be' decision ~;cJS are govern~ren/.(exec/11/ve and leiJislative),

id:a! governments, ind11stry, fisi1ermen a11d farmers.
a.iii The planners in the Sipesmik'process arc: executive (Lapan, B";,penas and

Dept. of Finance)
,The 'ought to be' planners arc: exec11t1vear1d tlie represe11tati;,µ of beneficiaries

(local governments, industry, fuherme1, andfartller), Agencies (goVeirunr.tt &
vrivntc). Industries (government & priVate), Local govenpnent, Researcher,
a.iv The experts used in the Sipcsmik process ~:" space science a,iJ technology

experts
The '.ought to be\ ~xpcrts used in the:.sipesmik protc5s arc: ~pace science and

technology experls and beneficiaries
a.v

The rcpr':5°"tativcs oft.hose affected ~y _Sipllsmik are: local governments

..

The 'ought
10 be' representatives
Governnitnts.
.
. . are: ASSi and local
·,
b.

The condi.!ions arc controlled by'thc dccisicn makers arc resources a\local\on
The conditions that arc not ·controlled by the decision, makers are:··,power

.

.._

,,.

c:on.cermid,fscience and techf!ology,.economy, ·socio C111iu~I, legql, po.fl :al,
na/Ure)

,.

.

-The·'~ona\raints'
on. tb~_ dc:·ci~ion makers arc nationa/'caJ,acil)'
on'spacc, science
"
,,,
,.

and tec/Jno/ogy
The ought to be constraints on the decision makers arc s1tslaim:ble food
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d.

The power to ensure success ofSipesmik is held by the Govcmmt!]I

c.

Yes, those affected by Sipesmik are allowed to take their fate into th"eir own
hands dcspi_te the expert. Yes, thc.y should be allowed ta.

Que~tlon 3

..

I. _Efficiency

Ra/lo between output and input

2. Effectiveness

Rolio betwee11 the achieved ond ihe total objective.

3. Efficacy

Ratio between the resources available and 1/1e reso,1rces needed
lo execute the plan.

4. Equily_

Conform.< lo /he· general principle of right and justice, due
proce.is, both internally and cxlema/ly

5. Ethicnlity

·_Confornis lo general _Principle of et/ifcs with focus to
stakeholders.

6. ElcgW1cy

P11b/ic oPlnfon of 1tsefalness of the project to raise their quality
of life.

Comments and suggestions

J) fl should be noted the important of crearitJK, 'the necessary co11ducive slates for

space ~clence a11d lechno/ogy development through increase/mainlain the
d;-;, """' .1 ofmana'ging the namral environment that includes tasks as follows:

(a) move towards sustainable nature
(b) reduce waste

(c)
incrcaselmalmain
~:'lr
health
.
.
'.\.
(d) increasc!mailitain ecological health, and
(eJ increasc!;,,ai11taln natural envi~ment SUP_porl '!~fcod /lrod11clion

-!,
2) Furthermore. as a lawyer, I suggestyar1 la cam;fder the Inclusion ofregulating
the Sipesmik ill creati'!g the 11ecessary ;anducive stale far s/iice scfe11ce a~d

-,,

.

technology development in l11danesia. For, this task, plcase__consider to Inc/ride
//Jc following subtasks:

(a) pro~ide consr1lta//o,,' 011,J aid I~ soi~ legal.case and'i~ prepare {igal
documents
(b) increase Slpesmik participanl 's rmderstanding on (::-:"' and regulations
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(c) establish guidance for implementat/an of laws and regufotian far
Sipesmlk
(d) Initiate creation af new law!> and regulations including ratljlcatian ar
acce.isian af international laws/regulatlans
3) Sipesmik should fulfil the need of general papu/atlan especially farmers and
fishermen. And it shall only develop space science and technology for pi:aceful

purposes.
4) The major inv~tmcnt for Sipcsmik should be mainly generated from the
government.
5) The Sipes~ik shall have the necessary na\ional' commitment and it should
optimize the use of existing facilities. Please consider the following tasks for
Sipesmik:
(a) Increase and maintain local government participation
(b) Chang~ irnti(utional practice

(c) Increase and maintain th~ dynamics of regulating the system
(d),Jncrease and maintain the dynamic o~ mnnaging the n~tuml
environment
6) Sipesmik holds cross-sector tasks from research and development, up to
sustainable food which indicator l.lf suc~css consistS of sc,icnce and
technology, socio cultural, ccooOmir.ol, institutional and physical indicdtors
therefore Dcpanri, as the natiooal space council, should take the initiative to
regulate Sipcsmik.
7) There arc international laws and regulations that should be taken into
consideration in managing the Sipesmik such as:

Space Treaty, 1967;

Registration convention, 1972, and Liabilit:,, Convcotion 1975.
8) Assess and scUle all regulot:::y problem while Sipcsmik is on the way of
dcvdopment
9) Creation of the necessary conrldcive states for space science and technology
development is strategically needed for SipcSmik
JO) Why micro flatellitc for suslaintlhlc food, why not micro siitclli\~ ··for
sustainable development at large?
I ·I) Some indicatoror'~~ccess thnt should be monitored by S!;-~mik are:'
(a) Public participation on achieving and mai'ntaining sustair.ible food
with the help of space technology.
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(b) Community trust on the capability of the S)Stem to create and maintain
the sustainable food with the help of space technology
(c) Well trained and educated S}'lltern participan!s (actors)
(d) New Jaws and regulations including ratification or accession of
international law$frcgulations
(e) Participants undcrs(WJding on laws and regulations

,,

(Q Consultation mid aid to solve lcg11\ cases and to prepare and assess

[cgnl docwnenls
(g) Protected and supported legnllythe system
(h) Reduced waste
(i) Qualified water health and eff<iCtive drainage
(j) Qualified ecological health

(kl Pre5CT"'.ed nat~l habitat
(I) Preserved flora and fauna diversity
(m)Vegetation re.growth
(n) Rcgulatoiy supported and protected the space i;ictivities
(o) National.commitment on Sipesmik
Good Lu~k
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Sample of Letter of Request for Models Validation
For··

Rel: -------

Micro Satellite survey
Date: --------

Deur Respondent,

I

Following up the previous intervie11.i'ou micro satellite d~elopment project, herewith
I submit you the Sipesmik eonccptu~l models, which were d,eveloped, based on data

of the previous interview. A bricfiutroduction accompanies those models. Submission
of these models asks for.your approval to a Sipesmik models vnlid!tion meeting that I
propose to be held in your premise on:
Day:
Date:
Hour:
Address:
I do hope that the above schedule will be expedient for you. However, please feel free

to reschedule for your convenience. The following infonnation may of benefit for
such rcarrnngemcnt:
Office: 021-32798_2
House: 021-7972858
Mobile phone: 0816-91434 l
Effiail: rumdibyo@student.eci.i,edu.au
I look forward to seeing you at y!I~ premise. In the meantime, if you have any
queries regardinii this re·sellf(:h 'proJect, please contact me at the above nddreases.
Yours sincerely
Alexander Sudibyo
Resellf(:her of LAPAN
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SIPESMIKCONCEPTUAL MODELS

At the interview, somo respondents suggested to complete the Interactive Model of
Innovation Process (Manhiy 2001) into five ph1!5eS and one creation of a conducivestatc, and use it as the' embryo of Sipesll1.ik Conc,eptual MCldcls. Thef suggested
include 'Operational Phase' in the model. Also these five phases .should be put in a
bigger boi that represents a task for creating a conducive-stale. Thesc_,suggestions arc
actualized within a model identified as 'Model Interactive of Space Technology
Innovation Process' (see figure below). These fi~e tnsks are
• Space product demand and basic science
• Space research and development that 'result in basic engineering design·
• Produce or constmct space product/ system based on the detennined basic
engineering design
• Operate space system
• Market or sales space products
Some respondents had the views that the Sipcsmik should be directed toward
improving sustainable food supply, therefore they identified task that should regarded
as include in the creation of a-conducive-state as follows:

•
•
•
•

Food Sustainable supply
Natural environment
Economic productivity
Socio cultural "'mctice

•
•
•

Regulatio~ practice
Jnstitui.iOm>.1 practice
Local Government participation

Some rellpondents were convinced that space technology has the capability to result in
real time infonnation regarding earth resources and environment at large. Therefore it
has a strategic rolo in natural environment improvement. Due to this some
respondents believes that lhe better space technology innovation stimulates better
practice, of foods management, of environmental management and of_instituticnnl
including local government managemel1t, Of regulation and of scicio cii.lt~t since it
results better communication; data bases, and environmental monitoring lhat resulL~. in
higher quality of cnvironmentnl data, their precision, complete' coverage and real time.
Better Space tet:hnology innovation also stimulates greater economic w,ealth allow
greater fund for environmental improvelTlcnt. This can be explained through lhe help
of better institutionH[ practice, since fr is believed lhat without better institutional
·practice !his logic will nevei operate iii lhe 'real world. Beller 'ilistitutional practice
characterized by better openness and better horizontal coordination between
institutions.
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Cooducive states
creation

...

Research
development

Basic Science

Production

"

"

Demand

Marketing
Opcratlou

"

Sales
Embryo or the Slpesmlk Conceptual Models
(Adapted from Manley, 2001)
Some respondents believe that, lessening enviNnmentnl stress is a leverage of
economic productivity. Tools for lessening tho environmental stress are provided by
space technology innovation therefore fwtd allocated for space technology innovation
can be seen as part of fund allocated for environmental improvement. This will occur
when there is better openness and better horizontal coordination between institutions,
which arc supported by better commwtication, data base and monitoring as provided
by better space technology innovation. ·
The primary pU!JlOses of these contcptual models arc to consolidate the tasks outlined
above and to show dependencies between those tasks. The factors needed to be
monitored to maintain the system arc also outlined, but the ddails of the control
systems arc not (these would need further systemic investigations if (hey were to be
required in detail, and would normal!:,r b~ done when designing· systems at the
operational level).
Jnkartn, ---------------Alexander Sudlbyo
LAPAN Researcher
Note: The Model.'i un be seen In Chaplen 5, 6 and Appendix 4
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate th.: models thal have been created.

I. In Figure I, where do you might position yourselves Cn the Sipcsmik model?
owner

O

executor,

D

D

or clicnL

You may choose more than one.
2, In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

D
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ................................... .

8
D

c. Manage natural environment ......................................... ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ..................... ..
e. Change socio cultural practice ....................................... ..

D
D
D

f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................ ..

g. Change institutional practice .............................................
h. Increase I maintain local government participation ............... ..
You may choose more than one.

3. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

D

D

Medium

Low

D

4, How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptuol. models in transfunning '1he high
level goals of /lie Sipesmik: Space for security arid prosperity, with focus on
sustainable food arid cotttn11mlty inl!Olvement' into comprehensive actions:
High
5. How well do

D

Medium

D

Low

D

)/Ou think Sipesmik conceptual mO<lels transfonn the Pantul!a

values into comprohcnsil'e actioUB, in terms of their:

a. Correspondence

D

D

D
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High

Medium

Low

b, Consistency

High

•

Coherency
High

D
D

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low

Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates lo the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'hnnnony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholenes~ consistency of the models

,.

How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in tenns of their:

•.
,.

Effectiveneiis

b. Efficiency

Efficacy

High
High
High

d. Equity

High

•

Ethkallty

High

r.

Elegancy

High

D
D
D
D
D
D

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Mediwn
Mediwn

D
D
D
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency r~lntes to thll use ofresourees in achie\•ing their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatmc_nt to parts or parties involved and effected,
Elhkality relates to degree of morality in the models,
Eleg11ncy relates lo aesthetics or_pubHc effect of the models.
7. Could you please give any fu:ther general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Com:,;ptual Models?

· MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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Models Validation Data (MVD)

I MVD_IO! I
SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS
After having exwnim:d the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.

r

I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipcsmik model?
owner

0

executor,

0

orelient.

~

You may choose more than one.

2, In Figure J, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
D
D
D
D
0
D
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ................................... .
c. Manage rnitural environment , ......................................... .
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ..................... ..
c. Change socio cultural practice .........................................

f. Regu\nte the Sipesmik ................................................ ..
g. Change institutional practice .............................................
h. Increase I maintru,1 local government participation .................
You may choose more than one.

3. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given
during the interview?
High

D

Medium

0

Low

D

4, How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming '/he high

/eve/ goals o/the S/pesmik: Space for secur/Jy and prosperity, with focus on
sustainable food IUld communfly lnwlvement' into comprehensive .actions:
High

D

Medium

[!]

Low

D
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S. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the Pancaslla
vaJues into comprehensive actiollS, in terms of their:

••

Correspondence
High~ Medium

D

Low

D

'

b. Consistency

,.

High
Coherency
High

0
D

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low

Low

D
0

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement orsimil rity oflhe idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relalioru;' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness coru;istencyofthe models

•

How do you regard the Sipesmikconceptual models in terms of their:

..

Effectlveaeu

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethlcallty

High

r.

Elegancy

Hi~

0
0
0
0
D
0

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
D
D
D
0
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective rn::hicvcment,
Effldency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Etblcality relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models,

l

7, Could you plel!lle give any further general comments 011 the 011 the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?
Sipesmik conceptual 'models figure out only the fimctionol ond wuc/uru/
policies.

The Noliono/ Air Force contribution Is limiled to strategic planning
development, does no/ye/ Inc/:!:!;; technical operolioirol oclio1,s.
711e Sipesmlk co11cep1Uol models do llOt yet give the more structured picture of
Sipesmik, its time sche:Juling, res,mrces nel'ded and otherdP.lails.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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MVD_102
SIPESMIK CONCEFI'UAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models tliat have been created.
I. In Ftgnre I, where do you might position yourselves in' the Sipesmik model?
owner

[!]

executor,

0

or client.

You may choose more than one.

D

8, In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?
n. Science & technology innovation development ... ., .............. ..
h. Create/ maintain sustainable foorts ................................... .
c. Manage natural environment ...........................................
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .................... ...
e. Change socio cultural practice ....................................... ..
f. Regulate the Sipesmik ..................................................

g. Change institutional practice .............................................
h. Increase I maintain local government participation .................
You may ch•Josc more than one.
9. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given.
during the interview?
High

5J Medium D

Low

D

10. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming 'the 1,igh
level goals of the Sipesmik: Space for security and prosperity, '-'ith focus on
sustolnoble food rmd communiJy lr111alvemer1t' into comprehensive actions:

High

0

Medium

D

Low

D

11. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual mOdels transfonn the Pancasila
values into comprehensive actions, in tenns of tb,eir:
a. Correspondence
High

C!J Medium D
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b. Consistency

,.

High

CohelllDCY
High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the

elemc-nts of the models.
Coherency relates lo the wholeness consistency of the models

12. How do you regard the Sipcsmik conceptual models in terms of their:

•

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

High

EtillcalltJ'

t: Elcgancy

High

0

D
D
0
0
0

Mediwn
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
0
0

D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D.
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objcctivc achievement,

Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
·Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity rela\1:s to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,

Etbleallty relates to degree of morality in thel models,
Eleg11ncy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.

13, Could you please give any further general comments on the on lhe Sipesmik
Coneeptll1\ Models?

MANY THANKS FOF: YOUR ASSISTANCE
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MVD_103

'

SIPESMIKCONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

.. Sipesmik conceptual models, could you.· like please answer
After having eJCamined the
tho fo!lowing"questions? TI1is is needed to validate the models ~t have been created.
I. In Figui'.e 1, where do you might position you~lves_ in

0

eXecutor,

0

lhe Siposmik model?

D

orclienL

You may choose more than odo,

"

14, In Figu~e3, whnt kind of tasks ITiighl yourparticipntion focus on?

0
0

a. Science & technology innovation development ... ,................ .
b. Create/ maintain sUSi'wnable ~ods ................................... .

D

o. Manago natural environment .............. ,'; ......................... ..

0

d. Increase and main!~~ economio pn:iductivity .... .,; .............. /

D
0

e. Change socio cultural practice ................ :.: ......................

t: Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................ ..
g. Change institutional practice , , .................... ,..... ,................

0

h. Increase I maintain !ocnl govenunent participation ..........•...... ;

D

Yon may choose more lhan one.

.

15. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

0

'Mediwn

D

tow

D

•

16, How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in trnrisforming, 'the high
level goals

of the

Sipesmik: Space for security and prosperity, wftir facus on

sustainaf,fefood aftd comnlunlty involvement'._ irito compreheruiive actions: -

mgh

[iJ Mcdiwn D:

_Lo~-

D

17, How well do you think SiPesmik conceptual models lransfonn th~ Pancas!la

values into comprehelll!ive actions, in terms of their.
a. Correspondence

0

D

D
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Low

Medium

High
b. Consistency

,.

High
Coherency
High

0
0

Medium
Mediwn

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to Ute agreement or similarity of Ute idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement ofeaeh of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models ·,
18. How do you regard the Sipesmikconceptuai models in teffils of their:

,.

Effectlnncss

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity.

High

,.

Ethkallty

High

f. Elegancy

High

0
0
0
0
D
0

Medium
Mediwn
Mediwn
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
D
D
D
0
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
,_Low

Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use ofresoun::es in achieving Utcir objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved wid effected,
Ethlcallty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public eff~t of the models.
19, Could you please give wiy further general comments on Ute on the Sipesmik

Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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MVD_104
SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmi_k conceptual modeln, eould you like please answer
the fo!lowiog questions? This is needed to validate lhe~models that have been created.
I. In F1gure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?
owner

0

executor,

D

or client.

You may choose more than one.
20, In Figure 3, _what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

a. Science & technology innovation developmeot ................._... .
b. Crcatcl maintain sustainable foods ......... , ......................... .

c. Manage natural environment ...........}............................. ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .... , , ..... , .... , ......
c. Change socio cultural pmctice .................. :.......': ..............
f. RegulatetheSipesmik .............................................. : ...

g. Change institutional practice ............................................ .

h, Increase I maintain local government participation .. , ..............
You may choose more than one.
21. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

w

Mediwn

D

U,W

D

22, How do you consider the Sipesmik conCCptual models in tmilsfo~ing 'the high
level goals of the S/pesmik: Space for security a11d prosper/I)', with focus on
sustal11ablefood and comm11nll)' l111'0f11ement' into compreheltliive actions:

High

W Medillil,1 D

U>W

D

13. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models trnnSronn· the Panculla

values into comprehensive actions, in tcnns of their:

a. Correspondence
High

C!J Medium D

r.w

D
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b. Consl!tency

,.

High
Coherency

High

0
0

Medium

Medium

D
D

Low

Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.

Coherency relates to the wholeness consistencyofthe models
24. How do you regard the Sipcsmik conceptual models in tenns ortheir:

,.

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethlcality

High

f. Elcgancy

High

0
0
0
0
0
0

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
D
D
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use ofresoun:es in achieving Uteir objectives.
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved ll!ld effected,
Ethkallly relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effCCt of the models.
ZS. Could you p\e115e give nny further general comments 011 the on the Sipesrnik
Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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MVD_105
SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having exllrtlined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is ~ecdcd to validate the mod.ils that have been created.
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

owner

[!]

executor,

C!:J

~

orclicnt.

You may choose more than one.
:26. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus o,~?

0

a. Science & technology innovation development ..............•......

D
D
D

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .............................•••...•

c. Mllllage natural environment ......................•••..•..••. ,,••...•..
d. Increase lllld maintain economic productivity .......................

0
0
0

e. Change socio cultural practice ....................................... ..
£ Regulate the Sipcsmik ................................................. .
g. Change institutional practice .......•.......•...•...... ,................. .

D

h. Increase I maintain local government participation .................
You may choose more than one.

:27. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

O

Medium'

[!]

Low

D

:28. How do you consider the s.ipcsmik conceptual models in transfonning 'the high
/eve/ goals

of the Sipesmik: Space for

security and prosperity, with focus on

sustainable food and community in110lvement' into comprehensive actions:

High ~ Medium

D

'"• D
0

:29. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models tl'ansfonn the Pt1nculla
"
values into comprehensive actions, in tenns of their:
a. Correspondence

D

D
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High

Medium

Low

b. Consistency

High

,.

Coherency
High

D
D

Mediwn
Medium

0
0

I.ow

Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relatioDll' or agreement ofiach of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
JO.

How do you regard the Sipesmik conccptunl models in tenns of their:

•

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d, Equity

High

,.

Ethkallty

High

f. Eleganey

High

0
0
0
D
D
D

Mediwn
Mediwn
·Medium
Mcdiwn
Medium
Medium

D
D
D
0
0
0

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Effidency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relntcs to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethlcality relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
31. Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipcsmik
Conceptual Models?
We hope that General Sipesmlk Concept will be applicable in lndone.sia and by
this concept could give wide contribution In outer space exp/oration and also
s11pport national security effort.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer

the following questions? This is necdOO. to validate the models that have been created,
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

owner

[!]

eJ[ecutor,

D

D

orclient.

You may choose more lhnn one.
3:Z, In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

"

D
D
0

n. Science & technology innovation development ...............•• ,.. ,
b, Create/ maintain sustainable foods .......... , ........................ .

c. Manage natural environment . , ......... , . , . ,.. , ... , ................... .

CJ

d. Increase and maintain ccOl)Omic productivity .......................

0
D
0
0

c, Chllllge socio cultural practice . , ..........·........... , .... , ............
f.

Regulate the Sipes~ik ..................................................

g. Change institutional practice ........................................... ..

h. Increase/ maintain local govemment pnrticipation .................
You may choose more lhwt one.

33. Do you lhink lhe Sipesmik conceptual models have iilcluded your views given

during lhe interview?

High

D

Medium

[~]

Low

·

D

34, How do you consider lhe Sipesmik conceptuai'mode[s in ~sfonnin~-·;he.Mg/J

level goalll of the Sipesmlk: Space for security _and prosperity,· with focus· On
sustainable food and community involvement' into comprehensive actions:
High

D

Medium

[!]

'-"• D

35, HOY{ well do you lhink Sipesmik conceptual models tnmsfo~ th\l P11nc11sll11

values into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:
11. Correspondence
High ·

·

C!J Medium D

Low

D
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b. Consistency-

,.

High

Coherency

High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low
,Low

D
D

.Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement orsirnilwity of the idea.
Consistency r1:Jates to.'hannony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of Ute models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the modcls

How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

36.

,.

Effectiveness

High

";b. "Efficleiicy

,.

High

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Etbicality

High

f.

Elegancy

High

D
D
D
0
0
0

0
.
Medium
0
Medium
0
Medium
D
Medium
D
Medium
D
Medium

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,

, •·

Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Effic11ey relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Etbicaljty relates to degree of morality in the models,
· Elegam:y relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
37. Could you please give any further general comments on Ute on Ute Sipcsmik
Conceptual Models?

a. Explore roles of owners, pin point Ow11ers
b. Be aware about critical and crucial points, especially i11 fonnulatlng the
performance sta11dards
c. Exp/ore the c/osslfication ofcritical a11d crucial process

'
MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIKCONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
1. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?
owner

[!]

executor,

D

~

or client.

You may choose more than one.

38. In Figure 3, what kind of ta.wi might yOrir participation rOCus on?
o. Science & technology innovation development ..........•..........

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .•.•.........••....• ,.............. .

c. ·Manage natural environment ......................................... ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ............••.........
e. Change socio cultural practice ........ , ,............................ ...
f. Regu[atetheSipesmik ........................ ,.........................

g. C"ange institutional practice ........................................... ..
h. lncrel\Se I maintain local government participation ................ .
You may choose more than one.
39. Do you think the Sipcsmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

D

[!]

Medium

Low

D

40. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming 't/Je !Jlg/1
level gGllls of t!Je Sipesmik: Space for security and prosperity, wltli focus on
s,utalnable food and community Involvement' into comprehensive actions:
High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

41. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the Pancasllo
values into comprehensive nctions, in terms of _their:

a. Correspondence

0

D

D
479

High

Low

Mediwn

b. Consistency

,.

High
Cobereucy
High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D.

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Comistency re\ntes to 'hEIIIIlony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
clements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholenCIIS co11Sisteney of the models
42. How do you regard the Sipesmik eonceptunl models in tenn~ of their:

,.

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d, Equity

High

,.

Etbknllty

High

r.

Elcgancy

High

0
0
0
D
D
D

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
D
D
0
0
0

Low
Low
Low

Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Etblcnllty relates to degree of morality in the mod-els,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models,
43, Could you please give any further general cominents on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?
I'm very admire the Sipesmik Conceptual Models that the researcher has been
designed. It is a new imwvatirm. I do hope the the Slpesmlk has value added in
terms ofscience and technology deve/opme1l/, Increase and maintain /he dynamics

o/managing the natural enviro11me111 etc.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please wiswer

the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
g. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?
owner

[!]

executor,

D

0

orclient. J

You may choose more than one,
44, In Figure 3, what kind of tasks mig,ht yourparticipntion focus on?

D
D
D
D
D
IZl
IZl
IZl

a Science & technology innovation developmerit ... , ................ .

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .................................. ..

c. Manage natural environment ......................................... ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .................... ...
e. Change socio cultural practice ................. , .......................
f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................ ..

g. Change institutional practice ........................................... ..
h, Increase I maintain locsl government participation .................
You may choose more than one.

45, Do you think the Sipe.mik conceptual models have included your views given
during the interview?
High

0

D

Medium

Low

D

46, How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transfonning 'the high
level goofs

of the Sipesmlk: Space for security and prosperity,

with focus on

susto!noble food and community involvement' into comprehensive actions:

Hjgh

0

Medium

D

Low

D

47. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the Pancaslla

vaJues into comprehensive nctions, in terms of their:

a. Correspondence

IZl

D

D
481

High

Low

Medium

b. Consistency
High

'

Coherency
High

0
0

Medium

Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements oftlte models.
Coherency relutes to the wholeness consistency oftlte models

<i8.

How do you regal'd the Sipesmikconceptual models in teffi18 of their:

,.

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficleney

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethlcality

High

f. F.legancy

High

0
D
D
0
0
0

Mediwn
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
0
0
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D

Low

p

Low

D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethlcollty relates to degree of morality in Ute models,
Elegnncy re\otes to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
4!}, Could you please give any further genera! comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

This w//1 encourage the opening 11ew business activities far the application af remote
sensing technology.

MANY THANKS FOR YOURASS[STANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This"isnecded to validate the models that have been created.

•
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmikmodel?

owner

[!] .

executor,

0

D

or client.

You may choose more lhllll one.
50. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

a. Science & technology innovation development ....•..........•....•
b. Create/ 1m1intain sustainable foods ............ , ...................... .

c. Manage natural environment .•.......................•...•.... , ,...... .
d. Increase nnd maintain economic productivity ...................... .

e. Change socio cultural practice .............. ·: ....................... ..
f. Regulate the Sipcsmik ................................................. .
g. Change inlltitutional practice ..............................................
h. Inc~e/ maintnin local government participation .'.............. ..
You may choose more than one.
51. Do you .lhink lhe Sipesmik conceptual modelstvc included your views given

during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low •

o·

51. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in tmusfoaning 'tl,e 1,/gl,
/eve/ goals of tl,e S/pesmfk: Space for sec11rlty and prosperity, with focus 011
sustaillable food and comm11nity fnvoli·emenf• into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

53, How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual m(ldcls transfoan lhe Pnncaslla
values into comprehensive actions, in terms of !heir:

n. Correspondence

0

D

D
483

High

U>W

Medium

b. Consistency

,.

High
'
Coherency
High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

U>W
U>W

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
54. How do_you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in tenns of their:

•

Effectiveness

, High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Etblcality

High

f. Elcgancy

High

0
D
D
0
0
0

D
0
0
D

D
U>W D
U>W D
U>W .D
·o U>W D
D U>W D

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

U>W

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use ofresourees in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates' to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and etTccted,
Etblcallty relates to degree of morality in'the models,
Elegancy relotcs to aesthetics or public effect of the models.

\.

...

SS. Could you please g!ve nuy further genera\ comments on the on the Sipcsmik
Conceptual Models?

I find this re.search Interesting and sure tliat II will become imporla11l _input for
national planning.

fj

"

'

.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the foUowing questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
1. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipcsmik model?

owner

[!]

executor;

[!]

D

m· client.

You.may choose morcthau one.
56, In Figure 3, what kind of ta.FJks might your participation focus on?

0
D
D
D
D
D
0
0

a. Science & technology innovation development ... , ••...............
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ............ , ••...........• ,.. , •, , ••

c. Manage natural environment ...................... '. .................. ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ...• ,................ ..
c. Change socio cultural pl'llctico ................... ·., ....................
f. Regulate the Sipesmik .................... ,........................... ..

g. Change institutional practice ........................... ,............... ..
h. Incrense I maintain local government participation .................

You may choose more than one.
57, Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views giVen

during the interview?
·High

[!]

D

Medium·

D

Low

58. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models int msfonning 'tl,e high

'
/e11el goals of tl,e Sipesmlk: Space for security .·and prosperity, w/Jh foCl!s
,,, on
'

sustainable food and COmmunlty ittl'CIIPement' into comprehensive actions:

~;·High

[!]

Medium.'

D .

Low

D

59. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the Panen,lla
values into comprehensive_' actions, in tenns of their:
a. Correspondence

0

D

D
485

Low

Medium

High
b. Consistency

High
Coherency
c
High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relntes to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency ofthc models
60. How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in tenns of their:

••

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Elhlcallty

High

r. Elegancy

High

0
D
D
0
0
0

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
0
0

D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
0

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity ro!ntes to equal treatment to parts or pnrties involved and effected,
Ethlcality relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegnncy reln!cs to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
61. Could you please give any further general conunents on the on tho Sipesmik

Conceptual Models?
17,e truth is not easy to do and even resource consuming,_but surely ii wlll achieve the

expected result with less (m'ighl be no) c01if/lctlve actions. This research is qu(fe good
as an exercise to function Pancasila as a 'genetivus-s11bjectivus '.

MANY THANKS FOR YOURASSI_STANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipcsmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
l. In Figure I, where do you might position yourselves in !he Sipesmik model?

owner

[!]

executor,

D

orclicnt.

You may choose more than one.
62, In Figure 3, whnt kind oftnsks might yourpartieipation focus on?

D

n. Science & technology innovation development .................... .

w
D
w
w

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods , , ................................ ..

c. Manage natural environment ..................... , ,..... ,........... ,..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .............. , ....... .
c. Change socio cultuml practice .........................................

D
D

f. Regulate. the Sipesmik ................................................ ..
g. Change institutional practice ................. , ...........................

w

h. Increase I maintain local government participation ..... , ...........
You may choose more than one.

63. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
mgh

[!]

D

MoH;...

Low

D

64, How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming 'tlie liigh

/eve/ goals of //re Sipesmfk: Space for !llecurity a11d pro!llperity, wilh foc111 on
saslainable/ood a11d community involwimcnt' into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Mediwn

D

Low

D

65. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the Pancaslla
values into comprehensive actions, in tenns of their:
a. Correspondence

High

C!J Mcdiwn D

Low

D
487

b. Consistency

,.

High
Coherency

High

0
0

Medium

Medium

D
D

Low

Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relntions' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.

Coherency relates to the wholeness cOnsistency of the models
How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in tenns of their:

66.

,.

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethicality

High

f. Elegancy

High

0
D
D
0
0
0

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Medium

D
0
0
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,

Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their.objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal trP.atrnent to parts or parties involved and effected,
Etblcallty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Eleganey relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.

67, Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?
By overlapping members of 'owners', 'executors ' and 'c/Jents ', this model shaw haw
equal access for al/: to lnfonnation, to scle11ce and technology, to market, lo
resources and lo decision making, Is well translated i11 the model. 111/s also shows
how 'self-control' the main character the 'labial saleh' of Pancasilalst is well
translated ill a modeli11g of 'science and technology development'. Congratulation!
This con be seen as 011 exercise ofPa11casila WJ a 'genetlv11s s11byektiv1.1s '.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR~SISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik con,:,eptua\ models, cou!d you like please answer

the fo!lowing questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
1. In Figure I, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

D

executur,

[!]

orclient.

You may choose more than one.

68. In Figure 3, what kind oflllllkS might your participation focus on?

0
D
D
D
0
D
0
D

a. Scienc~ & technology innovation development , .................. ..

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .............................. , .... .
c. Manage natural environment .......................................... .
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .................... ...

e. Change socio cultural. practice .........................................
f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................... , ..............

g. Change institutionol practice .............................................
h. Increase I maintain local govemmcnt participation .............. ...
You may choose more than one.

69. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given
during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Mc,'Jum

Low

D

70. How do you consider the Sipcsmik conccptuol models in transforming 'the high
level goo/s

of the

Sipesmik: Space for securilJI and prosperlljl, with focus on

s11slulnable food and COmmu11lty lnvolvemenl' into comprehensive actions:
High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

71. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the PancuUa

values into comprehensive actions, in tenns of their:
a. Correspondence

·

High

C!J

Medium

D

Low

D
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b. Consistency
High

,.

Coherency
High

0
D

Medium
Mcdiwn

D
0

U>W

Law

D
D

Note: Correspondence re!otes lo the agieement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
clements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
72. How do you regard the Sipcsmik conceptual models 'in terms of their:

•

EfJedlveness

High

b. Effldency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethlcallty

High

f. Elegancy

High

0
0
0
D
D
D

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
D
D
0
0
0

U>W
U>W

Law
U>W
U,W
U>W

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,

Efficiency relates to the uscofresources in achieving their objecth•es,
Efficacy relates to ea5iness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Etblcnllty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elcgancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
73. Could you please give any further genera! comrn~nts on the on the Sipcsmik
Conceptual Models?

This model can be used In any field.

MANYTIIANKSFOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK C~NCEP'r.UAL !\'fODELS VALIDATidN QUESTIONS
After having examined the Sipesmik c?nceptual inodels, could you like please ~ e r

the following questions? This is needed to validat~ ~e models that ·have b_een cr_ented.
I. In Figure I, where do you might position yournelves in the Sipesmik model?

D

c:i:ooutor,

[!]

-

or client.

You may choose more than one.

74, In Figure 3, what kind. of tasks might youf pnrticij)ntion for.us on?·

0
0
D
0
0
D
D
D

n. Science & lcdmology innovation development ................ ,,,.',···
b. Create/ maintain sustainuble foods .... :: ....... , .•..•.......... ...... ::

c. Manage natural environment ............. , ...... :: ....... ·: .......... ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ... ,............ ;.., ..:

c. Ch!!flge socio cultural prnctic!l ................................. :..... ..
f. RCguiate the Sipesmik .....•. : ........................ ·········::..... ..
g. Change institutional practice .............. _ ......, .......... :.: ...,...... •h. Increase f maintain local government pnrticipation: ....... ;........

You:may choose more than one. •·

\

I

75. Do You think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given
d~ring the intelView?

High

D

Medi~m

~

D

Low

76. H~w do ·you consider ~c Sipesmik ~o·nceptuai model~ in troiisrormi~g ,;he. high/
lffll goals

of the Sipes.mik:

Sp"ace for security and prosperity, .with focus Of!

sustiilnobl; food and com_munity Involvement' into comprehensive a~tions:
Low

7-7. How Well do you IJ.link 'sipesll1ik conceptual models transfo'an

D.
the

Pancaslla

Vl!iues into comprehensive tlctions, in tcnns of th~ir:
a. Correspondence '

, High

C!J Medium D

Low

D
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b. Consistency

,.

High

Coherency

High

0
0

Medium

D

Medium

D

Low D
Low D

Note: Correspondence re\ntea to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to''hannony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.·
Coherency relates to !he wholeness consistency of the models

J:Iow do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

78.

. ,.

Ef!ecllveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Effie11cy

d. Equity.

High

,.

Ethlcallty

High

f. Eleganey

High

D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D

Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Medium

1.ow-D
Low D
Low D
Low D
Low D
Low D

Note: En'eetlyeness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Eme,ey nilates to easiness use,
Equity relates to o;:qunl treatment to part.II or parties involved am! effected,
Etbleallly relates to degrceofmornlity in tho models,

Eleg~ncy relates to aesthcfics or public effect of the models.
79. Could you· please give any further general comments on the on ihe Sipcsmik·

'

Conceptual Models?.
As_' l e:,;p/ainf!d earlier (in the intC!l'View), 'equity', 'ethica/ity' and 'e/egancy' are
included In the 'effectiveness.', therefore no need to farther exp/ore. To manage
effectively a narional development I suggest you to consult Ille attached model.

'

.

.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE

'
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Attachment to

AP2 203
Nation ~velopmant

~-~ldentifythepaslarnll---,
present strale!jles
c->--~--'-,

Accountabla
assessment
present and Iha pasl

External resources

ResOUICES

Internal analysis

External analysis

Technical
requirement

Ec,mornic:s

Assessment

assessment
Business
Altemalives

All.Corporate

'"""

MaJketing
Slrateiiy

""""

Safety
requirement

LoeaUon
Finance
strategy for

ma111elfng

assessment

Corporate Strale!jy
Implementation

sel'ilces

Slralegy to ftmcilon
U,e organization

Strategy to run
1ha organU:allon

~---------~Strategy Implement.lion>---------~
E~aluaUon &Conlrol

Problem ldenliflcation
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like p!ease answer

the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmikmodel?

owner

D

0

executor,

[!]

orclicnt.

You may choose more than one.
80, ln Figure 3, what kindoftasks might your participation focusoll?

D
0
D
0
0
D
0
D

a. Science & technology innovation development ............-...... ,..
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ........•....... , .................. .

c. Managenatumlenvironment ......................................... ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ...... :.... ; ,..........
e. Change socio cul tum\ practice ......_................................. ..

f. Regulate the Sipesmik •••••..•••.•..•..•..••..•••..•..••••••••••..•.••••
g. Change in_stitutionnl practice .• , . , ........................................

h. Increase I maintain local government participation ............... ..
You may choose more than one.

81. Do you think the Sipcsmik concep_tual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

0

Medium

D

WW

D

82, How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual modc\B in transfonning 'the high

level goals

of the Slpesmlk: Space for .~ee11rity and prosperity,

with foe11s on

s11stainable food and er,mm11nity invol11ement' into oomprehen.~ive actiollll:
High

[!] Medium D

WW

D

83. How well do you think Sipesmik ~m:eptua\ models transfonn the PancasUa '

values into ooinpreheruiive actions, in terms of their:

a. Corl'ellpondence

Hlgh

0

·
Medi=

-

D

Low

D
494

b. Consistency

High

•

Coherency

High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low D
Low D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
84. How do you regard the Sipcsmik conceptual models in terms of their:

a Effectiveness

High

0

Medium

b. Efficiency

High·

Medium

,.

D

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

•

Ethicallty

High

f.

Elegancy

High

0
0
0

Medium

~]

Medium

Mediun:t

Medium

D r.ow.D
0 r.ow'D
D Low D
D Low D
D Low D
D Low D

Note: Eirectlvene!l.'I relates to objective achicvenumt,
Efflc!~ncy relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Effic11'i:y relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected;
Ethicallty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
85. Could you please give any further g~nera\ comments on the on the Sipcsmik

Conceptual Model~?

i.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined Ute Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer

the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
1. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

owner

[!]

executor,

D

orclient.

You may choose more than one.
86. In Figure 3, what kind ofl:l.sks might your participation focus on?
a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ..... , .......................... , .. .

c. Manage natural environment .......................................... .
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .................... ...
e. Change socio cultural practice ..................... , ...... , , ......... ..
f. Regulate the Sipcsmik ................................................ ..

g. Change institutional practice ............................................ .
h. Increase I maintain local government participation ........•......•.

D
D
D
D
0
D
0
D

You may choose more than one.
87. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

0

D

Medium

Low

D

88. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming 'the high

level goals of the Sipesmik: Space for se1:11rll)I and prosperity, with /01:1111 011
suatai11able food and 1:ommunlty lnvol11emenl' into comprehensive actions:
High

0

Medium

D

Low

D

89. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the PancuUa

value.'! into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:
a. Correspondence

0

D

D
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Medium

High

Low

b, Consistency

High

,.

[!]

Medium

[!]

Medium

Coherency
High

D
D

Low

D

Low

D

Note: Correspondente relates to the agreemcnt or similarity oflhe iden.
Consistency relates to 'hannony', logic relations' or ngreement of each of the
elements of the modela,
Coherency relates to tho who!eneS!! consistency of the models

,.

How do you regard the Sipesmilc conceptual models in tenns of their:

,.

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

Efficney

High

<

Equity

High

,.

EthlcnlltY,

High

f.

Eleg1111ey

High

0

D
D
0
0
0

Medium

D

Low

Medium

0

Low

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
0

D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relntes to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethlcallty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
91, Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptunl Models?

The truth is not easy and eventually resource consuming. 'l11is Is one of the risks that
should be/aced when seorc/il11g the truth. I remember the firs/ inleniiew, when you
asked me about 'what ought to be', I understand that you need la know the ·,truth'.
Cangratufalion, you get ii.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIKCONCEP'fUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined Ute Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
Ute fol!owing questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
). In Ffgure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?
owner

D

executor,

0

O

or Client

You may choose more than one,
92. In Ffgure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

b. Create{ maintain sustainable foods ................................... .
c. Manage natural environment ......................................... ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .... , ................ ..
e. Change socio cultural practice ......................... , ...............
f. ~?late the Sipesmik ............ :................................... ..
g. Change institutional practice ............................................ .
h. Increase I maintain local government participation .................

You may choose more than .one.
93, Do ·you think the Sipesm.ik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

D

[!]

Medium

Low

D

94, How dO you consider the Sipesrnik conceptual models in transfonning 'the high

level goals of the Slpesmik: Space for security and prosperliy, with focus on
s11stainable food and community lnvolveme11t' in\o comprehensive actions:

.

High·

D

'

_Medium

0

Low

D

!IS. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the Pancasila
values iq~o comprehensive actions, in terms of' their;

a. Correspondence

·o

D
498

High

Law

Mediwn

b. Coosisttoey
High

,.

Cobercoey
High

0
0

Mediwn

Mediwn

D
D

Law
Law

D
D

Note: Corrcspoodeoee relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Cooslstem:y relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Cober~ney relates to the wholeness cimsistency of the models
',6,

How do you regard t.'te Sipesmik conceptual models in tenns oflheir:

•

Effectivcne.,11

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

mgq

Efficacy

'High

d. .Equ)ty

,.

Ethknllty

High

f. Elegancy

Higli

0
D
0
D
0
0

Mediwn
Medinm
Mediwn
Medium
Medium
Medil\ffi

D
0
D
0
D
D

Law
Law
Law
Low
Law
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: EffcCtiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Elhlesllty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegnncy relates to aesthetics or public effect of Jhe models.
97, Could you please give .any further genernJ, comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?'

Please improve conti1mausly (Make co11linuo11S i111proveme11ts)

MANY THANKS FOR YOURASSTS-TANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to vnlidatc !he models that have been created.
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourso!ves in the Sipesmikmodel?

owner

D

oxccutor,

[!]

D

or client.

You may choose more then one.
98. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
D

a. Science & teclmology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainabfo foods , ••••••••• , .... , . , ................. .

D
D
D
0
D
D

c. ~llllllge natural environment ......................................... ..

d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .......................
e. Change socio cultural practice .... , ........... , .• , ................. , ...

f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................. .

g. Chnnge institutional practice ...........................•· ............... ..
h. Increase I mnintain locn! government participation .........••......
You may choose more than one.

99. Do you Utink the Sipesmik conceptual models hnve included your views given
during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low

D

100. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in tmru;forming 'the high

level goals of the Slpesmlk: Space for r.ec11rlty and prosperity, with focus on
s11stalnable food ond commun/Jy fnvolrement' into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

101. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptunl models transfonn the Paneaslla
values into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:
a. Correspondeni:e

0

D

D
500

Medium

High

Low

b. Consistency

High

,.

Coherency
High

0
0

·Medium
Medium

D
D

Low

Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relotes to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of tho
elements of the models.
Cohe~·eucy relates to the wholenes6 consistency of the mode\6
102. How do you regard tho Sipesmik conceptual models in tenns of111eir:

,.

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efflcucy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethlcality

High

f. E!eguncy

High

0
0
0
0
0
0

Medium
Mediwn
Medium
Mediwn
Medium
Mediwn

D
D
D
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Noto: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Etbleallty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
103. Could you please give any further genera\ comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?
Personally, as a lairyer, I am very mucl, impressed by the Sipesmik conceptual
models, which has been explained and developed comprehe11sively. Hopefully, this
can b~ presented academically. I am convi11ced these co,iceptual models ca11 be used
as tile prlllciple ofdecision maki,ig.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been crenwd.
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in tho Sipesmik model?

owner

D

executor,

0

orclient.

You may choose more than one.
104, In Ffgnre 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
0
0
0
D
D
0
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ..• ,, .................. , ........... .

c. Manage natural environment ............... :.......................... ,
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .......................
e. Change socio cultural practice ........................................ .
f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................. .
g. Change institutional practice ............................................ .

h. Increase I maintain local government participation •.....•.
You may choose more than one.

105. Do you thiuk the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

0

D

Medium

1ow

D

106. How do you cousider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming 'the high

level goals of the Sipesmik: Space for security and prosperity, with focus on
sustainable food and comm11nity involfemenf .into comprehensive actions:

High

0

Medium

D

1o.

D

107, How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the Paneasila

values into comprchllllSive actions, in terms of their:

a, Correspondeoce

0

D

D
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Medium

High

Low

b. Consistency

High
c Coherency
High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low

Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence i:elates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
108. How do you regllffi the Sipesmik conceptual models in tenns of their:

,.

Effcclivenc11

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Etbkallty

High

r. Elegancy

High

0
D
D
0
0
0

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
0
0
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness reiates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use o(Nisources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethlcallty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
109. Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS
After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could yon like please answer
the fol!owingquestions? This is needed to vnlidatc tho models that have been created.

1. In Figure 1, where do you might position yournelves in the Sipesmik model?
owner

[!]

executor,

0

or client.

You may choose more than one.

110. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focllll on?

0
D
0
D
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods •.•••••....•.••••..•••....••••••••••
c. Manage natural environment .......................................... .
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .......................

e. • Change socio cultural practice ............................... , ..••••.•.

D

f. Regulate the Sipcsmik •.•.•... ,........................................ .
g. Cl!ange institutional practice .............................................

0

h. Increase I maintain local govcnuneot participation

D

You may choose more than one.
, .Ill. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have ineluded your views given

during the interview?
High

~

D

Medium

Low

D

112. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in lraruifonning 'the high

level goals af the Sipesmlk: Space for security and prosperity, with facus ou
s11stalnable food and,comnffluity involvement' into comprehensive actions:
High

[!]

Mediwn

D

Low

D

113. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transfonn the Pancasila
values into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:

a. Correspondence
High

C!J

Medium

D

Law

D
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b. Consistency

,.

High

Coherency

High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low

Low

D
D

Note: Corre.'lpondeoee relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relotions' or agreement ofeach.dflhe
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to, the wholeness consistency of the models
114, How do you regard the Sipts!nikconceptual modelS in \enns pfth~ir:

,.

EITeclivcneu

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

EffiCacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethicallty

High

r.

Eleganoy{

High

0 Medium
0 Medium
'
D Medium
0 Medium
0 Medium
0 Medium

D
D
0
D

0

D

Low
Low
• Low
Low
Low
Low

D

o·

D
D
D
D.

•

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
\
Efficiency relates to the use of iefourci:s in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
·
Equity relates tb equal treatment to pW orparti,es involved and effected,
Ethkollty relates to degree of morality in the modelB,
' .
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or-public effect of the rriodels..
115. Could you please give any further general comments on the on ,the Sipcsmik
Conceptual M<!dcls?

~ to develop mechanism amo11g stakellalders who co11~i11uausly wol'k ~nd grow?

Haw with the security and resilience asp1;CIS?

,

.;

l
MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined th~ Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer

the following questions? Ttil.s is needed to validate the models thnt have been created.

'
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in ~e Sipesmik model?

owner

D ·. executor, [!]

D

or client.

You may ch1iose more than one.
116. In Figure 3: what kind of tasks ~igh! yourpartici!)ation focus on?

0
0
D
0
D
D
0
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .................••. ,.............. .
c. Manage natural environment .......•....... ,,.,; ..................... ..
d. Increase and main!din ecor.omic productivity ..................... ..

· e. Change socio Culture! practiC:e . :.....................•.................

,

_ f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................ ..

g. _Change institutional practice .............................................
h•. !ncrease./ maintain local government participation ................ .
You may choose more tha.'1 one.

117, ·oo you think the Sipes!Tlik conceptual models have included your views given

d\ring _the intei.:..iew?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low

D

· 118. How do you consid.; the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming 'the"high

level goals of the Sipesmik: Spuce for security and prosperity, with focus on
sustalnuble foud and community involvement' into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Mediwn

D

Low

D

119. How welf do you think Sipesmik conceptual models tra.1sfonn the Pancasila

values into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:
a. Correspondence

·0

D

D
506

High

••

Consistency

,.

Coherency

High
High

Low

Medium

D
0

Medium
Medium

0
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
ConsMency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness collllistency of the models
120, How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in tenns of their:

'

EffeeUveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

High

Ethlcnllty

f. Elegancy

High

D
0
D
0
0
0

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

0
D
0
D
D
D

L=
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: F;'.'~etlveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relntes to equal treabnent to parl9 or parties involved and effected,
Ethicallty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elcgnucy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
121. Could you p!ease give any further general comments on the on the Sipcsmik
Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having eKlllllincd the Sipe1!!11ik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the mo-dels- that have been created.
1. In Figure 1, where do you might po~ition yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

D

owner
executor,
You may choose more lhWI one.

0

D

or client

2. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ...................•......., ....... .

c, Manage natuml environment ............................. ,. ,.......... .
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ..................... ..
e. Change socio cultural practice .........................................

f. Regulate the Sipesmilc: ................................................. .

g. Chnnge institutional practice .............................................
h. Increase I maintain local government participation ............... ..
You may choose more thwi one.
3. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during lhe interview?
High

D

[!]

Medium

Low

D

4. How do you consider the Sipcsmik conceptual models in transfonning 'the high

level goals of the Sipe.•:mik: Space for security and prosperity, with focus on
sustainable food and community inl'lllvemenl' into comprehensive actions:
High

D

Medium

0

1ow

D

S. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transfonn the Paocasila

values into comprehensive actions, in tenns of their:
a. Corre!lpondeuee
High

C!J Medium D

1ow

D
508

b. Consistency

Higli

,.

0

Medium

[!]

Medium

Coherency
High

D
D

I.ow
I.ow

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the

1':lements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models

,.

How do you regard the Sipesmikconceptua\ models in terms of their:

•

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethieallty

High

f. Elegancy

High

D
D
D
D
D
D

Medium

0

I.ow

Medium

0

I.ow

Medium

0

I.ow

Mediwn

0

I.ow

0
0

I.ow

Medium

Medium

I.ow

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to obJ~-ctive achievement,
Effideucy relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and c!Teetcd,
Etblcality relates to degree of morality in the models,
Eleganey relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
7. Could you please give any further general conunents on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

MANY TIIANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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MVD_302
Sll'ESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following qucstioDB7 'This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
1. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

owner

D

executor,

[!]

D

or client.

You may choose more than one.
8. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .................................. ..

B
D

c. Manage natural environment ............ , , ....................... , .. , ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .......................
e. Change socio cultural pracitice ....................................... ..

D
D
D

f. Regulate the Sipesmik ....................... , , , ................. , .... ..
g. Change institutional practice ........................................... ..
h. Increase f maintain local government participation .................
You may choose more than one.

9. Do you think the Sipcsmik conceptual models have included your views given
during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low

D

10. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transfonning 'the high
level goals of the Sipesmik: Space for security and prosperity, with focus on
sustainable food and commun/Jy involvement' into comprehensive actions:
High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

11, How well' do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transfonn the Pancasila
v11lucs into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:
11. Correspondence

0

D

D
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High

••

Consistency:

,.

Coherency

High
High

Medium

0
0

Medium
Medium

Low

D
D

Low

Low

D
D

Note: Corrtlspondt:nl!il relates to tho agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' ;or agreement of each of Ute
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to tho wholeness consistenCy of the models
12. How do you regard.the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their.

,.

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity·

High

,.

E\hlcality

High

f. Elegancy

High

0 Medium
IZl Molirnn
0 Medium
0 Moll=
IZl Modl=
0 Medium

D
D
D
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to tho use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness uso,
Equity ro!ates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Etbicallty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Eiegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
13. Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS
After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, oould you like please answer

the following questions? This is needed to validate the ~odels that hnvo been created.
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

D

owner

exec'i,1tor,

[!]

D

orclient.

You may choose more than orie.
14, In Figure 3, what kind Of tasks might your p~icipation focus on?

0
D

n. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain austeinnblo foods .............: ..................... .

D
D
D
D
0
D

c. Manage natural environment ...... , .................................. ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .................... , ..

'·

e. Change socio cultural practice .........................................
f.

Regulate Ute Sipcsmik .............. , ................................. ..

g. Change institutional practice ............................................ .
h. Increase I maintain local government participation .................
You may choose more than one. .

15, Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given
during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low

D

16. How do you comider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transfonning 'the high
level goals

of the

Sipesmik: Space /or security and prosperity, wllh focus on

Sflstalnablc food and community involvement' into comprehensive actions:

High.

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

17. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the Paneasila
values into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:

..

a. Correspondence
High

[!]

Mediwn

D

Low

D
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b. Consistency

,.

High
Coherency
High

0
0

Medium

Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: C11rrespondence relates IQ the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'hannony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.

Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
IS. How do you regatd the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

..

High

0

Medium

b. Efficiency

High

Medium

,.

0

High

Effectiveness

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethtality

High

r.

Elfgancy

High

D
0
0
0

Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium

D
0
0
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or partie~ involved and effected,
Ethfoolity relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
19, Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE

I

MVD_304
SIPESMIK CONCEPTIJAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please nnswer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been crea\ed.

I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmikmodel?
owner

D

executor,

0

D

orclicnt.

You may choose more than one.

20, In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
D
D

a. Science & technology innovation development ................... ..
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ................ , .................. .
c. Manage natural environment ............. , ........................... ..

D
D
D
D
D

d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ..................... ..
e. Change socio cultural practice .........................................
f. Regulate the Sipesmik .................... , ........................... ..
g. Change institutional practice .............................................
h. Increase I maintain local government participation .................
You may choose more than one.

21. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

0

D

Medium

Low

D

22, How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transfonning 'the high

level goo/11 of the Sipesmlk: Space for sel!urlty and prosperity, with fol!us on
sustainable food and l!ommunlty invc,lvement' into comprehensive actions:

High

D

Medium

[u

Low

D

23, How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the Pancaslla
values into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:
a. Correspondence

0

D

D
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High

Medium

Low

b. Consistency

,.

High
Coherency
High

D
D

Medium
Medium

0
0

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to lhe agreement or similarity of the idea.
Cousisteocy relates lo 'hannony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
24. How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in tenns of their:

••

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethlcaltty

High

f. Elegancy

High

D
D
D
D
D
D

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

0
0
0
0
0
0

Low

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficleuey relates to then~ of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatmcmt to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethlcality relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
25, Could you please give any further general comments on the pn the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

Sipesmik conceptual model must be valuable /or'lmplementalion In the real world, not
just a concept.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS
After having examined (he Sipesrnik conceptual models, could you like please answer
(he following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmikmode!?
owner

D

executor,

[!]

D

~r client.

You may choose more !ban one.
26. In Figure 3, whnt kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
D
D

a. Science & technology innovation development ....•................
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ..............................•.....
c. Mnnuge natural environment .......................................... .

D

d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ..................... ..

D

c. Change socio cultural practice ..................•.............. , ..... ..

D
D
D

f. Regulate !he Sipesmik ................................................. .

g. Change iustitutionol practice ..•. , ....... , ........... , ....................
h. Increase I maintain local govenunent participation .•.. , .......... ..
You may choose more !ban one.

27. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given
during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

1.ow

D

28. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in tmnsfonning 'the high
level goals of the Sipesmlk: Space for security and prosperity, with focus on
srutal11ahle food and community inl'Olvement' into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Medium

D

1.ow

D

29, How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transfonn the Pancaslla
values into comprehensive actions, in tenns of their:
a. Correspondence
High

C!J Medium D

Low

D
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b. Consistency

High

e. Coherency
High

D

Mediwn

[!]

Low

D

D

Mediwn

[!]

Low

D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarltyoftho idea.
Consistency relates to 'hElllllony', logic relations' or agreement of each of tho
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
30.

How do you regard tho Sipesmikconceptua.1 models in terms of their:

0

Medinm

D

Low

D

Low

D

a. Effediveneiis

High

b. Efficiency

High

c. Efficacy

High

d. Equity

High

C!J Medium D
0 Medinm D
[!] Medinm D

e. Ethkality

High

(!]

Medinm

Low

D

f. Elega11ey

High

0

D

Medinm

D

Low

D

Low
Low

D
D
(

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Effideney relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved wtd effected,
Elhkallty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elcganey relates to aesthetics or public cffe<Jt of the models.
31. Could you please give any fw1her general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIKCONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION; QUESTIONS

Aller having eumined the Sipesmikconceptual models~.oou_ld yo~ like please wiswer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been creat~.

I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

,~o D

executor,

[!]

'

D

orclient.

You may choose more than one.

32, In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
D
D.
D
D
D
0
D

a. Science & technology innovation development ....• , ..••..•........
b. Create/ maintain sustainnble foods ................................... .
c. Mwiagenaturnl environment ....................... '.'' ................ .
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ..................... ..
c. Change socio cultural practice .........................................

f.

Regulate the Sipe:;mik ................................................. .

g. Change institutional practice .•.• , ........................................
h. Increase I mailltain local government participation ............... ..
You may choose more than one.

33.Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have.included your views given
during the interview?
High

D

~ Medium

Low

D

34, How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transfonning 'the 1,igh

level goals

of the

Sipesmik: Space for security anti prosperity, wllh focus on

sustainable food and commnnity Involvement' iuto comprehensive actions:
High ~ Medium

D

Low

D

35. How well do you think Sipcsmik conceptual models transfonn tho PancasUa
values into comprehensive actiona, in tenns of their:

a. Correspondence

0

D

D
518

High

Low

Mediw:n

b. Consistency

High

• Coherency
High

CD Medium 0
0

Medium

D

Low
Low

..

D
D

Notei Correspondence re!ales to;the agreement or aimilarity of the idea.
Consistency reljitcs to 'harmony', logic re!atioilli' or agreement of each oftllt 1 ·
element.I! of the models.
·
·'
Co1:iereocy relates to the wholeness consis!i:ncy of the mo~els

.-

36. Ho".V do you regatd the Sipesmikconceptual models in terms of their:

n. Effectiveness
b. E!flclency

0
High 0

·HigJl

M',liiwn·
Mediwn

c. Effioecy

High

D

Me~jwn.

d. Eqnlty

High'.

[D

Mediwn

e. Ethicallty

~igh

f. Elcgancy

Hi~

0

a
0

Low

D

1oW:

D

t:J

.0

D Ldw.:D

0 Mediwn D
GJ Medium o·

1ow

Low

,,

D

o·

Note: Effectiveness reliites to objective achievement,
".
. Efficiency relates to.the .use of resources in achieving their objeciivcs,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effec{ed,
Ethleallty relates to degree of morality in the miidels,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.

,-

37.Could you please give any further gene~] comments·~n the !JD the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models'/
Please be advised that operationtif sub-system normally be divided into two sub-sub
systems: the mission su~ubsystem and the house keeping sub-subsyst_em. 11ie first
hos 'the role to exec,i/e the sole/lite mission sucl1 as remote sensing and
telccomm11nicolian, and the second is maintain its life as an ea'~th s~tellite.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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I.

SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please aru;wer
the fo\lowing questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

owner

D

executor,

[!]

D

orclient.

You may choose more than one.
38, In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might yourpnrticipation focus on?

0
D

a. Science & technology innovationdeVelopment ...•.........•.......
/

h. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ....................•...............

D
D
D
D

c. Manage natural environment .•..•..•.•.................................
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ........•... : ........ ..
e. Change socio cultural practice ....................................... ..
f. Regulate the Sipcsmik .......... , ..................................... ..

g. Change institutional practice ............................................ .

0

h. Increase f maintain local government participation .................

D

You may choose more than one.
39. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models ha.vo included your views given

during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low

D

40. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in trnnsforming 'the high

/eve/ goals of t!Je Sipesmik: Space far security and prosperity, with focus an
sustainable Jami and community lnval~emelll' into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Medium

D

U>W

D

41. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the Pancasllll

values into comprehensive actions, in tem1s of their:
a. Correspondence

0

D

D
520

High

Low

Mediwn

b. Cooslsteney
High

,.

Coherency
High

0
0

Mediwn
Mediwn

D
D

Low

Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relatioDH' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
42. How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

..

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficleocy

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethicallty

High

£ Elegaoey

High

0
0
D
D
0
0

Medium
Mediwn
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
D
0
0
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness Ulle,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
EthkaUty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
43. Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS
After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.

1. In Figure I, where do you might position yourselves in tho Sipesmikmodel?
owner

D

executor,

[!]

D

or client.

You may choose more thnn one.
44. In Figure 3, what kind oft11Sks might your participation focus on?

0
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ........ , .... , ..................... .

c. Manage natural environment .......... , .............................. ..
d. Increase end maintain economic productivity ...........•...........

e. Change socio cultural practice ................... ,.....................
f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................ ..

g. Change institutional practice .............................................
h. Increase I maintain local government participation ................ .
You may choose more thnn one.

45. Do you think the Sipcsmik conceptual models have included your views given
during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low

D

46, How do you consider lhe Sipesmik conceptual models in transfonning 'the Jiig/1
level goals of the Sipesmik: Space for security and prosperity, with focus on
sustainable food and community Involvement' into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Medium

D

tow

D

47. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transfonn the Pnnclllilla
values into comprehensive actions, in teims of their:
a. Correspondence
High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D
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b. Consistency

,.

High
Coherency

High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.

Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models,

Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
48. How do you regnrd the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

High

0

Medium

b. Efficiency

High

D

Medium

,.

High

,.

Effeetiveneiis

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethicallty

High

Elegancy

High

'

0
0
0
0

Medium
Medium

Medium
Medium

D
0
D
D
D
D

Low

u,w

u,w
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
F.ffieleney relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,

Equity relates to equal trentment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethleality relates to degree of morality in the models,
'
Eleganey relates to aesthetics or public effect ofth(: models.
49. Could you please give any further general comme~ts on the on the Sipesmik

Conceptual Mo_dels?

'MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIMTION QUESTIONS
After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the followh1g questions? Tiiis is needed to validate the models that have been created.
1. In Figure l, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

D

owner

executor,

W

D

or client.

You may choose more than one.
50, In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0

a. Science & technology innovation development ..........., ........ .

D
D
D
D
D
D

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods •.•••..••.•••• , .................... .
c. Manage natural environment ......................... , ...... , ......... .

d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .............. , ........

e. Change socio cultural practice·····························:·······''"
£ Regulate the Sipcsmik ............................................... , ..
g. Change institutional practice ...: .........................................

q

h. Ulcrcase I maintain local govemmetit participation .......... ,... ,..

.

'

.

You may choose more thail one..

,

51, Do ~u. think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during tlie intervi~?
.......

iligh

·0 Medium D

Low

·o

52. How do yo~ consider the Sipesmik conceptual-models in transfo~ing 'the hiih

.fevel goals of the Slpesmik: Space for securi/y and pro~perliy, with focus on
~uata/nabfe f~od and community Involvement' into comprehensive aclioilll:
High

C!::J Medium

[J

Lo~

D

53. How well do you tliink Sipesmik cohctjltual models ti-anSform the Paneaslla
Values into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:
II,

Corre,ponde11ce

0

D

D
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•
Low

Medium

High

b. Consistency
High

'

< Coherency
High

0
0

Medium

Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: .Correspondem:e relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'hannony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates lo the wholeness consistency of the models

54. How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their: ,

..

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Eqni).y

High

,.

High

Ethlcallty

f. Elegancy

High

0
0
D
0
0
0

Medium
Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium

Medium

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,

D
D
0
D
D
D

Low
1.ow
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

.

Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,

Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethlealily relates to deereP ,:if morality in the models,
Elegaucy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
55. Could ~u please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS
After having examined the Sipesmik conceptunt models, could you like please nnswer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
I. In Figure I, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?
owner

D

executor,

You may choose more ~ one.

0

or client.

56: In Figure J, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on? ·

0
D
D
D
0
D
0
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ................................... .

c. Manage natural environment .......................................... .
d. Increase nnd maintain economic productivity .......................
e. Change socio cultural practice ........................................ .
f.

Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................. .

g. Change institutional practice ......................................,'......

h. Increase I maintain local government participation .............. ...
You may choose more than one.

57. Do you Urink the Sipesmik conceptual models llave included your views given

during the'. interview?
High

0

D

Medium

Low

D

S;i. Ifow do you conslder the Sipesmilc conceptual models in transforming 'the high
level goals of the Sipesmik: Space for security and pro1perlty, with focus on
sustolnab/e food and cammun!Jy invotYement' into Comprehensive actions:

High

0

Medium

-0

Low

D

59. HOw well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models trnnsfomi the Panculla '
valaes into comprehensive nctiOilli, in terms of their:

a. Correspondence '
High

C!J

Medium

D

Low

D
'
.526,

b. Consistency

,.

High
Coherency

High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity oflhe idea,
Consistency relates lo ·harmony', logic relations' or agreement ofench of the
c!el!lenls of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
60. How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in tcnns of their:

,.

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

1:1.fficacy

d, Equity

High

,.

Ethicality

High

f. Elligancy

High

0
0
0
0
0
0

Medium
Medium
Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium

D
D
D
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resource~ in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy refates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethleallty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
61. Could you ;,lease give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik

Concept,tal ModC!s?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like ple11Se answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.

I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?
owner

D

executor,

[!]

or client.

You may choose more than one.
62, In Figure 3, what kind of tusks might yourperticipation focus on?

0
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .... , ............... .
l:. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .•••••••..••• , ...•••••••••.••••••••.

D
D
D
D

c. Manage natural environment .......................................... .
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ...................... .
e. Change socio cultural practice .........................................

f. Regulate the Sipesmik .......•.. ················'.:····· ................ .
g. Change institutional practice ...................... , ......................

0

h. Increase I maintain local government participation .................

D

You may choose more than one.

63. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models havo included your views given
during the interview?

High

(!]

D

Medium

1.ow

D

64. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming 'the high

level goals

of the Sipesmlk:

Space for security and prosperity, with focus on

sustainable food and commun/Jy Involvement' into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

65. How well do yon think Sipesmik conceptual models transfonn the Pancaslla

values into comprehensive actions, in tcnns of their:

a. Corre!pondence

0

D

D
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High

Medium

Low

b. Conslsteney

High

•

Cobereney
High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low

Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Conslsteney relntes to 'hllIJllony', !ogic relations' or agreement of each of the
clements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
How do you regard the Sipesmik conccptusl models in tenns of their:

66.

,.

Effectiveness

Higl:

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

High

Etblcallty

High

f. Elegancy

0
D
D
0
0
0

Mediwn
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
0
0
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved wtd effected,
Etblcallty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect oftbc models.
67. Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipcsmik

Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipcsmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

[!]

executor,

[!]

D

or client.

You may choose more than one.
68. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

D
0
D
0
D
D
0
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ................................... .
c. Manage natural environment ......................................... ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .......................
e. Change socio cultural practice .........................................
f. Regulate the Sipesmik ..................................................
g. Change institutional practice ......• , .................................... .
h. Increase I mnintnin local government participation ............... ..
You may choose more than one.

69. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given
during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

eo,

D

70. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transfonning,'1','ie high
lt!W!I goals

of the

Sipesmik: Space for security Ulld prosper/Jy, with f~:cus on

s11st11inable food and community Involvement' into comprehensive actioils:
High

w

Medium

D

eow

D

71. How well do you think Sipcsmik conceptual models transform the Paneasila
value! into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:
11.

Correspondente
High

C!J Medium D

Low

D
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b. Consistency
High

,.

Coherency

High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agn:ement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'hannony', logic relations' or agreement of each of lhe
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models

How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

72,

"·

Effectiveness

b. Efficiency

,.

Efficacy

d, Equity

,.

Ethicallty

r.

Elegancy

0
High D
High D
High 0
High 0
High 0
High

Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
0
0
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: EITedlveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,

Efficney relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Etblcality relates to degreeofmorality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
73. Could you please give any further genera! comments on the on the Sipcsmik
Conceptual Models?

As you wished, you get what you want: 'the tmth' which is derived from 'what ought
to be'. 11ie troth is hard to get, but it does no/ always serve you in practice, eJJen in
certa/11 cases, you might get difficulties to rise it. Like Pancasila as the Indonesian
welta,ichauung was not easy to get approved, now you iised it es a genelivus·
subyektivits to help develop Sipesmlk model. I am s11re this is not an easy /ask.
Congratulation you did ii.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having exlllnined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like plc11Sc llll&Wcr
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
l. In Figure 1, where do you might position yo=lves in the Sipesmik model?
owner

0

executor,

D

D

orc\ient.

You may choose more than one.
74. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focUll on?

D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .

D
D
D
D

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .... , ...•.........•.................
c. Manage natural environment .........................•.................

d. Increase and mainta~ economic productivity ...................... .
e. Change socio cultural practice ... ·: .................................. ..

0

f. Rcgulstc the Sipcsmik ................................................. .
g. Change institutional practice ........................................... ..

D

h. Increase I maintain local government participation ............... ..

D

Yon may choose more than one.
75. Do you think the Sipcsmik conceptual models have included your views given
during the interview?
High

D

[!]

Medium

Low

D

76, How do you consider the Sipcsmik conceptual models in transforming 'the 11/gh
/eve/ goofs of the Slpesmik: Space for security a11d prosperity, with focus on
sustal11able food a11d community Involvement' into comprehensive actions:

High

D

Medium

[!]

Low

D

77. How well do you think Sipcsmik conceptual models trnnsform the Pancaslla

values into comprehensive actions, in tenns of their:

a. Correspondence
High

D· Medium C!J

Low

D
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b. Consistency

High

,.

Coherency

High

D
D

Medium
Medium

0
0

Ll>W

Ll>W

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or simihuityofthe idea.

Consistency relates to 'hannony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.

Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models

78. How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms oftheir.

,.

Effectkeness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethleallty

High

f. Elegancy

High

D
D
D
D
D
D

Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medill!ll

0
0
0
0
0
0

ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
WW

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Effidency relates to the use ofresouroes in achieving theirobjcclives,
Effli:acy relates to easiness use,

Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethkality relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elcgancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
79. Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik·
Conceptual Models?

lt 's quite good because /he slakehalders has already been talren inta cansideralion

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
l. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

owner

[!]

executor,

D

D

orc\ient.

You may choose more than one.
80. In Figure 3, What kind oflnsks might your participation focUB on?

D
D
D
D
D
D
0
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ................................... .

c. Manage natural environment . , ................•.......•........•.......
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ..................... ..
e. Chililge socio cultural practice .........................................
f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................ ..
g. Change institutional practice ........................................... ..

h. Increase I maintain local government participation .................
You may choose more than one.

81. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low

D

82. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in trnnsfonning 'the high

/eve/ goals of the Sipesmik· Space for securliy and prosperity, wllh focus on
sustainable food and community Involvement' into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Medium

D

U,W

D

83. How well do you think Sipesmik eonceptunl models lrallsfonn the Pancaslla

values ioto compreheosive actions, in terms of their:
a. Correspondence

High

C!J Medium D

U>W

D
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b. Consiliteuey

,.

High

Coherency
High

D
D

Medium
Medium

0
0

Low
Low

D
D

Note:. Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'hannony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency oflhe models

84. How do you reganl the Sipesrnik conceptual models in termsoftheir.

a Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethlcnlity

High

r.

Eleganey

High

0
0
D
0
D
D

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
D
l:!::I
D
0
0

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,

Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties invo!ved and effected,
Ethlcallty relates to degree of mornlity in the models,
Elegaocy relates to aesthetics or public effect oflhe models.

85. Could you please give any further genera! comments on the on the Sipesmik

Conceptual Models?
Please be advised, that close monitori11g to 'the next steps' is properly proceeded

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could yoll like please answer

the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yollf!lelves in the Sipesmik model?

owner

D

executor,

[!]

0

orclient.

Yon may choose more than one.
86. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
0
D
0
0
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainab\a foods ................................. , •.

c. Mllllage natural environment .........................•.................
d. Increase.and maintain economic productivity ..................... ..
e. Change socio cultural practice .........................................

f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................ ..

D
D

g. Change institutional practice ........................................... ..
h. Increase I maintain local government participation .............. ...
You may choose more than one.

87. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low

D

88. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transfonning 'the high

level goals

o/ the Sipesmik:

Space for security and prosperity, with focus on

sustainable food rmd community involvement' into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

89. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transfonn the Pancaslln
values in.to comprehensive actions, in terms of their:
n. Correspondence
High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D
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•• Consistency
High

,.

Coherency

0

High[!]

Medium
Medium

..

D

Low

[j

Low

D
D

Note: Correllpondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.

Consbtency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agieement of each of ihe
elelnents of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models

"· ,.

How do you regnrd the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

Effe.:tlveneu

High

b. Efficiency

'High

,.

High

Efficacy'

d, Equity

High

,.

E!hlcaUty

H,jgh.

r.

Elegancy

High

0
D
D
0
0
0

Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Medium

D
0
D
D
D
D.

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
0
D
D
D

Note: EffecllVeness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use ofresouroes in achieving their objectives,
. Efficacy relates t.o easiness USe,
Equity relates to equal treatment Iii pails.or parties involved and effected,
EthlcaUty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegaocy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
91, Could you· please give any furL!ter general comments on the on tho Sipesmik
Conceptuil Models?

j\lANYTRANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipcsmik conceptual mode!s, could you like please wiswer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
1. In Figure 1, where do you might position yournclves in tl1e Sipesmik model?
owner

0

executor,

0

orclient.

Yon may cltoose more than one.
92. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks mighJ your participation focus on?
n. Science·& technology innovation development ....•................

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods . , . ,.. , ............................ .
c. Manuge natural environment .......................... 1.............. ..
d. Increase and main~ll economic productivity , .......... :.. ...... ...

c. Change socio cultural practice .......... , ..................... :: .......
f. Regulate the Sipesmik .......... -.. : ••.••.••....••..•••.••.•••...••.••..• •

g. Change institutional practice .• ; ......................................... .
h. Increas; I maintain local ~ovi:mm.ent pariicipatio~ ....... : .... ,. ...
You may choose more than one.
93. Do' you think the Sipesmik coilceptuul mo'llels have i~clllded your views given'.

during the interview?
High

[!]

Medium

u·

LI>W.

D

94. How do you cons!der1h~ Sip~mik ccinceptual models in transfoiming '!he high

level goals of the Sipe:;mik: Spllce for ~ecurlty and proi;perlty, wilh foe US on
Sustainable food and comm1111/ty /n)l(I/Vtrment' into comprehCl)lliVe actions: ,

High

J~J Medium t j ,

U>W

D

95. How well do you think Sipesmik.conceptual models transfo°:1 the Pancuila
values into comprpheruiive actions: in \emls' of their:
u. Co,respundem:il

.. D

•

D

..
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High

b. Consistency
High

c. Cobel"ency
High

D
D

Medium

,Low

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

D
D

Note: CorTelipondence relates to the agreement or similarity o.fthe idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic rolntions' or agieement of each of the
clements oflhe models.
· ~ ·
'
' ·
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models

96. How do you regard thoi Sipesmik·conceptual models in tcm1s of\heir:
a. EITectivenl:$$·

High

b. Efficiency

High

c. Efficacy

High

d. Equity

High

c. Ethlcallty

High

f. Elegancy •

High

D
D
D
D
D
D

Medium
Medium

Medium
Medium
Medillll!

Medill!ll

D
D
D
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low

Low

Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates lo 'Ob}ective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their Objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to e(j_ua! treatment to parts or parties invoh·cd wid effected,
Ethicality relates to degree of morality i'l the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
97. Could you please give wiy further general comments o.n the oo the Sipesmik
Gonceptua[ Models?
Queslio11 2.f. 2g, should be "Improve' 1iol 'lncreaselmaintaili '. Imp/emenlalion af the
model is a pre-requisite •o the succe.1sfu/ ilcl,ievement of the goals of the Slpesmik:
space for security and prosperity for the general' population. Therefore it. no/
nco-e;,.:.•ry for me tojr1dge as lo whether Its' effecllveness, efficiency, efficacy, equity,
ethicality and eiegam;r. ure higlis. This method rruemble to De(pl,i method //rat is not
scientific, since in certain case.1 sofulions taken were not rational but compromised.
MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having e){11mincd the ~ipesmik conceptual models, could you liko please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
·J,' In Figure 1, where'do you might position youTllelves.in the Sipesrnik model?

owv.er

[!]

executor,

D

D

orclient.

·.You may choose moi"e than one.

98. In Figure 3, whiit kind·oftaska might yourparticipatio-n focus on?

.

D
D
D
D
D
0
0
D

a. Science & tecltnology innovatjon development .... , .............. ..

.

.

.

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ...............: ................... .
c. Manage natural environment .......•.. : ........•...............•.......

d. Incrcas~ lltld.~aintain economic productivity ......•....•... '.: .. : •. ,·
e. Change SOcio culiural practice ..... :................................. ..
f.

Regulate the Sipesmik ..•... ."... ·..., ...........•..•....•.••....•.... : .. .

g. Change i!lttitutional practice .............................. : ............. .
h. Increase I maintain local govemment participation ...... ·: .'..... .'..
You may.choose morC than one.

.

99. Do you think the Sipesmik.conceptual models have included your views giyen

during the interview?

High

.

[!]

Medium

."D

Low

D

100: How do you coniiider the Sipesmik conceptual models in tr.piSfonning 'the high
.Jevel'goa/s of the Sipesmik: Space for security and prosperity, with focus on

su_stalnable food and community lnvolrement' into comprehensive aCtions:

High

[!]

Medium

D

tow

D

101. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transform the Pancaslln
values into comprehensive ru::tions, in terms of their:
a. Correspondence
High

[!] ,Medium

D

ll,w

D
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b, Consistency

High

< Coherency
High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarityofthe idea,
Consl!tency relates lo 'hannony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the

elements of Ute mod•Jls.
Coherency relates to the wholeness ~oru1isteney of the models
10?, How do you regard tl1e Sipesmik conceptual models in tenns of their:

,.

Effectlveoe,s

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

e. Ethlc11llty

High

r.

High

Eli:ganey

0
0
0
0
0
0

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
D
D
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency rel ,:es to the useofresourees in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effCCted,
Etblcallty relates to deg;eo ofmomlity in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
103. Could Y'JU please give any further general commcr1ts on the on the Sipcsmik
Conceptual Models?

It is /roe. Wl,en you develop satellite for sustainable food, you have not lo limit
your selfon b111/ding and operaling satellite, yo11 have to include In your program,
liow s11s1ah1abfe food could ba aq/tleved by the help ofsatel//le teclmalogy.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSIS'fANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like plew;e uru;wer
the following questions? This is needed to vnlidate the models thnt have been created.
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position youmelves in the Sipesmik model?

owner

D

executor,

0

[!]

or client.

You may choose more than one.

.·~

104. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focll.8 on?

D
D
D
D
0
0

a. Science & technology innovation development ............ ,,., .... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .................................. , .

c. Manage natural environment ....: ................................ :... ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .......................

u. Change socio cultural practice ........................................ .
f.

Regulate the Sipesmik . , ,,,..................... , .. ,................... .

0
.0

g. Change institutional practice ........................................... ..

h. Increase/ maintain local government participation .......... .": .....
You may choose more thlln one.

105, Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your vi"ews given

during the interview?
High

[!]

D

~Ji:dium

Low

D

106. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming 'the high
level goals of the Sipesmik: Space far sec11rlty and prosperity, with focus an
sustalnablefoad and communiJy lnl'lllvement' into comprehensive actions:

High

0

Medium

D

Low

D

107, How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models trnnsfmrn the Pancaslla

values into comprehensive actions, in terms of their;

a. Correspondence
High

C!J Medium D

Lo•

D

'"

b. Consistency

0
0

High

,.

Coherency
High

Medium

Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'hannony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the

elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
108. How do you regard the Sipcsmik conceptual models in tennsoftheir:

a. Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethicality

High

r.

Elegancy

High

0
D
D

0
0
0

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Medium

D

0
0
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D

Low·o

Note: Effectlvene!ls relates to objcctivc achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use ofre:;ources in achieving lheirobjec::tives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethlcality relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elcgancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
109, Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

r
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This ia needed to validate the models that have been created.

I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmikmode!?
owner

D

executor,

0

orclicnt.

You may choose more than one.
110. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
D
D
D
D
0

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ...................................•

c. Manage natural environment ......................................... ..
d. Increase and ma,intain economic productivity .

e. Change socio cultural practice . , .. , ................................... .
f. Regulate the Sipesmik , . , .............................. , ............... .
g. Change institutioual practice .............................................

D

h. Increase f maintain local government participation ................ .

0

You may choose more than one.
111, Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models hav: included your vicv:s given

during the interview?
tt:igh

[!]

D

Medium

eow

D

112. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming 'the 1,igh
level goals of the Sipesmlk: Space for security and prosperity, with focus on
sustal11able/06d and communliy involvement' into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

113, How well do you think Sipcsmik conceptual models transform the Pancasila
values into comprehensive actions, in tenns of their:

a. Correspondence

D

D
544

Low

Medium

High

b. Consistency

,.

High

Coherency
High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Noto: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'bnnnony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
114. How do you regard tho Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:
a

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Eqnity

High

,.

Etblcallty

High

f. Eleganey

High

CD Medium D
CD Medinm D
D Mcdinm 0
D Medium 0
D Medinm 0
D Medium 0

U>W
U>W
U>W
U>W
U>W
U>W

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the u.e ofresourees in achieving !heir objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treabnent to parts orp:mies involved and effected,
Ethlcallty relates to degreeofmora!ityin thb models,
Elegoncy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
115. Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptunl Models?

It should be given the concept for transforming this management model to the real
made/ in order to assist the engineers in obsorbinglinterproting this idea.

AP2_410
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After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual modelB, could you like p!ense answer
lhe following questions? This is needed to validate the models lhnt have been created.

I. In Ffgure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?
owner

D

executor,

[!]

orclient.

You may choose more than one.

116. In Figure 3, what kind oftruiksmight yourpnrticipation focus on?

0
0
D
0
0
D

a. Science & technology iMovation devolopment ...•.....•...••••••.•
b. Create/ maintain ~ustainable foods ................................... .
c. Manage natural environment ......................................... ..
d. Increase and mnintain economic productivity .......................
e. Change socio cultural practice ........................................ .
f.

Regulate the Sipcsmik ................................................ ..

g. Change institutional practice .............................................

D

h. Increase I maintain local government participation ............... ..

D

You may choose more than one.
117. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included ye. .• views given
during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low

D

118. How do you consider the Sipcsmik conceptual models in transfonning_'lhe high

level goals of tl,e Sipesmik: Space for security and prosperity, wllh focus an
sustainable food and community lnralvement' into comprehensive actions:
High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

119. How well do you think Sipcsmik conceptual models transform the Panca11ila
values into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:

a. Con'1!)0!ldence
High

5J Medium D
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b. Consistency
High

,.

Coherency

High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea..
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of euch of the

clements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models

120. How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual ~odels in terms oflheir:
High

0

Medium

D

Low

b. Effidency

High

D

Medium

0

Low

,.

High

,.

Effecilveness

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethkal!ty

High

r.

Eleg11ncy

High

0
0
0
0

Medium
Medium

Mediwn
Medium

D
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving tlicir objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity, relates to equal treatment to pnrts or parties involved and effected,
Ethlcality relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
121. Could you please give any further genera\ comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Mod~ls?

Whatyau can gel by asking 'what ought to be' Is a tn1tl1 but nor the trut/1. The truth is
only 11,y truth. What yau get now is a relative-truth therefore bewares of the coming
disagreement ofpeople, It was not a truth since everyone said sa, but ii is a truth
since everyo11e saysso, therefore do not slop from troth searching ifyau would like lo
be up to date.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipcsrnik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
1. Jn Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?
owuer

D

executor,

[!]

D

or client.

You may choose more than one.
122. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
D

o. Science & technology innovation development .................... .

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ................•......•...•..•.....

B

c. Manage natural environment .......................................... ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .......................

D
D
D
D

e. Change sncio cultural practice ...............................•.........
f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................ ..
g. Change imtitutional practice .................... ." ........................
h. Increase I maintain local government participation ............... ..
You may choose more than one.

123, Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given
during the interview?
High

D

Medium

5J

Low

D

ll4. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming 'the high
level goals of /he Sipe.~mik: Space for securily and prosperity, w/Jh focus on
sustainable food and community involvement into comprehensive actions:

High

5J Medium D

Low

D

125. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models tmnsfonn the Pancaslla

values into comprehensive nctiom, in terms of their:
a. Correspondence

High

GJ

Medium

D

Low

D
548

b. Cousbteney

High
c. , Coherency

High

0
0

Medium

D

U>W

Medium

D

U>W

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarityofthe idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the

clements of the models.

Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
126. How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

,.

'

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethicallty

High

r.

Elegnm:y

High

0
D
D
D
D
0

Medium

Medium
Medium
Mediwn

Medium
Medium

D
0
0
0
0
D

U>W
U>W
U>W
U>W
U,W
U>W

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethkality relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect oftbe models,
127. Could you please give lilly further general comments on the on the Sipcsmik
Conceptual Models?
Supposed I still al pawer would take the appartunity ta support the success

of

Sipesmik canceplual madels, that are in line with nallonal concepts: 'Wawasan
Nusantara' (Nuscmtara We/tandauung), 'Ketahanan Nusional' (National Resilfon~Yi)
and 'Kewaspadaan Nasional' (National Aler/).

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
Ute following questions? This is needed to validate Ute models that have been created.
I. In Figure l, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?
owner

D

executor,

[!]

orclient.

You may choose more Utan one.
,

128. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
D
0
D
D
D
0
D

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ................................... .
c. Manage natural environment .......................................... ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .......................
e. Change socio cultural practice ....................................... ..
f. Regulate the Sipesmik .......•....•..•..•...................... : ....... .

g. Change institutional practice ...• :....................................... .
h. Increase I maintain local government participation .... : ............

You may choose more Utan oue.
129. Do you Utink Ute Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

[!]

Medium

130. How do you consider Ute Sipesmik conceptual models in transfonning 'the high

/eve/ goals of the Sipesmlk: Space for security and prosperity, with focus on
sustainable food and community lnvolfe1t1enl' into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Medium [ ]

Low

D

131. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models tmnsfonn the Paucasila
value!! into com]!rehensive actions, in tcnns of their:

a. Correspondence
High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D
550

b. Consistency

High

,.

Coherency

High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement orsimilarityofthe idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.

Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
132. How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

,.

Jo:ffectiveoeu

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

•

Ethicallly

High

r.

Elegaocy

High

0

D
D
0
0
0

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
0
0

D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,

Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity rclaU:S to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethlcal!ty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect·oflhe models.

133. Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

MAN\' THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTAN«;E
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTllAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like: please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models thnt h!\ve been created.

l. In Figure i, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

owner

p

executor,

[!]

D

or client.

You may choose mnre than one.
134, In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
D

a. Science & technology innovation development ............ , ....... .

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ............. , ..................... .

B

c. Manage natural environment ............................... , ........ , ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ....... , ...............

D
D
D
D

e. Change socio cultural practice .........................................
f. Regulate the Sipcsmik ................................................ ..
g. Change institutional practice ........................................... ..

h. Increase I maintain local government participation .................
You may choose more than one.

135. Do you think the Sipesmik ci:mceptual models have included your views giveri
during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low

D

136, How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in trnnsforming 'the high
level gaols of the Sipesmik: Space for security and prosperity, with focus on
sustainable food and community in~olW!ment' into comprehensive actions:
High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

•

137. How we!! do you think Sipcsmik conceptual models tmnsfonn the PancasUa
values into comprehensive actiprn;, in tenns of their:

a. Correspondence

0

D

D

.
Low

Medium

High
b. Consbtency

,.

0
0

High
Coherency

High

Medium

Medium

'

D
D

Low

Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or Eimilnrity of the idea.
Con,lsteocy relates to 'harmony', logic relatioru;' orngreement of each of the
clements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of tho models

138, How do you regard the SiJlesmik conceptual mode!S in terms of their:
a. EITectlveoess

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethlcality

High

f. Elegancy

High

0
D
D
0
0
0

D
0
0
D
D
D

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

•·

Note: EITeclivcucss relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use ofres!)un:es in achieving their objectives,

Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates lo equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethlcallty relates to degree ofmora!ity in the ciodcls,
Flegom:y relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
13!1. Could you p\ea:;e give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

•
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like pie';Se answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
I. In Figure I, where do you might position youiselves in the Sipesmikmodol? · .

owner

[!]

c,i:ecutor,

[!]

orclienL

0

You may Choose more than one.
140, In Flgare3, what kind of tasks mightyourp~cipntion focus on?

a. Science & te1:hno10w innovation development ................... ..
b, Create/ maintain sus!ainable foods ................................... .
c. Manage natliral environment ......................................... ..
d, Increase mul maintain economic productivity ................ ,......
c. Chr1gc socio cultural practice •.. . . .. ... . .. ... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. . ......
£ Regulate the Sipesmik .................... ,........................... ..

g. Change institutional practice .............................................
h. Increase f maintain local government participation .................
Y ou·may choose more thw., one.

141. Do you think the Sip~mik conceptual models havli included yow' views given

during the interview?
High

D

[!]

Mcdiwn

Low

D

142, How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in trensfonning 'the, high
level goals of the Siprumik: Space for security and prosperity, ,wllh focus

O/f

sustainofJle food 011,l community Involvement' into comprehensive ar;tions:

High

D

Mediwn

D

Low

0

' Pancaslla,,
143, How weU do you think Sipesmik conceptual models tmnsfonn the

value11 into comprehensive actions, in tenns of their:
a. Correspondence

D

D

'"

Medium

High

b. C(miils!euey

,.

High
Coherency
High

D
D

Medium
:'.{edium

Low

D
D

Low
Low

0
0

Note: Corre11poudence relates to the agreement or similnrityofthe idea.
Cooslste9.cy relates to 'harmony', logic relotions' or agreement of each ofthr;
elemenU of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholcnes~ consistency of the models
144, How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

a Effectiveness

High

b. Efficie:iey

High

,.

Efficacy

High

Eq,ity

High

Ethicallty

High

Elegancy

High

•
,.
'

D
D
D
D
D
D

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
D
D
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

0
0
0
0
0
0

Note: Effediveuess relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to o!ljUal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Etblcal!ty relates '.!.'!!"grec of morality in the models,
Elei:11ncy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.

14S. Could you please give llllY further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

- Ve,.; theorellcolfor me as a proclical person
- Too difficult for implementollon

MANYTRANIC.~ FOR YOUR ASSiSTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATI ON QUESTIONS
After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like ple11Sc answer
Ute following questions? This is needctl to validate the models that have been created.
I. In Figure I, where do you might position yourselves in the SipesmJk modelt

owner

[!]

executor,

[!]

or client.

You may choose more 1han one.

146, In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might yourporticipation focus on?
a. Science & technology innovation development .••.•••••••••••.•••.•

b. Create/ maintair. sustainable foods ......................... ..
c. Manage natural environment ...... , .................................. ..

d. Incroascand maintain econumic productivity ...................... .
e. Change socio cultural practice ........................... , .............
f. Regulate the Sipcsmik ................................................. .

g. Chll!lge institutional practice ••••..... , ...................................
h. Increase I main lain local govemment participation ............... ..
You may choose more than one.
147. Do you think the .'\ip~smik collceplunl models have included your views given
during the inter..iw?
High

[!]

D

Medium

eow

D

148. How do you consider the Sipesmik c.once;;tual models in transfonning 'the high

/eve/ goofs

of /he Sipesmik:

Space for security and prosperity, with facus on

sustainable food and co111t11uirlty Jnvolvet11enl' into comprehensive actions:
High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

149. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transfonn the ~anc~slla
valnelll into comprelicnsivc actions, in lcnns of their:
a. Correspondence

0

D

D
556

Low

Medium

High
b. Consistency

,.

High
Coherency

High

[!]

Medium

0

Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: CorrC!lpondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'harmony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency oftbe models
150, How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms ofthcir:

,.

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethkollty

High

r.

Elegancy

High

0
0
D
0
0
0

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

D
D
0
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Effic11cy re\otes to easiness use,
I
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and cffo:tcd,
Ethlcality relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effectofthe models.
151. Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesrnik
Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have beci1 created.
l. In Figure 1, whCrc do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

owner

D

executor,

[!]

or client.

You may choose more thnn one.
152. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

a. Science & technology innovation developmeot .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .••......... , •.•••..................
c. Manage natural environment .......................................... .
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ..................... ..
c. Change socio cultural practice ....•..............................•••...
f. Regullltc the Sipcsmik ................................................ ..

g. Cha,nge institutional practice .............................................
h. Increase f maintain locnl government participation ............... ..

You may choose more than one.
153, Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your viewr, given

during the interview?
High

(!]

D

Mcdiwn

Low

D

154. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models ir transforming 'the high

ICIICI goals of the Sipesmik: Space for security 011d prosperity, wiJh focus orr
sus/alrrable food and cammuuity involvement' into comprehensive actions:

High

0

Medium

D

Low

D

155. How well do you think Sipesmik ,1onceptual models transform the Pancaslla

values into comprch~ivc actions, in terms of their:

a. Corre!pondence
High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D
:<i58

b. Con!iflteucy

High

c Coherency
High

0
0

Medium
Medium

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Con1lsteocy relates to 'hammny', logic relations· or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models

156. How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

,.

Effecttveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethlcality

High

f.

Elegam:y

High

0
D
D
0
0
0

Medium

Medium
Medium

Meilium
Medium
Medium

D
0
0
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the u.se of resources in achieving their objectives,
Effirncy relates to cosiness use,
Equity relates to equal beatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Elhknlity relates to degree ofmorality'irl the models,
Elega11cy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
157. Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATl ON QUESTIONS
After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
\. In Figure I, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?
owner

I::!:]

executor, ~ or client,

You may choose more than one.
158. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

D
0
D
0
0

a. Science & technology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .................................. ..

c. Manage natural environment ......................................... ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .................... ..
c. Change socio cultural practice ........................................ .

f.

D

Regulate the Sipesmik .............. , ................................. ..

g. Change institutional practice .............................................

D

h. Increase I maintain local government participation ................ .

D

You may choose more than one.
159. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given

during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low

D

160. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming 'llie higli
level goals

of the Sipesmlk:

Spuce for security ,md prosperity, witli focus on

sustainable food and community involvement' into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Medium

D

Low

D

161. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transfonn the Panc11.lllla

values into comprehensive actio!lll, in terms of their.
a. Corrapondeuce

0

D

D
'60

High

Low

Medium

b. Consistency

,.

High
Coherency

High

0
0

Mediwn
Mediwn

D
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondeoce relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'hannony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
Hi2. How do you regard the Sipesrnik conceptual models in tenns of their:

,.

Effedivene11s

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethlcallty

High

f.

Elegancy

High

0
D
0
0
0
0

Medium
Medium
Medium
Mediwn
Mediwn
Mediwn

D
0
D
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D

D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effcetlveness relates to objective achievement,
Effldency relates to the use ofrcsourees in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethicality relates to degree ofmoralityin the models,
Elegancy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
163, Could you please give any further general comments on the ·on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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I

MVD_S08
SIPESMIKCONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS

After having cxwnined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the mode.I j that have been created.
I. In Figure I, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?
owner

[!]

executor,

[!]

[!]

orclient.,

You may choose more than one.
164, In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participatiOJl ~ocus on?

a. Science & teclmology innovation development .................... .
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .................................. ..

c. Manage natural environment ...........................................
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .................... ...
e. Change socio cultural practice ....................................... ..
f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................ ..
g. Change institutional practice ...................................·:....... ..

h. Increase f maintain _local government pnnicipation ·; ..............•.
You may choose more than one.
165. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views givCii

during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

Low

D

166. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual modi:ls in ttansfonning 'the high
/eve/ goals of the Slpesmik: Space for security and prosperity, wllh fo,:us on

sustainable food and ,:ommunity involvemenl'. into comprehensive actions:

High

[!]

Medium·

D

Low

D

167, How wcU do you think Sipcsmik concr.ptual models transfonn the Pancaslla

values into comprehensive actions, in tenns of their:
a. Correspondence

High

C!J Medium D

Low

D
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b, Consbtency

,.

High
Coherency

High

GJ Medium D
GJ Medium D

Low

Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or simihuity of the idea.
Coii!btency relates to 'h81nlony', logic relations' or ngreemeni of each of the

elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency oflhe models
168. How do you regard lhe Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

,.

Effectivene5s

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

High

,.

Ethicallty

High

f. Elegancy

High

D
D
D
0
0
0

Medium
Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium
Mediwn

GJ
GJ

0
D
D
D

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D

CJ
D
D
D
D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of r~soun:es in aclricving their objectives,
Effiucy relates to easiness use,

Equity relates to equal trentment to parts or parties involved 1111d effected,
Ethicality relntes to degree of morality in the models,

Elej:ancy relates to aesthetics o,· public effect of the models.
169. Could you please give any further g,:;,eral comments on the on the Sipesmik

Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR: YOURASSISTANt..,i
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MVD_S09
SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QYESTION~

After having examined the Sipesmik conceptuul models, could you like please answer
the following questions? This is needed to vulidate the models !hot hove been created.
I. In Figure 1, where do you might position yourselves in the Sipesmik model?

D

executor,

0

D

orc!ient.

You may choose more than one.
170. In Figure 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?

0
0
D
0
D
D

a. Science & technology innovation d,velopment •••••.•••••.••••.•••.
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods •...•.•.. , .••••••...•••••.••.•••••.•

c. Manage natural environment ......................................... ..

d· Increase and maintain economic productivity ..................... ..
e. Change socio cultural practice .•.•.••.•••••....••.••...• , ..............
f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................ ..

D
D

g. Change institutiOnal practice .••.••• ~ ....................................

h. Increase I maintaiti local government participation ..
You may choose more than one.

171. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models hove included your views given

during the interview?
High

[!]

D

Medium

LI>W

D

172. How do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transfr,iming '/he !Jigh

level goals of the Siprumlk: Space for :security and prosperity, wftli focus on
:sustainable food and community Jnvoll'f1tnenl' into comprehensive actioill!:

High

[!]

Medium

D

LI>W

D

173, How well do .you think Sipesmik conceptual models tronsfonu the Pancaslla
values into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:
a. Col'Rllpondence

0

D

D
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High

Medium

Low

5J Medium D

Low

D

tow

b. Con~i:iteney'

High

,.

Coherency

High

(!]

Medium

D
D

• Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or similarity of the idea.
Consistency relates to 'hannony', logic relations' or agreement of each of the
e\emcnls of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
174. How do you reglJ!<l the Sipesmik conceptual models in tenns of their:

,.

Effectiveness

b. .Efficiency

,.

Efficacy

d. Equity

·,.

Ethieolity

f.

Elegancy

5J Medium D
High 5J Medium
0
High D Medium
5J
High 5J Medium
D
High 5J Medi~
D
Medium
Wgh.o
5J
High

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D

0

Note: EfJeetiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates lo the use of resources in achieving theirohjectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relntes,to equal !reatment to parts or parties inVolved and effected,
Etbil~llty relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elcg11ncy re!ates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
175, COu!d you please,givo any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
• Conceptual Models?

The comprehensiveness and linkage amo11g aspects afl! really demo11Slrated perfectly

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE

'"

[±_o~·
SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS VALIDATION QUESTIONS
After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models, could you like please answer
. the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
I. In Figure I_, where do you might posit!on yourselves in lhe Sipesmik model?
owner

O

executor,

(I]

D

or client

You may choose more than one.
,176, In Figure 3, what kind of.tasks might your participation focus on?

D
D

a. Science & technolpgy innovation devP.Jopment .................... .
b. Cn;atiil main"iain sustainable foods .... : .............................. .

0
D

c. Manage natural enVironment .......................................... .
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity .......................

D
0

e. Change socio cultural prnctic?- ........................................ .
f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................. .

0
0

g. Change institutional practice •• .'..........................................
h. Incrensc I maintain local government participation .................
You may choose more than one.

177. Do you think the Sipesmik conceptual models hnve included yollr views given

during the interview?
High

D

[!]

Medium

I.ow

D

178, HoW do you consider the Sipesmik conceptual models in transforming 'the high
level goa/3

of the

Sipesmik: Space for security and prosperity. with foem1 on

sustainable food and community Involvement' into comprehensive a,;tions:

High

0

Medium

D

Low

D

179. How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models lmnsform the Pancasila
values into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:
a. Correspondence
High

0

Medium

D

Low

D
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b. Consistency

,.

D
0

High

Coherency

High

M~dhun
M~.dium

0
D

Low
Low

D
D

Note: Correspondence relates to tho agn:ement or similarity of'lhe idea.
Conalstem:y relates to 'harmony', logic re\utions' or agreement of each oflhe
elements of the models.
Coherency relates to the wholeness consistency of the models
180, How do you regard the Sipesmik conceptual models in terms of their:

••

Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

,.

High

Efficacy

d. Equity

~igh

,.

Ethicallty

High

r.

Eleganey

High

D
0
D
D
D
D

Medium

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

0
D
0
0
0
0

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

D
D
D
D
D
D

Note: Effediveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiency relates to the use of resources in achieving their ob;ectives,

Efficacy relate/to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Etbicallty rclat~ lo degree of morality in the models,

Elegaocy relates to aesthetics or public effect of the models.

,,

181. Could you please give any further general comments on the on the Sipesmik
Conceptual Models?

\

Sipesmik conceptual model shm!ld 11o_t ~e limited lo sustainable food, but sw.'lalnable
development as a whole, a new concept to be applied (Ref. WSSD September 1002, In
Joharme.tburg).

Gender concept should take .i11_10' account in model. Ref.

Johannesburg and Beifing conference on Wuma11 '78: gender equality, equity and
Justice.

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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VALIDATION RESULTS
(YR)

I

VR_lOO

VAL!DATION RESULT OF SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODELS

Question 1: Where do you position ymmelrln the Slpesmlki
10 Respondents: Owner: ~

Executor:

GJ

Client:~

Quesll~I! 2: What kind oftnsks might your participation focus on?
10 respondents
a. Science & technology innovation development .....................
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods . ... .. . . ... .. ... .. ........ ... .. .. ...
c. Mllllage natural environment...........................................
d. Increase wid maintain economic productivity.......................
e. Chnngc socio cultural practice.........................................
f. Regulate the Sipesmik .......... ........................................
g. Chllllge institutional practice................. ............................
h. Increase I maintain local government participation ....... .... .. . ...

II

5
5
5
5
7
II
1

Question 3: Do you think the Sipesmlk conceptual model bas l11cluded your
views given during the interview?
!Orespondents:High:~

Medium:[u

Low:

c:::ii:J

Ques(lu!I 4: How do you co11sider the Slpesmik conceptuiil model In transforming
'the high lellf!f goals of the Sipesmfk: Space far security and prosperity, with focus
an sustainable food and community Involvement' into comprebeoslve actions:

10 respondents: High:~

Medium:

GJ

Low: ~

QueJt)on 5: How well do you think Sipesmlk conceptual model transform the

'

Pancosila values Into comprehensive actions, In terms of their:
Correspondence: (10 resps) High;
Consistency (IO resps)

High:

Cohc~ncy: (10 resps)

High:

w
w

w

Medium:~

tow,D
tow,D

Medium:~

:ow:~

Medium:~
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Question 6: How do you regard the Slpesnrlk conceptual model In terms of their:

[iJ
[iJ
[iJ

Effectiveness.(10 rusps)

High:

Efficiency (IO'rcsps)

High:

EffiCacy (IO resps)

High:

Equity (IO resps)

~igh:

0

Medium:u]

Ethicality(lO resps)

High:

GJ

Medi~~:[±]

Elegancy (10 resps)

High:

0

~edium:~

Medium:~
Medium:Cu
Medium:GJ

Low,D
Low,D
Low,D
Low,o
Low,D
Low,o
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IVR_lOO
VALIDATION RESULT OF SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Question 1: Where do you position yourselrln the ~ipesmlk?
IO Respondents: Owner;

Cl]

Executor:

[2J

Client:

[2J

Question 2: What kind of tasks might your pll.rtldpatlon focus on?
IO respondents

a. Science & technology innovation development.....................

7

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .............•..•.........••........

5

c. Manage natural environment...........................................

2

d. Increase and maintain economic productivity •. . . •.. . . .. .. . .. . . .. ...
e. Change socio cultural practice.........................................

5

5

f. Regulate the Sipesmik ....................•.............................

g, Change institutional practice................. ............................

s

h. Increase I maintain local govenunent participation ................ .
Question 3: Do you think the Sipesmlk conceptua:I model has Included your
views given during the interview?
IOrespondents:High:~

Medium:[u

Low:

c=:ii:J

Question 4: How do you consider the Slpesmlk conceptual model in transforming
'the high level goals of the Slpesmlk: Space for security and prosper/Jy, with foc11s
on sustainable food and com11111nity lnvolvwenf Into comprehensive actions:
IOrespondents:High:~

Medium:[u

Low:~

Question 5: How well do you think Slpesmlk cooceptua:I model transform the
PancasUa vnlues Into comprehensive nctlons, in tenns orthelr:

Cu
High: Cu

Correspondence: (IO resps) High:
Consistency (10 resps)
Coherency: (10 resps)

High:

w

Cu u,w,O
Medium: Cu u,w,O
Medium: Cu u,w,D
Medium:
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Question 6: How do you regard the Slpesmlk conceptual model In terms oftbclr:

Effectiveness (9 resps)

High:

Efficiency (9 resps)

High:

Efficacy (9 resps)

High:

Equity (9 resps)

High:

Ethicality (9 resps)

High:

Elegancy (9 resps)

Higti:

[!]

w
w

Ci:]
[!]
[!]

Medium:CiJ

tow,D
Low,D

Medium:~

Low:GJ

Medium:

[iJ

Medium:[i]
Medium:[i]
Medium:[i]

Low,o
Low,o
Low,o
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IVR_JOO
VALIDATION RESULT OF SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Question 1: Where do you position younelf in the Sipesmlk?

10 Respondents: Owner:

~

E:icccutor:

~

Client:

LJ=1

Question 2: Whal kind of tasks might your participation focus ou?"
IO respondents
a. Science & technology innovation development ... . . .. . .. ... .... .. ..

R

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods .•...............•.•.....•.•........
c. Manage natural environment ......................................... ..
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ....... ;...............
e. Chnngc socio cultural practice.........................................
f. Regulate the Sipesmik ................................................ ..

l

g. Cbange institutional practice................. ............................

5

h. Increase I maintain local government participation ............... ..
Question 3: Do you think tbe Slpesmlk conceptual model bas Included your
views given during the interview?
lOrcspondents:High:u.J

Medium:~

[JC]

Low:

Question 4: How do you consider the Slpesmlk coneeptua] model in transforming
'the high level gools of the Slpesm/k: Space for security and prosperity, with focus
on sustainable food and community Involvement' into comprehensive actions:
lO respondents: High:[i]

Medium:~

Low:

~

Question 5: How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual model transform the
Paneasilo values into comprehensive actions, In terms of their:
Medium:

~

Low:

~

C=:J
Mcdiwn: [iJ Low: C=:J

~

Medium:

[iJ

Low:C=:]

Correspondence: (IO resps) High:

~

Consistency (IO resps)

High:

Coherency: (10 resps)

High:
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Question 6: How do you regard the Slpesmlk conceptual model In terms of their:

Effeetiveness (10 resps)

High:

Efficiency (IO resps)

High:

GJ

Efficacy (10 rasps)

GJ
Righi GJ

Equity (IO resps)

High:

Ethicality (10 resps)
Elegancy (IO l"CllpS)

GJ
High:
GJ
High:
GJ

Medium: G J

Medium:Cu
Medium:~
Medium:GJ
Medium:GJ
Medium:[i]

1ow,D
1ow,D
1ow,D
Low,o
Low,o
1ow,O

ii
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TIIE SUMMARY OF
THE MODELS VALIDATION RESULTS
Question I: Where do you position yoursel£1n the Slpesmik?
50 Respondents: Owner:

[iu

Executor: ~

Client:

[1u

Question 2: Whal kind of tasks might your partldpatlon focus on?
50 respondents
o. Science & technology innovation development . . . .. .. . •. . . . ... . . . . .

J9

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods....................................

21

c. Manage natural environment ...........................................

1J

d. Increase and maintain economic productivity.......................
e. Change socio cultural practice.........................................

21

r.

19

Regulate the Sipesmik .......... ........................................

15

g. Change institutionnl practice . ... . .. . . ...•. ... . . .. . .. ....... ..............
h. Increase I maintain local government participation.................

15

27

Question 3: Do you think the Slpesmlk conceptual model has Included your view
given during the interview?
50 respondents: High:~

Mediwn:

C!!J

I.ow: ~

Question 4: How do you consider the Slpcunlk conceptual model In transforming
'tl,e 1,/gh level goals of the Slpesmlk: Space for security and prosperity, with focus
on sustainable food and community involvement' into comprehensive actions:
50respondcnts:High:[£]

Medium:[u

I.ow:~

Question 5: How well do you think Slpesmik conceptual model transform the
Poncosila values Into comprehensive actions, in terms of their:
Correspondence: (50 resps)

High:

Consistency (50 resps)

High:

Coherency:(50 resps)

~

Gu
High: Gu

Medium:~

I.ow:[Ll

Medium:~

I.ow:Ci=i

[i'u

Low:[Ll

Medium:

Question 6: How do you regard the Sipesmlk conceptual model In terms or their:
Effectiveness (48 resps)

High:~

Efficiency (48 resps)

High:

[iu

~

Low:CiJ

Mediwn:~

Low:~

Medium:
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w

Efficacy (48 rosps)

High:

Equity (48 resps)

High:~

Ethica\ity(48 rcsps)

High:

Elegancy (48 resps)

High:

~
~

Mediwn:~

Low:CiJ

C!!J

Low,[i:]

Mcdium:[!u

Low:LLJ

Medium:~

Low,[i:J

Mediwn:

Note: 1 respondents did not answer Question 6
Reasons:
(I) As he stated In the inleniiew, 'equity', 'eth/calfty' and 'elega11ey' are Included in
the 'effectiveness'.
(2) Sfpesmik conceptual model Is a pre-requisite to acliieve /he objective: space/or

sec11rity and prosperity of /he ge11eral population. It is 110/ necessary lo judge as to
whether it is effective, ef]iclenl, equitable, easy to use, ethics and elegu11ce.

Question 7: Could you please give any further general comment on the Slpesmik
conceptual m.idel'l
VRlOl

Sipesmik concephml models figure out only the functio11al and structural policies.
The Natio11a/ Air Force con/rib111ion Is limited to strategic planning development,
does not yet include teclmlcal operational actions.
The Sipesmik conceptual models do not yet give the more structured picture of
Slpesmlk, its time scheduling, reso11rces needed and other details.
VRIOS

We hope that General Slpesmlk Concept will be applicable in Indonesia and by this
concept could give wide contribution In 011ter space exploration and ulso support
1mlional sec11rity effort.
VR106
a. Explore roles of owners, pin point owners

b. Be aware abo11t critical and crucial points, especially In formulating
pe,formance standards

\.

,h,

c. Explore the c/ossijication ofcritical and crucial proce$l
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VR107

I'm very admire the Sipesmlk Conceptual Models that the researcher /ms been
designed. It is a new innovation. I do hope the Sipesmik has value added In terms of
science and technology development, increase a11d maintain the dynamics of
managing the natural environme11t etc.
VR108

This will encourage the ope/Jing new brisiness activities/or the applicatioll of remote
se1Js/11g technology.

VRI09
I find t/Jfs research l1Jteresting a11d sure that ii will become Important input for
notional plam1ing.
VR110

The truth is not easy to do and even resource consuming, but surely 11 w,11 achieve the
expected result with less (might be /JO) conflictive actions, T/Jis research is quite good
as an exercise tofimclion Pa11casi/a as a 'genelivus-subjeclivus'.
VR201

By overlapping members of 'owners', 'executors' and 'clients', tl,is model show how
equal access for all: to information, to science and technology, to market, lo
reso11rces and to decislo11 making, is well translated in the model. This also shows
how 'self-co11trof' the main character t/1e 'tabial so/eh' of Pancasilaist Is well
translated in a modeling of 'science a11d tech11ofogy developme11t '. Congratu/oticmf
This ca11 be see11 as an exercise ofPa11casila as a 'ge11etiwis subyektivus'.
VR202

This model can be 1ised in any field.
VR20J

As' I explained earlier (in the interview), 'equity', 'ethica/ity' and 'eleganey' are
included i11 the 'effectiveness', therefore 1,0 11eed to further explore. To manage
effective/yo national development I suggest yo11 lo consult the al/ached model.
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vruos
Tl,e truth is not easy a11d eventually resource cons11mi11g. This is one of the risks that
should be faced when searching the tn1th. I remember the first interview, when you
asked me about 'what ought to be', I rmderstand /~at you need to know the 'tn1th'.
Congratulation, you get it.
VR206

Please imprO\le cont/1mous/y (Make continuous improvements)

VR207

Perso110/fy, as·a la""er, I am very much impressed by the Sipesmlk coriceptual
models, wl,ich hM been explained and developed comprehensively. Hopefully, this

con be presented academically. I am convinced these conceptual models

ca,1

be used

as the pr/11cip/e ofdecision making.
VR209

How to develop mechanism among stakeholders which works and grows
continuously? How with the security and resilience aspects?
VRJ04
Sipesmik conceptual model mu.ii be valuable for implementation /11 the real world, 110/

just a co11cept.
VR306
Please be advised that operational sub-system 1wnnally be divided Into two sub-sub

sys/ems: the mission sub-s11bsys1em a11d the house keep/rig sub-subsystem. The first
has /he role to execute the sate/lite mission such as remote sensing and
te/ecomm1mication, and the second is to main/a/11 its life as an earth salel/fte.
VR402

As you wished, you get what you want: 'the tmth' which Is derived from 'what ought
ta be'. The truth is hard ta get, but it does not a/ways serve yoll /11 practice, eve,, 111
certain cases, you might get difficullies to 11se it. Like Pa11easila as the !11danes/a11
weltanchauung was not easy to gel approved, now you used it as a ge11e/ivussubyefctivus to help develop Sipesmlk model. I am sure tMs is not an easy task
Cangrat11/atian ya11 did ii,
VR403

It's q11/te goad because the stakeholders l,as already bee11 take11 into considerat/011
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VR404

Please be advised, that close monitori11g to 'the next sleps' is properly proceeded
VR406

Question 2j. 2g, should be "Improve' not 'lncrease/mai11tal11'. lmplementatio11 of the
model Is a pre-requisite to the successful achievement of the goals of the Sipesmik:
space for security and prosperity for the ge11eral population. 111erefore it not
11ecessary for me to Judge as to whether its' effectiveness, efficiency, efficacy, equity,
etl,/ca/ity a11d e/egancy, are 1,ighs. This method resemble to Delphi method that Is not
scientific, since in certain cases solu//ons token were not rational but compromised.
VR409

It should be given the concept for transforming t/Jis management model lo the real
model In order to assist the engineers in absorbing/interpreting this idea.
VR410

What you can get by ask/1ig 'what oug!Jt to be' is a truth but 110t the truth. The truth is
011/y 111y tni/h. Whal you get now Is a relative-truth therefore bewares of the comi11g
disagreement of people. It was 1101 a truth since everyone said so, but it is a tfu(h
since everyone says so, therefore do no/ slop from truth searching ifyou would like to

be up to date.
VRSO!

Sipesmik conceptual models are in a line with national concepts:

'Wawasan

Nusa11tara' {N11Sa11tara Wellanchouzmg), 'Ketahanan Nasfo11al' (National Resilience)
and 'Kewaspadaan Nasional' (Nalfonal Alert).
VR504

- Very theoretical for me as a practical person
- Too difficult for impleme11ta//011
VRS09

The comprehe11siveness and linkage among aspects are really demonstrated perfectly

VRSto

Sipesmfk conceptual model should 1101 be limited to s11stai11ablefood, but sustainable
development as a whole, a new concept to be applied (Ref. WSSD September 2002, in
Jol1a1meilburg).

Gender concept should take 11110 account ill model. Ref.

Joha11nesburg and Beiji11g conference on Woman '78: gender equality, equity and
justice.
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VALIDATION RESULT OF SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Question t: Where do you position yourself in the Sipesmik?

10 Respondents: Owner:

[LI

Executor:

c=z:=I

Client:[£]

Question 2: What kind of tasks might your pnrtklpntion focus on?

IO respondents
a. Science & twhnology innovation development.....................
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods....................................

!i

4

c. Manage natural environment...........................................
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity . .. .. . . ... .. . . .. . .. . ...

II

e. Change socio cultural practice . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . ... ....
f. Regulate the Sipesmik .......... ........................................

4

g. Change institutional practice................. ............................
h. Increase I maintain local government participation .. .. . . . . ... . .. ...

4
4
6
2

Question 3: Do you think the Slpesmlk conceptual model has included your
views given during the interview?

10 respondents: High:[!:]

Medium: ~

Low:

c:::ii:J

Question 4:·How do yon consider the Sipesmik conceptual model In transforming
'tl,e ltlgh level goals oftl1e Slpesmlk: Space/or security and prosperity, willtfocus
011 sustainable food and com mun/I)' Involvement' into comprehensive actions:

IOrespondents:High:C!:J

Medium:c=:i]

Low:

Cu.

Question 5: How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual model transform the
Paocaslla values Into comprehensive actions, in terms ortheir:

Correspondence: (10 resps) High:
Consistency {10 resps)

High:

Coherency: (10 resps)

High:

[2J
Medium: [2J
Medium: [2J
Medium:

L<>w,D
Low,D
L<>w,D
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Question 6: How do yon regard the Sipesmlk conceptual m!)del in terms of their:
Effectiveness (9 resps)

High:

Efficien~y (9 resps)

High:

Efficacy (9 resps)
Equity (9 resps)

uJ

GJ
High: GJ
High:
GJ

Etl1icality (9 resps)

High:

E\egancy (9 rcsps)

High:

w
w

Medium:

G:=J LowcD

Medium:CLJ

LowcD

Medinm:CLJ

Low:CJ:J

Medium:[i]
~~dinm:[l]
Medinm:[l]

Low,o
Low,o
Low,c::J
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VALIDATION RESULT OF SIPESMIK CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Question 1: Where do you position yourself In the SIJ)esmik?
10 Respondents: Owner:

[±]

Executor:

~

Client:

GJ

Question 2: What kind of tasks might your participation focus on?
10 respondents
a. Science & technology innovation development . . . . . . . ....... .. ... ..

7

b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods ....................................
c. Mnnage natural environment . . .. .. .. .. . •. . .. . . . . .. . .. ... .... .. . .. . ... ..

6
4

d. Increase and maintain economic productivity.......................
e. Change socio cultural practice.........................................

6
4

f. Regulate the Sipesmik .......... ...................... ..................

;:i

g. Change institutional practice .............................. , ..............
h. Increase I maintain !oca\ government participation . . . . .... .. . . . ....

s
4

Question 3: Do you think the Slpesmlk conceptual model hns included your
views given during the Interview?
10 respondents: High:c::z:::::J

Medium:

[u

Low:

[:ii]

Question 4: How do you consider the Slpesmik conce~tual model In tr11nsformlng
'tlte high level goals of tl,e Slpesmlk: Space for sec11rity and prosperity, with focus
on sustainable food ond community invol~ement' Iulo comprehensive actions:
10 respondents: High:~

Medium:

c::ii:J

Low:

Ci:]

Question 5: How well do you think Slpesmlk conceptual model transform the
P11ncasila values Into comprehensive actions, in terlll!l of their:
Correspondence: (IO resps) Hi~

~

Mediwn:

Consistency(!Oresps)

High:

~

Mediwn:

Coherency:(!Oresps)

High:

~

CC]
[ u Medium: Ll]

G:=J
Low: C=:J
Low:

Low:u:=]

Question 6: How do you regard the Slpesmik conceptual model In terms of their:
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Effectiveness (lO resps)

High:

Cu

Efficiency (IO resps)

High:

[!]

Efficacy (10 resps)

High:

Cu

Equity (IO resps)

High:

Ethicality (IO rcsps)

High:

Elegancy(IO resps)

High:

i:::::z:::J
i:::::z:::J
Ci]

[ii:]
Mediwn: CJ:]
Medium: [ii:]
Medium: [2]

Medium:

Low:C!J
Low:Cu
Low:CiJ
Low:[i]

Mediwn:~

Low:Ci]

Medium:[u

Low:Ci]
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VERIFYING CONCEPTUAL SYSTEMS MODELS FOR THE INDONESIAN
MICRO SATELLITE PROGRAMME AND THE TRUTH

By
Alexander Sudibyo
Edith Cowan University, Perth, West Australia
Indonesia National Institute of Aeronautic and Space (LAPAN), Jakarta, Indonesia
Email: asudibyo@student.ecu.edu.au
Abstract
Since 2002, the author has run a research project having three research questions. To·~
first is to investigate whether a western systemic approach can be successfully used to
define solutions of complex, pluralist and coercive problems in a developing eastern
world country such as Indonesia. The second is to examine whether the generated
solutions will be ncccptable to the stakchn]ders. The third is to explore whether
systems approach can be used to transform high values and goals of Indonesians held
within the state philosophy Pancasila into realistic and acceptable actions. The case
study is the micro sat~llite development activities, which is abbreviated as Sipesmik
(Sistem Indonesia Pengembangan Satclit Mikro -' Indonesia system in developing
micro satellite). This paper espccia!ly relates with tho second and third research
questions.
Using 11 combined of system thinking and action research, the author developed
models. To investigate the stakeholders' acceptance of those models, it was carried
out a Sipesmik conceptual models verification in MIICCh· April 2003. In this event,
there were comments from some respondents that recount the truth. To undel'6tand
better those comments and to assess the relationship between truth and verification of
models, this paper wall prepared. For this, the author had taken advantages or(/) 'The
corresponde11ce theory of tnith' (2) 'The disqriotationality theory of truth' (3) '11ie
pragmatist tl,eory of truth' (4) 'Tile cohere11ce theory of truth' a11d (5) 'The Tarski's
sema111ics of truth'.
1.

INTRODUCTION

On December the 10'" 1998, the President of the Republic of lndoncsia promulgated
the manuscript of the 'Indonesia National Concept on Space' (INCS). Since then the
concept, the basic teaching and the direction or views, which are contained in the
INCS has to be the concept, the basic leaching, and the direction of views of
Indonesia in space. The INCS states that national space of Indonesia is developed
through its seven components: human resources, mamifac111re Industry, service
industry, 11atural resources, science and tec/1110/ogy, polilical and legal aspects and
i11stitutio11a/ aspects.
As a follows up action of NCS, the author is well appointed to assess on how to
manage the space science and technology development in Indonesia. For this purpose
the author uses a combined method of systems thinking and action research to
develop conceptual models for space science and technology development, which the
case study is the micro satellite development that has been pioneered by LAPAN,
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The modus of study wns inte!]lretivc investigation on what the stakeholdera
experience by participating in an action research to improve the situation using
toolkits provided by systems thinking. Critical System Heuristic (Ulrich, 1987) was
chose'n due its powerful technique that provides possibility to get what people think
about present situation ('what is') and what they think about 'what ought to be' the
situation (see Appendix 1). The data of 'what is' can be input for the Rich Picture of
the present situation, and the data of 'what ought to be' that represents the ideal
situation can be input for the Root Definition, as requested by the Soft System
Methodology (SSM) (Cheekland, 1981). Aware of unfamiliarity of the chosen
respondents with Systems Approach, it was thought necessary to implement an
engagement process as suggested by Ledington and Ledington (2001). For this
purpose the Interactive Model of Innovation Process (M.anley, 2001) (sec Figure I)
was thought appropriate since it presents a systemic view of technology innovation
process, which also becomes the concern of the study. Up to this stage the
investigation can generate conceptual models (Rich Picture, Root Definition and Task
Models). This was thought enough for inte!]lretive targets, however aware of
possibility of respondents asking for implementation steps, and rationality of the
identified tasks, the Viable System Model was used to map the present organization
situation and provide suggestion on how to improve the project organization; and tl1e
System Dynamics (SD) (Forrester, 1990a, b) was used to describe the causality
relationships among the identified tasks.

Basic Science or
Demand

Input
Research and
Development

Marketing or
Sales

Output

Constructing or
Manufacturing

Figure I: INTERACTIVE MODEL OF INNOVATION PROCESS
(Source: Manley, 2001)
The resultant models were then verified with the help of respondents based on their
judgments. The models validation form comprised 7 questions (see Appendix 1). TI1e
first and second questions were designed to find out whether respondents could
recognize their role in the designed system shown in the model. TI1c third question
was designed to capture whether there arc views or comments made dnring the
inteiviews that were not yet included in the models. The fourth and fiflh questions
were designed to get the respondents judgment on how well the models transformed:
(fourth)
the high level goals: space for prosperity and security with a focus on
sustninab!e food and community invol\'ement into comprehensive
actions,
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(fifth)

the Pancasila, the state philosophy of Indonesia (Department of
Infonnation, 1996, Sukarno, 1945) vnlues and goals into
comprehensive actions, in term of its accordance, consistency and
coherence.

The sixth question was designed to get the respondents' judgment on how well the
vinbility of the model in terms of its effectiveness, efficiency, efficacy, eqnity,
ethicality and elegancy, using the formulas suggested (by the respondents) during the
interview. The seventh question invited respondents give further comments. A
statistic method was designed to process the validation data from which results can be
generated on how well the models were judged by the respondents.
This paper focuses on five comments given by th!l respondents with regard to the
seventh question that relates the Sipesmik modeling with troth. Those comments are
as follows:
(l)

The truth is 110/ easy ta do and even resource ca11s11ming, but surely it will
achieve the expected result with fess (might be no) conjlicllve ac/lo11s .......

(2)

The truth is not easy a11d eventually resource consuming. This Is one of the risks
that should be faced when searchi11g the truth. I remember the first fntervlew,
whe11 you asked me about 'what ought to be', I understand that you 11eed to
know the 'truth', Co11gralulation, you get ii.

(3)

As you wished, yor1 get what you want: 'the truth' which is derived from 'what
ought to be'. The lrnth is hard lo gel, brit It does not always serve you 111
practice, even In certain cases, you might get difficulties to rise It....... I am srire
this is 110/ an easy task. Congratuiatio11you did ii.

(4)

What you can get by askillg 'what ought to be' is a truth br1/ 11ot the truth. The
truth Is only 11iy /rut/,. What yo11 get now is a relative-truth therefore bewares of
the coming disagreement of people. It was 1101 a truth since everyone said so,
but ii is a tmt/J since everyone says so, therefore do not stop from /rut!,
searcl,ing ifyor, would like to be up to date.

(5)

It is tnie. Whe11 you develop satellite for sustai11ab/efood, you have 1101 lo limit
ynur self on buildi11g and operating .mtefliles. you hove lo include In your
program, how sr,stainable food could be achieved by the help of satellite
technology.

The !i\•e comments above hold three basic remarks that relate to:
(11) The notion of truth.
(b) The use of'whot ought to be' questions and the search for truth.
(c) The agreement between 'develop satellite for sll.'/loi11ob/efood' and 'building
and operating satellites that have the approved capability far achieving and
maintaining the sus/ai11ab[e food.

To understand better of those remarks, five truth-theories have been assessed, and
have been used to investigate the relationship between systems models verification
and the truth.
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2.

CORRESPONDr;:NCE THEORY OF TRUTH

When answering the question of 'whnt ls truth' there are writers with difference
answers, such as 'truth" means quality or state of being t111e (Homby, 1974), 'truth'
is the relotion-to-renl!ty pattern (David, 1994), and 'truth' is lhe correspondence
between the representation and what it represents (Lloyd, 1996). All of lhese
answers concerns with the correspondence theory of truth. Among these nnswers the
author bas the interest most with the latter, especially with Lloyd (1996) further
description on the word 'tnie' thot denotes the valldity of an Intended or expected
corre!lpondence between II representation and whnt It represents.
The above nnswers brought the autlmr into a reflection tlmt tl1c correspondence theory
of truth concerns with four items:
a. 'A representative' is something that represents another, such as a model, a
map, a diagram, a sample and an ambassador
b. 'Fact', 'reality' is something represented by another such us:
a. a car represented by a cnr model,
b. a city represented by "' dty mop,
c, a process represented by a flow dingrnm or process,
d. a population represented by a sample, nnd
e. a country represented by an ambassador.
c. Method of 'representation', 'relation', 'correspondence' or 'tmnsfonnation'
such as:
a. reducing size and functions ofa real car into its model
b. tronsforming/ mapping a city into a city map
c, simplifying a process into a flow diagram ofproeess
d. deducting cbarnctcristic ofl!.popnlation fr.im samples
e. delegating, a president gives power or authority on behalf of the
country to a person to represent the state (ambassador)
d. 'Validity' of lhe 'representation', 'relation', 'correspondence' or
transformation, such as:
n. proofofthc performance oftlle car model to the real car
b. groond truth ofa map to the city
c. verification ofa flow diagram to the real process
d. sampling validation to proof whether the method applied to select
samples results samples that are valid to represent population
e. power letter showing delegation of authority from a president to an
ambassador
The above reflection shows that the validity or degree of correspondence of a model
with its reality depends on the method used to transform the chnrncteristies of the
reality into a model. When lhe transformation reduces (corrupts) the characteristic of
the reality tllen the characteristics held by tile model are !css tl1en tllosc of the reality.
For exllDlple due to tlie size and function arc reduced, the pcrformnnce of a car model
is less than the real car. But it gives other benefits such HS that the car model is easily
brought, it can be put into your bag, and you cnn easily show it up to your friends that
your favorite car is tllat is represented by the model. This Lmplies thnt in 'modeling of
a reality' there must be an objective (s), thus loosing something, but substituted by
gaining other things. These gains should be of significance, so !hat !he modeling
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effort is worthwhile. Due to specific objettive, modeling can focus on or amplify
certain characteristics of the reality, so that people can easily recognize 'what' or
'who' is represented by the model. This type of trnn.sfonnation or modeling is
commonly practiced by caricaturists where in certain cases people recognize easier a
public figure through a caricature then a photographic picture.
The above reflection teaches the author that the com:spondonce theory of truth helps
explain some of the respondents' comments. The Sipesmik conceptual models arc
the representation and they represent the Idealism of the respondents (the world)
on how to develop micro-satellites for sustainable food. The question of 'what ought
lo be' develop micro satellite for sustainnh\c food, was answered by most of the
respondents that 'ii must illcfude building and operat/11g micro-satellites a11d
achieving sustainable food wil/1 the help of micro-satellite technology'. Therefore
there is no doubt that 'building a11d opera/fog micro-satellites and achievi11g
sustainable food with the help of micro satellite technology' correspondence or agrees
with 'develop micro satellite far srtstainab/efood'. The question of'w/Jat ought to be'
is a request to tho respondents on their idealism. This idealism becomes the 'reality'
and 'the combi11ed system thinking and action research (Sipesmik mode/U11g)' is the
'mapping' that transforms the idealism into operational actions. The map is the
Sipesmik conceptual models that contain the operational actions. The
corre.'lpondence between the 'idealism of the respo11de11ts i11 dcve/opi11g micro
sate/lite for sustai11ob/e food' and the 'Sipesmik co11ceptua/ models' is the truth of
Sipesmik. TI1is means that the Sipesmik conceptual models nre true when they
represent the reality. Therefore, to investigate whether 'Sipesmik co11ceptua/ models'
correspondence with the 'idealism of the respondents in developing micro satellite
for sustainable food', a Sipcsmik conceptual models verificntioa was executed in
March-April 2003.
Regarding objective of the Sipesmik modeling, it can be seen from a number of
angels, but actually the most attractive is fulfilling the need of a tool to market the
idea of creating and maintaining sustainable food with the help of space technology
application and community involvement. A number of models were developed due to
the need to amplify certain characteristic. The Root Definition is to show the general
view of the system. The Viable SystMJ Model is to show how to organize the system.
The System Dynamic Model is to show the detail of certain components of the
system.
To end this section the author presents here a quotation the Lloyd (1996) answer on
the question of precisely what docs the correspondence consist of. He says that it
consists in a complicated mapping function that comprises the conventions that
govern our use of language. Further h<l explains that in general, ifp is the proposition
cxpre.'lsed by a sentence Ip, then: p Is trne, Juli {n case the state of affairs Jrlp) obtains
ii, na/ity. Then, as an acknowledgment to reality, the function f is extremely
complkatcd, which integrate a lot of facts about the language, human culture, and
about the world.
From this quotation the author learns that it is impossible to transform all
characteristics held by reality into models. Since reality in infinite and a model is
finite. TI1creforo whcn executing a models-verification, one hllll to be aware of facts or
reality that are not yet included in the models. Also, that there maybe statements that
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the models are not perfect. Beside the discussed mode! verification has a slight
difference to what Maani and Cavana (2000) describe with model
validation/verification that operationally investigates the behaviour of the real world
modelled.

J,

DISQUOTATIONALITYTHEORYOFTRUTH

Disquotationalism is a radically deflationary theory of truth for sentences (David,
1994, p.52). It will deflate the correspondence theory of truth. Therefore, lo show up
the theoretical positions of disquotationa!ity theorists, the author contrasts their
positions then derive the necessary knowledge or experience, in support to this
assessment.
The following is a passage, quoted from Quine (1987, p 213), a deflationist whose
views about sentence-truth was expressed to deflate the correspondence theory of
truth.
"What cm the part of true sentence is meant to correspond to whot on the
part af reality? lf we seek a correspondence word by word, we find ourselves
eking reality 0111 with a complement ofabstract objects fabricated for the sake of
the corresponde11ce. Or perhaps we se//le for a correspondence of whole
se11/ences with facts: a sentence is true if It reports a fact. But here again we
have fabricated substance for an empty doctrine. The world Is full of things,
variar1Sly related, but what, In addition to al/ that, are facts? They are projected
from true se11/encesfar the sake of correspondence.
B11t let us ponder this last ma11er1ver for a moment. The truth of 'Snow is
white' is due, we are told, to the facts that snow Is white. The true sentence
'S11ow is white' corresponds to the fact that snow Is white. Now we have worked
thefact,factitim1Sflct/011 that it is, Into a comer wllere we can deal it the coup
de grace. 11,e combinallon 'It is a fact /hat' ls 11ac11011S and ca,1 be dropped; 'It
is a fact that snow is white' reduces to 'Snow is w/Jite '. Our accou/11 of trnth i11
terms offacts has I/OW come down lo this: 'Snow is white' is true if and only if
SI/OW Is while."
Observing the above quotation, the author agrees with Duvid (1994, p.53) who writes
that: " ...... the deflationary suggested by Qui11e is the view that the right theory of
truth for sentences equals the carrespo11dence theory mim1S eiillties like stales of
affairs, propositio11s mid facts, and mi11us semantics relations like representation,
expressla11, and correspo11de11ce". Therefore from this section the author focures only
on truth-sentence.

If the right theory of truth for sentences equals the correspondence theory minus
entities and minus semantic relations, then what is the rest? Nil, then how this is
compared to Aquinas proof of truth: The existence of truth Is self evident. Far

whoever denies the existence of trnth gra11/s that trnlh does 11at exist; and, if tn1th
does 1101 exist, then the proposition Tn1th does 110/ exist is trne: a11d if there is
anyth/11g that is trne, there m11St be trnth (The Aq11lna 's proof /11 S11mma Theologieae;
see David, 1994, p.60)

Lloyd {1996) writes that the correspondence theorists agree that truth is
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disquotational, and is no( a feature of truth, but a feature of the use of language, since
it is a convention of the use oflanguage that ifa proposition is true then it is justified
in asserting it. From this statement the author learns that the act of asserting a
proposition as assertible just in case there is a proof that it is true. Bui Lloyd (1996)
also provides further statement that there are many other ways in which the simple act
of making an assertion implicitly asserts something about the proposition that is being
asserted.
Implied from the above quotation the author tries to show up a bi-conditional situation
in a question "Is there any disquotationality of truth for Sipesmik objective?" To
answer this, the author invites the original stakeholders take opportunity to do so.
Anyhow, post modernism rejects any single truth and sees it as being entirely
dependent on the viewpoint from which truth is seen (Vardy, 1999). From the
management science point of view, there are two types of objective: the 'stated
objective' and the 'real objective'. Stated objective is the objective informed to
public, while real objective is the objective that is really would like to be achieved
with the project. Nonnal!y, the slated objective is launched to get political or public
support, while real objective is used to guide the organization of the project. In the
case of Sipcsmik 'develop micro-satellites for switainable food' is tho stated
objective. Is there any other objective? Up to this paper was written, the author has no
proof of differentiating the stated and the real objective. Therefore, there is no
disquotationality of truth for Sipesmik objective to be worried about. This could be
seen as an indication of a good-governance practice, since it has no differences
between stated objective and real objective.
Lloyd (1996) also writes that notwithstanding the strong view that the corrcspondeuce
theory of trutl1 is a superior theory of truth, some people may deny its validity and
some criticisms might focus on the epistemological predicament that is concerned in
knowing whether or not a proposition docs indeed coJTespond or agree with the facts.
This statement gives further stressing that a 'proposition' needs proof,
In the case of the truthfulness of 'develop satellite/or sustainable food'. People may
not sure as to whether it is a real meaning or just a trick to gain political support.
People may also not sure a.s to whether this was said, with in depth thought about the
meaning of 'develop satellite for sustainable food'. For, they clearly do classify
propositions as true or false in everyday life, yet they cannot securely do so on the
basis of their coJTcspondence to reality. If they cannot know with absolute certainty
that 'develop satellite/or sr1stoinoblefood is intended or expected tl,at It sl,a/1 include
both the br1ilding and operating sate/lites a11d the acl,ieving sustainable food wit!, the
help of satellite teclmo/ogy', then Umt simply means that they cannot know with
certainty whether the proposition "df!Velop sate/Ute for sustainable faocf' is true.

4,

THE PRAGMATISM THEORY OF TRUTH

The pragmatic theory of truth was first enunciated by Charles Peirce in 1878 (James,
1967) who introduced pragmatism into philosophy. According to him, the tenn is
derived from the same Greek word wp&-,µa, meaning aetion, from which the words
'practice' 11Ud 'practical' come from. Then, it became famous especially from the
work of William James (Lloyd, 1996).
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The followings are several quotation from the work of William James (1967, p214215)
(1) 11 ••••• a,1 idea is 'true' so long as to believe it is profitable to our lives"• ...........
(2) " •.• truth is 'one species of good', and not, as usually supposed, a category
distinct from good, and co-ordinate with ii. The tn1e Is the name of what ever
proves itself to be good In the way of belief, and good, laa, for definite,
assig1mble reosons ".
(3) " .•.•• ii would be better for us to believe i11 that idea, unless, indeed, belie/in
it i11cide11ta/ly r:fashed with other greater vital benefits."
Observing the first and second quotations above, the author has the same opinion as
Lloyd (1996) who writes that it is completely understandable to any rational person
that a proposition is true or false autonomously of the utility ofour beliefin it. Does it
mean that pragmatist irmtional? For this, the author invites the reader lo judge. The
third quotation shows that pragmatists do not have a11y 'fixed truth', what they
have just 'temporary truth'. If this philosophical stance arplied in real world, there
are possibilities to cause conflictive troubles. To further empathize this, the author
borrowed an example given by Lloyd (1996). Say that based on a space observation
classified report, our planet earth was about to be destroyed by a smash of a gigantic
meteor. If this report iufonncd in public, this might cause people so much misery and
stress to know the world was about to end, so that, it would be better not to tell
anyone. Based on this reasoning, then a cruel pragmatist would say tliat it was simply
not '/rue' that the world was about to end.
Assessing this theory in this way, the author docs not have the intention to recount
with respondent's comment number (4), but directing to focus that all or the above
examples show the important of giving a completely new meaning to the word
"true" for the pragmatists. In support to this evaluation the author recalls what F.H.
Bradley (in Lloyd, 1996, pS) said of pragmatism: "lmerpret it 011e way, and
pragmatism is a set of commonplaces; ill a1101her, II is absurd".
Then what does the author learn from this assessment? He really does not wish to
deny that the value of a man's work may be increased by its implications for the
research of other and for practice. But yet, he believes that it is unfavourable to the
progress of science to measure the importance of any research, findings, or ideas
mainly in tenns of its usefulness and applicability. People can learn from the history
that many important research results, ideas and discoveries have to wait centuries
before they were applied in any field. This facts support to the thought that there
might be important factors that cannot be disregarded in determining the value of a
scientific work.
The author agrees with Tarski (2003) that there are special domains of very profound
and strong human needs related to scientific research, which are similar in many ways
to aesthetic and perhaps religious needs. Besides that such satisfaction of these needs
should also be considered important task of research. Therefore, the question of the
value of any research cannot be adequately answered without taking Into
account the intellectual satisfaction which the rcsulta of that research bring to
those who undentand It and care for lt. Recognizing the respondent comment
nun1ber (1) the author invites the readers to think that a research result such as the
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Sipesmik conceptual models which gives a better understanding of the world (the
respondents' idealism) and makes it more harmonious i11 people eyes (the ge11erated
so/11tio11s accepted by the stakeholders' represe11/alive: the respondents) should be
held in lower esteem than, say, an invention of practical benefits which reduces the
cost of microchip production, or improves a welding technique, should be thought Wi
unjust.

5,

THE COHERENCE THEORY OF TRUTH

A coherence theory of truth slates that the truth of any (true) proposition consists in its
coherence with some specified set of propositions (Joung, 2001). The primary
competitor of this theory is the correspondence theory of truth. There are two basic
differences between them. The first is that both of them give cpnflicting uccounts of
the relation between propositions and their truth conditions. The first says the
relation is coherence, nnd the second says it is correspondence. Both of them give
conflicting nccounts of truth conditions. The coherence theorists say that the truth
conditions of propositions consist in other propositions. The correspondence theorists
tell the contrast that the truth conditions of propositions are not (in genera!)
propositions, but rather objective features of the world. Even though, the
correspondence theorists are at the view that propositions ubout propositions have
propositions as their truth conditions (sec section 3).
Based on the above short observation the author will focus the philosophical stance of
,;ohercnce theorists as quoted in first parugraph of this section saying in other form
thai a proposition's truth consists in its fitting into u coherent system of propositions.
This proposition seems to be irrelevant, when viewed ns a theory of 'mathematicaltrnth'. Exllmple, if one claims that a proposition about imaginarynwnbcrs (such !ISpx
1there p = -1) is true by virtue of its corresponding to reality, then one might get
difficulties to identify which reality it corresponds to. And then, one might be
attructed to say thnt this equation's truth consists in its coherent relationship with the
axioms and definitions of the uritlunetic of complex numbers.
In the above example the author agrees with Lloyd (1996-). Therefore, in the Sipcsmik
context, the author is sure that hci can not refer to 'mathematical reality' without
incurring any metaphysical or epistemological liabilities! Of course, he can
meaningfully and usefully talk ofmathematieal reality without committing himself to
any partic-.:lar view of the nature of mathematical reality, since mathematical objects
arc merely fictions. Anyhow, he could still define the troth of a mathematical
proposition llS its correspondence to reality, with an annotation that that reality is a
fictional one. In this regurd, Lloyd (1996) provides a good analogy with literary
criticism. The truth of u proposition about Sherlock 1-Iolmes would consist in its
correspondence with a fictional reality defined hy the novels of Sir Arthur Conan
Doy!e. Unfortunately, the coherence theory of truth would, in these cases, come to the
some format of true propositions as the correspondence theory. This shows an
exllmple of conflictive point between coherence and correspondence theory of truth in
relation between propositions and their truth conditions (see first paragraph of this
section).
Then, what does the author get from this assessment? This assessment provides

reason why there were so many respondents have come to a conclusion that Sipesmik
has both high coherency and corrcspondency to Pancasila. It seems that because both
of those theories could come into the same result. The following, the author compares
those two different perspectives:
From the com:spondence theorists' perspective:
(a) "Respondents' idealism about how to achieve sustainable food with the help
of space technology'' is the state of affairs, 'n combination of system thinking
and action research' is the mapping and 'the Sipcsmik conceptual models' is
the map.
{b) Sipesmik conceptual models were judge as having 'high eom:spondency' to
Pllllcasila. Then the question is: "Does 'the state of affair' could be judged as
having high corrcspondency with Pancasila?"
From the coherence theorists' perspective:
(a) 'A combination of system thinking and action research' consistently
transfonns the "Respondei"\tn' idealism about how to achie'\'e sustainable food
with the help of space technolog/' into 'Sipesmik-conccptual models'.
(b) Sipcsmik conceptual models were judge i.s having 'high coherency' to
Pancasila. Then the question is: "Does the respondent idealism could be
judged as having high coherency with Pancasila?"
At this point, the author invites the readers to give U1e answer of those two questions,
but for him it becomes a new project, since it is still arguable the validity of
'mathematical truth' in this contei,:t (see second paragraph of this section).

6.

TARS KI'S SEMANTICS THEORY OF TRUTH

Semantics is a branch oflinguistics that concerns with studying the meaning of words
and sentences (Homby, 1974). Tarski's theory of truth also relates to the meaning of
truth as a word and as a part ofa sentence or sentences. Tarski (2003) fonnulates his
semantics theory of truth, with defining the notion of truth. For this, he needs a
definition which is materially adequate and formally correcl. Therefore he describes
the fonnal structure of the language in which the definition will be given to the word
trufu.
To help diminish any possible ambiguity Tarski (2003) catches hold of the actual
meaning ofan old notion of truth by reca!ling the classical Aristotelian conception of
truth -- intuitions which find their expression in the well-known words of Aristotle's
Metaphysics: To say of what is that it is 1101. or of what is not that ft Is, is false, while
to say of what is that ii is. or of what is not /hot ii is not, is true. Then, to adapt
modem philosophical terminology, he expresses this conception by means of the
familiar fonnula (correspondence theory of truth): 'flle tn1th of a sentence consists in
its agreement with (or correspondence ta) reality. As an alternate in extending the
popular usage of the term "designate" he applies it not only to names, but olso to
sentences. Furthermore, he speaks of the dcsignata of sentences ns "states of affairs,"
and uses for the same purpose the following phrase: A sentence is true if it designates
an e.xisti11g #ate of affairs.

However, he finds that all these fonnula\ions can lead to various misunderstandings,
for none of them is sufficiently precise l!Ild clear (though this applies much less to the
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original Aristotelian fonnulation than to either of the othern). At any rate, none of
them can be considered a satisfactory definition of truth. He then concludes that it is
up to him to look for a more predse expression of his intuition.
For this purpose he then employs the classical conception of truth and the medieval
logical-tenninology to get a criterion for the material adequacy of the definition. He
uses a classica.\ example: snow is white is true if a,1d only if snow is while. On the
'left wing' snow Is white is in suppositio fom1alis, and on the 'right wing' snow is
white is in supposilio mater/a/is. When in suppositio fonnalis snow fo white is the
name, while in suppositio materialis snow is white is the material, therefore he
resumes that: the ,iame is true if the material is true. This supports of what definition
he needs, which is materially adequate andfomm/Jy correct.
He then names an arbitrary sentence in supposilio fonnalis as 'X' and the same
sentence in suppositio materialis as 'p'. Using the same classical conception of truth
he comes to acknowledge the equivalcncy of 'X' and 'p' and this equivalence holds
fonn (1) that X is /me if, and only if, p; therefore he concludes that any such
equivalence is an "equivalence of the fonn (T)". This supports him to be able to put
into a precise fonn the conditions under which he will consider the usage and the
definition of Um term "true" as adequate from the material point. of view; and he
wishes to use the term "true" in such a way that all equivalences of the form (T) can
be assert~d, and he will call a definition of truth "adequate" if al/ these equivalences
follow from it.
For the conception oflruth that has been dir,cu>~e:I above, Tarski (2003) proposes the
name of 'the semantics co11ceptio11 of tn1rh '. He writes that semantics is a discipline
that deals with certain relations between e:1:pressions ofa language and the objects (or
"states of affairs") "referred to" by Umse expressions. Using this notion, he gives
typical examples of semantic concepts of desig11alio11, satisfaction, Hnd de.fitiitio11 as
these occur in the following examples:
(1) The expression "the father of his country" desig11ates (denotes) George
Washington
(2) Snow satisfies the sentential function (the condition) of cold and pure
(3) The equation "2.x = I" defines (uniquelydetcnnines) the number 1/2.
While the words "designotes," "satisfies," and "defilles" express relations (between
certain expressions and the objects "referred to" by these expressions), the word
"true" is of a different logical nature: it expresses a property (or denotes a class) of
certain expressions, namely of sentences. However, it is easily seen that nil the
fonnulations which aimed to explain the meaning of this word referred not only to
sentences themselves, but also to objects "talked about" by these sentences, or
possibly to "states of affairs" described by them.
Then the author invites the readers to observe tlte last comment of the respondents
(see section 1) and implement the Tarski's semantics conception of truth. He asks to
conven;e 'develop satellites' into 'X', 'satellites for swilainable food' into 'Y';
'building and operati11g sate/Ii/es' into 'p' and 'achievi11g switainablefood with the
help of sate/lite tech11ology' into 'q'. Then he asks to fonnulate the test question:" Is
there any logical relationship between 'X' and 'p' and between 'Y' and 'q'?" Ifwe
think there are equivalences, then the comment is valid. The author also suggests
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use other test: "Does either 'p' satisf;ldenoJes/defines 'X' or 'q'
satisf;ldenotes/defines 'Y'?" If we think, the answer fa yes then the comment is
valid. In this case among the three options, the author suggests that the most
appropriate seems to be 'satisfy', and then the test question become: ''Does either 'p'
satisf; 'X' or 'q' satisfy 'Y'",
Further the author asks the reader to opemte this formula. into pmctico: "Does either
'building a11d operating satellite' satisfy 'develop satellites' or 'achieving switainab/e
food with the help of satellite teclmo/ogy' satisfy 'satellite for switainable food'?".
According to the quoted comment of the respondent, the answer of the question is yes,
('It is true'), therefore·the notion of 'building and operating satellites' satisfy the
notion of 'develop sate/lites' and the notion of 'achievi11g s11Slainab{e food wilh the
help ofsatellite technology' satisfy the notion of 'satellite for s11Slainable food'.

7.

CONCLUSION

From the above assessment, the author conclude.'! that one cannot define an acceptable
definition of 'truth' without the basic concept supporting such a definition and on
what condition such a definition should be applied. Therefore it is not acceptable lo
the author, defining truth without describing the formal structure of the language in
which the definition will be given to the word truth, also the adequacy of the material
and the correctness process of expressing the sentence should be considered (please
consult Appendix 3).

In the case of Sipcsmik context, where respondents' idealism is functioned as the
reality (of the world views), the combined systems thinking and action research as the
tranaformation tools (mapping), and the Sipesmik conceptual models as the
representation, the correspondence theory of truth is the best theory to implement in
understanding the circumstances. However, thi~ docs not mean that the Semantics
theory of truth and others do not give important support to understand better the
respondents comment on the Sipesmik conceptual mod-els. Some benefits of these
OSscssmcnts are indicated in Appendix 3.
While the relationship between the systems models verification and the truth is well
shown also by the correspondence theory of truth. The correspondence between th!l
'Idealism of tile respondents in deve/opillg micro sate/1/te for s11Stainable food' and
tho 'Sipesmik conceptual models' is the truth of Sipesmik. This means that the
Sipcsmik conceptual models arc true wheu they represent the re11lity. To investigate
this, Sipesmlk conceptual models verification was carried out.
This assessment gives the author opportunity to do reflcctiou on what should ho
searched in doing research. He agrees to the opinion stating that to get something that
has implications for the research of other and for practice. The fact tells him that it
is unfavourable to the progress of science to measure the importance of any research
mainly in terms of its usefulness and applicability. h,,m Sipc~,nik research he
learns that there are important factors that cannot be disregarded in dctennining the
valne of a scientific work. Those are special domains of very profound ond strong
huml!II needs related to scientific research, which are similar in mwiy ways to
aesthetic and also to religions needs. Therefore he agrees that this should also be
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considered imporllint task ofresel!I'Ch. As a resume he agrees that the answer to the
question of what does the researcher tries to ret in doing research is as follows: (1) to
get better understanding of the world, (2) to make it more harmonious iu the people
eyes (3) to make great impacts to other research works and.(4) to get practical
benefit. It will be excellent to get all of them, but its already fantastic to get some of
<hem
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Appendix 1
LIST OF QUESTIONS FOR
INVESTIGATING THE SIPESMIK
(Sistem Indonesia Pengembangan Satelit Mlkro "'the Indonesia system for
developing micro satellite)
Question 1,

Whal is your underlying philosophical stance for investigating the Sipesmik, for
example:
a. Cost benefit analysis is capable to show the economic value of an action
program, therefore each action program of Sipcsmik shall accomplish an
cconomicnlly acceptable cost benefit mtio.
b. Although Sipcsmik is a research activity that should be managed as a non
profit entity, but it shonld be nlw seen as a way of developing national
prosperity and security.
c. Cooperative way ofmllllaging Sipcsmik could guarantee the practice of open
management and the use of micro satellite system, which is limited for
peaceful purposes especially for preserving the nature.
d. Why develop our own satellite, global space market provide choices so that
w~ can choose based on our own criteria tirat include especially preserving our
nnture through minimum release ofmanmade debris in space.
Qacstfon 2
a. Who is I ought to be:
I)
The beneficiaries of the Sipesmik process?
Ii)
The decision makers in the Sipesmik process?
iii)
The planner in the Sipesmik process?
Iv)
The experts used in the Sipcsmik process?
v)
The representative of those affected by Sipesmik?
b.
c.
d.
e,

What conditions are/ are not controlled by the decision maker?
What ore/ought to be the constraints on the decision maker?
Who has the power to ensure success ofSipesmik?
Aro those affected by Sipesmik allowed to take their fate into their own
hands despite the experts? Should they be allowed to?

Question 3
Based on your (life) experience, would you mind telling me what criteria I fonnula do
you use to measure
efficiency, effectiveness, efficacy (ease of use and
implementation), equity, ethicallty and elegoney ofaSipesmikplan?
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Appeudix2
Sipcsmik Models Vnlidatlon Questions
After having examined the Sipesmik conceptual models -could you like please llllllWer
the following questions? This is needed to validate the models that have been created.
(1) In Model 1, where do you might position yourselves in Ute Sipesmik?
owner

D

executor,

D

or client.

D

You may choose more than one.
(2) In Model 3, what kind of tasks might your participation focus on?
a. Science & technology innovation development ............ D
b. Create/ maintain sustainable foods........................... D
c. Manage natural environment . . .. ... . .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ..... ... D
d. Increase and maintain economic productivity ............... D
e. Change socio cultural practice . . .. . .. . ... .. ... . .. . .. . .. ... .. .. . D
f.

Regulate the Sipesmik .......................................... D

g. Change institutional practice ................................... D
h. Increase I maintain local government panlcipation . . ..

D

You may choose more than one.
(3) Do you Utink the Sipesmik conceptual models have included your views given
during the interview?
High

D

Medium

D

Low

D

(4) Would you mind qualitatively measure Ute capability of Sipcsmik conceptual
models) in transfonning 'the high level goals of the Sipesmik: Space for
sec11r/Jy ond prosperity, with focus on sustainable food and community
invofvemcnt' into comprehensive actions:

High

O

Medium

D

Low

D

(5) How well do you think Sipesmik conceptual models transfonn the high values
and goals held by Pnncasila into comprehensive actions, in tenns of their?
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•

Correspondence

High

D

Medium

D

Low

D

D

Medium

D

Low

D

D

Medium

D

Low

D

b. Consistence
High
e. Coherence

High

Note: Correspondence relates to the agreement or simi\nrity of basic idea.
Consistence relates to 'harmony', 'logic relntions' or 'agreement' of
each of the elements of the models.
Coherence relates to the wholeness consistency of tho models.
(6) How do you regard the Sipesmikoonceptua\ models in tenns of their:

a. Effectiveness

High

b. Efficiency

High

c. Efficacy

High

D

Medium
Medium

d. Equity

High

c. Ethicality

High

D
D
D
D

f. Elegancy

High

D

D

Low

Medium

D
D
D
D

Low

D
D
Low D
Low D

Medium

D

Low

Medium
Medium

D

Low

D

Note: Effectiveness relates to objective achievement,
Efficiem:y relates to the use of resources in achieving their objectives,
Efficacy relates to easiness use,
Equity relates to equal treatment to parts or parties involved and effected,
Ethicality relates to degree of morality in the models,
Elegancyrelatcs to aesthetics or public effect of the models.
(7)

Could you please give llllY further general comments on the on the
Sipesmik Conceptual Models?

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR ASSlSTANCE
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Appendix 3:
Some Learning Benents Derived From the Paper
Theory
assessed
Section 2
Correspond
ence theory
of truth

Fo,

Foe

Modellln,.
Truth Tbeorv
Reality is infinite while II describes 'partial
a model isji11ite, which truth' ofa reality.
Therefore it will be
means every model is
most beneficial if the,
less perfect ttiwt the
selected part is the
reality so thnt in the
basic Idea of the
modelling of a reality
reality, since it can
people should specify
objective or purpose
represent the whole
based on which the
feature of reality.
generated model is
cmohasized.
It contradicts with
Dlalectles enriches
Section J
colTCllpondence theory
Disquotatio views and more
crltital in investigating of truth unless they
nality
reality to be modelled.
regard the bnsic idea of
Theory of
This help helter select a reality in truth
Truth
objective of modelling sentence.
It places the important
Section 4
Pragmatism of usability or
npp!icabi!ily of n
theory of
model.
lruth
Section 5

The
coherence
theory of
truth.

Section 6
Tarski's
Semantics
Theory of

Truili

'"

Slnesmik
Correspondence
investigation ofSipesmik
should be focused on the
basic Idea, to grup the
most boUsllc feature of
the reality,

It supports the
important of
Investigating tbr basic
Idea or a reality to grasp
the most holistic feature
ofa reality

There is a need to
reformulate the
pragmatist's definition
of truth

Sipesmik was designed
to nttrnct nclions.
Therefore there is a need
of evuluating the
desirability and usability
of the models.
To be corre!lpondencc
To be coherence with a If com:spondence
and coherence with
reality, o model should relates to partial truth
present the functions of then coherence relates
reality, the basic idea of
to functional truth.
the reality should be
thatrea!ity.
consistently structured in
the model and the parts
as individual and 11.'1
group that composes the
structure should
functionally be in
agreement with the basic
idea.
To be true a sentence
Sentence Is a model.
To best repttsent the
In modelling:
not only materially
reality Slpesmlk should
'materially adequate' ndeqnate and formally
be lu agreement with
can be conversed into
correct, bul al!io !he
the basle Idea ohcallty,
'structurally adequate proces!I should be
structurally adequate
in representing the
adequate. This
to represent It aud each
basic idea';
becomes evident in
part 11.'l !ndivldual or
'formally correct'
oral. A person under
groul' chat compose the
s~ss, although s.o.ys o structure should
can be conversed into
'funclloruilly correct
sentence of materially
functlonally In accord
in representing the
correct und formally
with It and the process
basic idea'
adequate, but its truth is or Investigation should
not ,moranteed.
be free from stress,
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Email address: asudibyo@student.ecu.edu.au
Abstract
Since 2002, the author has run n research project having Urrce research questions. The
first is to investigate whether a western systemic approach cwi be successfully used to
define solution of complex, pluralist lllld coercive problems in a developing eastern
world country such as Indonesia. The second is to examine whctber the generated
solutions will be acceptable to the stakeholders. 111e third is to explore whether
systems approach can be used to transform high va!ucs and goals of Indonesians held
within tbe state philosophy Pi!Ilcasila into realistic i!Ild acceptable actions. The case
study is the micro satellite development activities, which then abbreviated as
Sipcsmik (Sistem Indonesia Pengcmbi!Ilgan Satelit Mikro "' Indonesia system in
developing micro saM\ite).
Using a combined of systems thinking lllld actions research, the author has developed
models. One oftbose models is a Viable System Medel (VSM) for Sipesmik, which
becomes the discussion focus of this paper. To provide a general view on Sipcsmik,
its root definition is presented at the opening, followed by a short review on VSM, a
VSM view of the present situation, and tbe suggested generic VSM. 1110 ending part
presents models validation result that stimulates the author to design a less radical
approach ofVSM for Sipcsmik.
Keywords: System Thinking, Viable System Model, Space science and technology
development.
1,

INTRODUCTION

Or, the 31h - 41h of February 1998, Depanri (1110 Space ColU!ci! of Indonesia)
organized the 'First Indonesia National Congress in Space'. The congress
recommended the President oftbe Republic of Indonesia as tbe ChairmilII ofDepanri
to promulgate five manuscripts that contained space policies for Indonesia. One of
those manuscripts is the Indonesia National Concept on Space (INCS). In accepting
tbe recommendation, to be Chairman, on the lOtli of December 1998 tbe President
promulgated the manuscripts (see Depanri, 1998).
The INCS states thal tbe development of the national space of Indonesia will be
carried out through the development of its seven components: human resources,
mamifact11re indrislry, service i11d1istry, scie,,ce and technology, 11atr1ral resources,
political a11d legal U!lpects and i111,tit11tional aspects.
Lapan functions as tbc Secretariat ofDepanri, lllld has appointed the autbor to assess
tbc development of one of those components i.e. science and technology. The initial
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approach to assessing the problem was influenced by a perspective that space science
and technology d!lvelopment is a complex, pluralist coercive situation. To cope with
this situation, the Critical System Heuristic {CSH) (Ulrich, 1993) and the Soft System
Methodology (SSM) (Checkland and Scholes, !990a, b) were combined. A list of
questions was designed to collect qualitative data of 'what is' and 'what ought to be'
the system, from those who are involved in and affected by space science and
technology development process. Assuming that not all respondents wero familiar
with systems thinking, a hint of an engagement process (Lcdington and Ledington,
2001) to systems thinking using th!l Interactive Model of Innovation Process (Manley,
2001) was implemented.
The 'what is' and 'what ought to be' data became conseoutively input for developing
the 'Rich Picture' and the 'Root Definition' models of the situation. Based on the
collected data the Viable System Diagnostic (VSD) (Beers, 1984) was used to
develop Sipesmik organization model. These models were then expanded using the
System Dynamics (SD) (Forrester, 1994a, b) to discuss possible ways of 'how' to
obtain the required end result (models). The resultant models were then validated with
the help of respondents to evaluate the models based on their judgment.

2,

THE ROOT DEFINITION OF SIPESMIK

Sipesmik tasks include space technology innovation, food and environmental
management, and community involvement processes. Figure 1 shows the root
definition of Sipesmik and figure 2 presents a more detailed analysis of that root
definition. These figures show the perceived main actors/ participants in Sipesmik
processes (executors, owners and clieats), as well as the thrc!l main functions of
Sipesmik: setting perfonnance standards, monitoring and controlling and the main
processes.
Figure 1 also shows that most of data needed to monitor Sipesmik come from
Sipesmik tasks and oil participants as individual, institutional or group. Perfonnance
standards hold the desired target of Sipesmik, they are input for the monitoring
systems and lliey should be set up by all participants {owners, executors and clients).
Draft policies (including
pcrfonnance standards) of the system are prepared by
executors, submitted to owners, exercised and established by the owners, however the
clients have the right to help change them. The desired outcomes include science and
technology, sustainable foods, ecological as well as changing in social, regulatory and
institutional practices. The ]alter points will need significant shifts in public and
organizational nonns - a paradigm shift.
The constraints indicated in the root
definition consist of two types the fixed constraints that the management can do
almost nothing, and the second is those that management have to create solutions such
as the lack of national commitment, national bleu-print of space activities, and
pessimism of farmers and fishermen regarding the will of government to create and
maintain sustainable food.
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THE ROOT DEFINITION OF SIPESMIK
CLIENTS:

EXECUTORS:

General populatJons.
(especially fishermen &
farmers)
Present & future .generations
Science & technology
community, Arm forces
Researcher and scientists
Government agencies
Trades &. i ndustries
Nature (living and non living)

Government
(Oepanrl/Lapan & other related
egenclea).
Government & private

industries
Local governments
Public figures
Flsherman & Farmers

Researchers, scientists/

Give
infom,atlon to

acsdemiclan and -arm forces

Help
execute
tasks

Give
feed back
to

Collect feed

Provide
information to

Central & Local Govef"nments
(executive & legislative i nclud i ng
arm forces),
Trades & Industries,
Private organizations . and
Communities represented by
eommunl ty groups,
culture specialists and traditional
leaders

Give direction
......~~~~~~--,

r--~~~~~~~-&-~~~~~~~~~~~--- -~--~~~~~~~~,--~~~~

;• ____.._.

!

Pfi!:!j'h leyel
goals:
- ~--_., ___________
-- -- ------____ __ ___ ...,..__-.. ___ .J

SPACE FOR SECURITY AND
PROSPERITY

Focus

CREATE & MAINTAIN
SUSTAINABLE FOOD WITH THE
HELP OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY
AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Note :

MPR a The People s Consultative Assembly
OPR = The People Representatives Council
OEPANRI a The National Space Council
LAPAN = The National Institute of Aeronautics and Space
SIPESMIK a The lndoneslan system in developing micro satellite

Figure 1: The Root Definition of Sipesutlk
REL,<,-TIONSHIP FEA.TURE OF A L L ELEIVIENTS IN
THE SIPESMIK ROOT DEFINITIC>N

Science &

technology

Socio cultu ral power
P olltlc.a. l e nd leg a l
Economics power

Figure 2: Relationsbjp feature of all elements of Sipesmik
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3,

THE VIABLE SYSTEM MODEL (VSM)

Beer (1984) models the infommtion flow within an organization in order for that
organisation to learn, adapt and remain viable, which model is named as the VSM.
Some of the infonnation that flows between the member systems within a VSM is
policy requirements, accountability, audit data and perfonnance feedback.
Infonnation flow within VSM is recognized as communication within and between
five separate 'systems' within the organization and with its environment (Tepe and
Haslett, 2002).
In the VSM, a 'viable' system is one capable or separating existence in a specified
environment (Waeldi, 1989), and one U1at is capable of responding to ehanges in the
environment even if those changes were not foreseen when the system was designed
(Jackson, 199ta). Since the VSM has to be used in a complex environment, therefore
it must be able to cope with the above two changes. So that, the state of a viable
system must be conform to the state of environmental complexity. Since the
management on its own is incapable of conforming to this complexity, therefore the
organization Itself must be designed to cope with such environment (Espejo,
1989). For this purpose, the orgwtization's information flows, control, and
structure must therefore conform to the environmental complexity. Figure 3 shows
wt example ofVSM scheme.
A VSM consists of five functional subsystems (Haynes and Stewart, 1993;
Hutchinson, 1997) as the following:
a) Interacting with the extemul environment.
b) Stabilizing internal operations.
c) Providing necessary functions (3"' = auditing operations).
d) Creating appropriate vision and strategies,
c) Providing legitimacy.

••

Figure 3: Five functional subsystePl!I o£VSM
(Source Flood and Jackson, 1991p. 91)
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The above subsystems could also be identified as the five system functions that
should be adequately performed in an organization:
a) Implementation or operational units = system I (SI)
b) Coordination and or supporting units= system 2 (S2)
c) Control or management (3* auditing)= system 3 (83 and SJ*)
d) Development and or inte!Hgence = system 4 (S4)
e) Policy makers= system 5 (SS)
Description of each of the said sub system is as fol!ows:
St is the operational unit ofan organization (Tepe, Haslett, 2002), it 'does' what the
system 'has to do'. SI automatically adapts its environmcmt and optimize its ongoing
business (Schwaninger, 2001). It interacts with SJ in a continual feedback loop of
receiving resources, and provides in returned the accountability for their use (Beer,
1985). Within an organization there are several Sis that communicate with one
another as well as with their respective S3s within the environment in which they
exist. In normal situation, there is no direct communication from SI to $5, but in
emergency cases St has the obligation to send algedonic signals directly to 55 (Tepe
and Haslett, 2002).
S2 is usually recognized as the information systems, the internal service providers and
the coordination teams, but also includes cultural elements such as standards of
behaviour (Schwaningcr, 2001). Therefore, a VSM provides support such as
infonnation, communication and processes for issues common to all Sis. It is also
used to co-ordinate various SI units by providing stability and conflict resolution
through reducing choice and attenuating variety from the environment as Beckford
(1995) cal!s the 'organizalianal gl11e'. It reflects managerial policies and decisions hut
does not mnke them {Tepe:, Haslett, 2002).
53 essentia!ly interfaces the Sl and the policy authority SS. Its primary function is to
control the SI activities by managing the 'resource bargain' that ensures SI perfonns
the organization's functions (Tepe and Haslett, 2002) that has deemed appropriately
defined by SS. Flood and Jackson (1991) describe this system as the interpreter of the
policy decisions of higher management. It also makes certain effective
implementation of the policy through allocating resources to the parts of St. By this
way, it provides the control function that ultimately maintains internal organisational
stability so that it is commonly identified as the 'management' of the system.
S.1 which function is to investigato and validole the infonnation flow between and
among the systems is identified as SJ* that is usually ca!led the auditor. It provides
infonnation to Si management about its own functions but in parallel provides this
infonnation to 84 and 55 (Beer, 1985).
S4 acts as the system intelligence. It monitors the environment and helps the
organization adapt and plan for the future (Vidgen, 1998). In principle, S4 mainly
communicates with the policy maker SS, but in a recursive structure, each viable
group within an organisation needs its own intelligence to interpret how the
environment affects its associated parts of the organisation.
SS is responsible for policy that defines of 'what is Sipesmik going to do', It
establishes policy in light of competing demands between the present and future, and
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between internal and extenml perspectives (Schwaninger, 2001). Beer (1985) writes
that there is legal and corporate requirement flow from senior management to its
juniors that in response they provide accountability report.
A VSM in a recursive structure eoch viable organisational unit ha~ embedded within it
U1e individual structures ofits organization, not unlike what Tepe and Haslett (2002}

call a series of Russian dolls. This because a recursive struc1ure requires every viable
unit within the organization is responsible for the success of the mission and
responding challenge coming from the environment (Tepe and Haslett, 2002). This
includes accessing appropriate information and services, and ocquiring intelligence
and performance feedback from internal and external environment Anyhow, each
viable unit must make these decisions in light of the system policy conveyed from the
higher recursions in the organisation. The S3~ with its independent reporting to
management should ensure that this happens as designed.
According to Beer (1985) each oforganizntion's systems must provide attenuation or
amplification of the variety in their own activities and information flows so that the
activities match the variety and comp!exity of the environment around them. Any
variety not controlled in this way is construed as 'residual variety' and must be
'managed' by the organisation. Disobeying this will result in the potential for the
organisation to be overwhelmed by the complexity and cease being viable.
To sum up this section it worthwhile to quote the statement of Jackson (1993a, p 571}:
'VSM is a sophisticated model of great ge11era/ity, pi11poi11ti11g val'ious systemic I
stmctura/ constraims which must be observed if 011 enterprise is lo succeed as an
adaptive goal seekiligentity'. Even though, some criticisms present to value the VSM,
such as given consecutively by Jackson (1989) alone and Flood and Jackson (1991) as
the following
a) In practice, the VSM could become fixed and inflexible, and encourage
autocratic management practices and it's emphasize is on organizational
structure.
b) It might be difficult to apply in practice because of the resistance it may
invoke with the entrenched structure.
However, certain examples of success usage of the VSM can be listed as follows:
a) A model oforganizationa! structure of San Francisco Zoo (Dickover, 1994)
h) Organizational structures in an cntcrtaimmmt group and a motor dealership
(Flood, J99Sb, p.146·177)
e) CoIJ)oratc alignment of Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) (Tepe and
Haslett, 2002).

3.

MAPPING OF THE PRESENT SITUATION ON A VSM

It is illustrative to examine the existing structure ofSipcsmik organization in terms of
a VSM, since there is not yet realised. Figure 4 presents a mode! that outlines the
present sitlllltion. This model was developed from the data collected by interviews and
documents gathered from respondents. This model shows the policy, arbitration, and
decision making level (SS) to be the Depanri (the national council for air and space
affairs) chaired by the President. The level which has the tllllk of obtaining the
intelligence about the environment and distributing information up and down the
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system (S4), is hllllded by the Secretariat ofDepanri that has two working Woups. The
first is usually called "Kelompok Inti" (core group) representing upper management
of institutions involved iu air and space affairs (member of Depanri). The second is
usually called "Kclompok Kcrja" (working group) that consists of two working
groups: technical working group and legal working group. However, this collection
of information is carried out in a compartmentalised manner, which is a function of
the departmentalised responsibilities of institutions and their associated ministers.
Furthermore, most of the problems handled by these groups are still limited to what
discussed in the United Nations Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
(UNCOPUOS).
A program that invites public awareness ou the idea of developing micro satellite is a
national space congress, when people discussed the INCS implementation (sec section
I), which was followed up by Lapan with initial effort of developing micro satellite.
Therefore Lapan can be seen or belongs to S3, in the Sipesmik concept. Furthermore
Lapan also established an inter·dcpartmcnt team for this project (Lapan, 200:!.).
The above dC.'lcription shows that implementation of principles of SI, S2 and S3 is
still missing and as a result there is no recursion structure and so do the requisite
variety. Thero is S3~ run by the state auditor (Badan Pcmerika Keuangan-' BPK), but
its duty still focus on financial accountability. Although lately, it tries to uncover
success indicators of management other than financial but still is not in a
comprehensive manner. BPS (the statistic central bureau) monitors social economic
indicators but the author does not yet find its special concern on monitoring the equity
and justice, while BPHN (the agency for national law development) monitors the
national laws and regulations, but the author docs not yet find its special concern on
monitoring the distributive, interactional and procedural justice in a comprehensive
manner. Bapedal (the agency for controlling the environment) monitors the
envirorunent indicators. Furthermore, there is no communication-link between BPK,
BPS, BPHN, Bapedal aud Secretariat of Depanri like that is supposed to do by S3*
and S4. Thero arc ministries and departments that arc members ofDepanri but they
do not yet administered as the relevant part of Sipcsmik wether S2 or S3 principles.
They participate in core and working groups, also in Sipesmik national team. But no
factual support that is supposed to do like 82 principle.
This means those departments and ministries are acting independently of one :mother
with the consequent la1,k of cohesion, and varying amounts of success. There is also
no control over their conformance with an overall national strategy. TI1e control
function (S3) for all of these teams needs to be fulfilled. There are facilities spread out
over the country, which with the owners agreement can be mobilized as S2 either at
national or lower levels such as laboratories and experts own by Bapedal, and remote
sensing system own by Lapllll, BPPT (agency for technology assessment and
application) and Bakosurtnnal (agency for sunrcy and mapping), Department of sea
and fisheries, Department of agriculture, Department of public works and several
universities like Univel"llity of Gadjah Mada (Jogyakarta), Bogor Institute of
Agriculture and Bandung Institute ofTechnology.
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DEPANRI

~

S5

Secretariat of
Depanri

S4
- - - ~ f---L-a_p_a_n- - - - 1

d}

S3

Space
research &
studies

Figure 4: Present situation of Sipesmik seen from VSM point of view
(Adapted from Flood and Jackson, 1991, p. 91)

4.

A SUGGESTED GENERIC VSM FOR SIPESMIK

Discussing the possible organization of Sipesrnik, some respondents are at the opinion
that assuming different morphological unit has different natural capability to
support food production therefore Sipesmik organization should acknowledge the
presence of various morphological situation. Based on its morphological situation,
It!dqnesia was suggested to be classified into two parts divided by the 'Wallace Line'
(Woodward, 1997). It passes between Bali and Lombok islands and between
Kalimantan and Sulawesi then continues south of the Philippines. The western part
shows more Asiatic nature whilst the eastern part presents more Australian nature.
Based on its morphological feature, the western part can be divided into three groups:
Sumatra, Kalimantan (Borneo) and Jawa-Bali. The eastern part can be divided into
four groups: Sulawesi (Celebes), Maluku islands, Irian Jaya and Nusa Tenggara
islands (excluded Bali). So that they suggested establish seven clusters within
Indonesia region, three clusters of western part and four clusters of eastern part. Each
cluster becomes a CNMU (Cluster of Natural Morphological Unit). Each cluster may
have a number of NMU (Natural Morphological Unit) such as a river basin, volcanic
plain, karst region, and catchment area.

Sipesmik's Sl, as the operational units within Sipesmik should be accountable to the
organisation for its Sipesmik performance therefore this system is where indicators of
success of Sipesmik are controlled. Sls at all recursions of the organisation,
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implement the policies defined by SS, resourced by S3, and benefit functional se1Vices
provided by SZs. Based on the collected d11ta their tasks are:
a) Develop space science and teclmology,
b) Create and maintain sustainable- food~,
c) Manage natural environment,
d) Increase and maintain high economic productivity,
e) Change socio cultural practice
f) Regulate the Sipesmik
g) Change institutional practice and
h) Increase and maintain high local government participation
Sipesmlk's 82 should provide functional se1Viecs for all Sls so that they can
optimally perform their duty. SZ at national level should support all SI not only at
national level but also at cluster and unit levels. SZ at duster level should support not
only to its associated CNMU but also to its associated NMU. The functional se1Vicc
needed by each level of SI, might differ one another. For example, SI at national
level for developing space ~C:encc and technology needs facilities to execute research
and development, production/construction, and operation of space system. Whilst SI
at CNMU or NMU !eve!, for the same duty needs facilities only for space teclmology
application, such as space remote sensing and ground truth. Therefore, the SZ
activities differs on;:i another depending on the level and type of organisation and the
recursion within the organisation, and tlrny may be owned by the organisation itself or
acquired from an external service provider. A preliminuy !isl contains 11 functional
suvporting entities that include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Space science & technology innovation
Natural environment management
Foods management
Economic production data base
Natural resources datnbasc
Earth resource monitoring

g))
h
i)
j)
k)

Space debris monitoring
Transportation
Communication
Training and education
Indonesia regulation data base

Sipemllk's SJ should be the system's management. It interprets the policy decisions
concerning Sipcsmik for the S \ s and ensures that adequate resources arc available for
compliance with the policy. It has to monitor Sipesmik pcrfonnancc produced by the
Sis that each of them has determined indicators of success. Whilst, SJ• provides
additional independent audit iofonnation concerning: S-ipcsmik images, the number
and nature of objections/ complaints, acceptance levels, economic productivity levels,
amo!lllt of funding, level of waste, distributive justice, proecduraljusticc, iotcractional
justice, space products, food products, natural environment, space technology
innovation cycle, food products economic cycle, social change, natural environment
management cycle and Sipc:;mik management cycle. This iofonnation has to be
informer! not only to St but aloo to 84 and S5.
Slpesmlk's S4 should monitor the cr,vironmcnt consisting of politicai legal, socio
cultural, science and technology, and natural forces. Based oo this monitoring result
and report from the auditor (S3•), S4 provides suggestion to 85 on how Sipesmik
should adapt and plan for the future. It should be noted that, at a recursive structure,
all systems at every levels ill the organisation also require intelligence set.Vice
appropriate to their activities.
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SlpeHnik's SS should establish policy on how lo use space for security and prosperity
of Ute country, especially in creating and maintaining sustainable foods with the help
of space technology and community participation. This policy must be conunwricaled
throughout the organisation in order for the lower 1ecursions to reflect this policy in
Ute context of their own activities.
VSM for Sipesmik should be rccuraive that each viable organisational nnit has
embedded within it the individual structures of its organization, not unlike what Tepe
and Haslett (2002) coll o series ofRuGsiru,. dulls. At national level, a CNMU group as
SI shonld hove a complete SI - SS structure within it. Also at cluster level a NMU
gronp should also have SJ- SS structure within it. Refers. to Espejo ct al (1996) uach
CNMU orNMU group shonld have its own manogement team responsible for control
and access to services that provide coordination and intelligence gathering processes.
This is to ensure that down to the smallest viable workgroup, each unit has the policy,
intelligunce information, control fnnctions and coordination services to do the work
that needs to be done in accordancu to its environment. As Espejo et al (1996) write
that recursion provides the organisation with the ability for the small groups!'> make
'policy' about bow to handle the problems Utey encounter in their jobs and provides
Ute flexibility to survive in complex and rapidly change.

Natlonal level
S6NL
Cluster level
S6cLIS3NL
Unit level
S6uLIS3cLIS1 NL

S3uLIS1c:L

S1uL

To guarantee the consistency of
policy framework, S5 at lower
level should belongs to S3 at the
next higher level and SI at lower
level should bulong to S3 at higher
level. This means SS or a NMU
gronp should belong to S3 at its
associated CNMU group, S5 of a
CNMU group should belong to 53
of the national group; 53 ofa NMU
group should belong to SI at its
associated CNMU group and SJ of
a CNMU group should belong to
SI of national group. Figure 5
shows
the whole Sipesmik
recursion.

Figure 5: Sipesmik recursion
(Adapted from Tepe and Haslett, 2002)
The assumption is that if higher levels S5s have conveyed their policies ckarly, these
lower levels of recursion will underntand Ute organization po!icius and apply them to
their own circumstances. This recursive structure requires that every viable unit
within Sipesmik is responsible for the success of the mission and responding
challenge coming from the environment. This includes accessing appropriate
Sipesmik information and services, and acquiring intelligence and performance
feedback about the internal and external environment. Anyhow, each viable unit must
make thuse decisions in light of the Sipcsmik policy conveyed from the higher
recursions in the organisation. Thu andit fnnction in S3'", with its independent
reporting to management should ensure that this happens as designed.
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According to Beer (1985) each ofan organization's systems must provide attenuation
or amplification of the variety in their own activities and information flows so that the
activities match the variety and complexity of the environment around them. Any
variety not controlled in this way is construed as 'residual variety' and must be
'managed' by the organisation. Disobeying this will result in the potential for the
organisation to be overwhelmed by the complexity and cease being viable. The author
believes that food issues not controlled, or controlled with Jess variety than the
possible causes will overwhelm a country, therefore Sipcsmik should implement such
a requisite variety concept that reflects how an organisation deals with complexity in
its environment.
Figure 6 shows a suggested VSM for Sipesmik. This is .a generic mode\ that can be
implemented in all levels of recursion. The number of SI, S2 and S3 should be
adjusted according the recursion and environment.

" '"::::~:.:_:.;:,::::-

Polley authority

..,..,......

"="'''~---;

,,.

Auditor

"

Environment

Management

·---

----·

"

Operaflonal
enflty

Figure 6: A suggested generic VSM for Slpesmik
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The overall information flow within Sipcsmik can be resumed as follows: the
information that flows through out the Sipesmik should provides this organization the
method for monitoring a sustainable development performance. Information
concerning indicator of success and audit data flows from SI to the other systems as
proof of performance and evidence of accountability. 82 uses this information to
interpret the services required and to affirm the organization attitude to sustainable
development. S3 ust"S the information to determine the adequacy of performance and
adjust the resources for Sis. S4 compiles summary performance reports and compares
these to the needs and challenges reflected by the environment. S4 uses this
information to nssist SS in determining if performance is adequate and I or ifpoliey
needs to change in response to the environmental trends. This process as a whole
should provides the infrastructure for Sipesmik governance and refers to Argyris
(1982) it should be a continuous improvement or double-loop learning.

5.

MODELS VALIDATION

The models that were validated consisted of Root Definition, Task Models, Viable
System Model (VSM) and System Dynamics Models (SOM). The model validation
form was comprised of 7 questions, but for this paper the author focuses only on the
sixth and the seventh questions. 1110 sixth question was designed to get the
respondents' judgment on how wc!l the viability of the models in tenns of: their
effectiveness, efficiency, efficacy, equity, ethicalhy and elegancy, using the formulas
suggested by the respondents during the interview. The seventh question invited
respondents give further comments.
Table I shows the variation percentages of respondents who judged the viability
characters of the models. The percentage variation that relates to the effectiveness of
the models is 77% high, 21% medium, and 2% low. This variation has a slight
different with that of equity character of the models, which is 71% high, 27% medium
and 2% low. The next slight difference of variation is that of ethicality character of
the models, which is 69% high, 29 medium, and 2% !ow. The next is elegancy
character, which has 67% high, 31% medium and 2% low. The two other characters
have far difference variations. The first is that of efficiency character, which has 38%
high, 60% medium and 2% !ow. This has a slight difference with the second that has
34% high, 63% medium and 2% low.
Table I: Viability of the models
(in tenn oftheir effectiveness, efficiency, efficacy, equity, ethicality and elegancy,
based on 48 respondents' judgments)
Viability characters of the models

Effectiveness
Efficicncv
Efficacv
uitv
Ethicalitv
Elcgancv

% of respondents who judged the models
as havin<> the -·de of
Hi
Medium
Low
77
21
2
38
60
2
34
63
3
7l
27
2
2
69
29
67
31
2
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Regarding the viability of the modeb, there were three respondents who provided
special notes. The first was a 'practical person', who did cm! find any of the character
having more then low grade, 'since' the models are theoretical. The author agrees that
lhe models are theoretical, since they form a methodological approach to space
science and technology development management in Indonesia, but this does not
mean that the models has no viable character et all. This is shown by the above
respondents' judgments.
The second is the respondent who during the interview stated that all viability
characters listed in the questionnaire were already included in the effectiveness
character and there was no need to further detail. Due to this ignorance of the author,
this respondent did not want to judge any of those characters. The third also did not
want to judge any of those characters, since this respondent found that the models are
pre-requisite for the success of space science and t-echnology development in
Indonesia. The auUmr translates the latter judgment as the models having high
viability.
6,

FOLLOW UP OF THE MODELS VALIDATION

Observing the above validation re!llllt, the author has t:iken follow up actions to
improve the suggested VSM for Sipesmik. The asstunption made is that the lessefficacy and less-efficiency of the models were in some parts caused by the suggested
VSM is the generic one that did not include the detail of each recursion, beside it
should be more practical. The followings are some details and a less radical approach
ofVSM for Sipcsmik.
a. A suggested VSM for Sipesmlk at national level
As described in in section 2 the owners of the system were perceived to consist of the
central and local governments (both legislative and executive including the ann
forces), trades and industries, private organizations and communities represented by
DPR, community groups, cultural specialists and traditional leaders. These are
assumed to form $4 and $5 in the VSM for Sipesmik at the national level. The nctors
involved in running the system were perceived to be: government (Dcpanrill.apnn and
other related government agencies), government and private industries, local
governments, public figures, fishcnnen and farmers, researcher, scientist/academician
and arm forces. These actors are primarily thought to form the basis of SI to SJ in the
VSM for Sipcsmik at the national level. The SZ function, providing what Beckford
(1995) calls the "orga11isatio11al glue", is filled by an integrated plan covering a statewide natural unit c\assifiention and space system development with which those
natural units will be managed to create and maintain sustainable foods, and supporting
facilities for Sis can optimally perform the duty of ov!lrall system in its associated
area.
The environment factors, which need to be monitored by S4 were determined to be:
physical forces, science and technology forces, social forces and political and legal
forces (see section 2). At the operational levels S3* should monitor: Sipesmik images,
the number and nature of objections/ complaints, acceptance levels, economic
productivity levels, amounts of funding, level of waste, distributive justice, procedural
justice, interactionnl justice, space products, food products, natural environment,
space technology innovation cycle, food products economic cycle, social change,
natural environment management cycle and Sipesmik management cycle. S3 should
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monitor the indicators of success of each task that is run by SI in its associated
working area. As suggested by respondents that there arc seven CNMU, therefore at
national level there should be seven group ofS3 1111d seven group ofSI. Boch oftlmsc
seven groups should represent one of the following CNMUs: Sumatra, Kalimantan,
Sulawesi, Ma!uku, Irian, Nusa Tenggara, and Jawa,Bali.
b, A suggested VSM for Slpesmik at cluster level

This suggested VSM is designed to be implemented in all seven CNMUs. The number
of NMU of each duster might be different, since it depends of its morphological
situation. For this purpose an S2 at national level shall help assess the establishment
of all NMU of the whole country. The criteria for establishing an NMU should be
defined mainly from morphological situation but practical reasoning should nlso be
considered.
As described in section 2; the owners of the system were perceived to consist of the
central and local governments (both legislative and executive including the ann
forces), trades and industries, private organizatiollll and communities represented by
DPR, community groups, cultural specialists and traditional leaders. All of these
compose !he SS of the cluster.
Central government at cluster level shonld be represented by associated Jm.wincinl
govemments, since in the administration system of Indonesia provincial government
is the representative of central govcnuncnt in their associated provincial area. In the
case of Jawa Bali cluster, it should be represented by all provincial governments in
1his cluster, which consist of DK.I Jakarta, Banten, West Jawa, Central Jawa, DI
Jogyakruta, East Jawa, nnd Bali. While local governments should be represented by
district governments of the associated cluster levels. District government includes
executive and legislative that includes ann forces. Trodes and industries, private
r:-gnnizations, community groups, cultural specialist and traditional leaders are those
whose domiciles are in the associated cluster.
Table 2: The network ofSlpesmik actors

S5

S4

SJ,
S2
&

I
Cluster Level
I
Unit Level
National Level
Central and local governments (both legislative and executive including lhe
ann forces), trades and industries, private organizations and communities
represented by DPR, community groups, cultnml specialists and traditional
leaders
Local governments
Central government
Central government
represented by
represented by provincial represented by
governments
provincial
provincial governments
irovernmcnts,
Lapnn that function as the Secretariat of Depanri supported by inter·
d=artment workin
uns
Run by Lapan Head Run by the closest Run by the closest Lapan
Quarter & core working Lapan regional office regional office & core
""'UP
& core workiuo ornuo workin" ""'Ull
Government (Depanri/Lapan and other related government agencies),
government and private industries, local governments, public figures,
fishermen and fanncrs, researcher, scientist/academician and ann forces.
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St

S3

regional
R,a by
national R,, by
entity
coordinating entity which coordinating
members
members represent SS of which
represent S5 ,r ,JI
all clusters.
units associated with

'

'

by
R'"
coordinating
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The S4 shonld be run by regional offices of Lapnn as the Secretariat of Depanri
supported by inter-departmental working groups. Like at national level, the Sipesmik
actors at cluster level are government (Depanri/Lapan and other related government
agencies), government and private industries, local governments, public figures,
fishermen and farmers, researcher, scientist/academician and arm forces. These actors
should a!so the primarily thought to form the basis of SI to S3 at cluster !eve!.
The $3 should be run by representatives of SS of the units of the associated cluster.
The S3* should be nm by a regional auditing consortium that includes BPK, BPKP,
BPPN, BPS, Bapedal, BPS, and other related institutions (private & government) such
as Survey Indonesia Corp.
The S2 functions to provide support for all SI in their associated clusters and unit
level. An S2 at cluster level shall help assess the establislunent of SI ot unit level. The
criteria for establishing an SI should be defined mainly from morphological situation
but practical reasoning should also be coMidered.
Further detail can be seen in table 2.
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e. A suggested VSM for Sipe!lmik at unit level
A VSM at this level should also consist of SJ-SS principles. As described in section 2
that the owner of Sipesmik consist of central and le cal governments (both legislative
and executive including the lll'JJI forces), trades and industries, private organizations
and communities represented by DPR, corrununity groups, cultural specialists and
traditional leaders.
Central government al unit level should be represented by associated provincial
governments, since in the administration system of Indonesia provincial government
is the representative of central government in their associated provincial area. While
local governments should be represented by district governments of tlie associated
unit levels. District government includes executive and legislative that includes ann
forces. Trades and industries, private organizations, community groups, cultural
specialist and traditional le-11ders lll'C those whose domicilrs lll'C in the associated unit
In the case of Bcngawan Solo catchment area, an NMU that spread out over three
provincial regiens: East Jawa, Central Jawa and DI Jogyaknrta, therefore the
associated provincial and district governments are those of East Jawa, Central Jawa
and DI Jogyakarta, also the trades, industries, private organizations, community
groups, cultural specialist nnd trnditional leaders.
The S4 should be run by the Lapan regienal offices situated in this area, which is the
The Watukosek Lapan Observation Station. Also, the S3"' should be run by a local
auditing consortium that include BPK, BPKP, BPPN, BPS, Bapedal, BPS, and other
related institutions (private & government) such as Survey Indonesia Corp. The S3
should be run by agencies and privntes domiciles in this region, which are selected to
participate in SI of Sipesmik Jawa cluster, since Bcng.awan Solo catchment lll'Ca
belongs to Jawa cluster.
The 52 should be run by all facilities needed to support the 8 tasks ofSipesmik, which
domicile in this region, for example PUSPIC's remote sensing facilities in Jogyakarta,
which is developed by University ofGadjah Mada in cooperation with Bakosurtanal,
and BPPH (research facilities for animal sickness) in Wates, Jogyaknrta. Further
detail can be seen in table 2.
d, A Im radical approach ofVSM for Slpesmlk
This less radical approach holds the principles of recurston and SI-SS principles at
national level, cluster !cvel and unit level.
Depanri and Lapan as the national institutions responsible for aeronautic and space in
Indonesia, has the moral obligation to market space technology for solving human life
problems in Indonesia, therefore it is relevant for Depanri/Lapan to functioll.'I as the
pioneer of the implementation of Sipesmik concept. Therefore, the SS institutional
forum should be nm by Dcpanri. For this, the member of Dcpanri should be enlarged
to include central and local governments (both legislative and executive including the
arm forces), trades and industries, private organizatiens and communities represented
by DPR, community groups, cultural specialists and traditional !enders.
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When assessing a strategic decision, Depanri should convene (a) space congresses
where the whole Sipesmik actors are represented. The congress' recommendations
become input for the cmmeil to make decision.
This mechanism is also valid for cluster and unit level, where Lapan regionaVJoca\
office functions as the secretariat to convene cluster or unit congress. The
recommendation of the congress of each level become the agreed action program of
the associated unit or cluster. Topic assessment of this congress should include
identification of facilities and roles needed to accomplish the 8 tasks ofSipesmik.

7,

CONCLUSION

That the viability ofSipesmik models were judged by some respondents as 'medium'
or 'low' grnde, in some parts, was caused by the suggested generic VSM that did not
provide a comprehensive view on the suggested organization of Sipesmik. Some
respondents had difficulties to figure out how recursions of each level in the VSM
should occur. Also, some respondents thought that accepting the suggested VSM
means approve or agree to establish a new institution or department to run the
Sipcsmik. Based on the above findings in this paper includes some details of the
recursions of each level of the suggested VSM, and provides a less radical approach
of VSM for Sipesmik. Submitting this paper, the author invites advices and
suggestions from the audience of the conference and Inter from the readers when this
paper is published electronically as planned.
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